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A HERO.
(A Story of the American Revolution

.)

By Mrs. Frances A. Humphrey.

THEY were sitting by the great blazing wood-

fire. It was July, but there was an east wind

and the night was chilly. Besides, Mrs. Heath had

a piece of fresh pork to roast. Squire Blake had
“ killed " the day before— that was the term used

to signify the slaughter of any domestic animal for

food— and had distributed the “ fresh " to various

families in town, and Mrs. Heath wanted hers for

the early breakfast. Meat was the only thing to be

had in plenty— meat and berries. Wheat and corn,

and vegetables even, were scarce. There had been

a long winter, and then, too, every family had sent

early in the season all they could possibly spare to

the Continental army. As to sugar and tea and

molasses, it was many a day since they had had

even the taste of them.

The piece of pork was suspended from the ceiling

by a stout string, and slowly revolved before the fire,

Dorothy or Arthur giving it a fresh start when it

showed signs of stopping. There was a settle at

right angles with the fireplace, and here the little

cooks sat, Dorothy in the corner nearest the fire,

and Arthur curled up on the floor at her feet, where

he could look up the chimney and see the moon,
almost at the full, drifting through the sky. At
the opposite corner sat Abram, the hired man and

faithful keeper of the family in the absence of its

head, at work on an axe helve, while Bathsheba,

or “Basha,” as she was briefly and affectionately

called, was spinning in one corner of the room just

within range of the firelight.

There was no other light— the firelight being suffi-

cient for their needs— and it was necessary to

economize in candles, for any day a raid from the

royal army might take away both cattle and sheep,

and then where would the tallow come from for

the annual fall candle-making? There was a rumor
—Abram had brought it home that very day— that

the royal army were advancing, and red coats might

make their appearance in Hartland at any time.

Arthur and Dorothy were talking about it, as they

turned the roasting fork.

“Wish I was a man,” said Arthur, glancing

towards his mother, who was sitting in a low splint

chair knitting stockings for her boy's winter wear.
“ I'd like to shoot a red coat."

“ O Arty !
" exclaimed Dorothy reproachfully

;

“you're always thinking of shooting! Now / should

like to nurse a sick soldier and wait upon him.

Poor soldiers! it was dreadful what papa wrote to

mamma about them."

“Would you nurse a red coat?" asked Arthur,

indignantly.
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“Yes,” said Dorothy. “Though of course I

should rather, a great deal rather, nurse one of

our own soldiers. But Arty,” continued the little

elder sister, “papa says if we must fight, why, we

must fight bravely, but that we can be brave without

fighting.”

“Well, I mean to be a hero, and heroes always

fight. King Arthur fought. Papa said so. He and

his knights fought for the Sangreal, and liberty

is our Sangreal. I’m glad my name is Arthur,

anyhow, for Arthur means noble and high,” he said,

lifting his bright boyish face with its steadfast blue

eyes, and glancing again towards his mother. She

gave an answering smile.

“ I hope my boy will always be noble and high

in thought and deed. But, as papa said, to be a

hero one does not need to fight, at least, not to

fight men. We can fight bad tempers and bad

thoughts and cowardly impulses. They who fight

these things successfully are the truest heroes, my
boy.”

“Ah, but mamma, didn’t I hear you tell grand-

mamma how you were proud of your hero. That’s

what you called papa when General Montgomery

wrote to you, with his own hand, how he drove

back the enemy at the head of his men, while the

balls were flying and the cannons roaring and

flashing; and when his horse was shot under him

how he struggled out and cheered on his men, on

foot, and the bullets whizzed and the men fell all

around him, and he wasn’t hurt and”— Here the

boy stopped abruptly and sprang impulsively forward,

for his mother’s cheek had suddenly grown pale.

“ True grit !
” remarked Abram to Basha, in an

undertone, as she paused in her walk to and fro

by the spinning-wheel to join a broken thread.

“ But there never was a coward yet, man or woman,

’mong the Heaths, an’ I’ve known ’em off an’

on these seventy year. Now there was ole Gin-

eral Heath,” he continued, holding up the axe

helve and viewing it critically with one eye shut,

“ he was a marster hand for fightin’. Fit the Injuns

’s though he liked it. That gun up there was his’n.”

“Tell us about the ‘sassy one,’” said Arthur,

turning at the word gun.

“Youngster, ’f I’ve told yer that story once, I’ve

told yer fifty times,” said Abram.

“Tell it again,” said the boy eagerly. “And
take down the gun, too.”

Abram got up as briskly as his seventy years

and his rheumatism would permit, and took down
the gun from above the mantel-piece. It was a very
large one.

“Not quite so tall as the old Gineral himself,”

said Abram, “but a purty near to it. This gun is

’bout seven feet, an’ yer gran’ther was seven feet

two— a powerful built man. Wall, the Injuns had
been mighty obstreperous ’long ’bout that time,

burnin’ the Widder Brown’s house and her an’ her
baby a-hidin’ in a holler tree near by, an’ carryin’

off critters an’ hosses, an’ that day yer gran’ther

was after ’em with a posse o’ men, an’ what did

that pesky Injun do but git up on a rock a quarter

o’ a mile off an’ jestickerlate in an outrigerus

manner, like a sarcy boy, an’ yer gran’ther, he took

aim and fired, an’ that impident Injun jest tumbled
over with a yell

;
his last, mind ye, and good enough

for him !

”

“I like to hear about old gran’ther,” said Arthur.

As Abram was restoring the gun to its place

upon the hooks, a sound was heard at the side

door— a sound as of a heavy body falling against

it, which startled them all. The dog Caesar rose,

and going to the door which opened into the side

entry, sniffed along the crack above the threshold.

Apparently satisfied, he barked softly, and rising on

his hind legs lifted the latch and sprang into the

entry. Abram followed with Basha. As he lifted

the latch of the outer door— the string had been

drawn in early, as was the custom in those troublous

times— and swung it back, the light from the fire fell

upon the figure of a man lying across the doorstone.

“ Sakes alive !
” exclaimed Abram, drawing back.

But at a word from the mistress, they lifted the

man and brought him in and laid him down on the

braided woollen mat before the fire. Then for a

moment there was silence, for he wore the dress

of a British soldier, and his right arm was bandaged.

He had fainted from loss of blood, apparently—per-

haps from hunger. Basha loosened his coat at the

throat, and tried to force a drop or two of “ spirits
”

into his mouth, while Mrs. Heath rubbed his hands.

“He ain’t dead,” said Basha, in a grim tone, “and

mind you, we’ll see trouble from this.” Basha

was an arrant rebel, and hated the very sight of

a red coat. “What are you doin’ here,” she con-

tinued, addressing him, “killin’ honest folks, when

you’d better ’ve staid cross seas in yer own country?”

“Basha!” said Mrs. Heath reprovingly, “he is

helpless.”
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But Basha as she unwound the tight bandage

from the shattered arm, kept muttering to herself

like a rising tempest, until at length the man having

come quite to himself, detected her feeling, and with

great effort said, “ I am not a British soldier.”

“Then what to goodness have you got on their

uniform for ? ” queried Basha.

Little by little the pitiful story was told. He was

an American soldier who had been doing duty as

a spy in the British camp. Up to the very last

day of his stay he had not been suspected; but

trying to get away he was suspected, challenged,

and fired at. The shot passed through his arm.

He was certain his pursuers had followed 'him till

night, and they would be likely to continue the

search the next day, and he begged Mrs. Heath

to secrete him for a day or two, if possible.

“ I wouldn’t mind being shot, marm,” he said,

“ but you know they’ll hang me if they get me. Of

course I risked it when I went into their camp,

but it’s none the pleasanter for all that.”

Now in the old Heath house there was a secret

chamber, built in the side of the chimney. Most

of those old colonial houses had enormous chimneys,

that took up, sometimes, a quarter of the ground

occupied by the house, so it was not a difficult thing

to enclose a small space with slight danger of its

existence being detected. This chimney chamber

in the Heath house was little more than a closet

eight feet by four. It was entered from the north

chamber, Abram’s room, through a narrow sliding

panel that looked exactly like the rest of the wall,

which was of cedar boards. An inch-wide shaft

running up the side of the chimney ventilated the

closet, and it was lighted by a window consisting

of three small panes of glass carefully concealed

under the projecting roof. In a sunny day one

could see to read there easily.

A small cot-bed was now carried into this room,

and up there, after his wound had been dressed

by Basha, who, like many old-time women, was

skilful in dressing wounds and learned in the prop-

erties of herbs and roots, and he had been fed

and bathed, the soldier was taken; and a very

grateful man he was as he settled himself upon
the comfortable bed and looked up with a smiling

“thank you,” into Basha’s face, which was no longer

grim and forbidding.

All this time no special notice had been taken

of Dorothy and Arthur. They had followed about

to watch the bathing, feeding and tending, and when
Mrs. Heath turned to leave the secret chamber, she

found them behind her, staring in with very wide-

open eyes indeed; for, if you can believe it, they

never before had even heard of, much less seen,

this lovely little secret chamber. It was never

deemed wise in colonial families to talk about these

hiding-places, which sometimes served so good a

purpose, and I doubt if many adults in the town

of Hartland knew of this secret chamber in the

Heath house.

The panel was closed, and Abram was left to

care for the wounded soldier through the night. It

was nine o’clock, the colonial hour for going to

bed, and long past the children’s hour, and Dotty

and Arthur in their prayers by their mother’s knee,

put up a petition for the safety of the stranger.

“ Would they hang him if they could get him,

mamma?” asked Arty.

“Certainly,” she replied. “It is one of the rules

of warfare. A spy is always hung.”

In the morning, from nine to eleven, Mrs. Heath

always devoted to the children’s lessons. Arthur,

who was eleven, was a good Latin scholar. He
was reading Ccesar’s Commentaries

,
and he liked it

— that is, he liked the story part. He found some

of it pretty tough reading, and I need not tell you

boys who have read Caesar, what parts those were.

They had English readings from the Spectator, and

from Bishop Leighton’s works, books which you

know but little about Dotty had a daily lesson in

botany, and very pleasant hours those school hours

were.

After dinner, at twelve, they had the afternoon

for play. That afternoon, the day after the soldier

came, they went berrying. They did this almost

every day during berry time, so as to have what

they liked better than anything for supper— berries

and milk. Occasionally they had huckleberry “slap-

jacks,” also a favorite dish, for breakfast; not often,

however, as flour was scarce.

They went for berries down the road known as

South Lane, a lonely place, but where berries grew

plentifully. Their mother had cautioned them not

to talk about the occurrence of the night before,

as some one might overhear, and so, though they

talked about their play and their studies, about papa

and his soldiers, they said nothing about the soldier.

They had nearly filled their baskets, when a growl

from Caesar startled them, and turning, they saw two
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horsemen who had stopped near by, one of whom
was just springing from his horse. They were in

British uniform, and the children at once were sure

what they wanted.

“O Arty, Arty!” whispered Dorothy. “ They’ve

come, and we mustn't tell.”

The man advanced with a smile meant to be

pleasant, but which was in reality so sinister that

the children shrank with a sensation of fear.

“How are you, my little man? Picking berries,

eh? And where do you live?” he asked.

“With mamma,” answered Arthur promptly.

“And who is mamma? What is her name ?”

“Mrs. Heath,” said Arty.

“And don't you live with papa too? Where is

papa?” the man asked.

Arthur hesitated an instant, and then out it came,

and proudly too. “In the Continental army, sir.”

“ Ho ! ho ! and so we are a little rebel, are

we?” laughed the man. “And who am I? Do
you know ?

”

“Yes, sir; a British soldier.”

“How do you know that?”

“Because you wear their uniform, sir?”

“You cannot have seen many British soldiers

here,” said the man. “Did you ever see the British

uniform before?

”

“Yes, sir,” replied Arty.

“And where did you see it?” he asked, glancing

sharply at Arthur and then at Dorothy. Upon the

face of the latter was a look of dismay, for she had

foreseen the drift of the man's questions and the

trap into which Arty had fallen. He, too, saw it,

now he was in. The only British uniform he had

ever seen was that worn by the American spy. For

a brief moment he was tempted to tell a lie. Then
he said firmly, “ I cannot tell you, sir.”

“Cannot! Does that mean will not?” said the

man threateningly. Then he put his hand into

his pocket and took out a bright gold sovereign,

which he held before Arthur.

“Come, now, my little man, tell me where you

saw the British soldier's uniform, and you shall have

this gold piece.”

But all the noble impulses of the boy's nature

inherited and strengthened by his mother’s teach-

ings, revolted at this attempt to bribe him. His

eyes flashed. He looked the man full in the face.

“ I will not !
” said he.

“ Come, come !
” cried out the man on horseback.

“ Don’t palter any longer with the little rebel. We’ll

And a way to make him tell. Up with him !

”

In an instant the man had swung Arthur into his

saddle, and leaping up behind him, struck spurs to

his horse and dashed away. Caesar, who had been

sniffing about, suspicious, but uncertain, attempted

to leap upon the horseman in the rear, but he,

drawing his pistol from his saddle, fired, and Caesar

dropped helpless.

The horsemen quickly vanished, and for a moment
Dorothy stood pale and speechless. Then she knelt

down by Caesar, examined his wound— he was shot

in the leg— and bound it up with her handkerchief,

just as she saw Basha do the night before, and then

putting her arms around his neck she kissed him.

“Be patient, dear old Caesar, and Abram shall come
for you? ”

Covered with dust, her frock stained with Caesar’s

blood, a pitiful sight indeed was Dorothy as she

burst into the kitchen where Basha was preparing

supper.

“ O mamma, they’ve carried off Arty and shot

Caesar, those dreadful, dreadful British !

”

Between her sobs she told the whole fearful story

to the two women— fearful, I say, for Mrs. Heath

knew too well the reputed character of the British

soldiery, not to fear the worst if her boy should per-

sist in refusing to tell where he had seen the British

soldier's uniform. But even in her distress she was

conscious of a proud faith that he would not betray

his trust.

As to Basha, who shall describe her horror and

indignation? “The wretches! ain’t they content to

murder our men and burn our houses, that they

must take our innercent little boys?” and she struck

the spit into the chicken she was preparing for

supper vindictively, as though thus she should like

to treat the whole British army. “The dear little

cretur! what’ll he do to-night without his mamma,
and him never away from her a night in his blessed

life. 'Pears to me the Lord’s forgot the Colo-

nies. O dearie, dearie me !
” utterly overcome she

dropped into a chair, and throwing her homespun

check apron over her head, she gave way to such

a fit of weeping as astonished and perplexed Abram,

one of whose principle articles of faith it was that

Basha couldn’t shed a tear, even if she tried, “mor’n

if she’s made o’ cast iron.”

It indeed looked hopeless. Who was to follow

after these men and rescue Arthur? There was
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hardly any one left in town but old men, women

and children.

Mrs. Heath thought of this as she soothed Dor-

othy, coaxed her to eat a little supper, and then sat

by her side until she fell asleep. She sat by the

fire while the embers died out, or walked up and

down the long, lonely kitchen, wrestling, like Jacob,

in prayer, for her boy, until long after midnight.

And now let us follow Arthur’s fortunes. The

men galloped hard and long over hills, through

valleys and woods, so far away it seemed to the

little fellow he could never possibly see mamma
or Dorothy again. At last they drew up at a large

white house, evidently the headquarters of the offi-

cers, and Arthur was put at once into a dark closet

and there left. He was tired and dreadfully hungry,

so hungry that he could think of hardly anything

else. He heard the rattling of china and glasses,

and knew they were at supper. By and by a servant

came and took him into the supper room. His eyes

were so dazzled at first by the change from the dark

closet to the well-lighted room, that he could scarcely

see. But when the daze cleared he found himself

standing near the head of the table, where sat a

stout man with a red face, a fierce mustache, and

an evil pair of eyes.

He looked at Arthur a moment. Then he poured

out a glass of wine and pushed it towards him

:

“ Drink!”

But Arthur did not touch the glass.

“ Drink, I say,” he repeated impatiently. “ Do
you hear? ”

“ I have promised mamma never to drink wine,”

was the low response.

It seemed to poor Arthur as though everything had

combined against him. It was bad enough to have

to say no to the question about the uniform, and

now here was something else that would make the

men still more angry with him. But the officer did

not push his command
;
he simply thrust the glass

one side and said, “Now, my boy, we’re going to

get that American spy and hang him. You know
where he is and you’ve got to tell us, or it will be

the worse for you. Do you want to see your mother

again ?
”

Arthur did not answer. Pie could not have

answered just then. A big bunch came into his

throat. Cry? Not before these men. So he kept

silence.

“Obstinate little pig! speak!” thundered the offi-

cer, bringing his great brawny fist down upon the

table with a blow that set the glasses dancing.

“Will you tell me where that spy is?
”

“No, sir,” came in very low, but very firm tones.

I will not tell you the dreadful words of that officer,

as he turned to his servant with the command, “Put
him down cellar, and we’ll see to him in the morning.

They’re all alike, men, women and children. Rebel-

lion in the very blood. The only way to finish it is

to spill it without mercy.”

Now there was one thing that Arthur, brave as he

was, feared, and that was— rats! Left on a heap

of dry straw, he began to wonder if there were rats

there. Presently he was sure he heard something

move, but he was quickly reassured by the touch

of soft, warm fur on his hand, and the sound of

a melodious “pur-r.” The friendly kitty, glad of

a companion, curled herself by his side. What
comfort she brought to the lonely little fellow

!

He lay down beside her, and saying his Our Father
,

and Now I lay me
,
was soon in a profound sleep, the

purring little kitty nestling close.

The sounds of revelry in the rooms above did not

disturb him. The boisterous songs and laughter,

the stamping of many feet, continued far into the

night. At last they ceased; and when everything

had been for a long time silent, the door leading

to the cellar was softly opened and a lady came

down the stairway. I have often wished that I

might paint her as she looked coming down those

stairs. Arthur was afterwards my great-grandfather,

you know, and he told me this story when I was a

young girl in my teens. He told me how lovely

this lady was.

Her gown was of some rich stuff that shimmered

in the light of the candle she carried, and rustled

musically as she walked. There was a flash of

jewels at her throat and on her hands. She had

wrapped a crimson mantle about her head and

shoulders. Her eyes were like stars on a summer’s

night, sparkling with a veiled radiance, and as she

stood and looked down upon the sleeping boy, a

smile, sweet, but full of a profound sadness, played

upon her lips. Then a determined look came into her

bright eyes.

He stirred in his sleep, laughed out, said “mamma,”

and then opened his eyes. She stooped and touched

his lips with her finger. “Hush! Speak only in a

whisper. Eat this, and then I will take you to your

mother.”
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After he had eaten, she wrapped a cloak about

him, and together they stole up and out past the

sleeping, drunken sentinel, to the stables. She lead

out a white horse, her own horse, Arthur was sure,

for the creature caressed her with his head, and as

she saddled him she talked to him in low tones,

sweet, musical words of some foreign tongue. The

handsome horse seemed to understand the necessity

of silence, for he did not even whinny to the touch

of his mistress’ hand, and trod daintily and noise-

lessly as she led him to the mounting block, his small

ears pricking forward and backward, as though know-

ing the need of watchful listening.

Leaping to the saddle and stooping, she lifted

Arthur in front of her, and with a word they were

off. A slow walk at first, and then a rapid canter.

Arthur never forgot thai long night ride with the

beautiful lady on the white horse, over the country

flooded with the brilliancy of the full moon. Once

or twice she asked if he was cold, as she drew the

cloak more closely about him, and sometimes she

would murmur softly to herself words in that silvery,

foreign tongue. As they drew near Hartland, she

asked him to point out his father’s house, and when

they were quite near, only a little distance off, she

stopped the horse.

“I leave you here, you brave, darling boy,” she

said. “Kiss me once, and then jump down. And
don’t forget me.”

Arthur threw his arms around her neck and kissed

her, first on one cheek and then on the other, and

looking up into the beautiful face with its starry eyes,

said

:

“I will never, never forget you, for you are the

loveliest lady I ever saw except— except mamma.”
She laughed a pleased laugh, like a child, then

took a ring from her hand and put it upon one of

Arthur’s fingers. Her hand was so slender it fitted

his chubby little hand very well.

“Keep this,” she said, “and by and by give it

to some lady good and true, like mamma.”
“ Will you be punished ? ” he said, keeping her

hand. She laughed again, with a proud, daring toss

of her dainty head, and rode away.

Arthur watched her out of sight, and then turned

towards home. Mrs. Heath was still keeping her

lonely watch, when the latch of the outer door was

softly lifted— nobody had the heart to take in the

string with Arty outside— the inner door swung
noiselessly back, and a blithe voice said, “Mamma!
mamma! here I am, and I didn’t tell!”

All that day, and the next, and the next, the Heath
household were in momentary expectation of the com-

ing of the red coats to search for the spy. Dorothy

and Arthur, and sometimes Abram, did picket duty

to give seasonable warning of their approach. But

they never came. In a few days news was brought

that the British forces, on the very morning after

Arthur’s return, had made a rapid retreat before an

advance of the Federal troops, and never again was

a red coat seen in Hartland. The spy got well in

great peace and comfort under Basha’s nursing, and

went back again to do service in the Continental

army, and Dotty used to say, “You did learn, didn’t

you, Arty, how a person, even aJittle boy, can be a

hero without fighting, just as mamma said ?
”

AUDACITY.
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KATE GREENAWAY.

\Reproduced from the portrait in UArt.]

KATE GREENAWAY.

By Margaret Sidney.

I
N London, big and smoky, with its dun-colored that lies akin to the heart of a child, acknowledge

fog-wreaths, lives and works Kate Greenaway, the power of her genius,

the artist whose pictures have made the whole world Her magic pencil has transformed even our Amer-
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ican home midgets into the quaintest and loveliest

of little antiques, with their “Mother Hubbard'’ and

“ Greenaway ’’ gowns, and their sailor and grand-

father costumes. Her name is an household word;

her dictum as powerful as that of a court-designer;

her modes as closely followed in the world of

LITTLE BROWN -MAIDEN.

fashion, and the larger world lying without, that

would be fashionable, as are those of a Worth.

A glimpse of her studio, a hint of her methods

of work, just enough to make you wish for more,

I will give you here, as was told me by a friend

who saw her there in the summer of 1880. I do

not need to describe her face, as you have it in

the picture before you— all the kind cordiality,

the sweet forgetfulness of self, the earnest devotion

to her work; a face that inspires confidence at once.

In speaking of her daily work, which is from

nine until two, she said that each of her imaginative

designs is wrought out by a hard, laborious process.

She plans out all the little robes, and quaint bonnets

and funny old cloaks, to the minutest detail of each

bow and ribbon and band, and she smiled as she

pointed to them hanging there around the studio

wall, so motionless then, but soon to be alive again

with charming curves and airy grace, when obedient

to the little creatures within.

The little models have to be tied and buttoned

and pinned into the quaint garments, to pose with

many rests between
;
but the artist, with tireless

pencil, must go over and over in dry drudgery,

each line and curve, altering here, improvising there,

spending hours upon one little detail, that the whole

may be perfect. Is it any wonder that the inanimate

figures seem to walk, to speak, to pirouette and mas-

querade all along the printed page ?

I look up as I am writing to the quaint, tender,

exquisite figure and face of a little child, as dainty

a bit as ever called a child-worshipper to homage

:

my “ Little Brown-Maiden." She is my ideal of

a certain demure grace, a sweet reserve, a childish

questioning into the coming years, a gay abandon

as regards all sorrow, present and to come. There

she sits in a little dull brown gown, her hands in

a big muff that, despite the weary body, shall be

held with the air of a grown-up lady
;

the big

bonnet, with its large bow to one side
;

the tired

little shoes, creased, and evidently dusty; so tired

they are, nevertheless placed exactly in dignified

position, as befitting the wearer’s tone of mind.

Our dear “ Little Brown-Maiden," not all the money

that might be offered me in handsful, could purchase

away from my sight this exquisite water-color of

Kate Greenaway’s, that my friend bought to be

sent over the sea, first allowing the artist to,

enter it at the London exhibition. I can only

show you “ Little Brown-Maiden’s ’’ face, but I think

you will thank me for that.

A HOME GYMNASIUM.
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JENNY OF SWAN’S.
{A True Story.

)

By Annie Sawyer Downs.

MR. HOLDEN’S house at Seal Harbor does not

look much like an ordinary New England

poor-house, although to that use the selectmen of Tri-

mountain devote it. Usually the few paupers are

old and feeble people, but the day Mrs. Jordan

and her husband walked up the narrow path which

led from the landing where they had left their

boat, besides the old people there were several

children who, in country speech, were “to be bound

out.”

Boys and girls between the ages of nine and

twelve were hanging about the doors, and looking

eagerly or stolidly, according to their dispositions,

at the Jordans, and a number of other couples who

arrived about the same time. One little girl attracted

Mrs. Jordan’s notice. She was neither as pretty

nor as bright-looking as some of the others, and

Mr. Jordan did not see anything to fancy about her.

But Mrs. Jordan said she had a good steady

eye, a sweet voice, and to her tender heart, most

irresistible attraction of all, looked ill, and was even

a little deformed, through a curvature of the spine.

So if Charles, as she called her husband, wanted

her to take any little girl, it must be that one.

“But, mother,” expostulated the puzzled Charles,

“she is not strong, she cannot help you any, and
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instead of looking after things when Willy and I

are off fishing, will only make one more for you

to run after! Why not take that great red-cheeked

girl who looks so good-natured and energetic ?
”

Still, as Mrs. Holden put it, “Mrs. Jordan would

not be said by her husband,” and soon brought

him round to her way of thinking. The girl’s name

was Janet Graham, and she was an orphan, her father

having been lost at sea, and her mother dying of

consumption not long after. The poor-house had

been her home for several years, and all the Hol-

dens liked her “first best,” their oldest boy declared.

Questioned by the still doubtful Mr. Jordan why

they liked her and what she could do in particular,

he was unable to specify, beyond tending babies

and rowing a boat, at both of which accomplishments

he declared “she was a beatum.” The conversation

was interrupted by Mrs. Jordan, who, holding Jenny

by the hand, informed her husband that the wind

was all going down, and if he did not hurry and

cast off, he would have to row them the whole

way home. As home was twelve miles distant, on

Swan’s Island, we do not wonder he stopped no

longer to inquire about Jenny’s good qualities.

He owned the whole island, and most capital

sheep pasturage he had there, as well as a farm

and several fish houses; and here he had lived

with his wife and nephew, Willy, for many years.

There was no other dwelling-house upon Swan’s,

and although besides Willy and himself there were

generally other men whom he employed in the

family, no woman ever came to bear Mrs. Jordan

company for any length of time. As she was Eng-

lish, she had no kith or kin this side the sea, and

although cheerful, even merry, yet frequently longed

for a little girl to go about with her as Willy did

with Charles, and now she had her.

In spite of Mrs. Jordan’s predictions, the wind

did not go down, and in good time they landed

safely at Swan’s Island. Willy was at the rough

pier to receive them, and to tell Jenny how glad

he was to see her; but after his aunt and she had

started up the hill toward the house, he looked

questioningly to his uncle.

“No,” returned Mr. Jordan, “she ain’t no beauty,

and she won’t never set no rivers on fire
;
but she

does look stiddy, and your aunt was set on her.”

Swan’s Island would perhaps have seemed lone-

some to most children, but Jenny never found it so.

As she crossed the threshold of the kitchen door,

she felt herself at home, and with loving interest
\

and earnestness threw herself into the life around
j

her.

They gave her a room of her own, under the

eaves of the low, unpainted, one-story house, and

she begged Mrs. Jordan to teach her how to keep

it dainty and nice, like all the rest of the quaint little

home. She had learned to read and write at Seal
j;

Harbor, and as Willy always went off the island

winters to attend school, he taught her from the

day she came.

Mrs. Jordan knew all about sewing and cooking,

and having been a lady’s maid in the old country,

was acquainted with many little devices for improv-

ing Jenny’s rough skin, and beautifying her lustreless

hair. She was a good Christian woman besides,

and every Sunday the family gathered, and one or

another read the prayers and lessons her church

ordered for the day. Mr. Jordan soon found his
;

heart going out lovingly to the child, and, taking
j

her with him frequently to the sea side of the
'

island, where the gray gulls built their nests and

reared their young, was surprised at her intelligence

and touched by her affection for his wife. The sim-

ple, regular life, good food and wise care, improved

her health so much that in the course of three or

four years the strangers who came in summer to

visit the lonely island with its savage cliffs, its count-

less sea birds, and its one happy family, never thought

of her as being deformed, and even old friends, who

jenny’s home.

knew her when she first lived with Mrs. Jordan,

could hardly believe their eyes when they looked

at the erect, red-cheeked maiden who walked like

a young Diana round the rocky shore, or jumped
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from bowlder to bowlder in search of rare eggs, or

still rarer ferns and lichens.

Business was always good with Mr. Jordan. He
and Willy put by money every summer, and in winter

:

the latter left them for four or five months to go to

school, and when he returned bringing new books,

papers, and all sorts of bright gossip, they would

not have exchanged their island for Windsor Castle.

But even the beautiful island, and the life more ideal

than any other I have ever known, could not entirely

!
escape care and sorrow.

Last winter Mr. Jordan was sick with sciatica,

lambs who came into the world only the night

before wouldn’t get a chill
;
and above all, why the

gulls screamed so much louder than usual. Hark!
surely that was not the scream of a gull. That was

a human voice shouting “ Help, help !
” She rushed

toward the north shore hatless, coatless, with her

long hair, which her violent motion loosened, stream-

ing in the wind.

As she passed the house, Mrs. Jordan with a face

like that of a dead woman, looked out of the door

and pointed to the cove. Once more she heard

that agonized cry, and then the truth broke upon

JENNY GOES

and for many weeks unable to move. He sent to

the mainland and hired a man to come and look

after the cattle and sheep, but this man was not

Willy, by any means, and Mrs. Jordan and Jenny

were unusually happy when April came, and Willy

was home again.

The first day of May Jenny ran to the well for

water. The wind was blowing very fresh, and as she

Dulled up the bucket she noticed how very rough

the water was on all sides of the island. She

wondered, half idly, if her own little boat down
at the north cove was securely moored

;
if the young

TO THE RESCUE.

her. It was Willy; and gaining the height of land

at this moment she saw, quite a long distance out,

his overturned boat. At the same instant she heard

Mr. Jordan shouting through his speaking trumpet

from the bedroom window, “Hold on, Willy, Jenny

is coming!” Poor Mr. Jordan, so disabled was he

that it was only after repeated attempts, and in spite

of the severest pain, that he got to the window;

and he had not, as he afterwards owned, the faintest

hope that the girl, in that sea, could get her boat

off, much less out, in time to save Willy, whom he

could see, although she could not, struggling in the
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water. But Jenny had no misgivings. “Yes; I am
coming, Willy, hold on!” she shouted. But to her

dismay her own little boat, with its slender oars

which she could use as deftly as she could a sewing-

machine, was adrift, and worse than that, Willy had

taken the oars belonging to the old dory, still at its

moorings, to go out in his boat to which upside down

she could now see him clinging. No oars were left

but the heavy ones used in the great sail boat. She

had no time wherein to think how much more diffi-

cult her task would be on account of these facts,

but quick as a flash unshipped the old dory and

pushed off with the big oars. So high ran the

waves, and so terribly was the wind blowing, that

both Mr. and Mrs. Jordan, who were watching her,

thought the boat would fill, and thus they would

lose both their children. But she was as cool as

if she had been merely out for a pleasure row,

and managed her clumsy craft so adroitly that she

took in very little water, although she was drenched

to the skin by the flying spray. Once only, she told

them afterward she nearly gave out. A mountain-

ous wave threatened instant destruction, and she

lost sight of Willy, whom, from the moment of start-

ing, she had kept in sight. The great, unwieldy

oars seemed to mock her utmost strength, and she

did not know but she was fainting, perhaps even

dying.

But it was only a second, and she said, “I heard

this ringing in my ears: They did everything for

you, now you save Willy.”

And she did save him. His last conscious moment
was spent in getting into her boat, where he lay like

one dead, unable to help her in what was almost

as dangerous as getting out— getting back. Fortu-

nately, the hired man, who had been shooting on

the sea side of the island, appeared in time to assist

her in making a landing and in carrying Willy to

the house. It was half a day before he was able

to speak, but they knew the first time he opened

his eyes, that he was fully aware who saved him.

After a while he told them that going out to take

up his lobster pots, he piled so many on his boat

that their weight, combined with the rough sea, over-

turned it.

Like many seafaring people, he could not swim

a stroke, and if the lobster pots had not been

anchored by what is called a “kedger,” which he

had not pulled up, he would have given himself

up for lost. But the boat was so entangled with

the lobster pots that the kedger kept it from drifting

at once out of reach, and he held on.

When they asked him if he thought Jenny would

reach him in time, he said, “I hadn’t a doubt but

she would.”

He had a rheumatic fever, spite of all his courage,

and they had to send to the mainland for a physician.

They told him the story, and we think he must have

written the Humane Society, for one day when Jenny

went to Seal Harbor for the mail, she was amazed

beyond words as a nice little box was handed her

by her old friend, the Holden boy, which contained

the beautiful silver medal the Society bestows for

such acts of noble self-forgetfulness. Jenny likes

to look at the medal, but says, “Of course I do

not deserve it, for I never could have looked my
aunt Mary Jordan in the face, if I had not saved

Willy.”

THE CRITIC.

By Janet Miller.

WE were “practising scales” in the parlor,

And the air was wild with our din,

When, happening to glance at the window,

A robin was looking in,

His wee head turned sideways with wonder,

As he listened in mute surprise

;

For how those children could blunder

In scales, he couldn’t surmise.

Ah! robin, don’t judge in a hurry,

Though your scales are quite without flaws;

Don’t you think you would be in a flurry,

If you were obliged to use claws?
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By Ada Carleton Stoddard.

NOW, I call it mean,” declared Mel Barrett, with

a deal of emphasis in voice and manner.

“ They’re regular skinflints.”

Not one of the nine dissented, though Abe Bax-

ter drew his mouth into a comical pucker, and lifted

his eyebrows. Mel saw this and laughed.

“ Never mind, old fellow, I didn’t mean anything

personal,” he said. “ It’s everybody in town as

much as it is the selectmen, you know.”

For Abe’s father was one of the selectmen of

Banktown
;

and the selectmen had decided that

that there should be no Fourth of July celebration in

Banktown that year.

“ It makes a sight of trouble,” said they, “ and costs

money
;
and after all’s said and done, it don’t do any-

body any good. It’ll be just as well the next day

as if we’d celebrated, and better, too, probably, for

somebody most gener’lly gets hurt.”

That was the decision
;
and most of the elderly

people approved it, and most of the younger did not.

So just a week before the Fourth, the B. B. B’.s met

at twilight to hold an indignation meeting.

They met, as they always did when there was any

special business to transact, in the old lumber-shed,

a long, low, partly tumbled-down building, that was

set, looking like an ancient mud-turtle, in the little

hollow between the river and the town. It had once

been used for the storage of sawed lumber, but that

was long ago, before the mill was burned
;
and now it

was entirely given up to the spiders, the dust, and the

Banktown Band of Beavers. Why that club of nine

wide awake boys chose such a name I cannot tell you,

unless it was because they were always indefatigable

in the pursuit of anything that promised the smallest

degree of sport
;
beavers being proverbial workers,

you know.

Mel Barrett was their leader, and it was Mel who
stood now beside the clapboard-cut that served for a

table, thumping his brown fist down upon it when-

ever the occasion seemed to demand.

“We ought to do something,” he said. “It’ll be

a shame to let the old Fourth go by without so much
as firing a gun.”

“ That’s so !
” echoed from all sides.

“ We might go over to Duskeag Bridge,” suggested

Jo Plummer. “They’re going to have a bang-up

time there— a greased pig, and a greased pole, and

a sack-race !

”

“Say we do? And let ’em sleep it out here if

they want to !

”

But Mel shook his head :
“ Never desert your own

town, boys. There wasn’t anything said against our

celebrating, was there, now ?
”

“ No ! no, there wasn’t !

”

“ Well, then,” said Mel, bringing his fist down
with a resouunding thump, “we’ll do our level best.

Abe— ho!”

For Abe was executing a dance that would have

done credit to a dervish. “ I’ll wake ’em up !
” cried

he. “Nat Slater is night-watch in Farnham’s mill—
my cousin Nat; and he wants me to take his place

the night before the Fourth. I said I wouldn’t, but

I will— O fellows, I will ! and I’ll hitch the whistle

at twelve o’clock and let her toot till morning !

”

Such a cheer as went up from the old shed.

“ Good !
” cried Mel, clapping Abe’s shoulder.

“You’ve redeemed your name, my boy. Now”—
The little coterie of boys drew closer around their

leader
;

occasionally a laugh rippled through the

murmur of voices which rose and fell with the ex-

citement as the boys discussed the pros and cons of

many a project. It was long before the meeting
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showed symptoms of breaking up — before the con-

versation became more distinct and general.

“ It’ll take a slew of powder, boys !” said Jo.

“ So it will,” said Mel
;

“ but we’ll manage it. And
don’t forget the procession

;
and each wear his fun-

niest.”

“ I say,” said Abel, “ suppose we go to Bean’s

Corner, all trigged up! Wouldn’t they stare! It’s

only two miles. Say we do ! It’ll be as good’s a

circus ! Hurrah for the Banktown celebration !

”

There was not a whisper of all this breathed in

any home, and no meetings were held in the old

shed until the arrangements were completed
;

yet

the fathers and mothers of the town felt instinctively

that there was some sort of roguery in the air that

had to do with Fourth of July.

“Mebbe we was a little hard on ’em,” said Mr.

Baxter at his tea-table only the night before the

Fourth
;

“ I s’pose it’s boy nater to like to make a

racket. But it’s too late now, so we’ll all take a

good nap in the morning, and make up for what

sleep we won’t get next year at that time.”

How Abe’s eyes sparkled and danced — he

dropped the lids over them none too soon. And
how the B. B. B.’s enjoyed Abe’s repetition of his

father’s remark, when they met an hour or two later.

“ Too late ! ho ! ho ! ho !

”

“ We’d best mount the old chap in the middle of

the common,” said Mel, rubbing his nose in a re-

flective way; “then it won’t do any damage if the

whole concern bursts.”

“ Don’t I hope it will
!”

So the chatter flowed on, like a broad and very

turbulent river, until Mel gave the word to disperse.

Then they separated quietly, and a whisper followed

each one of them into the outside darkness.

“ Be on hand, boys, at twelve o’clock, sharp !

”

As if such an injunction were necessary.

Not one of those nine boys went to bed in the

proper way; eight curled up in any convenient spot

that was free from the observation of older eyes,

and the ninth was at his post in the mill awaiting

the signal for action. He would be sure to hear

it— the signal — he thought, as he went his hourly

round over the dismal old mill. But the night

seemed very long; and morethan once Abe went to

the outer door and looked, and listened for a sound.

But he did not hear it— he had not heard it even

when the first gray light of dawn begun to streak the

eastern sky.

Meanwhile the boys had gathered at their
;

objective point, the common, a large plat of land,

unfenced, in the very heart of the little village.

They were collected about an odd-looking thing \

almost exactly in the middle of the field, and they

were waiting, too. For Deck— Deck Malcolm was

not there.

“There’s time yet,” said Mel, not without a quiver J

of excitement in his voice. “We’ll wait for him.
j

I’d want you to wait for me if I weren’t here. But ;

O, fellows, I say, won’t she thunder?”

He laid his hand affectionately as he spoke on the

odd-looking object beside him. It was a sizable

log, which the boys with infinite patience and pains-

taking had managed to bore, and it was mounted

upon two stout wooden horses.

“There’s more’n three pounds of powder in her,” t
j

said Jo Plummer, examining the fuse critically by |

the light of a lantern. “Why don't Deck come?” I

“ I’ll bet Abe’s just wild !

”

For this w'as the signal Abe was waiting for— the
(,

thunder of this improvised cannon. It was to be the

first sound to break the stillness of the night— a

terrible, deafening roar, that would startle the birds

in their nests and the people from their sleep, with

the news that the glorious Fourth had come in

earnest, and that the boys had not forgotten to make
‘

it heartily welcome.

“ The chime is ready,” said Mel
;

“ and the crack-

ers and things are down in the shed.”

“ We’ve got all the dinner-bells in town.”

Yes; and they were fastened together and hung

from a revolving cross-piece with a rope attached, on

a frame six feet high.”

“ Remember you’re bell-ringer,” laughed Mel to

Bart Mayhew.

Oh, yes! Bart would remember— catch him for-
|

getting; and he wondered in the same breath why in

the worlcflfceck Malcolm didn’t come.

“He’s coming, now,” said Mel, who, listening ;

intently, had caught the first quick thud of flying 1

feet up the street.

He came, flushed and breathless, not altogether

with the haste he had made. His voice shook mis-
|

erably when he essayed to speak
;
and in the light of

their solitary lantern, his eyes looked very red.

“It’s mean!” he panted, before any one could

find speech to question him
;

“ so mean ! I said at

first I wouldn’t— wouldn’t tell! I meant to keep

away; but— O boys, it’s wretched mean! I—
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I camped down on the sitting-room lounge last

night, you know, so— so I could hear the clock

strike and be up in season; and— and I heard

mother tell father she’d been over to— to Mrs.

Blake’s and that the— the— O boys! doctor said

good care and absolute quiet might save Mitty—
she’s got ty-typhoid fever, you know— just think

of it— ab-absolute quiet! And mother said to—
to father how fortunate it was that there wouldn’t be any

celebration this year, on—on account of Mitty Blake.

And I laid there and thought I couldn’t tell— and

then I had to. O boys !

”

Deck’s voice broke and he stopped. Dead silence
! followed. The lantern-light flickered on shadowed

i faces and close-shut lips. How hard it was !

Mel Barrett was the first to speak.

“I heard she was sick,” said he; “ we’ll have to

wait till next year, boys. Who’ll go and tell Abe ?
”

A general groan was the response. If you are a

boy you understand exactly how far in the future the

next Fourth of July appeared to these boys, who
were aching to hear the roar of cannon, the ringing

of bells, and the toot of whistles.

“ Boys !
” it was Deck Malcolm’s voice

;
and he

j

spoke very rapidly and with burning cheeks. “ Boys,

we might touch her off yet. Nobody’d know we
knew, and nobody knows anyway, you know !

”

I won’t say it was a temptation. I only know
that for a moment each boy stood with bated breath

;

gazing into the face of another. If you are a boy

you know perhaps how the giving up of their plans

|

could seem to them almost the greatest trial they

had ever known. But if it were a temptation they

i put it behind them.

“Now, you’re ashamed of that speech,” said Mel
: with a little laugh, catching Deck’s shoulder

;

“ we
know you are. Come, boys, right about face, and
let’s get the Thunderer back to the shed Jpefore day-

light ! Anyhow, it’ll be all ready for next year. And
we can have the calithumpians yet, you know—
there needn’t be any noise about that.”

So they laid hold of the big gun with a will and
bore it away to the lumber-shed, there to wait for

another Independence Day. And they took down
the chime and scattered the dinner-bells among the

! boys who were to take them to their respective

;

owners. And then, while Lem Ballard went to tell

Abe the reason he didn’t hear the signal, the others

went home and crept into their beds.

But after all the procession was left them
;
that was

one consolation, if they needed any
;
and exactly at

nine o’clock a funny crowd issued from the wide
doors of the lumber shed, and formed in marching
order. At the head a red cow drew a little two-

wheeled cart, in which rode a very happy family of

darkey-boys and girls
;
next came a very tall man

and his very tall wife; then a Brother Jonathan mod-
elled from one of Nast’s drawings in striped trousers

and a very bad hat, bowing in all directions.

Here was a hand-organ man grinding away energeti-

cally at a half-barrel, and leading a monkey which

bore a decided resemblance to the human race; and

there was a beggar on horseback, and a rag-man, and

a ragged sailor, indeed tatters constituted the major

part of the uniforms. They marched through the

town, up and down, and across and around
;
and

when they passed the little house by the bridge in

which the widow Blake lived, they were all very

silent
;
and our friends looked at a single darkened

window and each one thought in his secret heart

how really glad he was that the Thunderer hadn’t

thundered.

The procession made a great deal of sport. Peo-

ple stared at first
;
and then they laughed and waved

their handkerchiefs vigorously. And Mrs. Barrett,

who had run over to Mrs. Malcolm’s of an errand,

said :
“ Well, well ! and that's what they were up to!

”

“ It isn’t all they were up to,” answered Deck’s

mother. “ I declare it makes me feel bad.” And
then she told the wLole story.

For Deck, in the bitterness of his disappointment,

had told her the whole story. It was one of Deck’s

failings, the boys often declared, that he always

would tell his mother everything.

“ They are going over to the Corner,” said Mrs.

Malcolm, “ and it seems as if when they get back ”—
“They’ve tried so hard to celebrate,” interposed

Mrs. Barret.

“ We might ” —
“ Help them a little,” added Mel’s mother.

“ I’ve plenty of pies and pound-cake cooked.”

Mrs. Malcolm put on her bonnet, and tied the

strings in a big bow under her chin
;
and wFen Mrs.

Malcolm did that, unless she w^ere going to church,

it meant something in particular.

This is what it meant that time : two long tables

spread with all manner of good things, in a shady

grove, on the road leading to the Corner
;

a huge jar

of ice-cold lemonade, free to everybody, two swings

dangling from the maple tree-tops, and a company of



fathers and mothers waiting to welcome a hungry,

thirsty troop of masquerading boys.

I wish I had time and space to tell you of all

that happened — of the boys’ extreme surprise and

delight; and how they were only restrained from

cheering by the thought of little Mitty Blake.

“ I wish we could,” whispered the head of the very

tall man to the head of his very tall wife
;

“ I do wish

we could cheer, Abe ! Isn’t it glorious ?
”

<c We might go through the motions,” laughed

Brother Jonathan, behind them.

“ Say we do ! and you make a little speech,

Mel.”

A whisper-signal ran along the troop : Halt ! The

tall man stepped down from his stilts and pulled off

his hat :
“ Ladies and gentlemen,” he began, in

stereotyped phrase. “ We— we want to cheer, but—
you all know why we can’t make a noise. So because

we can’t— all ready, boys! Three waves for our

mothers /”

Into the air went the boys’ hats, circling their

heads.

“ Three wavesfor ourfathers /”

They were given— three hearty cheers in panto-

mime.
“ Now ”—
“ Three waves for our boys,” sounded a stentorian

voice which Mel knew for his father’s, in spite of the

tremble in it.

And fathers and mothers gave them with a will.



A DAY WITH RAGS
,
TATTERS CO.

By Amanda B. Harris.

HE thing that was expected of me
one day was to find the picturesque

and romantic side there is to such practical kind of

business as the making of paper— to tell that, and

make the plain facts of the case more attractive. It

looked too practical, and I was hopeless, but the

mummies decided it.

What had the mummies to do with it? Just this,

that some of the cloudy, obscurish sort of blue-gray

paper that has been in use was once Egyptian cloth.

I have a very positive impression that blue is the pre-

vailing color worn by the common people in some

of the Eastern countries; it certainly is in China, a

dull blue; and if I mistake not, the Jewish women of

old wore it; and the Egyptians, not only in former

times, but they wear it still.

At any rate, that dingiest, dreariest of blues was

the color of a peculiar kind of cloth, which it gives

you a creepy sort of feeling to touch
;
woven long,

long ago on the quaint Egyptian looms ; worn first

—

who knows?— and at last wound and wound about

the mummies before they were laid away in their

niches of silence. All the Egyptian dead of by-gone

ages were embalmed and swathed in cloth, whether

they were rich or poor. For the former class the kind of

linen called byssns was used, as microscopic examina-

tion has proved. For the poorer it was a coarser,

cheaper stuff, looking like hard, firm cotton (I have a

piece of it here)
;
and on some mummies there were

“ not less than forty thicknesses of cloth
;

” sometimes

more than thirty pounds of bandages on one person.

So that there was opportunity for securing an immense
amount of material for paper, if anybody chose to

engage in such abominable business.

What sacrilegious, unnatural traffic that was—
unswathing those forms, and sending shiploads of

blue cerements across the ocean as merchandise !

But then, we must bear in mind that, religiously as

the old Egyptians preserved their dead, the modern

ones have always been ready to offer mummies for

sale as curiosities. When we remember this, we
shall feel less surprise that they should sell the

wrappings too !

They were all fumigated at some of those far Med-
iterranean ports, packed in bales and shipped

;
on

whose responsibility it would be useless to inquire.
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WROUGHT BY NUNS IN ITALIAN CONVENTS.

young imaginations the mummy cloths brought visions

of the sleepy Nile and the Pyramids, and palm-trees

under the hot haze of an Egyptian noon; old Cairo

and the Sphinx, the Pharaohs and Cleopatra seemed

not so far away either in space or time : and that old

world and the Orient were for the moment almost as

real as the rambling village where they lived, with its

white houses and brick mills, and the cool green mead-

ows where the Pemigewasset and the Winnepesaukee

— lovely rivers !
— met and formed the Merrimack.

That was years ago; and the paper was called

“ granite,” from the blue-gray stone of that name. In

these times it would probably be “ momie ” paper,

and very stylish.

As you will infer, the special mill I am writing

about (which is now engaged in the manufacture of

such paper as newspapers are printed on) then made

letter paper. The imprint was one well known all over

WHEN THE CHURCH RECORDS WERE MISSED.

of the world. One could only conjecture about who
wrought it

;
perhaps nuns in the Italian convents

;

perhaps noble dames and maidens made a pleasant

pastime of it with their needles, as we do now with

And even some of them, queerly enough, came to this

little town named for Benjamin Franklin, up among

the New Hampshire hills. What wonder that the

little girls who used to play under the machinery in

their father’s mill, looked on at the unlading of this

strange merchandise with solemn faces ! They had

seen many curious things in that great rag-room

;

strange flotsam and jetsam had come thither; and

they had listened to stories of curious findings, but

there had been nothing so strange as this. There

was something really awesome in it. Still to their

the country
;
and the stamp, which may now be recog-

nized in many a bundle of old letters and documents,

was a bird holding a letter in its bill. Besides the

white and the granite there was a blue kind
;
and

about this there is a scrap of history too. At that

time, thirty-five or forty years ago, there was a great

dear of blue calico worn — we call the same thing

“ print.” Dark indigo blue calico, sprinkled with

little stars or dots in white, or criss-crossed, as some-

body called them, or some small pattern. The style

has re-appeared, as you all know. A good, service-

able color our mothers found it for every-

day wear
;
and there was so much of it, that

when it came to the rag-room at the mill, it

was sorted out by itself, and went to make
a clear blue grade of letter paper.

There was a bit of Italy came in the same

way as Egypt did to this northern town
;

bales of white rags from Leghorn
;
and they

were all linen. What exquisite, firm paper

they should have made ! It was strong,

stocky linen, and some of the cast-off gar-

ments were in fashion somewhat like a

frock
;
and so rich was the' embroidery on

them that ladies saved specimens as curios-

ities. The work was rich and strange

;

not like anything ever seen in this part
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Kensington stitch. Certainly such fabric and such

work were not worn by peasants.

Other bales there were from certain places where

It was in “ war times ” that the books and manu-

scripts and tons of newspapers and pamphlets, began

to pour in. Formerly paper stock, as this kind was

BARTERING OLD RAGS FOR NEW TIN.

the contents, whether of waste paper or cloth, had

been cut into small pieces, that the character of the

writing or printing and the style of the garment

might not be betrayed
;
and all the rags were scrup-

ulously clean, having been washed be-

fore they were packed.

As for the rest, the rag-pickers in

the city streets were working in their

way in the long line of processes

towards what was one day to be reams

and piles of fine letter paper
;
and the

tin-pedlers’ carts were going about

from town to town the same

as now, and the good wives

stood by the shining, clattering load and haggled and

examined the wares, and bartered old rags for new tin.

called, had been of but little value, only about

half a cent a pound, for the reason that the man-

ufacturers knew of no way by which the ink

could be taken out; the printing or writing

would show through, so that books and papers

had to be made into wrapping paper. But

as soon as some genius found out how to do,

the price went up so high that most of the old

garrets were despoiled of the hoarded accumulations

of years. The greater part of the school books went

that way. Volumes which the older generations had

treasured, a younger generation sold, and things

were lost

which can
never be re-

placed. Rare

pamphlets
came to this

mill, and
books in cost-

ly bindings,

two hundred

years old.

The church

records of a

certain im-

portant town

turned up in

one of the

bundles. Some things were rescued by antiqua-

rians, who moiled and toiled amidst these tons

of printed matter, in search of some scarce vol-

ume. And those girls who used to ride on the loads

of bales when they were small, now that they were

older came daintily picking their way and rummaged
for poetry to put in their scrap-books.

Strange findings and experiences there used to be.
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Bundles of family letters, of priceless value to the

genealogist
;

private journals, held very sacred by

the ones who poufed their hearts out on the pages,

went mercilessly into the boiling tanks, to re-appear

perhaps in the very morning journal whose columns

some of us were scanning for the latest news from

the seat of waf. Rejected manuscripts were among

the contents of the tin-pedlers’ bags
;
telling stories

of disappointment not written in the text, but des-

tined, possibly, for a better use in their new shape,

after going through the paper-mill, than if the editor

employer of stealing a diamond ear-drop which was
afterwards found among the paper-rags. “ Once,”
said one of the women who worked at sorting rags,

“my girl found five dollars, right there, a bill, and we
used to find gold rings and such things. Now it is

different.”

The reason why it is different now is that a great

deal of the paper is made of the waste from cotton

factories. The time of mummy wrappings and Italian

fine needlework was in the past
;
and it was a pro-

saic region of stuff of to-day into which we stepped

SORTING.

had found them “ available.” Sometimes there was

the evidence of somebody’s dishonesty, in pieces of

harness, heavy buckles and straps, which had been

hidden in a bundle of rags to make it weigh more.

Several times there was a sealed letter of importance,

even containing money, the loss of which from the

post-office or failure to reach the address had caused

business troubles and anxieties for years; and jewelry

would be found, on account of which, perhaps, some

poor seamstress had been made to suffer. You will

remember how one was once accused by her rich

from the sidewalk on our first day at the mill. We
began at the beginning— with the rag room— which

was then cluttered with the material above men-

tioned
;
waste from a mill, and everything that had

been swept up with it, pieces of bobbins and quills,

iron, wood, and rubbish in general.

The first thing was to submit it to a tearing

and whirling process in a revolving machine called

a “ duster,” where a cylinder set with spikes like

harrow teeth, gave the incongruous mass a vigorous

shaking up, during which the wood and metal and
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stone came rattling out like a hailstorm on the floor,

while the rags fell over into the room beyond. There

they were gathered up and carried into the sorting

room. Seventeen women were at work on them with

their heads done up in colored handkerchiefs. One
of them told me she had worked there twenty years,

and turning to the daughter of her former employer,

winnowing as this, and after so much sorting, there

is taken away every night from twelve to twenty-four

bushels. As this cataract of cotton goes flying over
into the room for it, it occasionally takes fire. Some-
times a match, in spite of all restrictions, has been
dropped into the waste by somebody, somewhere

;

and if it has escaped the keen eyes of the sorters

(and a wicked little match can keep out of sight), it

is quite sure to stiike fire now.

she spoke of the date of his death, and said, “ I

remember it just as well as when I buried my six

children. He was a good friend to the poor/’

Each had seven barrels into which she sorted the

stuff : chips into one
;

old paper into another, for

brown paper; and so on. Nothing usable is lost.

Each has a sort of table with sides like a box,

on which the rags are sorted
;

the bottom of it is

a sieve with large meshes to let the dust through, and

fastened to one side of some is a piece of scythe— a

dangerous, ugly-looking blade, across which they

draw any piece which has buttons or hooks, to cut

them off. The scene in this room is made to look

picturesque under the artists’ hands, but it is anything

but that to the senses of the women.

After this the rags are pitched into a cutter which

cuts them fine, and then another more fine ; and

they pass the ordeal of a second revolving machine,

which sets the dust a-flying, and empties them into

another room ; and of the debris at so late a stage of

Next comes the preparation for cleansing with

lime water. The rags are pitched and crammed

down a crater or tunnel in the floor
;
and if I heard

aright, a man goes down into that dark, vile-smelling

pit, among them, and stows them away. The pit

proves, on going down-stairs, to be an immense iron

cylinder, like a gigantic barrel, more than the height

of a man in diameter, and three times that length.

There were two of them up in air, called “ rotary

bleachers ”
;
they hold nearly a ton each, and every

night at five o’clock are filled : the lime water is put

in, and there they boil all night. When the rags are

done, workmen come with strong, long-handled imple-

ments and hook them out. Mountains of these

sopping, cooked rags loomed up in the cave-like

place ; and the floor was sloppy and slippery.

Before we went again to the upper regions we took

a look at the furnaces. Those semi-subterranean
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In each vat is a washing engine, which keeps a

stream of clean water all the time running through

that mess which is like a cauldron of witches’ soup

;

washing, washing, while the foul water goes pouring

out through a great pipe, and is carried off into the

river below. A screen of fine wire keeps the stock

from washing away
;
and in out of sight is machinery

that grinds the rags, and there are sets of knives and

zigzag knives which tear them without hurting the

fibre
;
and there they are ground and dismembered

and tormented for five hours or less, according to

their state of soil and oiliness when they are put in.

Then the water is let off, a curious little trap which

catches the buttons that have managed to accompany

the rags so far on the way to being paper, is opened,

the buttons scraped down towards their final place of

deposit in the river, and the chloride of lime and

alum are next in order. We happened to be

on the spot just after these things were put

in, and we were standing near and intently

looking down into the tub or vat or tank

(either name is well enough, though I am
pretty sure the men said “ tub ”), when of a

sudden the whole company of us set to

i crying and laughing together, and had to

regions might have been the workshop of the Cyclops.

Away in there I fancied them forging the strange,

cruel-looking iron things that the men were using,

and those ponderous iron doors which shut from sight

the fires seven times heated. They were like the

doors of ovens, that might have been a bakery for

Titans
;
and in the cavernous depths hidden by the

knobbed and massive doors, who could say but their

baked meats were sissling and browning ?

Meanwhile, the odor was not of flesh or fowl,

plum pudding or good wheaten loaf
;
but a mingling

of cotton factory, machine oil and lime water, tem-

pered by the chloride of lime and alum, which gave a

chemical flavor and taste to the universal atmosphere.

When we left that place where the fires never go

out, as one might almost say, for the machinery of the

mill never stops until midnight Saturday, we ascended

to the bleaching room. Up to it the lime-cleansed

rags are conveyed in little cars, the

full ones going up through a

trap door by a broad band,

and the empty ones coming

down by a narrow one.

There several tanks, huge enough to be bath tubs

for those same giants, are ready to receive them, and

men stand waiting with horrible tongs to clutch and

toss them in. Those tongs are like instruments of

torture; they must have been invented in the days of

the Spanish Inquisition.

retreat, the fumes were so overpowering, and the

faces of all the workmen were one broad grin at the

sight.

After the bleaching powders are in, the whole

mass begins to churn into foam, and is kept churning

and churning for three quarters of an hour, and the
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alum shines like a silver crust on the top of the

drifts. The air is full of the keen steam of it, which

makes your nose tingle, and you have a general

sense of a grand purifying day. By this time,

between lime water, chloride of lime and alum (and

sometimes oil of vitriol), besides perpetual water and

ceaseless rinsings, the paper pulp is white as snow.

Odor or color could not survive such heroic treat-

ultramarine
;
and occasionally if an order comes to

that effect, something which gives a reddish cast. In

other mills various kinds of dye are used. But
before the tinting, there must be a final thorough

rinsing to remove the chloride and alum, which

would, as the man said, “kill the color.” So in a

final set of tubs, the much vexed and beaten pulp is

put through another running water course of treat-

ment. Moreover, it has been nothing but winnowing

and grinding and pounding and squeezing from first

to last. Through it all the fibre has remained intaat.

The first set of knives, and the next set too, were dull

blades, which rent rather than cut. As it comes out

of the bleaching tubs and is piled in snowy heaps on

the little cars, it looks like cotton batting wrung out

of water, wrung into bits. If you take a wad of it in

your hand and pull it apart, you will find a good deal

of tenacity to it. If it had been cut and chopped, as

seemed to be the case, the paper would be brittle.

It looks pure white, but if it was given no tint the

paper would naturally be of a yellowish cast. So it

is blued as a laundress blues her clothes. They use

ment, then a man dishes in the blue fluid, and its

lovely whiteness is gone.

There also comes in another element in this last

room before it begins to take the form of paper. The

mill at present makes paper for newspapers
;
and for

these more or less wood pulp is used
;
and it is in

this room that it is incorporated with the rag pulp.

The kinds of wood are spruce and poplar
;
the former

is the stronger of the two, the latter is whiter. It

is prepared in another mill (about which more

pretty soon), and brought here in large sheets ready

for use. The quantity of wood pulp added depends

upon the order. Say the Boston Journal, which has

its paper manufactured here, wants so many pounds
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of wood to the hundred. It has only to furnish a

sample, and the order is filled accordingly. A man

tears one of these sheets into fragments and throws

them into the tub of pulp. The suction draws them

swiftly within the power of the machine which will

soon reduce them to a mush, and incorporate them

thoroughly with the other, but not before they have

passed again before our eyes looking like a munifi-

cent dessert of floating island — pale goldy-colored

islands on a frothy white sea.

And now the protracted ordeal is nearly at an end,

and the thin mush, which is a great deal of water

thickened with what is to be paper, is conveyed to

another long room, by means of a complex arrange-

ment of bands and wheels, of whirling and sliding

things, the very sight of which dazes the senses of

one who does not understand machinery, and is

afraid of it, too. Some way it is to be seen in that

other room, where it is shaken as in a sieve
;
and

strained as in an endless milk strainer
;
and pressed,

and compelled into a narrow passage-way where

absorption takes place; it seems to be going over a

dam (or under one), and along a glassy-looking road-

way like a flume
;

it is now in sight, and now it

is not; now it looks substanceless, but before you

know how it can have happened, it is going first over

one hot cylinder, and then over another, and if you

follow on you soon come to an endless web of paper

being wound almost smoking hot on a huge roller.

All this our guide, who had conducted us through

the buildings, tried to make us understand— that the

sifting and the straining and the constant stream of

water were to sift out, strain out, and wash out the

last remnants of sand: that the solid rubber bands

running along each side were to regulate the edges

of the paper; and why this thing and that thing

were there. But nothing else was so clear to us as

that it was hot as a fiery furnace and sopping wet,

scarlet wheels were revolving, and a dangerous hum
and whiz were in the air as they went round, and the

prudent way was to get out of it as quickly as possible,
j

Finally it is reeled and measured off, sheathed

in strong coverings, labelled, expressed to printing
j

offices whence it re-appears in your morningJournal
||

or your monthly Wide Awake. But, after all, the
j

poetic and beautiful element of the thing is in another 1

mill which is not a paper mill at all, but the one
j

where the wood pulp is prepared, and a tributary to
j

it, and distinctively named the “pulp mill.” To that '

we went. They were working the spruce that day.

The place, with its piles of logs, and spout high in

air, down which they were slid to the dumping-

ground, suggested a saw mill. In the interior, logs
j

of spruce, fresh enough from the forest to be full

of the fragrant rosin, were ready in four-foot piles.

These were swiftly sawed into short pieces, by two I

men — one who fed and one who held the wood
against the dazzling, dangerous, whirling steel

;
at

another machine the bark was taken off
;
at a third a

man held the section of log while a guillotine—

a

deadly, horrible iron thing— came down with terrible i

certainty and cleft it in billets as he offered it.
j

These were tossed into machines where were lying

in ambush grindstones of tremendous power
;
and

(j

when next you saw, what a moment before was a

segment of a tree was cream-colored pulp. Then, it

was put through another process, and lo ! thick

blankets a yard square, exquisite in color, luxurious,

ready to be carried over to the paper mill.

The sap of the tree was still in them
;
the texture

of wood, to which so many summer winds and rains,

and so much sunshine had been tributary. The pale

buff of the lovely fibre was there unchanged. The
compression and transformation had not spoiled that

aroma of the woods. I brought away one of the

cream-tinted, spruce-flavored sheets, inhaling the

lingering balsam. It called up pictures of lone

clearings in the wilderness
;
of the forest primeval •

of wild deer and moose. I dreamed of Katahdin and

the Adirondacks.



THE RUNAWAY RINGS.
[Mary Gray's Story )

By Sophie May.

O DEAR, the old man is out ! Why, grandma,

don’t you know what I mean ? I mean the

rain-man ! He always comes out of that little

weather-house on the mantel, and looks around, you

know, before it begins to rain. And there, just see,

it’s pouring this minute, and there are lots of people

going by with umbrellas. It makes me think of that

time last winter, when it rained so hard and I lost

those rings. Do you want to hear about it? Well,

you just lie still, and I’ll tell you, and we’ll have a

beautiful time. Isn’t it a perfect state of bliss to

think I’ve got home and can take care of you ?

But I did like to be at Washington. It didn’t

seem like winter, with the rain a-raining and the sun

a-shining, and no snow hardly ever, and the streets

just as clean as a floor.

Besides I love auntie Bradford
;
she’s my favorite

friend. And a hotel is splendid, there are so many
children it it. Only they’re not all alike. Some are

ever so nice, and some would be nice if they didn’t

have temper.

Now there was Cora Griswold
;

she had a temper

like this : see me walk across the floor, grandma,

with my head thrown back— so. That was the kind

of temper she had. But she didn’t have it very often,

and I liked Cora; I mean, almost always I did. I

never saw a girl with so many rings and ear-rings

and gold bracelets and things.

Did you ever see an honest true diamond, grammy,

hard enough to scratch on the window-pane and

bright enough to put your eyes out*— almost? Well,

one of Cora’s rings was a diamond
;

I suppose it

came out of a mine. And one of her rings was red

;

I forget the name of it; fiery, rosy red, and all of a

twinkle, with a row of pearls around it, like little

white currants.

Well, I used to borrow Cora’s rings and bracelets

sometimes, and she used to borrow my old silver ban-

gles— I don’t see what she wanted of them
;

just

bands of silver with five-cent pieces dangling down !

But auntie Bradford didn’t approve of my wearing

Cora’s things.

“ Little Mary, I don’t approve of borrowed finery,”

said she.

So she wanted me to take them back
;
and I

always did take them back
;
but sometimes I forgot

and borrowed them again. I don’t remember how I

happened to forget.

But O, I’m not telling the story right. We lived

up, up, up, away up on the fourth floor— auntie and

I — and always went up and down in the elevator.

Our room was large and ever so pretty, with two win-
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dows in it, where you could look right out on the ave-

nue. And there was a fireman used to come in and

fix the fire in the grate.

I slept with auntie and sometimes I wouldn’t wake

in the morning till ever so late, and she would go

down to breakfast without me. But she didn’t care
;

she said she didn’t expect me to get up when I was

asleep, for how could I, you know ? And by and by,

she always came back and curled my hair and let

me go down to breakfast with Cora and her mamma
and the baby.

But before I’d go down, and before auntie’d come

back and while I’d be asleep, the fireman would come

in with his bucket and fix the fire— I ought to tell

about this, so you’ll understand better when I get to

the rings. You never knew whether there was coal-

dust on his face or not, for he was always as black as

he could be, and couldn’t be any blacker. His name

was Lijar, just as if he came out of the Bible, but

somehow I didn’t think he was very pious. No, I

seemed to think he was rather ?//z-pious, because he

rolled his eyes around so much and kept laughing to

himself. And there I’d be fast asleep on the bed

;

but sometimes I’d just peep out under my eyelashes,

and he’d be taking down some of the pretty things

from the mantel and looking at them and laughing to

himself. I thought it was very impolite. He oughtn’t

to have touched a single thing, now ought he, with his

hands as black as a coal ? But I never once thought

of his stealing— not then .

Well, one night after I’d borrowed those rings back

again— the diamond ring and the red one with white

currants around it— I put both the rings in a blue

box— or I thought I did— and set the box on the

bureau right under the looking-glass. And Lena

stood at the door and saw me.

Why, I forgot to tell you about Lena ! She was

the chambermaid that went around all day with a

pink handkerchief tied on her head and a broom and

a pail. She was French. She always walked into

my room before I was up, same as Lijar did. And
she laughed and shook the feather duster at me
sometimes. I suppose she wished I wasn’t there on

the bed, for she wanted to take off the sheets. She

didn’t know how to talk the American language very

well, but I didn’t blame her. Of course, French peo-

ple have to learn to talk, just like babies. But she

was a pretty girl, and I supposed she was a great

deal better than Lijar. She told me one day that

she could say her prayers in French, and so I never

once thought of her stealing those rings —?not then .

That night— the night I lost them— she was
there in the hall, and I was coming along, waltzing a

waltz. She set down her broom and pail, and took

those rings and put them on her little finger. I let

her do it. And she said, “O my !
” and kept smiling.

I remember it was in the evening and I had just

come up from playing in the public parlor, and I had

on my “ chrushed-strawberry ” dress and an orange

in my hand. And I remember I asked her, “ Does
}rour little sister that you told me of wear curls ?

”

And she said, “ No
;

she don’t ever does.” That

was the best Lena could talk.

Then she gave me back the rings, and I was going

right to bed, so I put them in the box on the bureau

— or I thought I did— and Lena stood at the door

and looked at me the whole time. There was pink

cotton in the box, and the sweetest picture on the

cover. Then auntie set up the screen between the

bed and the light, and I undressed and went right to

sleep.

How I did sleep ! I’d been playing blind-man’s

buff, and I slept ever so late. Lijar came in and

fixed the fire, and Lena came in and brought the

towels
;
but I never opened my eyes till I heard

auntie and Cora laughing about me. “Come, you

little sleepy girl,” said auntie, and she kissed me on

both cheeks. I never once thought about the rings, but

got up and let her curl my hair. She said, “This is

Washington’s birthday,” said she; and curled a curl

and laughed, for Cora was so hungry waiting.

And I remember how it rained ; harder than it does

now, ever so much. And after breakfast Cora and I

stood by that beautiful window and looked down to

see the soldiers parade. They didn’t mind the rain

dripping on their pretty caps and uniforms and white

gloves. First, they put out one foot and then they

put out the other foot, all at the same time, to the

music. Cora said it was like wooden dolls with

joints in their knees.

She didn’t see that I hadn’t any rings on my fin-

gers, and I didn’t see it myself. We were watching

the soldiers on the street, and the people on the

pavement following on after the soldiers. The peo-

ple all had umbrellas. You couldn’t see any heads

at all
;

all you could see was umbrellas.

We wanted to dress up our dolls like soldiers. They

were all girls and wore Kate Greenaway dresses, but

auntie said they could be woman’s rights soldiers just

the same
;
and she made some shiny black caps, and
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we tucked up their curls, and so cunning and brave

as they looked !

Afterwards, I remember auntie went to the next

room to read to old Mrs. Locke, and I waited for her
;

and Cora went down to lunch. But O, the moment

Cora was gone, I thought of those rings and went to

the box on the bureau. But just think, grandma,

they weren’t there ! There was the pink cotton in

the box, but not a ring to be seen.

A perfectly awful feeling went over me. I know I

turned pale, for I had to pour my handkerchief wring-

ing wet with cologne. Why, you just think ! Did

you ever have anything so terrible happen to you ?

Why, those rings cost more money than I had in this

world ! And Cora’s grandfather gave her the red

ring, that died.

I hunted and hunted, under the bed and under

the rugs, and pulled the drawers all out. And I

knew papa would have to pay for them, and he’d

think I was very expensive ! He would have to cure

ever so many sick people and ride in the night for

days and weeks to pay for those rings. ’Specially

the beautiful red one with white currants round it.

And she thinking so much of her grandfather too ! I

knew she’d never forgive me, but always go around

with her head thrown back
;
and how I should feel

!

I wished then I’d obeyed auntie and not borrowed

what didn’t belong to me. It was just awful to have

auntie know it. I wished I needn’t be obliged to tell.

She came in from reading to that old lady, and I

was crying on the bed. First I wanted to say I was

crying about my silver mug that Baby Griswold dented

all up, striking it against the gate
;
and so I was— a

little. I could always cry about that ! But my truly

tears were for the rings, and I wouldn’t let myself be

so mean as not to tell the truth. Besides, I wanted

auntie to help me find them, you know

!

When I told her, she said, “Ah, little Mary, so

you’ve been borrowing again !

”

I knew she was displeased, because she was so cool

in her manner. I asked her to “ please not blame

me,” said I
;
and told her I was sure Lena had

stolen the rings, for she knew where they were and

saw me put them in the box. “ O, little Mary, is

that all the reason you have for saying so ? ” said

|

she. “ You shouldn’t make a remark like that, unless

you know it to be true.”

“ But I do know it, auntie,” said I. “ Lena always

admired those splendid rings, and when she came in

this morning with the towels and found me asleep,

she could take them as well as not. I always thought
she had a horrid face : she looks as if she’d steal !

”

I spoke so sure and certain that I expected auntie

would ring the bell for Lena, and I was goingtohide
under the bed when Lena came in. But instead she

only stood there and said, “ O, little Mary,” again.

Then she talked about the Golden Rule. “Was
it kind to s’pect people,” she said; “was it right?”

It made me feel so ashamed to have her blame me,

grandma, for she’s my favorite friend— I mean except

you and papa and mamma and the rest of the family.

But I thought Lena took the rings just the same.

Then auntie began to hunt everywhere
;
in all my

pockets, and in my dolls’ pockets, and in the waste-

basket, and in the books and under the table. The
more she hunted and didn’t find them the worse I

felt. I kept thinking she’d say “ Little Mary ” again,

and, “Now I hope this will be a lesson to you, and
don’t you wish you’d obeyed me, little Mary ?

” But

she was just as sweet ! She went with me to early

dinner, and let me have lady-fingers and ice-cream

and three nuts and six raisins, just as always.

And after dinner she began to hunt again without

scolding one bit. She took all the clothes out of the

closet and shook them and put them back again and

O, I don’t know7 what she didn’t do.

“ If we don’t find them, I shall have to tell Cora,

sha’n’t I?” said I.

And she said yes, I’d have to tell her, but I

needn’t do it yet, not till we’d hunted a little longer.

Then she kissed me, just as if she loved me after

all, on both cheeks
;
and I sat down and read Won-

ders of the Deep and cried.

How homely Lena’s face did look to me when I

met her in the hall ! How I did despise her ! I

despised her so I couldn’t eat hardly any supper :

and I didn’t want to drink a drop of water, because

I’d been reading Wonders of the Deep
,
how water

is all full of little live things. I never used to know

it, you see. I used to swallow ’em and not think.

Oh, well, I won’t stop to talk about insects. I

despised Lena, but you don’t know whether she was

bad or not, grandma. I mustn’t tell yet, for I want

to make it sound like a story.

Well, there was something very queer happened next

morning about Lijar, there certainly was. He didn’t

come to fix the fire till it all went out
;
and then he

didn’t come
;

it was another man. Auntie asked where

Lijar was, and the new man said, “ In the lock-up.”

He said he had been put in for stealing. Auntie was
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very much surprised, for she used to talk to Lijar,

and liked him. She asked what he had been steal-

ing, and the man said it was a gold watch and chain.

“ Perhaps it isn’t true though,” said auntie. But I

remembered about his touching things and laughing

to himself when I was asleep, and I began to think

all in a minute that he took those rings.

So I didn’t wait for the fireman to go away. I

jumped right up and told auntie just what I thought.

I said I was so sorry now that I’d s’pected Lena, for I

k?iew Lena was a good girl, and ’twas Lijar that stole.

“O won’t you please write a note to the Presi-

dent,” said I, “ and ask him to make Lijar give back

those beautiful rings ?
”

But she never stirred. She said, “Little Mary,

you don’t know any more about Lijar than you knew

yesterday about Lena,” said she; “ you’re hasty again.”

“ I don’t think I’m hasty at all,” said I. “ Lijar is

a horrid, dreadful man, or what did they put him in

the lock-up for ? If he’d steal a big watch he’d steal

little rings ! If he’d steal one thing he’d steal every-

thing !
” said I.

But auntie "didn’t pay the least attention, only

laughed. It’s soMiice for ladies to be grown up, so

they know how to keep still and think. They never

do queer things such as little girls do.

I was glad afterwards that auntie didn’t write to

the President, for the President was sick that day and

couldn’t have gone to the lock-up. Besides, if he

had gone— well, just you be patient, grandma!

Auntie curled my hair and sent me down to break-

fast with Cora and her mamma. “ You needn’t say

anything yet to Cora,” said she, “for I’m going to

persevere a little longer.”

So I didn’t say a word to Cora, and auntie hunted.

I thought she was a very queer woman to keep perse-

vering when she knew it was no use. I came back

after breakfast feeling very bad, for it seemed as if

Cora’s mother had been looking at my hands the

whole time I was eating. I opened the door of our

room, and what do you think ? There stood auntie,

and she had both those rings on a knitting needle,

holding them up for me to see.

“ Look at your runaway rings,” said she. Why, I

never was so happy! I thought of course Lijar had

brought them or else Lena. But no, auntie had
found them in that room, and you can’t guess where.

She had hunted in that bureau five hundred times

and it hadn’t done any good. But this time she

took out one of the drawers and sat down on the

floor to look it over. It was next to the upper

drawer that she took out, and she happened to look

up at the empty place in the bureau where it belonged,

and there she saw something shining through a crack.

It was both those rings. They had got pushed into

the crack and stuck there. Stuck on a splinter.

Auntie said of course I had put them in the upper

drawer instead of the box, and I suppose I had. It

was because I was so sleepy. I don’t see how she

ever found them, for they were sticking to that

splinter very tight, and might have stuck there for

years and years if she hadn’t happened to look up

and see them shining right in her eyes.

O grandma, I tell you there wasn’t a feeling in

me that wasn’t happy ! I went right down to the

second floor to Cora’s room and laughed right out.

She didn’t know what I meant till I gave her those

rings and told her how dreadfully they’d been lost.

And I said I’d never borrow them any more. I didn’t

want to be an expensive girl, and my papa such a

poor doctor, and Mrs. Griswold said, “ That is right.”

There, that’s pretty near the end. Only I met

Lena in the hall as I went back, and she smiled the

pleasantest smile, and told me, “ I did been to your

room, Miss Mary.” Yes, grandma, “ she did been

there ” and left me a bunch of violets. You see she

never thought I could s’pect her of stealing or she

wouldn’t have done it. Why, it made me feel so un-

kind and ashamed to smell those violets !

Oh, yes, I thought there was more. I forgot Lijar.

He hadn’t stolen a watch at all. He hadn’t done a

speck of a thing. It was another man that was put

in the lock-up. Lijar had broken his leg, and that

was all that ailed him.

Auntie went to his house to see him, and I went

with her. It was a queer old house full of children,

oh ! ever so many children. Lijar was in awful pain,

so auntie said, but he didn’t groan any and you know

he could not look pale. He thanked us for the

oranges, and his wife said he was always good and

kind and she’d rather be hurt herself than to have

Lijar hurt. Then I felt ashamed again, to think how

I’d called him horrid, when he wasn’t horrid at

all and it was another man that stole.

There, grandma, I wouldn’t tell this story to any-

body but you, for fear they’d think I was cruel and

unkind. But it’s the very last time I’ll talk so about

people, unless I know it is certainly true. If auntie

didn't say, “ I hope this will be a lesson to you, little

Mary,” it will be a lesson, I just about know.
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THE LIGHTS OF PARIS.

By Isabel Smithson.

HREE hundred and sixty years

ago there were no lights in the

streets of Paris. People who
wanted to go out in the evening

were obliged to have servants

walking before them with

torches. Those who could not afford

this carried their own lights, while the

very poor people groped along, feeling

their way by the walls and fences.

In times of war, however, it was the

law for every citizen to put a lighted

candle in his window, and a pail of

water on his doorstep
;
the light, to keep

away robbers, and the water to be used

in case of fire. What
should we think nowadays,

of a large city with neither

police nor firemen !

The people of Paris did

not obey this law very

strictly
;
and there is still

kept among the state

papers an old, old letter,

dated 1525, from Louisa,

the Queen-mother, in

which she announced to

Parliament that her son,

King Francis the First, had been ta^$n prisoner, and
had lost eight thousand of his soldiers. This news
filled all France with grief and confusion, and Parlia-

ment, fearing riots in the capital, gave strict orders

that all the people should light their window candles

and keep in readiness their pails of water.

Thirty-three years afterwards, at about the time of

Sir Walter Raleigh’s first coming to America, a law

was passed in Paris that on account of the increasing

numbers of “ thieves, robbers and forcers of doors,”

a good light should be kept burning at the corner of

every street, from ten o’clock at night until four in

the morning, “ and where the street is so long

that the said light can not be seen from one end to

the other, there shall be another light placed in the

middle of the said street.” This law was proclaimed

throughout the city with a flourish of trumpets, but

we should have thought the lamp-posts very strange

affairs
;

for they were merely wooden poles with a

horizontal bar on the top of each, from which hung

an iron pot containing resin and burning tow. It was

much like the light that fishermen carry on theii

masts. Of course this made a great deal of smoke

and a strong smell of tar

;

but the people did not

mind that, for now they could at least see their way

about the streets at night.

In 1576, when Henry the Third was king, civil

war snuffed out the hanging lights of Paris
;

for in
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the confusion of political

quarrels, the street lan-

terns were entirely neg-

lected, and History tells

us what sort of place

Paris was at that time

and what horrible deeds

were committed at night

under cover of the dark-

ness of the streets. In

the reign of the next

king, Henry the Fourth,

and during the civil war

of the Fronde, when the

people refused to obey

their young king, it was

no better. The city was

totally unlighted, and at

night the streets were

thronged with robbers

who hid in the dark cor-

ners watching their

chance to rush out and

rob the passers; and what

made things worse, the

streets were almost entirely without pavements, so

that while a person was busy picking his way through

the mud, he was very apt to be pounced on by one of

. ''jiad

TO KEEP AWAY ROBBERS.

THE PAIL OF WATER REQUIRED BY LAW.

these freebooters, robbed

of his money and jewels,

and perhaps even murdered.

At last an Italian abbot

named Landati Caraffa

thought of a plan for help-

ing the Parisians out of

their troubles, and at the

same time making himself

rich. He organized a com-

pany of light-bearers to guide people through the

streets at night, for which they charged five sous

(cents) for a quarter of an hour. Each carried an

HE COULD AFFORD IT. HIS OWN TORCH-BEARER. THE VERY POOR GROPED ALONG.
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oil lamp which gave as much light as six large candles, carry out in a city which had no street lamps, which

and wore in his belt a sand-glass of a quarter of an had never been swept, and which was, besides,

hour. When one of these light-bearers was engaged swarming with thieves. But La Reynie' set to work

he would, after receiving his money,

light his lamp, turn down his glass

and set off, and the only drawback

to the usefulness of these walking

lamp-posts was the fact that no one

could answer for their honesty, more

than one of them having been known

to overpower and rob his employer

on reaching a lonely street. Still,

for want of a better, this plan con-

tinued to be carried out, even until

the beginning of the present cen-

tury.

The person who succeeded best

in lighting Paris was also the founder

of the French police force, Nicholas

de la Reynie. In 1667, he was

made Lieutenant-General of police,

and Louis the Fourteenth gave

him for his watchword these three nouns : Cleanli-

ness, Light, Safety

;

a very difficult programme to

TREACHEROUS LIGHT-BEARERS.

vigorously; had the mud and dirt carted away,

formed a large body of night watchmen, and ordered

that candles protected by glass should be hung by

cords from the first story of the houses. It was not

thought necessary, however, to have these lights used

during the^summer months, and it was soon discov-

ered that thieves and pickpockets began their work

again as soon as the warm weather returned, so that

scarcely a night passed without the dismal, desperate

cry, u Help ! help /” being heard in the streets.

Then the people clamored to have the lights kept

burning the whole year round
;
and after a great deal

of delay it was decided that the city should be lighted

from the twentieth of October to the thirty-first of

March, which was a gain of forty days, or rather of

forty nights.

The people were very much pleased with this

arrangement, and Madame de Sevigne, who lived in

Paris at that time, said in a letter to her daughter

:

“We supped yesterday at Mine. Contange’s, where

we met Mme. Scarron, and about midnight we came

home very gayly without being the least afraid of rob-

bers— thanks to the lights in the streets.”

At the end of the seventeenth century, there were
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in Paris six thousand five hundred of these street

lights, consuming more than a thousand pounds of

candles every night. Each lantern was ornamented

with the figure of a cock, the emblem of watchful-

ness
;
and just at nightfall a man went through the

streets ringing a bell
;

at this signal the people were

obliged to untie the lantern cords that were fastened

to their houses, let down the lanterns, and light the

candles, which were left burning till two in the morning.

During the terrible winter of 1709, when France

was afflicted with famine as well as war, there were

Paris to the death-bed of his royal great-grandfather.

The glaziers, therefore, were set to work at once
to get the lanterns ready. Unfortunately, four years

after this a violent hurricane passed over Paris,

breaking all the panes of glass in the lanterns, and
even bending and twisting the iron rods.

In 1766 the first street lamps appeared. A cotton

wick steeped in oil was used instead of a candle, and
a reflector was added to increase the light. All the

candle-lanterns were taken away, and these oil lamps
put in their places, and the light was so much more

A WELL-LIGHTED STREET.— 1 560-80. HOTEL DE CLUNY.

no lights in Paris, for the starved cattle died in such

numbers that there was not enough tallow to make

candles.

Six years later, however, on the night of the twenty-

seventh of August, King Louis the Fourteenth was

taken so ill that every one knew he would soon die, and

his son-in-law, the Duke of Orleans, sent an order that

the street lights should be put in their places at once,

to be in readiness in case the little Dauphin (after-

wards Louis the Fifteenth) should have to go through

bright and steady that the people thought the highest

point in street lighting had been reached, and every

one laughed at the old lanterns, as we of to-day laugh

at their oil-lamps, and as our children will, no doubt,

make fun of our gas-lights.

These oil lamps were used the entire year except

at the time of the full moon, when they were always

left unlighted, even though the moon were entirely

clouded over ! This foolish custom, however, was

soon done away with.
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But neither lanterns nor lamps

could interfere with the Abbot
Caraffa’s torch-bearers

;
they still

waited at the doors of houses

where balls were taking place,

stood at the entrance of theatres,

or went about the streets carrying

their torches and crying out :

“ Who wants a light ? ” They were

always on hand in time to call the

watchman in case of alarm of fire

or thieves
;

they would run for a

carriage, escort people home, and

sometimes would even go up-stairs

with belated persons and light the

candles in their rooms ! An old

picture shows us some torch-bearers

walking in front of two young peo-

ple who look as if they were not

giving much thought to robbers.

During the French Revolution,

no attention whatever was paid to

the lighting of the city, but yet the

street-lamp played its part— a hor-

rible one— in the fearful tragedy

of that time. The fatal cry “A lot

/
j

/

/

/

j

THE TORCH-BEARERS STILL ES-

CORTED PEOPLE HOME.

A French writer tells us

that Queen Marie Antoinette

and her brother-in-law, the

Count d’Artois, used often

to go at night from Versail-

les to Paris to attend balls

and theatres, and so the road

between the palaces was al-

ways kept lighted until the

royal coach had passed.

Five leagues and a half—
more than thirteen miles of

street-lights ! The illumina-

tion of the “ royal progress
”

was thought by the people

a very brilliant spectacle. 7 HE TIME OF OIL LAMPS. — MAKING MERRY OVER THE OLD CANDLE-LANTERNS.
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lanterne
!” (To the lantern !) was heard nightly in

the dark streets of Paris, and then a savage, howling

mob would come tearing along, dragging some terri-

fied creature who a few minutes later would be swing:-

ing lifeless from the iron bar of the street lantern.

Foulon, who was a friend to the king, was the first

one of hundreds who perished in this way during the

Reign of Terror.

In 1787 the Argand burner was invented by Aime'

Argand, a native of Switzerland. He made a lamp

because they got entangled in the catafalque.
;

Twice were royal funerals interrupted on this way;
|

on the twenty-first of January, 1815, the bodies of the
unfortunate Louis the Sixteenth, and Marie Antoi-
nette, his wife, were taken from the cemetery of La
Madeleine, to the church of St. Denis, and as no
one had thought to remove the street lamps, the top
of the funeral-car caught in the cords of a lantern,

and it took a long time to disentangle them.

In December, 1840, when the body of Napoleon

GASLIGHT, LATE AFTERNOON IN THE RAINY SEASON. PORTE ST. MARTIN.

in which a flat wick of twisted cotton was placed

between two tubes, and in the centre the air was able

to circulate freely, while a glass chimney aided the

draught and prevented the wick from smoking.

This invention was made perfect in 1821, by a

lamp-manufacturer named Vivien, and these burners

were used all over Paris until the introduction of gas,

eight years aftenvards. The lamps were hung over

the gutters, which in those days ran down the middle
of the street, and the lamps had to be taken down
when a funeral procession passed underneath,

the Great was carried to the Church of the Invalides,

great care had been taken to remove the lamps in

those streets where the procession was to pass
;

but

after the grand ceremony was over and the empty

funeral car was returning by a shorter way to the

undertaker’s, it was stopped by a lamp, and had to

be left in the street till the next day.

Some years before this, the discovery of gaslight

was made by a Frenchman named Phillippe Le Bon,

a very clever engineer.

It was already known that hydrogen-gas would
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burn easily, but Le Bon was the first one to show

how it could be used for lighting.

When he was thirty-one years old, he tried the

experiment of burning some wood, and causing the

smoke to pass through water, and he found that this

would produce a pure gas which when lighted made
a bright flame and an intense heat. He called his

gas-machine a Thermo- lanipeo, and invited the people

to come and witness his experiment.

The new gas was considered very wonderful, but

was not put to use until long after the death of its

discoverer.

A German named Winsor, took up Le Bon’s idea,

and on the last day of the year, 1829, the first gas-

light appeared in Paris. This was in the Rue de la

Paix ; six months later, the Rue Vivienne was lighted,

and then one by one the old oil lamps were taken

down, and before very long Paris contained eight

thousand gas-lights.

In the French capital, however, electricity is, of

course, fast taking the place of gas. It is so much
brighter and so much cheaper that of course in

time, perhaps when the children of to-day are men
and women, all streets and theatres, possibly even

private dwellings, will be brilliantly illuminated by

the silvery moon-like radiance of electric light.
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MR. ANY-TIME THE SPANIARD.

By H. H.

I
HAVE a friend whose reply generally is, when

you ask him to do a thing: “Oh, yes, that can

be done any time.”

He is not in the least unwilling to do things. He
is not obstinate about admitting that the things ought

to be done, but his first instinctive impulse in regard

to almost everything in life is to put it off a little.

If you remonstrate with him, he has a most exas-

perating proverb on his tongue’s end, and he is

never tired of quoting it :
“ There is luck in leisure.”

Do what you will, you can’t make him see that this

proverb is aimed at people who hurry unwisely
;
not

in the least at people who are simply prompt. As if

headlong haste and quiet, energetic promptitude were

in the least like each other.

We call Mr. Any-Time the Spaniard, because it is

well known that the Spaniard’s rule of life is, “ Never

do to-day that which can be put off till to-morrow.”

Even into the form of a historical proverb, the record

of this national trait of the Spanish people had crys-

tallized many years ago. Even the Spanish people

themselves say sarcastically, “ Succors of Spain : late

or never.”

But says Mr. Any-Time, “ What is the use of being

in such a hurry ? Oh, do be quiet, can’t you ! Let’s

take a little comfort ;” and then he settles back in

his chair and looks at you with such a twinkle in his

eyes that you half forgive him for his laziness. That

is one thing to be said for lazy people. They are al-

most always good-natured.

Then we preach a little sermon to him, and the

sermon has four heads
;
four good reasons why we

ought to do things promptly.

Firstly, we say to him, “ How dost thou know, O
lazy Spaniard, that thou canst do this thing at any

other time than the present ? Many things may pre-

vent— sickness, thine own or thy friends’— business,

forgetfulness, weather, climate
;
there is no counting

up all the things which happen, and which hinder our

doing the things we have planned to do, but have put

off doing.”

Secondly, “ There is another truth, O lazy Mr.

Any-Time, each day, each hour, each minute, has its

own thing to be done — its own duty. If one single

thing is put off, that thing will have to be crowded
into the day, or the hour, or the minute which be-

longed to something else
;
and then neither thing will

be well done.

Thirdly, “ If it can be done now
;

that alone is

reason enough for doing it now; that alone is

enough to prove that now is the natural time,

the proper time for it. Everything has its own natu-

ral time to be done, just as flowers have their natural

time to blossom, and fruits have their natural time to

ripe and fall.

Just suppose for a minute that such things should

get into the way of saying, “ Any time !
” That the

grains should say, “ Oh, we can get ripe any day,”

and should go on, putting it off and putting it off all

through July and August, and September, and Ooto-

ber; for when people once begin to put off, there

is no knowing what will stop them— until, all of a

sudden, some day a sharp frost should come and

kill every grass-blade throughout the country. What
would we do for hay, then, I wonder ! Why, half

the poor horses and cows would starve, and all because

the lazy grains said they could get ripe “ any time.”

Suppose strawberries or apples should take it into

their heads to say the same thing. Wouldn’t we get

out of patience going, day after day, looking for some

ripe enough to eat ? And wouldn’t the summer be

gone before they knew it? and all the time be wasted

that the vines and the trees had spent putting out

their leaves and blossoms, which had not come to

fruit ? And wouldn’t the whole world and every-

body’s plan of living be thrown into confusion if

such things were to happen ?

Luckily no such thing is possible in this orderly

earth, which God has made with a fixed time for

everything
;
even for the blossoming of the tiniest little

flower, and for the ripening of the smallest berry that

was ever seen. Nobody ever heard the words “any

time ” from anything in this world except human

beings.

Fourthly, we say to our dear Spaniard, “ Things

which are put off are very likely never to be done at
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all. The chances are that they will be at last for-

gotten, overlooked, crowded out.

“ Any time ” is no time
;
just as “ anybody’s work ”

is nobody’s work, and never gets attended to, or if it

is done at all, isn’t half done.

And after we have preached through our little ser-

mon with its four heads, then we sum it all up, and

add that the best of all reasons for never saying a

thing can be done “ any time ” is that, besides being

a shiftless and lazy phrase, it is a disgraceful one.

It is the badge of a thief
;
the name and badge of the

worst thief that there is in the world
;
a thief that

never has been caught yet, and never will be
;
a thief

that is older than the Wandering Jew, and has been

robbing everybody ever since the world began; a

thief that scorns to steal money or goods which

money could buy
;
a thief that steals only one thing,

but that the most precious thing that was ever made.

It is the custom to have photographs taken of all

the notorious thiefs that are caught
;
these photographs

are kept in books at the headquarters of the police,

in the great cities, and when any suspicious character

is arrested the police officers look in this book to

see if his face is among the photographs there. Many
a thief has been caught in this way when he supposed

that he was safe.

Now most of you have had a sort of photograph
of this dangerous and dreadful thief I have been
describing. But you will never guess till I tell you
where it is. It is in your writing-book, under the
letter P.

You had to write out the description of him so

many times that you all know it by heart.
'

“ Procrastination is the thief of time.” When you
wrote that sentence over and over, you did not think

very much about it, did you ? When we are young it

always seems to us as if there were so much time in

the world, it couldn’t be a very great matter if a thief

did steal some of it. But I wish I could find any
words strong enough to make you believe that long

before you are old you will feel quite differently. You
will see that there isn’t going to be half time enough
to do what you want to do

;
not half time enough to

learn what you want to learn
;

to see what you
want to see. No, not if you live to be a hundred,

not half time enough; most of all, not half time

enough to love all the dear people you love. Long
before you are old, you will feel this

;
and then, if

you are wise, you will come to have so great a hatred

of this master thief that you will never use — or, if

you can help it, let anybody you know use, that

favorite by-word of his, “ any time.”

CHIEF OF HIS TRIBE.
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BENNY’S DISAPPEARANCE,

By Mrs. Mary Catherine Lee.

VERY year a few of

the blest among
the boys of Still

Harbor were tak-

en to New Haven
or New London

to see the Great-

est Show on

Earth, while

the unlucky

remainder were
obliged to content

themselves with

what imagination

could do for them.

But one memorable

year Mr. P. T. Barnum lauded and magnified himself

on our own fences. His magnanimity ran over and

flowed into Still Harbor, bringing all his miracles and

monsters to our very doors, as it were, and we had

no more miserable boys. But we had plenty of boys

who aspired to be miracles and monsters, or boys

who essayed the trapeze, the tight rope, the flying

leap and all sorts of possible and impossible acrobatic

contortions and distortions.

Eminent among these was Benny Briggs, for if you

looked high enough, you could see him any day with

a balancing pole in his hand, walking on the ridge-

poles and fences, or making of himself all sorts of

peduncles and pendulums
;

bringing about in his

own individual person the most astonishing inver-

sions, subversions and retroversions, the most remark-

able twists and lurches and topsey-turveys and top-

plings-over.

But there was one opportunity that Benny’s soar-

ing ambition had not embraced. His active mind

had never yet discovered the possibility of a real

tight rope. For a real tight rope he languished, on a

tight rope he yearned to walk. The clothes line was

a little too slender; his sister Fanny’s skipping rope

was not only too slender, but too short, and these

were the only ropes of his acquaintance. The ridge-

poles and fences only mocked at his ideal. He

wanted something that hung unsupported
;
something

airy; something worthy of the acrobatic art, upon
which he could walk with credit and grace, and,

reaching the end, bow and kiss his hand to the spec-

tators, before returning. For this he searched by
day, and of this he dreamed by night. And one day
he found it.

“ Benny,” said his mother on the morning of that

day, “ your grandmother Potter has sent for you to

come over. She’s going to have uncle John’s and

uncle Calvin’s boys there. You’ll like that, won’t

you ?
”

“ Hi !
” shouted Benny, throwing up his new straw

hat, the sign and seal of pleasant summer weather,

“I’d like to see the fellow that wouldn’t! ”

At nine o’clock that morning— at exactly nine

o’clock— Benny started. His mother remembered
it well, for she looked up at the clock and said :

“ Now, don’t hurry, Benny
;
go along easily and

you’ll get there before ten,” for Grandmother Potter’s

was scarcely two miles back in the country, and

Benny thought nothing of stepping over there, espe-

cially when inducements were offered.

He called his dog Sandy, and marched off with a

light step and a light heart
;
but his hands remained

at home, that is to say, his hands were nowhere so

much at home as in his trousers pockets, and there

they reposed, while Benny paced along, whistling

“Not for Joseph, not if I knows it,” and Sandy

nosing it all the way. His mother watched him with

pride as usual
,
the neighbors saw him go by and

said, “ There goes Benny Briggs
;
he hain’t broken

his neck yet, but I presume to say that’ll be the next

thing he does.”

Uncle John’s and uncle Calvin’s boys from New
Haven, arrived early at Grandmother Potter’s, a place

which seemed to them to contain all the pleasures of

all the spheres, for grandmother’s weakness was for

boys, and nothing suited her better than getting all

her grandsons together and giving them “full swing,”

as Abijah called it, and Abijah was made by nature

to help grandmother out in her benevolent plans.

He instituted jolly measures, and contrived possibil-
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ities of riot and revel that no mortal ever thought of

before. As circuses were the fashion in urchin

society, on that particular clay, Abijah, like a wizard,

had called up out of the farm resources, and out of

certain mysterious resources of his own, that were so

plainly of unearthly origin that it was of no use in the

world to try to look into or understand them, such a

circus as would have made not only P. T. Barnum,

but the ancient Romans themselves perfectly miser-

able with envy. There was the trapeze, the tight

rope, the— well, alas, I don’t know the names of

them all, having had a limited education in such

matters, but there they all were, whatever they are

called—those things that make a perfect, finished, spal-

en-d\d, be-jw-ti-ful circus. There were hoops with

tissue paper pasted over them, to be jumped through

by the most wonderful bareback riders on earth, and

old Tom, grandmother’s own horse, was perfectly

safe as a trained Arabian steed, when ’Bijah was there

to see how the thing was managed. Everything was

safe and sure and delightful when ’Bijah had charge

of it. Nothing ever went wrong, or upset, or came

to a sorry end with him or his plans. He knew what

he was about, and ends with him were even more

brilliant and satisfactory than beginnings and means.

I shouldn’t dare to fully tell you what good times the

boys had at Grandmother Potter’s, especially on

Fourth of Julys, Thanksgivings, Christmases and

birthdays, for fear of making all the boys who

couldn’t go there, discontented and low spirited for

the rest of their lives. I’m sorry for those boys, but at

the same time I may as well go on and tell them

about Benny Briggs. He was preparing to be very

discontented and low spirited just at the moment when

Joe and Will and Harry and Rob and Charlie and

Morris and Cad were shouting their exultation at the

only wonderful circus on earth. They all decided

that the performances were not to begin, however,

until Benny Briggs arrived. There could be no circus

without Ben. No, indeed ! There were stars of the

arena among them, of various magnitudes, but Benny

was the comet that outshone and outstripped them

all.

“Why don’t he come along?” said Charlie, danc-

ing a double-shuffle on the barn floor to let off his

impatience.

“ Let’s go and look for him,” said Joe, and they

all shuffled off down to the gate, thinking to see Benny

with his nose pointed straight for that gate, or as

straight as could be expected, considering its faithful-

ness in another direction. But no Benny was to be
seen.

“ He can’t be far off,” said Joe, seizing an oppor-

tunity to look at his new silver watch, “ for it’s half-

past ten now, and Ben is always here before ten—
always was, I mean.”

“ Let’s go up to the top of the hill and meet him,”

proposed Will
;

“ we can see him from there any-

how.”

So Charlie and Joe and Morris and Will and Cad
started for the top of the hill, while Harry and Rob,
who were a good deal inclined to wait for things to

come to them, remained to swing on the gate.

The five spies soon returned and reported that

Benny was nowhere to be seen. Impatience now
seized them all, and they flocked into the house to

put it to grandma whether it wasn’t mighty queer

that Ben Briggs hadn’t come.
“ He hasn't comet ” exclaimed grandma, looking up

over her glasses at the clock. “ Why, what can be the

matter? It’s almost eleven o’clock !

”

“ It’s one minute and a quarter past,” said Joe,

appealing to his watch. “ Your clock’s ’leven minutes

slow.”

“O, get out!” said Charlie, with a contemptuous

sniff. “ All the clocks are either fast or slow, accord-

ing to that turnip.”

Here would have ensued a good deal of pro and

con about watches, but grandma held them to the

subject of Benny Briggs. She drew from them that

they had been to the very top of the lull and couldn’t

see him coming.

Grandma was surprised and disappointed. “ It’s

incomprehensible,” said she.

“ O, I say, grandma,” groaned Charlie, flopping

into a chair and fanning himself, with his hat, “ what

a big word ! In-com-pre-hen-si-ble ! And the other

day you said Prist-by-te-ri-an-ism ! O my !

”

“ P-p-p-p-pooh !
” stuttered Morris, who was always

a little ahead of everybody, except in conversation;

“I know a 1-1-1-1-longer word.”

“ Let’s hear you say it, then,” shouted the rest of

the boys.

“ Takes you to make long words,” said Charlie.

“ I-i-i-i-i-i-i
”— began Morris, embarrassed by the

evident want of confidence in his ability.

“ Go it !
” said Charlie.

“ Fire away !
” said Joe.

“ In-co-co-co-co-co, ” proceeded Morris.

“ Spell it !
” suggested Harry.
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“ I-n, in, c-o-m-e, come,” spelled Morris with great

fluency, and then stopped short.

“Income!" exclaimed two or three voices disdain-

fully. “ Call that a long word ? Ho-ho !

”

“ N-n-no
;
wa-wa-wa-wait a minute,” implored Morris,

tugging at a button on his jacket, and fixing a studi-

ous, inquiring gaze on the kitchen floor.

“ Write it,” said Will.

“ I c-c-c-c-can’t,” said poor Morris gloomily.

“Give it up, then,” recommended Joe.

“No sir" said Charlie, putting his feet up in a

second chair and making himself comfortable, “ I

don’t give it up, sir; I’m going to know what this

bumper of a word is.”

“Well, how are we ever going to know if Morris

can’t say it nor spell it nor write it ?
” demanded Joe.

“ Mebby he can thing it,” said little Cad.

“ Good for you, Caddy !
” said Charlie. “ You’ve

hit it; Morris can sing fast enough. Now, Morris,

we’ll sing,
4

I love to go to Sunday-school,’ and you

sing your word instead of those. Begin, boys ! Sing

loud, Morris.
”

So the boys all sang softly—
I love, I love, I love, I love,

I love to go to Sunday-school —

except Morris, who sang with a triumphant shout

I love, I love, I love, I love,

In-com-pre-hen-si-bil-i-ty

!

and the boys gave him three cheers.

At that moment grandma purposely left the pantry

door open, and there, disclosed to view, was a land of

promise
;
a row of delicious little cakes, with choc-

olate frosting, smiling on the pantry shelf. The boys

instantly crossed over to this inviting land and took

possession, while grandma, who was sometimes rather

unwise in her loving kindness, looked greatly pleased.

“ I do wish Benny was here,” said she. “ Boys,”

she added, as if a new thought had come to her,
44 go

and tell ’Bijah I want to speak to him.”

The boys clattered out — a stampede of young

colts, it seemed— and soon returned, each doing his

part in bringing ’Bijah, for every separate boy had

hold of him somewhere, as if at the least laxity on

their part there was danger of his escape. ’Bijah

grinned broadly and bore it bravely.
44 ’Bijah,” said grandma Potter, 44

I must have

Benny here to dinner; I can’t have his place vacant.

What can have kept him away ?
” she added, as if to

herself. 44
1 hope he hasn’t been doing anything he

ought not to — he’s such a little rogue.”
44 Wal, I d’ know’s I should be for goin’ so fur’s to

say that
,
Mis’ Potter, but Benny is curis, and mebby

he has slipped over to Spain or France before cornin’

round here,” said ’Bijah.
44 O dear ! ” groaned grandmother, the names of

these far-away regions giving her a sense of exposure

and danger, 44
1 hope nothing has happened to my

Benny. Bijah, you must harness up and go over and
see what’s the matter.”

44 Yes’m,” said ’Bijah, turning to obey, and every

boy set up a petition that he should go in the long

wagon and let them go too. So in the long wagon
they went, shouting and whistling and singing along,

with their eyes wide open to catch a sight of Benny,

if by chance he should be coming, loitering on his

way. But not one of them looked in the right direction.

In spite of Benny’s frequent little derelictions from

the path he might have been expected to walk in, his

mother was greatly surprised and troubled to hear

that he had not arrived at his grandmother’s, and,

furthermore, that he had not been seen on the road.
44 Why, nothing could have tempted him to stay

away from grandma’s,” said she.
44

Still,” she added

after a moment’s reflection, 44 he may have gone by

the Brook road and met Johnny Barstow. If he has,

and then stopped to do a little fishing, he would

never think how the time was flying. I never saw a

boy who had so little idea of time as Benny.”
44 Wal,” said ’Bijah, we’ll go down the Brook road

way ’n see ‘f we c’n ketch this young trout.”

So they returned by the Brook, but found no

Benny, and Johnny Barstow hadn’t seen him.

Every ray of the calm smile which usually shone in

Grandma Potter’s face faded when she saw ’Bijah and

the boys come back without Benny and heard of

their fruitless search. She sat silently down in her

rocking-chair, and her dear, sweet old face was pale.

44 ’Bijah,” said she at length, 44 you must take the

colt and the light buggy and go— go somewhere—
anywhere— everywhere, until you find him. No,

boys, you can’t go. ’Bijah mustn’t be hindered.”

’Bijah was at a loss where to go, but he obeyed

directions, and went somewhere, anywhere, and it

seemed as if he had been everywhere, and inquired

at every house in and about Still Harbor, along the

shore, in the woods and through the fields, but nobody

had seen Benny since about nine o’clock that morn-

ing.
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At last he went again to see if Benny, perhaps, had

got home.
“ What !

” cried Mrs. Briggs, when she saw ’Bijah

come the second time, “ he hasn’t come? You

haven’t found him ? O, my boy, my boy!
”

“ O, now, Mis’ Briggs, don’t you go to worry about

Benny,” said ’Bijah. “ I never see a boy ’t knew how

to take care of himself better’n Benny. He’ll turn

up all right, you’ll see.”

But in spite of his apparent cheerfulness, ’Bijah was

Benny. The boys sat in the barn door and wondered
in voices hushed almost to whispers, where Benny
could be.

“Where is Benny?” asked little Fanny again and
again. u O, where is Benny?” moaned his poor

mother, and the question sank like lead into his

father’s heart. Grandma raised her gentle eyes and
asked it of Heaven itself, and you, my children, by

this time are asking it of me. I feel bound to tell

you this much : Benny was— I shudder to say it—

THEY START IN SEARCH OF BENNY

a good deal troubled himself. Where could Benny

be, unless at the bottom of the Sound ?

’Bijah in his search had already been to Mr.

Briggs’ store to inquire for Benny, and in starting to

go there again, he met Mr. Briggs coming home. He
and ’Bijah discussed the possibilities and probabilities

of Benny’s case, and Mr. Briggs agreed to send word

over to Grandma Potter if Benny came home, and

’Bijah agreed to come directly over and tell his father

and mother if Benny should reach his grandmother’s

at the eleventh hour.

The eleventh hour arrived, however, and still no

Benny was enduring the fate once proposed for Mr.

Jefferson Davis.

The sun was getting low, the shadows were long

on the grass, and Benny’s pitiful shadow as it

lengthened, stretched nearer and nearer home. Ah,

would he ever get there himself again ?

It was milking time. ’Bijah sat milking the cows

in the barnyard, when in bounced Sandy. He hadn’t

come on Benny’s account, that was plain. He was

thirsty, and begged for milk, which he had frequently

had from the hand of ’Bijah. He was no story-book

dog— only quite a commonplace fellow, who hadn’t
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the faintest idea that he ought to have arrived here

hours ago, and won fame for himself by showing the

way to Benny. However, you’ll see presently that

he wasn’t to blame for that.

’Bijah stopped milking and sprang to his feet.

“ Hello !
” said he, “ Sandy, I vum ! That means ’t

Benny ain’t fur off. You don’t ketch that feller to

stir a peg from Benny ’f he c’n help himself.”

’Bijah gave Sandy some milk, feeling sure that if

Benny was on earth, Sandy would go straight back

again to where he had left him. Benny was not on

earth, but Sandy, having finished his refreshment,

without even waiting to return thanks, trotted off

across lots at a great pace, ’Bijah following in hot

pursuit. Away they splashed through the marshy

meadows
;

jump, they went over the stone walls.

“ Land !
” said ’Bijah. “ Where be you a-goin’ ?

” as

Sandy leaped across a ditch into the great Kingsbury

orchard. Mr. Kingsbury had died a year before.

His wife had closed the old homestead and gone to

live with her daughter, and the farm had been for

sale ever since. ’Bijah sprang over the ditch and

came sprawling into the orchard.

When he had picked himself up, Sandy was no-

where to be seen. The loneliness of the deserted farm

and the soberness of approaching evening were all

about him.

“ Hello !
” he shouted, and he thought he heard a

response. “ Hello !
” he repeated, and he was sure

of a faint, faint cry, towards which he bounded, shout-

ing, “Benny, Benny!” and presently directly over

his head he heard a voice which seemed to come

from Heaven, saying :

“
’Bijah, O ’Bijah, here, up here !

”

’Bijah looked toward the sky, and behold, dangling

from one of the topmost branches of a famous big

sour apple-tree, a pair of sturdy boy’s legs ! And
there was Sandy, lying on the ground beneath them.

“ Jericho !
” said ’Bijah

;
and he hadn’t much more

than said it before he was scrambling up the tree like

a great ourang-outang. With some difficulty he un-

hooked Benny and brought him to earth, and his

great warm heart swelled with tender pity as he

returned home with the poor boy in his arms
;
and

his shoulder was as wet with Benny’s tears when he

reached there, as if he had been out in a thunder

storm.

I dare say you will partly guess the story of Benny’s

misfortune, but for the sake of those who are not

good guessers, I shall tell you that he had taken a

fancy to cut across a corner of the Kingsbury farm

that morning, to make the distance to his grand-
1

mother’s shorter, in his unwise fashion, never con-

sidering that climbing walls and fences, paddling

through the marshy meadows and contriving to get

over the ditch would more than overbalance the few

steps he saved.

When he reached the Kingsbury orchard, where

all the apple boughs were trained in horizontal

lines, with a view to making them bear well, his head

seemed to swim with suggestions of tight ropes.

Around and above the air was filled with golden

opportunities as near to tight ropes as Paradise is

near to Heaven itself. These precious opportunities

whispered to Benny, the charming visions beckoned,

and Benny felt that if it cost him two and sixpence,

he must have a walk on some of those enchanting

boughs.

Everything was just as it had been left when Mr.

Kingsbury died. Against one of the trees stood a

ladder, and scattered all about under the trees were

the limbs that had been lopped off, under his direc-

tion, the very day when he fell with apoplexy. Here

and there they had been gathered up in bristling

piles.

Benny ascended into one after another of these

blissful trees. At first he walked on the lowest

boughs, but gradually went higher and higher, until

he promenaded fearlessly on the very topmost. He
bowed, he kissed his hand, he turned and returned,

he was happy and time sped swiftly by. He was so

absorbed in his delight, that he heard, as one who
hears not, a wagon go rattling along the road, and

the shouting, whistling and singing of boys. It

was past noon before he recalled the object with

which he had left home that morning. He sat upon

the very pinnacle of achievement— that is to say, he

sat upon the very highest point in the orchard, his

head up, his spirits up, with such a decidedly upward

tendency that it was hard for him to make up his

mind to descend to the plane of common life. How-
ever, he thought it must be something past ten

o’clock, so he slipped himself off his pinnacle, or was

in the act of doing so, when he missed his hold and

went off with a sudden jerk. Something scraped the
|

whole length of his back, and seemed to hold him in
:

a relentless grip. It was the stump of a small branch,

which had caught him by the bottom of his loose |

jacket, and slipped up under it quicker than a wink,
;

as Benny slid down. It was one of those things of
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which we say, “ You could not do it again !

”

And there Benny, exalted, hung. The tips of his

toes just touched a bough below
;
with the tips of

his fingers and thumb he could reach and pick at the

' end of a branch above. He tried to throw his legs

up and catch on some salient point. He struggled to

reach his elbows up and pull himself back. f?e would

have unbuttoned his jacket, and, slipping-, his arms

out, dropped to the ground, but it looked a long way,

and directly below him was a pile of the lopped-off

branches, with their sharp ends sticking up towards

him like the spikes of cruel chevciux-de-frise, and he

didn’t fancy dropping on those. He shouted for

help, but there was no one to hear him on the deserted

farm, and the few farmers who rattled by in their

wagons paid no heed to a boy’s shout. Boys are

always shouting, and the more hideous the noises

they make the more it is like them. Sandy, who had

remained asleep in the grass while Benny performed

his manoeuvres, thought no more of this one than he

had thought of the others. He supposed it was a part

of the fun— the very best part of it— as he opened

one eye and saw those legs dancing in air; and

Benny’s yells were the things to be expected of

Benny. But when Benny shouted, “ Go, Sandy, go

home !
” and various other commands to Sandy, hop-

ing the dog might go and bring some one to his

rescue, as dogs always do in stories, Sandy sat upon
his hind legs and looked at Benny in amazement.
Never before had he been sent home. He had
stuck to Benny through thick and thin, during all his

eventful life, and he meant to do it now. So there he

did stick, until he saw by the shadows that it was
about milking time, and being thirsty, to say nothing

of hungry, and observing that Benny was still engaged

in dancing and tilting on the tips of his toes, Sandy
excused himself, went after his milk, and brought

back deliverance to Benny, as we have seen.

Poor, poor Benny ! The joy of his return called

out more tears than smiles. Worn and faint and

nervous, he was put to bed at grandma Potter’s, and

it was many days before he was the same old Benny

Briggs again. In one respect he was never quite the

same. His views in respect to tight ropes had met

with a radical change.

P. S. If any of you boys should say as Charlie

Potter did, “ Pooh ! if I'd been Benny Briggs I
could have got down out of that tree,” I’ll say to you

as Benny said to him :
“ I’d like to see you try it 1

”
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By Mrs. Whiton-Stone.

I
WISH to-night could be to-day,” she said

;

“ I’ve kissed my dolls and they are gone to bed,

And I’ve been sitting in the easy chair

Cuddling my pussy cat till, I declare,

She’s gone to sleep while I’ve been rocking her.

It’s very lonesome now she does not purr

;

If she were holding me I’d keep awake,

At least I would not make her soft arms ache

;

But even a kitten seems to have her way
More than a little child— she's got to-night to-day.

“ If I should try to move and let her go,

She’d wake my youngest doll right up, I know,

And I’m so very tired. It seems to me
Kittens are heavier than they used to be.

It’s funny how a pussy goes to sleep,

Rolling herself right in a little heap

;

I wonder if she’s dreaming when she stirs,

And if she tries to tell her dreams in purrs.

It’s very still— I wish she’d stir— you see

Perhaps she’d purr a little dream to me.

I wish my dollies, every one, would wake,

Then I should have to put Puss down, and take

My youngest doll to tend — she wouldn’t be

One half as mopy, and she’d smile to me.

The sunshine looks so sleepy on the wall,

The clock’s hands, moving, seem so very small

I hardly hear a tick— I wonder why —
And things all seem to float, and Puss and I

Are floating too— If I could have my way ”—
And so she did, and made to-night to-day.
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SOME EDUCATED HORSES.

By Amanda B. Harris.

NE of the most pleas-

ing of modern English

A NOD OF GREETING.

authors, Philip Gilbert

Hamerton, who is an

artist as well as writer,

and who loves animals

almost as he does art,

says that it would be

man

a large hall into which threeto live permanently in

or four horses, of a race already intelligent, should

be allowed to go and come freely from the time they

were born, just as dogs do in a family where they

are pets, or something to that effect. They should

have full liberty to poke their noses in their master’s

face, or lay their heads on his shoulder at meal-time,

receiving their treat of lettuce or sugar or bread,

only they must understand that they would be pun-

ished if they knocked off the vases or upset furniture,

or did other mischief. He would like to see this

tried, and see what would come of it
;
what intelligence

a horse would develop, and what love.

The plan looks quixotic, does it not ? But one

thing you may be sure of
;
he might have worse asso-

ciates. There are grades of intellect— we will call it

intellect, for it comes very near, so near that we never

can know just where the fine shading off begins

between a horse’s brain and that of a man
;
and there

are warm, loving equine hearts. Many horses are

nobler, more honorable,superior to many men
quicker-witted, more

loyal, and a thousand

times more compan-

ionable. Would you

not rather, if you had

to live on Robinson

Crusoe’s island, have

an intelligent, sympa-

thetic horse and a de-

voted bright dog than

some people you know ?

BUCEPHALUS TAKES THE HAT.

One is inclined to favor

Hamerton’s notion after seeing the Bartholomew Edu-

cated Horses, who can do almost anything but speak.

I am writing this for boys and girls who love ani-

mals, and for those elderly people who are fond of

them too, including the lady whom I overheard saying

that see had been nine times to see the remarkable

exhibition. The young folks were enthusiastic patrons

of that little theatre in Boston, where for more than a

hundred afternoons and evenings, the “ Professor,” as

he was called, showed off his four-footed pupils. One
forenoon he set apart for a free entertainment of as

many poor children as the house would hold, who
went under the charge of the truant officers and had

an overwhelming good time.

There were sixteen of the animals, counting a don-

key, grays, bays, chestnut-colored beauties, and one

who looked buff in the gaslight. In recalling them,

I cannot say that there

was a white-footed one.

What consequence
about white feet, you

ask! Perhaps you know

that they make that of

some account in the

horse bazaars of the

East. The Turks say

THE CHAIR IS BROUGHT.

two white fore feet are

lucky
;
one white fore and hind foot are unlucky

;

and they have a rhyme that runs—

One white foot, buy a horse,

Two white feet, try a horse,

Three white feet, look well about him,

Four white feet, do without him.

They were all named. There was a Chevalier, a

Prince, and a Pope
;

a little pet, Miss Nellie, who
looked as if she would be ready to drink tea out of

your saucer and kiss you after her fashion
;
Mustang,

an irrepressible and rude savage from the Rio Grande
region

;
Brutus, Caesar, and Draco

;
a Broncho

beauty; a Sprite; a stately stepping Abdallah; Jim,

who was a character; and a Bucephalus, after that

storied steed who would suffer no one to ride but his

master, the Great Alexander, but for him to mount,

would kneel and wait.

It is perhaps needless and an insult to their intelli-
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gence for me to say that they all know their own

names as well as you know yours. They know too

their numbers when they are

acting as soldiers formed in line

waiting orders
;

the Professor

passes along and checking them

off with his forefinger numbers

them, then falling back, calls

out for certain ones to form into

platoons, and they make no mis-
PRINCE. 1 J

take. Their ears are alert, their

senses sharp, their memory good. “ Number Two,”

“Number Four,” and so on, answer by advancing, as

a soldier would respond to the roll-call.

They came aropnd from the stable an hour before

the performance and went up the stairs by which the

audience went
;
and a crowd used to gather every

afternoon and evening to see that remarkable and free

feat.

When the curtain rose there was to be seen a small

stage carpeted ankle deep with saw-dust, where Pro-

essor Bartholomew purposed to have his horses act

;

first the part of a school, then of a court room, last a

military drill and taking of a fort. They came in one

after another, pretending, if that is not too strong a

word, that they were on the way to school, and that

was the playground; and there they played together,

with such soft, graceful action, such caressing ways,

and trippings as dainty as in “ Pinafore,” until at the

ringing of a bell they came at once to order from

their mixed-up, mazy

pastime, and waited

the arrival of their

teacher, the Professor,

who entered with a

schoolmaster air, and

gave the order.

SPRITE AS A MATHEMATICIAN.

“ Bucephalus, take my hat, and bring me a chair !

”

as you might tell James or John to do the same, and

with more promptness than they would have shown,

Bucephalus came forward, took the hat between his

teeth, carried it across the stage and placed it on a

desk, and brought a chair.

The master, seating himself, began the business of

the day, saying, “ The school will now form two

classes ; the large scholars will go to the left, the

small ones to the right;” and six magnificent crea-

tures separated themselves from the group huddled

together and went as they were bid, while Nellie, the

ABDALLAH PACES.

mustang, and other little ones, filed off to the opposite

side, and placed themselves in a row, with their

heads turned away from the stage. And there they

remained, generally minding their business, though

sometimes one would get out of position, look around,

or give his neighbor a nudge which brought out a

reprimand :
“ Pope, what are you doing ?

” “ Brutus,

you need not look around to see what I am about !

”

“ Sprite, you let Mustang alone !

” “ Mustang, keep

in your place !

”

He then called for some one to come forward and

be monitor, and Prince volunteered, was sent to the

desk for some papers, tried to raise the lid, and let

it drop, pretending that he couldn't, but after being

sharply asked what he was so careless for, did it, and

then brought a handkerchief and made a great ado

about wanting to have something done with it, which

proved to be tying it around his leg. Meanwhile one

of the horses behaved badly, whereupon the teacher

said, “ I see you are booked for a whipping,” and the

culprit came out in the floor, straightened himself,

and received without wincing what seemed to be a

severe whipping; but in reality it was all done with a
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soft cotton snapper which made more sound than

anything else.

Mustang was called upon to ring the bell, a good-

sized dinner-bell, for the blackboard exercises by

Sprite. He, too, made believe he couldn’t ;
seized it the

wrong way, dropped it, picked it up wrong end first, was

scolded at, then took it by the handle, gave it a vigor-

ous shake, and after letting it fall several times, set it

on the table. Meanwhile a platform was brought in

supporting a tall post, at the top of which, higher

than a horse could reach, was a blackboard having

chalked on it a sum which was not added up cor-

rectly. Sprite, being requested to wipe it out, took

the sponge from the table, and planting her fore-feet

on the platform, stretched her head up, and by des-

perate passes succeeded in wiping out a part of the

figures, and started to leave, but seeing that some

remained, went back and erased them.

One day she went through a process which showed

conclusively that horses can reason. She dropped

the sponge the first thing, and it fell down behind

the platform out of her sight. She got down, and

looked about in the saw-dust for it, the audience

curiously watching to see what she would do next.

She was evidently much perplexed. She knew per-

fectly well that her duty would not be fulfilled until

she had rubbed the figures out, and the sponge was

not to be found. Mr. Bartholomew said nothing, gave

her no look or hint or sign to help her out of her

predicament, but sat in his chair and waited. At

last, she deliberately stepped on the platform again,

stretched her head up and wiped the figures out with

her mouth, at which the audience applauded as if

they would bring the roof down. That was some-

thing clearly not in the programme, but a bit of

independent reasoning. Yet, having done so much, she

knew that something was not right. About that

sponge— what had become of it ? It was her busi-

ness to lay it on the table when she was through using

it. She hesitated, looked this way and that, started

to go, came back, dreadfully puzzled and uncertain,

suddenly spied it, set her teeth in it, put it on the

table, and went to her place, with a clear conscience,

no doubt, and the people cheered more wildly than

before.

This was to me one ofythe most interesting things

I witnessed
;
and connecting it with some facts Mr.

Bartholomew communicated, it was

doubly so.

He said that it was his practice not

to interfere or help
;
the horse knew

just what she was to do, and he pre-

ferred to wait and let her think it out

for herself. The other horses all

knew too if there was any failure or

mistake, and the offender was closely

watched by them, and in some way

reproved by them if they could get the

opportunity, and at times this little

by-play became very amusing.

After this was most exquisite dancing by Bucepha-

lus, and by Caesar, whose steppings were in perfect

rhythm to the music. Then the latter turned in a cir-

cle to the right or the left and walked around defin-

ing the figure eight, just as any one in the audience

chose to request
;
and Abdallah came in with a string

of bells around her, and paced, cantered, galloped,

trotted, marched or walked as the word was given.

The horses were generally expected to come to the

footlights and bow to the audience at the close of

any feat; occasionally one would forget to do this,

and then some of his comrades would shoulder or

NELLIE ROLLS THE BARREL OVER THE “ TETER.”

buffet him, or Mr. Bartholomew would give a reminder,

“That is not all, is it?” and back would come the

delinquent, and bow and bow twenty times as fast as

A GAME OF LEAP FROG.
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* he could, as if there Could not be enough of it. At

the close of one scene all the horses came up to the

front in a line, and leaning over the rope which was

stretched there to keep them from coming down on

the people’s heads, would bow, and bow again, and it

was a wonderfully pretty sight to see.

A game of leap frog was announced. “ There are

four of the horses that jump,” said Mr. Bartholomew.

They like this least of any of their feats, and those

who can do it best are most timid. At first one

horse is jumped over, then two, three, are packed

closely together, and little Sprite clears them all at

one flying leap, broad-backed and much taller than

herself though they are. Those who do not want to

try it beg off by a pretty pantomime, and Sprite is

encouraged by her master, who pats her first and

seems to be saying something in her ear. They like

to get approval in the way of a caress, but beyond

that they are in no way rewarded.

Next Nellie rolled a barrel over a “teter plank”

with her fore-feet, and Prince and Pope performed

the difficult feat, and one which required mutual

understanding and confidence, of see-sawing away up

in air on the plank; first face to face, carefully

balancing, and then the latter slowly turned on the

the space less than twenty inches wide, without dis-

turbing the delicate poise. This he considers one

of the most remarkable, because each horse must act

with reference to the other, and the understanding

between them must be so perfect that no fatal false

movement can be made.

One of the grand tableaux represents a court scene

with the donkey set up in a high place for judge, the

jury passing around from mouth to mouth a placard

labelled “Not Guilty,” and the releasing of the pris-

oner from his chain. But the military drill exceeds

all else by the brilliance of the display and the

inspiring movements and martial air. Mr. Bartholo-

mew in military uniform advancing like a general,

disciplined twelve horses who came in at bugle call,

with a crimson band about their bodies and other

decorations, and went through evolutions, marchings,

counter-marchings, in single file, by twos, in platoons,

forming a hollow square with the precision of old

soldiers. They liked it too, and were proud of them-

selves as they stepped to the music. The final act

was a furious charge on a fort, the horses firing

cannon, till in smoke and flame, to the sound of

patriotic strains, the structure was demolished, the

country’s flag was saved, caught up by one horse,

seized by another, waved, passed around, and amidst

the excitement and confusion of a great victory,

triumphant horses rushing about, the curtain fell.

It was from first to last a wonderful exhibition of

horse intelligence.

Trained horses, that is, trained for circus feats

at given signals, are no novelty. Away back

in the reign of one of the Stuarts, a horse named
Morocco was exhibited in England, though his tricks

were only as the alphabet to what is done now. And
long before Rarey’s day, there was here and there a

man who had a sort of magnetic influence, and could

tame a vicious horse whom nobody else dared go

near. When George the Fourth was Prince of Wales,

he had a valuable Egyptian horse who would throw,

they said, the best rider in the world. Even if a man
could succeed in getting on his back, it was not an

instant he could stay

there. But there came

to England on a visit a

distinguished Eastern

bey, with his mame-
lukes, who hearing of

the matter which was

the talk of the town, declared that the animal should

be ridden. Accordingly many royal personages and

noblemen met the Orientals at the riding house of

the Prince, in Pali Mall, a mameluke’s saddle was
put on the vicious creature, who was led in, looking

in a white heat of fury, wicked, with danger in his

eyes, when, behold, the bey’s chief officer sprung

on his back and rode for half an hour as easily as a

lady would amble on the most spiritless pony that

ever was bridled.

Some men have a tact, a way with animals, and
can do anything with them. It is a born gift, a rare

one, and a precious one. There was a certain tamer

of lions and tigers, Henri Marten by name, who
lately died at the age of ninety, who tamed by his

personal influence alone. It was said of him in

France, that at the head of an army he “ might have

STRETCHING HIMSELF.
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been a Bonaparte. Chance has made a man of gen-

ius a director of a menagerie.”

Professor Bartholomew was ready to talk about his

way, but a part of it is the man himself. He could

not make known to another what is the most essential

requisite. He, too, brought genius to his work
;
be-

sides that, a certain indefinable mastership which

animals recognize, love for them, and a vast amount

of perseverance and patient waiting. It is a thing

that is not done in a day.

He was fond of horses from a boy, and began early

to educate one, having a remarkable faculty for

handling them
;
so that now after thirty years of it,

there is not much about the equine nature that he

does not understand. He trained a company of

Bronchos, which were afterwards sold
;

and since

then he has gradually got together the fifteen he now

exhibits, and he has others in process of training.

He took these when they were young, two or three

years old
;
and not one of them, except Jim, who has

a bit of outside history, has ever been used in any

other way. They know nothing about carriages or

carts, harness or saddle
;

they have escaped the

cruel curb-bits, the check reins and blinders of our

civilization. Fortunate in that respect. And they

never have had a shoe on their feet. Their feet are

perfect, firm and sound, strong and healthy and

elastic
;
natural, like those of the Indians who run

barefoot, who go over the rough places of the wilds as

easily as these horses can run up the stairs or over

the cobble stones of the pavement if they were turned

lcose in the street.

It was a pleasure to know of their life-long exemp-

tion from all such restraints. That accounted in

great measure for their beautiful freedom of motion,

for that wondrous grace and charm. Did you ever

think what a complexity of muscles, bones, joints,

tendons and other arrangements, enter into the

formation of the knees, hoofs, legs of a horse
;
what a

piece of mechanism the strong, supple creature is ?

These have never had their spirits broken
; have

never been scolded at or struck except when a whip

was necessary as a rod sometimes is for a child.

The hostlers who take care of them are not allowed

to speak roughly. “Be low-spoken to them,” the

master says. In the years when he was educating

them he groomed and cared for them himself, with no

other help except that of his two little sons. No one

else was allowed to meddle with them
;
and, neces-

sarily, they were kept separate from other horses.

Now, wherever they are exhibiting, he always goes out

the first thing in the morning to see them. He
passes from one to another, and they are all expect-

ing the little love pats and slaps on their glossy sides,

the caressings and fondlings and pleasant greetings

of “ Chevalier, how are you, old fellow ?
” “ Abdallah,

my beauty 1
” and, “ Nellie, my pet !

” Some are

jealous, Abdallah tremendously so, and if he does not
j

at once notice her, she lays her ears back, shows
j

temper, and crowds up to him, determined that no
j

other shall have precedence.

They are not “ thorough-breds.” Those, he said,

were for racers or travellers
:
yet of fine breeds, some

choice blood horses, some mixed, one a mustang

who at first did not know anything that was wanted

of him.

“Why,” said he, “at first some of them would go

up like pop corn, higher than my head. But I never

THE GREAT COURT SCENE.
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once have been injured by one of them except per-

haps an accidental stepping on my foot. They never

i kick; they don’t know how to kick. You can go

behind them as well as before, and anywhere.”

results, though all well enough for a certain purpose.”

Some of these he had been hve years in educating

to do what we saw. Some he had taught to do their

special part in one year, some in two. The first thing

MILITARY DRILL.

In buy^^j^ose only those whose looks showed

that they were inte^lligent. “ But how did he know, by

what signs ? ” queried an all-absorbed “ Dumb Ani-

mals ” woman.
“ Oh, dear,” he said, “ why, every way

;
the eyes, the

ears, the whole face, the expression, everything. No
two horses’ faces look alike. Just as it is with a flock

of sheep. A stranger would say,
4 Why, they are all

sheep, and all alike, and that is all there is to it
;

’

but the owner knows better
;
he knows every face in

the flock. He says 4
this is Jenny, and that is Dolly,

there is Jim, and here’s Nancy.’ Oh, land, yes ! they

are no more alike than human beings are, disposition

or anything. Some have to be ordered, and some

coaxed and flattered. Yes, flattered. Now if two

men come and want to work for me, I can tell as soon

as I cast my eyes on them. I say to one, 4 Go and do

such a thing
;

’ but if I said it to the other, he’d

answer 4

1 won’t; I’m not going to be ordered about

by any man.’ Horses are just like that. A horse

can read you. If you get mad, he will. If you abuse

him, he will do the same by you or try to. You must

control yourself, if you would control a horse.”

he did was to give the horse opportunity and time

to get well acquainted with him
;
in his words, 44

to

become friends. Let him see that you are his friend,

that you are not going to whip him. You meet him

cordially. You are glad to see him and be with him,

and pretty soon he knows it and likes to be with you.

And so you establish comradeship, you understand

each other. Caress him softly. Don’t make a dash

at him. Say pleasant things to him. Be gentle; but

at the same time you must be master.” That is a good

basis. And then he teaches one thing at a time, a

simple thing, and waits a good while before he brings

forward another
;
does not perplex or puzzle the pupil

by anything else till that is learned, and some of the

first words are 44 come,” 44 stand,” 44 remain.”

What a horse has once learned he never or seldom

forgets. Mr. Bartholomew thinks it is not as has

sometimes been said, because a horse has a memory
stronger than a man, 44 but because he has fewer

things to learn. A man sees a million things. A
horse’s mind cannot accommodate what a man’s can,

so those things he knows have a better chance.

Those few things he fixes. His memory fastens on

A PRETTY TABLEAU.

They must be of superior grade, 44 for it’s of no them. I once had a pony I had trained, which was

use to spend one’s time on a dull one. It does afterwards gone from me three years. At the end of

not pay to teach idiots where you want brilliant that time I was in California exhibiting, and saw a
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boy on the pony. I tried to buy him, but the boy
who had owned him all that time, refused to part

with him
;

however, I offered such a price that 1 got

him, and that same evening I took him into the tent

and thought I would see what he remembered. He
went through all his old tricks (besides a few I had

myself forgotten ) except one. He could not manage
walking on his hind feet the distance he used to.

Another time I had a trained horse stolen from me
by the Indians, and he was off in the wilds with them

Mr. Bartholomew said, “My motto in educating
them is,

4 Make haste slowly
;

’ I never require too
much, and I never ask a horse to do what he can't do.

That is of no use. A horse can't learn what horses
are not capable of learning

;
and he can't do a thing

until he understands what you mean, and how you
want it done. What good would it do for me to ask
a man a question in French if he did not knowaword
of the language ? I get him used to the word, and
show him what I want. If it is to climb up some-

THE STORMING OF THE FORT.

a year and a half. One day, in a little village— that
was in California too — I saw him and knew him, and
the horse knew me. I went up to the Indian who
had him and said, 4 That is my horse, and I can
prove it. Out there a stolen horse, no matter how
many times he has changed hands, is given up, if the
owner can prove it. The Indian said, 4

If you can,'
you shall have him, but you won’t do it.’ I said,
4
1 will try him in four things

;
I will ask him to trot

three times around a circle, to lie down, to sit up, and
to bring me my handkerchief. If he is my horse, he
will do it. I he Indian said, 4 You shall have him
if he does, but he won’t !

’ By this time a crowd had
got together. We put the horse in an enclosure, he
did as he was told, and I had him back.”

where, I gently put his foot up and have him keep it

there until I am ready to have it comedown, and then
I take it down myself. I never let the horse do it. I

The same with other things, showing him how, and
by words. They know a great number of words. My
horses are not influenced by signs or motions when
they are on the stage. They use their intelligence

and memory, and they associate ideas and are required
to obey. They learn a great deal by observing one
another. One watches and learns by seeing the
others. I taught one horse to kneel, by first bending
his knee myself, and putting him into position. After
he had learned, I took another in who kept watch all

the time, and learned partly by imitation. They are
social creatures

;
they love each other’s company.”
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Most of these horses have been together now for

several years, and are fond of one another. They

appear to keep the run of the whole performance, and

listen and notice like children in a school when one

or more of their number goes out to recite. It was

extremely interesting to observe them when the leap-

frog game was going on. Owing to the smallness of

the stage, it was difficult for the horse who was to

make the jump to get under headway, and several

times poor Sprite, or whichever it was, would turn

abruptly to make another start, upon which every

horse on her side would dart out for a chance at

giving her a nip as she went by. They all seemed

throughout the entire exhibition to feel a sort of

responsibility, or at least a pride in it, as if “ this is

our school. See how well Bucephalus minds, or how
badly Brutus behaves ! This is regiment. Don’t

we march well ? How fine and grand, how gallant

and gay we are !
” And the wonder of it all is, not

so much what any one horse can do, or the sense of

humor they show, or the great number of words they

understand, but the mental processes and nice calcu-

lation they show in the feats where they are associated

in complex ways, which require that each must act his

part independently and mind nothing about it if

another happens to make a mistake.

To obtain any adequate representation of these

horses while performing, it was necessary that it be

done by process called instantaneous photographing.

You are aware that birds and insects are taken by

means of an instrument named the “ photographic

revolver,” which is aimed at them. Recently an

American, Mr. Muybridge, has been able to photo-

graph horses while galloping or trotting, by his

“battery of cameras,” and a book on “the Horse in

Motion ” has for its subject this instantaneous catching

a likeness as applied to animals. But how could any

process, however swift, or ingenious, or admirable, do
full justice to the grace and spirit, the all-alive atti-

VICTORY !

tudes and varieties of posture, the dalliance and

charm, the freedom in action ?

Professor Bartholomew gave his performances the

name of “ The Equine Paradox.” He now has his beau-

tiful animals in delightful summer quarters at Newport,

where they are counted among the “notable guests.”

He has the Opera House there for his training school

for three months, preparing new ones for next winter’s

exhibition, and keeping the old ones in practice. It

is pleasant to know that he cares so faithfully for

their health as to give them a home through the warm

weather in that cool retreat by the sea.

" AFTER THE PLAY. :
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BOBBY’S BUSINESS EXPERIENCE.

By Edith Robinson.

BOBBY was a very busy boy
;
so busy that often

the days were not long enough, and lessons

had to give way to the pressure that any man might

feel who was at once editor of a paper, treasurer of a

Debating Society, captain of the Eleven, and a

prominent member of a Foot-ball Nine, and a Glee

Club.

He was a popular, happy-go-lucky boy, too, never

stopping to think very long about anything, particu-

larly if it promised to afford a “jolly good time.”

But for once in his life, Bobby was giving something

very serious thought
;
he was giving it beforehand,

too, which made it the more surprising. There was

a reason for this, of course
;
and the reason was one

which gives rise to a great deal of thought in this

thoughtless world— lack of money.

It was nearly vacation. In about three weeks

school would close, and then hurrah for two months

of fun, and this summer, if it could only be man-

aged, there was a prospect of more fun than he had

ever had in his life before. Bobby had thought the

same on one or two other occasions. Half a dozen of

his particular friends had planned a trip to Rangeley

Lakes, fishing and hunting. For the last week at

school they had been talking it over, enthusiastic

as only boys can be when a fishing and gunning

expedition is on foot, and getting somewhat
wild in their plans, till to-day they had come down
to solid calculations, and appointed a committee

who were to arrange for the necessities of camping
out.

It was decided that each must furnish twenty-five

dollars; and that part of the money— ten dollars

each— was to be handed in to the committee before-

hand for canned provisions, a tent, a few cooking
utensils and such necessities as flour, meal and pork,

for the rest they intended to depend on guns and
rods.

But while the others had been discussing and
planning, Bobby Grey had been unusually silent.

Twenty-five dollars was a large sum to him, and what
was worse, it was a large sum to Doctor Grey, for

country doctors are rarely rich. Could he ask him

for the money— for his own pleasure simply ? though

how great that pleasure looked, only a boy could

tell. Almost as soon as he had asked the question

did he decide that it could not be done. It would be

useless, and it would give his father pain to refuse;

after all, rollicking, thoughtless boy though Bobby
Grey was, that was the real reason why he could

decide to relinquish two months of perfect bliss.

No man, they say, is a hero to his valet, but some-

body has cleverly added, “ That is more the valet’s

fault than the hero’s.” If so, it was to the credit of

both Bobby and his sister Rose, that to them there

was no man in the world like Doctor Edward Grey.

Not many boys have that feeling toward their fathers,

however much they may love and respect them. With

Bobby it was genuine hero worship. In the first

place, the early years of Doctor Grey’s practice had

been in the army
;
at first in active service on the

plains, where he had been distinguished for his dash-

ing bravery, his regardlessness of danger, his cool-

ness and command of all his surgical skill, though

Indians were whirling and shouting, and Indian

arrows and bullets were whizzing past him, with

death a happy alternative from falling alive into the

enemy’s hands.

What boy’s heart would not thrill at the thought of

that figure in top boots and spurs, slouch hat and

sweeping plumes, Spanish poncho, with streaming

ends and floating scarlet sash stuck full of revolvers ?

It is needless to state that such had not been the

costume worn by Doctor Grey whilst in the service of

his country. It was the one furnished by Bobby’s

lively imagination, assisted by stacks of the litera-

ture he was in the habit of devouring.

Think, however, of living in the same house with

Buffalo Bill, Davy Crocket, General Custer, Dick

Onslow, Kit Carson ! Then there were other reasons

that appealed to the man, and not the boy, in Bobby—
his father’s gentle ways toward women and children,

/

his standing in his profession, his honesty and straight-

forward ways, his scorn of anything that was not

above board. Bobby felt all these in the family life.

A doctor and a soldier— to help and to fight. Bobby
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sometimes thought, in the serious moments that

come to even boys of fourteen, that it was just

because he had been the latter that his ideas of

honor were so rigid
;
as though derived in part from

a life where the creed is “ To do nothing unbecoming

an officer and gentleman.”

After that discussion about Rangely, Bobby walked

home thinking very hard. Asking his father was

out of the question. There was only one way in

which it was possible to obtain the necessary money.

It was just this : His birthday was the twenty-fourth

of June, and aunt Melissa always made him a present

then of twenty-five dollars; exactly enough to cover

his expenses. It would not do to ask her to advance

the amount, of course. But why not take the ten

dollars required at once, from the funds in his pos-

session as Treasurer of the Debating Society, and

Editor-in-Chief of the School Register l

He had rejected the idea at first. Still it had

come to him again and again, he dwelling on it

longer each time, till now the question had to be

decided at once and for good. He did not quite

like to do it, yet why he did not exactly know, or

refused to acknowledge. Not that there was any

harm in it, or the slightest danger of his not being

able to replace it. Had not he borrowed small sums

— three cents for a stamp, his fare to town, ten cents’

worth of candy, time and again, and replaced it

almost immediately? It was just a temporary con-

venience, and it would be idiotic to let the money

lie there unused because of a sudden squeamish-

ness.

What lay at the bottom of the boy’s reluctance was

a lurking and undefined feeling that “ father would

not do it.” He argued with himself all the way

home, and it was not till he had reached the gate

— Arthur Wales just then rushed by on his bicycle;

he did not have to bother where his money was

coming from. How unfair it was some fellows

should have everything. Part of the money was

his, anyway
;

surely he had the right to “ lend
”

it to himself on good security, when he had always

had the trouble of it— Bobby made up his mind with

a spring. And the minute he had done it, his doubts

vanished, and he wondered how he could have been

such a ninny as to have hesitated.

He ran up the steps, slammed the door after him,

and proceeded to sow the seeds of dyspepsia by eat-

ing his dinner in three minutes. Then the Treasurer

and Editor went to his private room, got out the

collar-b — strong box, in which the funds were depos-

ited, and counted them. Forty-four dollars and sixty

cents, mostly in quarter and half-dollars. He
counted out ten, dropped the rest back, changed the

borrowed money that afternoon for a bill, and the

next morning Bobby Grey’s name was down on the

list, and its owner talked longer and louder than any-

body else about Rangeley.

It was about a week after this that a splendid bar-

gain came right in his way. A friend of his knew
another fellow who had a gun to dispose of. It was

a beauty, with all modern improvements, and he

would sell for twelve dollars. Bobby’s own weapon
was an old muzzle-loader with the barrels in such a

state that to fire was more dangerous to the sports-

man than the sport. This time he did not hesitate,

but after examining the gun, firing it once or twice

and stroking the shining barrels lovingly, paid over

the twelve dollars which he borrowed from the same

source
;

there would be a slight deficiency, but he

could pick up the difference in some way, and the

bargain was too great a one to dream of losing. He
had almost begun to look upon the “ funds ” as his

own. He stowed the gun carefully in his own closet,

and did not say anything about his bargain to his

family. Perhaps his father was foolishly particular

about some things.

His birthday— the twenty-fourth came. And no

letter from aunt Melissa came with it. It did not

worry him, however; she always had sent him his

birthday present ever since he was a little fellow, and

no doubt it would arrive soon
;
besides, that queerly

pleasant feeling, as though the funds were really his

own, was not without its influence. Perhaps she had

not posted it as soon as usual, or maybe there had

been some delay in the mails.

The next day was Saturday, and the morning was

spent with another fellow looking over fishing-tackle,

and the afternoon in a rousing game of base-ball,

whence he returned home so tired that all he could do

was to eat his supper and go to bed. The letter

never came into his head at all. It did not Sunday

either, and Monday he did not get home till late,

having stayed after school for an editorial meeting.

Then the matter was recalled by a trifle with no

apparent connection, as often happens. An open

paper was lying on the dining-room table, where Dr.

Grey had flung it as he was called off to see a patient

in an epileptic fit; and in large capitals at the head

of one column, were the words

:
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GREAT BANK ROBBERY!

EMBEZZLEMENT OF FUNDS BY A TRUSTED OFFICIAL.

A Long Course of Systematic Peculation ! Facts of the down-

ward course—

Bobby did not stop to read details, for strangely

enough, at that moment he remembered aunt

Melissa’s letter, and forgetting dinner and everything

else, rushed up-stairs to see if it had come. He
walked down— for it had not.

And then he did begin to worry. He could settle

to nothing, but roamed about as though possessed

with the spirit of the Wandering Jew, quarrelled with

Rose, was cross to his mother, and went to bed at

half-past seven to avoid meeting his father. The

next day was one of such torment that he wondered

it did not turn his hair white. It seemed as though

everything conspired against him. He failed in

geometry, was spoken to bv the French professor

for his unaccountable blunders and inattention, and

was kept after school by the favorite history teacher

because coming in after recess with his cap on,

through forgetfulness.

He did not dare say anything about the missing

letter, for with the curious lack of logic so often

displayed by a guilty conscience, it appeared to

him that any display of anxiety on his part would

tell everything. Even when Rose sympathetically

said

:

‘‘Where do you suppose your present can be? I

think it’s so funny of aunt Melissa,” he had answered

indifferently, “Well, who cares,” and begun whist-

ling “Captain John.”

“But don’t you think it will come?” persisted

Rose.

“ How do I know ?
” Bobby began to lose his

temper. “What’s the odds if she don’t? I can

get along without her old money.”
“ It would be just like her to take it into her head

not to,” pursued Rose, innocently unaware she was

torturing her brother. “ She can’t have forgotten.

I don’t believe she’s going to this year.”

“Bother aunt Melissa! Can’t you let her drop?”

Bobby was downright angry now. “ It’s none of

your business anyway.”

“Well, then, I hope it won’t come,” said Rose
vexed in turn. “Glad of it, too. Papa said the

bonds, or leases, or something or other of aunt

Melissa’s Chicago railroads, had dropped, and that

she was probably half crazy, even if she has such

a lot of money. I know it won’t come now, and

serve you right, too !

”

Rose was so provoking. But though Bobby glared

furiously at her, feeling for one brief instant that

wild anger that could hesitate at nothing, she did *

not know, then or after, how her words cut. He
went off singing the last song of the Glee Club,

“Captain John.”

It was Tuesday then, and a business meeting

was to be held after school the following Thursday.

He shut himself up in his room and counted the

money over. Twenty-three dollars and a quarter.

He had spent more in small sums, a*s the expected

twenty-five would cover everything. Without clearly

knowing why he did it, but with a sinking feeling

at his heart, and a sudden rush of what, if he had

been away from home, he would have called “ home-

sickness,” he poured the money into his pocket, and

then he went out, still whistling “ Captain John.”

The words had somehow taken possession of his

brain, underneath the dizzy whirl of thought, like

Mark Twain’s horse-car refrain:

Vive le John,

Vive le John,

Vive le Captaine John!

And now happened a queer thing. Perhaps his

trouble had really unhinged his mind a little
;
per-

haps a kind of frenzy had come over him, in which

he would not think; perhaps the possession of so

much money— unused as he was to the article—
made him dizzy; perhaps he had got strung up to

such a pitch that desperate, he had resolved to be

“hung for an old sheep was better than being hung

for a lamb;” perhaps it was that singular thing scien-

tific men have agreed to call kleptomania
;
perhaps

— and this is the likeliest perhaps of all— it was

induced by a state of mind that not even scientific

men could clearly explain.

He went first to Buffum’s, where he bought five

pounds of powder, some shot and a revolver. The
revolver was something he had longed to own since

long clothes, and as he put the pretty shining thing

in his pocket, he felt that one of the ambitions

of his life was fulfilled. Then he strolled along

High street till he came to the one stationery and

fancy goods store, and after a prolonged survey of

the window and a deliberate selection of several

articles therein displayed, he bought a dog-whip, a

Russia leather pocket inkstand, a belt and a pocket-
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book. He met Jack Forbes as he was coming out,

and greeting him cheerily, they went together to look

at some pups a man had for sale, Bobby finally

engaging one at three dollars, agreeing to call for

it in a day or two. Then he invited his friend into

George Bill Watson’s for an ice cream— strawberry

and chocolate mixed— and further treated to cream

cakes, pickles and Washington pie. All the while he

was happy as a king, displayed his purchases and

talked about them, and walked half-way home

with Jack, laughing and talking and eating walnut

taffy.

And then he went home, straight to his own room,

and sat down and thought.

Perhaps none of the men whose 44 defalcations
”

have amounted to thousands, suffered on the eve

of discovery, or it may be when they realized their

crime for the first time, as Bobby Grey did for

that hour. Boys are apt to be stern judges, and

boyish codes of honor are strict. To come before

his friends—how queer he should all of a sudden

be afraid of them— and say,
44
1 have not the

money.” He could not do it. It may have been

by a mere revulsion of feeling that it looked so

horrible to him. Was there no way of escape?

Must everybody know that he was a thief? He
looked pitifully at the money he drew from his

pocket— thirty-seven cents— and felt a vague won-

der that his hair had not turned white. Ask aunt

Melissa? That would be useless. Tell his father?

That one thing that was possible, was of all others

the most impossible. Look which way he would

there was no chance of escape. Worse than the

scorn of the fellows, the sorrow and indignation

of the teachers, the grief of mother and Rose,

even the knowing that his name would be in every

one’s mouth in shameful notoriety, was— what

father would think ! At the very thought of the

look that would come into the kind, pleasant eyes,

Bobby felt that all his manhood— or what he

thought his manhood— would flee from him, and

he should burst into tears. His life seemed to

him at an end. There was but one thing for him

to do, and the resolution he came to was accom-

panied by such anguish as, boy or man, he might

never know again.

He opened his upper bureau drawer and took

out, one by one, his choicest treasures. A watch

that would not go, but which its owner kept in affec-

tionate remembrance of the time when it did
;

a

stylographic pen with the ink reservoir exhausted;

a battered photograph of a man in the uniform
of a captain of cavalry, which he did not look at,

but laid face down at the bottom of the pile. Then
he opened the second drawer and took out several

pairs of stockings, a change of underclothing, and
all his handkerchiefs. He made all these up into

a neat little bundle, put it on the top shelf of his

closet, and went down to tea.

Rose was inclined to be cool, after their difference

of the afternoon, but there was no withstanding

Bobby’s angelic behavior. He replied sweetly to

several intentionally provoking speeches from her,

refused to get angry when she alluded to aunt

Melissa, and in the evening played Logomachy
with her, when he hated games, and that particular

game above all others. He split wood for Biddy

without his usual intimation she used enough for

a hotel, closed doors quietly, studied till he had

every lesson perfect, and neither whistled nor sang
44 Captain John,” which latest effort of the Glee Club

was fast undermining the reason of its members’

families.

Mingled with the real tragedy of the situation

was a queer element of enjoyment, which Bobby
himself would have been the last to recognize.

He was doing just what so many of the heroes of

his favorite books had done on arriving at the

age when they knew more than their parents and

guardians. In the background was a faint picture

of how, like them, he probably should fish the son

of a millionaire out of the water, rescue the wife

of a rich merchant from a runaway horse, save the

daughter of an influential senator from death in

a railroad collision, or jump to fame and fortune

in some other of the innumerable ways the favorite

— alas !— writers for boys depict.

He was up the next morning at five o’clock,

stowed his bundle in the stable, where he could

get at it easily, and then set out on a round of

leave-taking. To his rabbits, his pet rat that would

come at his whistle, the turtles in the tank made
out of the old refrigerator, his dog, a mongrel cur

that had followed him home one day, and lastly to

Billy, the doctor’s old horse. Bobby had his arms

very close about his neck, and there was something

glistening on his mane when he said at last,
44 Good-

by, old fellow.”

He went in to breakfast, and was so quiet and

subdued that his mother asked him twice if he
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were sick, and Rose, impressed by his magnanimity

of the evening before, began to feel the gnawings

of remorse at her own “ hatefulness ” in view of

the illness that was hanging over her brother. There

was a choking feeling in Bobby’s throat as he kissed

his mother twice. He did not kiss Rose
;
that could

not have been expected. But he said, “ Good-by,

Rosie !
” which was a kiss translated.

But to his father he could not say a word. Doctor

Grey thought it was Rose who had brushed his hat

so carefully and laid his gloves just where he could

see them
,

and that Sam had been extra careful in

grooming Billy that morning.

Bobby was a model boy at school that never-to-be-

forgotten Wednesday. “ The last time,
,, he kept

saying to himself with a pang at his heart and that

curious undercurrent of enjoyment. His geometry

lesson was perfect. In history he had “ read up ” on

every point
;

the pretty history teacher thought her

reproof of the day before had had excellent effect.

The professor told him in his excited way, “ You

haf a ferry goot lesson, Grey,” ending with the

funny little grunt that beginners in his classes

thought was the French accent, and strove to imitate,

to the foreign gentleman’s wrath. He did not whis-

per. He did not play “ Crambo ” with the boy

behind him. He did not throw an apple-core into

Billy Watson’s mouth when he gaped so widely. He
did not laugh when his most intimate friend slipped

with a pile of drawing books, scattering them widely.

The hero of a Sunday-school book could not have

behaved better
;
nay, even Rollo himself was but a cre-

ation of the imagination compared with Bobby.

At recess he gave away his jack-knife to Jack

Forbes, his best pencil to Billy, his two short ones,

dull at one end and chewed at the other, to Tommy
Blake, his block to another fellow, and his small

French dictionary to a boy who did not own any,

large or small, but who always had the best lesson in

the class
;

he was a boy Bobby hated too, so this

made him feel more virtuous and increased his meek
air. When two o’clock came, he walked quietly to

the dressing-room, took his cap without getting into

the usual scuffle, and went back to the class-room

on some pretext, that on going out he might say

“good by ” to the history teacher.

There was base-ball after school. He was going

to stop for that. One last rousing game, that should

stand out a landmark in the history of the school,

and be referred to regretfully ever after— this with

the enjoyment uppermost— as “ the last time that

stunning player, Bobby Grey, played with us,” even

when his name had become something to be handled

shrinkingly
;

the heartache was all on the top now.##*#*****
“ He’ll die, I know. And me so cross and ugly

to him. And him so sweet and lovely to me. Didn’t

I know he was going to be killed this morning ! Oh,

dear, oh, dear !
” and Rose wrung her hands .as

she went to the door for the twentieth time to look

for Billy’s Roman nose.

For half an hour before an excited crowd had

brought Bobby home on Teddy Mulligan’s tip-cart,

Bobby with a broken leg, and set white face.

Mrs. Grey had somehow reached the door, her

heart standing still and a dreadful fear, hardly

enabling her to say, “ Tell me quick what has

happened !
” with Rose close behind, clutching her

skirts and with her eyes shut, murmuring incoher-

ently, “ I told you he would break his nose !

”

They had all tried to explain together how it had

happened, while between them, Teddy Mulligan and

Taffy Austin foremost, they were bringing Bobby in

and placing him on the office lounge. He was

lying on a board, too. That was the last touch of

horror in Rose’s eyes.

“ It was the loveliest game of the season. And
Bobby had just gone ahead of anything that had

been seen on the field. And then Taffy Austin —
You see Bobby had just made the stunningest home
run. We didn’t know till we heard a howl and saw

him in a heap. Taffy had knocked a three-baser

and set out to scoot to first, and he slung away the

bat— he didn’t see Bobby. Taffy is the strongest

striker on the field. The bat took him just under

the knee.” It was all a jargon to poor Mrs. Grey,

who had learned to look upon a base-ball as but

little inferior in danger to a battle-field.

“ Should they go for a doctor ? ” Four boys were

ready to dart off, glad to do anything, and guiltily

glad too, to get away from the sight of trouble. But

Bobby’s weak voice spoke then for the first time

:

“ I’ll wait for father.”

And wait he did, though it was two long hours

before Doctor Grey returned. Even in the midst of

the pain of setting the broken limb— it proved to

be a compound fracture— the boy’s love and pride

in his father, was uppermost. How neatly he went
to work

;
how quick and strong was his touch

!
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Have Doctor Barrows touch him, indeed ! Why, com-

pared with his father, he was a bungler, a quack,

a homceopothist ! But when it was over, and he

was lying there exhausted, another thought came

over him

:

“With a broken leg, how the dickens am I to

run away ?
”

He had not thought of it before. The pain and

the strangeness had swallowed up everything else.

But now the whole thing came back over him with

a rush, and the misery of it drew a groan from

him such as all the pain had not done.

“Why, my boy, was it as bad as that?” and the

clever surgeon’s hand brushed the hair off Bobby’s

forehead with as much tenderness as a woman.

There are plenty of mothers in America. There

are fewer fathers than in any other civilized country.

It was Bobby’s great good fortune that he had one

of them. He had never so realized it as at that

moment, genuine hero-worshipper though he had

been all his life. There was a wonder in his mind,

too, that in his admiration he had overlooked the

fact that even more than “officer and gentleman,”

was Doctor Grey “father.” Why, it seemed the most

natural thing in the world to tell him all his trouble.

How could he ever have been such a jack as to

have been afraid ? Bobby’s language was never heroic.

He blurted out everything, from beginning to end

— even how he had planned to leave them all. Dr.

Grey, listening at first, not understanding, then grad-

ually coming to an insight, said not a word. Only

that look that Bobby had dreaded more than any-

thing that could happen to him, did come into his

face, and, manhood or no manhood, Bobby did burst

into tears, and burying his face in the sofa-pillow,

cried like a baby— “ like a great girl !

”

“ How much did you say it was ?
”

“ Forty-four dollars and sixty cents.”

From the pillow Bobby heard his father go to

his desk, unlock it, then after a short pause go to

the door and call to Jack. Poor Taffy’s feelings

were relieved by Doctor Grey’s few cheery words, and

he went off feeling less like Cain. Jack went, too,

with the funds of the Debating Society and School

Register
,
for Bobby would not, of course, be able

to attend the meeting, and wished him to take his

place. Bobby heard it all. When he closed the

door, he spoke :

“Father, only say something! I wish Taffy had

knocked me on my head instead.”

“You must not talk. I shall have you in a high

fever.” Doctor Grey was putting his instruments in

their places; his face was from the lounge, but

there was a strain in his voice that gave Bobby a

great deal more pain than his leg.

“I shall be if you won’t say something to me
about it.”

Perhaps Doctor Grey realized the truth of that, for

in a minute or two he had drawn up his chair

to the lounge.

“Your fault was when you ‘borrowed’ that first

cent for a postal card.”

“But I put that straight back!” Bobby had his

father’s hand close in his. He would not have liked

the fellows to have known it, but it was astonishing

how much help there was in that strong nerve-clasp.

“I thought— I thought—when—when I fooled

away all that money yesterday afternoon”

—

Doctors probably understand human nature better

than most people, they see so much of the under-

neath. So what Doctor Grey said now was this :

“That was the natural end. The surprising part

would have been had you not done something of

the kind. But in the beginning you were tampering

with a trust, and you knew it. It does not do to

be careless in such things, particularly as there is

no example in the world so easy to follow as one’s

own. I acquit you of any thought of stealing,

but it is just that looseness that works so much
more mischief than deliberate evil-doing. Half the

defalcations and forgeries and embezzlements begin

in some such way. Now don’t talk any more, my
boy. We must see to getting you into bed.”

He did not allude to it again. Nor did Bobby,

but he thought all the more as he lay through that

summer, for he did not get to Rangeley, or anywhere

else, and it was well into fall before his leg was

fit for use again.

Almost the first use he made of his mended limb

was to sell off

:

A gun that had been stowed away in the corner

of his closet, and had never been fired by its then

owner.

A small revolver.

A Russia leather pocket inkstand.

A dog whip, pocket-book, and belt.

And then he fell to work at odd jobs
;
sawing and

splitting wood for the neighbors, running errands,

working after school for Buffum, sifting coal, taking

care of any furnace that offered, taking care of two
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horses and going round with the morning and

evening papers. And Doctor Grey understood why

it was Bobby had now no time for foot-ball; why

he had even resigned on the Glee Club and the

School Register, though he did not say a word. Just

as Bobby understood why it was the old microscope

still stood on the office table.

It was not till just before Christmas he had at

last succeeded in scraping together forty-four dollars

and sixty cents, that he felt he could look into his

father’s eyes without shrinking. He put it down

on the desk by him without saying a word. Doctor

Grey held out his hand and the two shook hands.

That was all, but both understood.

Aunt Melissa never sent any more birthday pres-

ents, for though she had many thousands, that fall

of Western bonds had convinced her she was on

the brink of ruin, and could not afford twenty-five

dollars to her grand-nephew.

There was another odd result. To this day Bobby

hates the name of Rangeley, and nothing makes him

so miserable as the air of “Captain John.”

A LETTER TO THE RATS."

I
SIT down, a letter your ratships*to write,

Which I trust you will read, and seek refuge in

flight,

Tor, my patience exhausted by noise and by racket,

I warn

:

that a bullet shall pierce each gray jacket.

If you and your tribe do not leave on the morrow,

Poison rank I will scatter, and great cats will borrow.

In earnest I am ! now, take heed to my warning !

Get in order by midnight, and leave ere the morning

!

Farewell, and goocl riddance ! they say, by the wharf

You will find food in plenty. Now scamper! be off!

In my pantry or cellar ne’er dare to appear;

For I am your enemy, true and sincere.

* Having heard that rats wilUeave a house if a letter is written warning them
to go, I wrote the above rhyming epistle to please certain children, deposit-
ing it upon the cellar stairs, and strangely enough the rats did leave the house.— L. M. Fogg.
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THE LITTLE GOLD MINERS OF THE SIERRAS.

By Joaquin Miller.

THEIR mother had died crossing the plains, and

their father had had a leg broken by a wagon

wheel passing over it as they descended the Sierras,

and he was for a long time after reaching the mines

miserable, lame and poor.

The eldest boy, Jim Keene, as I remember him,

was a bright little fellow, but wild as an Indian and

full of mischief. The next eldest child, Madge, was a

girl of ten, her father's favorite, and she was wild

enough too. The youngest was Stumps. Poor, timid,

starved Little Stumps ! I never knew his real name.

But he was the baby, and hardly yet out of petticoats.

And he was very short in the legs, very short in the body,

very short in the arms and neck
;
and so he was called

Stumps because he looked it. In fact he seemed to

have stopped growing entirely. Oh, you don’t know

how hard the old Plains were on everybody, when we

crossed them in ox-wagons, and it took more than

half a year to make the journey. The little children,

those that did not die, turned brown like the Indians,

in that long, dreadful journey of seven months, and

stopped growing for a time.

For the first month or two after reaching the

Sierras, old Mr. Keene limped about among the

mines trying to learn the mystery of finding gold, and

the art of digging. But at last, having grown strong

enough, he went to work for wages, to get bread for

his half-wild little ones, for they were destitute in-

deed.

Things seemed to move on well, then. Madge cooked

the simple meals, and Little Stumps clung to her dress

with his little pinched brown hand wherever she

went, while Jim whooped it over the hills and chased

jack-rabbits as if he were a greyhound. He would

climb trees, too, like a squirrel. And, oh !— it was de-

plorable— but how he could swear !

At length some of the miners, seeing the boy must

come to some bad end if not taken care of, put

their heads and their pockets together and sent the

children to school. This school was a mile away

over the beautiful brown hills, a long, pleasant walk

under the green California oaks.

Well, Jim would take the little tin dinner bucket,

and his slate, and all their books under his arm and
go booming ahead about half a mile in advance, while
Madge with brown Little Stumps clinging to her side

like a burr, would come stepping along the trail under
the oak-trees as fast as she could after him.

But if a jack-rabbit, or a deer, or a fox crossed

Jim’s path, no matter how late it was, or how the

teacher had threatened him, he would drop books,
lunch, slate and all, and spitting on his hands and
rolling up his sleeves, would bound away after it,

yelling like a wild Indian. And some days, so fasci-

nating was the chase, Jim did not appear at the

schoolhouse at all
;
and of course Madge and Stumps

played truant too. Sometimes a week together would
pass and the Keene children would not be seen at

the schoolhouse. Visits from the schoolmaster pro-

duced no lasting effect. The children would come
for a day or two, then be seen no more. The school-

master and their father at last had a serious talk

about the matter.

“ What can I do with him ? ” said Mr. Keene.
“ You’ll have to put him to work,” said the school-

master. “ Set him to hunting nuggets instead of

bird’s-nests. I guess what the boy wants is some
honest means of using his strength. He’s a good
boy, Mr. Keene

;
don’t despair of him. Jim would be

proud to be an ‘honest miner.’ Jim’s a good boy,

Mr. Keene.”

“Well, then, thank you, Schoolmaster,” said Mr.
Keene. “ Jim’s a good boy

;
and Madge is good, Mr.

Schoolmaster
;
and poor starved and stunted mother-

less Little Stumps, he is good as gold, Mr. School-

master. And I want to be a mother to ’em— I want
to be father and mother to ’em all, Mr. Schoolmaster.

And I’ll follow your advice. I’ll put ’em all to work
a-huntin’ for gold.”

The next day away up on the hillside under a

pleasant oak, where the air was sweet and cool, and

the ground soft and dotted over with flowers, the

tender-hearted old man that wanted to be “father

and mother both,” “ located ” a claim. The flowers

were kept fresh by a little stream of waste water from

the ditch that girded the brow of the hill above.
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Here he set a sluice-box and put his three little min-

ers at work with pick, pan. and shovel. There he

left them and limped back to his own place in the

mine below.

And how they did work ! And how pleasant it

was here under the broad boughs of the oak, with the

water rippling through the sluice on the soft, loose

soil which they shoveled into the long sluice-box.

They could see the mule-trains going and coming,

and the clouds of dust far below which told them

the stage was whirling up the valley. But Jim kept

day after day, now up to his waist in the pit.

One Saturday evening the old man limped up the

hillside to help the young miners “ clean up.’

He sat down at the head of the sluice-box and

gave directions how they should turn off the most of

the water, wash down the “ toilings ” very low, lift up

the “ riffle,” brush down the “ apron,” and finally set

the pan in the lower end of the “ sluice-toil ” and pour

in the quicksilver to gather up and hold the gold.

“ What for you put your hand in de water for,

papa ? ” queried Little Stumps, who had left off his

“color! t^vo colors! three, four, five— A dozen!”

steadily on at his work day after day. Even though

jack-rabbits and squirrels appeared on the very scene,

he would not leave till, like the rest of the honest

miners, he could shoulder his pick and pan and go
down home with the setting sun.

Sometimes the men who had tried to keep the

children at school, would come that way, and with

a sly smile, talk very wisely about whether or not

the new miners would “ strike it ” under the cool

oak among the flowers on the hill. But Jim never

stopped to talk much. He dug and wrestled away,

work, which consisted mainly of pulling flowers and

putting them in the sluice-box to see them float away.

He was sitting by his father’s side, and he looked up

in his face as he spoke.

“ Hush, child,” said the old man softly, as he again

dipped his thumb and finger in his vest pocket as

if about to take snuff. But he did not take snuff.

Again his hand was reached down to the rippling

water at the head of the sluice-box. And this time

curious but obedient Little Stumps was silent.

Suddenly there was a shout, such a shout from Jim
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as the hills had not heard since he was a schoolboy.

He had found the “color.” “Two colors ! three,

four, five — a dozen !
” The boy shouted like a

Modoc, threw down the brush and scraper, and kissed

his little sister over and over, and cried as he did so
;

then he whispered softly to her as he again took up

his brush and scraper, that it was “ for papa
;

all for

poor papa
;
that he did not care for himself, but he

did want to help poor, tired, and crippled papa.”

But papa did not seem to be excited so very much.

The little miners were now continually wild with

excitement. They were up and at work Monday

morning at dawn. The men who were in the father’s

tender secret, congratulated the children heartily and

made them presents of several small nuggets to add

to their little horde.

In this way they kept steadily at work for half the

summer. All the gold was given to papa to keep.

Papa weighed it each week, and I suppose secretly

congratulated himself that he was getting back about

as much as he put in.

Before quite the end of the third month, Jim

struck a thin bed of blue gravel. The miners who

had been happily chuckling and laughing among

themselves to think how they had managed to keep

Jim out of mischief, began to look at each other and

wonder how in the world blue gravel ever got up there

on the hill. And in a few days more there was a well-

defined bed of blue gravel, too
,
and not one of the

miners could make it out.

One Saturday evening shortly after, as the old man
weighed their gold he caught his breath, started, and

stood up straight
;

straighter than he had stood

since he crossed the Plains. Then he hastily left the

cabin. He went up the hill to the children’s claim

almost without limping. Then he took a pencil and

an old piece of a letter, and wrote out a notice and

tacked it up on the big oak-tree, claiming those

mining claims according to miners’ law, for the three

children. A couple of miners laughed as they went

by in the twilight, to see what he was doing
;
and he

laughed with them. But as he limped on down the

hill he smiled.

That night as they sat at supper, he told the chil-

dren that as they had been such faithful and indus-

trious miners, he was going to give them each a

present, besides a little gold to spend as they pleased.

So he went up to the store and bought Jim a red

shirt, long black and bright gum boots, a broad-brim-

med hat, and a belt. He also bought each of the

other children some pretty trappings, and gave each
a dollar’s worth of gold dust. Madge and Stumps
handed their gold back to “ poor papa.” But Jim was
crazy with excitement. He put on his new clothes

and went forth to spend his dollar. And what do
you suppose he bought ? I hesitate to tell you. But
what he bought was a pipe and a paper of tobacco !

That red shirt, that belt and broad-brimmed hat,

together with the shiny top boots, had been too much
for Jim’s balance. How could a man — he spoke of

himself as a man now— how could a man be an
“ honest miner ” and not smoke a pipe ?

And now with his manly clothes and his manly
pipe he was to be so happy ! He had all that went
to make up “the honest miner.” True, he did not

let his father know about the pipe. He hid it under

his pillow at night. He meant to have his first smoke
at the sluice-box, as a miner should.

Monday morning he was up with the sun and
ready for his work. His father, who worked down the

Gulch, had already gone before the children had
finished their breakfast. So now Jim filled his bran-

new pipe very leisurely
;

and with as much calm

unconcern as if he had been smoking for forty years,

he stopped to scratch a match on the door as he went

out.

From under his broad hat he saw his little sister

watching him, and he fairly swelled with importance

as Stumps looked up at him with childish wonder.

Leaving Madge to wash the few tin dishes and fol-

low as she could with Little Stumps, he started on up

the hill, pipe in mouth.

He met several miners, but he puffed away like a

tug-boat against the tide, and went on. His bright

new boots whetted and creaked together, the warm
wind lifted the broad brim of his sombrero

,
and his

bright new red shirt was really beautiful, with the

green grass and oaks for a background— and so this

brave young man climbed the hill to his mine. Ah,

he was so happy !

Suddenly, as he approached the claim, his knees

began to smite together, and he felt so weak he could

hardly drag one foot after the other. He threw down
his pick

,
he began to tremble and spin around. The

world seemed to be turning over and over, and he

trying in vain to hold on to it. He jerked the pipe

from his teeth, and throwing it down on the bank, he

tumbled down too, and clutching at the grass with

both hands tried hard, oh ! so hard, to hold the world

from slipping from under him.
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“ O, Jim, you are white as snow,” cried Madge as

she came up.

“ White as ’er sunshine, an’ blue, an’ green too,

sisser. Look at brurrer ‘ all colors/ ” piped Little

Stumps pitifully.

“ O, Jim, Jim— brother Jim, what is the matter ?”

sobbed Madge.
“ Sunstroke,” murmured the young man, smilling

grimly, like a true Californian. “ No; it is not sun-

HE TOOK THE LIMP YOUNG MINER IN HIS ARMS.

stroke, it’s — it’s cholera,” he added in dismay over

his falsehood.

Poor boy ! he was sorry for this second lie too.

He fairly groaned in agony of body and soul.

Oh, how he did hate that pipe ! How he did want

to get up and jump on it and smash it into a thousand

pieces ! But he could not get up or turn around or

move at all without betraying his unmanly secret.

A couple of miners came up, but Jim feebly begged

them to go.

“ Sunstroke,” whispered the sister.

“No
;

tolera,” piped poor Little Stumps.

“ Get out ! Leave me ! ” groaned the joung red-

shirted miner of the Sierras.

The biggest of the two miners bent over him a

moment.
“ Yas

;
it’s both,” he muttered. “ Cholera-nicotine-

fantum !
” Then he looked at his partner and

winked wickedly. Without a word, he took the limp

young miner up in his arms and bore him down the

hill to his father’s cabin, while Stumps and Madge
ran along at either side, and tenderly and all the

time kept asking what was good for “ cholera.”

The other old “ honest miner ” lingered behind to

pick up the baleful pipe which he knew was some-

where there
;

and when the little party was far

enough down the hill, he took it up and buried it in

his own capacious pocket with a half-sorrowful laugh.

“ Poor little miner,” he sighed.

“ Don’t ever swear any more, Windy,” pleaded the

boy to the miner who had carried him down the hill,

as he leaned over him, “ and don’t never lie. I am
going to die, Windy, and I should like to be good.

Windy, it ain’t sunstroke, it’s
”—

“ Hush yer mouth,” growled Windy. “ I know
what ’tis ! We’ve left it on the hill.”

The boy turned his face to the wall. The convic-

tion was strong upon him that he was going to die.

The world spun round now very, very fast indeed.

Finally, half-rising in bed, he called Little Stumps to

his side :

“ Stumps, dear, good Little Stumps, if I die don’t

you never, never try for to smoke
;

for that’s what’s

the matter with me. No, Stumps— dear little brother

Stumps— don’t you never try for to go the whole of

the 4 honest miner,’ for it can’t be did by a boy !

We’re nothing but boys, you and I, Stumps— Little

Stumps.”

He sank back in bed and Little Stumps and his

sister cried and cried, and kissed him and kissed him.

The miners who had gathered around loved him

now, every one, for daring to tell the truth and take

the shame of his folly so bravely.

“ I’m going to die, Windy,” groaned the boy.
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Windy could stand no more of it. He took Jim’s

hand with a cheery laugh. “ Git well in half an hour,”

said he, “ now that you’ve out with the truth.”

And so he did. By the time his father came home

he was sitting up
;
and he ate breakfast the next

morning as if nothing had happened. But he never

tried to smoke any more as long as he lived. And he

never lied, and he never swore any more.

Oh, no! this Jim that I have been telling you of is

“Moral Jim,” of the Sierras. The mine? Oh! I

almost forgot. Well, that blue dirt was the old bed of

the stream, and it was ten times richer than where the

miners were all at work below. Struck it ! I should

say so ! Ask any of the old Sierras miners about
“ The Children’s Claim,” if you want to hear just how
rich they struck it.

THE QUEEN OF TOLOO.

By Clara J. Denton.

O THE Queen of Toloo

Made a frightful ado
;

They ran to see what was the matter

:

Her cup was upset,

No milk could she get,

And that was the cause of the clatter.

There were looks of dismay,

But her maiden so gay

Flew down to the kitchen instanter,

And brought up some more,

Which she quickly did pour

From the mouth of the silver decanter.

But the Queen of Toloo

Cried, “That will not do,

I tell you I want back the other !

”

Now what could they do

With this Queen of Toloo ?

They sent her right in to her mother

!
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THE BLIND CHILDREN’S KINDERGARTEN.

By Annie Emilie Poulsson.

T^vO you remember the article about the Perkins

® Institution for the Blind, in the Wide Awake

b c d e r
3

THE “ABC” OF THE BLIND.

for March 1878, — that noble supplementary public

school for those brothers and sisters of yours over

whose eyes a heavy hand has been mysteriously laid ?

Since that account was

written, a kindergarten expe-

riment has been tried, and

it promises to be the best

“ happy thought ” yet for the

benefit of blind children. It really seems that knowl-

edge and usefulness and self-reliance were to be

reached by a blind person some years sooner by way

of the Kindergarten than by any of the slow, slow

progresses over the long, long roads of other years.

To be sure object- teaching had been used in the

school. The botany class had its vegetable garden
;

there had been weighing and measuring, buying

and selling, in the arithmetic classes
;
the physiology

class had fine anatomical models
;
and there were

stuffed birds and other animals for the student in

natural history, to say nothing of the orders given to the

wondering Peter for lobsters, clams, heart and lungs

of an ox, the bones of fowls, and many like objects.

Seeing that what was touched was comprehended

far more completely and quickly than what was

described by voice, Mr. Anagnos, after much careful

study of Kindergarten, resolved to introduce it into

the school; resolved to teach great boys and girls just

as baby-folks are taught
;
resolved, if he succeeded

as he expected, to give the world no peace until a

great, noble Kindergarten should be built and en-

dowed that would take in all the blind baby-folks at

the outset, just as soon as they came to true

Kindergarten age, so that they might begin to learn

at the time of life when other children begin.

He started with two classes
;
one in the boys’

school, and one in the girls’. Both classes are

composed mostly of the pupils of the lowest grade. But

he also brings in for a time those in the higher classes

who are conspicuously lacking in dexterity, or whose

conceptions of form are unusually vague and confused.

The idea that a blind person is ever without a

marvellously delicate touch, will be new to many
people; but the truth is, that the sensitive touch,

instead of being a compensatory gift, has been the

result of harder work than you or I know anything

about—the most patient, long-continued effort to see

and think and imagine and remember with the fingers.

Mr. Anagnos finds kindergarten work to be his

most valuable means in the cultivation of this sensi-

tiveness of the fingers, and he would esteem it indis-

pensable in the Institution for this result alone. But

beside this, there seems no way so effective of afford-

ing a systematic study of form — it is the true A B
C in education of the blind.

The geometrical training which any child gets in

the Kindergarten helps the blind wonderfully to

definitely imagine objects which they cannot handle.

The little girls who have taken up geography since

their kindergarten training are far readier in their

map-work than previous classes; so quick to notice

peculiarities in the shape of the States and countries,

and listening to descriptions so comprehendingly.
“ Reading by touch,” too, is far easier to the fingers

which have been trained in tracing the embroidered

patterns on the sewing-cards, weaving the delicate

papers and modeling in clay. The work of square

handwriting is taken up with great delight and cour-

age by pupils who already know lines and angles

well through the stick-laying and sewing. The
Braille point writing (a system of raised dots, and

used because it can be read by touch) and the written

arithmetic of the blind, which is done with type placed

in different positions to represent the different figures,

both require the clearness concerning “ upper right,”

“lower right,” “ upper left” and “lower left,” which

is constantly cultivated by the kindergarten work

with cubes, planes and sticks. The teacher of the

girls’ work school, under whom the girls learn hand-

sewing, machine-sewing, knitting, crocheting, ham-

mock-making, and cane-seating, speaks heartily in

praise of Kindergarten as a preparatory training. So it

is in music; the awakened mind and flexile hand, with

muscles already trained to obey in Kindergarten, tells

at once in the progress of the pupil.
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The youngest children in these two classes are ten

years of age
;
the majority older. But they are found

to need the same development and the same simple

lesson as ordinary children from three to six years

of age,' not because of any natural mental lack, but

because the aimless, neglected lives they have led be-

fore coming to the institution have kept them dull and

unawake. The little blind child, following its natural

instinct of play, gets hurt so often that it soon feels

it safest to curl up in a corner and keep still : if it

try to play games with active, seeing children, it finds

itself in the way; and in the way still when there

is work to do— it is naturally shoved to one side;

play, work, conversation pass it by— growth stops or

goes on slowly and weakly.

By and by, perhaps, some one takes the necessary

steps and sends the big girl or boy to the school for

the blind. And until the establishment of these

classes, there has been no Kindergarten into which to

receive this big, clumsy infant. One girl said to me,

piteously, “ When I was at home, my
stepmother used always to be a-scold-

ing to me and my father, about my
being blind and not being able to

work in the factory like the others,

and I not doing the housework either.

But nobody showed me how to do

anything till I came here. How could

I do things ? ” The same girl has

since written to an aunt who, she says,

was always “ feeling bad ” because of

her blindness :
“ I don’t mind it now,

being blind, because I can go all

around, and I can sew and wash

dishes and have my lessons, and do

just like other people.”

But it is not always unkindness

which leaves the poor things so un-

trained. Some suffer from the unwise

tenderness which has led their friends

to wait upon them always. A girl of

twenty, who came to the Institution,

could scarcely pin her collars, and
preferred to have some one put her

gloves and shawl on for her. The Kindergarten has

done much for her already in giving her hands their

normal handiness.

What did you do at home, Sarah ? ” I asked

another girl one day.

“Look at me,” she replied; “ do you see the way

1 am sitting ? ” She had her hands folded in her

lap, her whole attitude as listless as possible. “That
is what I used to do all day long.”

Such are many of the girls in our Kindergarten;

grown-up, but as little children in their use of both

muscle and mind : others have been more fortunate

in home circumstances and training, and many are

winsome, and dear, and interesting; but all need
either the mental or manual drill, or both, of the

Kindergarten, before going into the usual classes.

Let me tell you how we train these great, piteous

children :

Monday is sewing-day— they scarcely have any

other names for days than

“ clay day,” “ weaving day,”

“cushion day,” etc. ; not

for hemming, over-

handing, basting
and stitching ;

these come in

ON SEWING DAY.

the afternoon work school; but the embroidering of

white cards with worsteds in patterns. The cards

being pricked, the girls can feel the holes easily for

working, and by tracing the worsted lines when com-
pleted they “ see just how it looks.” They observe

with their fingers and their imaginations.
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Among the outlines, that of a house is a favorite

with both teacher and pupils. It brings up enough

interesting information to keep them listening and

questioning for a long time. Seeing people do not

realize that a blind person may not know the shape

of a house roof, the color of a chimney, and hundreds

of other every-day things beyond the reach of inves-

tigating fingers
;
so the suggestiveness of the sewing

cards is a valuable help in leading these pupils to a

correct knowledge of things about them.

Tuesday is “cushion day.” The girls come to

the pleasant east room, where there are plants and

sunshine enough to satisfy any kindergartener, and

a knowing little canary besides, and gather around

the horseshoe table.

On it are red and gray cushions, each with a plen-

tiful supply of tiny doll-hairpins in the upper right-

hand corner. When stick-laying is the work, the

girls soon have on their cushions a fine array of

lines, squares, triangles, ladders, chairs, and here

and there a bird house or other fancy figure. They
fasten the sticks down carefully at each end with a

hairpin, and thus have the same satisfaction as in

card-sewing— that of examining their work them-

selves. Their imagination seems to awake. One
worker sees four tall soldiers marching in a row, where

you notice only four vertical lines. After the sol-

diers were mentioned, some one suggested they

ought to have tents. These they were sure they could

make, as they had had a little descriptive talk about

tents only a few days before
;
so they went to work.

Most of the class considered a triangle a satisfac-

tory representation, and soon pronounced the tents

ready.

Mary was busy longer with hers. She had made a

square for the floor, and then put a pole up from

each corner, letting the four meet, thus forming the

framework of as cunning a little tent as you could

imagine.

Bell had a flag on hers, the sticks that outlined it

slanting enough to give it a graceful droop. Abbie,

too, had a flag, but not having thought to make it droop,

explained its extremely stiff appearance by saying that

there was a “ strong wind blowing from the north-

west.” Another put a sentry by the tent, and another

gave her soldiers guns, and so they kept on till the

bell struck.

The cushions are also used for the work with tab-

lets. These are inch-squares of wood, red on one •

side, white on the other
;
and for blind children’s useH I

they have holes drilled in them, so that they may be

fastened on the cushion with a pin, and also a tiny

notch on the edge of the red side, so that they may '

know what color they have uppermost. They delight

to make red and white patchwork in this way.

They also have triangular pieces drilled and

notched in the same way. Their first work with

these is to combine them into squares. This was

easy for most of them, but one girl exclaimed, after

painstaking efforts, “ Well, I seem to have made a

very sad square somehow !

”

It was indeed a funny-looking irregular figure with

several sides and corners pointing in every direction.

A little talk about the sides and corners of a true

square showed Minnie what caused the “sadness,”

and she soon showed us a very cheerful square

indeed, with a correspondingly cheerful look on her

SOME OF THEIR HANDIWORK.

face. This is valuable training for the work schools

in which they learn trades for future support.

Weaving with colored papers is the Wednesday
work, and I think it ranks next the clay in their affec-
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tions. You can get a little idea of how bewildering

it is to do this weaving, if you should try it some

time in the dark— trusting only to your finger tips.

Under and over, under and over, patiently and care-

fully, the big blind pupils work. Wee Katie calls

her papers men walking under and over the bridges;

and another says, “ They are men who do not know

the way, and we have to lead them aright.” This

work, like the card sewing and the little tablets,

brings out the girls’ delight in colors. It seems

strange that they should like so much what they can

have no conception of.

They have decided preferences in color, and the

choosing of a new paper mat and the color of the

strands to weave in it, is a work of just as much
interest to them as to seeing children

;
and the guid-

ance which their taste receives in this way, the les-

sons in combinations, and the little talks about the

appropriateness of certain colors to certain articles

and uses must help them to a somewhat clearer ap-

preciation of the beauty and effectiveness of color.

Of all the occupations the paper weaving bears the

most direct relation to future handiwork. For besides

the sewing and ordinary “ womanly work,” many
of the girls learn cane-seating and basket-making, and

in both, the skill required in weaving will be of great

service.

On Thursdays they have cubes. The little boxes

containing eight tiny cubes look rather insignificant
;

but wait until you have seen the fun that can be had

with them, and the variety of things made with them.

The class works together for a while, following the

teacher’s directions, and succeeds fairly, though this

is their hardest work. All is so easily demolished by

a touch in the wrong place— and that cannot always

be avoided, as they must “ see” the forms with their

fingers. In their first days with cubes, when they

were constructing the simplest forms, they made a

line of the eight, and called it a “ procession
;
” and I

remember how one girl had displaced hers quite

badly, having a very loose, crooked line indeed, and

I was about to criticize it, when she said, “ Mine is a

democratic procession, and the men are going to fall

out and go home.” As it was the morning after the

Garfield election, this was certainly not a clumsy

turn.

When the girls work by themselves— without direct-

ions, that is— they invent forms just as other children

do, imitating things about them, or expressing their

conceptions of something described to them. The

whole furniture of the gymnasium was copied one

day by little Katie, each piece being announced with

much enthusiasm.

We have great fun sometimes telling stories and
making the forms suggested by them. One day

the teacher gave directions for a form which when
completed was hailed with delight by the class as a

little girl. A form followed this which they could

not name at first— but when I told them the little

girl’s name was

Mary, they recog-

nized the “ lamb,”

with great glee.

Left free to in-

vent, they went

on and made the

schoolhouse, the

teacher’s desk and

chair, and the

other furniture of

Mary’s school-

room in great va-

riety. One made

a horseshoe table

like the one at

which the class

was sitting, one

made a square

table and four

desks for the chil-

dren, and one
made an oblong

table
,

little May
who went to a

public school a year ago, before she lost her sight,

placed her children’s desks far apart, with a broad aisle

between them, “so they shouldn’t whisper.” Mary’s

home and her lamb’s would probably have been made,

but there was no more time.

Another day they had the story of “The Three

Bears.” I gave them that most delightful version of

it, for which all the children of the land have to

thank Mrs. Clara Doty Bates and the Wide Awake.

Silver Locks was a little girl,

Lovely and good

;

She strayed out one day

And got lost in the wood,

And was lonely and sad

Till she came where there stood

The house that belonged to the bears.
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Of course we made the house with a door that

would open wide
;
and the big chair and the middle-

sized chair, and the wee Baby Bear’s chair, which had

to be broken all into pieces
;
and the big bed and

the middle-sized bed, and the wee Baby Bear’s bed.

TEMPTED INTO ACTIVITY.

And when clay-day came we made the three bowls

for the milk— the Father Bear’s bowl with a big

ladle in it, the Mother Bear’s bowl with a big spoon,

and the Baby Bear’s with a wee little spoon.

This was as far as I had thought of making forms

to accompany the story
;
but several pairs of nimble

hands finished the bowls and made one or another of

the bears, so that we had the whole family complete

as well as the house and furniture. “ Silver Locks ”

was attempted, but was too far short of the darling

ideal to be shown even to me, though the intention

and failure were confided.

Aside from what is gained in deftness, care and
j

precision and development of the imagination, there I

are many lessons given in connection with the cubes,
j

so that there is more than mere amusement in the
j

towers, furniture, steamboats, tents, candles, stairs,
,

etc., that the pupils make.

To copy these forms with their square tablets, is

what the girls call picture-making, and it is always

done with the liveliest interest. They were first i

shown that one square was exactly like one face of

the little cube, and then letting their fingers trace

down one side of the tower, they saw how they could

copy it on their cushions, and I think no children en-

joy drawing more than these children enjoy making

pictures in this way. They get puzzled sometimes, in

trying to observe only one side of a figure, as their

fingers are apt to touch several sides, or even the

whole at once ,* but they are gradually learning the

meaning of “ front view,” “ side view,” etc.

It is certainly incomprehensible to blind people

that things can be represented naturally and accur-

ately on a surface which presents only smoothness to

their touch. But the square tablets give tangible

surface-representations of the solid forms made with

the cubes, and through this, it is hoped that the

children may gain a notion of real pictures.

I suppose every Kindergarten has clay on Friday.

That delight finishes the week with the Perkins Insti-

tute Kindergarten children too. There is a joyous

bustle as they put on the oversleeves to protect their

dresses and then they listen with beaming faces to the

soft thuds which tell that a lump of clay is being put on

sach board, and try to make the most fanciful things

with as much faith as when they undertake every day

forms. Fortunately for the girls, their teacher has

the ready tact and imagination needed often to detect

the ideal in the rude clay forms. Once, however, even

she was at a loss. Little Polly, dear child, full of

quaint fancies, had made a puzzling figure, which

looked as if she had meant it for a tallow candle

which had melted and run down the sides. This

guess was hazarded, but received with such surprise

that it was hastily withdrawn, and the teacher begged

for enlightenment, whereupon Polly explained with

much enthusiasm that it was a “ Mav-pole wreathed

with flowers.” She could even tell which were the full-

blown roses in the garlands, where we could only see

ragged lumps of clay. One of the other girls had

attempted a cream pitcher, but finding it a clumsy

one, she put a bail on instead of a handle, and a little
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curved piece near the bottom to lift by, and there it

stood, an unmistakable coal hod !

Having only one hour a day for Kindergarten we

cannot use all its varied occupations in each week, so

we choose those which seem most useful to our pupils
;

but such have been the results from this “hour,” that

Mr. Anagnos feels that all further pupils ought to be re-

ceived directly into thorough kindergarten modes

of instruction. Its importance seems a matter for

universal consideration
;
and we here commend the

building and the endowment of Kindergartens for

the blind children of the nation, alike to the youth

of the United States, and the wealthy philanthropists

of our time and country. Into such homes, planned

expressly for them, the little blind children now living

in comfortless quarters with but little or unwise care

could be gathered at the true kindergarten age
;
and

there with games and exercises prepared and adapted

expressly for them to suit their needs, they would be

guarded from hurt in their free frolickings
;
so that

instead of dreading, they would enjoy motion and be

tempted into activity, and thus gain physical develop-

ment, which so many blind people lack. Such children,

by time they reached the age of those now in the

kindergarten class, would have the trained fingers,

the active, disciplined mind and the established char-

acter which never belongs to the blind child whose

early years are spent in idleness and depression.

The Perkins Institution as it now stands cannot

furnish Kindergarten for these little folks. It is

already a village in itself, with the main buildings, the

cottages, schoolhouses, gallery, printing-house and

workshop. The land is too crowded with buildings,

and the buildings with the older pupils, to afford

room for any new department, for any such Kinder-

garten and primary school for little blind children

from five to ten years of age, as is now demanded
;

and there is absolutely no national, State or private

provision made for the instruction of the blind chil-

dren under ten years of age. Mr. Anagnos has

issued an earnest appeal for the foundation and
endowment of such a department in his last annual

report. From it we gather that the first thing to be

done is to secure about five acres of land in a pleas-

ant, healthy location. Making allowance for the

buildings which will be needed sooner or later, five

acres would be none too much for the out-of-door

life of the pupils, their gardens, playgrounds and

walks.

Then they would need a house to live in, for like

the pupils at the institution, they would only go to

their own homes in the vacations. Schoolrooms, too,

or a schoolhouse, would be demanded immediately, of

course, and some big people to take care of the little

people — a matron to do the “ mothering ” and the

housekeeping, and others to help her, and two or

three or four or more, kindergartnerin— the best,

wisest, and most loving of them that could be found.

Mr. Anagnos estimates the sum needed in such

a beginning to be twenty-five thousand dollars, for

the land, the house, and schoolhouse, the salaries,

for one year, of the people who would have the care

and teaching of the children, and the food and fuel

for one year, with other plain necessities.

There is no doubt that this Kindergarten must be

a work of charity
;
for by far the greater number of

blind children are among the very poor. Not more
than eight per cent, among the pupils at the institution

could possibly pay their

own expenses.

But surely there are

those among Ameri-

can parents and Ameri-

can children who have
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the sentiment of Jean Paul, “ I love God and

little children,” and who will be touched by the

pitiable condition of these dear sightless little

ones, and who will give of their dollars and their

pennies to found for them a true Kindergarten

Home.
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THE THREE MARGERY DAWS.

By Mary E. Wilkins.

THE GINGER-POP COMPANY.

By James B. Marshall.

T
N a pretty cottage near a town lived a peaceable

old woman named Abra, with her granddaughter

Lois. There was an apple orchard at one side of the

cottage, and in a near field she raised vegetables and

herbs
;
but she chiefly made her income by selling

ginger-pop, which she was most famous at making.

Some of the people of the town had long envied Abra

her knowledge, not thinking of the work and thought

that it had cost her to get it.

When Abra had made a snug fortune she offered

to take some apprentices to learn to make ginger-pop,

but they must agree to work with her not less than one

year. Now when the people of the town heard that

to learn to make good ginger-pop would take a year,

they declared Abra a miser and a most unkind and

selfish person. Having talked themselves warm and

excited, they hired a brass band and marched out to

the cottage to persuade Abra into teaching them

how to make good ginger-pop “ right*away.”

Abra had a bad attack of rheumatism, and was only
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stick -maker de-

clared if he wasn’t

told the recipe that very

minute they would all go

home and make their

own ginger-pop

!

“ Please do so,” said

Lois, “my grandmother

is not at all particular

about selling the people any more ginger-pop.”

“ All right ! We will show you !
” declared the

Butcher, the Baker, and the Candlestick-maker
;
and

after having laid a perpetual injunction upon Abra to

sell no more pop,heading the procession, they marched

back to town. * Though they hadn’t the first idea how

ginger-pop was made, they told the people to buy

plenty of ginger, and offered a pair of brass candle-

THE PEOPLE DEMAND THE GINGER-POP RECIPE. — THE COBBLER
THINKS HE HAS WON THE PRIZE.

stick-maker, who
called themselves

“ The Ginger-pop Com-
pany.”

“ Let us watch the cot-

tage,” said the Butcher,

“that no customers go

to her on the sly. If we

are all deprived of the

beverage long enough, we shall be driven to produce

some sort of drinkable pop, and then our fortunes

are made.

So the three partners of the Ginger-pop Company
went .out to Abra’s cottage, and climbed over into

the orchard to watch in the shade of the apple-

trees.

Toward evening, however, they grew weary, also

able to sit up in her great arm-chair, but Lois made a

speech to the people out of a window, and begged

them to go away and not worry her grandmother.

Then the town Butcher made a speech in reply,

saying there was nothing more

' easy to do than to make ginger-

pop— anybody could do it as

easy as that — and the

Butcher snapped his fin-

gers. The Baker agreed

with the Butcher,

and the Candle-

sticks, a sack of flour, and a roast of meat, annually,

to the first one, and his heirs forever, who should dis-

cover how to make a good pop. The mason, the

cobbler, the bellows-mender, and many more artisans

at once quit their trades and began to try to make
ginger-pop. The stirring and mixing of messes, and
spoiling of ginger that went on in that little town was
wonderful to see. What a burning of fingers ! what
a choking with smoke ! what a boiling over of stuff !

What a smarting and scalding of throats ! what flayed

and ruined stomachs !

“ We must see that old Abra doesn’t hear of this,”

cautioned the Butcher, the Baker, and the Candle-
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anxious to learn how the amateur brewers were get-

ting along.

“If we set up three scarecrows behind these

trees,” said the Butcher, “ we can go, for Abra and

THE THREE JOLLY SAILORS.

Lois would still believe themselves under guard.”

“A capital idea !” exclaimed the Baker, ‘‘and I

will go fetch a bundle of hay. Each of us can stuff

his overalls, coat, and hat with hay, and stand them

up by a tree.”

“ And I will cut some stout switches for the guards

to hold,” said the Candlestick-maker.

“ Would they think we really meant to beat people ?
”

objected the Baker. “ When my little boy Was so sick

no one was kinder to us than Abra; and I wouldn’t

have her or Lois actually harmed or very severely

scared for a good many loaves. I don’t object to a

Ginger-pop Company, of course, because we all know
Abra has money enough. But when it comes to

switches ”—
“ Nobody means to harm anybody,” laughed the

Candlestick-maker. “ Will three scarecrows holding

switches harm anybody ?
”

“ Of course not,” interposed the Butcher. “ Come,
Baker ! don’t be chicken-hearted.”

“Well,” admitted the Baker, I suppose the cottage

must appear to be under guard, else thirsty people

will come here in their desperation.”

When the Baker returned with the hay, the scare-

crows were fixed with switches where hands should

be, and then stationed boldly under the apple-trees.

Then having declared their representatives to look

very fierce and natural, the Ginger-pop Company

hurried back to town. Soon after they had left, three

jolly sailors came riding on donkeys up to Abra’s

cottage to buy ginger-pop. They had started out early

for this purpose — as soon as their ship had touched

port— having been thirsting ever since leaving the

Mediterranean a year previous.

Despite the perpetual injunction, Lois invited them

to tie their donkeys in the orchard, and then to come

into the cottage to rest and refresh themselves.

As the Ginger-pop Company neared the town they

saw the people standing at their doors, and seeming

to be watching for them. The cobbler’s house was

the first they had to pass, and before the door was

reached, out came the cobbler with a bucket of some

smoking stuff in one hand and three large blue mugs

in the other.

“ Taste this,” cried the delighted cobbler, smacking

his lips
;

“ I think I have won the prize.”

The Company hopefully, and without pausing to

question, as they were consumed with thirst, emptied

the blue mugs down their throats.

“ We-e-e-e-’re poisoned ! ” gasped the Butcher, the

Baker, and the Candlestick-maker when they could

catch their breath.

“ Poison !
” exclaimed the cobbler. “ What you taste

is but the distinct-

ive flavor of my
pop— a soup-

can of bees-

w a x and
lampblack.”

The Gin-

ger-pop Com-

pany started

away disgusted.

But other people

came darting out with

pots, kettles and pans

of messes to be tasted,

and all demanding the

prize. But each new

mess was more vile than the previous.

The moment the Butcher reached home and put

his head in at his shop, he saw something had gone

wrong.

9%
THE G. P. CO. RETREAT.
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“ Well,” said his wife, “ here you have been and

left wide open the door of the meat-house, and the

dogs of the town have been in and eaten the entire

s tock— not a rib, not a shin left ! Even the smoked

hams are gone !

”

“ Never mind that ! ” groaned the Butcher. “ Eve

swallowed five thousand dozens of the greatest doses

that ever were mixed !

”

“ And where’s your hat and coat?” demanded his

wife.

But the Butcher had closed the door of his cham-

ber upon her.

When the Candlestick-maker entered his house he

As he turned the first corner, he bounded against the

Candlestick-maker who was running from some more

people with mugs, and together they overtook the

Butcher, who had escaped by his chamber window.

“ Let’s go and remove the injunction, and get our

clothes, and refresh ourselves with some of the genu-

ine article, and then dismiss the people back to their

business, selecting a few apprentices to learn the

business of old Abra,” said the Baker. “ How are

our scarecrows ?
” he added, peeping over the orchard

fence in the dusk. “ But stop — I do declare I saw

them move !

”

“ Nonsense !
” laughed the Butcher, climbing over

found his apprentices had spoiled twenty sets of brass

candlesticks.

“ I’m all but ruined,” cried he.

The Baker smelled something burning before he

reached his bakery, which was not at all surprising,

since he had left the day’s batch of bread An the

oven.

“ You foolish man,” said his wife. “ Why are you

concerning yourself about old Abra’s affairs and help-

ing the people to lose their wits ? And what have

you done with your clothes ?”

The Baker made no answer, but hurried out of the

back door, for he saw hundreds of ginger-pop makers

coming in at the front door with their experiments.

the fence. “Come along. The cobbler’s pop has

gone to your head.”

Just then one of the sailor’s donkeys brayed lustily

three times :
“ Konk-konk-konke-e-e-e.

’

’

The Butcher tumbled off the fence back on the

Baker, and the Candlestick-maker was the first to

lead the headlong flight down the road.

“ Ugh !
” cried he, “ that old Abra does magic ! I’ll

wager anything she’s the Abradacabra of the wizards

of old !

”

“Yes,” panted the Butcher, “and she incants her

ginger-pop, and that’s why we don’t discover it! We
never shall get our clothes !

”

Now Abra and Lois had been telling the sailors

of the Ginger-pop Company.
“ And there ! there they are now, screaming at

their own scarecrows probably,” said Lois as she

THE THREE SCARECROWS ON GUARD IN THE ORCHARD.
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heard the outcry. “ I believe the whole town has

gone crazy !

”

It was a moonlight night, and going to the cottage

door the sailors saw the men racing down the road.

They told Abra and Lois to keep indoors. Then

they went into the orchard and armed themselves with

the switches, and put on the scarecrows’ clothing, and

platted hay masks for their faces, and hid behind the

apple-trees.

The Ginger-pop Company finding they were not

followed, at last stopped running, and finally got

courage to turn back for their hats and coats once

more.

They all believed it was the messes they had tasted

taking effect upon their heads, “ for,” said the Butcher,

“ it is folly to suppose we are afraid of our own scare-

crows.”

“ Or that scarecrows could bray,” said the Candle-

stick-maker.

“By nature, I am afraid of nothing,” said the

Baker. “But any man may do a foolish thing after

drinking lampblack and beeswax.”

“ There they are,” said the Candlestick-maker, “ be-

hind the trees, looking as innocent as so many posts.”

Having all climbed over the fence—the Baker

being very slow to do so — they began again to joke

about their run, when they saw how stiff and silent

the scarecrows stood.

“ Most noble gentlemen, we will trouble you for

our hats,” said the Butcher, making a mock bow,

and reaching out his right hand.

“ You will, will you ? ” growled the three scare-

crows
;
and jumping out from behind the trees the

disguised sailors switched the terrified men out of the

orchard and far down the road. In their flight they

took the wrong road and ran into a swampy meadow,

where they floundered about all night, the frogs hoot-

ing at them. The sailors again arranged the scare-

crows as they had found them. Then, having bought

a good supply of ginger-pop to take on their next

voyage, they bid Abra and Lois good night, and good

courage, and good luck, and rode back to the sea-

port.

• In the morning as the whole town with many hun-

dred brand-new kinds of people were turning out to

search for the Ginger-pop Company, its muddied

and sorrowful members straggled into sight. The

people hooted and laughed at the tale of the magic

scarecrows, and declared that the Ginger-pop Com-

pany had hopelessly lost its wits.

“ If you don’t believe us,” cried the Candlestick-

maker, “ come out to Abra’s cottage and see for

yourselves.”

It seemed such a good joke that every one who

could either walk or ride agreed to go. Of course

the scarecrows were found to be nothing but scare-

crows, and then the Ginger-pop Company were worse

jeered than ever. However, when the Baker pointed

out the frayed and split switches which the scare-

crows held, even the more unruly shook their heads

and became very polite to Abra and Lois.

“ Now, Abra, my good woman,” said the clergy- 1

man of the town, “ what did really happen here last

night? You know I have no possible interest in

ginger-pop. You can speak frankly to me.”

But Abra only looked knowingly over her glasses

and smiled.

“ /can tell you what happened here yesterday,” said

Lois. “ The price of ginger-pop was raised, and if you

people go on spoiling ginger and making it scarce, it

will be raised again to-morrow. We shall probably

continue to raise it until you are ashamed of the way

you have treated us.”

“Oh, we are ashamed now,” cried together the

Butcher, the Baker, and the Candlestick-maker in

alarm.

“ I propose three cheers for Abra,” called the

Baker, waving his hat and dancing up and down.

And instantly the whole populace gave three cheers

in this form :

*

“ We are ashamed ! We are ashamed ! We are

ashamed !

”

Nevertheless, Abra raised the price of ginger-pop

considerably. But notwithstanding that, so many
wanted to be taken as apprentices that she was com-

pelled to have them to draw straws for choice.

Everybody returned to their trades, yet it was some
time before the town regained its former peace and
prosperity, and ginger-pop never came down to its

old price.
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THE BASKET BUSINESS.

By Susan Power.

VOICE came out of the dusk, from the corner

by the big base -burning stove. “ Oh dear, I

wish I knew how to make some money !

”

Sounds natural, doesn’t it? Or did you never hear

a boy wish the same thing in almost the same words?

Jack Brownell wanted the money as he never had

wanted anything before in his life, and it seemed as if

the want was eating a hole in him somewhere— what

the poets call being devoured by desire. Never felt

anything like it in your life, did you ? Nor you, nor

you, who stand listening ?

Jack wanted a knife, three-bladed, warranted real

Wostenholme
;
one that would keep an edge when

you had ground it and finished it on the oil-

stone, and wouldn’t force you to be whetting it up

and going over to Andrew Pate’s grindstone every

other day of your life
;
and he wanted to subscribe to a

juvenile magazine— no names mentioned— and a pair

of water-proof boots that he could walk right through

a mudpuddle with, and never interrupt his ideas and

put him out by having to walk round it. Boots above

his knees, with cavalry tops, so he could wade from

home to the post-office when the snow broke up in

floods. Boots you could hunt in all day in the

marshes and never wet the toes of your socks. Yes,

and he wanted— deep down in his soul he coveted—
a shot-gun, Sherman’s make, silver -mounted, with a

hunting-bag and ammunition— much as a pound of

powder— and three boxes of caps, and a bag of shot.

Then what good times down the creek Saturdays,

shooting at a mark, or peppering an unlucky rabbit

if it ran right in the way of the bullet! Jack rolled

over and groaned at thought of the gun; and to

think too, that he had only sixty-nine cents toward
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this vision of happiness, and not the least idea how

to make anymore. Tim Lewis had the job of sweep-

ing the schoolroom and clearing the snow off the

steps that winter, and he was to get three dollars for

it
;
and Gobright had fifty cents a week for getting

up early and leaving the hot buckwheat cakes at

breakfast to build a fire in the Bridge School
;
but

there wasn’t any chance for Jack. He wished he

could happen on some buried treasure, or find some

Indian relics and sell them. Levi Hayward found an

Indian arrowhead and stone pipe when he was plow-

ing, and the professor gave him three dollars for

them for the college cabinet. Jack gave another

sniff and fling at thought of it.

“ Jack, what ails you ?
” asked his mother from her

mending, noticing the boy’s trouble at last.

Jack groaned, turning over on his back and clasp-

ing his hands like a crusader on a tomb. “ I wish

there was money on every bush. I wish I could go

somewhere and steal a whole lot. Yes, I do. When

I went for the carpet binding down to the store, they

were counting over the cash, and piles of it lay on

the desk, and it looked so good I just hated the

sight of it because I couldn’t have any. I had to

just start and run all the way home. Seemed as if

I’d have to steal in a little more.”

“ Don’t talk that way, Jack,” said his mother

gently, knowing how the sight of such things strikes

to a boy’s heart sometimes, and yet glad, because

temptation run away from is not likely to ever get

hold of him.

“ If you want some money, why don’t you go to

work and make some ?
”

“ Yes, why don’t I ?
” in a tone of injury

;
“ make

it doin’ sums, or pull it out the fire,” with fine scorn.

“ How’d /make it ?
”

“ You might set up in business,” said his mother

meekly.

Ho! yes, he’d set up in business— set up with a

jayhawk and a ground squirr’l for partners. H’mph !

sniff

!

“You might take a partner with money,” suggested

his mother again, quietly.

“ Belmont, or Astor, or Vanderbilt, or Charley Hig-

gins, the town skinflint and money-lender?” He
wasn’t particular either, any of ’em ! ’mph ! sniff. Sniff.

“ If I could find a boy willing to work, and get up

mornings and step around spry and smart, and

that wouldn’t let the hens run away with a good thing

when he had it in his teeth, I might take him

for a partner,” said the mother, taking in another

yard or two of red yarn in her needle. Boys’ heels

do eat up yarn dreadfully. “Just take this sock,
j|

Johnny, and ravel out the top while I darn the other,

and I’ll tell you about a boy I knew.”

So Jack sat up and pushed the desperate hair out i

of his face, and fell to work, for when . his mother

said “ I’ll tell you something,” it grew interesting, I

and he forgot to growl and object that it was girls’
j

work to wind yarn, as some boys do. I don’t mean

these boys who read this story, but some other boys.

Probably you never heard one say so. While the old

sock was deftly raveled and wound, Mrs. Brownell

told about Tom Getchell.

“ When I was in the country one summer while

you were a baby, there used to come around twice a

week, a lame boy with a little cart of notions. He\

had confectionery such as everybody loves— fig paste

and chocolate drops, old-fashioned cream candy that

melts in the mouth, molasses candy, big Salem Gib-

raltar, and real jujube paste, which you don’t find

nowadays, all fresh and pure and well-made. You

can imagine that was the thing to draw the pennies

right out of schoolchildren’s pockets, and older per-

sons liked the taste of Tom Getchell’s nice candies.

Beside he had such an assortment as you find at the

confectionery counter of a depot stand— fresh figs in

the season, oranges and lemons, popcorn-balls in

papers, maple sugar and flagroot, licorice sticks, and

in one small box some writing-paper, pens and pen-

cils, just to accommodate people who wanted a sheet

of paper once or twice a year, when they had to

answer a letter. We were half a mile from the stores,

and there were but two shops in the little country

place anyhow, and it was a welcome sight to spy

Tom’s cart toiling up the hill with its load of sweet

and fresh juicy oranges. He was sure to leave

something at every house on the way, for the men
and girls in the shoe factory saved their lunch money
to buy of him, and the Irish women spared a cent to

buy a pink popcorn-ball for the babies, and Miss

Lucinda Foster across the road liked to have a few

Gibraltars to give the children when they ran in to

see her, and her big brother William liked to find a

ripe fig or a burnt almond in the drawer when he

looked for his spectacles. You used to know Tom,
and begin to dance and shout as soon as you saw the

cart, and cry if it did not hurry round soon enough

to suit your lordship
;
and you started more than

once to run away and follow the wonderful load all
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over the world. Tom was an orphan, and had taken

up the business of earning his own living two years

before. He had travelled the road twice a week all

the pleasant weather, and people who knew him said

he had earned his clothes and had three hundred

dollars put away in bank.”

“Three hundred dollars,” said Jack, his eyes

widening
;

“ don't I wish I had it !

”

“ Suppose you work for it then,” said his mother.

“ Now I will give you fifty cents to start with if you

choose to stock a basket and go round Saturday and

Wednesday afternoons, and see what you can do

about selling things. You and I will be partners
;

or,

I will be a silent partner, with my money in the busi-

ness but no share in the active management. You

will be the head of the firm and I’ll be the ‘ Co.’
”

The head of the firm didn’t act as if he meant to

stand on his dignity very much, for he was dancing

an Indian war dance round the sitting-room, ending

by standing on his hands with his feet in the air.

The “ Co.” threaded her needle with more red yarn,

and smiled at the performance.

“Three hundred dollars saved up,” Jack went on,

counting up his future gains. “ I can have a bicycle,

and a new suit and a camera, a magic lantern and

‘ The Boys’ Own Wonderful,’ and a gun and a pair of

carrier pigeons, and a writing-desk and lots of pink

paper with silver letters, and a bottle of Florida

water that smells sweet to put on my hair, and a

game of authors and a three-pound box of candy, and

— why, mother, I can have every single thing in the

world I want!” and Jack stood on his hands again

by way of expressing his feelings.

“ You have to earn your money first,” his mother

said
;

“ and let me tell you, not one cent is to be spent

till you have gained the dollar of your money and

mine you take for capital. I can’t afford to let you

lose my money or your own. You will have to make

that dollar to pay yourself back, and another dollar to

buy more things, before you touch a penny for any-

thing else. Bring me the little old grocery book and

the pencil, and let us begin things in shape.” So Jack

brought the old passbook which had several blank

leaves left, and Mrs. Brownell had him write down in

his best hand the memorandum of the agreement:

“ John Brownell and Mary Brownell, partners, Feb. 6th, 1880.

Each put in fifty cents’ share in basket business. $1.00. No
money to be taken out by either partner till the capital is

doubled. Then share and share alike.”

Jack liked the sound of the last sentence, which he

had heard in a contract for the letting of his father’s

forty-acre lot He would have liked to start out sell-

ing then and there, but he had no stock, and, he
reflected, not even a go-cart. “ Where shall I get a

wagon?” he asked disconsolately.

“Your wagon will have to be a basket, Jack,” his

mother said, “and you needn’t worry about that till

you have the things to put in it. Jack, I declare, it

isn’t fair. I shall have to furnish half the capital and
all the experience for this firm, right along.”

“Why isn’t it fair? ” cried Jack, flushing.

“ Why, the rule is in partnership that one man finds

the money and the other the experience, and in two

years the first one has the experience and the other

man has the money. I shall want good interest if

I’m to find money and experience too.”

“Shall we have Gibraltars ?” Jack asked anxiously.

“I suppose so, for it wouldn’t be a boy’s basket

without. I think, Jack, I’ll write to your aunt Frances

in the city, and ask her to buy the things for us. A
dollar will go so much farther there than here.”

Jack got up, went to the secretary, and brought

paper, pen and ink to his mother beseechingly. “ Now
do write at once,” he said, “ because you know I am
no good at waiting, and I feel as if I should never

last anyhow till that basket is full and walking off

with me behind it.”

So his mother laughed and wrote the letter to

aunt Frances in Boston, and the next week the post-

master handed* Jack a box with ten cents’ postage to

pay, which took the last of his sixty-nine cents, for he

spent eight cents for candy and one cent for chewing-

gum to support nature under the stress of waiting,

on the strength of the fortune he was going to make.

What is nine cents to a man who has three hundred dol-

lars in bank in the future ? for Jack had counted that

money and laid it out so many times he felt as if he

must certainly have made it twice over.

That dreadful mother of his would not let him open

the box till after school, and he had split the wood
and fed the hens and nailed up the slats of the fence,

for she knew that hens and wood-house would have

no more of Jack after that wonderful box was open.

Then with the room snug and warm, curtains down
and the table clear, he might bring out the box.

Aunt Frances had rather enjoyed making the most of

the Brownells’ dollar, and had quite entered into the

spirit of the business. First under the tissue paper

came half a dozen confectionery hearts, three white

and three pink, melting, sugary things, not burning-
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with peppermint, or bitter with lemon, but with no

flavor save that of their own sweetness. I used to

think such hearts were the dearest things in the

world, and children like them just as well now, I

fancy. Then came a pound of mixed candies, which

took more of Jack’s money, and was all of large fig-

ures which would sell at a cent apiece. Next some

tangerine oranges of delicious flavor, which as larities

were to be marked five cents each. Then some cards

of small pearl buttons, and hooks and eyes, which

Jack sniffed at. That boy had a variety of sniffs,

and could find one to suit almost any occasion
;
and

as he seemed to think that creation could have been

improved if he had put a hand to it, you can imagine

he kept them all in use. Then came one of these

queer wire things you have seen to scour kettles with-

out scraping and trouble
;
then a paper of very long

needles, and extra large tape needles, and some rolls

of yellow hair-pins which looked like gold, for putting

up fair hair without showing in it as black ones do,

and some silver pins which would look pretty in dark

hair, some soft pins for hair crimping, at two cents a

pair, and lastly a funny little cap of soft russet

leather, with an elastic strap to it. Then it was Mrs.

Brownell’s turn to look curious, for she had never

seen anything of the kind before. “ It must be the

'little old man dressed all in leather’ has lost his

nightcap,” said Jack.

“Aunt Frances writes that these sheep-skin things

are a new invention called stocking protectors, to

slip on boys’ heels to keep the sock from wearing.

She says you can use this for a sample in taking or-

ders, and she will send them as fast as you want, and

that mothers are likely to want a good many of them.”

Jack didn’t more than half like the idea of going

round with such a pack of girl’s things, as he scorn-

fully said, but the mother overruled, and he was

started off the next Saturday afternoon with directions

to begin work the other side of the town. He went

across the river to the Mayo house, where there were

three big girls with snapping black eyes and cardinal

ribbons, and old lady Mayo opened the door at

Jack’s knock. “D-d- do you want to buy anything

to-day? ” Jack asked in an agony of bashfulness.

“I don’t know as I do,” said the old lady very

deliberately. “ You look like a young fellow to be in

business
;
what you got?”

“Want any hooks and eyes, buttons, milliners’

needles?” Jack stammered, trying to recollect what

his mother had told him to say.

“No, I don’t want any of them. Got any trousis

buttons?
”

Not one had Jack, of brass or black or tin. He
felt mortified away down in the depths of his soul to

think he should have forgotten such an essential

thing as trousers buttons. The old lady was going to

shut the door on a very mortified, wretched boy, when

Clarinda, the youngest, came running down-stairs.

“Who is it, ma?” she said, and, “Oh, what you

got ?
” catching sight of the basket. “Jack Brownell’s

gone into business, ma. Girls, come down !

”

And she wanted to know if he had any cardinal

ribbon or elastic braid, or any worsted needles, for

she didn’t want to go across the river to the store for

one that afternoon. And the other girls came down,

and Jack had to show everything to each one, and

there was looking and comparing, and Amanda

wanted to know if he had any watch-cords, or small

spools of embroidery silk, or any darning cotton,

which of course he hadn’t. And they bought a pair

of crimping pins, and two sugar hearts, and Mrs. Mayo

bought a dozen of pearl buttons because they were so

cheap.

Next place the baby had the measles, and the

mother wouldn’t let Jack in the house. Next was an

old man reading a paper and lonesome. He invited

Jack in, asked him fifty questions about himself and

his parents, poked in his basket, bought a stick of

barley candy, and gave Jack a red apple. Next

place Jack sold more candy and two milliners’

needles, and he began to look with more respect on

his feminine goods when he found how well they

sold. Next place the woman was mending stockings,

with a big basketful beside her. “Well, now,” she

said, when she saw the “ protectors,” “ ’pears to me
I’d ought to have a pair o’ them things right away.

Jest the thing for savin’ his socks, ain’t they?”

And she made Jack promise to bring her the sample

pair if his mother would let him, that very night.

“She wasn’t going to mend any more socks if that

little invention was going to help it.”

Then he met a party of the boys on the bridge,

and this he had been dreading all the afternoon, for

he knew they would want him to treat, and worry

him if he did not. His mother had told him what to

do and say, and he faced them bravely.

“ He-up,” sang out one who peeped into the basket

as he went by. “Jack, can’t you give us a treat?

Here, boys, make him stand treat,” and “ treat,”

“ treat,” rang on all sides.
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“ I’ll treat, boys, when I’ve got my business started.

If you want anything in my line, you’ll get more for

your money here than you would at the bank. Ever

see any Gibraltars that size, Joe Emory?”

As the candies were very large and of good flavor,

the joke took, and the boys bought a couple of

cents’ worth, all the money they had in the crowd.

Two or three asked Jack to trust them for more.

“ Strictly cash business, boys, and I’ve got to keep

my credit good. Can’t have any notes out, or

accounts running. When I can see my way ahead

better, I’ll talk about credit.” And then he was off

as quickly as he knew how to go without running.

He got fairly through his afternoon business, took

three orders for the heel protectors, which mothers

seemed to think were just what they wanted to keep

the children’s stockings from wearing out. Carrie

Fox asked him if he couldn’t bring her some crewels

to match samples which she gave him, and Jack

remembered to tell his mother everything which peo-

ple wanted that he hadn’t got. She wrote down a

list of them to help in making the next order. A
week from that day Jack had only a quarter of a pound

of candy left, and the list of things to be ordered and

the account in the little old grocery book read thus

:

Almonds, candied walnuts, etc. • $ -3°

Sugar hearts .....
Blonde hair-pins, at 10c. a paper .30

Silver hair-pins, at 10c. a paper . . .20

4 dozen pearl buttons, at 10c 40

5 tape needles at 5c .25

6 papers hooks and eyes at 5c .30

1 wire pot-cleaner .... .15

1 stocking saver .... .25

$2.21

Things to be ordered : Trousers buttons, brass,

silvered, black, 2 sizes
;
coarse red machine silk for

stitching; linen bobbinet braid
;
watch-cords; mend-

ing cotton; elastic braid; Java canvas, red and

blue
;

crochet needles, extra polished
;

peacocks’

feathers; orange cream drops
;
rush baskets

;
Japan-

ese fans
;
Easter cards

;
Princeton basket.

Aunt Frances had enough to do to fill that order,

you may be sure, but Jack and his mother put the

$2.41 into the business, and the next month a crisp

new $10 bill went into the savings bank, beside the

$5 for fresh stock.

Jack has bought a new basket, and begins to think

he doesn’t care so much for the bicycle, and feels as

if he could exist without the camera. The silver-

mounted shot-gun has lost its charms beside Ben

Phinney’s plain rifle which shoots better, and which

is offered for sale at $30. But Jack sent to Mr. Vick

privately for a new selection of flower seeds to sur-

prise his mother, and has decided that the sitting-

room wants a new carpet, and his books need a new
walnut case. He intends to send next month for a

color box and a set of carving tools, while already in

the right hand trousers pocket rests that beautiful

Wostenholme knife that is the admiration of all the

High School boys.

Jack’s mother thinks the best of the business is

that he is so busy and has so much to think of he

has forgotten to sniff, and I sometimes get the

impression that he is entirely willing the responsibil-

ity of managing the whole world should rest some-

where else than upon his shoulders. He generally

finds the basket and Jack Brownell’s affairs quite

enough for him to take care of.

DETAINED.
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CHILD MARIAN HAS A PARTY.

By Wm. M. F. Round.

AN I, can I have a party ?
”

exclaimed Marian as she

came running in from

school one day with a wee

dainty little note in which

she was invited to a party

to be given by one of her

playmates. “ Everybody is

having parties — everybody !

surprise parties, doll parties, dancing parties, pic-

nic parties, and every other kind, and I think it is

a shame. I’m eight, and I’ve known girls only six

to have ’em; and there’s Willie Newell, he had one

the other day, and he’s only three,” and Marian put

on her most bewitching smile, and came and flung

her arms around my neck, and stroking my gray

beard, said in an utterly irresistible tone :

“ Dear old darling uncle Will, can I have a party ?
”

“Just as aunt Elinor says,” I replied.

“ I’ll go and ask her this minute,” said Marian—
and I knew that aunt Elinor said yes. I did not

hear her say it, because she was in another room, but

I did hear a sweet little merry voice crying out :

“ O goody, goody !
” and I knew at once what it

meant.

Then there was a distussion as to when, and who,

and how many.

It was all left

finally to Mar-

ian, and she

said she must

think it over

before she de-

cided.

Marian had

a very vague

idea of num-

bers, and she

thought that in

order to have

a grand party

she must have a large one
;

so when asked how
many she would invite, she coolly replied:

“ Why, about a thousand, I should think.”

“ A thousand ! Why, you don’t know a thousand

little girls,” exclaimed aunt Elinor, horror-stricken at

the idea of two thousand restless little feet jumping

on the springs of the furniture, and two thousand

little hands dropping cake crumbs on the carpet, and

a thousand little people getting sick on jam, and a

thousand little romps sliding down the banisters —
for of course to be a regular party according to Mar-

ian’s idea, they must do all these things— at least

would be likely to.

“ It isn’t going to be a girls’ party, but a bovs’-

and-girls’, and a dolls’

party, and maybe a few

grown-ups,” said Marian.

“ I can think of more than

fifteen already.”

“Well,” said aunt

Elinor, “ you can invite

as many as you like
;

”

for she knew Marian

could not think of fifty

people if it was to save

her dear little pink che

snipped off by the nursery-tale blackbird.

“ When are you going to have it, Marian ? ” I

asked.

“ When can I ?
”

“ Oh, whenever you like.”

“Well, then, don’t you think Sunday afternoon

would be a good time ? Sunday afternoons are gen-

erally pretty dull— and then the girls would be already

dressed up, you know.”
“ But, Marian, Sunday isn’t exactly the day for

parties,” I ventured.

“ Well, I might have it a religious party, and have

singing hymns and such things,” argued Marian.

We however persuaded the dear child to give up

the idea of a Sunday party, and then she suddenly

became darkly mysterious, and when our good Ger-

man girl Gretchen heard us speculating as to what plan

Marian was revolving, she hit the truth exactly by

remarking

:

CHILD MARIAN HOLDS A COUNCIL.
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“ When she think like that, you must speak not to

her, for she have idee.”

Marian did indeed “ have idee,”

and the 44 idee ” developed itself

as follows :

Marian had heard of those

dreadful social inflictions called

surprise parties, without knowing

exactly what they were. She had

heard them spoken of as 44
jolly,”

and 44 such larks,” and she thought

she would like to have one. Now,
the question, who was to be sur-

prised ? puzzled Marian. She cer-

tainly couldn’t be surprised at her

own party. Somebody else must be the surprised

one, and aunt Elinor was chosen as the victim.

Marian said no more
about her party to us, but

she held a council of flaxen

heads, and brown braids,

and black curls, and crop-

ped top-knots— nine girls,

and boys in all— and they

put their wits together,

under the back piazza, and

there they arranged it.

On the very next Satur-

day afternoon, aunt Elinor

was going to a sewing so-

ciety, and wouldn’t be

home till five o’clock. The
party should be all assem-

bled to receive her and sur-

prise her. The invitations

were issued accordingly.

Not written, you know, but

whispered— imparted with

great secrecy— and the secret came pretty near to

leaking out several times. The girls’ heads were

full of the party, and it was all they could do to

keep from talking about it. Once in school Marian’s

heart fairly leaped into her mouth, when, the teacher

asking that great stupid ten-year-old girl, Carrie

Horner, why she couldn’t study on Saturday after-

noon, she replied, 44 Because I’m going to Marian

Vane’s par— ” and checked herself just in time

not to let the secret out. Marian felt like slapping

her, which was wrong
;
but then you know Marian

is not, and never was, a modest little girl. During

the four days that passed between Marian’s 44 idee”

and the party, she got a good many more ideas.

She read a story of a little girl who went out

into the by-ways and hedges, and invited in the lame,

and the halt, and the blind. She didn’t know exactly

what the halt were, but she thought she could man-

age to bring together a few cripples and a blind per-

son or two. So on Friday afternoon, after school,

she went to the poor-house which wasn’t far away,

and where she quite often went to play with the keep-

er’s children, and she circulated about among the

paupers, speaking to the lamest and the blindest

:

44 My aunt Elinor is going to have a party to-mor-

row afternoon, at three o’clock, and wants you to

come.”

Think it strange ? Well, perhaps they did think it a

little strange, but not very, for you see aunt Elinor

having a warm and tender

heart, is always sending

little gifts to these paupers,

and they thought it only

another impulse of kind-

ness that prompted the

party.

Marian, having invited

the paupers, thought she

had achieved a very bril-

liant thing ;
and surely she

had arranged a genuine

surprise.

Then Marian had heard

a chapter read in school

that inculcated the duty of

thoughtfulness and kind-

ness to the poor
;
and the

teacher had followed it up

with a little talk that had

made a great impression.

The result was that Marian couldn’t meet a ragged

and dirty child all that day or all the next, that she

did not instantly

invite them to

the party. By

Saturday morn-

ing, counting
school friends,

paupers, and the “the lame, the halt, the blind.”

nondescripts of

the streets, she had made up quite a respectable party

in point of numbers. Then it occurred to Marian,

ONE OF THE IN-

VITED.
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THE GUEST MARIAN REBUKED.

that, being a surprise party to aunt Elinor, she ought

to invite in some of aunt Elinor’s friends, and as

Marian knew they

wouldn’t come on

her i n v i t a t i o^n

merely, and as it

was aunt Elinor’s

party, why not

say that her aunt

Elinor wanted
them ?

She had heard

her say that she

liked to have her

friends come to

see her. So she

went to the minis-

ter’s and asked that good man and his wife, and then

to the neighbors, all of whom believed every word of

Marian’s invitation, and promised to come.

After everybody had been invited, Marian went

home and waited — longed for the time when aunt

Elinor should be gone, and the party should begin.

It suddenly occurred to her that she hadn’t provided

refreshments. She knew there were plenty of hickory

nuts and butternuts in the garret, and she would

forthwith go and crack some
;

moreover, she would

shell a good lot of pop-corn and have it all ready to

be popped the instant aunt Elinor should be gone.

She called in one of her little friends and imparted

her plan, and straightway the little girls went to the

garret, where they cracked and shelled till their

fingers ached. They really did crack a good many
nuts, and had enough corn ready to fill a wash-tub

when it should be popped. At last aunt Elinor de-

parted, and Marian began to make herself ready.

She got out her daintiest

things and put them on, S
and smoothed her hair,

and finding a pair of

aunt Elinor’s six-button

gloves, put them on and

buttoned herself up to

her very shoulders.

Then she went down

and told Gretchen all

about it.

Gretchen was sur-

prised. She opened her great blue eyes and ex-

claimed :

“ Vat is dat you say? ”

Marian repeated
;
and all that Gretchen said then

was

:

“ Ach Himmel !

”

The idea was appalling to Gretchen, and of all

times too on a Saturday afternoon !

“ And what will your aunt say ?
”

“ She’ll be surprised,” said Marion. “ She said I

might have a party, though, and any kind of a party

I wanted, and any time, and I want a surprise party

— and want it to-day.”

Just then the bell rang. Marian heard voices in

the hall and listened at the door. She heard Gretchen

say

:

“ No, I tells you, we hasn’t any cold bieces in de

house.”

It was a little party of paupers, and Gretchen

hadn’t understood that they were guests. They had

no idea of going away so, however, and pushed

into the hall, abusing Gretchen

heartily as they did so. Marian

ran to thie rescue :

“They’re part of the party,

Gretchen.” And Gretchen would

have retired disgusted, only the

door bell rang again, and this

time it was a group of boys and

girls who pushed unceremoni-

ously in without saying so much

as “ by your leave.”

“Dis is awful— their dirty boots walking in the

best carpets.”

But what would Gretchen do ? The guests came

in groups— faster and faster. Now a blind pauper

led by a lame pauper. Now a pair of dirty street

Arabs who left their boot-blacking apparatus in the

front hall, to survey themselves in the long mirrors.

There got to be about a score of people in the

front parlor, when Marian proposed plays.

“ Tag !
” said a street Arab.

“ Blind-man’s-buff !
” said one of Marian’s school

friends, who thought that some of the company had

no need of bandages to enter upon that game.

“Tag,” however, won the day, and the game was

forthwith begun. Round through the front hall,

through the dining-room, through the back parlor,

through the library, through the front parlor, up

the stairs, down the banisters, under the tables,

under the piano, on top of sofas, into cupboards,

everywhere ! The fun became fast and furious. The

WHAT ONE DID.
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dust flew till the paupers coughed as if they’d cough

themselves to pieces. Everybody who couldn’t play

looked on and wondered— that is, everybody but

the blind people. They

sat still and heard the

chandeliers jingle.

Jingle! I should think

they did jingle. Not only

the chandeliers with their

Jong rows of crystal pen-

dants, but the glass on

the sideboard jingled, yes,

fairly danced
;

the dishes

in the closets rattled, and

the strings of the piano

vibrated of themselves.

If they only hadn’t vibrated ! But they did, and a

big boy heard them, and opened the piano, and

played. Pour all the Battles of Prague, and Witches’

Dances, and Last Hopes, and Maiden’s Prayers and

Storm Galops into a barrel, and then tap it and let

out the sound, and that is what that boy played.

He broke a string, but bless you ! he didn’t mind in

the least. Jf he had known how, he would have

broken another string only to have heard the report.

He played so loud, both feet on the pedals, that you

couldn’t so much as hear the music-box which another

boy had set off in a corner.

Poor Gretchen ! she sat down and cried. She didn’t

dare leave, for fear they would burn the house down,

but she sent a boy for aunt Elinor, and it seemed as

if she would never come.

Marian herself thought they were carrying things with

rather a high hand. But then, wasn’t it a party, and
didn’t everybody do exactly as they liked at a party ?

She did rebuke a street boy who found my cigar box
in the library and began to smoke. But she might

as well have rebuked a chimney for smoking. He
not only smoked, but he distributed the cigars. Four
urchins sat on the piano and puffed like steamboats.

In the midst of it all the minister arrived, and
Marian received him. He looked queer, Marian
says, and I’ve no doubt he did. He looked queerer

still when one of the street boys, imitating the minis-

ter’s walk as well as he could, propounded the tre-

mendous question :

“ Have yer seen the Shah ? ”

The little girls were in the meanwhile playing with

dolls up-stairs, and being of an inquisitive turn of

mind, and having a clear coast, some of them were

inspecting aunt Elinor’s treasures— overhauling bu-

reau drawers, opening jewelry boxes, and one girl—
I blush to mention it— had even gone so far as to put

on that lady’s chignon, and smooth her front bangs
with my tooth-brush. The minister told me this,

and I’ve no doubt he told the truth.

Well, I can’t go into all the details of the party—
there are too many of them. I don’t think it was at

its full height when aunt Elinor returned.

Was she surprised ? I should say so. She laughed

a little at first, and then she cried a little, and then

she took off her things, and with the help of a few

grown-up friends, she went to work. She didn’t or-

der them all out of the house— not a bit of it. She

found bright and beautiful picture books for the lame

paupers to look at. She set the minister to reading

stories to the boys. She had all the little girls round

a table and playing “ authors ” in no time, and then

she gathered the blind ones and a few of the quietly

disposed children around the piano, and sung to them

tender little songs— sung to them till the brightest

eyes filled with tears, and the sightless eyes had sweet,

near-by visions of peace and heaven. Then she

brightened them all up, by singing old Scotch airs, and

playing lively tunes, and then she asked them all

to sing, and they did sing with a will, Auld Lang
Syne

,
and Home

,
Swe.et Home

,
and ever so many more

of the dear old familiar hymns.

When she first came, aunt Elinor had comforted

Gretchen, and had sent out for cakes and sweet-

meats. So pretty soon tea-time came
;

and there

was plenty of bread and butter, and plenty of

preserves, and cold ham brought over from the hotel,

and there was cake, stacks of it, and tea as strong

as a Scotchman’s

will and as fra-

grant as a garden

of roses. They

all ate a good
deal— “ Just like

horses,” Gretchen

said — and then

they went home,

and— well, there

was a pretty big

bill of damages, but vfisn’t it Marian’s party, and a

“ surprise” party ? and so we didn’t mind.

But, Marian, dear child, don’t ever do it again !



BENNY’S WIGWAM.

By Mrs. Mary Catherine Lee.

OW, Pettikins,” said Benny Briggs, on the first

day of vacation, “ come along if you want to

see the old Witch.”

Pettikins got her little straw hat, and holding

Benny’s hand with a desperate clutch, trotted along

beside him, giving frequent glances at his heroic face

to keep up her courage. Her heart beat hard as

they took their way across to the island. The island

is really no island at all, but a lonely, lovely portion

of Still Harbor, between Benny’s home and Grandma

Potter’s, which by means of a smah inlet and a little

creek, and one watery thing and another, is so nearly

surrounded by water as to feel justified in calling

itself an island. They crossed over the little bridge
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that took them to this would-be island, and following

an almost imperceptible wood path, came within sight

of the Witch’s hut. It was a deserted, useless, wood-

chopper’s hut, which the mysterious creature whom

the children called a witch had taken possession of

not long before. Here Fanny drew back. “O
Benny, I am afraid,” said she.

“ Humph ! she can’t hurt you in the daytime,” said

Benny. “ She ain’t no different in the daytime from

any other old woman. It’s only nights she is a

witch.”

Fanny allowed herself to be led a few steps further,

and then drew back again. “ O Benny,” said she,

“ there’s her broomstick ! there it is, right outside o’

the door— and O Benny, Benny, there’s her old black

cat!”

“ Wal, what on it, hey ? What on it ? ” creaked a

dreadful voice close behind them. Then, indeed,

Fanny shrieked and tried to run, but Benny’s hand

held her fast. She hid her face against Benny’s arm

and sobbed.

It was the old Witch her very self. She looked at

them out of her glittering eyes— O how she did look

at them !
— with her head drooped until her chin

rested on her chest. This seemed to bring the

arrows of her eyes to bear upon the enemy with

greater force and precision.

“There ain’t any law ag’in my having a cat and a

broomstick
,
is there ?

” she asked in a voice like the

cawing of a crow, bringing her staff down with a

thump at the words “ cat ” and “ broomstick.” “ What
are you skeered of ?

”

“ Why, you’re queer, you know,” said Benny des-

perately.

“ Queer, queer ? ” piped the Witch
;
and then she

laughed, or had a dreadful convulsion, Benny couldn’t

tell which, ending in a long, gurgling “ Hoo-oo-oo !

”

on a very high key. “ Now, s’pose you tell me what

is ’t makes me queer,” said she, sitting down on a

log and extracting from the rags on her bosom a

pipe, which she prepared to smoke.

“Whew! ” whistled Benny, “ ’twould take me from

now till Christmas
;

I’d rather you’d tell me.”

The crone lighted her pipe. The match flaring

upon her wrinkled, copper-colored face and its gaunt

features made her hideous. Poor little Fanny, who
ventured to peep out at this moment, sobbed louder,

and begged to go to her mother. The old woman
puffed away at her pipe, fixing her gaze upon the

children.

WIG WAM .

“ Got a mother, hey ? ” said she.

“Yes.”
“ And a father?

”

“ Yes.”

“ Um-m-m.”

She puffed and gazed.

“ You wouldn’t like to see ’em shot ?
”

At this Benny stood speechless, and Fanny set up
such a cry to go home that Benny was afraid he
should have to take her away — that is, if the Witch
would let him. He began to consider his chances.

Still the more terrible the old Witch seemed, the

more Benny wanted to see and hear her. He whis-

pered to Fanny:

“ She won’t hurt you, Pettikins— she can't; I won’t

let her. Hush a minute, and see what I’m going to

say to her !

”

Fanny hushed a little, and Benny fixed an auda-

cious gaze upon the Witch— or a gaze which he

meant should be audacious. “ What is the matter

with you ? ” said he.

The old woman removed her pipe and sat holding

it with her forefinger lapped over it like a hook.

“They call it ‘exterminated,’” said she, pushing

back the broad-brimmed, high-crowned man’s hat that

she wore, and showing her gray, ragged locks. “ I’m

exterminated. You don’t know what that is, I s’pose ?
”

“ Exterminated, ex-&r-min-ated,” said Benny,

scratching his head, “ why, to— to — drive out — to

—ah— put an end to— to— to— destroy utterly.”

“I don’t know what your book meaning is. I

didn’t get mine from books. I got it all the way
along— began to get it when I wasn’t much bigger’n

that little gell,” said the Witch, pointing at Fanny with

her pipe. “I didn’t know what it meant when I first

heard it, but I know now. Hoo-oo-oo-oo !

”

“ I wish you’d tell us about it,” said Benny. “Tell

us about beginning to learn it when you wa’n’t much
bigger’n Pettikins.”

“That’s when the colonel said we must move
west’ard,” said the witch, laying her pipe down on

the log, leaning her elbows on her knees, and resting

her bony jaws in the palms of her hands. “ Injuns,

before they’re exterminated, stick to their homes like

other folks.”

“You ain’t an Injun
,
be you!” gasped Benny,

with a look and tone which expressed volumes of

consternation and disappointment at her utter failure

to come up to his ideal Indian. Why, she wasn’t the

least bit like the pictures ! She wasn’t like the mag-
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niticent figures he had seen in front of the cigar

stores in New Haven. Where were all her feathers

and things— her red and yellow tunic, her gorgeous

moccasins, her earrings and noserings and bracelets

and armlets and beads ? Why, she was ju-u-u-ust as

ragged and dirty

!

All this and more Benny’s tone expressed when he

said :
“ Why, you ain’t an Injun

,
be you ?

”

“Well, I was. I ain’t nothing at all now. I ain’t

even a squaw, and they said they was going to make

a Christian on me. I was a Chetonquin.”

WIG WAM.

i

I hid behind a big tree and watched it. When !

I saw my father shot I started to go to him and a
j

shot struck me. See there !
” said she, pushing up

j

her coarse gray locks and showing a deeper, wider !

seam than the creases and wrinkles on her face,
j

“A bullet grazed me hard and I was stunned and
j

blinded with the blood, and couldn’t run, but my
|

people had to. They didn’t any on ’em see or know
;

about me, I s’pose, and I laid there and sorter went

to sleep. Colonel Hammerton took a notion to pick

me up when he rode over the ground he had soaked

THEY ENCOUNTER THE WITCH.

“Oh, yes,” said Benny, looking at her now with

the interest attaching to one who had worn the feath-

ers, and beads, and moccasins, and rings. “ Well,

what did you do when the colonel told you to go

West?”
“ We had a fight.”

That was satisfactory to Benny. “ Which whip-

ped ? ” he asked, with his own native briskness, as if

this, now, was common ground, and he was ready to

talk at his ease.

“ Which a’most always whips ? It was a hard fight.

with the blood of my people— ground that belonged to

my people,” shrieked the woman, straightening herself

up and shaking her fists in the air.

Benny liked that. Even Fanny gazed at the strange

creature with fascination. And when the Indian’s

excitement abated and she ceased to mutter and chat-

ter to herself and sunk her face into her palms again,

gazing absently on the ground, Fanny pulled Benny’s

sleeve and whispered, “ Ask her what he did then,

after he picked her up.”

“ What did he do with you then ? ” ventured Benny.
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The old woman started, and gazed at them curiously,

as if she had forgotten all about them, and had to re-

call them out of the distant past. “ What did who

do ?
” said she.

“ What did Colonel Hammerton do with you when

he picked you up ?
”

“ Oh, I didn’t know who picked me up— thought

’twas some of my people, I s’pose. Colonel Hammer-

ton carried me off to the fort, and then took me to

Washington : said he was going to make a Christian

on me. I had to stay in houses — sleep in houses !

—

like being nailed up in a box. Ugh ! what a misery

*tis to be like white folks ! Hoo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo

!

You wouldn’t want to know all the racks and miseries

and fights and grinds on it. I guess they got sick

on it themselves, for after I’d tried a many times to

get away from houses, and been brought back, I tried

again and they let me go, and I’ve been a-going ever

since. I asked for my people, and they told me they

was exterminated
,
every one on ’em. Yes, I’ve been

a-going ever since, but I can’t go any more. I hope

they’ll let me stay in these forests ’till the Great

Spirit takes me away to my people. He can’t find

me in the houses, but if I keep out in the forest, I

hope he’ll find me soon. It’s been a weary, long

time.”

“ Are you two hundred years old ? ” asked Benny

softly. “ That’s what folks say.”

“Twohunderd? Hoo-oo-oo-oo ! /m>hunderd? I’m

ten hundered, if I’m a day,” said the poor old creat-

ure. “ But don’t be afeard on me — I hope there

won’t be anybody afeard on me here, for then they’d

be driving on me off, or shutting me up again some-

where where the Great Spirit can’t find me. Tell

your people not to be skeered on me— ask ’em to let

me stay here.”

The sad old eyes looked wistfully at Benny, whose

generous heart took up the poor Indian’s cause at

once.

“You can stay here fast enough,” said he. “I

know who these woods belong to— some o’ my rela-

tions. There won’t anybody be afraid of you. Me
’n ’Bijah’ll take care of you.”

“ O, bless you !
” said she. “ I thought I’d got to the

right place when I got here— it looked like it— it

felt like it. It seemed a’most as if I most expected

to see wigwams. A-h-h-h-h, if I could sleep in a wig-

wam !

”

Benny felt that he could sympathize with her in

that. He and the boys had played Indians and

WIG WAM.

’Bijah had built wigwams for them in the wood, and
he had greatly wished and entreated to be allowed to

sleep all night in one. But he could not guess at the

longing of the aged to go back to the things dear and
familiar to them in childhood; he did not know that

all the old Indian’s days were spent in dreaming of

those things, and that she often wandered all night in

the woods, fancying herself surrounded by the wig-

wams of her people — searching anxiously for that

of her father. Though Benny could understand noth-

ing of the pathetic sadness, he felt a strong desire to

offer consolation and cheer, and he said, “ / can

build wigwams. Me ’n ’Bijah’ll make you a wig-

wam !

”

But the aged Chetonquin muttered to herself in a

tuneless quaver, and shook her head doubtingly.
u What

!

She don’t believe it !
” Benny exclaimed

to himself. “ Don't believe that ’Bijah can make
wigwams ! We’ll show her !

”

And he was so eager to be about it that he took

leave directly of his strange acquaintance, who seemed

lost in reverie, and to have forgotten him entirely.

When Mr. and Mrs. Briggs heard Benny’s story of

the poor Indian woman, their excellent hearts were

at once filled with compassion for so forlorn a creat-

ure. Mr. Briggs had very radical theories about equal

mercy and justice for each member of the human
race.

“ It isn’t likely,” he often said, “that some have

a right to be in this world and others haven’t
;

” and

he immediately set himself to illustrate his theories

in the case of the Chetonquin.

Mrs. Briggs said there could be no doubt that she

needed other things besides wigwams, which conjec-

ture was found to be sadly true upon investigation.

An attempt was made to put this last of the Cheton-

quins into more comfortable quarters, but she received

the suggestion with dismay, and prayed so earnestly

to be left on the spot she seemed to think was like

her own native forest, that it was decided to make her

as comfortable as possible there, since it was early

summer and no harm could come from exposure.

When the weather was cold again, she would be glad

to be sheltered elsewhere. So Mr. and Mrs. Briggs,

Grandma Potter and ’Bijah, took care that she needed

nothing, and left her to be happy in her own way.

Her shattered mind, little by little, let go of 'every-

thing save the memories of her childhood. All the

people of the neighboring region, old and young, came

to understand and respect the sorrows of the poor
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creature they had talked of as a witch. But the most

friendly people seemed to disturb her— to break in

upon her dreams— and children, especially, were not

allowed to visit her.

Benny could not forego, however, the pleasure he

had promised himself, of getting ’Bijah to help him

make a fine wigwam in the woods, and saying to old

Winneenis— as she called herself— “ There ! what

dye call that l There's a wigwam for ye, ’n me ’n

’Bijah made it, too !

”

Benny might make as many wigwams as he pleased,

Mr. Briggs said, “ but he was not to go near or disturb

old Winneenis.”

One extremity of the island was in the vicinity of

Grandma Potter’s, and Benny passed a good many

days of his vacation at Grandma’s. One day Benny

said to ’Bijah, “ Now you can make that wigwam,

can’t you, ’ Bijah? You said you would when the hay

was all in, and it is all in, ain’t it ? Le’s make it

to-day over there in the woods, on the island. The

boys are coming over to-morrow, and I want to have

it done before they get here. Say, will you, ’Bijah ?
”

“Wal, I’d know but I can,” said ’Bijah.

“ I want a real one,” said Benny, “ life-size, just

like them you saw when you was out there to

Dakota— none o’ your baby-houses.”

’Bijah went up-stairs into the barn chamber, hum-

ming The Sweet By and By, and Benny accompa-

nied him in doing both. ’Bijah opened an enormous

chest and pulled out a lot of old buffalo and other

robes, the worn-out and moth-eaten accumulation of

years, not to say generations, and sitting down, took

out his jack-knife and ripped the ragged linings out

of several that were pretty well divested of their fur,

and making a pile of skins, old horse blankets and
lap rugs, he said, “ Now, then, sir, we’ll have a wig-

wam fit for old Black Hawk himself.”

And you may be sure ’Bijah was as good as his

word. He got out old Tom and the wagon, and he
and Benny and the skins and blankets all got in and
drove over to the woods on the island, and there

’Bijah cut poles and made the finest wigwam ever

seen this side of the Rocky Mountains— or the other

side either, for that matter. They spread blankets

on the ground inside, and Benny declared it wanted
nothing but a few Indians and tomahawks and bows
and arrows lying round to make it look just like the

picture in his g’ography.

Benny’s last thought was of his wigwam that night

as he slid off into the delicious sleep that only rosy-
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cheeked, tired boys know. He dreamed he was the

chief of a powerful tribe, and that he found old Win-

neenis, not old any longer, but a little girl like Fanny,

crying in the forest because she couldn’t find her

way to her people, and that he took her by the hand

and led her home. Her shout of rapture when she

found herself once more with her people, wakened

Benny, and he saw it was morning, and the shout he

had heard instead of being that of little Winneenis,

was grandma’s voice calling him to get up. He was

rather disappointed to find he wasn’t a powerful

chief, but he consoled himself with the thought of

his uncommonly fine wigwam, and hurried down

stairs to see what time it was, for the boys were to

come on the early train, and he meant to go right

over to the woods with them.

He had scarcely finished his breakfast when the

boys arrived, and they all started for the woods in

great glee. On the way, Benny told them the story

of old Winneenis, and the boys were full of wonder,

interest, and curiosity to see her.

Upon reaching the wigwam, they admired its out-

side, agreed that nothing in that style of architecture

could surpass it.

“And now,” said Benny, “see how nice ’tis in-

side,” and he took a peep in himself. “ Why,” whis-

pered he, drawing back, “she’s here—she’s here in

the wigwam, sound asleep, and she looks awful glad.

Sh-sh ”— with a warning shake of his finger— “we
mustn’t disturb her; father said I mustn’t. Le’s go

away and wait till she wakes up.”

They each took a peep at the old Indian woman
and went away softly.

They remained in sight of the wigwam, exhausting

every device for wearing away the time, and Joe’s

watch was frequently consulted. Time and patience

wore away together.

“ There,” said Charlie, at last, “we’ve waited long

enough; we ought to
#
wake her up now.”

“ It might make her crazy again to see such a lot

of us, and I— I don’t like to,” said Benny. “I’ll

go ’n ask ’Bijah what to do.”

They went and brought ’Bijah, who said he should
think likely she would want to sleep a spell, she must
be pretty well beat out, pokin’ around all night,

He’d heard her making them queer noises o’ hern
— something like a hoarse kind o’ Phcebe bird, it

sounded, in the distance.

“ I shouldn’t be surprised,” lie began, in a low tone,

stooping and peering in at the wigwam
;
but, contrary
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to his words, he did look very much surprised indeed.

He stepped into the wigwam and touched the

sleeper gently. Then he shook his head at the boys

and motioned them away, and when he came out,

they understood from his look, that old Winneenis

was dead.

Wandering, as was her wont at night, she had

come upon Benny's wigwam, standing in the clear

moonlight, and to her longing, bewildered mind it

had probably seemed the wigwam of her father.

Who can ever know the joy, the feeling of peace, and

rest, and relief, with which she laid her tired bones

down in it, and fell asleep, a care-free child once

more, and thus passed from its door into the happy

hunting-grounds ? And Benny always felt glad the

wigwam had been built.

ON THE WAY TO PRESCOTT. — CAMPED IN THE CACTI.

MY ARIZONA CLASS.

By Mrs. Jessie Benton Fremont.

I
HAVE been asked to tell you, the young readers Four years make wonderful changes on our fron-

of Wide Awake, something of my work in the tiers, and now one great railroad crosses it, and con-

schools of Arizona, but to begin let me disclaim this nects it with both oceans, and another, more to the

important naming of the simple thing it came in my north, is fast approaching the same result
;

but in

way to do for the one school of Prescott, the capital ’78 there was not a mile of railroad within the Terri-

of Arizona. I was in no other town during my stay tory, and it was so isolated by difficulty of travel and

there# dangers, that with those living there it was the
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accepted phrase to speak of themselves as outside the

world, while going to California, or anywhere, was

called “ going inside.” Even with government trans-

portation which we had, climate and natural obstacles

had to remain unchanged, while with the ordinary

means, travel was a perfect nightmare of fatigue,

discomforts and some dangers.

From Yuma, where the railway travel ended, the

distance to Prescott was only about two hundred and

thirty miles (what we make in a morning between

New York and Washington ), which the mail stage

made in forty-eight hours— more or less. This

“ mail stage ” was an open buckboard with two horses.

On this were piled passengers, express matter and

mails, and night or day no stop was made except for

meals and to change horses, and, quite often, to be

robbed. This seemed to be accepted without resist-

ance
;
few men would not prefer giving up their

money rather than their lives. And to be wounded

was terrible, where not a village or settlement, not

even a real farm broke the solitude.

We were eight days on our way, but the experi-

ence that governed all preparations for the little

journey gave us the luxury of comfort for such travel.

We averaged only thirty miles a day, but this was good

travelling for mules which had to make the whole

distance unchanged and return immediately to Yuma.

And the variation of temperature and air as we rode

from the low level of Yuma, and its one hundred

degrees to one hundred and thirty degrees of heat to

the six thousand feet and keen, thin, cold air of Pres-

cott, told on animals as well as people. There were

camp fires and lots of blankets, and I had a tent and

the cushions of the ambulance, but one does not linger

on such beds.

Each morning we had had tea, everything was

repacked, and our three ambulances ready for the word

to start, which was given at six.

It was a most interesting bit of travel, such as there

can be no need to make again, and I am sure you

would like to hear, and I should like to tell you of it,

but when would we get to school ?

You cannot do justice to this school unless you

realize somewhat what made it so worthy of each

one’s best aid. To you, schools, with all their

belongings— buildings, teachers, scholars— come in

the natural order of things, pretty much as the sea-

sons and their belongings, but here where the weary

work of emigration was followed by settlement in the

midst of warlike Indians, where their nearest town

was Los Angeles, in California, five hundred desert

miles away
;
where every necessity for work and com-

fort, from a steam engine to a lemon, had to be hauled

in wagons with mule teams over these hot and almost

waterless lands— it was against these depressing

influences that the Arizona settlers built up this

really fine public school. Beginning with one room

and six scholars, in five years it had reached its pres-

ent assured and excellent condition.

The building is not a thing of beauty. You would

not hang a picture of it where the eye would be

refreshed by its graceful proportions and the mind

stirred by classic memories belonging with it, but no

monument of Roman days represents Victory more

truly than does this homely, square-set brick building;

victory won by patient and brave women as well as by

the men whose dangers of emigration and early settle-

ment they shared.

We thought it most admirable that a young com-

munity with many uses for all its money should give

so largely for education. In its solid walls and com-

plete “ outfit ” (I like that expressive frontier-term)

this school would do honor to any of our larger towns.

We lived near by, and it was a recurring morning

pleasure as the bell rang out from its belfry to look

over towards the fort, and there, with military punctu-

ality, was sure to appear coming over the rolling

ground the four-mule “ school-ambulance,” with its
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full load of “ the fort children,” who swarmed down
before it fairly drew up at the gat^. In the enclosure

: the “ town-children ” would ‘ be already forming in

I line to the beat of a drum— a concession to one of

the older lads who owned and loved his drum—
but the ambulance and the drum gave still more the

idea of an army of progress.

It was the duty of the Governor to inspect the

i schools, and we made together the first visit to this

one. A broad hall separated the two very large

rooms for the younger classes— such jolly, bright-

eyed, red-cheeked, clear-voiced little men and women,

Americans, English, German, Mexicans, and mixed

— admirably taught and trained, and with the pleased

willingness to show-off of happy children at home.

The large windows which looked out to beds of

granite mountains and pine-forests, let in sunshine

and life-giving air, and this, with their good models

in teachers, had given them the friendliness of well-

I

trained children — wearing enough from their num-

bers and tremendous vitality, but wonderfully credit-

able in results.

On the second floor was the upper class. Perhaps

forty young people from fourteen to twenty years of

age. This naturally was the more interesting class.

Here the examinations, especially in mathematics and

in applied physics, won the surprise and admiration of

the Governor. There was one lad who added to his

calculations swift, sure touches of mechanical draw-

ing (sinking shafts and other mining operations), and

though he was but sixteen, he showed in every con-

clusive line and calculation that his subject had a

living interest for him
;
and the intelligent looks of

many of the girls as they followed him critically

proved their unusual knowledge in these branches.

Although I looked on politely, I comprehended but

dimly. To me sweet little “ Pet Marjorie’s ” despair

over figures is very real— “ seven times seven is the

divil,” she says, “ but seven times nine is more than

flesh can bear.” However, the General knew enough

for two, and when the history review came up he said,

there, I was the authority, and so turned upon me
a battery of doubting, inquiring young eyes. “ Chil-

dren and dogs know who to trust.” These children

paid me the compliment I value sincerely, to take me
into their regard, and from the first we made friends.

The principal explained that history was not a

favorite study with them
;
that they did not give much

time to it, as it was out of the line of more practical

studies, etc., etc. And one of the elder girls said,

“We are Americans, and have no connection with
that old world and its dead-and-gone kings and cruel

queens and wars.”

You see, in place of the delightful, suggestive, ex-

planatory study which history should be made to the
young, they had only been given those old husks and
dry bones of dates, and battles, and lists of kings,

and detached moth-eaten old anecdotes called “ Con-
densed History,” to be committed to memory only to

be at once thrown out of a healthy young mind as

not fitting in anywhere.

But it would be a whole book full if I began to

tell what it might be, what it had been made to me
even in my childhood, by my father, growing with
my growth, and expanding steadily into fresh interest

and comprehension.

It is impossible for young Americans to appreciate

their own form of government, faulty as its workings

MRS. JESSIE BENTON FREMONT.

must be often, unless they can know where it differs

from those of other countries. We have an arrogant

way of claiming as our own certain ideas which are

the results of long effort in older countries, in which,

though they might need and desire radical changes,

they had to go on bearing their ills, because any

change meant such disturbance of interests that to

reach good evil would have to come first.

We began with a clear field on many of these

greater ideas.

The one change in our institutions which we have

made has taught us how sore the cost was. Think
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what obstacles time and usage have made in old

countries, where what we call “ wrongs” and “ abuses
”

are remnants of past days, but now hardened into

barriers which only revolutions can make a breach in.

Something of this I said as I turned over the un-

interesting pages of the “ History ” given me to

examine them upon.

As I expected, its very incomplete teachings had

left only unfair, vague ideas.

The young girl who had spoken of the past as not

necessary to us, was so bright and clever that she was

worth making explanation to. I asked her why she

considered queens (as such) cruel, and she gave

fluently Catherine of Medici, and the massacre of St

Bartholomew, and “ Bloody ” Mary (
poor, unhappy

Mary !) and Catherine of Russia, and— Marie Antoi-

nette— quite as though they did not differ.

I saw at once how I could interest her and make

her feel there were two sides to this, as to all things.

Of course she knew, and believed— for was it not

printed in a school-book ?— that stupid story which

has survived a century, and which is given as justify-

ing the wrath of the suffering poor of Paris. You all

know it.

The Queen asks the cause of some tumult.

“ Your Majesty, the people are ungovernable be-

cause they cannot get bread.”

“ What ! No bread? Why do they not eat pastry,

then ?
”

On this I told them of Marie Antoinette in her

own home, as WraxalPs and Mozart’s memoirs and

other such dispassionate early sources shew her
;

a

wholesome, frolicksome young girl, submissive even to

childishness to an unusually firm-natured mother who

trained her and her sisters in womanly and simple

habits
;

for royal Austrian life always, to-day as in

the day of Maria Theresa, is extraordinarily domestic

and sensible.

At fifteen this young girl was married, or rather

given in exchange to France. She was merely the

seal on a contract, and no more care taken of her

feelings then nor for seven years after she reached

Paris, than if she had been just the wax of a State

seal. It is all painted in that scene on the island in

that river of which one bank was German and one

French, and where she was met by her new attend-

ants, who parted her— forever— from every person

and even everything that had belonged with her Ger-

man life. Not even a garment was left upon her that

had come from her home.

But disrobed thoroughly, she was dressed anew in

garments of entirely French make, and taken by

strangers into a- country strange and unfriendly to

her.

We who look back can see close to this tjie last
J

scene in that life.

Once more the French have taken from her every- i

thing that was hers
;
friends, husband, children : even I

her clothing. And we see the beautiful woman, “ the !

daughter of the Caesars,” borrowing a black gown of

woollen, from the jailer’s wife, and making a bit of

muslin into the widow’s cap with which to cover her

hair— still thick and young, but gray from agony;

the Queen of France, the daughter of the Empress of

Austria, sewing and making ready through the night

to go decently covered in the morning to have her

head cut off. The hands Mozart had guided on the

piano, in her happy girl-home, were tied behind her

back, and no way left her to steady herself as she was

jolted in a springless cart over the cobble stones of

old Paris to the guillotine.

Even her enemies admit that she met her impris-

onment, as well as her death, with quiet dignity and

piety.

Of this nothing was told. Nothing was said to

shew that long before her birth the cruel misrule of

France was creating the revolution which made her

one of its victims. But that foolish story was there in

full, when a little knowledge exposes its foolishness.

Pate is not pastry, but dough . In Europe, where

bread is so precious that governments regulate the

baker’s business, it is a serious matter to bake bread.

In French and German countries, perhaps in others,

but there I have seen it, the floor of the bake-oven is

lined with a layer of dough, made from inferior flour,

a carpet-dough, to moderate the heat and give to the

loaves a golden, thick and brittle crust. This makes

a coarse, unleavened flour-cake which is always given

away to the very poor, and which has its established

name, u la pate du pauvreA

The Queen in her German home training must

.
have know this

;
her question— if she ever asked it—

would shew knowledge of the care of the poor as well

• as knowledge of how bread was baked

:

“ Is there nothing for the poor; not even the dough

that lines the oven ? (pas meme la pate

l

)
”

Florence Nightingale says that a disappointment in

love does not qualify a girl to become a hospital nurse.

Nor does the marriage ceremony qualify even the

happiest girl to become a good housewife.
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Queen as she was, Marie Antoinette knew more of

,
the dairy and of breadmaking than is thought needed

to teach girls in most of our American homes, where

parents would seem to prevent the apprenticeship to

practical life.

This bit of historical justice enlisted that real

chivalry towards women of which our American men

have so much, and made the lads

ready to go a crusade with me
through all time — redressing

wrongs even if we did fight wind-

mills. And the girls adopted me
without further doubt.

We went home unexpectedly in-

terested by our morning, to be fol-

lowed by the Principal, who came

bringing the “ request and hope ” of

the class, that I would come again

and 64
tell them more.”

He combatted my objections,

which were chiefly my unwillingness

to assume to help what was already

excellent in his work, and my
doubt of being of use to indifferent,

perhaps unwilling minds. With my
own set of young people, and their

young friends, I had my long-estab-

lished post of story-teller, and the

history-talks during vacations, when

wet days made out-door amusements

wait, had proved the seed-time of

much after good in some lovely

homes where “ your way is to be

followed, when my boys are old

enough,” and in delightful grateful

letters to me from far countries

where the traveller “ now a bearded

man,” felt at home from the talks of

past days in the still and beautiful

library.

But Mr. Sherman said that I had

roused a new interest and new per-

ceptions, and that if I would come

it would be a good influence in

many ways. And so it came about that except when

an illness of some weeks prevented, I was there almost

every Friday of the whole term. They arranged to

have the last hour, from two to three, free for me.

And the mutual interest and pleasure of it grew upon

us so much that I let nothing interfere.

Sometimes that altitude tells against one (we were

over a mile up in the air). Bayard Taylor said the

stranger in Colorado is known by the blood-spots on

his pocket handkerchief, and at certain seasons, most

persons feel this disturbed circulation and faint-

ness increased. But “ my class,” as I liked and they

liked me to call them, were so heartily interested and

so pleased with me*for “taking the trouble,” that

when during the wind-season I sometimes reached

them gasping and pale from the short climb of the

hill, they were so concerned, and so unwilling I should

tire myself, that I think some better ideas went in

those broken hours than when I was quite well.

THE MORNING DRUM-CALL.
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They were always careful to make no noises, and

listened with true politeness. Always I found every-

thing ready, and the agreeable atmosphere of feeling

wanted and welcomed. After a little the boys began

to get themselves up for the Friday hour. Boots

were cleaned and trousers were worn outside of them.

Myself I liked better the intelligent wearing the

trousers tucked in out of the mud, but it was meant

as a courtesy, and so covered a multitude of wrinkles.

Their thick suits of hair were wetted and brushed

flat, another loss of the picturesque, but also well-

meant
;
then coats over their blue flannel shirts, and

presently Sunday coats and dress entirely, which

meant so much ! for many of these lads, and some of

the elder girls as well, earned by work out of school-

hours that which enabled them to stay in the town,

dress themselves, and get the advantage of instruc-

tion.

The girls, of course, had risen at once to a new

opportunity for dress, and blossomed without delay

into frills and ribbons and crepe ’d hair.

Mr. Sherman told me after a little that he found no

punishment so effectual as to deprive them of being

in the class at that Friday hour— so that I had

come to be an influence in aid of order and good

manners.

Soon I marked the specialties of my young people

and fitted myself to them. Sometimes I would chalk

on the blackboard back of the desk a sentence or a

quotation, which would serve as a key-note for the

next Friday, and when any one of them would recog-

nize its leading or application they were charmed to

have succeeded in “ trailing ” an idea.

Some photographs and water-colors and souvenirs

of a late journey among interesting places from Den-

mark to Austria, had by chance been brought out

among our baggage. They were very useful now in

giving form to their vague ideas of feudal buildings.

Many of these lads knew what it was to help defend

an impromptu breastwork of wagons against an attack

of Indians, but a tower or moat they had not seen.

Many, coming overland from our border country,

had never seen a great city, or the ocean. To these

I could be in some degree what libraries and picture-

galleries and lectures are so largely to you.

It had been my request that none but the class

should be my hearers, and this wish was generally

respected. I wanted (for qne reason) that the scholars

should feel sure I did this for them only.

However, some parents came who “thought they

should know what was being taught to their children,”
J

and some few who were not parents came (once)

because they knew it would not be agreeable to me—
these latter were not Western men— but very soon

I was let alone, opinions ranging from my being

held as “ an amiable lunatic for taking so much trou-

ble for nothing,” (!) to the warmest thanks from ,

parents and from men interested in the growth of

schools.

I had no plan or settled idea beyond the willing-

ness to give pleasure, and help forward inquiring

young minds by sharing with them my own reading.

And, knowing how isolated life in new States must

generally be, I felt it would be a real gain for them

to see in history and historical memoirs and writings

an inexhaustible mine of delightful reading, taken

merely as reading.

The first Friday, when I was formally installed at

the desk of the superintendent, (which he always

resigned to me, going himself “ among my scholars ”)

when I saw all those questioning eyes fixed on me, I

repented me of my rashness. A sudden sense of too

much responsibility clouded over every other percep-

tion. I had no fear but that I could interest them

and amuse them; for that indeed is always easy

enough.

But could I really help them forward ? Could I

help them to a resource against loneliness ? Could

I make clear to them what was real greatness in indi-

viduals as well as in nations ?

There was, however, no retreat. And in I plunged

where their lesson for that day had brought them, to

the beginning of 1500, and the reign of Frances the

First, of France. This was a good place to connect,

as 1492 is our first date, and, as I told them, illustrates

the curious injustice of fate which so often, in actual

life as in history, makes one to reap what was sowed

by another
;

for, as Emerson so pithily puts it,

“Columbus the navigator discovers the continent, but

Americus Vespucius the pickle-dealer puts his name

upon it.”

Then to keep more to their age, I told them of a

visit I had made one long summer day to the fine old

mountain castle of Bussy Bourbon, near Vichy, in South

France, already an old castle when the mother of

Francis took refuge there after the defeat of Pavia,

and where she remained during his long imprisonment

in Spain. The details of its strong towers and great

moat, with its drawbridge still in use, interested them
greatly

;
and the description of its gallery of family
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portraits, from Saint Louis through to the last Bourbon

of the old line. Henry the Fifth (Count de Cham-

bord) was an embodiment of what had been to them

merely a list of names.

The former universal distrust and reliance on force,

not on right or law, was shown not only by this forti-

fication of a residence, but by the village huddled

under one of its walls for protection. No outlying

* life was safe then any more than lately with them-

selves in this Indian country, where the fort on the

hill made safety for their village close by. But while

with us everything worked together to bring in safety

and law, there everything, for centuries, had been

dependent on individual caprice.

We had fancied walking down the straggling, un-

paved village street, and seeing nearer its small,

thick-walled, almost windowless houses— dark, damp,

unventilated nests of fever and rheumatisms, in pain-

ful contrast to the noble space and luxurious comfort of

; the castle. One could see why when those ignorant

people began to question this order of things they did

not reason, but destroyed.

A smell- of bread-baking drew us to the village

bakery, where we got some, intending to eat and be

refreshed for the long drive back to Vichy. We did

try to eat that bread, the baker-ess was looking on

so doubtingly, but it was impossible. Sour, bitter,

gritty and tough all at once, and made of nothing we

could recognize as flour, yet this forlorn stuff had

been carefully baked on a layer of still coarser mix-

ture, under the yard-long loaves. There was the

pate du pauvre
,
and there too were the village poor

eagerly waiting to get it
;

so old, so deformed by

labor and want, so sad a sight that our hearts grew as

heavy as the bread.

I told my class that poverty was a relative word in

our country, and that here in the Western new country,

where every one shares willingly, and each helps as

he can, there is no comprehension of the hopeless

state of the poor of the old world.

But this is off the track from Francis, who might

have been named Prince Fortunatus, for his birth

brought him so much, it seemed as though all the

fairies had combined to endow him. The throne of

France, health, beauty, fair talents and a pleasant

sort of nature which made him liked
;
his thinking

done for him by his loving and wise mother, Louise

of Savoy, who had much of that common sense and

gallant courage of a later member of her house, Victor

Emanuel, his best feelings warmly met and nourished

by the love of his charming, talented sister, Reine

Marguerite des Marguerites
,

as he fondly named
her, “ Queen Daisy of all Daisies

;

” the noble Bayard

his devoted friend— ought not this fortunate youth

to have made some good use of his life ? His reign

was gay and brilliant, but what of it lasted ? Even
the Field of the Cloth of Gold failed to keep peace

with England.

Close by all this splendor two plain figures come
out upon the historical canvas of that time. One, the

worn and disappointed old mariner, Columbus, his

useful and heroic life wearing away in poverty and long

imprisonment : these were his bitter portion for hav-

ing enriched Spain with a new world. They put on

the Royal Standard—
A Castilla y a Leon

Nuevo mundo dio Colon
,

and Columbus himself they put in prison— to their

everlasting shame.

His figure is disappearing. Just coming forward

is a young boy who has neither wealth nor power,

MARIE ANTOINETTE.

whose own parents can do so little for him that he

must leave home and get his food from house to

house by his music
;
and so, among his music-loving

fellow-Germans the young Luther makes, unaided, his

first appearance.

Of these three lives what has outlasted ?
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Absolutely nothing of Francis survives. His throne

and the “ right divine ” to rule are things of the past.

The larger idea of the divine right of each man to

justice and liberty of thought and action has replaced

it. But it has required eighteen centuries for that

brief sentence, “ Do unto others as you would be

done by,” to be recognized as the only stable corner-

stone of government. The old castle of Francis

stands strong as ever, but the conditions of his time

MARIE ANTOINETTE IN PRISON.

are more impossible now than a fairy tale, while with

all Luther’s own faults, his teachings of personal lib-

erty and personal responsibility are to-day stronger

than any power of kings, and find their largest expres-

sion here in the land discovered by Columbus.
In this way we came down the ages. They found

life and color, and the same motives and passions as

ours of to-day in all these far-back people. They
felt the continuous chain of effort and progress,

and, I hope, realized that whether rewarded or not, it

was right and noble to live for others as well as for

one’s self. Coming to later days, there were so many

delightful examples of this to tell them, and “ all true

stories,” as the children say.

Even the story of the boy Casabianca was, I found,

not known to many of the class. But his own family

in Paris had not known of those verses until quite

recently. One of the ladies had told me so when I

expressed my satisfaction at being in their house and

meeting members of the family whose name was truly

a household word wherever the English language was

spoken. “ So you know of it in America too,” she

said, “ my poor little cousin ! we never dreamed he

was famous until an English lady told us, as you do,

that your nurseries were made obedient by telling

them of the boy who would not leave his post without

his father’s word !

”

The English lady had translated for them into

French, the verses, and so, in the third generation
,

1

the “poor little cousin” became introduced to his

own family as the boy counterpart of the Roman
sentinel at Pompeii.

A lady at the fort had Mrs. Hemans’ verses, and

they were part of each scholar’s memory before the

next Friday.

Any one who could, helped forward our class. The
young people reported our talks in their own fashion,

and any special point of interest to each became en-

larged and was often made very interesting by out-

side discussion.

One of the officers had a good and large photo-

graphic collection of foreign views, buildings and

portraits, and sent me these, with his fine glass for

exhibiting them, to use for the class.

These, however, I would not move from my own
house, but invited my young people to private views,

where we could also have more satisfactory fulness of

speaking than in the school, where, as I could not

mention either religion or politics, I was continually

hampered. For a narrow or a broad policy, and a

narrowing or an enlarging religion are the unhealthy

or healthy currents in the world’s growth. But at

home I was quite free, and I asked them to come to

me there for any fuller knowledge or explanation.

At Christmas I had had them all to a special kettle-

drum, and told them to remember the afternoon tea-

hour, and always come to me then.

The altered and humane treatment of the poor and

the insane, of “ all prisoners, sick persons and young

children ”— three most helpless classes— made one of

our most useful and interesting talks
;
ranging from

the Crusades and the knights of Saint John through



to our sanitary commission and the Geneva-cross

) Congress.

And another talk they liked was on the value of

little services, “ the small, sweet courtesies of life,” as

aiding the health, and courage, and efficiency, of

those about us.

Some things I said and told them of pleased them

so much that, seeing the opportunity was ripe, I asked

Vf they would do me a favor ? something to gratify me
very much ?

And as they heartily agreed, I asked that for the

coming week, beginning as soon as the class was dis-

missed, and with each other, they should try each one

to do what was agreeable and helping to others, at

home and out of home— just as an experiment for

one week.

What visits this brought me from mothers ! The

wonder and thanks and the laughing, with the tears

starting too over the sudden shamefaced goodness of

careless or unruly children.

Those were happy visits to receive. It would have

been the millennium had the experiment lasted, but

they had made the trial once, and a good idea will

take root as surely as a bad one.

I would like to tell you more, but this is already far

too long for the space allotted me, and yet, looking

back on that time I see this is but husks, it is so con-

densed.

We began in the autumn
;
we grew into better

understanding all the time until the term closed at

the end of June, and with it ended our Fridays

together.

The last day I went to them quite regretfully.

There was something unusual in the effect of the room,

which I felt without exactly seeing. The desk on the

platform was always tidied for me,but this day no book
was left upon it, and fresh large sheets of white blot-

ing paper covered its whole surface. Three large

china vases adorned it, filled with garden flowers,

which are very hard to raise up there, and so more
than ever precious.

A conscious smile of satisfaction brightened all

their faces, and each girl had blue ribbons, while the

lads wore blue cravats.

This, then, was a fete in my honor, and my color was
adopted. All were in “ Sunday clothes.” Few of

the class could carelessly use their best things
;
they

had earned them, and knew their value. All this

touched me, and the little I had to say was a regret in

parting, which they felt was true.

Then a nice English-born lad, whose parents were

our pleasant neighbors, stepped forward, blushing,

but resolved, with a roll of paper, and a morocco
case (with more blue ribbon).

We were not the less Americans if we were at the

outermost place, among Indians, and walled in by

mountains. We were to have our speeches and our

presentation of a testimonial. And I have it and

use it sometimes, and shall always value this souvenir

of my young friends; some sugar tongs, and the

small ladle for the powdered sugar. The silver

things are very pretty against their blue satin cush-

ion, but the best part is the inscription—

“ FROM PRESCOTT SCHOOL.”

I sent over for my album, and had each one write

me their name and birthplace, and then came good-

bye, which proved to be for always, but we will not

forget one another, my class and I.
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WHEN THE GENTIANS BLOW.
»

By Elizabeth Cummings.

NOT in any garden close

Where the lily and the rose

In stately sweetness grow
;

But in some waste field, or nook,

Where you’d never think to look,

Do the gentians blow.

Radiant plumes of golden rod

Twixt the purple asters nod,

Red the sumacs glow,

All the corn is heaped in shocks,

And the blue birds fly in flocks,

When the gentians blow.

High o’er rustling sedges dun,

Swaying sun-flowers watch the sun

Fearing signs of snow

;

And the wandering cricket’s note

In the chill air seems to float

;

When the gentians blow.

MOTHER’S ROUND TABLE.

By Tarpley Starr.

YESTERDAY, just at sunset, the children came
running home as if something terrible was

after them. Will and Frank were in such hot haste
they dashed straight into mamma’s room, without so

much as rapping at the door
,
and up to the very lounge

where she was taking her evening nap, and both in

one breath panted out

:

“ O mother, now what do you think ?
”

“ Hats off, my boys,” mother returned as she
kissed the two warm, moist faces and pushed back
the damp hair. “Now let us hear— what is it ?

”

Both were talking at once, and so eagerly that she
could hardly catch a word, and while trying to make
out the mighty matter, in rushed Lloyd, who was
holding Elbe by the hand, and both these were talk-
ing so fast and so high that the four together made
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more chatter and clatter than twice four blackbirds.

, After Lloyd had his kiss, and little sister was snugged

in her arms, mamma said :
“ Now, one at a time.

You first, Lloyd.”

“ But, mother, Lloyd did it, and you know he

mustn’t brag," explained Frank, as he and Will

rushed pell-mell again into telling “how it was.”

“ Nor be ‘ loud ’ either !
” whispered mamma.

Lloyd blushed up very handsomely, but he was so

full and running over with what he had done, that it

was hard to keep quiet and let the others talk, and as

for little Miss Elbe, mamma had to put a gentle hand

on her small, rosy mouth to keep it shut. “ Now,

Frank, stop! Willie, you may speak.”

Master Will wanted no second invitation.

“ Mother, you know that dog of Mr. Stabler’s ?
”

“ Yellow dog !
” added Frank eagerly.

“ Big yellow dog ! ” put in Lloyd, with emphasis.

“ Great big yellow dog !
” chimed in Elbe.

“ Hush !” whispered mamma. “ Go on, Willie !

”

“ Web, mother, when we got to the large gate no-

body saw us
;
we opened it and went in, and had got

nearly up to the steps, when here comes this great old

bullock round the corner, pitching ”—
“ Pitching and tearing !

” said Frank, shaking his

head violently.

Mother’s “ hush !
” stopped the other open mouths.

“Web, mother, his mouth was that big (and Willie

took both hands, joined at the wrist and parted at the

tips, wide as he could stretch them ), and his eyes

were this big (
making a bub’s eye with his thumb and

forefinger) and just as round and red as a coal of

fire”—
“ Blazing fire !

” snorted Frank.

“ Hu-sh, Franky ! don’t interrupt !

”

“ And he came pitching and tearing at us with his

big old mouth open just ready to eat us up.”

“ Like ol’ wof ” —
• suggested Elbe.

“ Then we all started to run,” continued Willie,

“
’cept Lloyd — and what do you think he did,

mother?— he just stood right stock-still and looked

at this old bullock ”—
“ ’Tain’t bullock, Will, it’s bullhead,” Lloyd said.

“Web, this old bullhead he stood ^stock-still and

looked him full in the eyes, and then— what do you

think ?— Lloyd just pulled off his cap and made a low

bow to him!"
“ Now, mother, wasn’t that like a sure ’nough

knight ?
” interpolated Frank.

“ It was very brave in my boy !
” and mother

looked with proud pleasure into Lloyd’s glowing tace.
“ I’m glad he stood his ground. What become of

you children ?
”

“ Oh, we just put off !
” chuckled Frank in high glee.

“ We cut for the house, I tell you we did.”

“And left poor Lloyd and the dog to fight it out? ”

“Yes, mother. But uncle Phil came running up
with a big stick and thrashed him off pretty soon.”

“And I just wish he hadn’t come,” added Lloyd
proudly

;

“ I could Ve got rid of him myself !

”

This little incident with its divers versions and
divers opinions, was talked over till the children went
to bed. Frank finished by saying with a merry twin-

kle of his merry eyes :

“ We didn’t feel very much like knights ’bout that

time, did we, Will ?
”

“ I did then,” Lloyd answered. “ I didn’t feel a bit

of ‘ give in ’ about me. I’d just like to have some
nice little thing like that to do every day. Then I’d

be a true knight, wouldn’t I, mother?”

To-night they are all seated about the fire as usual.

Lloyd and his two brothers and Elbe. They have no

father, and the sweet, pale-faced mother is often not

strong enough to leave her room. Most of her days

she spends on the lounge. When she is able, she

hears the boys’ lessons. Elbe is too small to say

many lessons out of a book, but she is not too small

to listen to all the pretty stories that mamma tells the

boys in the long winter twilights, beside the wood
fire, before Sarah brings in the lamps.

The lounge is always right in front of this fire,

mamma leaning on her hand, half lying down, Elbe

on a low stool close in front, Lloyd in an arm-chair, a

little to one side, and the other boys each on a cricket

in the chimney corners.

To-night Master Will, who is fractious sometimes,

takes a fancy to Elbe’s seat, and pounces on it just as

that little lady is about to take it herself.

“ Now, Will, that’s not purlite, sir! Pay up your

apples, your three best, now, right away !
” laughs

Frank as Willie and small sister tug over the little

stool, pulling it to right and left.

“ Yes, sir !
” and Lloyd sprang up and faced about.

“ Yes, sir. You just give your little sister that cush-

ion this very minute— for shame at yourself, Will !

don’t you know she’s a girl ?
”

“Yes
;
and I don’t see why girls have to have all

the good things and boys mustn’t have nothing,” says

Master Will, beginning to rub his eyes.
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“ You don’t ! Well, they must have the good things

just because they are girls, that’s the why, sir ! Now,

mother, you see it’s nothing but bad company has

made Will do this, not a thing else. I must write

down one more rule, mustn’t I, mother ?
”

Here Lloyd stretched himself as high as he could

stretch, as if he felt ever so tall. He was only twelve

years old, but he was a manly, splendid little fellow

that often had to play father and big brother when

these little brothers forgot their good behavior.

“ Mustn’t I, mother ?
” he repeated, coming close to

the lounge, fixing Ellie on her seat, and sending Mas-

ter Will back to little Jacky Horner’s place.

“ That you must, my little knight !
” replied his

mother.

At this Lloyd stood almost on tiptoe, and swelled

up quite like a proud little toad.

His mother gave a sweet smile as she edged

room for him just in front of her on the lounge,

and patting him on the knee, said, “ My own little

Galahad !

”

Nothing delighted Lloyd so intensely as to have his

mother call him her Little Knight, or her Cavalier.

And his mother tried to keep this feeling warm in him

by giving him all the bravest books she could find,

and by telling him all the most beautiful stories of the

brave old times when the true knights went out to

fight for their fair ladies and to help all the poor wo-

men who had nobody to help them, and everybody

else that was weak and forlorn
;
and when they used

to bind themselves by an oath not to lie, or to do any-

thing base, or mean, or selfish.

And the little Lloyd’s head was so full of all these

things, that no stories he could hear or read could

make his heart beat so quickly, or the hot blood rush

up to his face, like the twilight stories his dear mother

would tell him of King Arthur and his battles and
his knights and his sword Excalibur, and the beautiful

hall built for him by the old magician Merlin.

“Yes, I must write down one more rule to-night,”

he went on very earnestly, “ and you must beg Elbe’s

pardon and pay up those three apples, Will. But
what’s the use of putting down your name, or of all

your promises, boy, if you do this way ? You’ll never
make a knight, never, if you’re a cry-baby and take
girls’ things away from them.”

“
I guess Will don’t even ’member what’s the name

of King Arthur’s sword,” says Frank, with quite a

flourish of his right hand.

Will was silent for a moment.

“I ’members it,” said Frank quickly; “it was— <

’twas— calamus. Wasn’t it, Lloyd ?
”

“ Calamus !
” repeated Will with a great laugh.

“ Why, boy, calamus is what you take for the stomach-

ache. Ha, ha ! fine for you, Master Franky.”
j

Ellie whispered to mamma, and then put one fore-

finger over the other and said “ x, x, x.”

“ Ex-cal-i-bur,” shouted both boys at once
;

“ that’s

the name, isn’t it, mamma ?
”

“ Yes, that’s right,” added Lloyd, with quite a large-

boy air. “And now let’s hear what else you both

know about it. Where did King Arthur get it ?
”

“ I reckon I know as well as you do, Mr. Lloyd,”

said Will, with a quick nod of his head
;

“ he got it out

of a pond, there’s where he got it.”

“Apond!" cried Lloyd. “A lake, Will! for gra-

cious’ sake don’t call it a pond. Don’t you remem-

ber there was a lovely lady who lived so quiet and

sweet under the waters, who wrought it for him ?

and ”—
“ And, oh, it was so beautiful !

” chimed in Frank.

“ All gold, and diamonds, and sparkles.”

“ So it ’ll most blind anybody,” added Ellie.

“ It was a cross-hilt,” said Lloyd, with a very im-

portant air, as if he was quite up to all sorts of swords

and brands. “ King Arthur saw it rise out of the

lake, all glittering and shining, and he rowed across

and took it. And on one side was ‘ Take me !
’ and

then you turned it over, and on the other side was
‘ Cast me away !

’ This made King Arthur ever so

sorry, but Merlin told him he wouldn’t have to cast it

away till after he had fought, oh, ever so much, and

whipped everything.”

Lloyd’s voice dropped suddenly as if he was think-

ing. After gazing in the fire very quietly for a few

minutes, he asked :

“ Mother, can’t anybody be a knight ’less he have

a sword and fight ?
”

“ That he can, my darling, the very noblest of

all knights
;

the true knight bears the dear cross,

and that is to put down all wars and fights in the

world.”

“ I wouldn’t be a knight ’less I could fight !

”

blurted out Master Willie.

“You come beg pardon now, Will, and get those

apples,” said Lloyd earnestly.

Will held back for a while, and pouted in a very

sul.en, bad-boy way, grumbling something; about its

being “ rather hard to beg pardon for nothing.”

But in a few minutes he came to himsell
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“ Make haste, Will, or you won't be knight any

more !
” urged Frank.

“ I know my boy would not have his name struck

from Mamma's Round Table for anything— would

he ?
" said the dear mother, reaching out her hand to

hijn.

Willie choked back all the bad humor that was up

in him, and springing forward, he fell on one knee, just

like the pictures of the grand old knights, and kissing

his little sister's hand, he said frankly,

“ I was wrong, Elbe, and I’m very sorry for it;

please forgive me."

Elbe threw her little arms around his neck, and

said :
“ I was wrong too, brother. " And his mother

was so charmed that she drew him close to her heart

and said :
“ Now, I am really proud of you, my boy

!

do you know that’s being a true knight?— and you

have made just as good fight as King Arthur ever

did, for you have conquered yourself to-night, Willie.

Any boy that can say 4 I was wrong,' is a brave boy

— and I am proud of my little ‘ Percivale !
' "

And off the young hero went to get the three apples

that he had to pay as a forfeit.

Now, in order to understand this little scene, we

must go back four nights before this one we are

speaking of, and see what happened.

After Sarah had lighted the lamps and set the table

close to her mistress's lounge, and the children were

seated around taking their dinner, Lloyd, whose

thoughts as you have seen, were full of knights and

all their grand doings, spoke suddenly :
“ Mother,

why can't Will and Frank and I be knights, just like

Sir Launcelot and all of those— this is a Round
Table, isn't it? and you can be our lady— can’t you ?

"

The mother smiled :
“ Yes, indeed." All day long

next day she was thinking of what Lloyd said, and

at last she came to the conclusion that it might be a

happy thought. So next evening, as soon as dinner

was over, Lloyd had down his pen, ink and paper,

and he and his mother set to work in good earnest,

the other boys and Elbe standing around watch-

ing with all their eyes, and listening with all their

ears. And this is what they did : Mother got a

heavy sheet of vellum paper from the secretary and

laid it on the table. Lloyd took his rule and pencil

and made two lines, one light, one heavy, on all

four sides, not in a square, but in an oblong. This

was for the border. Mother wrote at the top of the

page in Roman text:

A NEW ORDER OF KNIGHTS.

Then Lloyd, who wrote a capital hand for a lad,

set down in his largest and best style

:

mother’s round table.

So this was the name (after much talking about it

all day ) that they fixed upon. At one time they said

it should be The Boys' Round Table
;

then it was

to be The Round Table at Home. But at last all

agreed that nothing could be better than Mother’s
Round Table; and so it was named with clapping of

hands and great applause. Next came

the rules of the order.

These mother had been thinking about all day

long; so had Lloyd. But they knew there would be

rules to add day after day, so they only wrote down
those that came to mind, first leaving room to put in

any that might be forgotten just now, or overlooked,

or be thought of afterward.

Lloyd still held the sheet because his mother had

rather he would write out the rules after his own
fashion. She only gave him a hint now and then.

So now that the Order was written, and the name
just below it, Lloyd dipped his pen in the ink and

wrote :

NO BOY CAN BE A KNIGHT

I. If he is a coward, or a sneak, or a cry-baby, or

a stuck-up brag.

II. If he is selfish, or mean and low in his ways.

III. If he is loud, and rude, and coarse in his

manners.

IV. If he don’t take care of his mother and sisters

(if he’s got any ), and of every woman, old or young,

that wants help.

V. If he is not kind to poor dumb things, and to

all weak and helpless creatures.

VI. If he swears, or lies, or steals, and don’t say

he is sorry when he does anything bad.

VII. If he don’t keep his hair, and teeth, and fin-

ger nails clean, and look like a gentleman.

VIII. If he —

Here Lloyd stopped, because he could not remem-
ber any more. “ If he’s " — Just at this moment his
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mother looked over the sheet, and smiling, said :
“ You

have forgotten some prime things, Lloyd, but never

mind. We’ll have many more rules to put in day

after day. And you must ask all your little friends

to help you make out your rules.”

But Lloyd felt quite proud that he had gotten so far.

He held up the long sheet and waved it up and down

and cried out, “ Xow who’ll be a knight ?
”

The three little lookers-on shouted as one :

“ I will !

”

“ I will !

”

“ And me !

”

“Just boys, my little darling.” And Lloyd kissed

Elbe, and told her she must not be a boy
;
she was

to be their little queen, like mamma, and they were

to love her and wait on her.

This pacified little sister, and she looked on with

large eyes as mamma went to the mantel and took

from it an ivory cross wreathed with carven olive

leaves.

“ I will have no sword,” she said, “ for I want my
boys to be too brave tofight. Every vulgar clown can

do that. I want them to remember that every knight

is a cross-bearer. Kneel down now, my darlings, one

by one, and I will make you my own precious little

knights.”

Lloyd stepped forward and fell gracefully on one

knee, his head bowed, and mamma struck him on the

shoulder with the cross, and said,

“ Rise, Sir Knight !

”

Then came Will, then Frank.
“ My three brave boys,” exclaimed mamma, kissing

each on the cheek. “ Now join hands.”

They did so. Then she took the cross and laid

it so that it rested gently on each clasped hand, and

made them say after her, each young head bowed

meekly,

“ Pray God bless us and make us good boys and

true knights for Christ’s sake. Amen.”

Then each boy bowed his head yet lower and

pressed his lips to the dear cross.

After this they sat at the table and wrote their

names. Lloyd’s first, in one corner of the vellum

sheet, and while mamma was looking in the closet

for a walnut frame that she was sure would “ fit ex-

actly,” so that the rules could be hung upon the wall,

there was lively talk going on among the signers as to

what great things they’d have to do to prove that

they were “ sure ’nough knights.”

They made several little by-laws for themselves, at

which mamma laughed very sweetly to herself, and

then it was that they fixed upon the forfeits they

would have to pay if they forgot their pledge or failed

to keep it.

This is why Sir Willie has to come down so

gracefully to-night to his darling little sister, and why
he has to “ pay her up ” those three apples.

After Sarah brings in the light, Lloyd gets down
his Rules, and fills out his eighthly, if he keeps bad

company.

Suddenly he looks up. “ But, mother, I tell you

who is first-rate company, Dick Stabler
;
and he says

he wants to be a knight and to hear you tell all about

King Arthur and all his knights. Will you tell him,

and may we let him join ? He’s coming here to-mor-

row night.” -

“ Of course, my child. You must try to make your

list of knights just as long as you can get it. I’d like

every boy in this land to join us, or every boy’s home
to have a Mother’s Round Table in it.

EYES.

By Grace H. Duffield.

THERE are eyes of black, and blue, and gray,

And eyes of sunny brown

,

The great black eyes look, fearless, up,

And the sky-blue eyes look down.

And some look cross and some look sad,

And some look laughing too,

But all look love to mamma’s eyes,

Black, brown, or gray, or blue.



TWO PERSIAN SCHOOLBOYS.

By Mary J. Safford.

AKE, Otanes, wake,

the Magi are sing-

ing the morning hymn
to Mithras. Quick, or

we shall be late at the

exercises, and father

promised,if we did well,

we should go to the

chase with him to-day.”

“ And perhaps shoot a lion. What a feather in our

caps that would be ! Is it pleasant ?
”

Smerdis pulled open the shutters that closed the

windows, and the first rays of the sun sparkled on

the trees and fountains of a beautiful garden beyond

whose lofty walls appeared the dwellings and towers

of a mighty city. Already the low roar of its traffic

reached them while hurrying on their clothes to join

their companions in the spacious grounds where they

were trained in wrestling, throwing blocks of wood at

each other to acquire agility in dodging the missiles,

the skilful use of the bow, and various other exercises

for the development of bodily strength and grace.

A few minutes later the two brothers, Smerdis and

Otanes, with scores of other lads, ranging in age from

seven to fourteen years, were assembled in a vast

playground, surrounded on all sides by a lofty w*

The playground of a large boarding-school ?

It almost might be called so, but the pupils of this

boarding-school were educated free of expense to

their parents, and it received only the sons of the high-

est nobles in the land. This playground was attached

to the palace of Darius, King of Persia, who reigned

twenty-four hundred years ago, and these chosen boys

had been taken from their homes, as they reached the

age of six years, to be reared “ at his gate/’ as the

language of the country expressed it.

Otanes and Smerdis were sons of one of the highest

officers of#the court, the “ear of the king,” or, as he

would now be called, the Minister of Police. Hand-

some little fellows of eleven and twelve, with blue

eyes, fair complexions, and curling yellow locks, their

long training in all sorts of physical exercises had

made them stronger and hardier than most lads of

their age in our time. Though reared in a palace, at

one of the most splendid courts the world has ever

seen, the boys were expected to endure the hardships

of the poorest laborer’s children. Instead of the gold

and silver bedsteads used by the nobles, they were

obliged to sleep on the floor
;

if the court was at

Babylon, they were forced to make long marches under

the burning sun of Asia, and if, to escape the intense

” ting removed to his summer palaces at
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Ecbatana and Pasargadae, situated in the mountain-

ous regions of Persia, where it was often bitterly cold,

the boys were ordered to bathe in the icy water of the

rivers flowing from the heights. In place of the

dainty dishes and sweetmeats for which Persian cooks

were famous, they were allowed nothing but bread

water, and a little meat ;
sometimes to accustom them

to hardship they were deprived entirely of food for a

day, or even longer.

On this morning the exercises seemed specially long

to the two brothers, full of anticipations of pleasure

;

out finally the last block of wood was hurled, the last

arrow shot, the last wrestling match ended, and the

boys, bearing a sealed roll of papyrus, containing a

leave of absence for one day, hurried off towards

home.

Their father’s palace stood at no great distance

from the royal residence, on the long, wide street

extending straight to the city gates, and like the houses

of all the Persian nobles, was surrounded by a beau-

tiful walled garden called a paradise, laid out with

flower-beds of roses, poppies, oleanders, ornamental

plants, adorned with fountains, and shaded by lofty

trees.

The hunting party was nearly ready to start, and
the courtyard was thronged. Servants rushed to and
fro bearing shields, swords, lances, bows and lassos,

for a hunter was always equipped with bow and
arrows, two lances, a sword and a shield. Others

held in leash the dogs to be used in starting the game.
The enormous preserves in the neighborhood of

Babylon were well-stocked with animals, including

stags, wild boars, and a few lions. Several noblemen
clad in the plain hunting costume always worn in the

chase, were already mounted, among them the father

of the two lads, who greeted them affectionately as

they respectfully approached and kissed his hand.

“ Make haste, boys, your horses are ready. Take

only bows and shields— the swords and lances

will be in your way
;
you must not try to deal with

larger game than you can manage with your arrows.”

“ May we not carry daggers in our belts too,

father?” cried Otanes eagerly. “They can’t be in

our way, and if we should meet a lion ”—
A laugh from the group of nobles interrupted him.

“ Your son seeks large game, Intaphernes ! ’’exclaimed

a handsome officer. “ He must have better weapons

than a bow and dagger, if
”—

The rest of the sentence was drowned by the noise

in the courtyard, but as the party rode towards the

gate Intaphernes looked back :
“ Yes, take the dag-

gers, it can do no harm. Keep with Candaules.”

The old slave, a gray-haired, but muscular man,

with several other attendants, joined the lads, and

the long train passed out into the street and to-

ward the city gates. Otanes hastily whispered his

brother :
“ Keep close by me, Smerdis

;
if only we

catch sight of a lion, we’ll show what we can do with

bows and arrows.

The sun was now several hours high, and the streets,

lined with tall brick houses, were crowded with people

— artisans, slaves, soldiers, nobles and citizens, the

latter clad in white linen shirts, gay woollen tunics

and short cloaks. Two-wheeled wooden vehicles,

drawn by horses decked with bells and tassels, litters

containing veiled women borne by slaves, and now
and then, the superb gilded carriage, hung with silk

curtains, of some royal princess passed along. Here

THE BOYS HURRIED OFF TOWARD HOME.
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and there a heavily laden camel moved slowly by, and

the next instant a soldier of the king’s bodyguard

dashed past in his superb uniform— a gold cuirass,

purple surcoat, and high Persian cap, the gold scab-

bard of his sword and the gold apple on his lance-tip

flashing in the sun.

High above the topmost roofs of even the lofty

towers on the walls rose the great sanctuary of the

Magi, # the immense Temple of Bel, visible in all

quarters of the city, and seen for miles from every

part of the flat plain on which Babylon stood. The

huge staircase wound like a serpent round and round

the outside of the building to the highest story, which

contained the sanctuary itself and also the observatory

whence the priests studied the stars.

Otanes and Smerdis, chatting eagerly together, rode

on as fast as the crowd would permit, and soon reached

one of the gates in the huge walls that defended the

city. These walls, seventy-five feet high, and wide

enough to allow two chariots to drive abreast, were

strengthened by two hundred and fifty towers, except

on one side, where deep marshes extended to their

base. Beyond these marshes lay the hunting-grounds,

and the party, turning to the left, rode for a time over

a smooth highway, between broad tracts of land sown

with wheat, barley and sesame. Slender palm-trees cov-

ered with clusters of golden dates were seen in every

direction, and the sunbeams shimmered on the canals

and ditches which conducted water from the Eu-

phrates to all parts of the fields.

Otanes’ horse suddenly shied violently as a rider,

mounted on a fleet steed, and carrying a large pouch,

dashed by like the wind.

“ One of the Augari bearing letters to the next sta-

tion !
” exclaimed Smerdis. “ See how he skims

along. Hi ! If I were not to be one of the king’s

bodyguard, I’d try for an Augar’s place. How he

goes ! He’s almost out of sight already.”

“ How far apart are the stations ? ” asked Otanes.
“ Eighteen miles. And when he gets there, he’ll

just toss the letter bag to the next man, who is sitting

on a fresh horse waiting for it, and away he'll go like

lightning. That’s the way the news is carried to the

very end of the empire of our lord the King.”
“ Must be fine fun,” replied Otanes. “ But see,

there’s the gate of the hunting-park. Now for the

lion,” he added gayly.

“May Ormuzdf save you from meeting one, my
*The Magi were the Persian priests,

t The principal god of the Persians.

young master,” said the old servant Candaules.
“ Luckily it’s broad daylight, and they are more apt

to come from their lairs after dark. Better begin
with smaller game and leave the lion and wild boars

to your father.”

“ Not if we catch sight of them,” cried Otanes,

settling his shield more firmly on his arm, and urging

his horse to a quicker pace, for the head of the long

train of attendants had already disappeared amid the

dark cypress-trees of the hunting park. The immense
enclosure stretching from the edge of the morasses

that bordered the walls of Babylon far into the coun-

try, soon echoed with the shouts of the attendants

beating the coverts for game, the baying of the dogs,

the hiss of lances and whir of arrows. Bright-hued

birds, roused by the tumult, flew wildly hither and
thither, now and then the superb plumage of a bird

of paradise flashing like a jewel among the dense
foliage of cypress and nut-trees.

Hour after hour sped swiftly away
;
the party had

dispersed in different directions, following the course

of the game
;
the sun was sinking low, and the slaves

were bringing the slaughtered birds and beasts to the

wagons used to convey them home. A magnificent

stag was among the spoil, and a fierce wild boar, after

a long struggle, had fallen under a thrust from

Intaphernes’s lance.

The shrill blast of the Median trumpet sounded

thrice, to give the first of the three signals for the

scattered hunters to meet at the appointed place, near

the entrance of the park, and the two young brothers

who, attended by Candaules and half a dozen slaves,

had ridden far into the shady recesses of the woods,

reluctantly turned their horses’ heads. No thought

of disobeying the summons entered their minds—
Persian boys were taught that next to truth and cour-

age, obedience was the highest virtue, and rarely was

a command transgressed.

They had had a good day’s sport; few arrows

remained in their quivers, and the attendants carried

bunches of gay plumaged birds and several small

animals, among them a pretty little fawn. “ Let’s go

nearer the marshes
;
there are not so many trees, and

we can ride faster,” said Otanes as the trumpet-call

was repeated, and the little party turned in that direc-

tion, moving more swiftly as they passed out upon

the strip of open ground between the thicket and the

marshes. The sun was just setting. The last crimson

rays, shimmering on the pools of water standing here

and there in the morasses, cast reflections on the
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tall reeds and rushes bordering their margins.

Suddenly a pretty spotted fawn darted in front of

the group, and crossing the open ground, vanished

amid a thick clump of reeds. “ What a nice pet the

little creature would make for our sister Hadassah !

”

cried Otanes eagerly. “ See ! it has hidden among

the reeds
;
we might take it alive. Go with Candaules

and the slaves, Smerdis, and form a half-circle beyond

the clump. When you’re ready, whistle, and I’ll ride

straight down and drive it towards you
;
you can easily

catch it then. We are so near the entrance of the

park now that we shall have plenty of time
;
the third

signal hasn’t sounded yet.”

Smerdis instantly agreed to the plan. The horses

were fastened to some trees, and the men cautiously

from his saddle, while the horse, free from its rider,

dashed, snorting with terror, towards the park entrance.

“ A lion ! A lion !
” shrieked the trembling slaves,

but Smerdis, drawing his dagger, ran towards the

place where his brother had fallen, passing close by

the body of the fawn which lay among the reeds with

its head crushed by a blow from the lion’s paw.

Candaules followed close at the lad’s heels.

Parting the thick growth of stalks, they saw, only

a few paces off, Otanes, covered with blood, lying

motionless on the ground, and beside him the dead

body of a half-grown lion, the boy’s arrow buried in

one eye, while the blood still streamed from a lance-

wound in the animal’s side.

Smerdis, weeping, threw himself beside his brother,

THE HUNTING PARTY WERE NEARLY READY TO START.

and at the same moment Intaphernes, with several

nobles and attendants, attracted by the cries, dashed

up to the spot. The father, springing from the sad-

dle, bent, and laid his hand on the boy’s heart.

“ It is beating still, and strongly too !
” he exclaimed.

“ Throw water in his face
!
perhaps ” —

Without finishing the sentence, he carefully exam-

ined the motionless form. “ Ormuzd be praised

!

He has no wound
;
the blood has flowed from the lion.

See, Prexaspes, there is a lance-head sticking in its

side. I believe it’s the very beast you wounded early

in the day.”

The officer whose laugh had so vexed Otanes,

made a wide circuit, passed the bed of reeds, and

concealed themselves behind the tall rushes beyond.

A low whistle gave Otanes the signal to drive out the

fawn.

Smerdis and the slaves saw the lad straighten him-

self in the saddle, and with a shout, dash at full speed

towards the spot where the fawn had vanished. He
had almost reached it when the stiff stalks shook
violently, and a loud roar made them all spring to

their feet. They saw the brave boy check his horse

and fit an arrow to the string, but as he drew the

bow, there was a stronger rustle among the reeds
;
a

tawny object flashed through the air, striking Otanes



stooped over the dead lion and looked at the broken

shaft.

“ Ay, it’s my weapon ;
the beast probably made its

way to the morass for water
;

but, by Mithras !
* the

lad’s arrow killed the brute
;
the barb passed through

the eyeball into the brain.”

“ Yes, my lord,”
,

cried old Candaules eagerly,

“ and doubtless it was only the weight of the animal,

which, striking my young master as it made its spring,

* The Persian god of the sun.

hurled him from the saddle and stunned him. See !

he is opening his eyes. Otanes, Otanes, you’ve killed

the lion !

”

The boy’s eyelids fluttered, then slowly rose, his

eyes wandered over the group, and at last rested on

the dead lion. The old slave’s words had evidently

reached his ear, for with a faint smile he glanced

archly at Prexaspes, and raising himself on one elbow,

said :

“ You see, my lord— even with a bow and dagger !

”
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BO BE TTE.

By Mary M. Edmunds.

gloomy old building standing

guard, apparently, over the scattered

houses of a fishing hamlet which lies below,

close in under the shelter of the cliffs. At low tide

there is a long flat stretch of sand before it, and the

broad ocean beyond. Only the lover of wild bleak

pasture lands, straight cliffs, and a cold, restless sea,

could find any attraction in the view
;
yet there are

those who love its very grayness and unbounded

breadth.

The house is more like fortress than dwelling, with

massive walls and narrow slit-like windows
;

but

there is one grand outlook from the landing of the

staircase, and this was evidently appreciated, as the

dark polished cherry of the window-seat bore many
scratches from long buttoned aprons and small hob-

nailed shoes.

At this moment a child was slowly climbing the stair-

case toward her favorite nook. The window was just

broad enough for her to sit with her little feet straight

out before her, and to place her doll bolt upright with

her back against the wall. They sat there face to

face, the large wax doll dressed in baby clothes, and

wrapped in a white capuchin, or long cape, and peaked

hood, which stood up very erect on her head
;
the

child as motionless as her companion, her hands

clasped over her white apron, and only the hem of

her short black dress showing below. Her dark hair

was drawn back with a round comb and hung down

her back in heavy braids. Her eyes too were dark

and very clear, and were resting thoughtfully on the

tossing sea. A stiff gale was blowing from off shore,

and as the tide crept in the waves were caught and

buffeted about and almost driven back over the

sands. There was a great white ship in the offing,

its masts and sails in strange foreshortened angles as

it beat up against the wind. It seemed more like

some phantom than anything earthly and filled with

life.

The beach below was deserted
;
the fishing boats

were out in spite of the storm, the babies all safe at

home with their mothers, and the children at school

— and Bobette sat on alone and idle, and gazed at

the white wing-like sails and the sea.

Presently she sighed and turned her head. The

hall below, too, looked dark and solitary
;
there was

not a sound in the house. She glanced at the doll sit-

ting opposite her; the blue eyes gazed back at her

blankly; there was no sympathy in the waxen face.

Bobette’s eyes wandered back to the ocean, and

she gave a long, deep sigh. Her eyelashes rose and

fell more and more slowly, and even rested for an

instant now and then on her cheek
;
but she roused

herself presently, rearranged dolly’s curls and peaked
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cap, then slid down from her seat and slowly

descended the stairs. She crept on tiptoe across the

silent hall and into the dining-room, and stood doubt-

ful, for an instant, before the great mahogany side-

board. On it was a plate heaped high with square

chunks of gingerbread, and a silver basket of fruit;

but Bobette passed on through a parlor where the

shutters were closed and the curtains drawn. Beyond

was a sleeping room, and into this Bobette looked

from the door.

On a sofa lay a woman asleep, her long fair hair

hanging off over the cushions to the floor. Her black

dress was very long and clung closely to her, and one

blue-veined hand was pressed on the wet handker-

chiefs bound round her head.

Bobette did not fancy the heavy aromatic odors which

filled the room, and she beat a noiseless retreat.

She was never at a loss for resources
;
but that they

were at times somewhat questionable, was evident

when, ten minutes later, she cautiously opened the

door of a great square room in the second story of

the tower, and peeped down through the oak railing

of the staircase
;
a long skirt of brilliant rose-colored

silk rustled softly over the waxed floor, an exquisite

blue crepe shawl folded round the small shoulders was

tied in a hard knot behind and fell gracefully over

the train, and above the bright mischievous face was

an elaborate widow’s cap with long floating ends.

The way was still clear. Bobette lost no time in

escaping from the house and getting down the stone

steps to the beach as fast as her small size and the

rose-colored train would allow.

She went directly toward a small wooden house

standing quite alone, and climbed upon a ledge of

rock beside it, thus reaching the level of an open

window.

She looked in for a moment, then leaned her short

plump arms upon the sill and put her head inside.

The room was filled with rows of desks and

benches and sturdv-looking boys and girls. The

teacher was standing at the blackboard on the small

raised platform. A rustle increasing to general con-

fusion made her turn in surprise.

“ Why, Bobette !
” she cried, her eyes sparkling

with amusement, “what in the world are you doing

there ?
”

Bobette was only too glad to get into conversation.

She replied politely

:

“ How do you do ? What I’m doing is watching

Harvey. He’s making the rudder for our ship.”

This raised a shout of laughter, and all eyes turned

toward a fine-looking boy whose seat was directly in

front of Bobette.

“Well, Bobette,” the 'teacher said kindly, “you
see you are disturbing us now

;
we are not accus-

tomed to such gay little visitors. Get down and run

away.”

“ But I must speak to Harvey ! I can’t go away till

I do that,” said Bobette.

“ Harvey, you may go to the door for two minutes

to see what Bobette wants,” said the teacher dis-

creetly.

When Harvey appeared outside, he gave a low

whistle of surprise
;
but Bobette welcomed him rapt-

urously. “ Harvey !
” she cried enthusiastically,

“ when are we going to sail that ship ? Now ?
”

“ This is schooltime, Bobette !

”

“But let’s go now, Harvey— they couldn’t catch us,

and I’m lonely to-day. I couldn’t stay at home,

though I thought about what you said. I did try to

be good. But I should die if I tried any more, and

what would you do then,

Harvey ? Wouldn’t you

be sorry you said I

must ?
”

The boy was four

years older than Bob-

ette
;
he smiled a little,

then u n c 1 a p s e d her

hands which were tight-

ly holding his.

“ Poor Bobette !

We’ll go to the pond and

sail our boat to-night.

Where’ll you be ? Are

you going home now ?
”

asked the boy.

“ Oh, no !
” the child

said decidedly ;
“ no-

body knows where I am !

Mamma was asleep, and

Betsey up in her room,

and Anthony was out.”

When Bobette was left

alone she wandered on,

her head turned to watch

her sweeping skirts. She was passing the little*

weather-beaten stone church when she ran against

the rector, and both stopped in bewilderment.

Mr. Abert was a quiet, scholarly little man, with a
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clear pale face, and kindly, very nearsighted eyes.

He had been reading as he walked and did not at

first recognize in this gay apparition his small friend

Bobette, but there was no mistaking her merry laugh.

After a few explanations, Bobette slipped her hand

into his, and they walked gravely away together to

the rectory.

Bobette established herself in a deep arm-chair by

the table, and looked over the great illustrated Don

Quixote for the fiftieth time, while Mr. Abert was

writing.

“Come, now, Bobette,” said he, when at last his

letters were sealed and stamped, “ let us go out, for I

“ And now it is over three years !
” said the rector

absently, after a pause.

“Yes, three years,” repeated Bobette; “I cannot

do it any more years. You don’t know, so you think

me a very naughty girl. But see how it is. This

morning, when I was fast asleep in the dark, mamma
came into my room and said it was dear papa’s day,

and I must jump up quick and not wait for Betsey.

And my bath was so cold it frightened me awake.

Mamma was crying, and that made her pull my hair

and tangle it with the comb. Then the chapel was

so dark and lonely ! While I knelt there beside

mamma, I saw a wee fairy, all in white, playing under

think the sun is going to shine. How is mamma
to-day ?

”

“ Oh, mamma ”— the child began doubtfully
;
“ you

know this is a very bad day for us. Mamma is not

ever well on this day.”

“ Not well ?
” Mr. Abert repeated, stopping short at

the garden gate. “ Perhaps I had better step up

and see her ?
”

“ Oh, no !
” cried Bobette

;

“ don’t you know what

day this is ?”

The rector looked puzzled :
“ This is Thursday, I

believe.”

“ Ah,” said Bobette, shaking her head impatiently,

“it’s paj^’s death’s day— the day when he didn’t

come home. I hate it!” the child cried passionately

;

M
I wish papa had not gone away ! I do !

”

the curtain at the door, and when mamma prayed

that papa would come home again, and not be dead,

I screamed, because then the fairy became a ghost.

Betsey said it would come if I did the least wrong

thing. That frightened mamma, and I had to eat my
bread and milk alone, because we must fast all to-day.”

“ But did you pray too, Bobette ?
” asked the rec-

tor, looking thoughtfully at the child.

“Yes; I prayed God to please bless papa, and

take good care of him if he is alive, and if he is in

Heaven to please make us forget about him and not

be sad any more. Mamma read prayers in the chapel

with Betsey and' Anthony too— then she fainted

away, so we stopped.”

Bobette wound up her lengthy recital in the most

matter-of-fact tone.
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They had now seated themselves on a piece of

driftwood under the shelter of an old boat.

“ But,
5
’ said Bobette, “ it was very nice that she

fainted, for Betsey said it was the best thing she

could do, and she’s asleep now. Look, there comes

a man !

”

A stranger, an extremely tall, finely built man, with

a face almost hidden by thick, but closely cut whiskers,

was making his way toward them from the promon-

tory which separated this beach from the large harbor

beyond. He gave an amused glance at the small

grotesque rose-colored figure in its widow’s cap, sit-

ting beside the clergyman as he passed ;
and on

second thought he stopped and turned back.

“You don’t often have these hard gales off the

land, I fancy ?
” he said inquiringly. His voice had

a pleasant hearty ring.

“ Not often, but this has lasted some time,” Mr.

Abert replied.

“ Indeed ? I hope it will blow itself out by sunset.

You’ve found a nice cosey shelter for a seat. Whose

child are you, gay little gypsy ?
”

Bobette surveyed him reflectively. Of this form

of address she did not approve. She replied pres-

ently, with quiet composure :

“ Child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of

heaven.”

The stranger’s great black eyes opened wide in

astonishment; then he gave an odd little laugh.

“ But how is it about the pomps and vanity of this

wicked world ? ” he asked slyly. “ Has not that part

of your education been a little bit neglected ? Eh ?
”

Bobette looked slightly taken aback.

“ Never mind, my dear,” the stranger went on

quickly. “ You probably follow the edifying example

of King Solomon arrayed in all his glory— I doubt

if he was as picturesque in the general effect.^

Bobette ventured no reply.

“ Would you favor your humble admirer with a

kiss ?
” he asked, bending towards her with an amused

smile.

Bobette drew back haughtily towards her friend.

“ No, I would not,” she replied.

The stranger’s smile vanished. “ Is this your little

daughter ?
” he asked of the rector.

“ No ;
it is the daughter of Godfrey Gillespie who

was lost at sea some years ago — before I came to

this parish,” the rector replied somewhat stiffly.

“ Ah, indeed,” said the stranger.

He turned away and walked on. Bobette raised

her head from Mr. Abert’s shoulder whex

hidden it, and looked after him.
“ Man,” she called suddenly, “ come back !

”

At this imperative command, he looked round,

smiled slightly, and obeyed. Bobette stood erect,

with one little hand stretched out toward him, an

expression of resolution in her face, her cap strings

flying in the wind.

“ I will kiss you,” she said gravely.

He bent forward, and she touched her lips to the

bit of sunburned cheek above his whiskers. The
man caught her in his arms and held her for an

instant, kissing her rosy mouth, then strode away
without a word, and Bobette sat down again behind

the boat.

“ He ought not to have done that,” said the clergy-

man
;

“ he ought not to have done anything of the

sort.”

“ Yes, he ought,” Bobette asserted, though her tone

was not disrespectful
;

“ I like that man.” Her eyes

were closely following him. Now she sprang up

again. “ Look !
” she cried anxiously. “ Could he

be going to see my mamma ?
”

The rector rose.

“Well,” he said, “you remember you told me
your mamma could see no one to-day.”

This seemed to relieve Bobette’s mind. “ Is it

four o’clock yet ? ” she asked. “ Then I must go.”

Harvey was sitting on the churchyard wall, wonder-

ing what had become of Bobette, when a voice called

breathlessly, “ Harvey, where’s our ship ?
”

“ It’s not finished yet. I didn’t get time enough

in school to-day. Take off that silk stuff—you can’t

do anything in that.”

But the little rose-colored widow shook her head

resolutely, and seized Harvey’s hand impatiently.

Back of the beach, separated from the salt sea by

high ridges of sand dunes, lay a fresh water lake

winding for some distance inland, and boasting of a

few gnarled trees along its shores.

Harvey and Bobette were soon rowing over this

water toward a small island where stood a famous

old tree. It must once have been the giant of the

moorlands, for the first branches grew out far above

the ground, but all the upper part had been carried

away by storms. The broad top, with the bare old

arms which had once been branches around it, was

the favorite resort of the boys of the fishing hamlet,

and to reach this lofty spot, Bobette had always

longed unspeakably.
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^ng, she was commanded to sit with closed

.nile Harvey’s preparations were made; but

“but i don’t want to get down,” said she.

she listened with suspended breath and rapturous
suspicions, while he climbed the tree by the notches
cut here and there for steps in the rugged bark.

When she was bidden to open her eyes, behold a

rope ladder reached from the ground to the top of

the tree !

“ Should you like to come up ? ” asked Harvey,
trying to speak in an indifferent tone. “ All you’ve

to do is to climb that ladder ! Are you sure you
dare?”

“ Sure,” Bobette replied.

“I’ll hold it steady— but you’ll have to take off

that long skirt.”

For this, Bobette was willing to relinquish her

silken trail. A deft bit of fingering, a funny little

squirm and kick, and it lay on the sand. Bobette

began the ascent bravely. It was by no means easy, as

the ladder swayed in the wind, and one round of

rope gave way and nearly let her fall
;
but the sturdy

little arms held on tight, and a merry scream of

laughter soon proclaimed she had reached the eyrie.

Harvey gave himself up to the enjoyment of her

childish delight in the fun. He hurried up and down
the swaying rounds in true sailor fashion— now for

the provisions, in the shape of cookies and nuts, now
for a supply of pebbles for missiles in case of sudden

attack, and again for a flask of water to use during

the siege. But the ladder was unfortunately an old

one which had been washed ashore during a storm.

There was more than one unheeded warning as a

strand gave way here and there
;
then, suddenly, the

ropes parted altogether in mid air!

Harvey picked himself up quickly. He looked up

at Bobette, who laughed merrily, thinking it an

intentional part of the fun. He grew grave as he

began to realize the state of the case. Evidently, the

ladder had given out once for all, and how was

little Bobette to get down ?

“ What is it ?
” she asked quickly

;

“ did you hurt

you ?
”

“Not a bit. I'll be up there in a minute. I was

thinking how you’d get doWn.”

“ But I don’t wish to get down ! I’ve just got up,”

she cried cheerfully.

“ But the ladder’s broke !”

“ Nev£r mind
;

let’s stay up here all night.”

“ Bobette, I’ll have to go and get somebody to

help us. This rope’s as rotten as sand. I’m awfully

sorry I took you up there !

”

<c I’m not! I like it better’n I thought I should.

I can see— Harvey, don’t go— are you going?”

The little face under the widow’s cap was very grave

and anxious.
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Yes, Harvey was going. She was to be left alone

on the island.

“You must keep perfectly still till I come back,”

he said. “I don’t dare to wait— it’ll be dark before

long. I was a thoughtless boy to do this thing. I

wanted to give you a treat. But I might have known

girls ”—
Bobette’s eyes flashed. “ I won’t be called girls !

”

she cried. “ If I wished to, I’d get down in a minute,

but I don’t.”

“How?”
“ Climb down, same way all the boys do

;
I could !

”

“ Don’t you dare to try

it, Bobette ! Promise ?
”

The child smiled mis-

chievously.

“ Please, Bobette, say

you’ll sit down and be

quiet till I get back ?
”

Harvey asked pleadingly.

But Bobette would not,

and he had to go without

the promise. She stood

motionless until he was

out of sight. She thought

then of eating a cookey,

but remembered that the

reason she felt so hungry

was that this was fast day;

she thought of mamma
and laid it down untasted.

She looked down the

side of the tree where

Harvey had climbed up.

It was a dizzy height, but

her little head was a steady

one. Should she venture ?

She would have done exactly as Harvey asked, if he

hadn’t called her ‘ girls !
’ She let herself down cau-

tiously over the edge, and clung to the branches, dig-

ging her little shoes into the holes in the bark as

Harvey had done.

The sun had just set, and the cloudy sky grew

dark rapidly. Clinging fast, Bobette got down out of

reach of the branches
;
but now she was seized with

sudden fear. She thought she would give it up.

Her short arms could not reach round the trunk, and

in her excitement she could find no place to plant her

foot to raise herself an inch.

Small as she was, she knew her only chance was in

keeping cool. Slowly and cautiously she let herself

down again, little by little, but the dear safe ground

seemed hopelessly far away. Again her strong will

helped
;
she knitted her small brow, clung tight to

the bark, and reached down her foot. There was a

slip! A painful bruising of the skin on the little

hands and knees, a fearful rush through the air, ana

Bobette struck the ground. For a moment she lay

stunned, then was conscious of a strange dull pain in

one foot, doubled back beneath her. It became

intense when she tried to move. Still Bobette kept

a brave heart. Her clothes were hanging in tatters

around her, her cap was gone altogether, and part of

the blue shawl. Poor Bobette ! She could just

reach the rose-colored skirt
;
she dragged it over her

to hide the rents in her frock.

Hard it was to sit and wait. It was almost dark

on the water, and when, at last, there was a sound of

oars, and Harvey called anxiously, “ Bobette, are you

there — safe ?
” and she tried to speak, her voice was

choked with tears, and the answer was just a sob.

But when she saw the boat she suddenly calmed
;

for the stranger whom she had seen on the beach,

was rowing with Harvey, and in the stern sat Mrs.

Gillespie and Mr. Abert !

ALL THAT NIGHT LIGHTS BURNED IN GILLESPIE’S TOWER.
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Mr. Abert had waited until he was sure that his

little friend was safe, then he stood a moment longer

with old Betsey at the lower gate. She had been

all the afternoon longing for a listener to whom she

could free her mind.

“ Yes, it’s all come out right,” she admitted, “ but,

as I was about to say, I never really thought he was

drowned dead— and no mere he wasn’t. He do

say he was shipwrecked on a desert island, and all

that. It’s mighty queer if it is true, and she’s nearly |
worried her life out, appointing a day to weep and

mourn on, for to be his death-day, which she couldn’t

have certainly known to be right, anyway, you know.

And that Bobette did need a father over her, if ever

a child did !

”

But finding that Mr. Abert was out of hearing, old

Betsey closed and bolted the door.

Yet could it be mamma who sprang out so lightly ?

There was no widow’s cap hiding golden hair, noth-

ing but a shawl she had caught up in haste, and there

was the color of wild roses on her cheeks.

“Bobette, darling, how did you get down? Are

you hurt ?
” a torrent of questions came.

Still Bobette, huddling under the rosy silk, was

speechless. Her mother fell on her knees and put

her arms close round her child. “ Bobette,” she whis-

pered, “Bobette, God had heard our prayers— he has

come!”
“ Papa ?

” cried the child
;
then the strange dull

pain swept over her, and her eyelids drooped.

All that night lights burned in Gillespie’s Tower.

Little Bobette’s broken ankle had been set by her

papa’s own dexterous hand, and she was now, at last,

sleeping fitfully.
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OMAHA LEGENDS AND TENT- STORIES.
( With Notes by T. H. Tibbies.)

By Mrs. Susette Tibbles (Bright Eyes).

TO the readers of Wide Awake : These legends, a few

of which I have translated, are nearly the same in

every tribe— a little varied, it is true— but substantially the

same, which shows, I think, that they are of common origin.

These which I have translated, are as told by the Omaha
tribe. I have written them down just as they were told to

me by my father, mother and grandmother, only of course I

have translated them into English.

I wish I could have written the music of the songs. I think

they are beautiful. I have heard some of your finest singers,

but nothing I ever heard from them has touched me so pro-

foundly as the singing of the Indians. The tears fill my eyes

as I listen to their wild, weird singing, and I can never seem to

tell myself why.

Among the Omahas, and I suppose in all the tribes, there are

men and women,, who, though they are not professional story

tellers, yet as they can tell stories and legends so much better

than any one else, are often invited by families to come visiting

for the sole purpose of story-telling. The best story-teller that

I know of in the tribe is “ Onidabi.” Last winter our family

took a four days’ journey, and with us travelled this man.

Evening after evening we gathered round the fire to hear him

tell stories, the tent so full that it could not hold another per-

son, and we laughed till the tears came as he told story after

story in rapid succession, with such inimitable gestures and

changes of tone, that it would have been a study for any of your

most accomplished elocutionists, and one by which they might

have profited. Any one standing outside the tent and not

knowing what was going on within, would have declared that he

heard a conversation carried on by several people, when in reality

it was only one person speaking, so perfectly did he imitate the

tones of old men, women and children. He did not have to

say of his characters, “ the old man said this, the young warrior

this,” or “ the little boy said this,” but we knew at once by the

tone of his voice, who was speaking. When we went to bed at

night we would be as tired from laughing as though we had

been hard at work all day.

My mother told me that one of the stories I have written out,

was told her by an old man when she was a little child, and

that it was her delight after coaxing her mother to get a nice

supper, to go to the old man’s tent and invite him to supper.

When he came she would wait on him herself, and when he

had finished eating, she would say :
“ Grandfather, please tell

me a story!” The old man would pretend to be very reluc-

tant at first, for the pleasure of having her coax him, and then

he would comply with story after story from those strange
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legends, while she listened with rapt attention, until my grand-

mother bade her get ready for bed.

I never read any of your “ Mother Goose Rhymes ” until I

was grown up, and I used to be inclined to feel sorry sometimes

that I had missed them in my childhood ;
but if I had known

them, I should probably have never known the nursery stories

of my own people, and so I am satisfied.

Mv grandmother tells exactly the same old stories and sings

the same queer little songs to my sister’s children that she

used to sing to us when we were babies, and only yesterday

when I asked her to tell me a story, she laughed at me, and

made up a funny little song which she sang to her great grand-

son, aged six months, telling him about his big auntie who

wanted to be told a story as though she were a baby like him.

How often I have fallen asleep when a child, with my arms

tight around my grandmother’s neck, while she told me a story,

only I did not fall asleep till the story was finished. When

thinking of those old days— so happy and free, when we

slept night after night in a tent on the wide trackless prairie,

with nothing but the skies above us and the earth beneath

;

with nothing to make us afraid; not even knowing that we

were not civilized, or were ordered to be by the government

;

not even knowing that there were such beings as white men

:

happy in our freedom and our love for each other— I often

wonder if there is anything in your civilization which will

make good to us what we have lost. I sometimes think not,

unless it be the wider, fuller knowledge of God and his Word
But I am straying from my subject. Thinking of these legends

brought back the old days co vividly. I wish I could gather

up all the old legends ?nd nursery songs so that they could

live after we were dead, but some of them are so fragmentary

and nonsensical that I hesitate.

In reading these legends, I hope my readers will try to

imagine thenqtSelves in a tent, with the firelight flaming up now

and then/V throwing weird effects of light and shadow on the

eager listening faces, and seeming to sympathize and keep pace

with the story ;
and how we have had only these legends and

stories in place of your science and literature. After all, that

is only what your forefathers had before the days of books, and

perhaps remembering that will make your thoughts more

charitable toward a people having no literature.

These legends have never been published, with the excep-

tion of one which was published in The Critic. I have taken

them down fresh from the lips of my father, mother and grand-

mother. I suppose legends something like them have been

published from time to time by people from other tribes.

These are Omaha legends. Bright Eyes.

I.—THE BABES IN THE WOODS.

Once on a time
,

1
there stood a tent all alone by itself

in the woods, and in it lived a man, his wife, and

their two children, a little girl and boy. One morning

he combed his wife’s hair
2
carefully, braided it, painted

1. “Once on a time,” Ags/ke, the word with which Indian legends

begin, “ one time,” or “ once on a time,” just like the English phrase.

2. “ Combed his wife’s hair.” In many tribes the men always comb

their wives’ hairand braid it. They use for this purpose a brush made

of small twigs of stiff grass.

red the parting of her hair, and painted red her cheeks.

Then he started out to hunt all day.

He killed a deer and brought it home with him at

night. When he saw his wife he saw that her hair,

which he had combed so smoothly on starting out, had

become all rumpled, and was in a sad state, while

nearly all the paint had been rubbed off her cheeks.

He wondered at it, but made no comment.

The next day he combed his wife’s hair as usual

and started out again. When he came home at

night with more game, he noticed again that her hair

was rumpled and the paint gone. Still he kept silent.

On the third day, the same things occurred as on

the two preceding days. Un the fourth morning
,

3 the

man said to himself, I wonder what the meaning of

all this is ? After he had combed her hair he started

out apparently to hunt as before, but when he had

gone a little way he turned back and hid near the

tent, in order to find out what his wife did that

disordered her hair so. After a while his wife came

out of the tent and walked away through the woods.

He followed her, concealing himself as he went, lest

she should turn and see him.

Of a sudden a bear came out from the thick under-

growth, and going up to her, took her head in his two

great paws and commenced to pat it from side to side

as though it were a ball. Too frightened to stop to

think that his wife, finding the bear harmless, might

have been amusing herself with it in his absences,

he raised his bow and shot at the bear, but the

arrow struck her as well as the bear, and killed

her. When he saw her lying there dead, h,£ realized

what he had done, and was horror-struck.

“ No one must ever know what I have done,”

he said to himself.

On his starting out he had taken some meat,

for his noonday meal, and this he hurriedly cut into

strips, convenient for eating, and hung on the branches

of a tree, near where the body of his dead wife

lay. Then he went back to his tent where his two

motherless children were at play. He said to them :

“You know that oak-tree, where your mother took

you once? On it you will find hanging some meat

which I have placed there for you to eat.”

The little girl who was older than her brother, took

him by the hand and started for the tree. When they

reached the tree, they found the meat hanging from

3.

“Fourth morning.” The number “four” is a sacred number
among Indians. In their religious legends things are always repeated

four times. It is also used as an indefinite.
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the branches as their father had said, but just as

they were about to eat it, the little girl caught sight

of her mother's body.

“ Oh ! brother," she said, “ father has killed our

mother."

Then they dropped the meat and went back to the

tent, but it was empty. Their father had deserted

them. The girl said :
“ Oh ! brother, our father has

left us, and we will follow his footsteps."

Then they followed his footsteps hand-in-hand,

until they came to a great camp full of people. And
the people of the place said to each other :

“ Whence

come these children all alone ? " and they said to the

children, “ Why are you come and what are you doing

here all alone ? " And the girl answered : “We are

following our father's footsteps. Did you see him pass

this way ? " And they said to the children, “ He
passed by here yesterday, and there are his footsteps

beyond."

Then the children travelled on again, hand-in-

hand, following their father's footsteps until they

came to another great camp. Here the people asked

them the same questions as had been asked them in

the first camp, and they made the same answers as

before. And they passed on again until they came to

the third great camp, and the same questions and

answers were given as before. The children passed

on until they came to a fourth great camp.

Then the people of this camp said to each other :

“ Whence come these children, and why are they all

alone ?
" And they said to the children :

“ Why are you come, and why are you travelling

alone by yourselves ?
"

The girl answered as before :

“ We are following our father's footsteps. Did

you see him pass this way ?
"

Then the people said to each other :

“ The man who came yesterday alone must be

their father whom they are seeking."

Then they brought the father before the children

and said to him :

“ Are these your children ?
"

The father said

:

“Take those children away out of my sight; I hate

them, for they killed their mother, and I left them to get

rid of them. Send them away !

"

Then the people said to the children :

“Your father says that you are bad children.

Go away from here ! We do not want you."

Then the children went hand-in-hand away from

the camp, and they came to a little tent that stood

by itself, far off from the main camp. An old

woman who was living all alone, came to the tent

door and saw the two children standing near, and
she said to them :

“ Oh
!
grandchildren, I am glad to see you, but

what are you doing here all alone ?

"

Then the children told her. all their story, and how
the people of the camps had told them to go away,

because they were so bad.

The old woman said, “ Come in and sit down
here!" And she gave them the guests’ place 4

in

the middle of the tent, and gave them something

to eat
;
and after they had eaten, she spread a robe

on the ground for them, and they went to sleep.

Now near the camp was a great body of water, so

wide that they could not see the farther shore.

While the children were asleep, the father said to the

people

:

“ Those children are monsters. If the tribe stay

here, I am afraid they will harm some of the people.

Come and let us go to the other side of this big

water, where they cannot reach us !

"

All the people believed him, and they got ready to

start, but before they started, they took glue-sticks 5

and stuck the children’s eyelids together while they

were asleep, to keep them from following. Then they

ordered the old woman not to awaken the children,

but to get ready to go with them. The old woman
after they had gone out, gathered together a quantity

of provisions, dug a pit near the sleeping children,

and, filling it with the provisions, covered it with

grass and earth, then followed the tribe as they

crossed the water. When the people were all gone

across the water, the little boy awoke first. He tried

to open his eyes and could not, and he called out :

“ Oh ! sister, I cannot open my eyes."

She said, “ Neither can I open my eyes."

As they lay there a mouse ran once across them and

back again, and they said nothing. Then the mouse

ran across them and back again. This time the

little girl said :

4.
u Guests’ place.” The place reserved for guests in an Indian

tent, is opposite the place of entrance. Those to whom they wish to

show respect or honor are invited to sit there.

5. “ Glue sticks.” In every Indian tent in the old time, there were

always “ glue sticks.” The glue is generally made from parts of the tur-

tle. A stick about two feet long, is put into it as it cools, and slowly

turned around until it sticks fast, in shape like an egg. The glue is

used to fasten the feathers on the arrows, and for other purposes. To

use it, they only have to dip the stick in warm water.
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“ Oh
!
you hateful mouse, why have you no pity on

us when we are so helpless? You run over us in

this way as though you were mocking us.”

The mouse answered :
“ I wanted to help you get

vour eves open. Why do you scold me ?
”

“Oh! grandmother,” 5 the girl exclaimed, “have

pity on us and open our eyes, but first of all

open my little brother’s eyes !

”

Then the mouse rubbed the boy’s eyes with its

little paws, and they opened.

“ Oh ! I can see now, sister,” cried the little boy.

Then the mouse performed the same office for the

girl’s eyes. The children thanked the mouse, and

the little girl said :

“Grandmother, for this kind help which you have

given us, you shall have ever hereafter for your food

the underground beans.” 7

This is how the ground-mice came to store the

under-ground beans for their winter food.

When the mouse had gone away, the girl and the

boy went toward the camp to find the old woman.

The tents were all gone, and not a human being was

in sight. They saw the broad trail which led to

the water, and the girl said to her brother :

“ Let us follow this trail to the water
;
perhaps the

old woman has not crossed yet, and we may find

her.”

6. “ Oh ! Grandmother.” I know of nothing which is so under-

stood by all classes of whites, as the Indian habit of saying “ Father,”
“ Grandfather,” “ Grandmother,” etc. It is simply a title of respect,

and means, when used in this way, nothing more than “ Sir,” or

‘‘Madam.” They never say “ Great Father” when speaking of the

President, as the interpreters always render it, but “ Grand Father.”

Indian relationship is extended to very remote degrees, and is regu-

lated by such complicated laws that it takes long and severe study to

understand it. The following gives only a mere idea of its complexity:

First cousins are called uncles and aunts. A son of a nephew is

called grandson. A great uncle on the female side is called uncle. A
great uncle on the male side is called grandfather. A third cousin on
the female side is a nephew or niece to the second cousin on the male
side, and grandson to the fourth cousin on the same side. A step-

nephew to an uncle, is a son-in-law to that uncle and all his children,

grandchildren and great grandchildren, and brother-in-law to the chil-

dren, grandchildren and great grandchildren of his wife’s mother and all

the children, grandchildren and great grandchildren of his wife’s aunts.

A man marrying into a family is grandfather to the children of his

wife's brother to the latest generation. The first child of a wife’s

brother is her son or daughter, the others, grandchildren, and so on,

ad infinitum . So they always address each other by their relationship

title
;
names are seldom heard.

7 - There is a bean, very much like the common butter bean, which grows
under ground. These the field mice gather in great quantities and store

in holes in the ground. The Indians get bushels of them by robbing

these stores, very much after the same fashion that we take honey from
the bees.

When they reached the water, they could see ho
j

one, but they heard from afar off a voice calling.

It was the voice of the old woman, and it said :

“Under the ground where I slept. Under the

ground where I slept.”

Over and over again were these words repeated.

The girl stood thinking. ‘ Of a sudden she exclaimed :

“ Oh ! I know. Our grandmother must have left

something in the tent for us.”

They went back to the tent and looked on the

ground where the old woman had slept. When they

had found the pit, they ate the provisions which the

old woman had left there for them.

The two children lived alone in this place for a long

time.

When the boy was almost grown up, he said to his

sister :

“ Sister, can’t you make me a bow and some

arrows ?
”

His sister answered :
“ Yes, brother. Let us go to

the deserted camp and see if we cannot find a broken

knife.” 8

When they had hunted and found a broken knife,

they also found pieces of sinew 9 with which to make
the cord for the bow, and feathers with which to

wing the arrows.

On the morning after the bow and the arrows were

finished, the boy said :

“ Sister, I shall go out hunting to-day !

”

His sister gave him his bow and arrows, and he

started out. On this first day of his hunt he

killed a little speckled bird.

Toward evening, his sister, sitting alone in the

tent, heard his voice singing in the distance, and

this was the song he sang as he travelled home-

wards :

10

8. “ A broken knife.” Indians used originally for knives, sharp flint

stone which was fastened with thongs to a handle of wood. The knife

part often fell out and was lost.

9. “ Sinew.” This is the Indian thread. It is taken from each

side of the backbone of the buffalo, elk, deer, antelope, and horse. That

taken from the deer is the best. It is hung up, dried, and then torn into

threads. These are twisted together for bow strings and for other pur-

poses where a small, stout cord is needed.

10. The tune to which this is sung is exceedingly pretty and the

Indians never tire hearing its repetition. The words in the original are

very musical. The third verse, which is introduced a little further on in

the story, is the easiest to write in our English alphabet.

“ Tangaho, tangaha adaden,

Seinda chaskati roin,

Ta athetho, tangaha,

Ta athetho, tangaha.”
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Sister, sister, I have killed

A little speckled thing.

Sister, I have killed it.

Sister, I have killed it.

His sister went gladly out to meet him, and when

she saw what it was he held, she said gayly, “ Oh !

brother, this little speckled thing you have killed

is called a woodpecker, but it is not good to eat.”

And she was proud to think he had been so success-

ful.

The next day the brother went out to hunt

again, and this time he killed a turkey.

Toward evening his sister heard again his voice in

the distance, and this was the song he sang

:

Sister, sister, I have killed

Something with long legs.

Sister, I have killed it,

Sister, I have killed it.

Then his sister ran out to meet him, and when

she saw what he held in his hand, she was very

proud, and she said :

“Oh! brother, this that you have killed is called

a turkey, and it is very good to eat.”

Next day the brother went out hunting again, and

this time he killed a deer. As he walked homeward

he sang :

Sister, sister, I have killed

Something large and swift,

And its tail is very short.

Sister, I have killed it.

When his sister heard his voice she ran out to

meet him, and when she saw what he was carrying,

she clapped her hands and said :

“ Oh ! brother, brother, this that you have killed is

called a deer, and it is very good to eat.”

Then they took the deer and cut it up. She took

the meat and sliced it into great, broad, thin slices,

and made a scaffolding and hung it up to dry for

future use.

On the fourth day the brother went out again

to hunt; this time he killed a bear. And the song

which he sang as he came homeward was the fourth

and the last of all the songs he sang :

Sister, sister, I have killed

Something large and black,

Sister, I have killed it.

Sister, I have killed it.

His sister ran to meet him, and when she saw what
he carried, she said :

“ Oh ! brother, this black thing that you have killed

is called a bear.”

Then after they had cut it up, she tried out the fat

and made a great quantity of oil from the bear.

And after this fourth day her brother killed of all

the animals and birds that were good to eat, and

brought them home to her, and she dried and put

away for use great quantities of meat. She also

pounded buffalo meat and marrow. And she took

ten great buffalo robes and tanned them thin and sewed

them together with an awl and sinew, and made a very

large tent in which she and her brother lived com-

fortably.

When they had accumulated numberless packs of

provisions, the tribe who had deserted them and gone

across the water, came back in a starving condition.

Many of their number had died of starvation

in the land across the water. The girl, now
grown into a fine young woman, and the boy into

as fine a young man as one would ever wish to

see, went down to the bank of the water to watch

the people as they continued landing all day in their

canoes. And when they had nearly all landed, the

young man said to the people:

“ I have a proposal to make to you which you can

accept or not as you please. You can come back

here and live with us in this land and I will give you

all you want to eat and save you from starving. But

it can only be on the condition that you will not

allow my father, who so cruelly deserted us, to come

back here. I hear that he has married again. Let

him stay with his wife in the land to which he carried

you, but let him not come back here. Then, and

only then, will we keep you.”

The people were starving, and assented to his

proposal, and the young man and his sister opened

all their stores to the people and fed them.

And the young woman took the old woman who

had helped them in their need, into her tent, and

cared for her tenderly all the remaining years of her

life. And the young man and woman became

prominent members of the tribe, and lived happily

ever after.
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KATY’S BIRTHDAY.

By Sarah Orne Jewett.

KATY was a little girl who lived in the country,

and this was her ninth birthday, and she felt

very old indeed. She did not wake up until later

than usual that morning, and her father and Henry

(the man who helped him do the farm work )
had

gone away early to a distant pasture to salt the cattle,

so there was only her mother to make much of so

great an occasion and to say anything about the birth-

day. But her father had left a bright ten cent piece

for her, which was very kind of him, and Henry had

left a little package on the shelf by the clock, and

when she opened it, she found it held some candy.

As for her mother’s present, it was a great deal better

than the others, though I am not sure that Katy

thought so. It was a new speckled calico dress
;
Mrs.

Dunley said she had never seen a prettier figure, and

it was hanging over a chair all ready to be put on

when they had finished what there was to do in the

kitchen. That did not take long, for, as I have said,

it was already late.

The day before had been the last day of school,

and in the evening the scholars had given the teacher

a surprise party at the house where she boarded, and

it did not break up until after ten o’clock
;
but nobody

had thought it was so late. Jimmy Manson, one of

the big boys, had put the clock back an hour, and as

for Katy— she had never been out so late in her

life— it is no wonder she could not wake up next

morning. She fell asleep in the wagon just before

she got home, and would have gone overboard in two

minutes more if Henry had not caught her. Of course

she had to go right to bed, and could not tell her

mother much about the party that night, but this

morning she had a great deal to say, while her mother

asked a question now and then as she went about her

work, and she told Katy two or three times that she

wished she had been there herself.

After awhile Katy put on the new dress. She did

not often have a new one, and she liked this very

much. Her mother said it fitted her beautifully
;

it

was full large enough, but she would grow to it. She

sat on the doorstep awhile, feeling very much
dressed up, and as if this were a most uncommon day,

being the first day of vacation and her birthday

beside.

After awhile she asked her mother what she should

do.

“I don’t know,” said Mrs. Dunley, “ but you may

do anything you like to-day* To-morrow you must

help me in the house, for I shall be very busy. I

spoke to Cynthia Downs to come and help me, but

she sent word she couldn’t till the first of the week.

Your father’s got some men coming in the morning

and he’s going to begin haying.”

“ Oh, that’ll be fun,” said Katy, but I am afraid

she was thinking more of taking the jug of molasses

and water out into the field, and playing among the

hay-cocks, and getting a ride on the hay cart, than

she did of the hard work in the house. She always

liked haying time.

She thought about this for a time, and then began

to consider what she should do with her holiday.

“ I’ve thought of two things,” she said presently; “I

don’t know whether to take off this dress and put on

the old brown one I tore last Saturday and you said

I couldn’t wear it any more, and go up the brook and

make dams, or go over where father and Henry are,

and ride home with them.”

“ They’ll be home pretty soon,” said her mother,

“and you can have a ride then. Henry’s going to the

store to get some new rakes and tools they’re going to

use haying. I promised your father’s aunt Phebe

that you should spend a day with her before long and

you might as well go there to-day; you can let Henry

leave you there. You will have a nice time. How
should you like that ?

”

Katy looked sorry for a minute. She was counting

on playing in the brook, if the truth must be told, but

she could do that any day, and she said at once that

she would go to see her aunt who was a very kind

old lady, and Katy was not half so much afraid of her

as she was of most people whom she saw but seldom.

And then it would have been a trial to take off the

new dress when she had just put it on.

“ You can wear your best hat too,” said Mrs. Dun-

ley, “ and I want you to take aunt Phebe the rest of
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those tarts that were made for the surprise party; she

likes sweet things. Marthy that lives with her is

away for a week too.”

Katy smiled approval
;
she liked sweet things her-

self, and she thought very likely her aunt would ask

her to eat one of the tarts.

She did not have to wait long, for Henry came

earlier than he was expected. Mrs. Dunley said she

would drive over in the cool of the afternoon and

bring Katy home, for it would be her last chance to

have the horse for some time. “ I suppose you will

want the horse every minute for the next three weeks ?
”

she said to Henry, and they both laughed, and he said

they might be even longer haying if it rained as much

as it did the last summer.
“ I s’pose it’s your birthday ? ” asked Henry, after

they had started, looking down at the top of Katy’s

head, where the white ribbons of the best hat were

bravely fluttering. “ Wish you happy New Year,”

said he.

“ Why New Year comes in the winter,” answered

Katy, looking up at him with great surprise.

“ You’re nine years old to-day, and yesterday you

said you wereh’t but eight. This is a new year, isn’t

it ?
” and Katy did not know exactly what to say, but

she was sure it was not New Year day or Christmas

either for that matter.

“My birthday was a week ago yesterday, and I was

out of my time; tell you, I was glad,” said Henry.

“Why,” asked Katy, “ what are you going to do?”
“ Vote,” answered Henry after having stopped

some time to think, “and— well, a good many things;

anybody likes to be out of their time. You’re your

own master, you know,” and presently Katy plucked

up courage to ask him whom his master used to be.

Which only made him laugh and reach out to strike

some clover heads with his whip. “You wait till you

get bigger and you’ll know all about it,” he told her.

Katy remembered just then to thank him for the

candy, and there was a piece of it left, so she offered

him a bite, and then finished it herself, and wished

there had been more, when Henry gave her two pep-

permint lozenges which he found in his pocket, and
she was rich and happy again.

After driving about two miles, they came in sight

of aunt Phebe’s house. It stood at some distance

from the main road at the end of a lane, and as Henry
was in a hurry, Katy got out of the wagon to walk
the rest of the way, which was shady and pleasant.

She went slowly along carrying the tarts carefully,

and catching sometimes at the whiteweeds and snap-

ping them off between her fingers, which she always

thought great fun. She saw that the front door of

the house was wide open, so she went in that way, and
all of a sudden she felt very much afraid and wished

she had not come. She was only a shy little girl and
it was hard work for her to speak and behave herself

when she met a stranger. She knocked softly with

the great brass knocker as she stood on the doorstep,

but nobody took any notice of it. Aunt Phebe her-

self was very deaf, and after waiting a minute or two

Katy went into the parlor, for the door stood open,

and she heard her aunt walking about up-stairs,

stepping quickly as if she were in a great hurry. She

is coming right down, thought the little girl, and she

will see me, and seated herself on the high slippery

sofa and sat there, feeling very uncomfortable with

her feet a good way from the floor. She had put the

plate of tarts on the table, and she meekly folded her

hands and waited
;

it was very still, only she heard

the footsteps overhead and wondered what aunt

Phebe could be doing. She had a mind to go up to

find out, but she did not know whether she ought

to do such a thing.

There came a little gust of wind just then and

blew down-stairs and through the house, and suddenly

the door of the parlor began to move, and it slowly

shut itself. Katy watched it, and wondered if it

would bang, but it did not; and while she was thinking

about it she heard some one come across the entry

and turn the key and lock her in, and before she had

time to speak, she heard the front door shut also, and

then she called as loud as she could and flattened

her face against the window, and she saw aunt Phebe

put the great door key carefully in her pocket, and

walk away down the lane. Poor Katy 1 she knocked

on the window until she was afraid she should break

it, and she shouted and ran to pound on the door,

but it was all no use, for aunt Phebe was deaf as the

deafest haddock that ever lived in the sea. She was

dressed in her best clothes and her cap-basket was on

her arm
;

it was plain enough that, as often happened,

she was going out to spend the day.

Poor Katy ! it makes me sad to think about her, for

it seemed as if her heart would break. There were so

many things she would have liked to do much better

than to stay in that prim best room of aunt Phebe’s

where all the chairs were too high for her to sit on

with- any comfort, and there was nobody to speak to

;

and perhaps aunt Phebe might stay until after sup-
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per and then she would be kept there in her prison

until after dark, which would be awful. She tried to

push up one of the windows, but they must have been

fastened down by some secret known to aunt Phebe

alone, for they could not be moved, and poor Katy

even went into the big fireplace to see if there were

any way up the chimney; but what comfort could a

glimpse of the pale sky have been, for it looked fur-

ther away than ever, and the chimney looked impos-

sible to climb, even for a poor little chimney-sweep

whose melancholy history our friend had read in her

Sunday-school book a week or two before. She sat

down to brush the ashes off the new best dress, and

she felt very dismal, for it was such a pleasant day

out of doors, and her birthday too! She could hear

the bobolinks singing in the field next the house and

the little garden looked so pleasant with the great red

peonies just going out of bloom and scattering their

flowers on the ground underneath until it was covered

with shining crimson petals. It would have been

such fun to shake the pinies, as Katy called them,

and make them come to pieces faster. It would have

been fun to do anything but stay there where she was.

She looked at the pictures on the walls, and admired

some that were worked in silk, to her heart’s content.

There was a fine large house in one picture with some
trees round it, and a little boy dressed in blue and

pink, riding a white pony at the side of a rose bush

that was covered with very big red roses. Katy
always had liked this picture ever since she could

remember, and after all it was a great comfort that

she was shut up in this room instead of the sitting-

room, which would have been very stupid.

On a table at one side the room under the look-

ingglass, there was a great glass lamp with a globe

almost as big as the moon, so our friend thought, and

around it there were cut glass pendants that jingled

together beautifully, while something clacked in the

lamp itself whenever she went near it, so at last she

bethought herself to walk back and forth until she

was tired out to hear the jingling, and this really used

up a great deal of time. If she had only brought her

doll it would have been a great satisfaction, but there

was not a single thing to play with, and she did not

dare to handle aunt Phebe’s treasures in the best

room.

I think that Katy will always laugh when she

remembers how long that summer day seemed and
how hard she tried to amuse herself. She picked a

little bit of charred wood from the fireplace where

aunt Phebe had lately had a fire to smoke out some

swallows, and played hopscotch with it, using the

large figures of the carpet for bounds. I am afraid

her stout little shoes and her quick jumps and scuffles

did not do the thin old carpet much good either, but

she played by herself for a long time, and afterward

she looked at every picture in the great Bible which

aunt Phebe had shown her often before when she had

stopped there with her father and mother on Sunday

afternoons.

And presently she began to grow very hungry. It

seemed to her that it must be the middle of the after-

noon
;
there had never been so long a day in her life,

but it was really only a little later than her own din-

ner time, and she lifted the white napkin from the

plate of tarts and wondered whether it would be right

to eat one. She had picked the strawberries for

them herself
;

they had been very thick that year,

and her mother had made the tarts for the surprise

party, but there had been these three left, and they

did look very good indeed. They were large tarts

and the crust was all flaky, for Mrs. Dunley prided

herself on her cooking, and some of the pink syrup

of the strawberries was leaking out on the plate, and

Katy took some of it on the end of her finger, and it

tasted a great deal better than it had the night before

;

but she covered the tarts again with the napkin, and

went over to the sofa to sit down to wait, and she gave

a heavy sigh. She could hear the large clock ticking

out in the entry— it was half-way up the stairs on a

landing, but she could hear it tick easily— and she

thought how dreadful it must be to be deaf like aunt

Phebe. She wondered if she could hear it thunder;

and then there came an awful thought that there

might be a thunder shower that afternoon, for poor

Katy was always frightened then
;
but to her relief

there did not seem to be. a cloud in the sky.

At last she grew so hungry that she could nof

resist the tarts any longer, and she was sure that

aunt Phebe would forgive her, so she ate one, and it

was the best tart she had ever eaten in her life; and

before she could stop to think, she had eaten another,

and she would liked to have had the other one too,

but she did not think that would be right, and she went

away to the other side of the room and sat down in

the corner and cried, she was so hungry still, and

lonely and tired, and to think that this was her birth-

day !

Luckily she soon went to sleep, and I do not

know how long she was lying there on the floor with



her head on a little bit of a cricket which aunt

Phebe had worked many years before
;

but at last

she heard somebody knocking at the front door—
banging away with the old knocker as if they were

in a great hurry; and at first she was very fright-

ened, and thought it might be robbers, and she

would go under the sofa and hide. But she heard

some voices that did not sound like robbers at

all, and at last she dared to look out, and then

she knocked on the window and called, “ Mother

!

mother ! come back and let me out !
” for she was

just in time to see her mother go away as aunt

Phebe had done in the morning.

Mrs. Dunley was all dressed up, and looked

very smiling, and some one was with her, and they

both turned when they heard the raps on the

window, and to Katy’s great joy they hurried

back at the sight of her tear-stained, anxious little

face.

“ Aunt Phebe did not know I was here, and she

went out to spend the day and locked me in
;

” and

poor Katy began to cry harder than ever.

Mother could not help laughing at first; ‘but she

and the stranger nodded, and said they would let

her out, and went away around the corner of the

house.

The stranger, who proved to be Katy’s uncle,

found some way of scrambling into the house, in

soon the key of the parlor door was turned, and

the lock and the prisoner was let free. And her

mother gave her the other tart at once, and thought

she must have been very hungry.

Aunt Phebe came home- in a little while, just as

they were going away, and you may be sure that she

felt dreadfully about Katy’s misfortunes. She had

been going to spend the day with a friend, and had

been promised a ride with some neighbors who were

going in the same direction, if she would reach their

house in good season
;
so she had hurried away early.

They all stayed to tea, and Katy’s father came
over too— as Mrs. Dunley had arranged before she

left home— for Katy’s uncle Dan had just come
home from a long voyage at sea, and it was an

occasion of great rejoicing.

Katy remembered him very well, though she was

only six years old when he went away, and now she

was nine that very day. Her birthday was not

altogether forgotten, nor her solitary day, for every-

body was very good to her. Kind aunt Phebe
made her eat a great deal more than she really

wanted at supper time, and kissed her and patted

her on her shoulder a number of times, and asked

her to come some other day to make up for that

one
;
and Katy said she should like to come dearly,

and said to herself that she would not be afraid next

time to hunt for aunt Phebe all over the house.

Uncle Dan was the merriest and kindest-hearted of

sailors, and he kept them laughing half the time.

He had brought aunt Phebe a work-box from the

East Indies, and a funny little bright shawl to wear

over her shoulders, which she was afraid looked too

gay for her; but uncle Dan shouted to her that

she was growing younger every year instead of

older, like other people.

And when Katy reached home that night she

found a Chinese doll and a fan with funny pictures

on it, and some shells and beads that had come from

an island a great way off, and a book about London,

and last but not least a paper of candy which uncle

Dan had brought to her. And she said that after

all this had been the best birthday she had ever

spent.
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KENTON’S LEAGUE WITH THE SUN.

By I. L. Beman.

S
IMON KENTON was one of the most noted of

the early heroes of Kentucky, a man of much

intelligence, wonderful courage and almost matchless

muscular capacity. He died near Bellefontaine,

Ohio, in 1836, at the advanced age of eighty-one

years.

The annals of the borders abound in accounts of

his thrilling adventures; but one incident in his life

I have never seen in print, and therefore will repeat

it as it has been told to me by old hunters and In-

dian-fighters, who knew him personally and heard it

from his own lips. In my telling, however, it will

lack much of Kenton’s graphic way of putting

things.

He was a great smoker, the most important sup-

plies, next to his weapons, being his pipe, pouch and

tobacco. Food and clothing he could capture with

his gun, but not so his tobacco
;
and lienee his zeal

to lay in a stock of his luxury before setting out on

any expedition. But fire to light his pipe was not so

readily obtainable, it being no little trouble to ignite

tobacco by flint and steel. It will be remembered

that friction matches were not in common use until

years after Kenton/s day.

At one time when a prisoner in the hands of the

British at Detroit, he was particularly admired by

English officers on account of his great strength and

courage, and the many remarkable exploits for which

he was famous; and one of these officers, observing

his fondness for smoking and the difficulty in lighting

a pipe, presented Kenton with a powerful pocket

burning-glass or lens, by which he could easily focus

the rays of the sun on the tobacco and set it on

fire.

This thing worked charmingly, and for many years,

wherever he went, held its place in the pouch with his

pipe and tobacco.

It is an incident in which the sun-glass acted a
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significant part, which I have resolved to relate.

A summer or two after he became possessor of the

glass, he was again taken captive by a party of nine

Indians, who, recognizing him at once, resolved to

torture him to death immediately, so as to rid them-

selves of so formidable an enemy before he should

have time or chance to escape.

A stake was driven into the ground, and a quantity

of dry leaves and wood piled about it, and then the

chief spoke in broken English

:

“ White chief hungry; eat fire, he feel better!
”

Kenton replied by asking the privilege of smoking

his pipe before burning. Now the Indians of certain

tribes were always singularly generous in response to

such requests, especially as toward pipe and tobacco

they entertained a sort of religious deference. Of

these they never robbed prisoners nor despoiled the

bodies of the slain
;
and among the few sacred objects

buried with the dead, pipes were always included. It

was on account of this superstitious sanctity that the

pipe bore such an important part in the ceremonies of

a council, and was always smoked as a bond of

strength between tribes entering into treaty together.

They never denied a captive’s request for a smoke, and

therefore Kenton was immediately gratified by a grunt

of assent.

After securing his feet more firmly with leathern

thongs— for they knew too well his daring and prowess

to give him any advantage— they unbound his hands

that he might fill and light his pipe and enjoy his

last earthly smoke. Deliberately he proceeded to

crumble up the tobacco and pack it into the pipe-

bowl. This done, he placed the long wooden

stem in his mouth, and seemed ready for flint, steel

and tinder with which to light the luxury. With

another grunt a red man passed him the custom-

ary implements; but, to his great surprise, Kenton

refused them.

Then, with a dramatic gesture, he extended his

right hand toward the sun in mid-heaven, it being

about noon, and holding it thus with the burning-glass

clasped between the thumb and fore-finger, he dex-

trously brought it to a focus on the contents of his

pipe, which in this way was quickly ignited, and in a

moment he was puffing clouds of smoke from his

lips.

This was beyond the wits of the savages. The

lens being of glass and transparent, they had not ob-

served it, and evidently believed that he had lighted

hi pipe by simply letting the sunlight pass through

the circle formed by his thumb and finger. All un-

concerned he puffed away, while they gathered in an

excited group a few yards distant and discussed the

wonder in grunts and mutterings.

In a few minutes he had exhausted the contents of

the pipe-bowl and proceeded to refill it.

At this the red men became silent, and watched
him as if he were a supernatural being.

While crumbling the tobacco the glass lay unseen

at his side, and when he was ready to light up again,

with another still more dramatic gesture, he seized the

lens and held it toward the sun, and, with three or

four cries of mysterious and startling import to the

Indians, began whiffing the bluish smoke as coolly

as before.

By this time the superstition of the savages was in

full operation, and they were ripe for almost any

display of Kenton’s supposed supernatural power.

Probably no people on the whole globe were ever

more sensitive to such influences than the native

tribes of North America. What they could not com-

prehend they dreaded with craven fear, especially

if it emanated from the sun or clouds. Seeing his

advantage, Kenton stretched forth his hand again,

holding the glass so as to kindle the leaves near him.

Then with a strange, wild cry, he swung his arms

above his head, adroitly shifted the lens to his left

hand, and then quickly started a smudge in another

place.

Next, struggling to his feet, tied though they were,

he gave an almost superhuman leap— jumping being

Kenton’s special forte— and brought himself to the

heap of fagots that had been gathered for his par-

ticular entertainment, and seating himself near them,

went through a pantomime more weird than before,

whereupon a flame blazed up around the stake, as

if the victim were already fastened to it, and ready

for torture.

His next performance was to beckon to the chief

to come and unbind his ankles. The mystified

Indian hesitated, but finally ventured cautiously for-

ward, as if not daring to disobey such a man, and

began with nervous fingers to fumble at the deer-

skin thong.

While thus engaged, Kenton lifted one hand,

and instantly a lurid, blistering point of fire

fell on the red man’s wrist. With an “ Ugh !
” he

jerked his hand away, but only to feel the burning

focus on his head.

This was too much for even an Indian’s nerves

;
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and with a cry of terror the old chief sprang away

and ran to the nearest tree, behind which he took

shelter. The rest of the savages imitated their

leader, leaping behind adjacent trees; and while with

wondering eyes they stared at Kenton, he proceeded

leisurely to unbind his own ankles.

This done, he waved his arms towards the sun as

if giving thanks or invoking further aid; and then

went to a powder-horn, dropped by one of the

Indians, and withdrawing the stopple, placed it as

he wanted it, fixed his sun-glass so that the focus

would enter the horn, and stepping toward the

Indians, gesticulated fiercely at them. Instantly

there was a vivid flash and a roar, the powder-

horn disappeared, and the frightened savages fled

as if the “ Great Spirit ” had suddenly come to de-

stroy them.

At this, Kenton considered himself master of the

field, and, in less time than it takes to tell it, flung

upon the fire whatever the Indians had left behind

them, seized his own property that they had taken

from him, gun and garments, and made haste from

the scene.

A few years later, when peace had been restored

between Americans and English, and the Indians

were on pacific terms with the “ Hunters of Ken-

tucky,” Kenton had the pleasure of meeting at a

“pow-wow” with some of the warriors who had

composed the party so signally worsted by a sun-

glass. They knew him at once, and showed an

almost ungovernable fear as he came forward to

shake hands. During the “ pow-wow ” he often

detected them gazing at him with furtive glances,

and as he still had the lens, he mischievously seized

the first opportunity to call down fire from the sun

to light his pipe again, accompanying it with strange

gestures.

Afterward he learned that they believed him in

league with the “Great Spirit,” and able, if he

wished, to summon the sun to battle for him.

AN EYE FOR COLOR.’



THE FLORAL PROCESSION.
{A ?i Old-time Fourtk-o -July Stoi'y.)

By Mrs. Louisa T. Craigin.

WERE I to ask a boy or a girl to-day if they

were going to walk in the Eloral Procession,

and who was to be partner, how they would stare !

If they were polite, as well as curious, I think they

would say the next minute, “ We don't know what you

mean, ma'am. Will you please tell us ?"

With all the pleasure in the world
;
for the very

question that seems so strange now, for weeks before

Fourth of July was the all-absorbing one to us young

Boston folks a generation ago, and how much longer

I do not venture to say.

Thirty years ago a certain little girl, whose memory
of those days is clearer than her memory of last year,

walked home from school arm in arm with her favor-

ite schoolmate, Nelly Alden. I think, to be accurate,

their arms were round each other’s waists.

“ You'll walk with me, Ellie,” said Nelly, “sure,

won’t you ? You never did since you were born, and

it will be splendid. Just as if I had a really sister

like you and Hetty !

"

“ You know, Nelly, I love you dearly
;
but if Hetty

was home, I couldn’t walk with you in the Floral, for

Hetty and I always have been everywhere together

and done everything together. We just began

together, you know."

Hetty and Ellie were twins, and all their little lives

hitherto had been inseparable
;
but mamma was ill,

and deft little Hetty had gone with her to be her

handmaiden for a few weeks at the seashore this very

July. And so it happened that Ellie and Nelly—
Brownie and Goldy— were to be mates in the Floral

Procession.
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But what was the Floral Procession ? That is just

what I am going to tell you.

Before Boston was so big or so full as it is now,

we had very different ways of celebrating Indepen-

dence Day from any that would be possible to-day.

Of course there were bell-ringing and cannon, fire-

crackers and pop-guns, regattas and picnics, fireworks

and balloons, processions and speeches. They do all

those things now, too, only a great deal more and

bigger and noisier; but one of the things we did

have and you don’t have, was the Floral Procession.

Who started the idea I cannot say
;
but I have a

vague impression that Mr. Charles Barnard and the

Warren-street Chapel (now Warrenton street) had a

great deal to do with it. The children of the differ-

ent Sunday-schools in the vicinity of Boston— sub-

urbs some were then, but now a part of the great city

— Roxbury, Dorchester, Charlestown, Cambridge,

and I don’t know how many more, gathered under

the charge of their superintendents and teachers
;
the

earliest appearing about sunrise, new-comers swelling

the ranks from time to time, until the striking of the

clock warned the laggard to hurry up if they did not

wish to forfeit their places in the procession. The
girls were dressed in white, with or without straw

hats, preferably without. In that case a perfect

flower-garden of a wreath protected the otherwise

bare head. Sashes and shoulder-knots of gay ribbon

fluttered in the breeze, garlands hung from the

shoulders and trimmed the dresses. Every child

looked as much as possible like a special Queen of

the May, for even the poorer children could find

plenty of wild flowers and trailing vines, and often

the simplest, scantiest frock was the prettiest, when
the buds and blossoms from wood and field, and the

graceful clematis, had transformed an ordinary child

into a dryad.

The boys wore white linen, or light nankeen suits
;

if not a whole suit, always white trousers, and the

jacket made gay with flowers in the button-holes and

a close wreath round the straw hats. Every child,

beside their personal decorations, carried some floral

treasure, either a bouquet, a garland, a flower-basket,

or a spray of great white day-lilies, each provided ac-

cording to the fancy or taste of the child, or those at

home who were interested.

Each school of any size had its own “ band,” as

it was called
;
though sometimes a fife and drum was

all it numbered. Children march better to music,

for every one knows it takes the tired out of little feet

if a band play in hearing with a good lively rhythm.

The children were paired, as nearly as possible, by

sizes, and were enjoined to keep close ranks after they

had fairly started. There were gay banners with

pretty devices, chiefly patriotic, bright flags and floral

arches, and each school had also a pennon with the

name of the town or society in large letters— a sort

of rallying-point for the classes.

One delegation after another arrived at the place

appointed— if my memory serves me it was in front

of the chapel— and a brief address was made, which

I do not think interested the children so much as it

did the speaker, for the little feet were impatient for

the start.

A pretty sight it was to those who watched the

long procession of children, flower-wreathed and

flower-crowned— a prettier forest than came from

Dunsinane— winding in and out of the crooked streets

of dear old Boston. Up and down where the hand-

some houses stood then, replaced long since by bus-

tling stores, past windows and balconies thronged with

eager spectators who came from far and near to see

the wonderful Floral Procession.

The drums beat, the bands played, the boys cheered,

the people applauded, the mayor made a speech, and

then on went the Floral Procession, round the mall,

past Colonnade Row, up Beacon Street, by the old

Hancock house— would it were standing now !— and

on to the Common— which meant fairy-land to us,

especially those of us who lived in Roxbury or Dor-

chester and knew little of Boston proper, except

through a jolting ride in an “ hourly,” the acme of

honor in my childhood.

There was no Public Garden in those days, no

Back Bay land, but a great deal of Back Bay water

;

but the Common was free as air, as its donors meant

it should be. Gravel or greensward, rich man’s son

or street gamin, all could roam at will. My child-

hood brings up no memory of the stern warning

:

“ Keep off the grass.”

But the charm of Boston Common on Indepen-

dence Day was not in the green grass nor the big

trees— we had plenty of those in Roxbury; the

wonder and delight was in the huge tents, pavilions

and booths, where all sorts of mild refreshments were

obtainable for a consideration, from the festive ginger-

cakes so attractive in their gilt and so delicious in

spices, to the pink lemonade in tubs, served in glass

cups with handles, each cup having its fragment of

lemon-peel and its one strawberry floating on top.
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I think the pretty color gave the flavor, for, as I recall

it, the suggestions of either sweet or sour are very

feeble.

It was nectar then, however— who would not

drink the drink of the gods when it was obtainable

for three cents ! A small glass could be had for

two ! The ginger-cakes cost one cent. But a cent

in those days was a dignified affair; larger than a

modern quarter, usually dingy from long service, and

giving a peculiar greenish tinge and coppery odor to

the hot little hand that grasped it long and close.

Under those tents ice-cream was sold, not in sau-

cers, but in funny little narrow glasses that would

have brimmed over with a tablespoonful of liquid, and

had such a generous overflowing bounty of aspect

when the spoonful of pink ice was dexterously hitched

on to it (one had to be experienced in the business to

do it artistically), and looked to the childish eyes like

a Santa Sophia of delight ! How coyly we assaulted

it round the edges
;
scraped a bit here, a bit there !

chasing a truant drop on its way down the side of the

glass, daintily pecking at the pink drift with the point

of the spoon, making twenty tastes where a modern

boy or girl would find but one mouthful ! How long

an ice-cream could be made to last ! That bliss of

possession was always too deep for words. If impe-

cunious, it was not at all questionable to ask for two

spoons with one glass, and then the assault was car-

ried on simultaneously, but with perfect impartiality,

from opposite sides. It was a test of confidence, as

well as affection, to eat ice-cream “ on halves.” The
fun was about as good, and cost each of us five cents

then instead of ten.

There were whirligigs and fandangoes, there were

Savoyards with white mice and marmosets. There

were Swiss bell-ringers, and Tyrolese peasants with

broad hats and yards and yards of green ribbon.

They sang, “Buy a Broom,” and had the funny little

brooms, whittled out of pine, in bunches ready for

sale. Feather dusters have taken their place, but I

would go some distance to get one of those queer fly-

brooms to-day
;

the handle was fairly smooth, the

strands were thin shavings drawn in some peculiar

way over the edge of the knife, so that they curled in

regular spirals, like the spills one makes for lamp-

lighters
;

a sort of fancy rosette was whittled from

the stick as a heading, but the whole thing was one

piece of wood.

Except in special cases the responsibility for the

children ceased after they were landed on the Com-

mon
;
for in the course of the day they were joined

by father or brothers, or big sisters, or else found
their way home alone as best they could. It seems
to me that the beginning of the day was brighter than

the ending, but that is often the way with holidays.

Now you know what the Floral Procession was, we
must go back to Goldie and Brownie, who were lay-

ing their plans together so lovingly the night before

the Fourth.

“ What are you going to carry, Nelly ?
”

“ Our white Arum lilies are out, and papa says I

may have a bunch of those,” said Nelly.

“ Oh, that's lovely
!

you’ll look just like the angel

in mamma’s picture with the Annunciation lilies !

”

and Brownie gave Goldie an enthusiastic hug and
squeeze in anticipation.

“ What shall you take, Elbe ?
”

“A big bunch of roses. The Harrisons are back-

ward this year, so they will be just right, and the

damask roses and the late white roses and lots of

sweet-brier. Dick says if he cuts them before he

goes to bed and puts them in a jug, they’ll be open

just right in the morning, and I couldn’t cut them
myself. He’s going down the harbor with Sam Lang-

maid fishing, and they have to start before daylight.”

“ Won’t he meet you on the Common in the after-

noon ?
”

“ Oh, yes ! at four o’clock. You’ll call for me
Goldie, won’t you ?

”

“ Yes, at six
;
good-by.”

It wasn’t half so much fun to get ready for the

Floral Procession as if Hetty had been with her, and

some of Elbe’s blunders wouldn’t have happened if

mamma had been at home. As it was, aunt Hepsy
had seen that Elbe’s white dress was in order

;
and

the little frock was spread out on the spare-chamber

bed, with her blue sash and shoulder-knots, her gipsy

hat of open-work Tuscan braid, her open-work stock-

ings and mitts, and her best light morocco shoes

with blue rosettes. Not the wisest wear for little

feet that were to walk for miles in a July sun, over

blistering pavements. Elbe’s garlands were to be of

ivy, because they kept fresh so much longer. Dick

had clipped those and stuck them into the big blue

ewer. The roses he would cut by starlight, long

after Elbe had gone to bed.

The sun’s first rays woke the little sleeper from a

perfect fairy-dream of fays and flowers and proces-

sions that reached beyond the stars. Before Elbe’s

eyes were half open she was in the big “hat tub”
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for her morning bath, and came out as fresh and rosy

as a water-nymph. Aunt Hepsy wasn’t up. Some-

how, elderly aunts are not so apt as mammas to get

up at daylight to see that little girls are rightly

started, but Dinah had breakfast ready for her pet,

and Chloe was very good-natured about fastening

the wreaths and hooking the dress, which squeezed a

little, having shrunk a little in washing, or possibly

Ellie had grown.

When her mitts were on and her gipsy tied, Chloe

tipped the cheval glass for Ellie to see herself. A
little glow of vanity touched her, and she wished

heartily that mamma and Hetty could see how nice

she looked

!

Nothing was wanting but the roses, and those were

to be on the porch ready for her in the big Chinese

j
ug-

Poor Ellie
! Joyfully she tripped over the porch

to the corner for her roses. Alas ! Sport or Jip, or

some other mischievous dog, had tipped over the jug,

the water was spilt, and all the beautiful roses were

either torn in the canine frolic, or withered and

drooping.

The big tears came, and the day, so bright a mo-

ment before, was darkly overcast indeed.

“ O Chloe, what shall I do ? There’s not a

single rose,left, and nothing fit to cut in the garden,

and everything’s wet with the heavy dew ! I can’t

go in the Floral Procession without any flowers !

”

“ Dontee cry, missy ! Chloe get de pretty roses,

nebber fade all day ! Won’t no harm come ! Put de

roses back ’gain all same !

”

In an instant Chloe was in and out of the parlor,

bringing in triumph a vase of lovely feather-roses

that uncle Will had brought from Mexico
;

they

were exquisite imitations of nature made by the Mex-

ican women— for old association’s sake I bought

some like them at the Mexican exhibit at the Cen-

tennial. They were always covered with a glass

shade, and were a justly prized curiosity.

The squabby vase that held them was of dark blue

china, with a medallion of painted figures, Watteau

shepherdesses and cupids, as priceless as the flowers.

All Chloe’s efforts failed to draw the bouquet from

the vase : the flowers were wired or cemented in.

“Never missy mind— vase make de roses pretty,

prettier— jess hug de vase tight— nobody mind.”

Elbe’s only thought was of the pretty flowers

;

impulse and expediency sometimes blind older and

wiser eyes than hers. She took the vase and the

beautiful feather-roses without ever questioning the i

right or wrong.

It was time for Nelly, and our little maiden walked

down the long avenue to meet her “partner.” Mr.

Alden’s errand boy was at the gate, with word that

Nelly had sprained her foot, not badly, but enough

for Dr. John to forbid her walking in the procession,

and Miss Ellie must go without her.

That was a sore trial indeed
;
but all the same our

heroine marched bravely on alone; fell into rank

under Miss Blake’s eye, not caring much who was

her partner, now that Goldie wasn’t
;
hugging her

blue vase all the harder when she thought of the

disappointment, when she had hoped to have had

Goldilock with the Arum lilies by her side, and her

own fresh, fragrant roses, instead of these feather

things that were pretty to look at, but pricked and

tickled her nose and chin, no matter how she held

them.

Somehow it was harder to hold a vase than a

bouquet, though it was not very big
;
and long before

their delegation reached the chapel, she wished the

things were safe home under the glass shade.

The excitement of the march and the music kept

her up pretty well, and sometimes she would heaf

something said at the windows, or in the balconies,

about “ that picturesque child with the blue vase
;

”

but she guessed they didn’t know how tired she

was

!

When the Floral Procession entered the Common,
Elbe’s real woe began. The others flung away their

flowers if they wished, or hung the garlands on the

fence, or swung the baskets on their arms, and

frolicked and romped as freely as possible
;
but she,

poor child, was as badly off as Sinbad with the Old

Man of the Sea upon his shoulders
;

only her

burden was a blue-china vase and a bunch of red

and yellow and white feather-roses. She dared not

lay it down, and every one she knew was too busy

having a good time for her to ask them to take it for

her. She wanted some pink lemonade, she was

terribly thirsty with the heat and dust, but she

couldn’t crowd in there under the tent with those

flowers. She poked one hand into her pocket and

got one loose penny and bought a gilt ginger-cake

;

but her little snap purse took two hands to open, and

she had only one. She ate the ginger-cake, and was

thirstier than ever. Oh for one of those delicious,

heaping glasses of ice-cream ! Such good times, and

she so close to them and not in them !
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Poor little girlie ! after all these years my thoughts

go back to her most pitifully, as she crept away from

the happy, thoughtless crowd, with her gay vase and

bright flowers, now a most intolerable burden, and

sat down on a low bench under a big tree, whose

kindly shade was more like sympathy than anything

she had met all day.

She was too miserable even to wipe away the tears

that welled up, brimmed over, and fell, making a

way for themselves down her hot, dusty cheeks. A
forlorn picture indeed ! And how her poor feet

ached in those new morocco shoes ! Even the blue

rosettes were no solace. How long she sat there I

do not know; the tears shut out everything. And
then a kindly voice said :

“ What is the trouble little girl ? Can I help

you ?
”

Ellie could see nothing but a motherly face stoop-

ing over hers, while a soft cambric handkerchief

wiped away some of the tears, and the motherly

figure sat down beside her and gently drew the blue

vase from her close clasp.

“ Let me hold this for you, my dear, and tell me
all about it.”

The flood-gates were open, and Ellie told the

whole story : that mamma and Hetty were away, and

Goldie sprained her foot, and her real roses were

spoiled, and she took the feather-roses and the blue

vase, and she didn’t think they’d be so heavy, and

now she couldn’t play, nor swing, nor eat ice-cream—
in short, all Elbe’s misery was poured out, and

lightened in the very telling.

She had not noticed that the lady had beckoned

to a serving-man, to whom she gave a brief order.

He soon returned with a tray of ices, cakes and

lemonade, and a pitcher of water.

“ Take this napkin, dear, and pour some water

over it and cool your face. You look so tired and

warm.”

How delicious that cool, wet napkin was, and how
brave, and fresh, and tidy Ellie felt once more when
the dust and tears were wiped away ! She had a

smile already on her lips
;
the smile turned to a glad,

happy little laugh when her kind neighbor handed her

an ice-cream, and drank her health in pink lemonade.

Then— can you imagine Elbe’s bliss ? (no, you

can’t, unless you’ve lugged round a dreadful blue-

china vase with a bunch of feather-roses in it, for

four mortal hours!)— I repeat it: can you imagine

Elbe’s bliss when the lady said, “ Peter shall put

the vase and the flowers in the carriage and look

after them while we go and see the fandango and
the whirligig.”

So Elbe went off hand in hand with the dear lady,

and had a good time after all, no matter whether

she deserved it or not.

It was nice to find that the kindly lady knew her

grandmamma; they had been schoolmates long, long

ago. It seemed pleasanter than if it had been what

Dick would call “ a real out-and-out stranger.”

An hour or two of fandango, whirligig, and merry-

go-round, Swiss bell-ringers and Tyrolese peasants,

was enough for the little girl and her tired feet. She

spent her quarter on two pretty brooms made gay with

knots of ribbon— one for mamma, and one for

Hetty.

Then the dear lady said, “ I am going to drive

out to Roxbury, and will leave you and your treasures

at the Cedars, if you will go with me now. I really

do not think you ought to stay here all day alone.

We will see Mr. Kneeland before we go, so that

Dick when he comes will not be anxious.”

“Thank you very much, ma’am,” said Elbe; “I

would like to go home.”

When the dear, kind lady said “ good-by ” to

Elbe, she gave her a card to show to her grand-

mamma some day in Kadesh. It was a small, thin,

glazed visiting card, that would look old-fashioned

now, but Ellie treasured it for many a year ; for the

name it bore was one endeared to thousands who
never met the owner face to face, and knew of

her only through the great, kind, loving heart that

throbbed with benevolence and patriotism to the very

end of her long, useful life.

It was Mrs. Harrison Gray Otis, whose memory is

not only forever associated with the preservation of

Mt. Vernon, but is fragrant in hearts of myriads for

whom she did just such unobtrusive, kindly deeds

as this which took the pain and misery out of Elbe’s

Floral Procession.



THE CASTLE OF THE WINDS.

By Lizzie W. Champney.

AWAY up to the north of Europe, between the

Baltic and the North Sea, lies a wonderful

country of mountains and valleys, of ice-cold lakes,

dark pines, and glaciers that melt into cataracts. A
land it is of hardy fishermen and simple mountain-

eers, who come in their fishing-boats from the numer-

ous islands when the Sabbath bell is echoed from

one steep cliff to another, to hear the Gospel in the

quaint little chapel by the side of the rock-cut gorge

where the breakers leap upon one another’s backs, and

tumble seaward again, powerless to pass the strong

barriers.

No people are more peaceable or gentle than these

flaxen-haired, moon-faced Norse men and maidens,

none more honest and industrious, toiling all day at

their fishing, or tending their flocks in the grassy thals,

and reading the Bible aloud at night by the light of

their fish-oil lamps.

But it was not always so. There are savage stories

of the Vikings, pirate ancestors of these very people,

who were the terror of the seas from Iceland to Con-

stantinople.

Among all the ancient warriors neither Goth nor

Saracen, barbaric Gaul nor conquering Roman, could

boast doughtier heroes or more cruel than the old

Norsemen. Their religion was a warlike one, for while

the Romans had only one war-god, Mars, all of the

Norse divinities were fierce fighters, and only he who

died in battle was thought worthy of heaven
;
but he

who died on the straw-stack was a coward, and went

to ut gard, the place of evil.

Nature fitted them too for sea-kings and sea-rovers.

The mountains gave them tall pines for masts and

stout timber for the keels of their vessels, and the

sea stretched long arms up into the heart of their

country, constantly wooing them and enticing them

to launch out to the great ocean.

No country has a more remarkable coast than Nor-

way. Precipitous mountain walls traverse the coun-

try, rising nearly perpendicularly out of the sea, while

the ocean creeps up between them in long chasms

called fiords, enabling the largest vessels to penetrate

far into the country. These fiords are often narrow,

and walled by sheer precipices of solid rock, between

which they seem only a fissure. Some of them are

larger and exceedingly beautiful. Hardanger fiord

is world-renowned for the grandeur of its scenery.

Following up the fiords, the traveller reaches tran-

quil lakes and lovely valleys looked down upon by

glacier-seamed, snow-capped peaks from which in

winter fearful avalanches plunge into the fiords.

Most beautiful of all these valleys is the Romsdal,

guarded at its fiord by cliffs that take the shapes of

grotesque profiles, savage old men of the mountains,
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who are said to be sorcerers turned into stone by

King Olaf for attempting to prevent his entrance to

the valley. And who was King Olaf ? Longfellow

tells his story best in the Tales of a Wayside Inn .

He was the young King of Norway, who after many

exciting adventures became a Christian, as he under-

stood it, and was baptized by a hermit on the shore

of Sicily. Then,

“ To avenge his father slain,

And reconquer realm and reign,

Came the youthful Olaf home.”

But the people of Norway worshipped the old

gods, and Olaf determined that in conquering the

kingdom for himself he would conquer it also for

Christ and preach the Gospel by his sword. It was

not the way that Christ would have wished it

preached, and there was little of what we understand

as Christianity in Olaf’s heart or life : he was only a

piratical young Viking with a zeal for a religion which

he could not comprehend. Everywhere it was the

sword that spoke, as—
.... “ King Olaf raised the hilt

Of iron, cross-shaped and gilt,

And said, ‘ Do not refuse
;

Count well the gain and the loss,

Thor’s hammer or Christ’s cross:

Choose !

’ ”

Or,

“ King Olaf said, ‘ O Sea King

!

Little time have we for speaking :

Be baptized, or thou shalt die.’
”

It was a stern kind of logic, but his arguments

were for the most part convincing, and Norway be-

came nominally a Christian country.

There are many legendary stories connected with

King Olaf, many of which we need not believe unless

we choose, and among these you may rank this

romance of the Romsdal sorcerers.

In Olafs time there stood at the entrance of the

Verblungsnaeset, the fiord leading to the Romsdal, a

castle called the Castle of the Winds, belonging to

two ancient warlocks or sorcerers. The entrance to

the castle was on the landward side, though it had a

watch-tower commanding the ocean, from which hung

a huge iron basket where a beacon could occasion-

ally be seen flaming by the inhabitants of the islands

up and down the coast, and by mysterious dragon-ships

which hoisted answering signal lights, for the sorcerer

brothers were on good terms with the Vikings, and

sold them favorable winds in return for booty of mer-

chandise and slaves. This fact was only suspected

by people generally, for there was apparently no

means of communication between the castle and the

sea. It stood high on a sheer precipice of rock up

whose perpendicular face the boldest climber would

have found it impossible to clamber. Only the

pirates who came on stealthy visits from time to time

knew that in the cliff, behind a jutting spur close to

the water’s edge, there was a concealed door almost

covered by matted draperies of woodbine and ivy, and

that behind the door there was a secret way, a narrow

staircase, dark and winding, by which one could reach

the lowest chamber of the warlocks’ dungeon keep.

The dungeon keep in most castles is the prison
;
and

visitors exploring the sorcerers’ home, if they had

lifted the stone which served as a trap-door to this

great well-like apartment and had peered down into

the darkness, would hardly have cared to have asked

the privilege of being lowered by ropes into its

depths. And yet this was the castle guest-chamber.

A spacious hall in size, it could be lighted by torches

placed in iron brackets
;

it was hung with armor and

surrounded with comfortable couches, and a massive

table stood in the centre at which the pirates feasted,

while no crevice or loophole betrayed their revelry.

In the upper rooms of the castle the sorcerers car-

ried on their observations and incantations of stars

and storm-clouds, of the wind and sea, the lightning

and the thunder, and carved their magic rune-sticks

or almanacs. Really it was very like a signal-

service station, but the ignorant landsmen and mari-

ners looked upon the prophecies of these old wizards

as something quite supernatural, and when they fore-

told areas of rain in the northwest, stationary barom-

eter, easterly to southerly winds with maximum and

minimum thermometer, cyclones in Iceland, and the

probable weather indications in the Mediterranean,

the common people gaped their awe and admiration,

and the pirates did them golden duty.

When a boy of twelve, Olaf was brought to the cas-

tle to be instructed in the mysteries of religion and

in such other matters as it might become a young

prince to know.. It was a dull, lonely life for the

boy. He disliked his teachers
;
and as they professed

to be on intimate terms with the old Scandinavian

gods he grew to dislike them as well. He longed for

companionship with other children, but there were

no lads of his own age at the castle, and he grew up

restless, moody and discontented.
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One day there appeared among the servants a blue-

eyed baby-girl about three years of age. Where she

came from, Olaf did not know
;
he saw only that she

was a stranger in the castle like himself, and that she

was homesick and unhappy. He patted her shining

head stealthily at first, and finally under the good-

natured connivance of the cook made her acquaint-

ance and spent his hour of recreation playing with

her in the great kitchen over the court, a narrow yard

surrounded on all sides of the castle-walls, but open

to the sky.

The child’s name was Signe
;
she could tell Olaf

only that she had come in a ship and that she wanted

her mother. Olaf, to comfort her, told her the legends

of the gods
;
of Odin or Woden, greatest of all, and

of his wife Frigg, from whom we name our Wednes-

day and Friday, and of Thor, the thunderer, who

struck the mountains with the hammer and caused

the avalanches.

“Force rules the world still,”

he might have told her,

“ Has ruled it, shall rule it

;

Meekness is weakness,

Strength is triumphant,

Over the whole earth

Still is it Thor’s-Day !

”

Thor was a noisy, rude, boisterous fellow, just the

god for a boy to choose as a pattern, and no doubt a

god dear to Olaf’s heart long after he had professedly

disowned him
;
but he told her too of Heimdal who

stood on the rainbow watching the entrance to heav-

en, who could hear the grass grow and see a thousand

miles into the depth of the night, and Signe trembled

when she thought of the bit of pastry she had stolen

from the cook’s pantry when she thought it was so

dark that no one could see her, and even Olaf feared

Heimdal, for he knew that he had called his teachers

names beneath his breath, not remembering that

Heimdal could hear his inmost thoughts.

Signe liked to hear of Freja, goddess of beauty

and love, who drove a span of doves and made all

plants bloom when she looked at them; but best of

all she loved to hear the story of Baldur the son of

Odin and Frigg, and this was a legend that Olaf loved

to tell and muse upon.

It had been foretold that if Baldur died, the gods

would perish.

Warned by bad dreams Frigg entreated everything

to swear to protect Baldur. The rocks, the sea, the

lightning, all the forces of nature, took the oath, only

the mistletoe was forgotten. Blue-faced, serpent- i

tressed Loki, the spirit of evil, knew this, grasped the

tree and made a spear of it. Meanwhile the gods

determined to try the power of the oath. They hurled

Baldur into the sea, but it lifted him gently in its foamy-
;

clawed hands and laid him in his mother’s lap. They

showered him with firebrands, but they did him no

injury. The most ferocious wild beasts and venom-

ous of serpents cowered at his feet. The deadliest

of poisons had no power to hurt him. Thor even

threw his hammer at him with his full strength, and

Baldur felt its touch like the velvet kiss of a falling

rose-leaf. Then Loki asked Hodur, Baldur’s blind

brother, to thrust a spear at Baldur. Hodur still

holds the spear, said the old warlocks, hesitating to

throw it at his brother. If he throws it— and the

prophecies say he will— Baldur will fall dead, the

Jotuns, or evil spirits, will rise against the gods and

kill them, the sun and stars will take fire and burn up,

the earth sink to the bottom of the ocean, and the

end of the world come.

Signe would shiver with affright during fierce thun-

der storms, wondering, when a louder crash than

usual resounded from cliff to cliff, whether Hodur

had thrown the fateful spear. But Olaf wished and

longed for the event, feeling that he would gladly aid

the Jotuns in the general riot; for there was another

prophecy which the warlocks had told him of once,

but upon which they did not love to dwell, a proph-

ecy that out of the sea there would arise a new heav-

en and a new earth, in which the All Father would

reign, and pass new judgment upon men, nor accord-

ing as they were brave or cowardly, but according as

they were bad or good.

Notwithstanding the legends and his friendship for

Signe, the boy pined in his confinement. “ I believe,”

he said to himself, “ that I am kept here for no good,

and not by the will of Astrid, my mother, as the sor-

cerers tell me.”

The sea, always in sight and yet unattainable, tan-

talized him, but the castle gate was kept securely

locked, and he dared not leap down from the dizzy

battlements.

Signe saw that he was unhappy, and asked the

reason.

“ If I could change myself into a gull,” he said,

“ and fly away over the blue water, then I should be

happy.”

“ I will show you the way to the sea,” Signe re-
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plied. “ It was the way by which I was brought to

the castle, and I remember it well.”

She led him down into the dungeon keep
;

the

stone which usually covered the trap-door had been

lifted away and a rope ladder swung downward into

the hall below. Olaf climbed down, and little Signe

lying on the floor of the room above followed him

with her eyes. Scarcely had he reached the bottom

when the door leading from the stair’case in the cliff

opened and a procession of rough men filed into the

hall. When they saw the boy they raised a shout,

and the leader lifting him in his arms carried him out,

the warlike followers closing about him, and all re-

turning as they had come. Whether they were

friends or foes of Olaf, little Signe could not tell
;
she

only knew that the lad was gone.

Fifteen years passed away, during which Olaf ex-

perienced many strange adventures indifferent lands,

while Signe grew to womanhood among the servants of

the castle, with only the memory of Olaf and his stories

to comfort her. The wizards grew older, more hideous

and more ill-tempered. Their beards swept their gir-

dles, and their eyes glowed like sullen coals under their

ashy eyebrows. Events were happening in the political

and in the religious world which did not suit them.

The people were falling away from their old religion

and their old king, and a usurper was sailing into

all the fiords of Norway, who proclaimed himself the

regent of a new king called Christ.

Each night the warlocks wailed to the winds from

the parapets of their castle :

“ It is the reign of the Jotuns, for Baldur is dead !

”

“ If Baldur is dead,” thought Signe, “ perhaps this

is the coming of the new heavens and the new

earth.”

But the wizards thought not so. A great sacrifice

had been proclaimed at the temple of Baldur.

Ninety-nine various species of animals and birds and

ninety-nine human beings were to be among the vic-

tims. The sorcerers were called upon to furnish

three of these last from among their slaves, and they

had determined that Signe should be of the number.

She sat a prisoner in her little chamber looking out

through its barred lancet window across the stormy

sea. She knew her fate, and that even now the sor-

cerers were absent at the temple of Baldur preparing

for the ceremonies. At dawn they would come for

her and for the other victims. It was indeed the

reign of the Jotuns, and to whom could she pray,

since Baldur was dead ? How the wind raged

around the castle towers, and how the breakers

leaped and beat themselves upon the cliff ! It seemed
as if JEgir, god of the sea, and Frey, god of the

wind, were engaged in their last mortal struggle with

the Jotuns. Perhaps the end of the world would
come before the morrow and there would be no sac-

rifice.

She 'could see a ship beating along the coast

against the wind, striving in vain to enter the fiord.

She watched it in apathetic despair. Why did it

strive so hard after the unattainable ? Everything was
at cross purposes

;
it was useless for man to attempt

anything now until the new god should ascend his

throne and put down the Jotuns. She pressed her

face against the iron bars and prayed to the new
diety, whose name she did not know, to hasten his

coming. “ And if,” she thought, “ my sacrifice will

help usher in the new day, then I am content to

die.'

The storm ceased
;

the noble ship rose and fell

more regularly on the troubled water, and a boat

manned by stout oarsmen put out from it for the

base of the cliff. “ They are pirates,” thought

Signe, “ who know the entrance to the secret way.”

She little thought that the ship was the Long Serpent,

and that it bore Olaf, the boy companion of her early

childhood, back to claim his own.

A day and a night the Long Serpeiit had lain at the

entrance of the fiord in the very teeth of the north-

easter which prevented it from making the harbor.

Olaf had recognized the Castle of the Winds. “ The
sorcerers,” he said, “ have woven a spell to prevent

the entrance of the gospel to the fiord. They are

masters of the wind through the aid of the Prince of

the Power of the Air, but even he cannot prevail

against the Christ.”

Standing in the prow of the vessel he lifted his

cross-handled sword and bade the god Frey remem-

ber that Baldur was dead and that all other deities

must yield to him who commanded both wind and sea,

and they obeyed him. There was a slight pause in

the storm, and Olaf commanded the boat to be low-

ered, that he might pay a visit to the castle from

which pirates had snatched him and sold him to

slavery.

He gave the occupants of the castle his usual curt

terms, baptism or death. All willingly chose to ad-

here to the new religion, for the wizards were hated

as well as feared by their servants. He liberated the

slaves destined for sacrifice, and his anger knew no



bounds when he learned that his little friend Signe

was among the number.

He was interrupted by the announcement that the

wizards were returning and were at that moment at

the castle gate with a troop of horsemen. Guarded

by his four trusty men-at-arms, two in advance and

two in the rear, and with his arm about the trembling

Signe, he hastened down the secret way and regained

the Long Serpent. But the other captives whom he

had liberated fired the castle, and made their escape

as best they might- in the confusion that followed.

Olaf saw the bent form of one of the sorcerers upon

the watch-tower outlined against a background of

flame
;
and, either at Olaf’s command or by his own

black art, the face of the sorcerer may still be seen

outlined on the crags at the entrance to the fiord,

though the castle has crumbled into formless

debris.

I do not know the after-history of Signe— perhaps

she became Olaf’s bride; but names of other women,
Queen Sigrid the Haughty, Gudrun, the farmer’s

daughter, and the imperious Thyri, are linked by tra-

dition with his, and it is possible that she led quite

as happy a life as the wife of some simple peas-

ant.

Baldur is dead, and the power of the Jotuns too is

over. The stories of the Vikings read like fairy-tales,

and King Olaf himself is hardly more to us than a

mythical J ack-the-Giant-Killer.

“ The reign of violence is dead,

Or dying surely from the world,

While Love triumphant reigns instead.”
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A YOUNG ALLIGATOR.CATCHER.

By James Otis.

CATCHING and raising alligators to sell seems

rather queer business for a boy; and yet

Jimmie Davis, of Jacksonville, Florida, who is only

sixteen years old, makes no small amount of money

by so doing. His father is known by the name of

“ Alligator ” Davis, and, as the name implies, is in the

same line of trade, having taken his son with him as

an assistant since he was eight years old.

The father and son live nearly all the time in the

swamps, or on the banks of the streams where the

alligators are most plentiful, going to town only when

they need fresh supplies of provisions, or have a stock

of captives to sell.

Jimmie has been so observing in his queer trade

that he can imitate the cry of an old mother alligator

or her young ones to such perfection that they will

come running after him, thinking his voice that of one

of the family. There have been times, though, when

Jimmie has called altogether too successfully, and has

had either the father or the mother come at him so

angry at the deception practised that he has had

great difficulty in getting out of the way quickly

enough.

You must know that large alligators, either alive or

stuffed, are purchased by those who make a business

of exhibiting curiosities, at prices ranging from ten to

fifty dollars for the live ones, and about half that sum

for those that have been made to “ look alive ” by the

taxidermist. Young ones are bought by the visitors

to Florida, as are the eggs, and the demand for almost

everything pertaining to the alligator is so great that

Jimmie often earns as much as twenty dollars in a

week, and very seldom less than five. When neither

he nor his father can catch a ’gator— as they are

called in Florida— alive, they kill him, and if no one

wants such a specimen to stuff, they sell the teeth,

which are of pure ivory, to be made into jewelry, cane

or umbrella heads, and even perfume-bottles. The

skin is sold to be made into leather, the flesh is some-

times used for food
;
but more often the oil is boiled

out of it, since it is highly prized by those who need

the finest quality of lubricators. The bones are the

only things about an alligator that are thrown away,

and in case of very large or fine specimens these are

utilized by being wired together and the skeleton

sold to museums.

Then there are the eggs, which Jimmie had rather

get than the young ’gators themselves, because he

can hatch the young ones out and not have the trou-

ble of catching the squirming little things that run

very fast even on the first day they come into the

world.

When an old alligator is about to lay ezgs she se-

lects some nice, quiet place on the bank of a stream

where she thinks no one will come to disturb her, and

then she beats the ground down hard with her tail

until she has made a smooth floor as large around as

the top of a hogshead. On this place she lays from

thirty to forty eggs, and covers them with dried

grass and mud until she has formed a little round

hut. The outside of this she covers with clay, which

dries perfectly air-tight. Of course she can’t sit on

the eggs herself, as a hen does, for they are only

about as large as a goose-egg, although more of an

oblong shape, and she would crush them
;
but after

she has built this hut she knows the sun will do all

the rest of the work. She watches the place very

jealously every one of the forty days required to

hatch the young ones, and when she hears a queer

little barking and snarling, exactly as a lot of puppies

would make, she knows the babies have come out of

the shells. She then bites a hole through the side of

the mud hut, and the little ’gators, only about ten

inches long, come scampering out, running as straight

for the water as if they had been there hundreds of

times before.

When Jimmie Davis can find one of these huts, he

can take the eggs to some other place where the

mother cannot find them, and hatch them out just as

well as she can. He then has the young ones where

he can get them whenever he is ready to sell them
;

and such of the eggs as do not have any little ’gators

in them he can sell at the rate of fifty cents per

dozen.
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Therefore when he is out hunting in the spring of

the year, which is the time the old alligator builds her

nest, he watches carefully for any signs of the little

mud hut, and after he has found it, he hides some-

where near to wait until the mother has gone for her

breakfast or dinner, when he robs the nest.

Sometimes he finds a brood of youngsters that have

just come out of their shells, and then he works hard

with a stout dip-net, trying to scoop them out of the

water and keep beyond reach of the old 'gator’s tail at

the same, time
;
for he knows if she strikes him once

with her long scaly tail his bones will be broken, if

he is not killed outright. As fast as he catches the

young ones, he puts them in a bag, where he keeps

them until he has enough to make it worth his while

to go to town to sell them.

There is not much danger in catching young ’gators

so long as one keeps out of the mother’s way
;
but

when Jimmie and his father start out to catch a big

fellow alive, then the sport is both exciting and dan-

gerous, lasting sometimes two or three days.

It is very seldom they get an opportunity to steal

up to one and fasten a rope around him, for that can

only be done when the ’gator is asleep. The way

they usually do it is to build a regular pen in the water

near the bank, leaving a door just wide enough for

the alligator to get in. Directly in the centre of this

pen is a stake, on which is’tied a piece of badly smell-

ing meat— that is the bait, and the pen is made only

to prevent the ’gator from getting at it in any other

way than by the door where the trap is. The first

stake on each side of the door has notches cut in it,

like the spindle of a squirrel trap, and across these,

just above the surface of the water, is the bar &r

trigger. Now this pen must be built near the bank

where a large sapling grows, and the tree is bent

over and fastened to the trigger with a stout piece of

rope or chain, while just under it, in the water, is a

large slip-noose. *

After all this has been done Jimmie and his father

go away to attend to some other work, or make

another trap, and pretty soon along comes Mr. Alli-

gator, wondering how he shall get his dinner, and

whether he must go very far for it. Then he smells

the meat, and he probably thinks a new restaurant

has been started there, so he swims along very cau-

tiously with just the tip of his nose out of the water,

to see what the new place looks like. He sees the

meat, and there is no one near, so he thinks he will

sneak in and steal it
;
but just as he gets his head in,

and raises himself out of the water a little to seize the

bait, his back hits the trigger, throwing it out of the

notched stakes, and the thief is very much surprised

at finding a stout rope securely tied around his body

just back of his fore legs.

Of course he thrashes about in the water, and

raises a terrible fuss, but there he is, and there he

has to stay until Jimmie and his father return.

The prisoner can swim around in such a circle as

the rope will permit, and in order to get him out of

the water it is necessary to have him fastened securely,

or he would do a great deal of mischief. The trap-

pers wade out in the water, and watch their opportu-

nity to get a rope around the captive’s tail. After this

is done, it is fastened to something on the shore, and

then Mr. Alligator cannot swim around, but is

stretched out very nearly in a straight line, when it is

not difficult to get another rope around his jaws. His

legs are then bent up over his back and fastened to-

gether, after which a stout stick is lashed from the

end of his nose to the tip of his tail, which prevents

him from bending his body. He is then lifted into

the boat, for to drag him to the shore while he is in

such a helpless condition would be to drown him.

One day last year, Jimmie’s father left him on

Black Creek, which runs into the St. John’s river,

above Jacksonville, while he went to the city to sell

some ’gators. His father had not been gone very long

when Jimmie saw a big alligator crawl out of the

water and arrange himself snugly in the sand for a

nap. Jimmie knew the old fellow was too big for him

to attempt to catch alone
;
but, thinking what a nice

prize he would have to show his father in case he

succeeded, he resolved to make the attempt. Wait-

ing until he was sure the ’gator was asleep, Jimmie

crept softly up to him, and had nearly got the rope

around his tail when the alligator awoke.

The first thing he did was to swing his tail around,

and he struck the boy on the legs. The force of the

blow was broken by the rope, or Jimmie would not

have been alive to tell about it; but it hurt him

so much that it was only with the greatest difficulty

he managed to tie the knots, and then when he crept

out of the angry monster’s way the old fellow was so

near him that he tore his coat off with his teeth. It

was some time before the boy was able to continue

the attempt of making the alligator a captive
;
but he

did succeed after a while, and when Mr. Davis re-

turned he found Jimmie watching a prisoner that was

nearly twelve feet long.
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Jimmie once gave three alligator eggs to a hen who
was very anxious to have some chickens, and after

she had nearly killed herself sitting on them, three

of the oddest-looking babies that old hen ever saw

crept out and started on a journey for the water.

Biddy had no idea of losing her young ones after she

had had so much trouble to hatch them, and she did

all she could to prevent them from leaving the nest

;

but as fast as she could roll one back with her beak

the other two would be toddling off at their fastest

speed, which so discouraged the hen that she gave up

the task after she had worked hard several hours,

clucking disconsolately as the ugly-looking youngsters

scrambled into the water.

Sometimes Jimmie has two or three hundred of

these odd chickens in his coop, all of which he has

raised himself, for during the summer there is very

little demand for them
;

but as soon as the tourists

come in the winter he disposes of his brood without

any difficulty.

There are very many stories which could be told of

Jimmie’s narrow escapes
;

but so much space has al-

ready been occupied that the editor will probably insist

if they are ever told it must be at some future time.

FIRST NOTES.

A LITTLE TEXAS NURSE-GIRL.

By M. J. Cushing.

I
AIN’T done nuthin’ dis blessed day ! no, dat I

ain’t; nuthin’ ‘tall but trot my legs off waitin’

on de white folks, an’ I’m goin’ to stop it ! I done

tole Phebe p’intedly I ain’ goin’ to put up wid it, an’

I aint

!

Miss Pattie she come a hour or so ’fo’ day,

en’ she histed me outen my bed wid her stories:

“ Git up, Chatty, it’s sunrise an’ de chillen goin' after

sweet-gum, an’ baby’s callin’ you !
” So I git up en’
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dress myself. Miss Pattie, she so airy, she bluched

to have shoes on her nuss. I hauled ’em off soon’s I

got to de gum-grobe. Bless dat baby ! he de

smothes’ an’ de putties’ thing in Texas, wid his blue

eye an’ his little red curls; an’ when dat fiantin
’

fidgit,
Jewly Ann, cum down dere wid Mis’ Rogers’

gal-baby wid de black eyes, an’ Inpinny black hyar,

an’ Said her toes was puttier ’an Alfred’s whole body,

I jis kotch my sun-bonnet offen de tree, wha’ I hung

it outen de way while we went over to t’other grove,

an’ I war it out ’on her! de splits was made ob

white pine too, caus’ Mas’ Henry he laugh when

Miss Pattie was makin’ dem of pasebode, an’ he say

he’ll make sumthin’ Chatty won’t war out. So when

Miss Pattie saw it all tode up, she ax me how it werd,

an’ I tole her I went in de thicket fur dem jew-

berries I brung her; an’ Mas’ Henry, he say, “I
spec some little nigger could tell it differum.”

Jus’ den Mis’ Rogers she kum in her fine cayadge

wid her silks and her satins, an’ I knowed what’s de

matter, kase she say, “No, I will not kum in
;
ax her

to step to de do’;” an’ I peeped outen de parlor

winder, an’ see dat Jewly Ann settin’ in de cayadge

cryin’, wid her coat all tore
,
an’ de strings offen her

apoii, an’ de wool stan’in’ up in little patches all ober

her head, jus’ like I lef’ her at de grobe, ’ceptin’ she

had whelps all over her face, an’ one o’ her eyes

would bin plenty for two com’on niggas. I wus

mighty sorry fur her, an’ me too, when I hear Miss

Pattie say, “ I’m very sorry Mrs. Rogers— I will see

it don’t happen agin.” An’ den she kum out an’ say,

“ Kum here, Chatty ! A pretty name for such a girl

as you are— go to your mother, and tell her to give

you a whipping, an’ I’ll ’splain it when I see her.”

Now my mammy she a quare ole ooman. De white

folks likes her, an’ say she ole-fashion, and I speck

dat’s what’s de matter. She jus’ tuk me, soon’s I

tell her, an’ bun me up wid her strap, an’ den she ax

me what I bin doin’. I tole her ’bout dat impident

Jewly Ann, an’ she say, “ Well, you wus right— dem
po’ white folks to set up an’ say dey chillen putty es

our’n, when our’n is owned hundreds of niggers way

back to dey /^-fathers, and Mis’ Rogers wus a school-

teacher an’ teached fur her livin,’ ’fo’ she married

Mas’ Vic Rogers. But den, Miss Pattie she knows,

an’ I kin tell you, ’s I ben sayin’ all along, de niggers

de white folks didn’t raise ain’ fitten to kill even.

You go on ! An’ tell Miss Pattie if you cuts up

any more didoes to keep you home from ’Mancipa-

tion.”

Ginger-cakes ! ain’t I glad I got dat whippin’ ? I

clean forgot it, an’ I al’ays ’lows to behave my very

jimmiest ’bout ’Manspation time, kase Miss Pattie

she got a foolish way of sayin’, “ I won’t whip any

chile, so you can jus’ stay home, Chatty, till you learn

to behave.” An’ oncet when I put de chillen’s book

in de flour bayal, an’ hid ’em so dey could go wid me
an’ de baby winter-grapein’ Sat’day evenin’ ’stid o’

studyin’ dey Sun’-school lesson, an’ Phebe foun’ dem
when she went to make biscuits for supper, Miss

Pattie she keep me home from de Baptises festbul

wha’ me an’ all de res’ de Meth’dis’ gals was gwine

to make fun o’ dem po’ stuck-up, web-footed critters

wha wades water like a crane.

Don’t care ! I ain’t goin’ to dredge like I is to-

day, not if my great-gran’chil’n is burned stayin’

home ! I went up to de big house just smilin’ as

baskit o’ chips from mammy’s, kase dat Cicely Ann
wha make de chil’n’s close, she always settin’ in Miss

Pattie’s room gigglin’ an’ ’lowin’ she diden’ use to

ketch it from her manim Dat gal fear spile up

from bein’ wid white folks. Den I took de baby an’

de big quilt down to de big live-oak tree in de front

yard and played tea-party wid some cake an’ milk,

an’ him an’ me went to sleep, an’ when we woke it

wuz dinner-time, an’ I fed him at de side-table an’ eat

my dinner wid him. Den I fil’t de big bathin’-tub

wha stan’ under de fig-tree by de back do’, all shady

like little house, an’ can’t see it frum de road, an’ me
an’ de two littles ones, we bathed ourselves. Den I

tuk de baby in his waggin, an’ went jew-berryin’. I

heerd da Cicely Ann tell Miss Pattie I jus’ wanted de

waggin to cay’e my buckit in
;
so’s I ju&’ brung back a

big grasshopper an’ put him in her sewin’ musheen

draw
,

an’ tole her Miss Pattie sed gimme some

thread outen it, an’ oh gravy ! how she did holler !

After dat I went wid de chillen to de cow-pen, wha’

Phebe milkin’, an’ we all tuk our tin cups an’

drinked some new milk kase Dr. Blake he say de

baby mus’ drink it warm, an’ I duz what he duz—
bless him !

Him an’ me had supper when we kum to de house,

an’ I put him to sleep in de hammuck. I was tired

clean out den, but Miss Fannie she ax me to make

up de bed in de spare-room nice for her bo dat jus’

kum frum New Orleans. I fix it all nice as pie, an’

it look so good I tumble down on it, an nex’ L know

Mr. Hewett an’ Mas’ Henry stan’in’ dar laughin’

deyself to death, an’ sayin’, “ Come, Char-i-ty, we

won’t tell on you dis time
;

but please git up, an’
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hurry to your own department.’’ He right good if he

does want Miss Fannie, an’ always look like he got a

new gethrirt-string in his mouf. It wuz so funny, I

tole Cicely Ann when I got in bed, an’ to-morrer it’ll

be hoorcihed all ober dis place. An’ de plain truth ob

it is I’m done workin’ like I is ben doin’, an’ I’m goin’

de chill’n now-days. Aunt Margrit she good to us

gals, an’ I likes to hear her tell ’bout de white ladies

where she go an’ stay, an’ help ’em wid dey chil’n an’

fruit-cake an’ mince pies
;

an’ she say, “ Be smart,

chil’n, an’ even Mrs. Allen, de grandest lady in all

Texas, will even let you help, wid dat little jewel ob

UNDER THE LIVE-OAK.

to quit it ! I don’t keer fur de turn-out nohow,

’ceptin’ de water-millions— an’ de candy— an’ de

ice-cream — an’ seein’ aunt Rachel dere, wid her ugly

self makin’ eyes at us gals
;
an’ oncet she ax me

why diden’ I kum see Alice, an’ I tole her it makes

me nervous to walk so far, an’ how she take on ’bout

hers, her little granchile, Peirce, if you behave an’

work.” But I ain’t goin’ to kill myself wukkin\ as I

is bin doin’, an’ dat’s de wood wid de bark on it. An’

I’m goin’ to sleep right now an’ sleep all day to-

morrer to begin wid— don’t de baby wants me in de

mornin’ !
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HOW ELBRIDGE GRAY PLAYED “LITTLE BOY BLUE.”

By Mrs. M. L. Evans.

GRANDFATHER GRAY was making a bell, and

Elbridge Gray, his grandson, sat on a block by

the door of the log smithy watching him.

More properly speaking, Grandfather Gray was

brazing the bell, for he had made it the day before

by hammering out from wrought iron a sheet of metal

sufficient for the bell, riveting the edges together into

the proper shape, and attaching a staple to the inside

from which to hang the clapper, and another to the

outside through which to pass a strap
;
then the bell

was ready for the brazing which grandfather thought

necessary in order to give it a clear and musical

sound.

This part of the work Elbridge much desired to

see, and his grandfather had secured his release from

certain chores, assigned by his mother for the after-

noon, by saying that he needed the lad, though, in

truth, the only assistance that Elbridge had been

called upon to render was to ransack the house, barn

and smithy for bits of old copper to be used in the

brazing process.

To the scanty store thus collected Elbridge had

with much regret seen his grandfather add three cop-

per cents
;
for, though he wanted the bell brazed, he

could not help thinking that the cents would do more

good in a certain small buckskin purse in company

with three others of the same family which constitued

his sole earthly treasure
;
but in his day it was not

customary for boys to remonstrate with their grand-

fathers, and he watched without a murmur while the

scraps of copper, including the cents, were disposed

about the bell inside and outside and fastened in

place with a wadding and binding of old rags. After

the rags came an envelope of damp clay covering the

whole several inches thick; then the 'mass was put

upon the forge in the midst of a charcoal fire which

by means of the bellows was brought to a heat suffi-

cient to melt the copper. When Grandfather Gray

judged that the copper had been all melted and spread

over the surface of the iron he took the mass from the

fire, and when the clay had somewhat cooled, cracked

it, removed it and the charred rags, and exposed a

bright new bell which, when the clapper was fastened

within, rang to a charm. “ A bell which any sheep

might be proud to wear,” said Grandfather Gray

as he tapped it admiringly; and Elbridge thought so

too.

The bell was small and of rude workmanship, but it

had taken the old smith the greater part of a day to

make and braze it. One would suppose that it would

have been cheaper for him to have bought a bell, and

that he could for a small sum have purchased a much
more satisfactory article

;
but at this time the Grays

were pioneer settlers on a farm in Illinois, and the

nearest settlement with its one store was five miles

distant, and besides, this store when reached might

have been thoroughly searched without the discovery

of a bell of any description.

Bells, though of very common use, may safely be

classed as luxuries
;
and Grandfather Gray in common

with most pioneers scouted the use of luxuries
;
but

in this case he had made strong argument that a bell

was a necessity
;
for his son, Elbridge’s father, had

that morning started a day’s journey to buy and bring

home a small flock of sheep from a distant settlement.

“ And,” quoth Grandfather Gray, “ who ever heard

of a flock of sheep without a bell-wether, or a bell-

wether without a bell ?
”

“ Well, it’s about time Jonas was a-getting back,”

said the old gentleman, glancing at the sun as it was

near its setting. “ We’ll go back to the house and be

ready to bell the wether as soon as it comes.”

They found Mr. Gray just arrived, and all the fam-

ily out admiring the new possessions : five fine ewes,

and a decidedly vicious-looking old ram, who was of

course destined to have the honor of wearing the bell

;

but as to being proud of wearing it he soon proved

grandfather a false prophet, for every attempt to fast-

en the strap about his neck brought forth such hos-

tile demonstrations that the old gentleman paused at

length in some perplexity just as Elbridge, who had

disappeared into the house, returned with a deer-skin

thong made into a slip-noose.

“ Here,” said he, “ let me throw this over his horns
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and tie his head down to that sapling, then you can

fasten the strap in a minute
;

” and in his excitement,

without stopping for permission, he tossed the impro-

vised lariat over the ram’s horns, and in a moment

was holding him fast.

“ Well done !
” said grandfather admiringly as he

fastened the strap
;
and added, with a twinkle in his

eye, “ Two heads are better than one if one is a

sheep’s head.”

“ Why do people say that when they mean that one

of the persons isn’t very smart? ” said Elbridge.

“ Hasn’t a sheep as much sense as any other

animal ?
”

“ No, it has less than anything that goes on four

legs, ” answered grandfather
;
“and you will find it

out if you watch this flock closely.”

And Elbridge did find it out, but not by close

watching.

The pasture in which the sheep were to graze was

enclosed on two sides by timber and on the other two

by a corn-field
;
along one side next to the timber ran

a small stream having at the corner of the pasture a

perpendicular fall of seven or eight feet into a narrow

ravine. There had as yet been no fence built to sep-

arate the pasture from either the timber or the corn-

field, and it was necessary that some one should watch

the sheep to keep them from damaging the corn or

straying into the timber. Elbridge was quite pleased

to learn that this was to be his task
;
but he was not

so pleased when on the following morning the family

council decided to kill two birds with one stone by

having him take the hominy-mill to the pasture and

pound hominy while he watched the sheep. But

Elbridge knew that protest was useless, and besides,

pounding hominy was his principal business, and he

reflected that it would be pleasanter under the trees

in the pasture than in the shed near the house where

he usually worked, and he could occasionally relieve

the monotony by wading in the stream and by chasing

the sheep. So when his father drove the sheep

through the clearing to the pasture, carrying the hom-

iny-mill, he followed after quite cheerfully, carrying a

sack of corn on his shoulder.

The hominy-mill, which Elbridge was soon opera-

ting under a tree in the pasture, was a very simple

affair : it consisted of a section of oak log with a basin-

like burnt hole in one end
;
into this the corn, which

had been previously soaked in lye, was placed, and

the hulls beaten off with a wooden pestle
;
the corn

was then washed and was ready for use. Hominy

thus made formed the staple article of food in many
a pioneer family.

When Elbridge returned home at the close of his

second day’s compound employment as miller and
shepherd, he found a stranger in the house

;
this was

nothing unusual, for all settlers expected to entertain

travellers, and many stopped at the Gray cabin
; but

this traveller proved to be a pedler, and this was
something unusual. After supper he opened his pack
and displayed many articles of use and ornament.

Elbridge’s mother and sister Janet found many things

to admire
;
but the boy after looking over everything

in silence was about turning away thinking that ped-

lers carried nothing for boys, when the man of the

pack took out a book :
“ Here, my lad, is a picture-

book that maybe you’d like to look at.”

It proved to be a story-book, a very primitive

affair. I fear the young folks of to-day would consider

the stories very dry reading and the pictures very

rough and poor indeed
;
but to Elbridge, who was

soon absorbed in the book, they were miracles of

interest and art.

The boy, though acquainted with few books, could

read quite well, thanks to home instruction with

Webster’s Speller, the Bible and psalm-book for text-

books
;

so all evening he read on and on, and when
near bed-time, the pedler, having returned most of his

goods to his pack, asked if he were “ trying to read

the book through to save buying it, ” the joke was en-

tirely lost upon Elbridge
;
he heard nothing, and was

at length rudely awakened by his father abruptly

taking the book from his hand and returning it to

its owner.

“ Let me see the book,” said Grandfather Gray,

who had all evening been apparently absorbed in his

pipe and his story, but who had as usual taken more

interest than he seemed in what the lad was inter-

ested in.

The pedler handed the book to him, and he looked

through it while Elbridge stole to his side for an-

other longing look at the pictures.

“ Would you like to have the book, lad ? ” said

grandfather, at length.

Like to have the book ! Elbridge was speechless

with surprise. The idea of owning such a treasure

had not entered his mind
;
but the look upon his face

was sufficient answer.

“ How much do you want for it? ” said Grandfather

Gray to the pedler.

“ Four bits,” answered he, briskly.
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Elbridge could scarcely believe his eyes when he

saw his grandfather take out a buckskin pouch and

count out the four bright silver pieces into the ped-

ler’s hand
;

and when the old gentleman put the

book into his hands, saying, “ You are a good, in-

dustrious lad and deserve it,” he could only stammer

his thanks and creep off to bed quite dazed with his

unexpected happiness.

The next morning there went with him to the pas-

ture beside the sheep and the bag of corn the won-

derful new story-book, and no boy will be surprised

to learn that the grist brought from the hominy-mill

that night when weighed in the balance was found

sadly wanting. The reason for this being soon sur-

mised, he was strictly forbidden to carry the book to

the pasture.

For this, however, he cared but little, for he had that

day got from one of the stories an idea which he

hoped, with his grandfather’s help, to put into such prac-

tical form that he should henceforth be relieved from

the labor of pounding hominy, and have all his time

for reading and play.

His inspiration was drawn from the charming story

of Edward and Elmer, two youths more remarkable

for ingenuity than for love of hard work, who, having

had the task given them of doing the family churning,

contrived, by building a dam in a small stream and

rigging up a water-wheel, to have the churning done

by water power
;
and Elbridge argued that the force

which could be made to churn butter could also be

compelled to pound hominy.

As has been said before, a stream ran through the

pasture with a perpendicular fall of several feet; this

would do away with the necessity for building a dam,

but for the wheel he must depend upon his grand-

father, as also for all encouragement in his project.

His father and mother he knew would regard it as

sheer nonsense
;
but for what Grandfather Gray chose

to do on the farm or at the smithy there was neither

question nor remark.

So in the evening when grandfather sat resting

and enjoying his pipe under the great sycamore in

front of the house, Elbridge took the book, and, sitting

down beside him, asked :

“ Grandfather, sha’n’t I read you a story out of my
new book ?

”

“Why, yes, of course,” said the old gentleman,

looking pleased.

Then Elbridge read to him about Elmer and

Edward and their wonderful water-wheel, and grand-

father became so interested that he nearly let his pipe

go out.

“ And now,” said Elbridge abruptly, as he closed the

book at the end of the story, “ why can’t we rig up a

wheel at the fall in the pasture that will pound homi-

ny as well as I can ? You see there won’t be any

dam to build there.”

Grandfather opened his eyes very wide, took his

pipe from his mouth and whistled
;
then he laughed

heartily.

“ Wants to set up a mill !
” said he. “ Well, now,

that isn’t a bad idea. And when you have pounded

all we want for home use, maybe you can pound for

the neighbors and take toll. Who knows but a water-

wheel might be the beginning of the lad’s fortune ?
”

Then seeing that Elbridge looked troubled at his

taking the matter so lightly, he added kindly :

“ Well, I’ll go down and take a look at the creek in

the morning, and see if I can put in a wheel and

make it work. It may be good for more than pound-

ing hominy if I can.”

And the next morning, bright and early, he did go

down and take a look at the stream, and very soon

after was at work in the smithy on the wheel that was

to pound out Elbridge’s fortune— or misfortune, as

the case might be.

To begin with, he sacrificed a stout oak barrel, one

of a number that he had made the previous winter

;

for Grandfather Gray was what the vernacular calls a

“Jack of all trades,” and understood coopering as

well as blacksmithing.

In the centre of each head of the barrel he sawed a

hole, through which he passed a pole for an axle
;
then

in each end of every alternate stave he bored auger-

holes, into which he drove stout pegs, and to the pegs

fastened straight staves for paddles
;
lastly, to the axle

he attached a crank with a connecting-rod and lever;

then the wheel was ready to set up in the creek.

With Elbridge’s help he carried the machinery to

the pasture, and then proceeded to cut two stout

forked timbers which he drove . into the bed of the

stream at the foot of the fall, and a shorter one into

the ground just on the edge of the bank above. Then

the axle of the wheel was fitted into the stakes below,

and the lever into the one above, so that it would

work smoothly and not fly off; and now the water

wheel was rigged. As the water struck the paddles

the wheel began to revolve, the crank and connecting-

rod drove the lever up and down, and the pestle at-

tached to the lever pounded away in mid-air. All
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that was now needed was a small platform on which

to set the hominy basin, and this it did not take

Grandfather Gray long to build. When it was fin-

ished El bridge had the supreme satisfaction of filling

the basin with corn and lying down at full length on

the grass to watch the stream pound the hulls off for

him.

In the evening before the mill was stopped grand-

father invited all the family out to see it work. Mrs.

Gray and Janet were much pleased with it
;
the former

thought it might be used in doing the churning, and

the latter inquired if it could not be made to turn her

spinning-wheel
;
but Elbridge’s father was not so

favorably impressed. He even ventured to remark

that father must have had little to do, and that he had

a mighty poor opinion of labor-saving machines for

boys, and finished by quoting a certain lamented

divine on the relation between Satan and idle hands.

Probably Dr. Watts referred solely to boys’ hands

;

but however that may be, Elbridge and his grand-

father were both too much delighted with their achieve-

ment to care for adverse criticism.

The next morning when Elbridge started to the

pasture he quietly put his book into his pocket, argu-

ing within himself that since he would not have to

pound any more hominy the interdiction on his taking

the book was removed. True he could have settled

this more satisfactorily by asking permission
;
but this,

for reasons best known to himself, he neglected to do.

After filling the basin with corn he started the mill,

and then betook himself with his book to the shade

of a tree some distance off, and was soon so absorbed

in the story of “ Julius and his pet Rabbits ” that he

entirely forgot both sheep and hominy.

Now if Elbridge had been a very observing boy he

would have noticed days before that when pouring

corn into the basin or taking hominy from it he usu-

ally had one apparently interested spectator— the

old bell-wether. This old fellow very well knew the

taste of corn, and no doubt his mouth often watered

for it as he saw it coming out of the sack
;

but when
Elbridge was handling it, of course it was out of the

question for the sheep to get at it. ,

This morning, however, having seen Elbridge pour

the corn into the basin and leave it, he thought it was

now his chance, and walking out upon the platform,

he coolly thrust his nose into the basin for a mouth-

ful, when bang ! came the stout oak pestle squarely

upon the top of his head. The blow stunned him, he

staggered forward and toppled over the bank into the

stream below, his bell sending out a frightened clang-

ing which would surely have aroused Elbridge had he

been but one degree less absorbed in his story.

The old ram had scarcely struck the water when
the sheep behind him walked deliberately upon the

platform, struck her nose in the basin, received a blow

on the head and went over the bank precisely as the

leader had done, only more quietly; and, though it

scarcely seems credible that anything in nature could

be so foolish, every sheep in the flock followed in

turn, and landed, stunned, in the stream below.

And Elbridge read on until the story of “Julius

and his pet Rabbits ” was finished, when he looked

up in a half-bewildered frame of mind, and lost some

seconds in recovering himself. Then he instantly

missed the sheep
;
they had strayed into the corn, he

thought, and hastily dropping his book he ran to the

part of the field next the stream where he had last

seen the flock. At the edge of the stream a splash-

ing in the water attracted his attention, and glancing

over the bank he saw the ewes, some standing in the

water and some trying in a dazed sort of way to climb

up the bank. All of the flock had partially recovered

from the effect of the blow and fall, except the old

bell-wether who had led them into mischief : he,

alas ! was lying with his head under water, and when
finally dragged out life was extinct.

Just what punishment would have been meted out

to Elbridge if it had not been for Grandfather Gray’s

protest and pleading, I cannot say
;
but those were

days when Solomon was regarded as high authority

upon the use of the rod in such cases. As it was,

Elbridge, in the opinion of the family, got off

very easily. The story-book went down into

the darkness at the bottom of a great chest full of

bed-clothes, and never saw the light again for a year,

while the water-wheel came down and was carried back

to the smithy the very next morning, Elbridge taking

up the pestle thus dropped and pounding hominy as

of old. A light punishment ? Elbridge for a long

time doubted whether he would not rather have taken

a good sound whipping.



THE HOPE WORKS.

By Susan Hale.

CHAPTER I.

AUNT LUCINDA was reading her Sunday Her-
ald. She had read it pretty thoroughly, the

outside and the inside, and the supplement on both

sides, but she hated to leave off, because then she

would have to get up and begin to write some letters.

She felt rather tired because little Elsie was not very

well, and they had been up with her in the night.

So aunt Lucinda kept on reading her paper through
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her spectacles, and she came upon an advertisement

something like this, down in a corner

:

“ For the little girls. Entirely fresh style dolls, ten inches

tall, charming and life-tinted features; four by mail, several

dresses and faces both light and dark, blue-eyed and black, for

fifty cents
;
stamps taken.

“The Hope Works, Fair Haven, W. I.”

“ Seems to me/’ thought aunt Lucinda, “ those

dolls may amuse Elsie. I think I will send for them,

as they will take stamps.”

So she got up and went to her Davenport, and took

some scissors and cut out the advertisement, which

she stuck with gum upon a sheet of paper, and then

she wrote underneath :

“ Please send a set to Miss Elsie Robbs. Care of Mr.

Johnathan Robbs.”

Then she added the right address of the street and

number, and town and State.

After this aunt Lucinda counted out sixteen green

three-cent stamps, and one red two-cent stamp,

which made, she was pretty sure, fifty cents’ worth,

and laid them in the note which she folded up and

put in an envelope, and then stuck it together and

addressed it on the outside :

“the hope works.”

Then she began to feel pretty tired, and putting

down her pen and leaning back in her high-backed

chair, she took off her spectacles and dropped

asleep ! A little wind came along and blew the

letter out of the window, for it was a warm day, one

of the first, and the window next the desk was open.

CHAPTER II.

Luckily, the wind blew the letter to the very spot

where the real Hope Works is established, but it is

not in Fair Haven, W. I.

It is in the county of Nobody-knows, a large, cool,

green valley, well adapted for the works, which

require steam power, and water power, and horse

power, and man power, and women-and-little-children

power, and every other kind of power that makes

and moves.

Quantities of people are busy all the time hurrying

about giving orders and receiving them, and mixing

and stirring
;
for a great deal of Hope is required all

the time, and it would be dreadful if the supply

should give out.

Large anchors are put up over the doors, and

everything is painted green everywhere. In the very

middle is a large tank where the ingredients are put

to be combined
;
and here the workers bring mate-

rials from all parts of the earth and air and sky,

wherever they can find them' of good quality: these

materials are such things as prayers and tears, and

kind little actions and great sacrifices
;
they are good

resolutions and generous lives
;
legends like that of

St. Elizabeth and her roses, and stories about children

that might, could, would, or should have been good.

Besides this foundation there has to be essence of

music and sunshine, and bird-chirruping and noise of

waves
;

and the mixture must be very delicately

flavored, not to be too exciting, which would change

it to Desire, or too flat, when it is called “Don’t

care,” and nobody touches it.

There are different vats into which it runs when
made, for after this it must be divided and the parts

seasoned differently to make the different kinds of

Hope that are needed.

There must be Hope for children who are sick, that

they will get well
;
for lost children, that they will be

found
;

for naughty ones, that they will grow good
;

for those who are trying hard, that they will succeed

;

for those who hate arithmetic, that they will soon get

through with the multiplication table
;
that tired little

children in town will go into the country : and a great

many other such hopes. Also for grown people as

well as for children
;
for those that paint badly, that

they will either give it up or else improve
;
for those

that live near hand-organs that they will go away : and

so forth.

When the fluid is all prepared and separated into

the vats, it undergoes a process of evaporation and

crystallization which reduces its bulk and turns it to

a fine glistening powder. It is now done up in pack-

ages at the “ Disseminating Bureau,” and sent about

as needed.
CHAPTER III.

Aunt Lucinda’s letter came in due time to the head

secretary of the Hope Works, a little man dressed in

dark green, with green spectacles and a green pen

stuck over his ear. He read the letter and shook his

head at first, and then spoke to his seventy-three

clerks who were sitting waiting with their pens to

know what to write :

“ This is not exactly in our line, but I guess we

can fix it.”

For the Hope Works has branch connections,
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which enables them to fill all sorts of orders, it is

such an important corporation.

CHAPTER IV.

They were having an anxious time at aunt Lucin-

da's, for Elsie had grown rapidly worse, with a great

deal of fever and restlessness. She tossed and tossed

and tossed on her bed, and did not know what she

was saying. The doctor had to go away, but he said

he would come back in a few hours, and he hoped

meanwhile that Elsie would fall asleep.

She was lying quite still, in a sort of stupor rather

than sleep, when the postman came with the letters.

They were brought to aunt Lucinda, and among others

was a flat package something like those Hovey sends

by mail with patterns, addressed to

“ Miss Elsie Robbs,

Care of Mr. Johnathan Robbs,”

with the name and number of the street, etc.

“ I do believe it is those dolls I sent for !
” ex-

claimed aunt Lucinda. “ Poor child ! she is too sick

to care for them, but I will put them beside her on

the bed.” So she did.

From time to time as they watched the child, her

breathing seemed quieter and her sleep more natu-

ral, and when the doctor came in and bent over her

he spoke softly, with a greatly relieved expression

:

“ There is Hope !

”

CHAPTER V.

When Elsie woke up her eyes had a refreshed

look, and she spoke in her own bright little voice.

She seemed altogether so well that they allowed

themselves to amuse her by opening the package

wrhich had arrived.

And lo and behold ! there came out of it two little

figures, about ten inches high, but as light and del-

icate as air
;
something between a soap-bubble and

fairies they seemed to be. One was blonde, the other

brunette, and they were dressed alike in sparkling

robes of greenish gauze, with quivering wings like

those of the dragon-flies that dart about over ponds

in summer. They leaned upon little anchors, and
saluted the amazed child with graceful bows and
wavings of their wands. Then as she clapped her

hands with delighted laughter, they floated up as

bubbles and balloons do, and soared through the

room to the window
;
and whether they broke like

bubbles as they floated, or whether they vanished

into the open sunset light, could not be known.

But the whole room was filled with the perfume

of violets and lilies-of-the-valley, and the fresh invig-

orating sea-weed smell that the breeze brings up

from the sea.

CHAPTER VI.

The door shut with a slight noise, and aunt Lu-

cinda started from her nap, and her spectacles

slipped from her hand.

“ How is Elsie ? ” she asked of the servant who
came in.

“ She is much better, marm,” she replied, “ and

the doctor says she may have some chicken

broth.”

AN ODD FA M ILY.

By Joy Allison.

A LITTLE round house in red and green
;

Seven little sisters who never are seen.

Quiet as mice when the cat is about

They never come in, they never go out.

Never a sign of life they show

Till their house is spoiled, and they're buried low

In the moist brown earth. Awhile they lie,

Till the sun shines warm in the summer sky

;

Then up they spring, so slender and tall ]

The same green raiment is worn by all.

But they throw it aside when the cold wind blows,

And stand unclad 'mid the winter snows.

The little round house with the little folks in it

Johnny— the rogue ! is eating this minute !
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GHOSTS I HAVE SEEN.

By Wm. M. Baker.

THE first ghost I ever saw was when I was a

boy of about fourteen.

I was at the time a clerk in the wholesale com-

mission establishment of a certain merchant, whom I

will call Mr. Randolph, in a large southern city.

Now I can imagine a Christian merchant of these

better days in which we now live, standing in Mr.

Randolph’s little boarded-off room in the back of

his big store, and saying to him :

“ Mr. Randolph, listen to me. The day will come

when a merchant will look upon his clerks as some-

thing superior to his dray-horses. In that day an

employer will kindly interest himself as to where his

young men spend their evenings and Sundays— ”

“ What in the world— ” Mr. Randolph, if you

can imagine such an interview, would interrupt him,

a frown upon his coarse, red face, “ Why, what on

earth— ’*

“In the coming time,” the visitor would go on

saying, “ no establishment but will allow each of its

clerks a vacation of from one to three weeks a year,

generally in the summer; their salary continued, of

course. The law will see to it that young people

at work have a sufficient time for schooling, but

employers themselves will close up early of after-

noons, especially on Saturdays, to give their people

relaxation. In long-established banks, as well as

in other institutions, a good dinner will be supplied

in the basement every day, and at the expense of

the house, so that the clerks can eat as well as work

by system, and have no temptations to drink.”

But at this point such a visitor would be driven

out of Mr. Randolph’s store.

“ You are yourself drunk or a madman !
” my

employer would have exclaimed, his red face glow-

ing like a coal at the personality of the reference

to liquor.

I am mentioning this because, in fact, it is all in

explanation of the ghost which will appear directly.

I want you to see how I was situated. There I was

far away from my own people, no home after business

hours but that huge, dirty old warehouse of a store.

I could not afford to go to tehe theatre often, and
when I did I saw things which disgusted me utterly.

I remember how long I was saving up until I got the

silver coin necessary to a seat at what was glaringly

advertised as “A gorgeous Christmas Pantomime.”

How eagerly I looked forward to it. How early I

was at the theatre. How vigorously I pushed my
way to a good seat in the front. How unutterably I

sickened of the tawdry display and unpleasant con-

duct of the giants and fairies on the stage. I do not

know to this day whether it was my stomach or

my conscience, but I got sick and sicker, until at

last I left the place before the spectacle was much
more than well begun. Nor did I feel well again

until I was safe under the cover in my bed, which

was in the upper story of the old store, among boxes,

bales, hogsheads and coils of rope.

It may further explain the coming ghost if I say

that I boarded at the house of my employer, Mr.

Randolph. He must have lived two miles away
;
up

hill to his house every foot of the road. It was so

far, and I got so little to eat when I had toiled

thither through the broiling sun in summer, and the

snow or mud in winter, that very often I preferred to

do without eating. Nobody ever missed me from ta-

ble, at least ever asked particularly after me. So that

I did my work at the store, precious little they cared.

I used to be very hungry. Flour was one of our

articles on sale
;
and of nights when particularly

hungry I would run into a barrel the long, hollow rod

used for sampling the flour, until I had about a double

handful. Then I would mix this in the tin wash-

basin, scrubbed out for the purpose, with a little lard

and salt, and bake it on the stove. Somehow, the

cake thus made was too much done on the outside

and too little on the inside
;
but I ate it, as people

wrecked at sea sometimes do each other, even, I was

so hungry.

I remember, too, the drums of figs upon the top

shelf on one side of the store. It was a consignment

of which no one would purchase, long ago forgotten,

covered with dust, every fig dry and hard. At times
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I had to eat some of them
;
but the remorse of taking

what was not my own was worse than the pain under

my jacket which was very sure to follow.

In fact, I was in a tough school just then, and I

fear many a poor fellow, even in these better days, is

learning quite a number of hard lessons in like

places. But I want to say very distinctly that it was

not the fault of my parents. They lived far away,

and supposed that I was learning to be a business

man under excellent auspices, and I did not want to

undeceive them.

I am relating my experiences, then, for the first

time in my life, at least on paper, and precisely as

they were. Before going to Mr. Randolph’s I had

read a good deal, and was, I suppose, of an ardent,

affectionate nature. Except that, I took my life and

whatever befell me, as I did the heat in summer or

the bitter cold in winter, as something not to be

helped. I hated it heartily. I was such a lonely boy,

not a friend in reach of my own or of any other age.

Ashamed as I am to say it, I very rarely went to

church on Sundays. To do him justice, I must say

that the minister, to whom my parents had carefully

commended me, came to see me once at the store.

He was a very eloquent man, beautifully dressed, carry-

ing a gold-headed cane, and he spoke to me very kindly

during the five minutes of our interview. It was my own
fault, I daresay, but we did not get near to or under-

stand each other at all, somehow; and the only thing

I remembered after he was gone was how white and

glossy his linen was
;

a general idea of excessive

polish from the soles of his boots to the top of his

hat being my chief memory of the man. I could as

soon have imagined him to be a giant or a sultan as

to have thought of him as a shepherd endeavoring to

care for a strayed lamb. I think that ministers as

well as employers are closer to young people these

days, as well as kinder.

But the ghost!

One weary, dreary night I was alone, as usual, in

the big old barn of a warehouse. I had been read-

ing in Mr. Randolph’s back room on the first floor.

Having occasion to go to my trunk, which was under

my bed in the other end of the up-stairs story, I took

the flat candlestick with its lighted candle, and went.

That story was all in one, very large, all cluttered up

with boxes, kegs, barrels, bundles of every sort. As
I closed my trunk and started to go back again, I

saw

—

Now, all the value of what I say lies in its being

literal fact. If you get Sir Walter Scott’s Demonology

and Witchcraft— I think that is the name of the

book— you will see many instances of “ocular de-

lusions.” Years before, I had read the book, as well

as had our family physician explain similar cases, so

that I understood it from the outset.

As I started to return, I saw, about twenty feet be-

fore me, a boy like myself walking away. He had a

sealskin cap on exactly like my own, a rough sort of

coat, also precisely like the one I wore, and in his

hand he held the same kind of flat candlestick. He
kept steadily before me as I walked the whole length

of the long room, and I studied every detail of his

appearance, only the back of the head being toward

me, as I slowly walked. I had a sort of cold terror

upon me, yet I knew it was my “ double,” and I also

knew that it was only a delusion of the eyes or the

digestion, in some way the result of my lonely and

unwholesome way of living. It slowly descended the

stairs at the other end of the room, and disappeared

as I followed it down.

Even although I understood it in some measure, it

was a shock to me. I assure you that I was very

slow in going back to my bed that night; but I saw

it no more.

Dr. Samuel Johnson said, when asked if he be-

lieved in ghosts, “ No, sir. I have seen too many
of them to believe in them !

”

But this is one, at least, of my experiences of

ghosts.

THERE was a young person of York,

Who floated at sea like a cork;

But her head was so light

That it gave her a fright,

So she balanced herself with a fork

!
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A LITTLE BOY’S NAP IN A CANNON.

By Mrs. S. B. C. Samuels.

BERTIE had lived in a navy-yard before. He
was born in the Norfolk Navy-yard, in Vir-

ginia. His old nurse Dinah used to say

:

“ Massa Bertie am too proud to cry for a hurt.

He born on Gub’ment groun’.”

That this fact had anything to do with the forma-

tion of his character is doubtful, but he was undeni-

ably a brave little chap.

I suppose his baby eyes looked wonderingly upon

his surroundings in the Norfolk Yard, but they con-

veyed no impression to his mind in the short year he

spent there, and when eight years later his father

was ordered to the Yard at Boston, Bertie had not

the least idea what his new home would be like.

Pleasant indeed he found it, however. The house,

a large brown mansion, stood in a beautiful garden,

facing the city of Charlestown and Bunker Hill Mon-
ument. From the rear was a view across the pleasant,

trimly-kept Navy-yard, and down the glittering waters

of the harbor where white-winged yachts skimmed

along, steamers and ferry-boats churned the waters,

tug-boats puffed and toiled, and the Government ves-

sels, steamships, men-of-war and iron-clad gun-boats

rested quietly.

Bertie, with his sister Susie, three years younger,

soon explored every nook and corner of the busy

Yard, from the watchmen’s sentry-boxes to the officers’

quarters.

The dry-dock when a ship floated in to be repaired,

was a great attraction. They liked to watch the

great water-gates on the sea-wall slowly close as the

ship passed through, shutting it a prisoner in the

great stone dock
;

then with intense interest they

looked on while the water was pumped out by big

steam-pumps; and when the dock was dry, they

stood leaning over the iron chains that fenced it

around at the top, and gazed down upon the workmen
as they walked about beneath inspecting the huge

hull, or set to work upon the necessary repairs. When
the ship was ready for sea-service again two small

gates at the bottom of the great ones were opened.

The water began to flow in slowly, steadily rising

higher and higher until the dock was full. Then the

great gates opened once more, and the ship floated

out, ready for another voyage.

From the sea-wall a flight of steps led down to a

little floating wharf, between which and the receiving-

ship a small ferry plied to and fro.

The famous old Ohio was the receiving-ship when
Bertie and Susie lived in the Navy-yard, and they

were frequent passengers, going aboard to visit the

officers, all of whom were friends of their father, and
with whom they were great favorites.

Quite near their house were the marine barracks,

and they were often to be seen peeping through the

palings, watching the drill. Susie was a little afraid

of the stiff, straight men, but Bertie dearly loved to

look at them, and became quite soldierly in his own
bearing.

Marines are sea-soldiers. They guard the gates of

the navy-yards, and when naval vessels go to sea a

certain number of marines accompany each vessel to

help in its defence if necessary. As their only

duties are military, the sailors profess great contempt

for them. One of their disdainful expressions is,

“Tell that to the marines !

”

The children thought it great fun, too, to run along

the trim walks of the Yard, to visit the work-shops,

the ship and storehouses, and the long straight rope-

walk where miles upon miles of rope are made. The
first time they went there Bertie put his hand upon a

revolving rope as it twisted by him and lost the skin

from his palm. It pained him smartly, but not a tear

did he shed, and thus gained the respect of the rope-

makers, who called him a “ young admiral.” All the

workmen liked the children, particularly Bertie, who
always had a string of questions to ask about what-

ever interested him. They found that he remem-

bered well what he was told, and was always polite

and manly
;
while Susie was a funny little girl, with

ideas of her own on all subjects, and a curious habit

of confounding words in very comical ways.

Soon after their removal to the Navy-yard, the offi-

cers of the Ohio
,
hearing that the coming Fourth of

July was Susie’s birthday, promised to give her a

grand party on the old man-of-war. She was to
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invite all her own friends and Bertie’s, and all the

children who lived in the Navy-yard.

Great were the anticipations among the young

folks. Nothing would they talk of for days but the

approaching Fourth, and the officers themselves

made many preparations.

The morning of the important day dawned at

last. Bertie, aroused by the snapping and banging,

sprang from his bed to find a new gun, double-bar-

reled, with ramrod and trigger complete, and ten

boxes of banging caps. He dressed quickly and

ran out with his treasure, aiming wherever his fancy

stationed an enemy, and snapping caps with relent-

less patriotism.

Susie awoke mid the noise and clamor to find her-

self the recipient of numerous birthday gifts, among

which were two dolls, one a waxen beauty, and the

other a sensible, every-day doll with three complete

sets of clothes and a Saratoga trunk.

“ This is a gutta-percha doll, and is indestructible,”

said mamma. “ You will have fine times with her,

Susie.”

“ Yes, mamma,” answered the happy little girl.

“ I’ll call the wax one Gertie Daley, because Admiral

Daley sent her to me, and this one I will call Gertie

Percha.”

Mamma laughed, and the amused Commodore
asked his little girl to take a walk with him before

breakfast.

“ Will you go to the Curiosity Shop ? ” asked

Susie.

“ The Curiosity Shop !
” exclaimed her father, look-

ing puzzled. “ Why, where is that ?
”

“ Where the officers keep their toys,” replied the

child, smiling, as she arrayed Miss Gertie Percha in

her new hat and shawl.

At this unexpected answer several officers who

were present laughed heartily.

“ Well, where do they keep their toys ?
” asked the

Commodore.
“ Why, in the Curiosity Shop, papa, where the ’nor-

mous tod is.”

“And what in the world is a ’normous tod

?

” asked

her father, completely mystified.

“ Why, just a great ’normous tod
;

” repeated Susie

as obstinately as Wordsworth’s little maid said “ We
are seven.”

“ I guess you will have to take me to the Curiosity

Shop, and show me the ‘ tod ’,” said her father
;
and

Susie running for her hat, led him across the Yard,

followed by several of the officers who were anxious

to see where “their toys ” were kept.

Skipping along with Gertie Percha under her arm
and her hand in her father’s, she led the way to the

Museum. No wonder the child had appropriated

Dickens’ title for the place, and what should she con-

sider its contents but toys? Unique little models,

ivory images, little boats, tiny ships full-rigged, Jap-

anese junks, Chinese idols, bows, arrows, guns, and

other curiosities too numerous to mention, brought

by sailors and officers from all parts of the world.

The “’normous tod” proved to be a huge tortoise

which she thought was a toad.

It was no easy matter to get the little maiden away

again, and when they got home at last breakfast was

waiting for them and Bertie had not come in.

“ Bertie, Bertie, Ber-*W” Susie was calling half an

hour later, and looking into every place she could

think of. “ O, mamma, I cannot find him anywhere :

neither can Dinah !

”

Vaguely alarmed, the Commodore’s wife sent all

the servants in the house to look for the boy, while

the Commodore instantly went to question the senti-

nels. They were sure he had not left the Navy-

yard
;
he could not have passed any of the gates

without being seen by them.

Quickly the alarm spread
;

officers, sailors, ma-

rines, and visitors were all searching for the lost boy
— some, alas ! on the water, which danced and glis-

tened so gayly in the sunlight
;
for one of the watch-

men had seen a boy on the sea-wall an hour before.

He thought he was going aboard the receiving-ship,

but could not say and did not know if he were

Bertie or not, but thought he was about Bertie’s

size.

Noon came, and still the search went on. Susie

sobbed in her mother’s arms. The dinner-hour came

and passed
;

the afternoon was waning
;

still the

search went on. All hearts were filled with pity.

Mothers clasped their children in their arms, thank-

ful for their safety, for there was now a settled con-

viction that little Bertie had fallen over the sea-wall.

When Bertie ran out with his gun, he practised

awhile in the garden, snapping caps and shooting

darts. The delight of his heart was a gun. He had

always admired the great cannon with their pyramids

of balls stacked on the Navy-yard Common. With
the spirit of independence full upon him, he entered
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the enclosure to compare his new gun with the cannon.

He looked around
;
not a soul was in sight. Neither

of the sentinels nor any of the watchmen could see

him where he stood beside the largest cannon in the

Square. “I mean to look into it,” he said to him-

self, and pried out the tompion which filled the mouth.

It yielded so suddenly that he went over backwards.

He was quickly on his feet, however, and kneeling

down, peered into the great gun.

“ I wonder how many men you have killed ?
” he

said gravely, addressing the monster; “hundreds, I

dare say
;
and now you cannot hurt a little boy like

me. Do you ever long, old gun, for war-time ? I

do believe I could crawl into you,” he added. “What

a capital hiding-place.”

Just then he heard some one call. It was Dinah,

looking for him.

“ I’ll hide !
” he exclaimed

;

“ what fun !
” and

suiting the action to the word, he squirmed into

the gun.

It did seem great fun for awhile to lie in hiding in

so snug a place, though his limbs were cramped and

he was nearly stifled. Dinah did not come as he

expected, but went off in another direction
;
and by

and by Bertie thought he would go home and get

ready for the balloon ascension and the sight-seeing

in Boston. Then it was that he found to his horror

and dismay that he could not get out. He had very

broad shoulders, and they acted as a wedge. In

vain he writhed and struggled and kicked.

Bitterly he repented his naughtiness in getting into

such a trap. Then he grew frightened, thinking he

must die there, and burst into tears, poor little

lad ! though he was on “ Gub’ment groun’.”

“ Oh !
” he cried, “ I cannot stay here and die such

a miserable death. I must get out ! I want to be a

good, brave man like my father. I want to do some

good in the world, as mamma has always taught me.

Can it be that I am to starve to death here, just for

a little thoughtlessness ! Mamma says ‘ thoughtless-

ness is the beginning of sin.’ Oh, if I can only get

out I will be thoughtful and careful !

”

He writhed and struggled, but in vain; he could

not move any further out.

Presently as he grew still with despair, his Sunday

verse came to his mind :

“ I will cry u?ito God with my voice
,
even unto God

will I cry with my voice
,
and he shall hearke?i unto me.”

So poor little Bertie thinking that his prison might

be his living grave, sobbed forth a prayer. He felt

comforted directly. Hope whispered that he would
be found; and soon he remembered a queer little

fable about a weasel who crawled into a grain-chest

through a tiny hole and filled himself with grain, but

found to his sorrow that he could not get out again

until he was thinner. It was a story Dennis the

watchman had told him
;
he had often laughed over

it with kind old Dennis. Bertie was glad now he

had eaten no breakfast, and thought before a great

while he would be thin enough to squirm out from

the cannon. He wondered how many days it would

take to make him thin enough, and bravely made
up his mind to bear his imprisonment like a man.

Soon weary and worn with his struggles, he fell

asleep. Thus sleeping at times, struggling no more

RESCUED FROM THE CANNON’S MOUTH.

but waiting with brave patience, the little fellow lay

in his hot, close prison hour after hour.

The afternoon was drawing to a close, still the

search was carried on in the Yard and around it.

Over and over again the same places were visited.

The Commodore looked as though twenty years had

been added to his life. He was sadly beginning to

fear that further search was useless. Suddenly old

Dinah saw something glittering on the ground in the

gun-square. With a loud cry she pointed over the

enclosure. Dennis sprang over the railing, and run-

ning to the big cannon picked up Bertie’s little gun

which he brandished high in the air.

A crowd rushed to the spot. Dennis kneeling

down, pointed to a little foot protruding from the

'cannon’s mouth.



“ Found !
” was the eager cry

;
hut there was little

joy, for all feared that the child might be suffocated.

Dennis managed to grasp the other foot, then

pulled and tugged. The happy boy contracted his

shoulders as best he could, and was finally drawn out,

though both his shoulders and elbows were sorely

scraped, and in another moment he was in the Com-

modore’s arms, with mamma sobbing over him, while

little Susie turned the tragedy to comedy, exclaiming

:

“ O, Bertie, you look like the Horribles we didn’t

see !
” and truly Bertie was a spectacle : face, hands

and clothes covered with powder-black and tears.

Admiral Daley asked if “ patriotism was his motive

for spending the Fourth of July in a cannon ? ” but

when he and the other officers learned that the child

intended to wait patiently in his prison until he was

thin enough to get out, their eyes dimmed with tears,

and they recognized that the little fellow was of the

stuff heroes are made of.

The Commodore carried him home with a thank-

ful heart. His mother and Dinah bathed and
dressed his wounds, and when he came down to tea

in a fresh suit of clothes, no one would have thought

him the worse for his adventure.

The officers of the Ohio sent over, offering to defer

the party till the next day, but Bertie would not hear

of thus disappointing the other children, and begged

them not to, promising to be there himself.

So the Fourth was finished up as originally intended.

The receiving-ship was like a fairy palace, so gayly

decorated with Japanese lanterns, flags and flowers.

The new moon above, the sparkling water beneath,

the gallant officers in their bright uniforms, the grace-

ful ladies and the pretty children, fairly transformed

the old Ohio. How happy they all were ! The band

played, the children frolicked and danced
;

and

laughing over quaint mottoes, bonbons, dainty cakes

and ices, they ended the Fourth of July.

“a bee line.”
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CAPTAIN SCAMPADORO.

By W. H. W. Campbell.

speaker. But he stood his ground firmly, or his deck

rather, for it was from the trim little yacht “ Clovis
”

that he barked his reply to Tommy Winch.

The 44 Clovis ” was moored to a stake in the river,

a few rods from the shore. Her owner, Bertie

Holden, had gone on board a few moments before,

bent on a cruise up the river as far as New London,

and of course his trusty dog accompanied him. He
always did. Just as he was preparing to hoist sail,

however, he bethought him of his gun, which needed

some repairs. So leaving Scampadoro in charge of

the yacht, he hastened home for the forgotten

weapon.

Tommy Winch lived in the little brown cottage

on the hill-slope by the river-side, near where the

44 Clovis ” lay at her moorings. Like many other

boys, he was more fond of play than work, and it was

his special delight to frolic with Scampadoro.
44 Here, Scampie !

” he continued, 44 come and find

it, sir !
” And he concluded this appeal with a series

of the most persuasive calls and whistles. But the

dog was faithful to his post. He ran up and down

the deck, with his eyes intent on Tommy’s move-

ments, giving vent to sundry conversational barks, as
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if to say, “ You see how it is, young fellow! I want

to come, but, being captain here pro tevi
,
I must not

leave.”

Then Tommy began to tantalize him by throwing

stones and chips into the river.

“ Go fetch it, Scamper !
go fetch it !

” he shouted

with beguiling vivacity.

The temptation was a serious one, but Scampadoro

stood dogfully at his post. Tommy continued to

throw and shout, till at length he contrived to toss a

stick of most alluring aspect right upon the “ Clo-

vis’s ” rail. Scampadoro made a lively dash for it,

being fully convinced that to catch a stick on deck

was no violation of duty. But as he snapped at it

the stick bounded over in an aggravating manner to

the other rail, and then fell into the water.

This was not the worst of it. Captain Scampadoro,

springing after it, lost his balance, and tumbled over-

board also.

Tommy Winch screamed with delight as Scampa-

doro came to the surface, shaking the water from his

woolly neck, and dismally yelping his disgust at his

mishap.

“ Find it, and bring it here, old fellow !
” he con-

tinued.

But Scampadoro was in too deep affliction for such

trifling. He paid no attention whatever to Tommy
or the stick, but swam around the “ Clovis,” making

frantic but vain efforts to climb on board again.

Just at this point, when Tommy’s enjoyment was at

its height, an interruption happened. This was the

way of it. About a half hour before, Tommy had

been directed to superintend Old Crumple, the fam-

ily cow,, with explicit instructions to restrain her

from wandering out of the grassy lawn into the pre-

cious precincts of the kitchen garden. He entered

upon this not too laborious duty with great zeal, for

he looked upon Crumple in the light of a comrade

and friend. When he drove her to pasture, did she

not sweeten his toil by bearing him upon her own

sleek back ?

Now that Tommy’s eye was upon her she behaved

with exemplary propriety. She strolled slowly up

and down the lawn with almost provoking monotony,

grazing cheerfully as she went, and displaying an

air of utter unconsciousness of the growing corn only

a few rods away. So demure was she, and so like

that of a truly model cow was her deportment, that

Tommy soon found his task uninteresting. Conse-

quently, “ Just for a minute, you know,” he said to

himself, he slipped down to the shore for a frolic

with Scampadoro.

But now while Scampadoro was in the heat of his

excited circumnavigation of the “ Clovis,” Tommy
happened to direct his “ weather eye ” toward the

cottage. Lo and behold ! There was Crumple

bearing down with all sails set, as it were, upon that

young corn as if an entirely original idea had just

penetrated her mind.

Tommy felt obliged to tear himself away. With a

regretful look at poor Scamp, he betook himself

up the hill with a very creditable activity" of heel.

He arrived on the shore of that forbidden sea of

vegetation, the kitchen garden, just as Crumple was

placidly steering through the expanse of the onion

bed.

“ Hi, there ! Hello ! Get out of that !
” bawled

Tommy, in tones of virtuous wrath.

This sudden hail seemed to take Old Crumple

aback, for she gave an abrupt lurch out of the onions

into the tomatoes. Then as Tommy approached

nearer, wildly waving his hat and uttering volleys of

complicated and incoherent orders, she seemed to

lose her head entirely. Into the sage and summer-

savory she tacked in a decidedly floundery and jerky

style, then shot wildly into the Lima beans. Headed
off there by Tommy, she hauled her course, and after

narrowly escaping shipwreck on Tommy’s wheel-

barrow, she found herself stranded in the midst of

the cucumber vines. Tommy’s excited shouts con-

tinued, and as they now began to be reinforced with

a shower of stones and sticks, the idea seemed all of

a sudden to dawn in Crumple’s mind that her pres-

ence was unwelcome in the garden, and that she was

wanted on the lawn. After a moment of meditation,

which was cut short by the whack of a bean-pole from

Tommy’s nervous hands, she became fully convinced

of the correctness of this idea. Being always oblig-

ing, she delayed no longer, but meekly held a straight

course out of these too tempestuous seas with the

air of a cow whose motives had been strangely mis-

understood.

As soon as Crumple resumed her grazing, Tommy
sat down upon the door-stone. Very hot and very

red in countenance, he fanned himself vigorously

with his hat, inwardly resolving with great emphasis

that if Crumple played that trick upon him again he

would know the reason why. Moreover as he glanced

at the ravages of the recent storm in the garden, a

pang of remorse pierced him for his neglect of duty.
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However, he did not fail to direct a glance toward

the bank of the river.

Scampadoro had swum ashore, and was now lying

upon the little wharf to which the sharpie was fastened

in which Bertie Holden had rowed ashore from the

“ Clovis.” This wharf was merely a plank project-

ing from the shore, and supported at the outer end

upon a bit of timber nailed across two posts.

Just as Tommy’s gaze took in the situation, Scampa-

doro rose up, trotted down the wharf, and leaped

into the sharpie. He ran to the stern, supported

himself by his paws on the thwart, and, with an eager

look towards the “ Clovis,” began to howl dismally.

This being of no avail, he wandered restlessly up

and down the sharpie a few times. Then suddenly

darting to the bow and pulling in a bit of the

painter with which the boat was fastened, he began

eagerly to gnaw it apart. He tore away at it so

fiercely that in a minute or two the rope parted,

and with two or three feet of it dangling over the

bow, the sharpie began to drift slowly down the

river.

As it swept past the “ Clovis ” Scampadoro became

intensely excited. This was something upon which

he had not counted. He expected, no doubt, to get

back to the “ Clovis ” after the fashion of his master.

As it was, his brilliant device was a failure. Indeed

it might be worse, for he was drifting away to sea

without even a bone on board in the way of provision

for the voyage. The unlucky mariner began to yelp

more dolefully than before, but all to no avail. Down
the river swept the little craft with its unhappy and

helpless crew.

None of these proceedings had escaped the notice

of Tommy Winch. At first he was mystified by

Scampadoro’s tactics. When he discovered the saga-

cious design of the dog, his admiration knew no

bounds. However, his fresh recollection of Crumple’s

adventuresome excursion held him to the door-step

until he saw the sharpie drifting helplessly down

stream. Then his excitement carried him away, and

he set off at full speed for Bertie Holden’s house,

leaving old Crumple to be the sport of circumstances.

He met Bertie coming over the hill with his gun upon

his shoulder.

“O, Bertie!” he cried, “just look there! Scamp’s

gone and gnawed himself adrift in the sharpie, and

there he goes down the river.”

These tidings were confirmed by Scampadoro

himself, who having descried the approach of his

master gave vent to an outbreak of appealing howls

and lamentations.

“ The little rascal !
” exclaimed Bertie. “ How

came he to leave the ‘Clovis’ ? He’ll drift out into

the Sound, sure. Let’s go for Captain Kinney’s

sharpie, and put after him !

”

And dropping his gun, off went Bertie on a keen

run for Captain Kinney’s landing, which was a little

further up the river than Bertie’s wharf. Tommy
raced after him in a fever of excitement.

The landing was soon reached. The boys jumped
into the sharpie and cast off. Bertie seized the oars

and began to pull away vigorously. Tommy was

eager to take an oar himself, but as he was a rather

clumsy hand, Bertie declined his aid, and bent his

back to his work with such energy that the little

craft seemed fairly to leap ahead in the water. Past

the “ Clovis ” they flew, leaving a long train of bubbles

in their wake, and began to gain rapidly upon their

chase.

Scampadoro was about half a mile ahead, and was

nearing the mouth of the river. The wind blew

freshly outside, and his little skiff began to feel the

swell, and to pitch in a decidedly disagreeable

manner. The little captain did not appear to relish

commanding a sharpie of his own, for he bobbed

about in an agitated manner, and now and then as a

dash of spray flew into his face gave vent to sundry

yelps which had a tone of excessive discontent.

Finally he lay down in the bottom of the boat, as

his habit was when he had any thinking to do. He
remained quiet for a short time, and then suddenly

sprang up, took a rapid survey of the situation, and

leaped overboard.

When Captain Scampadoro gnawed off the painter

which moored the sharpie to Bertie’s wharf, he left as

we have noticed two or three feet of it dangling

from the bow. This short bit of line he now seized

with his teeth, and struck out energetically for the

shore. This manoeuvre showed that he had thought

to some purpose. But dogs when they do their

thinking usually take into account only one thing at

a time. Scampadoro’s idea was excellent, but he

had not included in his reckoning the strength of the

tide, the heavy waves, and the shortness of his tow-

line.

In spite of his struggles, the tide swept the sharpie

along towards the Sound. Then to add to his per-

plexities, the rope was so short that he found it

almost impossible to head away from the boat and
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swim to the shore. Besides the little sharpie was so

tossed about on the waves that several times the tow-

line was jerked entirely out of his mouth. Amid
these difficulties Captain Scamp was having a serious

time of it. For all this, however, he made a gradual

progress towards the beach, but as the tide was carry-

ing him downward at the same time, his course bore

directly upon a ledge of rocks which projected into

the Sound near the river’s mouth, and upon which the

waves beat furiously.

But at this crisis the boys were fast overhauling

the canine mariner.

“ There goes the rascal overboard !
” shouted

Tommy, as the dog executed the manoeuvre just

described.

Bertie kept silence, but pulled as if he were row-

ing for the championship. His skiff had begun to

feel the force of the sea, and Bertie was growing tired.

“ O, Bertie, he’s drifting straight on to Black

Ledge ! He’ll stave the sharpie all to pieces, and

get drowned himself. He never can land there in

the world !

”

Bertie glanced over his shoulder, and saw that the

case was indeed desperate. Captain Scamp was in

greater peril of shipwreck than if he had stuck to

the deck of his craft.

“Now, Tommy Winch, you look out lively,” ex-

claimed he. “As soon as ever we come alongside

you seize hold of the sharpie. If she strikes on

Black Ledge in that sea, she’s a goner sure!” And
Bertie bent to his oars with desperate vigor.

They were close upon the chase now; and close

upon Black Ledge also. The waves tumbled in upon

the rocks with a dash and a roar, and flung great

showers of spray high upon their rough and weather-

beaten sides. It was hard rowing here, and Bertie

found use for all his strength and skill.

“ O Scampadoro ! Good fellow ! Good fellow !

”

shouted Tommy, by way of encouragement; and the

dog, hearing his voice, struggled hard to turn the

sharpie’s head about and drag it toward the boys.

This desperate effort really saved Captain Scampa-

doro’s ship from wreck. Tommy seized hold of it

when only a few feet distant from the ledge.

“Back her, Bertie! Back her! I’ve got the

sharpie !” he shouted. And with much effort and a

mighty splashing, Bertie did back her; and then,

with a few sturdy strokes, pulled the two sharpies

out of danger. Except that both boys were thoroughly

•drenched by the seas that had come aboard in the

rough water near the ledge, everything was safe and

sound.

Scampadoro quickly paddled alongside, and was

hauled, panting and nearly exhausted, into the boat.

Bertie caressed him affectionately, in spite of his

dripping coat, and poor Scamp blinked his eyes, and

waved his tail in a rather languid manner, as if to sav:

“I know I’ve done my duty, old fellow, but I’ll take

a nap if you please.” And accordingly, he pro-

ceeded to curl up in the snuggest corner of the

sharpie, where, in spite of the wet and the general

discomfort, he devoted himself to repose.

The boys made fast to the rescued skiff with Cap-

tain Kinney’s line, and pulled slowly up the river.

Silence prevailed for some minutes, and then Bertie

muttered, half aloud: “I should really like to know
how Scamp came to quit the ‘ Clovis.’ That’s what

puzzles me. He never did such a thing before when
I left him in charge.”

Then the secret came out. Tommy was too honest

and truthful to let any unmerited blame rest upon

Scampadoro. “ It was I, Bertie ! It was all my
fault!” And he proceeded to confess.

“Never mind it, Tommy,” said Bertie; “if that’s

the way of it, I am satisfied. I’m so glad Scamp
didn’t desert his post like an ordinary cur. Good old

fellow, Scampero
;
he shall have a nice bone just as

soon as we get home !

”

Scampadoro opened his eyes, whisked his tail, and

crept nearer to his master. He seemed to know that

his fidelity was perfectly understood and appreciated.

As the sharpie was nearing the wharf, Tommy, for

the first time, bethought himself of Old Crumple.

He glanced hastily toward the cottage. There she

was— the designing beast— engaged in the most

surprising evolutions among the young corn, aided

and abetted in her feats of agility by Mrs. Winch
with a broom, and Tommy’s sister Ellen with a para-

sol. Faintly across the breeze were borne to his ears

the echoes of “Shoo ! shoo !

” “Co-boss! co-boss!
”

and other language of command, indicative of a state

of intense domestic excitement. Tommy glanced at

Scampadoro, and a genuine blush of shame reddened

his features.

A few moments later he arrived at the cottage,

quite out of breath, just as Madame Crumple, for the

second time that morning, came innocently strolling

out of the sage and onion beds. From the expression

of her countenance one would have guessed that her

name must be “ Miss Moses.”
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THE SONG WITHOUT WORDS.

“Why, Tommy, how could you?” exclaimed Mrs.

Winch. “ Crumple has almost ruined the garden,

because you neglected your duty to play with a

dog. I’ll warrant Scampadoro would have watched

her much better himself, if he had undertaken

it.*

“Oh, mother, please don’t say anything more,”

begged Tommy, with a quivering voice, his eyes

filling with tears as he saw her distress and the

damage his neglect had caused. “You can’t think

how sorry and ashamed I am. I had no business to

go off with Scampadoro
;
but one thing is certain, he

has taught me something I am not going to forget. I

tell you, mother, whenever I go on duty again I shall

not be beaten by a dog. You see!
”

And Tommy never was again.

'/
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HER RETINUE.

THE SONG WITHOUT WORDS.

By Arthur F. J. Crandall.

AS child, I sometimes sought a shaded nook

To burrow in the pages of a book

;

Yet but to dream, and watch the cloudlets pass,

Lying at length upon the yielding grass,

Lulled by the drowsy murmur of the bees,

And whispers of the wind among the trees.

Then, mingling with the carol of a bird,

Would come at times low tones, more felt than

heard.

They grew until the very earth and sky

Seemed gifted with a voice of melody,

And nature softly thrilled, and moved along

In one majestic harmony of song.

And I have learned to know, in many a tongue,

The sweetest songs that human lips have sung
;

Yet, would that I could leave the whirl of men,

And hear that wondrous nature-song again.
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DIVIDING THE SPOILS.

RALPH’S “CUB.”

By John Preston True.

BEECHNUTS ! Baskets of them, lying heaped in

their three-cornered angularity
;
keen of edge,

sharp of point, brown, with the rich, dark gloss of

their autumnal freshness. A babel of young voices,

shrill with eagerness, and a distracted mamma.
“ Children ! if you do not be still I shall go

crazy !

”

But we had heard that before, so the remark had

lost its originality, and as in spite of the dire prophecy

our little mother was still by far the sanest and most

level-headed of us all, we took a fresh breath while

our tongues wagged anew.

“ It was up by the old tree— Jack caught— six

squirrels came right out of— ”

“ Telergram, mum !
” and a dusty face peered

inquisitively in at the door, opening it without cere-

mony, in country fashion, and nodding at us with a

saucy grin.

There was an awful silence. “ A telegram !

”

We had heard of that : it was what knocked Teddy

Wells sky high last summer, when he was at the

office and a thunderstorm went in too! We scattered

like a flock of chickens, and Jack crept in under

mother’s chair as she tore open the envelope ner-

vously
;
women are always rather afraid of telegrams,

and connect their approach with all manner of

strange doings, and this one did not depart from the

way of its ancestors in bringing tidings.

“JVew York twelve o'clock safely landed home to-night

with young cub andfamily pupy .

Robert."

“ A what ? ” and thankful tears were dried in

amazement. “ I cannot have read it right !
” Then

she read it over slowly again, amid a general bustle,
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trying to separate the unpunctuated message into its

proper clauses.

“ Safely landed !

” “ Hooray ! !
” and we all

danced a jig upon the kitchen floor, to the telegraph

boy’s unqualified admiration.

“ Hush-h-h ! safely landed, home to-night with—

”

“ Hi-yar-r-r !
” and Ralph was standing on his head

in the corner— “with a young cub and a family

pupy. What on earth is that?”

“Why, a puppy! a live cub! Fathers a brick!”

was Ralph’s emphatic endorsement of the news, with

all the enthusiasm of sixteen years and some odd

months.

“ A cub ? ” quavered the girls with dismayed

glances at one another, and again Jack with a dis-

tressful howl retired temporarily from the world

beneath his mother’s chair.

“ Come out of that, Jack, you are in mother’s yarn !

”

and Ralph dragged the little sinner up to light. “The
cub is for me, of course,” he continued loftily. “ And
I suppose the family puppy’s for you

;
there’ll be a

pair of you then.”

“ Ralph !
” said mother reproachfully.

“Well, he is.” And then the youth subsided,

covering his repentance by saying nothing about it,

and presently he slipped out of the room while the

rest of us sat down upon the rug before the fire and

gabbled away noisily, wondering what father would

bring to us, since he started so bravely in his presents

for the boys.

Havana was then a large slice from the Arabian

Nights to us, and the business that called him away

so suddenly had not prevented father from writing

the liveliest of letters to his “little household gods,”

— from thirteen-year Mollie to six-year Jack we

each had our separate note in the big envelope that

came so regularly; but we did not see the private

postscripts that mother so carefully burned after read-

ing. She was a brave little woman, and over as anx-

ious a heart as ever beat carried a calm face and a

serene faith in the bright side of things for the little

folks, looking forward yet to the time when their

school should be strong and flourishing, and father’s

weary brain unharassed by less congenial schemes.
“ What could Robert be thinking of !

” she

exclaimed, looking around at us in a dazed way.
“ The puppy is bad enough, but what shall we do

with the cub ?
”

“ Does tub ’at’s tomin’ b’long to’ee Free Bears ?
”

asked Jack, still in a state of indefinable terror, and

connecting the distinguished traveller with that best

known of his nursery tales with guileless innocence.

Getting no answer to his question he suddenly

disappeared, and we were sent off in a troop to hunt

him up.

A mighty dust and pounding came out of the barn,

and a medley of boys’ voices as we peered inquisi-

tively through a crack. The old barn was swarming
with them, climbing among the beams, swinging in

long reaches from ropes that hung from the rafters,

rolling down from the upper mow neck and heels

into the deep bay below, in a reckless fcllow-my-

leader

!

We crept into the doorway and gazed with speech-

less admiration
;
oh, to be a boy, and to be able to

do such things ! and the humiliation of being a girl !

“Hi! Mollie, come up here !” and Jimmie Earle

stood on his head on a beam above the hay, in true

circus style. “ Come, I’ll show you how,” he added
hospitably, seeing her wishful look, and with various

shivers we two were carefully guided up by various

pegs and unseen “toe-cracks ” to the perilous height,

from whence we gazed down at the smaller girls,

oh, so very far below ! with perfect satisfaction.

“ This is corqfortbler, now it is too cold for spi-

ders.” And Mollie gave an uncomfortable look at

the shingles overhead, gray with cobwebs, and here

and there blazing with a spot of vivid fire, where the

sun’s rays were shining on a resinous crack. We
used at first to think that it was real fire, it looked so

like the glow of the winter coals.

“ How nice it is up here,” and she gave a sigh of

satisfaction. “ Thank you, Jimmie— a— a —tchu

!

the dust has got up my nose, oh dear !
— a— kchu !

”

and there was a chorus of sneezing from us both.

“ Oh, you will soon get used to it
;

I did,”

said Jimmie cheerfully, and then basely went off and

left us perched up there on the beam, afraid to stir,

and not knowing the way down, while he and half a

dozen other boys kicked up their heels derisively on

the hay below with impish satisfaction, singing with

great unction,

“ Goosey, goosey gander,

Why did you wander ?

Up-stairs and down-stairs,

Where you hadn’t ought-er ?
”

Now wasn’t that provoking ?

Mollie was too indignant to speak, and glowered

down at the perfidious youths like a two-tailed Bashaw,

as Jimmie said, for just one moment: then she delib-
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erately turned, walked with a steady step along the

beam to a convenient place, and— jumped.

It wasn’t very far, but it seemed a frightful height

to us then, and the boys cheered and shouted
;
but

she walked straight past them in dignified silence,

brought a short ladder for me, and, taking my hand,

shook the dust off her dress, and left without another

word in search of Jack.

There was a hush upon the mow, and an uncom-

fortable feeling of remorse
;

I think they rather

wished they had not done it, and there wasn’t so

much noise up there after that.

But we found Jack.

PART II.

We found Jack. He was sitting on a pile of straw.

He had both arms around a fat pumpkin, wondering

how many it would take to make one large enough

for him to get into, eating a winter apple and watch-

ing Ralph as he hammered away lustily at some

queer box-like contrivance that he was making.

Ralph was always making something, if it did not

indeed turn out in the end to be nothing.

“What are you doing?” asked Mollie curiously.

“Making a cage for the cub, of course,” and he

kept on steadily pounding without looking up.

“We’re goin’ to feed ’im wive beechnuts,” Jack

remarked with solemn innocence; “beechnuts and

punkin-pie, ain’t we, Raf?” and that untrustworthy

elder brother whistled serenely on with a nod of

laughing assent; but we didn’t believe it.

“How about the wood-pile?” suggested Mollie.

“Perhaps there are other things that would please

father more, in place of cage-making.”

Ralph ignored that remark completely, with an air

of dignity that said as plain as words, “ That is boys’

affairs, which girls know nothing of.” So we went

about our housework until tea time, when Jack was

whisked away up-stairs and into bis cot amid sundry

howls of grief, and the rest of us camped down upon

the rug around the open fireplace, awaiting the distin-

guished travellers, especially the cub.

“Oh dear!” sighed Mollie for the twentieth time,

“ I wish I knew what he was going to bring me !

”

And from that mysterious country

!

That was where the golden-headed canes grew

in the forests, among whose leafy branches flashed

green and scarlet paroquets like flaming brands;

where dear little monkeys swung through the air by

the tail from countless hanging vines
;
where beau-

tiful flasks of perfumery drooped from the shrubbery,

and meteor-like humming-birds whistled like bullets

among the flowers, while from every bush by the wall

and wayside hung boxes of guava jelly!

Those are happy days, when all things seem quite

possible.

Thus we chattered on, and the early dusk came
down apace, and the lurid firelight gleamed fitfully

from the snapping logs, casting huge shadows of the

andirons upon the wall and ceiling. Mollie brought

up a basket of apples, and some one upset a pail of

nuts upon the hearth
;
then there was a scramble to

rake them back from the fire, in which Grace got too

near, and there was a dreadful odor of frizzed

hair.

•
“ We’ll have to dish her up for the cub’s supper,”

said Mollie with a laugh, and then with a teasing

glance at me, “I wonder if he will have cubic feet?”
“ Now, Mollie Preston !

” I burst out in an aggrieved

tone, “if you are going to tell everyone of that

speech of mine! how was I to know, when I am
only in fractions? Mother says that we shouldn’t be

sarcastic, so now !

”

And there were all the elements for a very pretty

quarrel, which never got any farther
;
for right in the

midst of a sharp rejoinder a big hat and overcoat

appeared in the doorway, with a man in them. Then
from out the depths of wraps came the highly charac-

teristic query in a big round voice :

“Hi-ho! girlies, is the supper cold?”

And peace came in at the door, but not quiet.

There was a whoop and a cheer ! a grand rush at

the stranger, a general confused gabble, and then we
were climbing all over him, with mother in the van!

Father had come— by the early train, and had
walked up from the station.

“Hoor-ay!” and Ralph gave a heartfelt howl as

he broke into an impromptu double shuffle, with none

to say him nay.

There was a moment’s hush— a silence that was

startling. We clung to him like bees, without one

word of greeting. It was enough to know that we
had our father back. The clock upon the mantle

ticked away steadily in the semi-darkness with a busy

alertness of Yankee energy; no old-time sedateness

about it; it was a smart little round-topped, glass-

doored, brass clock, and had a varnished case. It

was all alive with importance, and held its own with

the dignity of a man of business, among the sea-shells.
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and candlesticks, and the curly bird’s-eye-maple match-

safe by its side.

“Tick-tack, tick-tack, back-back, come-back, ker-r-

r-r-r-r-r-r-r— ” and it rapidly struck the hour.

How we loved that clock ! It knew just as well

!

There was a queer sob from the cluster of girls

around father, then another. It was catching, and

Mollie put up her apron. There was danger of a

heavy shower, and father began to look alarmed, for

he was right in the middle of it, but there came a

rescue in the nick of time.

Ralph had just given a thundering cheer, and was

drawing a deep breath for another, when far up

in the top of the house came floating down the stair-

way like a distant echo, “ Ooowa-a-way !
” and a

little imp in scarlet flannel came whizzing down the

bannisters like a falling star, and landed in the rear

entry in a heap. It was Jack! With a red night-cap

on his head, looking like a ba.by Mephistopheles in

his flaming legged night-dress, he charged straight at

us, and having the outside chance, scrambled up

over our heads and sat down triumphantly upon his

father’s shoulders, with the prompt question delivered

with infantile directness, “ W’ere’s ’e tub ?
”

That broke the spell, and the tears dissolved into

laughter. Not getting any reply in the hubbub

that followed, and catching a glimpse of something

moving in the hall, Jack wriggled himself loose and

ran to the door, coming full tilt against a dark-faced,

slender youth, who was looking in with an expression

of queerly blended mirth and homesickness.

Jack sprang backward with a shriek that startled

every one, and then discovering that it was not the

expected cub, he returned, saying affably as he stuck

out a fat little hand :

“ Heyo
;
oo is oo ?

”

“ Bless my soul !
” and father tumbled us all into a

heap. “I forgot all about you; come in, Ramon !”

Ramon came in. Mollie’s finger sought the pro-

tecting shelter of her mouth as she sidled away from

the front of the group, and with a sudden start

scurried behind the rest. The others were seized

with a panic, and for the next half minute it looked

like a case of “ chase-the-squirrel,” while father sat

and laughed.

“They are as shy as pigeons, Ramon, but they’ll

get over that when they know you,” and then, turn-

ing to mother, who was looking from one to another

with a rather dazed air, “ This is Ramon Valdez, of

whom I told you.”

“Told me? Indeed you did not !” she laughed as

she welcomed the stranger, thinking that it was one

of the not unfrequent lapses of mind on the part of

the traveller.

“ Eh ? What ! Did you not get my telegram ?
”

“Oh yes, we got that! and, by the way, where is

Ralph’s cub ? he’s been at work half the afternoon on

its quarters.”

There was a general look of blankness upon

father’s face. We crowded around eagerly, and

there was a babel of voices for a moment, that sud-

denly fell to an awe-stricken hush as we caught the

laugh in the dark eyes beyond.

“If I am not insane, or deaf, or in a state of bliss-

ful ignorance, some one else is !
” he said slowly.

“Will you please bring that telegram?”

It was brought; he gave one glance, and sank

back into a perfect convulsion of laughter.

“Oh Ireland! Ireland! what blunders those sons

of Erin make !

”

It was all the fault of that green Irish operator!

“Safely landed home to-night with young cub and

family pupy.”

Who could have translated that into the business-

like message—
“ Safely landed; home to-night with young Cuban

,

family pupil” ?

Ralph and Mollie looked at each other. She did

not say “ I told you so,” but Ralph quietly stole out

of the room and lighted a lantern.

Presently the night air shuddered with a furious

chopping, and there came a sound as of rending

wood. It ceased after a while, and, returning, Ralph

sat down again in his corner with an air of would-be

unconcern.

There was a marked increase in the pile of kindling-

wood the next morning. There wras over a week’s

supply.

But the “cub’s” quarters were among the things

that were.
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JOHNNY AND LITTLE GRAY HEN.
(A Storyfor Very Little Folks.)

By Margaret Eytinge.

J
OHNNY ran out to the barn one clay. It was a

lovely day. The sunshine was as bright as gold,

the sky was as blue as the eyes of baby-kittens, and

the grass was as green as grass could be. Johnny

was singing a little song, making it up as he went

along

:

“ Oh, how I wish my mother’d bake

A great, enormous ’lasses cake—
Bake— bake—
Cake — ca— a—

”

when he stopped suddenly and began to laugh. And
no wonder; for, looking up, he saw the head of Daisy,

the cow, poked through the bars of her stall, and,

standing on it, right between the horns, was Little

Gray Hen.
“ Why, what are you doing up there ?

” asked

Johnny.

Little Gray Hen looked thoughtfully down at him

for a moment, and then she said, “ Well, I don’t mind

telling you
,
for you are a pretty good boy, as boys go,

and you never throw stones at me, and chase me
about, and mock me when I try to sing, as bad boys

do. The fact is, the hens and chickens in the hen-

yard are so fussy and noisy, and they keep up such a

silly clucking, and scratching, and quarrelling, from

morning till night, that a lady-like hen (as I flatter

myself I am) finds it very disagreeable to stay among
them. And they are extremely rude and impolite,

and don’t begin to know what good manners are.

And so, this morning, when Big Gray Hen snatched

a worm away from me, and Speckled Hen said her

dress was much more fashionable than mine, and

those mischievous chicks of Bantam Hen came slyly

behind me and pulled out three of my prettiest feath-

ers, I declared I wouldn’t stand it any longer. I

would look for another boarding-place. Their con-

duct really made me ashamed of being a hen. And
I called on Daisy and told her how they acted, and

she said (she feels very lonely, you know, since she

lost her calf) that she would be glad of my company,

and that I was welcome to live on her head as long

as I liked. And I’ve been here now two hours— far

above those common fowls, as I have always thought

I ought to be, and it is so nice and quiet that I think

I shall stay here all the rest of my life.”

“/ don’t think you will,” said Johnny; and he

WHAT JOHNNY SAW.

began to laugh again as he ran away to the hen-yard

to tell the hens what he had seen in the barn.

There was a barrel turned upside down in one

corner of the yard, and on this Johnny climbed,

scratching both his legs on the hoops as he did so

;

but, bless you ! boys don’t care anything about a few

scratches— and when he was safely seated on it he

called the fowls, and they came flocking about him

thinking he had something for them to eat.
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But Johnny showed him his empty hands, and then

he told them about Little Gray Hen and the cow.

JOHNNY TELLS THE HENS.

And when he had told them he said, “ And why do

you behave so badly that Little Gray Hen cannot

stay where you are ? Why do you make her ashamed

of being a hen ?
”

“ Cluck , cluck ! cluck
,
cluck ! cluck, cluck ! ” answered

Big Gray Hen. “ I guess we behave just as all hens

have behaved ever since the first one came out of an

egg— no better and no worse— and what’s more, we

behave as well as we know how. Cluck, clitck ! cluck
,

cluck ! cluck
,
chick ! ! !— Do you ? ”

She popped off this question so suddenly that

Johnny thought for a moment that somebody had

thrown a torpedo at him, and nearly fell off the

barrel. But he jerked himself back again and said

— he was a truthful little fellow— “I’m afraid I

don’t.”

“ Well, then, what can you expect from us ? ” asked

Big Gray Hen.
“ Please, ma’am,” said Johnny, “/don’t expect any-

thing. And I should never have thought of finding

fault with you had it not been for Little Gray Hen.”
“ Little Gray Hen, indeed !

” repeated Speckled

Hen scornfully. “ It seems to me the smaller hens

are the bigger they think themselves.”

“ Is that meant for me ? ” said Bantam Hen, ruffling

her feathers.

“ Pray don’t stop to quarrel, you two,” begged
Brown Hen

;

“ but come on and let’s all go and see

this stuck-up thing who thinks herself so much above
us.”

“ Cluck, cluck ! cluck, cluck ! cluck, cluck l She’s not

so high but that she’ll come down when— ” began

Big Gray Hen.
“ When ? ” asked the other hens.

“ When she’s hungry,” said Big Gray Hen. “ I’ve

known

—

cluck
,
cluck! cluck

,
cluck l cluck, cluck!—

a

good many airs put on just after breakfast put off

just before dinner.”

After which wise remark away they all started in a

great hurry for Daisy’s stall
;
but they had scarcely got

there when Pamelia, Johnny’s grown-up sister, came
out of the house with a pan full of corn and called

loudly, “ Here chick, chick, chick, chick, chick,

chick !

”

At the very first sound of her voice the hens and

chickens turned about again in a greater hurry than

ever
;
but as fast as they ran— and they ran as fast as

they could— they none of them reached the hen-yard

as soon as Little Gray Hen.
“ It was pleasant enough living on Daisy’s head,”

she said to Johnny as she went to roost that night,

“ but you see there was nothing to eat up there.

THE HENS GO TO SEE.

And I think, after all, it is best for a hen to try to

get along with her own relations.”
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LEVI’S BEDSPREAD.
[A true Story.)

By I. L. Beman.

WHEN I taught in the “Mill District, ’’the tall-

est boy in my school was Levi Beardsley, a

dark-eyed, olive-skinned young fellow of seventeen or

eighteen years
,
a lad of rare merit in every respect.

In “boarding round” it fell to my lot to go first to

Levi’s home; and this, with his winning ways and

worth, made us friends from the beginning. Many
were the good times we had at the school studies,

visiting around the great open fireplace, cracking nuts,

popping corn, skating, and sleigh riding over the wild

country roads.

One cold evening as we were starting for a “spell-

ing-school” in another district some miles away, his

mother came to the door and said we would need

more lap-coverings for such a night. We assented,

and she turned back into the house, saying, “I’ll

bring you Levi’s bedspread.”

In a moment she was at the door again, and as I

took the dark mass from her hand, she said, “ He has

outgrown it for his bed, but it is long enough for a

lap-robe.”

Tucking it around us, away we went in our homely

back-woods rig
;
and as we glided through the forests

and past the scattered log houses, Levi told me about

his bedspread. He came into the possession of it

the spring he was nine years old. He was very fond

of fishing, which is not unusual with boys, and was

peculiarly successful, which is unusual with fishermen

of any age.

One morning early in May, accompanied by his lit-

tle dog, he sprang into the skiff on his father’s mill-

pond, and paddled up stream to fish for trout in a

brook that ran into the pond half a mile above the

dam. Now in order to understand the best point

of Levi’s adventure, it is necessary to get a clear

idea of the mouth of this brook. It came down from

among the hills, leaping from rock to rock and scud-

ding across the levels like a squirrel at play. Its

last leap was its highest
;
and, as if scared at having

jumped so far, it quietly slipped in a half circle

around a huge rock, and hid itself in the waters of

the pond, which at this place was five or six rods

wide and flowing on with strong current to the dam.

The pool at the foot of this fall was Levi’s destina-

tion
;
a spot where he had often been before, and

never without success.

Softly paddling his boat to the shore of the pond,

a few feet below the mouth of the brook, and pulling

one end of it upon the shelving rock, he had only to

clamber up the bank a little to be in the best posi-

tion for fishing the pool.

Leaving the dog in the boat and taking his fish-

rod, in a moment he was slyly dipping into the foamy

waters where waited the trout. How many “ speckled

beauties” he had caught I know not, but only a few

minutes had passed when a slight noise on the rocks

just above him caused him to look up.

Ah! what a sight met the boy’s eyes. There,

within fifteen or twenty feet, was his bedspread
( not

yet his, however), dappled and glossy, constituting

the wrapping of another individual. And that indi-

vidual, with glaring eyeballs, ears laid back, un-

sheathed claws and lashing tail, seemed about to seek

a nearer acquaintance with Levi.

A glimpse was enough for the lad. Dropping his

fish-pole, he slid like a flash down the bank toward

the boat, and dodged under the shelving rock, thus

passing instantly out of sight of those glaring eyes.

But scarcely had he left his perch by the trout-hole

ere it was occupied by the other individual. At this

turn of affairs the dog began an excited yelping in

the further end of the boat, immediately absorbing

the panther’s attention. And more quickly than it

can be told, the lithe creature sprang again into the

air, this time after the dog. With a heavy lunge she

came down midway in the boat, by her weight and

impetus sending it adrift and propelling it to the

middle of the stream, where the current turned it

swiftly toward the dam. The dog, of course, did not

like such company, and as the panther came into the

skiff, he jumped out and swam ashore.

Now the feline nature is very unlike the canine in

respect to water, cats generally disliking it extremely,

while many dogs take great delight in it. So this
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i huge cat with her dread of water was in great trepi-

dation when she saw that she was cut off from the

land on every side. She crept from end to end of

the boat, now and then raising her head, lifting her

ears, and whining in a pitiful manner. Levi watched

; her floating on where the current grew stronger and

stronger and the banks wider apart.

All at once it joyfully flashed on his mind that she

was likely to go over the high dam down into the

rocky, boiling chasm below, where no living thing

but a fish could survive. At this prospect he clam-

j

bered hastily around the ledge and up the bank,

I and started off as fast as he could run among the

! trees, for the shore of the gorge below the dam. As

he ran he caught glimpses of the skiff and its occu-

pant drifting surely on to her fate. Soon he arrived

and took his stand at the edge of the wide eddy

below the fearful chasm. Eagerly then he watched the

' crest of the water at the brink of the dam, where the

!
current broke over and plunged down the gulf. In

i a moment the object of his interest appeared, skiff,

panther and all, hung a second on the brink, and then

I with the roaring waters rushed down among the rocks.

The dam was built just at the upper end of a dark,

winding rapid, or succession of falls, and Levi now
looked for his broken boat and the crushed panther

to emerge into the eddy. The skiff soon appeared

crushed in pieces, the seats, sides and bottom in sepa-

rate fragments. But several minutes passed and

no panther
;
and the boy began to say within himself

with some anxiety, “ Can it be she isn't killed ?
”

Eagerly he began to scan the steep banks lest she

might crawl out of the foaming stream and catch him

yet.

Soon, however, something submerged and passive

came slowly drifting into the eddy, and as it circled

nearer he recognized the panther, lax, and apparently

lifeless. Round and round it went, gradually nearing

the shore, until by wading in a step or two Levi was
able to reach it with a pole and give it a thrust. As
it showed no signs of life, the next time it came
around he hooked a pronged stick over it, and, exert-

ing all his nine-year-old might, slowly drew it toward
him.

As it finally came into shallower water, Levi be-

thought himself to keep it under still longer, until he

could be sure it was drowned. So dragging the bot-

tom of the broken boat to the spot, he placed it over

the body, and, standing upon it, his weight held it

down.

According to Levi’s own account, this was his

time of highest excitement. He danced and laughed

and shouted, there on the upturned bottom of the

skiff, over his slain enemy, perhaps with less dig-

nity than David showed as he stood on Goliath’s

dead body, but certainly with no less joy.

The rest of the incident is quickly told.

The dog ran directly home, and as he manifested

great fright, the family were concerned for Levi. The
father at once set out to find him, and naturally, after

failing to discover him in the direction of the trout

brook, came to the dam, when lo ! there was the lad,

far below in the edge of the eddy, jumping up and

down and acting like a little lunatic. In such a

thunder of waters no voice could be heard, but soon

Levi saw him and began beckoning. In a few min-

utes the father made his way down to his boy, and

learned the whole thrilling story.

In due time the panther’s hide, tanned with the

fur upon it, was ready for use, and the lad claimed it

for his trundle-bed.

And this is the story of “ Levi’s bedspread.”

I
F the tea was too hot, the coffee too cold,

This thing was too new, or the other too

old,

The Grumbler would see it, no doubt.

He’d a sigh as he thought of the faults of his

friend,

A groan at the folly of those who pretend

That their friends have no faults to And out.

But the worst of his sorrows was reached, when, one

day,

Some work that a neighbor took pride to display

Was brought, for the first time, to light.

With a look of disgust, our friend shook his wise head

;

“ This is worse than I thought, very much worse,” he

said

;

“Why, the thing is done perfectly right!
”
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SATURDAY P. M — WORK BEFORE PLAY.

CHARLIE’S FIRST DOUGHNUT.

By Margaret Bertha Wright.

I
T was a queer idea that Charlie had of doughnuts,

and one that would make a New England boy

laugh outright.

He had heard his mamma talk of them all his

life, and always as of something surpassingly deli-

cious, and more tempting than had ever been, would

ever be, or ever could be seen on any table or in any

confectioner’s window in all Italy.

She often described to him their brown crispness

and savory odor as they passed hot, piled high in

a huge pan, from an American cook-stove to an

American pant v, and he fancied he knew as well as

if he had tasted it a thousand times, their sweet

tenderness as they melted cold on appreciative

tongues at American supper-tables.

Nevertheless, as many times as his mamma had

told Charlie of their flavor, their looks, and their

ingredients, and so sure as he was that he knew as

much about them as though he had grown up in

Massachusetts instead of in Italy, his idea was, as I

have said, a very queer one. For instance, he could

never believe— as often as he was told to the con-

trary— that these crisp, tender, toothsome doughnuts

were not dotted thick with raisins. For being par-

ticularly fond of raisins, he always associated them

in his mind with every unknown dainty described to

him as being a specialty of his dear, but unknown

native land. Squash pies, apple puddings, buckwheat

cakes, molasses candy, johnny cake, and even sweet

potatoes— he never thought of any of these strange

untasted deliciousnesses upon which his mamma’s

American visitors often waxed eloquent, that he did
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not see them in his mind’s eye gemmed blackly with

his favorite fruit. Likewise could he never quite dis-

associate them with chocolate, it having been his

lifelong experience in Italy that few dainties ever

came upon the table without- at least a dash or sus-

picion of chocolate about them— oftener a complete

covering, thick, brown and shining, in substance

much like the frosting one sees on fine cakes in

America.

Thus you see how curious and foreign to one who

has never lived in our country are some of the com-

monest things of our daily life. To many, many

people of this world, candy pulls, coasting frolics,

sleigh rides, baked beans, fish balls, mince pies and

doughnuts, are as remotely foreign and almost incom-

prehensible as sleeping in a banyan-tree, hunting

crocodiles, pelting masqueraders with confetti from

Roman balconies, tramping bare-legged in the wine

press, or gathering and eating a dinner of snails,

would be to you.

Charlie had lived in Italy ever since he was two

years old. Now that he was eight, and could read

the most interesting tales in his mother’s American

newspapers and magazines quite as well as he could

his Italian school books, and had received for his

birthday presents a good many story-books of

American child life, he was fully convinced that

America was the most glorious country for boys that

the sun shines on. This was why he asked so many

questions about America, talked so incessantly of it,

and bragged so tremendously of being an American

to his Italian playmates, that sometimes his mamma
almost wished he had been born a Hottentot or a

heathen Chinese.

America was upon his tongue indoors and out.

He could never see one of those melancholy pro-

cessions of black, blue, or red-petticoated schoolboys

marshalled by a priest in robes for their daily walk—
or rather crawl— to the Pincio, that he did not almost

prance himself off his little fat legs with joy that he

wasn’t a Roman schoolboy, and that he belonged to

a blessed country where boys don’t wear petticoats,

or scholars pass their recreation hours walking in

company with a grave, broad-hatted priest, but leap-

frog over each other, turn somersaults, shout like

wild Indians, or shake with a St. Vitus’ dance of en-

joyment if so it pleases them, without rebuke from

anybody

!

‘‘Cracky! Ge-r//-say-lum ! Heio ! I’m motto

contento to be an AmericanoV'> he would cry, quite

unconscious of any foreign admixture in his words.

“Why, Charlie Norton! what language is that?”
his mamma would ask.

And then the young American, swelling like a pau-

ter pigeon, would answer: “The ’Merican language,

mamma. That’s always the way we ’Merican fellers

talk when we go on an old spree into the woods after

chestnuts, or down on the river to skate. I’ve read

about it in some of my story-books !

”

But it was at the dinner-table, in their stone-floored

studio in the fifth story of their cold, grim, Roman
palace, that Charlie oftenest lost his breath with ques-

tions about the good things American boys have to

eat when they come home hungry from play or school.

And it was there, too, that Mrs. Norton, seeing the

dinner already half cold from its journey in a tin box
up from Karlin’s restaurant growing still colder,

• would bid him eat his cheese-covered maccaroni, his

oil-fried cucumbers and crisp cuttle-fish in silence,

and let her eat hers in peace, or she never would
have strength enough to go home to America before

he was too big to slide squat a-bumbo downhill, to

walk on his hands and head, to go huckleberrying, or

to scare her out of her wits some dark night with a

pumpkin Jack-o’-lantern.

And then Charlie would become speechless— till

the chocolate sweets came on, when he would almost

invariably forget himself again :
—

“ I say, mamma, how many doughnuts could a fellow

eat at one time ?
”

One forenoon Mrs. Norton sat in her studio before

a pile of dark wet clay. She wore a close cap like a

very old woman, and a long pinafore like a very

young girl. She was busy shaping something that

remotely suggested Charlie’s head as it might look

after it had been kicked about for an hour or two in

a brisk game of base ball.

Charlie sat before her, evidently bursting with

some question about “’Merica,” but not daring to

move his lips while his mother modelled from them.

Mrs. Norton herself spoke at last

:

“ You are tired, dearie. You need not pose any

longer. Go and take this package of American

newspapers to Mrs. Millan
;
the exercise will do you

good.”

Mrs. Millan was an old schoolmate of Mrs.

Norton’s who was spending the winter in Rome.
Charlie left the package of Dixon Telegraphs at her

door, and had just turned away when Mrs. Millan

called him to wait a moment.
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‘ Here,” she said as she put a small parcel in his

hands, “here are a couple of old-fashioned American

doughnuts that I made myself. Take them to your

mamma
;
they will remind her of home and of old

times.”

DOUGHNUTS!
Charlie nearly tumbled backwards, and Mrs.

Millan wondered what in the world made the child

blush in such an extraordinary manner.

DOUGHNUTS!
He sniffed at the tissue paper all the way down

the street. He looked at the parcel lengthways,

sideways, edgeways, broadways, upside, downside,

outside, every way but inside. Then he sniffed and

sniffed and sniffed till it seemed as if he would

draw his little pug nose inside his head, and till

the passers-by wondered what strange perfume

that bright-eyed ragazzino carried in a paper par-

cel.

“ I wish I could open the package just the ween-

tiest, tastiest bit,” he sighed
;

“ I’m sure mamma
wouldn’t care.”

Suddenly a curious expression came over the boy’s

face. He stopped short half way across the Piazza

di Spagna. “She would never know,” he said, as he

looked almost stealthily around. “ She will never

know,” he repeated as he turned slowly around, and

climbed heavily, step by step, the Scala di Spagna.

At the top of the stairs he hesitated. He sniffed and

sniffed and sniffed at the parcel. He turned his

back upon home, and hastened rapidly towards the

gardens, where he could eat the doughnuts if he

would, and nobody see him.

In the garden he sat upon a stone bench from

whence was a glorious view over famous old Rome,

its picturesque, red-tiled roofs, its swelling domes

and soaring spires, the Tiber in the distance, and

beyond the green Campagna, the mist-veiled blue and

golden hills. The Italian sun shone warmly. Gay
nurses in floating ribbons, brilliant shawls, quaint

caps and full short skirts, played about him with

their little charges. Here swaggered an Italian

officer, all silver and blue. There loitered a gouty

cardinal, leaning on a servant’s arm. Statues gleamed

among the trees, pretty ladies walked to and fro, or

with laughing children fed the floating swans in a

miniature lake; and the tinkle of water sounded like

drops of silver from yonder grotto. Everything and

everybody seemed happy save a little foreign boy in

an ulster and blue beret, who sat gloomily regarding

two circular golden-brown objects in an open paper
upon his lap.

A struggle was going on in that young soul. It

was a fateful rime for our little American— a time

in which his young nature was the battle-ground of

good and evil
;

the scene of one of those terrible

conflicts that we all of us have known, and perhaps
yet know, and the issues of which are mighty, no
matter how trifling their causes.

In this case two doughnuts were the cause : the

issue would be either that Charlie should henceforth

know himself a liar and thief, or that he would hence-

forth be strong enough to face any temptation.

He was quite breathless and pale. The dough-

nuts went up to his mouth, and his lips unclosed —
a moment and the battle would be decided, and the

victor— ah ! which would it be ? Alas ! the little

white teeth thrust themselves into the crisp, sweet

morsel, and the tempted little American has his first

taste of a good old-fashioned Yankee doughnut.

Just then a troop of black-petticoated, pale-faced

schoolboys filed slowly past him, following a grave

priest. Instantly comes into his little tossed and
troubled heart the usual pity for these continually

watched Italian boys who would have been, Charlie

thinks, so much happier and healthier had they been
born in his own free, far-away country.

Instantly, too, a scarlet blush covers C ie’s

face from his white collar up to his drab hair, and
before one could have said “Jack Robinson” (or
“ Giovanni Robansano,” as it might be in an Italian

mouth), the doughnuts were re-wrapped in the tissue

paper, and Charlie was flying off homewards just as

fast as his almost outgrown ulster would let his

young legs fly.

“Oh! mamma, mamma!” he cried, as he burst

breathless into the studio where his mother sat,

“ I— almost— stole—’em— but— I— didn’t— quite

just— ’cause— some-er— those— poor— Roman—
schoolboys— made— faces— at— me—and— I—
’membered — in — time — what— you— told— me
— that— they— are — always— cooped up— to—
keep — ’em — away — from — temptation — while

— we— ’Merican — fellers — are — left — free—
to— face— temptation— and— bust— it— ”

What more he might have said will remain forever

unknown. For just at this point his tongue was

paralyzed by the discovery that his mother had a

visitor whom he recognized with a great shock to be

no other than Mrs. Millan herself.
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“ And I wasn’t so sharp as I thought I was

when I kept saying mamma will never know,” he

thought with a spasm of mingled terror and de-

light.

A year after that Mrs. Norton was one bright day

busy packing her trunks, while Charlie capered about

her like an insane daddy-long-legs.

“ I declare I’m most afraid I’ll break right in two

with tickle !
” he cried. “ 1 certainly should if I could

really believe that we start for America next week.”

At that moment Mrs. Norton opened a pasteboard

box which had been carefully packed away for

months. As she opened it one could see that it held

a solitary brown, crumbly, dried something. Charlie

caught sight of it. “ Halloo, what’s— ” He broke

short off.

Mrs. Norton Smiled down tenderly on the crim-

son face. “ One of my treasures, dear. I keep it

in remembrance of a Great Victory.”

AN AUTUMN IDYL.

ANOTHER GHOST.

By William M. Baker.

I
SAW it when I happened to be staying for a time

in a town which I will call Moulderville. The

ghost was so much a result of the town, as a bitter

crab apple is the natural fruit of a crab-tree all

gnarled and knotted, that I must stop a moment to

tell you about it.

Moulderville was once nothing but a tract of level

country in the southwest. It was a region of sandy

soil and solemn post oaks, of sluggish creeks and bits

of prairie grown up with a queer kind of weed called

Indian coffee, as high as a man on horseback, and

full in the fall of the year of pods containing seeds

good for nothing on earth but to poison people and

to make a most mournful rattling in the wind. The
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wind, however, never actually blew in good earnest

over Moulderville
;

it always fell into a sorrowful

sigh when it got there, as if however rollicking it had

been before, as soon as it reached the edge of the

place it sunk into a whisper: “ Yes, yes, O yes, very

sad indeed !

”

There were plenty of “cotton mouths” in the stag-

nant creeks, a sort of venomous water snake, the one

object and joy of whose existence was to bite some-

body. There was an abundance of mosquitoes too,

but they were of a mean species which bled you

stealthily, never singing, low-bred thieves.

But I dare say the ruin of Moulderville had

broken their hearts also. You see the owner of that

region believed that the railroad would pass right

through it, and so he had had a beautiful map made

of the city that was to be with its streets and churches

and public squares and all. He had built, and induced

others to erect ever so many handsome houses and busi-

ness blocks with a tremendous four-story hotel in the

centre. But somehow the railroad left Moulder-

ville half a dozen miles to one side, and the town was

exactly like a ship left that far inland by the reced-

ing sea. Everybody left too who could get away,

and it was as if the very heart and soul had also

gone even from those who remained behind.

No wonder I saw a ghost there ! For weeks the

people had been croaking to me of their ruined

hopes. As soon as they stopped with the falling

night the frogs for miles all around took up the

woful story and croaked, never ceasing until the

townspeople woke up next morning to carry it on

for them until night again.

“ I do believe,” I said to myself one weary, dreary

afternoon as I went out, “that the very crows fly—
yes, yonder goes one as slowly as if to a funeral :

and any one can see that it is blacker than crows

generally get to be. Listen ! caw ! caw ! as sepulchral

as if it was the last of its tribe. The very dinner-

bell at that gaunt and forsaken hotel hadn’t a par-

ticle of gladness in it, tolling as if to a fast instead of

to a feast. I do believe I will go to the cemetery
;

it

can’t be sadder.” And I did. Yes, I sat for a long

time in the old neglected enclosure, all overgrown

with briers and vines. It began to rain as I sat.

Not a hearty downpour, but slowly and silently, as if

in tears for a sorrow which had no remedy, with the

sobs and moans of low thunder now and then, and

never a flash of lightning. Gloom, nothing but deep,

dolorous gloom, embracing all the world, and never

to end forever and ever ! I may be over sensitive.

I am sure that a pleasant letter, the glad laugh of a

child, the gambols about me just then of a dog,

even a pleasant remembrance of something flash-

ing into my mind would have changed my whole

feeling. But there was nothing there save the silent

dead without me
;
nothing in my mind but the terri-

ble affliction of a dear friend who had written to me
that very day telling me of all his trouble up to date.

Up to date, because he was one of those people

who, although one of the best men living, never have

anything but trouble following upon trouble as long

as they live, and it was his ghost that I saw.

Not in the cemetery. I knew that I would be

placed there for good if I did not get out of the

rain, so I went to the dismal hotel and to sleep.

About midnight I woke up out of a deep slumber and

there stood the afflicted man of whom I have spoken,

a little to one side, at the foot of my bed. Yes,

there he stood, except that he was about a third as

large again as he really was. No doubt about the

man. The same broad chest, grizzled beard, set and

solemn brow, stern and determined face. If the man
had been there in the body, this spectre could not

have been more like him, saving*that this was larger.

I had a slow, crawling, uncomfortable feeling you

may be sure; nothing at all, however, as of the

agony and spasm of terror.

“You poor, poor fellow!” I said to myself, “why
is it that you never have any variety to your troubles

;

or, if there is any variety, it is only to some sorrow

wholly unexpected, and worse than went before ?

You are so good too, honest, inflexible in what you

regard as honorable and just. No man more eager

to relieve the wretched, no sincerer Christian alive.

Yet such a singular twist in your character; always

going at your honest ends with such amazing energy,

yet always driven beyond or off to one side of that

end as by the excess of your energy. No wonder

you look resolved. All your sorrowful life you have

set your face against the storms. The gale which

hurries other men cheerily along into harbor, blows

dead against you. And always, always !

”

There he stood. The whole house was as silent as

if every soul in it was stone dead. In the deep still-

ness the ghost stood there like a statue of iron, I

cannot say for how long. There I lay looking at

him, the crawling fear steadily subsiding.

“ Of course this is some illusion,” ' I had said

to myself. “Now is it the result of my stay in this
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most mournful town ? I wonder if last night’s hot

I

an cl heavy biscuits can have anything to do with it ?

I was thinking about him too when I fell asleep.

|!
Perhaps it may be something outside of me also, in

combination with what is wrong in me. Let me see.”

;

And so I very carefully studied the ghost. No, it

i was my poor friend
;
every part of him was there :

brow, eyes, beard, broad shoulders, deep sorrow

!

Just then a motion like a smile flickered over the

s face. At the same time I felt a gentle breath of air

on my cheek. I turned to the half open window,

and then to the ghost. Now I know how much

more thrilling it would be to leave my ghost as a

mystery which I could not solve, but there is nothing

in all the world so beautiful as truth.

Upon the right hand from the foot of the bed,

hung a curtain, concealing clothing suspended from

the wall. Upon this the moon shone full, the rain

being over, and the moonlight on the folds of the

curtain, and my busy brain had done all the rest.

But I do know that nobody ever could see a ghost

more distinctly than I saw mine. Except that it was

larger, had my friend been there in person it

could not have been more like. Besides, he is

living still, and has had ever so many years full

of new troubles since I saw his ghost that night.

MOTHER GOOSE TIMES.

By Tarpley Starr.

H I, ho, deary-me, O !

Those pleasant old times

Of the Mother Goose rhymes !

You nowadays children, you never can know

Why the long ago children loved Mother Goose so
;

With Kate Greenaway books to litter the floor,

You know not the sweetness of word-o’-mouth lore—
You read, and forget, to make room for the new,

And the mother-told tales are not for you.

But O, Mother Goose, O !

With her stories and jokes

To coax little folks !

And she took us such rides, she showed us such

things—

The wave of her hand was better than wings

:

Now over the moon where the cow took her jump, •

Now down in the well where puss got her thump—
Away and away, with a shout and a crack,

Round the world we would go on Mother Goose’ back,

Hi, ho, deary-me, O

!

Those blessed old times

Of the Mother Goose rhymes !

Their echo still rings through the nursery play

Like the jingle of sleighbells lost down the long way,

Or a bird singing far in the Babyland woods

;

O often we hearken in soft dreaming moode

To the jingles of old with mother-tones set—
The little old jingles not made to forget.
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A BOY SCULPTOR.

By Amanda B. Harris.

MANY will no doubt remember that a paragraph

went the rounds of the newspapers last year,

about an American boy in Paris who gave promise of

becoming a great sculptor.

Paul Bartlett, only fifteen, had made a bust of his

grandmother, and when the time came round for the

annual exhibition in Paris, known as the Salon, to

which such a multitude of artists look forward with

mingled hope and uncertainty, he presented his work

with the rest. To be represented there is something

worth one’s best efforts.

To be personally complimented by the judges, who
include the best sculptors in France, is a distinction

which few could expect; and which a lad of Paul’s

years could hardly have dreamed of. Yet the bust

was accepted, and he received the congratulations of

those officials. There were about seventy American

artists represented at the Salon of 1880. He was the

youngest art student from this country in France
;
and

our people who were over there had cause to be proud

of him, as we at home were when the news came.

Paul has his rare gifts by inheritance. His grand-

parents on both sides are people of fine qualities.

His mother is a woman of artistic tastes and beliefs,

and strong sympathies in that direction
;
and by that

subtle something which inspires such mothers, she

has had an intuitive feeling from the first about the

boy, who is her only child. His father is the sculptor,

Truman Howe Bartlett— a man of such lofty ideals

as the old sculptors were possessed with; of remark-

able loyalty to art, and reverence for it; and of a

spirit the most sincere and earnest. Some of his work

in bronze is of the very highest order. His figure of

Abraham Lincoln better embodies the combinations

of vigor and simplicity, independence and integrity

of the martyr President, than almost any likeness

of him which has ever been placed before the

public.

The boy was born in New Haven, Connecticut, in

January, 1865 ;
but most of his life has been spent in

France. He first went over when he was about four

years old; and the family were all together in Paris

until Mr. Bartlett was obliged to return to this coun-

try, leaving his wife and child there, expecting soon

to rejoin them. While he stayed, he and Paul went

everywhere together; to the Louvre, and to see all

the pictures, “and he was the sincerest-hearted little

fellow that ever was, and it was gospel to him all the

way through.” They went to the menageries, and

saw everything there was to be seen in Paris, “ and

had lots of fun
;
he was the jolliest of good company,

RABBIT.
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and they had a mighty

good time.” He
opened wide his child

eyes, and took it all

in, and thought it was

a wonderful, fine,

beautiful place.

Then the war broke

out after the father

had gone
;

and he

and his mother were

there at the very crisis.

They would have
stayed, nothing fear-

ing, and did till the

very last day on which

they could get out of

the city. They had

for a friend a Russian

lady of rank, whom they had become acquainted

with through the wife of Pere Hyacinth, and now she

and Mrs. Bartlett cast in their fortunes together.

They made up their minds to remain in Paris, but

the authorities came round and warned all foreigners

to
u clear out.” But there was no public conveyance

to be had. “ All creation was rushing to get out. It

was tremendous; a great scare.”

So they hired a horse and carriage, hurried in their

lu£gage >
and told the driver to take them outside

of Paris as far as he would go
;
to no place in partic-

ular, but to keep on going. And he did, until at last

he stopped and declared he would not go a step far-

ther. He tumbled their things out just where they

were, and drove off

;

and to this day none of the

party know how far they went, or where they were.

The three slept there on the ground all night

;

and when morning came they got into a peasant’s

cart, and he carried them to a railroad which took

them into the north of France. From there they

went to Le Mans, a charming old historic city more

than a hundred miles to the west of Paris
;
a place

full of antique buildings, and rich in associations with

the Roman founders, William the Conqueror, and the

Plantagenets.

That was Paul’s first experience of France
;
and

that was the mode of his first departure from Paris

;

eventful episodes in a child’s life.

At Le Mans they lived until late in the autumn,

then crossed over to England, where they parted

company, the Russian lady leaving them. By this

time Mr. Bartlett had arrived in London, and there

the re-united family spent a short time, when he went

to Rome, and the mother and boy came home to

America, remaining here until 1874, when they went

back to France, and have stayed there till now.

Mr. Bartlett took a house in Paris, but the next

year went out to Port Marley to live— such a de-

lightful place!— and there he had a studio. The
boy went to the village school, a little parochial school

where the children of poor peasants went. All this time

he did not care anything about drawing. It was the

last thing one would have supposed he ever thought

of. The parents, however, watched him, expecting

that some day he would give signs that he was born

for art. He was just living his own happy life

;

“ and it was the happiest kind that ever was.” He
had his own pleasures

;
if there was any in going to

HEAD OF DOG.
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the Salon or the Zoologic
,
he had it. He lived a per-

fectly joyous life, just as they wished him to
;
with

no restraints, for he nee*ded none, loving Nature,

loving dumb animals.

Their home was charming, right on the Seine, and

they all went boating and fishing when they liked.

He had his goats and kids, his rabbits and chickens;

and his pets were always around him. There was a

garden with a high wall that shut it in, very beauti-

ful
;
and the family used to take their meals out

there, and while they were eating, Paul’s doves

would come down in flocks and hover about them.

It was such a busy, sunny, healthful, happy, pastoral

way of living ! It was like an idyl. And they all

loved France
;
as artists always do. If there is any-

thing serious and noble in life, it comes under such

circumstances.

Here at Port Marley, with these pleasant, hu-

man, in-door experiences, and these healthful out-of-

door ways, Paul’s art-life began suddenly, like a new

chapter in a story. Not a hint of it until one day in

the summer of 1877. His father and a young man
employed by him were at that time very busy, doing

a good deal, making statues and casting, doing all

the work themselves. To their great surprise Paul

came into the studio and said, “ Papa, I should like

to go to work.”
“ All right, my chicken ! You shall go to model-

ling something. What will you attack first ?
”

“ That!” answered Paul, pointing to a mask of the

Venus di Milo.

He took hold of it at once in such an innocent,

courageous way as was cheering to see. It was a

sudden development. He had been getting health,

sweetness, comfort, great delight out of life— a good
preparation. And he had been using his eyes all the

time to excellent purpose. Now he was ready for

art. He needed to be told a thing but once, and he

got the idea. “ He was not muddled, but pegged

away like one who meant business. He was gay as a

lark over it, and it was all very jolly to see him going

about it as if he was born to it.” His father gave

him a drawing-book, with perspective and such things,

and he saw into everything
;
and that was the end of

his instruction at that time.

He kept on studying and modelling till the spring

of 1877, when his father came over to America, and

Paul was put into school again
;

this time at St. Ger-

main. And now, to the great delight of his parents,

he showed a wonderful talent for languages. He
took all the prizes

;
and the master begged to have

him stay on and become a scholar. But the boy had

a strong desire to be modelling all the time.

At about fourteen and a half, he began to make
the bust of his grandmother, an old lady of eighty.

It was his own idea, and he went quietly to work all

alone by himself (during the absence of his father)

and kept steadily at it.

Mr. Fremiet, the great animal sculptor, lived so

near a neighbor that

the Bartlett family

used to see him often.

Paul told him one

day what he was do-

ing, and asked him

to come round and

see the bust. Mr.

Fremiet said yes
;
but

he was very busy,

and did not go. By

and by the boy had

got it so far along

that he was anxious

to have somebody

look at it who knew

something
;
and early

one morning, before

that gentleman was

up, he went againHEAD OF CAT.
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with a more urgent request. Mr. Fremiet answered mals, and made a cat’s head, a rabbit, a kid’s head,

as before, and this time added that he would go and a goat’s which forms a handsome inkstand,

as soon as he had been to breakfast. He went, and These are all in bronze, and sets of them have been

RABBITS AND CABBAGE.

was so surprised and pleased that he said, “ I will

come every day if you wish
;

” criticised it, and gave

some hints. Paul tried his best to correct it, and

worked away till it was done. And then Mr. Fremiet

said, “ Now you cast it in plaster, and take it up to

the SalonT
Paul knew all about the processes of plaster work,

and so he followed Mr. Fremiet’s advice
;

and,

when it was done, took the bust under his arm and

carried it up. It was accepted, and placed with the

works of his elders. He was the youngest person

who had ever exhibited there. The judges were

so pleased that they sent him by a friend this

telegram :
“ Accepted, with the felicitations of the

jury.”

It was, as one of the artists said, “a tremendous

compliment.”

The work was considered very admirable, showing

the real sculpture genius
;

a specimen of old-time

sculpture. The boy seemed to have got hold of the

idea which must control all artists who would do

genuine work.

When the morning of the opening day came, boy

like, he was so wild to see where the bust was

placed that he was on the spot before the doors

were opened.

He next went to modelling some of his pet ani-

exhibited and sold in this country during the last six

or eight months.

Mr. Fremiet was immensely pleased with the boy,

and saw what was in him, and advised him to enter

the Government School of Fine Arts, in Paris. He
did even more, going with Paul to one of the pro-

fessors in the Department of Sculpture, and intro-

ducing him. This was Professor Cavelier
;
and he

was the one selected because he had the reputation

of taking a special personal interest in his pupils.

CROW.

After a little while Professor Cavelier, who is a

very kindly man, said to Paul, “ I think you ought
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to have better opportunities ” (than the general ones

of the school), and he brought him into his own

studio, for preparatory work under his own eye.

All the pupils are required to do a certain piece of

work, which determines the rank they will take in the

school. The principle seems to be similar to that in

ordinary schools, where those especially qualified may
enter in advance. Paul had a large figure for his

assignment, under the instruction of Professor Cave-

lier. He will remain in the school, and if he fulfils

the expectation of his master, of Mr. Fremiet, and

many artists, he has a “ great future.”

He is the first American sculptor who has begun

to produce a series of small bronzes. This he does

on the same terms, so far as public sale is concerned,

with the best sculptors. He understands all of the

processes connected with the production of bronzes.

He exhibited at the Salon of 1881, his dog’s head,

and has since completed a crow, and a fine group of

rabbits about a cabbage which they are nibbling.

His are, perhaps, the first really good bronzes ever

produced by an American. He is simply doing

what the best French art students do, with the

added task of preparing his own work for the

market.

Of his own countrymen he is the first to begin

under good auspices the study of his art, with every

prospect of continuing. And it is believed by those

situated to judge, that he has qualities which will

make him, if he lives, eminent among the best.

His first competition, just completed in the school,

resulted in his being third best in the object com-

peted for, for everything. And in anatomy he stood

first with fifty competitors.

THE PUMPKIN GIANT.

By Mary E. Wilkins.
v

A VERY long time ago, before our grandmother’s

time, or our great grandmother’s, or our grand-

mothers’ with a very long string of greats prefixed,

there were no pumpkins; people had never eaten a

pumpkin-pie, or even stewed pumpkin
;
and that was

the time when the Pumpkin Giant flourished.

There have been a great many giants who have

flourished since the world begun, and although a select

few of them have been good giants, the majority of

them have been so bad that their crimes even more

than their size have gone to make them notorious.

But the Pumpkin Giant was an uncommonly bad one,

and his general appearance and his behavior were

such as to make one shudder to an extent that you

would hardly believe possible. The convulsive shiv-

ering caused by the mere mention of his name, and,

in some cases where the people were unusually

sensitive, by the mere thought of him even, more

resembled the blue ague than anything else
;
indeed

was known by the name of “ the Giant’s Shakes.”

The Pumpkin Giant was very tall
;

he probably

would have overtopped most of the giants you have

ever heard of. I don’t suppose the Giant who lived

on the Bean-stalk whom Jack visited, was anything to

compare with him
;
nor that it would have been a

possible thing for the Pumpkin Giant, had he re-

ceived an invitation to spend an afternoon with the

Bean-stalk Giant, to accept, on account of his inabil-

ity to enter the Bean-stalk Giant’s door, no matter

how much he stooped.

The Pumpkin Giant had a very large yellow head,

which was also smooth and shiny. His eyes were

big and round, and glowed like coals of fire
;
and

you would almost have thought that his head was lit

up inside with candles. Indeed there was a rumor

to that effect amongst the common people, but that

was all nonsense, of course
;
no one of the more

enlightened class credited it for an instant. His

mouth, which stretched half around his head, was

furnished with rows of pointed teeth, and he was

never known to hold it any other way than wide

open.

The Pumpkin Giant lived in a castle, as a matter

of course
;

it is not fashionable for a giant to live in

any other kind of a dwelling— why, nothing would

be more tame and uninteresting than a giant in a
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two-story white house with green blinds and a picket

fence, or even a brown-stone front, if he could get

into either of them, which he could not.

The Giant’s castle was situated on a mountain, as

it ought to have been, and there was also. the usual

courtyard before it, and the customary moat, which

was full of— bones ! All I have got to say about these

bones is, they were not mutton bones. A great many
details of this story must be left to the imagination

of the reader
;
they are too harrowing to relate. A

much tenderer regard for the feelings of the audience

will be shown in this than in most giant stories
;
we

will even go so far as to state in advance, that the

story has a good end, thereby enabling readers to

peruse it comfortably without unpleasant suspense.

The Pumpkin Giant was fonder of little boys and

girls than anything else in this world
;

but he was

somewhat fonder of little boys, and more particularly

offat little boys.

The fear and horror of this Giant extended over

the whole country. Even the King on his throne

was so severely afflicted with the Giant’s Shakes

that he had been obliged to have the throne propped,

for fear it should topple over in some unusually vio-

lent fit. There was good reason why the King shook

:

his only daughter, the Princess Ariadne Diana, was

probably the fattest princess in the whole world at

that date. So fat was she that she had never walked

a step in the dozen years of her life, being totally

unable to progress over the earth by any method

except rolling. And a really beautiful sight it was,

too, to see the Princess Ariadne Diana, in her cloth-

of-gold rolling-suit, faced with green velvet and edged

with ermine, with her glittering crown on her head,

trundling along the avenues of the royal gardens,

which had been furnished with strips of rich carpet-

ing for her express accommodation.

But gratifying as it would have been to the King,

her sire, under other circumstances, to have had such

an unusually interesting daughter, it now only served

to fill his heart with the greatest anxiety' on her

account. The Princess was never allowed to leave

the palace without a body-guard of fifty knights, the

very flower of the King’s troops, with lances in rest

,

but, in spite of all this precaution, the King shook.

Meanwhile amongst the ordinary people who could

not procure an escort of fifty armed knights for the

plump among their children, the ravages of the

Pumpkin Giant were frightful. It was apprehended

at one time that there would be very few fat little

girls, and no fat little boys at all, left in the kingdom.
And what made matters worse, at that time the Giant
commenced taking a tonic to increase his appetite.

Finally the King, in desperation, issued a procla-

mation that he would knight any one, be he noble or

common, who should cut off the head of the Pumpkin
Giant. This was the King’s usual method of reward-

ing any noble deed in his kingdom. It was a cheap
method, and besides everybody liked to be a knight.

When the King issued his proclamation every man
in the kingdom who was not already a knight straight-

HE PICKED UP AN ENORMOUS YOUNG PLANTAGENET AND THREW
IT AT HIM.

way tried to contrive ways and means to kill the

Pumpkin Giant. But there was one obstacle which

seemed insurmountable : they were afraid, and all of

them had the Giant’s Shakes so badly, that they

could not possibly have held a knife steady enough

to cut off the Giant’s head, even if they had dared to

go near enough for that purpose.

There was one man who lived not far from the

terrible Giant’s castle, a poor man, his only worldly

wealth consisting in a large potato-field and a cottage

in front of it. But he had a boy of twelve, an only

son, who rivalled the Princess Ariadne Diana in point

of fatness. He was unable to have a body-guard

for his son; so the amount of terror which the

inhabitants of that humble cottage suffered day and

night was heart-rending. The poor mother had been

unable to leave her bed for two years, on account of

the Giant’s Shakes
;
her husband barely got a living

from the potato-field
;
half the time he and his wife

had hardly enough to eat, as it naturatly took the

larger part of the potatoes to satisfy the fat little boy,

their son, and their situation was truly pitiable.

The fat boy’s name was ^Eneas, his father’s name
was Patroclus, and his mother’s Daphne. It was all
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the fashion in those clays to have classical names.

And as that was a fashion as easily adopted by the

poor as the rich, everybody had them. They were

just like Jim and Tommy and May in these days.

Why, the Princess’ name, Ariadne Diana, was noth-

ing more nor less than Ann Eliza with us.

One morning Patroclus and Aeneas were out in

the field digging potatoes, for new potatoes were just

in the market. The Early Rose potato had not been

discovered in those days
;

but there was another

potato, perhaps equally good, which attained to a

similar degree of celebrity. It was called the Young
Plantagenet, and reached a very large size indeed,

much larger than the Early Rose does in our time.

Well, Patroclus and ..Eneas had just dug perhaps

a bushel of Young Plantagenet potatoes. It was slow

work with them, for Patroclus had the Giant’s Shakes

badly that morning, and of course AEneas was not

very swift. He rolled about among the potato-hills

after the manner of the Princess Ariadne Diana
;
but

he did not present as imposing an appearance as she,

in his homespun farmer’s frock.

All at once the earth trembled violently. Patro-

clus and .Eneas looked up and saw the Pumpkin
Giant coming with his mouth wide open. “ Get

behind me, oh my darling son !
” cried Patroclus.

Eneas obeyed, but it was of no use
;
for you could

see his cheeks each side his father’s waist-

coat.

Patroclus was not ordinarily a brave

man, but he was brave in an

THEY WERE ALL OVER THE FIELD.

emergency

;

and as that

is the only

time when
there is the slightest need of bravery, it was just as

well.

The Pumpkin Giant strode along faster and faster,

opening his mouth wider and wider, until they could

fairly hear it crack at the corners.

Then Patroclus picked up an enormous Young
Plantagenet and threw it plump into the Pumpkin
Giant’s mouth. The Giant choked and gasped, and
choked and gasped, and finally tumbled down and
died.

Patroclus and Eneas while the Giant was choking,

had run to the house and locked themselves in
;
then

they looked out of the kitchen window
;
when they saw

the Giant tumble down and lie quite still, they knew he

must be dead. Then Daphne was immediately cured

of the Giant’s Shakes, and got out of bed for the first

time in two years. Patroclus sharpened the carving-

knife on the kitchen stove, and they all went out into

the potato field.

They cautiously approached the prostrate Giant,

for fear he might be shamming, and might suddenly

spring up at them and— Eneas. But no, he did

not move at all
;
he was quite dead. And, all taking

turns, they hacked off his head with the carving-

knife. Then Eneas had it to play with, which was

quite appropriate, and a good instance of the sarcasm

of destiny.

The King was notified of the death of the Pumpkin
Giant, and was greatly rejoiced thereby. His Giant’s

Shakes ceased, the props were removed from the

throne, and the Princess Ariadne Diana was allowed

to go out without her body-guard of fifty knights,

much to her delight, for she found them a great

hindrance to the enjoyment of her daily outings.

It was a great cross, not to say an embarrass-

ment, when she was gleefully rolling in pursuit

of a charming red and gold butterfly, to

find herself suddenly stopped short by

an armed knight with his lance

in rest.

But the King, though his grat-

itude for the noble deed knew no

bounds, omitted to give the prom-

ised reward and knight Patroclus.

I hardly know how it happened— I don’t think

it was anything intentional. Patroclus felt rather hurt

about it, and Daphne would have liked to be a lady,

but Eneas did not care in the least. He had the

Giant’s head to play with and that was reward

enough for him. There was not a boy in the neigh-

borhood but envied him his possession of such a

unique plaything; and when they would stand look-

ing over the wall of the potato-field with longing

eyes, and he was flying over the ground with the

head, his happiness knew no bounds
;
and he played
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so much with it that finally late in the fall it got sibly have survived the heterogeneous diet which

broken and scattered all over the field. HCneas had indulged in. There was scarcely one of

Next spring all over Patroclus’s potato-field grew the antidotes which had not been resorted to from

running vines, and in the fall Giant's heads. There time to time.

they were all over the field, hundreds of them ! Then HCneas had become acquainted with the peculiar

there was consternation indeed ! The natural con- flavor of almost everything in his immediate vicinity

elusion to be arrived at when the people saw the except the Giant’s heads
;
and he naturally enough

yellow Giant’s heads making their appearance above cast longing eyes at them. Night and day he won*

THEN THE KING KNIGHTED HIM ON THE SPOT.

the ground was, that the rest of the Giants were

coming.

“There was one Pumpkin Giant before,” said they,

“ now there will be a whole army of them. If it was

dreadful then what will it be in the future ? If one

Pumpkin Giant gave us the Shakes so badly, what

will a whole army of them do ?
”

But when some time had elapsed and nothing more

of the Giants appeared above the surface of the

potato-field, and as moreover the heads had not

yet displayed any sign of opening their mouths,

the people began to feel a little easier, and the gen-

eral excitement subsided somewhat, although the

King had ordered out Ariadne Diana’s body-guard

again.

Now HEneas had been born with a propensity for

putting everything into his mouth and tasting it;

there was scarcely anything in his vicinity which

could by any possibility be tasted, which he had not

eaten a bit of. This propensity was so alarming in

his babyhood, that Daphne purchased a book of anti-

dotes; and if it had not been for her admirable

good judgment in doing so, this story would probably

never have been told; for no human baby could pos-

dered what a Giant’s head could taste like, till finally

one day when Patroclus was away he stole out into the

potato field, cut a bit out of one of the Giant’s heads,

and ate it. He was almost afraid to, but he reflected

that his mother could give him an antidote; so he

ventured. It tasted very sweet and nice
;
he liked it

so much that he cut off another piece and ate that,

then another and another, until he had eaten two

thirds of a Giant’s head. Then he thought it was

about time for him to go in and tell his mother

and take an antidote, though he did not feel ill at all

yet.

“Mother,” said he, rolling slowly into the cottage,

“I have eaten two thirds of a Giant’s head, and I

guess you had better give me an antidote.”

“ Oh, my precious son !
” cried Daphne, “ how

could you ?
”

She looked in her book of antidotes, but could not

find one antidote for a Giant’s head.

“O -dEneas, my dear, dear son!” groaned Daphne,

“there is no antidote for Giant’s head! What shall

we do?”

Then she sat down and wept, and ^Eneas wept too

as loud as he possibly could. And he apparently
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had excellent reason to; for it did not seem possible

that a boy could eat two thirds of a Giant’s head and

survive it without an antidote. Patroclus came

home, and they told him, and he sat down and

lamented with them. All day they sat weeping and

watching .Eneas, expecting every moment to see him

die. But he did not die
;
on the contrary he had

never felt so well in his life.

Finally at sunset .Eneas looked up and laughed.

“I am not going to die,” said he; “I never felt so

well
;
you had better stop crying. And I am going

out to get some more of that Giant’s head
;

I am
hungry.”

“ Don’t, don’t!” cried his father and mother; but

he went; for he generally took his own way, very

like most only sons. He came back with a whole

Giant’s head in his arms.

“See here, father and mother,” cried he; “we’ll

all have some of this
;

it evidently is not poison, and

it is good— a great deal better than potatoes !

”

Patroclus and Daphne hesitated, but they were

hungry too. Since the crop of Giant’s heads had

sprung up in their field instead of potatoes, they had

been hungry most of the time
;
so they tasted.

“It is good,” said Daphne; “but I think it would

be better cooked.” So she put some in a kettle of

water over the fire, and let it boil awhile
;
then she

dished it up, and they all ate it. It was delicious.

In tasted more like stewed pumpkin than anything

else; in fact it was stewed pumpkin.

Daphne was inventive, and something of a genius;

and next day she concocted another dish out of the

Giant’s heads. She boiled them, and sifted them,

and mixed them with eggs and sugar and milk and

spice
;
then she lined some plates with puff paste,

filled them with the mixture, and set them in the

oven to bake.

The result was unparalleled; nothing half so

exquisite had ever been tasted. They were all in

ecstasies, H£neas in particular. They gathered all

the Giant’s heads and stored them in the cellar.

Daphne baked pies of them every day, and nothing

could surpass the felicity of the whole family.

One morning the King had been out hunting, and

happened to ride by the cottage of Patroclus with a

train of his knights. Daphne was baking pies as

usual, and the kitchen door and window were both

open, for the room was so warm; so the delicious

odor of the pies perfumed the whole air about the

cottage.

“What is it smells so utterly lovely?” exclaimed

the King, sniffing in a rapture.

He sent his page in to see.

“ The housewife is baking Giant’s head pies,” said

the page returning.

“ What ? ” thundered the King. “ Bring out one to

me!”

So the page brought out a pie to him, and after all

his knights had tasted to be sure it was not poison,

and the king had watched them sharply for a few

moments to be sure they were not killed, he tasted

too.

Then he beamed. It was a new sensation, and a

new sensation is a great boon to a king.

“I neuer tasted anything so altogether superfine,

so utterly magnificent, in my life,” cried the king;

“ stewed peacocks’ tongues from the Baltic, are not

to be compared with it ! Call out the housewife

immediately !

”

So Daphne came out trembling, and Patroclus and

.Eneas also.

“What a charming lad !
” exclaimed the King as

his glance fell upon .Eneas. “ Now tell me about

these wonderful pies, and I will reward you as

becomes a monarch !

”

Then Patroclus fell on his knees and related the

whole history of the Giant’s head pies from the begin-

ning.

The King actually blushed. “And I forgot to

knight you, oh noble and brave man, and to make a

lady of your admirable wife !

”

Then the King leaned gracefully down from his

saddle, and struck Patroclus with his jewelled sword

and knighted him on the spot.

The whole famiy went to live at the royal palace.

The roses in the royal gardens were uprooted, and

Giant’s heads ( or pumpkins, as they came to be

called) were sown in their stead
;

all the royal parks

also were turned into pumpkin-fields.

Patroclus was in constant attendance on the King, .

and used to stand all day in his ante-chamber. Daphne r

,

had a position of great responsibility, for she superin-

tended the baking of the pumpkin pies, and .Eneas

finally married the Princess Ariadne Diana.

They were wedded in great state by fifty arch-

bishops
;
and all the newspapers united in stating

that they were the most charming and well matched

young couple that had ever been united in the king-

dom.

The stone entrance of the Pumpkin Giant’s Castle .
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was securely fastened, and upon it was engraved an

inscription composed by the first poet in the king-

dom, for which the King made him laureate, and

gave him the liberal pension of fifty pumpkin pies

per year.

The following is the inscription in full

:

“ Here dwelt the Pumpkin Giant once,

He’s dead the nation doth rejoice,

For, while he was alive, he lived

By e g dear, fat, little boys.”

The inscription is said to remain to this day
;

if

you were to go there you would probably see it.

THE MOON MAID.

By Mary A. Lathbury.

HAVE you seen her, have you seen her

—

My moon maiden,

Fair moon maiden ?

When the lulling winds are low,

And the meadow grass, dew-laden,

Sways a-dreaming to and fro,

And the white clouds sail like barges

Past the moon’s face, still and slow,

You may see her as she passes

Like a white gleam o’er the grasses—
Glowing in the misty masses—

Or a shadow, or a sprite,

Dark and bright by turns, to vanish

Into night.

What is she— my fair moon maiden ?

She is shadow,

Glim’ring shadow,

She is light, and dew, and air

;

And she flits across the meadow

When the clouds drift white and fair

Past the moon, the dews a-glinting

From her cloud of dusky hair.

Would you follow, would you find her ?

Naught on earth may stay or bind her,

All the earth she leaves behind her.

See ! the robe cf filmy light

And the cloudy hair have vanished

Into night.
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THE ISLE OF PEACE.

By Eliot McCormick.

NO one ought to be angry on Christmas eve,

and yet Tom Fowler as he dashed out of his

father’s house, slamming the door behind him, and

strode down the path to the front gate, showed that

he was in a violent passion.

“I’ll never come back!” he declared. “Never!

So long as I live !

”

It was a cold afternoon and the wind blew pierc-

ingly down towards the shore. But Tom did not

feel it. He was too angry to be cold. Walking rap-

idly along the road he came in a few minutes to the

beach, where the waves were rolling in with a sullen

roar, which expressed perfectly Tom’s own feelings.

For a moment or two he stood and listened, while
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the sound seemed to echo along the curve of the bay

from Marblehead to Boston. Far out at sea— as he

gazed in that direction— the horizon presented an

unbroken line. There was nothing between him and

France
;
though while he looked Tom recollected the

tales which he had heard the fishermen tell of the

Phantom Island that hovers around the Massachu-

setts coast, and shelters the Quakers who were

exiled two hundred years ago. The spectacle of

the sea at length suggested to Tom a means of es-

cape.
44

1 don’t care what becomes of me,” he said

gloomily
;

44
I might as well be drowned as not.”

A little way up the shore, where a creek set in,

was his father’s boathouse, in which Tom’s own boat

was kept. Going to the place and unlocking the

door he rolled the boat out, launched her in the

creek, set the mast and rudder, and unfurled the sail.

There were crackers and water, and a compass in the

locker, which would serve him until he got to Boston

or fell in with an outward-bound ship— he did not

care which. All that he wanted was to get away, and

that the fresh wind would easily enable him to do.

The wind, indeed, was almost too fresh. It caught

the little sail as Tom steered out into the bay; and

if he had not hauled off a little, it might have cap-

sized him at the start. Presently he was under way.

The boat dove through the waves, and Tom felt that

at last he was carrying out his plan.

Now, however, he began to feel cold. The sun was

setting, and though its rays had not given much heat

before, it seemed colder when they had gone. He
buttoned his jacket up tightly around him, but that

did not keep out the penetrating wind. Before long

the twilight had deepened into night. Tom shivered

with the increasing cold, but he would not run into

shore. By and by he began to feel numb and sleepy.

His hands were chilled and the ropes were icy with

the frozen spray.

“ I’d better drop the sail,” he concluded, “ and

wrap myself up in it. I’d rather drift than freeze.”

It took but little time to put his idea into effect.

Lowering the sail and unshipping the mast, Tom
infolded himself in the canvas and stretched out

underneath the seats. The tide was running out,

and he knew that with the wind it would carry him

out to sea.

44
I’ll be somewhere in the morning,” he said,

44
it

don’t matter much where.”

He closed his eyes, and in a few moments the

stars were looking down out of the cold dark sky on

a drifting boat and a sleeping boy.

It was bright daylight when Tom woke up
;
and to

his great surprise he was very warm. The air was

soft and balmy as summer, or as though he had

sailed around Cape Hatteras in the night and was

skirting the Carolina coast. To his greater surprise

there was land off his port bow. Had he turned

around and drifted back to shore ? Tom looked at

his compass and found that the boat still headed

towards the east. He looked backward and no land

was in sight, while that in front seemed only an

island, whose long blue line reminded him of Block

Island as he had once seen it from Point Judith.

What could it be? Tom knew the chart of the coast

perfectly well, and was quite sure that there was no

island within one night’s sail of Marblehead. His

curiosity was excited and he felt like a second Colum-

bus discovering a new part of the American coast.

Re-shipping the mast and hoisting the sail, he headed

the boat for the island which every moment grew

more and more distinct. It was not long before Tom
could see houses, which proved to him that, whatever

the place might be, he was not its original discoverer.

Indeed, as he drew near, he could detect a single

figure standing upon the strand. When he had come

into shallow water, Tom dropped the sail and steered

the boat on to the shelving sand. The figure which

moved back a step or two at his approach, was that

of a little girl quaintly dressed in a blue homespun

frock, with a white handkerchief around her neck and

crossed at the throat. Her eyes, Tom thought, as

she raised them to his, were like those of a deer.

Tom lifted his hat politely.

44 Can you tell me where I am ? ” he asked.
44 Thee is on the Isle of Peace,” she said gravely.

Tom was puzzled : there was no such island in any

geography that he had ever studied.

44 But I don’t know where that is,” he answered.
44
It is a place of which few people know,” she said.

44 Those that live here are Friends. They never leave

the Isle, and it is seldom that any one discovers it.”

This gave Tom the clue. It was what he had been

thinking of only last night : why had he not thought

of it again ?

44 Ah! ” he said,
44 you mean the Phantom Island.”

She smiled compassionately, and waved her little

hand toward the village which stretched up from the

shore.
44 Look !

” she said.
44

Is anything more real ?
”
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It was indeed a substantial looking scene. The

houses, though old-fashioned and presenting innu-

merable gables, were well-built and beautifully neat.

The gardens surrounding them bloomed with flowers,

and the elms which overhung the road were thick

with foliage. Tom wondered if he or the almanac

were wrong.

“ Will you please tell me,” he said, “ if this isn’t

Christmas-day ?”

For a moment the maiden looked perplexed.

“ Thee means the day of our Lord’s birth ? ” she

asked at length inquiringly. “ We do not observe

that; but it is the twenty-fifth of December.”
“ But everything is green !

” Tom exclaimed. “ The

flowers are out. In Marblehead things are frozen

up tight, and there won’t be a blossom for six

months.”
“ Verily !

” observed the little girl. “ But the Isle

of Peace is washed by a warm current. It is always

summer here.”

Tom drew a long breath.

“ Well,” he declared, “ that is a comfortable ar-

rangement. Have you any idea how far it is from

the mainland?”

She shook her head.

“No one ever goes there,” she repeated; “thee is

the first one who has been here for many, many
years.”

“ And don’t you ever hear about what is going

on?”

She smiled gravely.

“ The world goes on,” she said, “ that is enough

for us.”

“ And you don’t get the Boston papers ?
”

“ Papers ?
” interrogatively.

“ Yes : the newspapers. They come out every day,

you know, and have all the news of the world in

them.”

“We do not get anything,” she said; “we do not

want anything
;
we are at peace.”

“ But what country do you belong to ? Aren’t you

a part of the United States ?”

“The United States of Holland?” she asked.

“ No
;
we do not belong to that.”

“Why, no,” said Tom; “the United States of

America of course.”

The look of perplexity deepened on the little girl’s

face, and she answered as Tom himself had done

about the Island

:

“ I do not know where that is.”

Tom was stupefied. Here was a girl somewhere
within a night’s sail of Boston who did not even
know where the United States were.

“ Well, I should remark !
” he exclaimed.

“ Will thee not tell me where it is ? ” she asked
timidly.

Tom laughed.

“ Why, of course I’ll tell you,” he said, “ but it is

so ridiculous— to think you don’t know ! The United
States are the old thirteen colonies with twenty-five

States added and a lot of Territories beside.”
“ And do they belong to England ?

”

“ Belong to England !
” Tom drew himself up as

though the majesty of the American eagle was repre-

sented in his person. “ I guess they don’t belong to

England. We fixed that business more than a hun-

dred years ago. Why, you’re awfully behind the age

here. If you don’t know about the Revolutionary

War, of course you don’t know about the Rebel-

lion ?
”

She shook her head while a little blush came upon
her cheeks.

— “ Nor the Centennial
;
nor President Garfield’s

death ?
”

“I know very little,” she murmured, apologeti-

cally; “it was more than two hundred years ago

when my forefathers came here, and we have not

learned anything since.”

Tom felt a pang of reproach
;
as though this were

Eve and he were offering her the forbidden fruit.

“ Ah !
” he said, “ you are a great deal better off.

It is a great bore to have to learn all these things.

I wish I didn’t. What I want to know is why I

found this place when so few other people have ever

seen it.
”

The little girl’s eyes rested on Tom’s open, boyish

face, as though she would read his nature for her-

self.

“ Sometimes,” she said, “those find it who are at

peace themselves
;
and sometimes those who are not

at peace, but need it.”

In a moment the disturbing thoughts of last night

came back to Tom’s recollection. His face flushed

and his lips were pressed more closely together.

“ Well,” he said, “ I certainly ain’t at peace.”

A pained look came into her dark blue eyes.

“ No,” she said, “ I see thee is not. But thee may
be,” she added.

He looked around on the tranquil scene. On one

hand the sea lay quiet and glassy beneath the rays
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of the low-lying sun : on the other the birds were

singing gayly in the arching elms.

“One ought to find it here,” he said.

“ Thee may find it anywhere,” she said gently.

Tom jumped on to the bow of the boat, which he

had drawn up on the shore, and sat there swinging

his feet.

“ Well,” he said, “ V 11 tell you about it. I was

awfully mad when I left home last night, and I

didn’t care where I went. You see I had had a row

with my mother ”

—

Her countenance expressed the deepest distress.

“ Thy mother !
” she cried.

“ Oh, my stepmother !
” he explained, “ my father’s

second wife. She doesn’t like me for a cent, and I

don’t like her. She told me last night she wished

I’d go away and not come back again, and I told

her I would— I’d never come back as long as I

lived. So I took the boat and sailed away. When
it came night I let the boat drift and went to

sleep, and when I woke up the first thing I saw was

this island ”— He broke off as though a new

thought had struck him. “ Do you think your people

would let me stay here ?
” he asked eagerly.

She looked at him wistfully for a moment.
“ Would thee like to stay ?

” she asked.

“ I’ve got to stay somewhere,” he said
;

“ it might

as well be here as anywhere else.”

She shook her head.

“ Thee could not stay,” she said, “ feeling as thee

does. Only those can live here who are at peace.

Thee can only get peace in one way.”

“ How is that ?
” he asked.

“ Thee must go home,” she said quietly.

Tom stared amazedly at his little monitor.

“ Oh, I can’t do that !
” he said. “ My stepmother

is glad to get rid of me.”

“Is thy father glad ?” she asked. “Will he not

be sorry to hear that thee is gone away ?
”

Tom turned his face a little aside.

“ Yes,” he said after a moment, “ my father will

be sorry.”

“ And ought thee not to go back for his sake ?
”

“ Yes,” he said hesitatingly, “ I suppose I ought

;

but I would rather stay here.”

The little maiden at the sound of a footstep turned

around.

“ See !
” she cried. “ Here come my father and

the Elders. They have seen thy boat. Ask them if

thee may stay.”

Tom looked up and saw coming down the street

a party of staid, sedate-looking men, reminding him
as he gazed of the pictures of William Penn in the

school history. He jumped down from the boat and
respectfully awaited their approach.

“ Father !
” the little girl called out, as the fore-

most man came near, “ this is a lad who has been

driven here in his boat by the winds, and would like

to stay with us.”

The man bent on Tom a grave but not unkindly

gaze.

“ What is thy name ? ” he asked.

“ Thomas Fowler, sir,” replied Tom.
“ And thee wants to stay here ?

”

“ I should like to, sir, if you will keep me.”
“ What is the matter ? Why is thee not satisfied

to remain at home ?
”

Tom briefly rehearsed his story, to which the Elders

listened with evident interest.

“ Thee is not of age,” the spokesman remarked
when he had finished.

“ I’m only fifteen, sir.”

“ Then thee is entitled to thy father’s support, and
he is entitled to thy service. Is it not so ?

”

Tom looked down on the ground.
“ Yes, sir,” he said slowly, “ I suppose so.”

“ And if thee runs away thee robs thy father of so

much help.”

“ I relieve him of so much burden, too,” said Tom.
The Elder’s eye rested gravely on Tom’s face.

“ Does thee think it is a burden ? ” he asked.

Tom hesitated a moment, then he looked up and
frankly met the others’ gaze.

“ No, I don’t,” he said. “ Father never grudged

me a penny in my life. It’s shabby of me to go

away and leave him.”

The Elder stepped back and spoke briefly with the

others.

“ Listen !
” he said, turning again to Tom. “ If

thee wishes we will keep thee. All we ask is, that

thee shall promise to remain with us until thee shall

be of age. Whether it be right for thee to stay or

to go back to thy father, we leave thee to decide.”

Tom drew a long breath. This was putting a

heavier responsibility on him than he had sought.

As he looked up the village street it seemed moie
beautiful than ever. How balmy the air was ! how
bright the flowers! how peaceful the scene ! and with

a sweet and trustful countenance the little Quaker
maiden, standing by her father’s side, met his own
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glance of boyish admiration. If he remained, what

a delightful life might he not lead ! If he went

back, it would be to the bleak winds and damp bays

of Marblehead, to the sharp tongue of his step-

mother, to the hard grind of his father’s farm. But

could he remain at peace with himself ? Would not

the thought of his father come up to accuse him ?

Would he not feel that he had run away from his

duty ? Tom was fond of poetry, and a line of Ten-

nyson’s Lotos Eaters came into his head. Would
he be any better than they who sat down in tropical

idleness and forgot all about their friends at home ?

Her eyes as she raised them to his were wet with

tears.

“My name is Ruth Fox,” she said. “Thee will

not forget us, Thomas ?
”

He took her little hands in his own.
“ I will never forget you,” he said, “ but I wish I

might have stayed.”

“ Ah !
” she said simply, “ but thee knows thee

could not. Perhaps thee will find the Island again,”

she added wistfully.

“ Maybe some day you’ll come to the mainland, ’

he suggested. “ Why not come, sir,” he went on,

IT IS ALWAYS SUMMER HERE,” SAID RUTH.

He turned away so that he might not see the little

girl’s face.

“ I think I’ll go home,” he said quietly.

The Elder laid his hand on the boy’s head.
“ Thee is right,” he said approvingly. “ Thee

could not have stayed. But before thee goes will

thee not come up and look at our homes?”
Tom shook his head.

“ No,” he said, “ I won’t go any farther : it would

only make me want to stay more. I’d better get

away from here as soon as possible. You didn’t tell

me your name,” he said, turning suddenly towards

his first acquaintance.

addressing the Elder
;

“ all the old quarrels have

died out, and the Friends have as many rights as

anybody else.”

But the man shook his head.

“ Why should we come ? ” he asked. “ Is there

anything there that we have not got here ?”

“ Railroads,” Tom ventured, “ telegraphs, the tele-

phone, sewing machines— oh, there are lots of

things you haven’t got !

”

“ Would they do us any good ? ” the man asked

quietly; “ would we be any happier for them?”

Tom looked around for the last time on the beau-

tiful picture. No place that he knew could match
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that
;
and no face that he knew shone with the con-

tentment of these simple-hearted folk.
44 No/’ he

said frankly, “ I don’t oelieve you would. But I

wish you’d come all the same.”

Ruth sighed. “I’d like to come,” she murmured.

The father looked down at her and smiled, while

Tom felt again the sense of guilty self-reproach.

Had he come here only to make the little girl dissatis-

fied with her own home ?

“ Oh, you wouldn’t like it at all,” he said hurriedly;

“ it’s cold and bleak and disagreeable
;
there won’t

be any flowers till June, and people don’t live any-

thing like the happy life you do here. They quarrel

and get angry
;
and the railroads run off the track,

and everybody says the telephone is a nuisance. It’s

a thousand times better here. I wish I could stay.

But I can’t,” he sighed, releasing Ruth’s hand

and turning towards the boat. Giving it a push, he

sent it into the water and jumped into the bow. In

a moment the wind had filled the sail and the boat

was moving off.

“ Good-bye !
” he cried as bravely as he could,

taking off his hat.

44 Farewell !
” returned the Elders heartily.

Ruth raised her head from her father’s shoulder,

where she had rested it, and Tom could see that her

eyes were full of tears.

“ Farewell, Thomas !
” she cried.

It was the last sound that came to him from the

Isle of Peace. Tom himself leaned his head against

the mast and cried while the boat was. blown away

from the Island. When he opened his eyes it was

nowhere to be seen. The air had again grown cold,

and far off in the distance Tom could detect the

Massachusetts shore.

Mrs. Fowler had spent an uncomfortable morning.

It had not been pleasant the night before to tell her

husband that Tom had gone away and was not com-

ing back. Her conscience reproached her with the

harsh things she had said to Tom and with the

unmotherly way in which she had treated him. She

missed his quick step and cheery voice around the

house more than she could hare imagined
;
and every

once in a while she caught herself listening for his

footfall outside the door. But he would not come

back. He had said that he would not and Tom was

not a boy that changed his mind. His father had

discovered that the boat was gone, so that no doubt

was left as to the manner in which he had left. But

had the boat weathered the wind? Or, had Tom
stood the cold ? Mrs. Fowler pictured to herself the

boat bottom up and Tom frozen or drowned. The
thought made her nervous. She felt almost as

though she might be Tom’s murderer. It was
Christmas day, but there was no peace in her heart

nor any of the cheer which the season ought to bring.
“ Ah !

” she cried, “ if Tom would only come back !

”

Just then the front gate clicked as it did when
any one came in. It might be Mr. Fowler or one of

the neighbors, but Mrs. Fowler’s heart beat with the

thought that it might possibly be Tom. She was
trimming a pie at the moment, and stopped with the

knife in her hand, while a footstep came up the path.

She listened intently. Could it be any one else’s

step than Tom’s ? The door opened, and Mrs. Fow-
ler suddenly felt the load that she had been carrying

all the day, roll off forever. “ O Tom !
” she cried,

and dropping in a chair she burst into tears.

Tom who had no idea of the state of mind through

which his stepmother had gone, and who had never

seen her show her emotions, or fancied indeed that

she had any, was struck with surprise. 44 Why,
mother !

” he exclaimed. 44 What is the matter ?
”

It was a minute or two before she could speak.
44 I’ve been so frightened,” she said brokenly, 44 and

I’m so glad you’ve come back.”

Tom drew a breath of relief while he hung his cap

on the nail. On the way home he had tried to fancy

what his mother might say, but his imagination had
not pictured any such reception as this. If he had
had any lingering regrets that he had not staid on

the Island they were all gone now.
44 Well, mother,” he said, taking up the water-pail

which he saw was empty and starting for the pump,
44
I’d an invitation to stay away, but I didn’t accept.”

44 Who was it from?” she asked, displaying a new
interest in Tom’s concerns.

44
It was from some Quakers,” he said, as he stood

in the door.
44 Oh, well !

” said his stepmother, 44 you can go and

see them sometime.”

Tom smiled a little sadly as he went out.
44

I’ll never see them again,” he said to himself.

But all the same Tom never gees out in the boat

without looking seaward for the Phantom Island
;

and when he visits Boston he eagerly scans the faces

that pass him by, hoping that some day or other

among the crowd, he may discover the face of little

Ruth.
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HOW SIN HOP WENT ASHORE.

By John R. Coryell.

ashore ?
”

“ Do what ?” said Mrs.

Sin, looking up from the

rice which she was wash-

ing for dinner.

Now Mrs. Sin had
heard what Hop had said,

but she was astonished

and almost doubted her

ears. Go ashore, indeed ! Why, Hop’s father

had not once put his foot on shore until he was

fifteen years old; and here was Hop not much
more than half that age daring' to want to do so.

Well, she would put that idea out of his head at

once.

“ Do you see this ? ” she said, reaching over to

the side of the boat and catching up a piece of rattan

made of several strands very ingeniously woven into

a broad shovel shape at one end.

Hop saw it and knew without any explanation

what it was for. He said he saw it.

“ Well,” said his mother, “ don’t ever ask me to

let you go ashore again. This boat was good enough

for your father, and it shall be good enough for you

too.”

Hop knew it would be useless to urge his request

any farther, and besides, as persistence might bring

about an unpleasant encounter with the rattan, he

said no more. He was not prepared to be good-

tempered, however, and therefore sat himself down

on the side of the boat to indulge in the luxury of

a sulk.

He had made up his mind that he would not be

happy, and though the chips floated temptingly near

his feet as he dangled them in the water, he would
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not try to catch any of them between his toes. No,

indeed, he just would not have any fun. And his

chubby round face looked as sullen as such a face

could very well look.

He was nine years old and had lived all those

years on the water without once going ashore. The

boat which was his home, and on which he had been

born, was a little thing not more than twenty feet

long and about four feet wide. One third of its

length from the bow it was decked over with mova-

ble boards, and in the little hold thus made, clothing

and provisions were kept.

Midway between bow and stern was a sort of

cabin, covered overhead by a roof made of matting,

and shaped somewhat like a hogshead cut in half

lengthwise and mounted on four short poles. It

was open in front and behind, but was covered on

the sides by matting similar to that on the top.

There was a false roof besides, that could be slid

over the front opening in wet weather. In dry

weather it was kept on the roof, which it fitted

closely.

The cabin was used as a bedroom, nursery, pas-

senger saloon, parlor, everything in fact except a

kitchen, which was in a little compartment just

behind the cabin. Between the stern and the

kitchen the boat was decked over again. It was on

this little after-deck that Hop stood and steered the

boat, or sampan, as it is called in Canton, while his

mother sat on a low stool on the forward deck and

pulled one oar.

It seems very odd that they should be able to pass

their lives in such close quarters
;
but there are hun-

dreds of thousands of persons in China who know
no other kind of existence and would be absolutely

unhappy if forced to live on land.

Nobody knows who these Tauka, or water people,

are. The Chinese look upon them with the utmost

scorn and contempt, and forbid them by law to marry

with the land people. Indeed it is not so many
years ago that the laws forbade them going ashore

on pain of death. That law was repealed by one of

the Emperors, but habit is so strong that the boat

people very seldom go ashore even now when they

may. They go so far as to take pride in staying in

their boats
;
and this is why Mrs. Sin was so indig-

nant with Hop.

It was the easier to stay in their boats that they

had no real necessity for going ashore. In the river

near Canton, where Hop and his mother lived, there

were some fifty thousand boats of all sizes, and on
them lived about two hundred thousand persons. It

was like a floating city, and had its floating stores.

Whatever the boat people might need was sold in

boats.

Of course there was a Mr. Sin, or Sin Tsing, as his

name was. He was a sailor on a large sea-going

junk, and was away from home most of the time
;

but it must not be supposed that while he was away
his wife and son did nothing but keep the sampan
clean.

They had a station at one of the principal landing-

places on the river, and waited for passengers who
might want to be taken across or up or down the

river. They were in fact the gondolas of China.

The fare they charged was only a few cash, but it

does not cost much to live in China, and Hop and
his mother usually earned enough to buy all the rice

and salt fish they needed.

Hop knew it was not customary for Tauka boys to

go on shore
;
but so do boys who have comfortable

homes on land, know that it is not customary for

land boys to go to sea, and yet they often will have

what their mothers call a crazy desire to do it. Just

so Hop had set his heart on going ashore. Yu
Cheong, a young acquaintance of his, had been on

shore for nearly a whole afternoon one day, and

when he returned had told Hop such wonderful tales

that he had for a long time secretly been longing to

make a similar excursion.

He could see a great deal of land sights as he sat

there paddling his little brown feet in the water, but

he could not see enough to satisfy him. In fact, it

was what he could not see that most interested him.

For example : their landing was exactly in front of

a large Buddhist temple. He could not see inside

of it, because a high wall ran like a screen in front

of the open gateway inside of the courtyard. He
could see the priests with their shaven heads and

long yellow robes, going in and out, and he knew
from the crowds of richly dressed men and women
that went there, that there must be a great deal going

on behind that provoking wall. Then, too, he had

heard that there were sacred swine kept by the

priests, and he did want to see them.

The landing-place was in a very busy spot, and

Hop might have been satisfied with what he saw

there, and generally he was, but now he would not

be. A dentist with a string of teeth hung around

his neck, and his instruments and medicines in a
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bundle over his shoulder, passed across the open

space. Hop took no interest in him until he had

disappeared behind a huge banyan-tree that grew on

one side of the landing. But when he could no

longer see him, he wondered where he was, and what

he was doing.

In truth it was like looking at a panorama to sit as

Hop did on the side of his boat, and see the moving

crowds on the landing-place.

There goes a barber with his stool and basin hang-

ing over his shoulder on a piece of bamboo, looking

for a customer. There is a man with pickled olives

Here comes a mandarin’s wife in a handsome boat.

How the small sampans crowd out of the way ! Hop
forgets to be sulky now, for as he sits he can see the

great lady all gorgeous in green and blue and red

and gold as she hobbles on her tiny feet from the

boat to the magnificent blue sedan-chair that waits

for her. She is supported by two maids, and seems

very grand and helpless to active little Hop.

She goes into the temple yard, disappearing behind

the wall that Hop dislikes so much
;
but Hop has lost

all his ill temper now, and is only wondering in a

dreamy way how it would be if he and his mother

WHAT LITTLE SIN HOP SAW FROM THE SAMPAN

crying his wares
;
there a cobbler with his chair and

tools, going along looking for shoes to mend, instead

of waiting for the shoes to come to him
;

here a

mender of broken crockery
;
there a tinsmith

;
there

a pedler of sugar-cane
;

there a druggist shouting

out what fine medicines he has for sale.

All these and many more besides kept passing

before Hop only to disappear from his disappointed

gaze behind the banyan-tree. How he did hate that

tree. It was worse than the wall in front of the

temple.

could live in such a magnificent boat as that in which

the lady came.

He does not dream long, however, forYu Cheong calls

out to him to go in swimming. In they go, and swim

and splash about as boys do in every part, of the

world. Suddenly they scramble upon the deck of a

sampan, regardless of clothes, and all excitement as a

party of soldiers hurry across the landing-place whip-

ping a thief.

The thief’s back is bare, his ears pierced with two

small red flags, and his hands tied. One soldier
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strides in front beating a gong while a soldier behind

the thief brings his rattan down on the latter’s back

every time the gong is struck. Another soldier car-

i ries a board upon which is written the story of the

culprit’s crime.

It is over in a minute, and Hop stands staring into

the banyan-tree behind which the soldiers and a

crowd of hooting boys have disappeared. In another

moment two small boys are scuffling— the sampan

rocks, splash ! they both go into the water.

There were no passengers that day, but with swim-

ming, eating, and washing the sampan, Hop made the

day pass so pleasantly that bed-time came, as it usu-

ally does with healthy boys, before he was ready for

it, though he was tired enough not to object to it.

Before going to bed he took a look at the anchor

to see that it was secure. The anchor was nothing

more than a bamboo pole run through a rattan loop

at the bow of the boat, and pushed deep into the mud.

Hop’s bed was the floor of the cabin
;

his pillow was

a smooth piece of wood a little larger than the big

end of a base-ball bat, and which he put under his

neck instead of under his head. It was not much of

a bed, and it was a still worse pillow, but they were

the best he had ever had, and he was perfectly satis-

fied with them.

After Hop had gone to sleep, his mother took her

little bench and sat down with her chin in her hands

and listened to the music from the flower-boats or

floating saloons across the river, where gay parties of

ladies and gentlemen were spending the evening.

In the day-time the river is full of activity, and

seems like a busy, bustling street
;
but at night every-

thing on shore is hushed and the noise and life on

the river seem increased fourfold. The flower-boats

and hotel-boats which are dull and quiet during the

day, wake into a blaze of life and splendor at night,

making the river-banks look like one long carnival

scene.

Between the two banks of the river the sampans,

each with a gay-colored lantern, ply backward and

forward incessantly. Fleets of big junks lie anchored

in a long line in mid-stream, and, as they are all full

of sailors, a murmur of voices continually comes from

them.

Besides these passenger boats from various towns

along the river are continually arriving : and as each

one comes in it is beset by sampans eager to secure

customers
;
for the city gates are shut and the new

arrivals must go to the hotel-boats for the night.

To a stranger a night scene on the Pearl River at

Canton is full of interest. To the blaze of lights

along the banks, and the myriads of moving lights

on the water, must be added a confused mingling of

music from guitar, fiddle and flute, the shouting of

boatmen passing each other, the babel of voices

around the passenger boats, the hoarse murmur from

the junks and the merry laughter and high falsetto

singing of the gay revellers on the flower-boats.

Mrs. Sin, however, was accustomed to all this,

and therefore took no more notice of it than a stage

driver might of the hubbub in Broadway. She was
thinking of her husband who had gone to Swatow
and was due back at almost any time now. Thinking

of her husband made her wonder what sort of weather

he was going to have if he should happen to be near

home.

She looked up at the sky and noticed that it was

unusually black and lowering. She knew there was

going to be a storm with plenty of both wind and

rain, and therefore rose to pull the false roof over the

front of the cabin where Hop lay asleep. Seeing

her neighbors similarly employed, she called out to

one of them that a bad night was promised.

“ Ay, indeed,” answered an old grandfather whose

days of active usefulness were over, but who had

made many a long voyage in his day and was sup-

posed to know all signs, “it will be a bad night. Ay,

ay ! look at the junks, they know what that black sky

means this time of year. It’s a big wind coming

sure enough — a big wind
;
so make all fast if you

want to see the temple in the morning.”

All eyes were on the big junks in a moment.

Why! what are they doing? Taking up their

anchors? Going to move? Yes, yes, and not

leisurely either. Hark! how the captain’s hurrying

their men, each trying to be the first to take up a

safe position in which to ride out the storm. Those

old sailors have seen such inky skies before and

know what danger lies behind them.

And the flower-boats and the hotel-boats that have

not lifted anchor for months or years, maybe, they

too have taken the alarm. The merry parties are

hastily breaking up— lights go out, sampans are

hurrying and scurrying hither and thither, working

hard to land their passengers so. that they may make'

sure of a safe place for the night. The air is filled

with shouts and yells, and the cry of “ ta-fung, ta-

fung,” or big wind, is heard on all sides.

Mrs. Sin had never seen a typhoon, but she had
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heard enough to know that the danger could not be

exaggerated. She therefore hastened to find a more

secure position, and pushed so far in shore as to

ground her sampan on the soft muddy bank. At

the moment she did so a richly-dressed man came

hurrying down the steps of the landing-place, and

called for a sampan.

No answer. All were too busy preparing for the

storm. Again he called in a still louder voice,

“ Sampan ! sampan !

”

This time some one answered, “No sampan to-

night
;
the ta-fung is coming.”

“ But I must go home to my wife and children.

One hundred cash for a sampan.”

It was a magnificent offer, but the old men only

shook their heads, while the women muttered,

“ Sorry for the little ones, but it is too risky.”

“ What do you fear ? ” shouted the man when he

saw that his offer had not produced the effect he

sleep to take the stern oar. The boat people said

she was crazy to venture out, but she secretly believed

it was more envy at her fortune in getting such a

good “ fare ” than real solicitude.

By this time the river presented a strange specta-

cle, and one that struck terror to Mrs. Sin’s heart,

when she first realized it after making her way out of

the mass of boats that were crowded in near the

sheltered landing-place.

Not a boat was to be seen out on the broad bosom
of the river. Junks, flower-boats, hotel-boats, sam-

pans, all gone. Disappeared as if swallowed up.

She had never known before what a large river it was.

It had always been covered with boats. It had been

alive with her friends. In truth she had never

really seen one hundred feet of her own river clear

before.

It was strange to her now, and seemed to run

with fierce swiftness. Another thing that troubled

wished. “ The ta-fung will not be on for two hours

yet. Besides you can get good shelter on the other

side. Come, now, one hundred and fifty cash.

That’s more than you will earn in two weeks.”

Mrs. Sin had listened to all the stranger had said,

and had found his offer sorely tempting. One hun-

dred cash! It was enough to keep her for a long

time
;
but then she might not get into shelter again.

One hundred and fifty cash ! Pshaw ! she could find

a good place, no doubt.

“ I’ll do it for two hundred.” It was out before

she could repress it.

“ All right ; be quick now,” said the stranger, glad

to get across the river at any price.

The money was paid first and carefully counted by

Mrs. Sin who had roused Hop out of his comfortable

her Was, that although the sky was black as jet, yet

she could see with unusual distinctness. It did not

seem natural; she was frightened, and would have

given up now, only that she had pushed out into the

stream, and she knew that her aquaintances would

laugh at her if she put back.

Hop was frightened too. He seemed to have

awakened in a strange land. He did not speak, how-

ever, but worked his oar manfully, while his mother

pulled as she had seldom pulled before. She prom-

ised herself not to be so greedy another time as to

give up safety for a little money. It seemed to her

as if she would never reach the other side. It was

reached at last, however, and the passenger put

ashore.

Mrs. Sin now looked about for shelter. Where
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she had landed was too exposed, and not a boat had

ventured to remain there. She rowed to a small

canal near at hand. It was full. She tried a small

inlet near some warehouses. Crowded full.

Alas ! what should she do. The canals were full

;

there was no room anywhere. She was away from her

friends. The black sky was beginning to skurry along

as if chased by a hurricane, at the same time closing

down toward the water. Heaven and earth seemed

about to meet. She could not stay where she was.

There was but one thing to do— try to regain her

own landing-place, and hang on to the mass of sam-

pans crowded in there.

She did not waste time thinking of it, but started

at once. Coming over she had pulled hard for

safety
;
now she felt that it was life she was pulling

for. It seemed to her that the wind had gathered

and was only waiting to get her in a convenient spot

to break upon her. There was no air— the clouds

seemed to crush her.

At last she reached the landing-place. It was

only left for her to fasten the sampan as firmly as

possible to one of the boats on the outside edge of

the huddled mass. Having taken every precaution to

ensure safety, she bade Hop go to sleep, and then

sat down to wait with nervous dread the coming of

the storm. Hop did not dare to disobey his mother

and therefore laid down. He felt too frightened to

sleep at once, however, for he had caught the words

“ ta-fung,” and knew from the stories he had heard

from old men that there was great danger close at

hand.

He saw, too, that his mother was terribly frightened,

and that alone would have been enough to arouse all

his fears. Besides which the lonely appearance of

the river that he had last seen full of life and

gayety, filled his little heart with foreboding. He
lay on his back wondering what was going to happen,

and whatever it was, how soon it would come
;
but

at last he could not keep awake any longer and his

heavy eyelids dropped down over his bright black

eyes.

How long he slept he did not know. It seemed

to him that he had only closed his eyes for a moment

when he was awakened by the boat tilting so that his

head came with a bang against the side. Then he

could hear indistinctly, shouts of “ ta-fung, ta-fung

!

here it is !

”

The sampan rocked and scraped against the next

boat, and Hop could hear his mother’s voice as she

called out to her neighbor to lash the bamboo-pole

tighter across her deck.

In a short time the wind went down somewhat and
rain came

;
and Hop thought to himself his people

had been very much frightened about a little wind.

For his part he rather liked it. He was nicely

sheltered by the false roof and enjoyed hearing the

rain patter down on it. He wondered how it looked

outside, and peeped out by pushing the roof a little.

It was black— so black that he could not even see

the water, and not a light was visible.

He cuddled down in one corner of the boat and

was composing himself to sleep again, when all of a

sudden the wind returned with terrific fury and

seemed to be full of moaning, shrieking voices. The
little sampan rolled and crowded against the others

;

the false roof, though well fastened, banged against the

deck as if mad to tear itself loose. The cries of the

boat people filled the air; great sheets of water broke

over the top and sides of the boat.

Hop was frightened in good earnest now and called

for his mother. She could not have gone to him had

she heard him, for she was clinging to a rope at the

bow, fearing at every moment to be carried away.

Once more the wind subsided as if to take breath

and gather more strength, foV in a moment it came

again with redoubled force. Bang-bang, bang-bang,

went the false roof, and then as if torn by an hundred

hands, it was wrenched from its fastenings and

whirled away in the air as if it had been a leaf.

Little Hop was numb with terror. He crouched

close in his corner drenched with the water that con-

tinually broke over the sampan. He looked for his

mother but could not see her— he could not see his

own hand. He would have cried out in his terror

when he felt somebody tumble into the little place

where he lay and knew it must be his mother. He
tried to speak to her, but could not tell if he made a

noise or not.

The sampan was rocking and tossing like a chip

;

water was rapidly filling the open space where Hop
and his mother were, and heavy substances were

continually falling on the roof and deck. Once one

of these objects struck near Hop and was shattered

into fragments. He mechanically took a piece in his

hand. It was smooth and hard with a curved surface.

Hop knew it for a piece of tile. He understood then

what those falling substances were. The wind was

tearing the tiles from the house-tops, just as it had

torn their false roof off.
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No words can describe the terrors of the few hours

that passed while Hop and his mother crouched in

their sampan waiting for the end which they could do

nothing to avert. Poor Mrs. Sin ! what were her

feelings when she thought (
and she did little else )

that but for her greed for money her boy and herself

might now be safe.

It seemed as if the wind could not blow harder,

and she hoped that the rope with which she had

lashed her sampan to the one next to it would hold

till morning. She knew, however, that it must be

wearing under the fearful strain that was on it, and

she feared for the worst.

The human mind could hardly conceive of a more

terrible wind than was then blowing
;
a wind that

carried heavy tiles about as if they had been feath-

ers
;

a wind that had almost carried Mrs. Sin away

before she sought shelter with Hop in the little hold

of the sampan. But Mrs. Sin had yet to learn what

a typhoon really was.

It was shortly after midnight when the real strength

of the typhoon reached them. It had been blowing

almost steadily before, and they had not felt its full

force in the sheltered spot where they were lying.

But now it came with a savage fury accompanied by

shrieks and howls and yells that seemed almost

human.

It came first on this side and seemed about to

dash the sturdy little boat to splinters, when with a

sudden turn it was on the other side, tearing and

wrenching the planks of the boat till every seam

started. Then it came behind, then in front, then

on top, all the time carrying off masses of water,

huge sticks, stones, tiles, shutters, and almost every

conceivable thing, only to dash them with fiendish

glee, as it seemed, upon the hapless boats crowded

together in abject fear of the terrible wind dragon

who they fancied had come in his anger to destroy

them.

It was a wonder that the fastenings that held Mrs.

Sin’s sampan to the other boats had held for so long

time, and it was impossible that they could last any

longer after the typhoon had fairly struck the boat.

They held for a quarter of an hour and then snapped

like rotten thread.

What would become of them now ! Mrs. Sin

knew what had happened. She had feared it all

along, and when she felt the frail boat careen as if

it were about to turn-bottom up, she gave frightened

little Hop what she thought would be a last hug, and

then waited with anguish for the end she was sure

would now soon come.

But the end was not yet. The boat righted and

was carried like an arrow far out into the boiling,

surging stream. First this way and then that it

plunged
;
now tearing over the angry waves, scarcely

touching them, now lying half submerged in the

seething water that seemed to roar sullenly for the

victims clinging so desperately to life.

At one time it seemed as if the roof that had so

kindly sheltered them was going to be their destruc-

tion. It was a good mark for the wind which had

many times tried to carry it away, but without suc-

cess, for it was very firmly fastened. But when at

last the sampan was out in the stream at the full

mercy of the wind, the roof could no longer stay.

The struggle was short but fierce. The wind fairly

screamed as it shook and tore the tough structure

which held so firmly that when one side was torn

loose the other still held fast and hanging over the

side nearly dragged them down. At last, however, it

was torn away, and the poor battered little shell lay

all exposed to the worst that could come.

How it lived through that fearful night the two

occupants could never tell. They could have seen

nothing even had they dared raise their heads to

look over the side, but this neither of them thought

of doing. Fear had stupefied them both, and the

instinct of self-preservation alone made them cling

to the sides with all the strength they possessed.

At last the shifting of the wind seemed to have

ceased, and only a steady wind blew. It was of ter-

rific force still, and would have seemed a fearful gale

at any other time, but then it was peaceful and quiet

by comparison with what had preceded it.

It was some time before the gray dawn came, and

let Mrs. Sin see that her sampan was being carried

with the speed of lightning by both current and

wind. Where she was she could not tell, for in the

dim light nothing but water could be seen. She felt

that she was out of danger, however, and in being

sure of life she forgot all minor ills.

Little by little the daylight came. It brought no

knowledge to her, however, for still she could see

only water on every side. The current was very

swift, and the river swollen and yellow with mud.

Where they were, or how far, or in what direction

from Canton, Mrs. Sin could not form any idea.

It was so desolate and lonely, with neither boat

nor land in sight, that had not the terrors of the night
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blunted their sensibilities the two poor creatures

would have given way to despair. As it was they set

themselves to bailing out the sampan, and when that

was done took out some cold boiled rice and fish,

and ate it with appetites sharpened by the fatigue

and exposure through which they had passed.

Having put the boat to rights as well as was pos-

sible under the circumstances, they wrung out their

wet clothes, and sat down to wait patiently for a

glimpse of land, intending to pull the boat in that

direction, for fortunately both oars had been saved.

They did not have to wait more than an hour when

they noticed that the current had almost subsided

;

Here Mrs. Sin grounded her sampan and here—
what -was it Hop had wanted to do yesterday morn-

ing ? Go ashore ? Well, here Hop went ashore for

the first time in his life. It was not such a going

ashore as he had wished for, nor such an one as he

would wish to have again.

They spent a dismal day here. The sun did not

come out, and the sky still looked gray, as if sullen

and tired with the fearful experiences it had passed

through. Fortunately the two castaways had rice and

fish enough, and with drift-wood managed to make

a fire. Flint and tinder they had of course.

The water gradually subsided and they kept the

or more properly that a strong eddy had swept them

into almost quiet water.

At the same time Hop thought he spied some trees

off in the distance. His mother looked, and sure

enough there were the tops of some bamboos waving

above the wide waste of water. She immediately

took her oar, and Hop his, and in a short time they

had approached near enough to see that the bamboos

were a submerged grove.

The water was covered with floating wood and

broken reeds, and it was evident to Mrs. Sin that the

sampan was now floating over what had been a vil-

lage the inhabitants of which had been swallowed up

in the devouring flood caused by the typhoon. She

shook her head sadly, and was fervently thankful that

she and Hop had been spared.

She pulled the sampan a long distance before she

found land. It was a huge grave mound built in

memory of some mandarin. It now barely lifted its

head above the surrounding water, a fitting witness

of the scene of death and desolation.

sampan afloat by pushing it down the side of the

mound, until when evening came they entered and

felt safe in pushing out toward the river again, confi-

dent that they would be able to start for home as

soon as morning came, and they could find out which

way home lay.

They slept well that night, and were only awak-

ened the next morning by the warm sun shining in

their faces. The river had fallen to almost its proper

level, but the sampan had evidently been carried far

away from Canton, for Mrs. Sin could not see a single

familiar landmark. She was sure, however, that she

had been carried up instead of down the river, for

it was much narrower where she then was than at

Canton, and she knew that the river became broader

as it approached the sea. Having settled this point

she had no hesitation in pulling out into mid-stream.

She then set about preparing breakfast, while Hop
steered the boat which was carried along by the

swift current.

After breakfast Mrs. Sin took her oar and pulled
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steadily for nearly two hours before she came in

sight of any familiar places. It was eleven o’clock

when they came in sight of Canton, but already they

had met many boats, and to all their inquiries had

received such woful tales of lives lost, boats wrecked,

and villages destroyed, that they were more than

ever anxious to reach home and learn what harm

had come to their friends. Of Tsing, her husband,

the poor woman hardly dared think. She hoped,

however, that he had been far enough away to have

escaped the storm.

It was a great time at the temple landing when the

two wanderers pushed their battered, dismantled

sampan among their acquaintances who had already

given them up for lost. The older people crowded

about Mrs. Sin, and demanded of her the story of

her adventures, while Hop surrounded by the boys

and girls found himself a hero. All the others had
suffered more or less, but what most interested Hop
was to see the great banyan-tree lying partly across

the landing-place, torn up by the roots. In falling,

it had crushed a great part of the wall in front of

the temple
;
and it seemed to Hop that the ta-fung

had come to grant him every one of his wishes

though in such fashion as he would rather not expe-

rience again. -

It only remains to say that Sin Tsing arrived home
shortly, having had only a slight encounter with the

storm which had gone in another direction. Hop was

cured of his longing to go ashore, for he was now
a greater hero than Cheong, and that entirely satis-

fied him.
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By Rose Kingsley.

NCE upon

a time
when I

was a lit-

tle girl I

remem-
ber sit-

beside my
father upon the box

of a travelling carri-

age, on our way home
from a happy visit by

the banks of the beau-

tiful Thames. The

horses trotted stead-

ily onwards. The postil-

lion in his black velvet cap

and light-blue jacket, bobbed up and

down to the cadence of their measured

steps; mile after mile of black fir-trees

rising out of beds of purple heather, slip-

ped behind us, and between our feet, se-

cured by a strong chain, lay a long-backed, short-

legged, wiry-haired yellow puppy.

That was Dandy.

Presently the fir-trees and sandy heaths melted

into ploughed fields and hedgerows. We came to the

crest of a long hill, and below us, between wide-

stretching, heather-clad moors known as Finchamp-

stead Ridges and Hartfordbridge Flats, lay a sunny

green vale. Down into the vale we trotted, through

copses full of nightingales; over the little Blackwater

River, where otters barked in the crumbling banks,

and kingfishers darted out—

a

flash of sapphire and

emerald— from some sheltering alder; past the

smooth-shaven village green where men and boys

were playing cricket after their days’ work
;

past

thatched cottages, each with its garden bright with

flowers
;
past bits of common where the cottagers fed

their geese, and their donkeys browsed on the

prickly golden-flowered gorse
;
up the church lane

from whose banks in spring we children filled our

hands with sweet-scented white violets that hid their

modest heads among the grass beneath the tall elm-

trees. Then we came to a farmhouse with its barns
and rick yards

;
and beyond it we saw a square red

brick church tower, and beyond the church tower lay

a low old bay-windowed red brick house covered with

roses and creepers and guarded by three huge Scotch

fir-trees rising from the green lawn— and we were

at home : for this was Eversley Rectory, and here

Dandy was to live.

But before I introduce you to Dandy himself, I

must tell you a little about his family history
;
for he

was no common cur, picked up out of the streets, and
he must be treated with proper respect, as befits a

dog of ancient pedigree.

He was one of that renowned breed of terriers that

Sir Walter Scott made famous in “ Guy Mannering,”

of “ auld Pepper and auld Mustard, and young Pep-

per and young Mustard, and little Pepper and little

Mustard,” who, as their gallant old owner said, “fear

naething that ever cam’ wi’ a hairy skin on’t.” The
first Dandie Dinmont terriers belonged to Mr. James
Davidson, of Hindlee, on the edge of the Teviotdale

Mountains, and their master was the original of the

delicious character of the brave old border farmer,

Dandie Dinmont of Charlie’s-hope. From these

fearless ancestors sprang a long line of fearless de-

scendants. They are something like a skye terrier,

but heavier and stronger, with shorter hair
;
and in

color are either “ pepper,” a bluish-gray, or “ mus-

tard,” or reddish-brown. They are noted for courage,

sagacity, strength and faithfulness
;
and among all'

that famous family never was there a wiser, a better,

or a finer dog than our dear friend Dandy
;

for a

friend he soon became. We loved him as one of

the family, and he rejoiced in our joys and grieved

and sympathized in our sorrows.

In a few months after his arrival Dandy had grown

to his full size. He was a long, low dog, with very

short, strong, crooked legs, big paws that turned out

like a turnspits’, a broad head with plenty of room

for his brain, powerful jaws and teeth, soft drooping

ears, and tender, steadfast brown eyes which expressed

every thought in his heart as plainly as if he had had
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the gift of speech, the only human attribute that was

denied him. He was immensely strong
;
and though

perfectly sweet-tempered to every human being who
did no evil, he soon developed a taste for fighting

other dogs which, I am ashamed to sav, was a great

source of delight to us naughty children. For if in

our walks we met a strange dog that looked as if it

would like to make a meal upon us, Dandy was bris-

tling all over in a minute. Then the big dog— for

Dandy would never notice dogs smaller than him-

self— would take a turn round the low yellow dog,

growling with contempt. Then came a sudden snarl—
a flash of white teeth, and the big bully was lying

in the dust, while Dandy, unhurt, stood calmly survey-

ing his prostrate foe who had been seized by the leg

and rolled over just when he expected to make an

easy end of our precious defender.

One day I remember a little carter-boy coming

down to the Rectory in some excitement:

“ Oh, please ’urn, you’d better go up on Brick Hill,

that there dog of yourn’s been a fightin’, and ’eve

got two dogs down and he standin’ on ’em.”

And sure enough there stood Dandy, bristling and

triumphant, with his fore feet planted on a huge

sheep dog and a greyhound belonging to a neighbor-

ing farmer, who lay not daring to move head or tail.

How he managed it we never could tell, for each of

his adversaries was twice as big as he was : but any

dog having once felt Dandy’s teeth was sure to sub-

mit to his rule for the rest of his life.

No children are perfect; and so Dandy’s early

days could not be expected to pass without some

youthful misdemeanors. The most serious of these,

and one which he bitterly repented for many years to

come, occurred on a Sunday. We were all away from

home, so a strange clergyman was engaged to come

over to Eversley for the day to do the duty, and a

nice beefsteak had been prepared for his dinner

between services. But when the cook went to the

larder to get her beefsteak and dress it, it was no-

where to be found. Then she bethought her of

Dandy, who had come in a little while before with his

nose and paws covered with earth, as if he had been

burying some treasure. Search was made, Dandy
was watched, and at length he was tracked to a hiding-

place in the garden, and there were the melancholy,

earthy, half-eaten remains of the poor clergyman’s

dinner. Dandy was beaten for about the first and

last time in his life : but he was also scolded, and

that hurt him far more than any beating. For years

after one had only to say, “ Dandy, who stole the

beefsteaks? ” and his tail would go between his legs, i

his brown eyes fill with tears, and he would slink

away with a look of the most bitter remorse and
,

abject misery.

When Dandy had been with us for a year or two,

we were obliged, on account of my mother’s health, to

leave Eversley for a couple of years, and go to the

milder climate of Devonshire. Our first point was
Torquay

;
and here we children first learnt the delight

of life on the seashore. Our whole time was spent

in searching the rocks of Livermead for rare sea-

beasts, and the sands of Paignton for shells and

sea weeds, which we brought home and kept alive in

large glass vivariums. Dandy was our constant com-

panion; and while we with our father were hunting

for the lovely living flowers of the rock pools, Dandy
was enjoying himself quite as much hunting for rab-

bits along the cliffs and sand hills. One day we had

CHARLES KINGSLEY

been on Paignton Sands, and dame home laden with

a precious prize— the great “ red-legged cockle,”

that strange mollusk that at certain times appears in

vast quantities in Torquay, and is not found anywhere

else till you get down at the coasts of the Mediterra-

nean. Dandy, however, did not come home with us;

but we took little thought of his absence, feeling sure

he was busily engaged in some rabbit-hole, and would
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follow us when he had come to the end of his task.

But evening came, and no Dandy. I can see the

table in the window with lamp upon it, and the great

yellow cockle shells hopping and clattering about in

the glass pans of salt water, each on their red coral

leg like a scarlet capsicum. But even cockles, rare

and strange as they were, could not console us, and

we were very miserable.

Presently, late in the evening, came a knock at the

door, and when it w^as opened there stood a coast-

guard man in his sailor dress, and in his arms, limp

and still, lay Dandy. Oh the misery of that sight !

how we cried ! He seemed if not dead, at least

dying
;
unable to move, yet still smiling with his

loving, faithful eyes at his beloved master. He had

fallen over a cliff while hunting his rabbits or trying

to find us, and the good coastguard, on his rounds

to keep the coast safe from smugglers, had found

him lying apparently dead, and knowing us and our

love for the dog, had carried him all the way to

Livermead in his arms.

But Dandy was not to die yet. He was nursed

and tended like a sick child. After some while he

began to mend
;
and by the time we left Torquay

and drove across Dartmore to Bideford, on the north

coast of Devon, Dandy was as well as ever, and dug

out scores of rabbits on Northam Burrows, among
the rest-harrow and lady-fingers, while the Atlantic

waves roared upon the pebble-ridge hard by
;
and

made himself the terror of all evil doers, whether

dogs or men, at Bideford
;
and was pursued wher-

ever he went by an excited but respectful crowd of

little boys, who screamed to each other in shrill,

west-county voices, to “ come and look at the youno-

Hon.”

Time went by. We w’ere once more in our deai

home at Eversley, and Dandy rejoiced like us to settle

down after his travels. It was a happy life that we
led. Above the Rectory, between J;he green fields

and the brown moors, lies the Mouht, a little bit of

primeval forest untouched by the hand of man since

the Norman Conquest, and here most of our young
days were spent. There was a huge hollow oak,

into whose branches we climbed by a few rough

steps
;
and perched aloft in the green shade we

learnt our lessons and played unspeakable games,

in which the whole Mount became peopled with

imaginary friends and enemies, and we had won-

derful adventures and escapes, slew monsters, and

visited the fairies, within the limit of one acre of

wood. Here we gathered the blue wild hyacinth, or

the starry wood anemone
;
we crept softly under the

holly trees and watched the quivering brown throat

of the nightingale, as, with head aloft, he poured

forth a torrent of tremulous song
;
we listened to the

little wood-wren in the tree-top, and in the forks ol

the gorse-stems we found the tiny dormice clewed

up in their nests. And this was Dandy’s kingdom.

Every rabbit-burrow he knew by heart
;
and deep

was his joy when, in the holidays, our man George

would come with gun and spade and ferrets for a

day’s rabbiting with my brothers. In an incredibly

short time he would be nearly buried in a rabbit

hole, digging the sand away with his strong fore-

paws, and sending it flying behind him with his hind

feet.

But though Dandy loved us and loved hunting, he

loved his master best of all. Never was he so happy

as when he was trotting after my father in his long

walks over the parish to see the sick and poor. Over

the wide desolate moors he followed his footsteps,

along the narrow tracks in the heather. He knew

every cottage, and would lie motionless for any

length of time by some sick woman’s bedside, while

his master read and prayed with her. Or on the days

my father had a “ Cottage Lecture,” a little service

for some old folks who were too feeble to get to

church, Dandy was sure to be there, never moving,

or disturbing even the cat by the turf fire while the

service went on. He sometimes came to church
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himself, but there he behaved with his wonted dis-

cretion.

Once when my father was preaching at Northam,

near Bideford, we found on arriving at the church

door that Dandy had followed us, though he gener-

ally knew he was not to come out on Sunday morn-

ing. It was too far to send him home, so we told

him to come in and be quiet. But he knew it was a

strange church, and seemed uneasy lest all should

not go right with his master in such an unknown

place. So when my father went up into the pulpit

for the sermon, Dandy followed him, and calmly

lying down on the top of the high old-fashioned

pulpit steps, looked round on the astonished congre-

gation as much as to say, “ If you attempt to annoy

or hurt my master, I am here to defend him,” and

there he watched till the sermon was over.

Years came and went, and we children grew up,

and Dandy grew old— very old for a terrier of his

breed. At last, when he was thirteen years old, he

could hardly do more than crawl off his mat in the

front hall to a sunny corner in the garden, though

still when we said to him, “ Ring your bell, Dandy,”

he would flap his strong tail against the floor, and

smile in our faces. And then came the sad day when

in his ripe old age he peacefully died, and went away

to the happy hunting-grounds to which all good dogs

go. There was not a dry eye in our home that day,

and we all mourned for a true friend. Faithful and

loving was Dandy, self-denying and self-controlled

to a degree that might shame most human beings.

And when he was buried on the lawn under the

great fir-trees where he had spent so many happy

days, his master engraved upon the little stone which

covers his grave :

“ Fideli Fideles.”

Thefaithful to thefaithful.

Before Dandy died another dog came to our home
— an enormous black retriever whose name was

Sweep. His mother, who belonged to a neighbor of

ours, was celebrated for her light mouth. I have

seen her master roll a new-laid egg down a grassy

slope, when she rushed after it, caught it while it was

yet rolling, and brought it uncracked to his feet.

This lightness of mouth our Sweep inherited
;
and it

was pretty to see him in the stable-yard catch a wee

snow-white kitten by the nape of its neck, and carry it

unhurt wherever we told him. The kitten delighted in

the feat, and would come rubbing and purring arninst

the great black dog to make him do it again. By and
by as the kitten grew into a cat, Sweep found she

was too heavy to take up by her neck without pinch-

ing her too hard with his teeth
;
so he used to take

her whole head into his capacious mouth, and so

carry her about, much to the horror of any new-

comer, who thought of course he was going to bite

her head right off

!

Sweep in his way was as faithful as Dandy; but it

was a curious way, and sometimes rather alarming.

He had been taught in the stable to guard anything

left in his charge against all comers, if one told him
to “ mind it.” One day a foolish stable boy told

him to “ mind ” my youngest brother’s hat, which he

had dropped on the ground. The child wanting his

hat, stooped to pick it up
;
whereupon Sweep flew at

him and bit him, refusing to give up the hat until the

stable boy in terror at what he had been the cause of,

came to the rescue. Happily the bite proved a slight

matter. But every one was careful after that how
they told Sweep to mind their property.

He was a strange dog, and there were only three

people in the world who might lay a finger on him
;

my brother and I, and our man George. If we had

beaten him to death I believe he would have sub-

mitted with perfect good temper. But woe betide

any other rash mortal who raised so much as a straw

to chastise him. Our good neighbor and doctor

once was kind enough to come and see Sweep, who

in hunting had hurt his eye with a thorn. The dog

DANDY ALWAYS PREFERRED A BIG FOE.

was suffering greatly, and I brought him into the

kitchen, and sitting down close to the door got his

head firmly between my knees, and coaxed and com-

forted him till the doctor appeared. He opened the

door beside me, advanced to his patient with sooth-

ing words, and then leaning forward, was about to
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examine the injured eye. But with a roar like

thunder, up sprang Sweep, tearing himself from my
grasp

;
the doctor flew through the door as if he had

SWEEP AND HIS CAT TRICK

been shot out of a gun
;
and Sweep’s eye had to get

well by itself.

Sweep hated tramps, and very few dared visit our

house if they knew he was at home. One day in his

objection to this most objectionable race of people,

he nearly devoured one of my friends. She was a

very pretty young lady, who had the gift of transform-

ing herself by a few touches, a twist of her hair, a

red cloak, and an old bonnet, into one of- the most

appallingly hideous old women I ever had the misfor-

tune to see. One evening she dressed up in this

fashion, and knocking at the kitchen door, suddenly

appeared before the astonished servants. Sweep was

more than astonished— he *was furious— and with

a terrific growl rushed at the supposed tramp and

would certainly have torn her down had she not had

the wit to jump upon tlie kitchen table, which gave

George time to recognize her and drag the dog off.

Nevertheless in spite of these shows of temper we

were all devoted to Sweep. He was a grand fellow

and a splendid watch dog. Indeed we thought that

it was because he was such a terro^ to tramps and

evil do#rs that he came to a melancholy end. For

one day he seemed ill and out of sorts, and before

evening was dead of poison, which had evidently been

laid down for him somewhere near the house.

But I cannot finish Sweep’s history without speak-

ing of his dear friend “Victor,” our little royal dog,

for he and Sweep were inseparable companions.

Once when my father was dining at Windsor Cas-

tle, he admired the Queen’s favorite Dachshund,
who never leaves her side

;
and the Queen graciously

promised him a puppy as soon as any were ready.

Months went and we heard nothing of the gift.

But the Queen never forgets, and one day my father

received a note from one of the keepers at Windsor:

“ Dear Sir . — A fine deakle pup awaits your commands.’’

We laughed over the Englishman’s attempt at

German spelling, but sent the commands
;

and a

hamper arrived with a little squeaking puppy inside

it. He looked at first like an animated worm with

four legs, he was so long and thin and low. But he

found his way into our hearts in spite of his queer

looks, and became the spoilt child of the house.

These Dachshunds, or Teckels, or German Turn-

spits, are used, as their first name denotes, for

hunting badgers in Germany. They are also use-

ful with wild boars, as they are so low that when the

boar makes a rush at them they can generally slip

under his tusks and seize him by the leg. The Prince

of Wales’s famous. dog “Woodman” has a great scar

all along his side from the tusk of a wild boar in one

of these encounters. The Dachshunds are of three

colors: black and tan, liver colored, and pale chest-

nut. The last are the most valuable, and also,

alas ! the most delicate, as we found to our cost; for

our little dog that we named “Victor,” after his royal

donor, was a beautiful warm chestnut color. His

long body was set upon the crookedest of legs—
elbows turning out and wrists turning in

; his height

when he was full grown was about five inches at the

shoulders
;
and he was a yard long from the tip of

his nose to the tip of his tail. But his grotesque

appearance was more than made up for by the beauty

of his head. It was like that of a miniature blood-

hound, with fine nose, drooping ears, large pathetic

eyes, and his coat was as smooth as satin.

As I said, he soon became our spoilt child, and

ruled the house. He refused to sleep anywhere save

wrapped in a blanket on a certain low wicker chair

between my sister’s and my beds. If we attempted

to put him elsewhere not a creature in the house

could sleep for Master Victor’s howls. So at last we

succumbed, and our nights were tolerably tranquil

till about four o’clock in the morning, when I was

always roused by a scramble and a scrimmage. This
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was Victor, who arrived headlong upon my chest,

scratched the bedclothes aside, wormed his soft little

body down my bed till he reached my feet, and lay

there happily till morning, giving a little growl and

sometimes a gentle nip with his small teeth if I moved.

He was a dog of very aristocratic tastes. No
power on earth could make him go down by the back-

stairs
;
and if the maids ever chanced to persuade

him to come with them to the kitchen, he would leave

them to go down their own way, and running round

by the front staircase, meet them at the kitchen door.

Dachshunds were much less common twelve years

ago than they are now. And when my father’s duties

took us to Chester for three months every summer,

we were almost mobbed by the boys of that dear old

city when we took Victor out walking. His long

back, his crooked legs, and his bright, intelligent head

were sources of never-failing wonder and delight to

the young rogues, who pursued us with jeers and

shouts, of which Victor never took notice.

But it was at Eversley that the little dog was the

happiest. Sometimes he went out on a private rabbit

hunt with his friend Sweep
;
and we used to see the

little wriggling yellow body panting after his big

black companion, and imagining he was going to

catch a rabbit that outstripped him in a moment.

But when the dinner-bell— or still more on Sunday,

when the church bells rang— then, indeed, we had a

ludicrous exhibition from the two dogs. Sweep could

not endure the sound of bells, and the moment they

began to ring down went his tail, up went his head,

and round and round the house he flew howling in

the most frightful way. Victor had not the least

natural objection to bells— at Chester he bore the

whole cathedral chime with perfect composure—
but he felt it right to show his sympathy for Sweep

when he was with him, upon the principle that imita-

tion is the sincerest flattery. So as soon as the bells

began, out of the house shot Victor
;
over the lawn,

along the garden paths and through the yard he

followed Sweep in his agonized race, turning where

he turned, stopping where he stopped, and adding

shrill yelps and howls to his friend’s lamentations.

Poor little Victor; his life was a short one. When
we had had him for nearly two years he fell terribly

ill. And in spite of every care— in spite of his

beloved master sitting up with him for three whole

nights watching and tending the suffering little crea-

ture— he died at last, and

dog
;

they cost one too much sorrow. So Victor

was the last of the faithful friends who were so

faithfully loved by their master.

“ MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL !
”



FACING THE WEST.

SOME REAL DARKEY BOYS.

By J. H. Moser.

WHILE rummaging through the drawer of my
old paint-stand recently, tumbling about the

brushes, sticks of charcoal, tubes of paint and pen-

cils, I found, as usual, not what I was after, but

something long since given up as lost : a dust-cov-

ered paper stump, half unwound and scribbled over

with sketches and notes of darkey boys.

Now these little “ colored brethren ” are just as

intelligent as the average white boy, while for funny

doings they are equal to a cage of monkeys. I have

heard the expression “ darkey shines ” often here in

the South, and I know at the North mother used to

rebuke me for what she called “ cutting monkey

shines
;

” but now I am sure “ cutting darkey shines
”

would have been more accurate.

Slowly I unroll this oddly-written record. Let me
say first to those of you who have never seen a

“ paper-stump/’ that it is simply a very long strip of

paper rolled together compactly, and held in position

by a wrapper. They are made various sizes, from

that of a round “ clothes-pin ” to an ordinary lead-

pencil. Artists use them to rub the crayon or char-

coal into the paper, thus producing those delicate

blendings for which such drawings are famous.
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When once a “ stump ” becomes unfastened it is as

unmanageable as a watch-spring. They are aban-

doned at this point. Not so, however, with the #ne

I have just come upon. The notes and sketches

upon it recall a troop of as jolly little black people

as ever lived.

Here is poor Shelby Johnson. “Shell,” as he was

POOR SHELBY JOHNSON.

called, was a common-looking boy, with an uncom-
monly expressive face. It could take on the broad-

est grin, and was at the same time capable of the

greatest expression of melancholy.

I remember well the first time I saw him— a com-
ical sight— his arms full : a broken pitcher of cider,

some glasses, a linen duster, and a basket of apples.

It happened this way : one afternoon I heard some
one at my door trying, evidently, to open it. Sup-

posing it some lady callers hesitating about entering,

I rose hastily from my easel and opened the door.

My first impulse was to laugh at the little fellow

before me, but he looked so painfully earnest, 1

couldn’t do it. “ Who are you looking for ? ” I

asked.

Without heeding my question, or even appearing

to hear it, he said apologetically :
“ De gem’an tol’

me to bring ’em.”

I smiled at this, for certainly no one “ tol’ ” him

to bring those things to me. Asking him “ what

gentleman,” he replied, “ Mis’r Anderson.”
“ Oh !

” said I, “ that’s the musician across the

hall. That’s his door,” pointing it out.

Shell’s face brightened at once. Turning to go, he

spoke out :
“ Yes, dat’s he im.”

I saw him frequently after this and enjoyed him.

It is sad to think this queer little chap while play-

ing prisoner with a party of boys in an empty cattle-

car, down by the Macon depot, should fall from the

roof and break his neck. I was in New York when

I read of his death in our home paper. Shell was a

good boy, and I miss him. A pencil sketch of him

hangs on the wall, with a bit of crape about it.

“Jud” and “Tom” are here among my memo-

randa; they were a lively couple. “Jud” a boy

of fourteen; “Judson Lincoln Nicholls,” as he

informed me when in response to his question,

“ Mis’r does you want to hiah ? ” I asked him his

name.
“ There’s two names,” said I, “ of distinguished

Southern families, and Lincoln is certainly as good.”

Liking his appearance and needing a boy to keep

my studio in order, I employed him. He proved a

treasure : his capacity for asking curious questions

and making stunning remarks exceeded anything in

my experience.

For instance : my next door neighbor on that floor

was a physician, who had a nicely polished and strung

human skeleton hanging in his private office. One

day Jud caught sight of it through the half-open

door, and came hurrying in to me full of wonder and

amazement at its resemblance to a man. I explained

it all to him and was very much amused at his sober,

earnest question :

“But, Mis’r Jeemes, does you reckon I is got one

of dem things inside er me ?
”
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This same Jud told me once that he was not

librarian of the whole Sunday-school, “ but I is des

liberian of de books !

”

“ Tom ” was a little “ yellow boy ” with marked

African features, and woolly hair. He couldn’t have

been more than six years old, but was always sur-

prising me by making his appearance in some new

out-of-the-way corner of the city, barefooted some-

times, bareheaded always, playing in the mud, and

always drifting about, uncertain as thistledown
;
never

at all backward about asking for a nickel, and

knowing more about where the most candy could be

bought with that sum than he did about anything

else.

I wanted a little black boy for a group I was

painting, when I first “ met up ” with “ little Tom.”

He came to the open door, caught by the glare of

Japanese fans, parasols, and “ ribbon-like ” books

that hung about upon the walls. Leaning his shoul-

der against the casement and reaching forward his

head he looked cautiously around, his face full of

wonder and curiosity.

“ What is your name, bub ? ” I asked as his eye

caught mine.

“ Taw-um,” he drawled out with peculiar African

accent.

“ Tom what ?
”

“ Nuffin
;
des Taw-um !

”

“No use er dat boy tellin’ you dat sto’ey,” spoke

up Jud, pausing in his dusting. “ Why, Mis’r Jeemes,

dat boy’s maw washes an’ irons fo’ us— dey’s no

’count do’— an’ lives up in Shumun town.”

“ That so, Jud ?
”

“ Yis hit is
;
an’ dey’s name Smiff.”

“ No, my mom-er don’t,” protested the little fellow.

“She do too! isn’t I see’d her every Monday
mawnin’ at our house— whar my maw cooks ! I tell

you now, Mis’r Jeemes, you is better t’ have nuffin’

to do wid dat yeller boy.” (Jud is very black.)

Paying no attention, however, to Jud’s cautions,

and being satisfied with Taw-um’s picturesque ap-

pearance, I said to him :

“ Tom, lay there on the floor by that curtain, with

your stick, and I’ll give you a nickel when I’m

through drawing you.”

“ Gwine to give dat boy a nickel/” exclaimed Jud

indignantly, at the same time pointing the duster at

Tom who was eagerly tumbling into position.

“Jud,” said I, amused at his pouting face, “that

duster wasn’t made to point with ! ” Quickly taking

the hint, he turned to dusting in earnest, casting

occasional glances toward Taw-um whose smiling

face was a fine contrast to Jud’s gloomy one. I

finished my sketch, and Tom got his nickel and
departed.

Having heard a good deal of the feuds that exist

among the boys in different districts of the city, I

asked Jud where “ Shumun town ” was, pretty sure this

would start him upon disclosures.

“ Over yonder by de barracks, whar all dem pile

er Yankees is.”

“ You don’t live there, I believe you said.”

“ Me lives in Shumun town ! well, 1 des reckon I

don’t. I ’clare dat’s wus ’n Ctianicsville, Beaver

Slide, Ginninstown, er any er dem low places. I

lives in Summah Hill, I do. My maw cooks fo’

nice white people.”

Here he paused for a moment, looked out of the

window, then turning suddenly, continued :
“ Shumun

town!” You should have seen the scornful lock in his

face, and the whole manner of the boy. The sarcasm

of it was fine. “ Shuman town !
” he repeated

;

“ er

boy git so dat he done got ter livin’ dar hit’s night

wid him !

”

This fearfully suggestive expression “ night,” is

much used. For instance, Jud once said: “Mr.

Jeemes, did you hear ’bout ‘Tick?’” (One of my
models.)

“ No, what ?
” I asked.

“ Hit’s night wid him
;
dem measles gone ca’d him

off;” meaning death. Another time : “ Dat’s er cur-

us boy— he don’t know dat ef he keeps foolin’ long

er me hit’s gwine ter be night wid him
;

” meaning

simply “ trouble.”

“ I guess, Jud, those Sherman-town boys must have

been whipping you Summer-Hillers lately, and that’s

the reason why you don’t fellowship with them ?
”

At this Jud picked up “Uncle Remus,” turned to

the Tar-Baby picture, grinning sheepishly all the while,

really unable to deny the charge. I saw his embar-

rassment and followed it up. “ Well, am I not

right ?
” I asked, delighted with the play of expres-

sion on the face of my favorite “ ebony idol,” as one

of my lady friends insists on calling these darkey boy

models of mine.

Presently he looked up, and, laying his upturned

palm on his knee with the air of a person who is

about to tell “the truth, the whole truth, and nothing

but the truth,” began :
“ Well, when we goes on

dey’s side er dis town dey certainly does make ’a
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case’ wid us
;
but when dey comes on our side er

peach-tree we troubles dem !

”

“ Is that so ?
”

“ Des de oder evenin’ I ca’d a pair o’ shoes and

a paper sack wid sumfin’ wet in it over on Hunter

street fo’ a gem’an at de baw-ber shop, what say he

gwine ter gim me a dime if de lady say it’s all right, in

de note what I brung de gem’an back. She kip me dar

powerfu’ long, it uz mos’ dark, and des as I’s a-comin’

back wid de note, er little bit a boy come up an sass

me wid er stick ! I slapped him, I did, an’ sah! dey

mus’ a bin twenty-fi’ boys kim skippin’ out from

b’hine things an’ axin’ me hot did I hit dat little boy

fo’ ? Oh, yes ! Oh, yes ! dey wa’med me, dey did,

and when I’s tu’ned loose I come up de street a-

windin’ I did. I ’clare, it’s de meanes’ way to sen’ a

little boy to pick a quarrel. Us Summah Hill boys

wouldn’t do dat.”

This is, after all, so much like my own schooldays

in Ohio. I know we “ north end ” boys lived in such

constant dread of the south-enders and the “ Frank-

leton boys ” across the river, that we couldn’t be hired

to venture a “ square” into the enemy’s country.

When parties of us i ade fishing or blackberrying

excursions into the • untry on either of those sides

of the city, we couir ot avail ourselves of the near

way home, but were compelled to come way back and

return through the only open thoroughfare.

I am satisfied that this rivalry between “enders,”

is a universal one, and perhaps always will be so,

unless some “good angel” should extinguish in future

generations the great desire that exists in boys to

know who among them have the most muscle, pluck

and endurance to the square inch.

One night some little time after the foregoing

conversation with Jud, he came in to pose for me.

He had been making a banjo, he said; so I told

him to bring it along, knowing his excellent ear for

those weird fanciful negro melodies— goodness only

knows where he gets them

!

About eight o'clock that warm evening in April, I

heard the faint picking of a banjo on the stairs. As
it came nearer and nearer I decided it could not be

Jud, for it sounded exactly like a real banjo. At last

he emerged from the deep shadow of the hall and

stood quietly picking his instrument in the doorway.

A large red rose with a few crisp leaves hung from his

mouth.

These darkey boys love flowers. Three out of

four will have a rose or some other flower pinned

on their clothes. Their ingenuity is often taxed

severely in their search for a place to pin it on ! It

seems to me their aesthetic taste cultivates itself, and

some day their intelligent enjoyment of refined life

must become as complete as ours.

Jud sang me a number of good things, accompany-

ing himself on his rude banjo, among the more

characteristic of which I recall a banjo song

:

“ Had little ol’ banjo,

Hit uz made out er a gourd,

An’ de strings er made out er twine,

An’ de on’y song dat I could sing

Was— wish dat melon was mine !

— Wish dat melon was mine !

”

“ Dar’s mo’ to it, but I doesn’t know hit. Did you

ever heah dat un ’bout de ‘ skeeter ?
’ ”

“ No,” said I.

He gave me the following, to a tune peculiar and

indescribable

:

“ Keeter fly high,”

Skeeter fly low,

Keeter fly over ol’ Sam’s do’.

Ol’ Sam put his foot on him.

Ain’t gwine ter fly high no mo’ !

Ain’t gwine ter fly high no mo’ 1

”
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Then there were others that I cannot recall

:

“ OF gray hoss kim tarin’ out de wil’ness,”

and
“ Sistah Mary tote’s de bright light,

Brother John he tote’s de bright light,” etc.

Examining the “ instrument,” I found it made out

of a “ Havana ” cigar-box, with real banjo-strings

knotted together. The brand on the box was “ Good

Luck.” Pins were used in the absence of nails for

fastening it together, and I think I noticed a wooden

peg that suggested half of a match. For the piece

of wood to which the strings were fastened at the

lower end, was substituted a piece of shoe-leather

with the eyeholes in it. The brass eyelets through

which the shoestring originally passed, were here

used for the banjo-strings, being just the proper dis-

tance apart— “sure enough strings,” Jud said,

meaning positively genuine. I have seen many other

banjoes made by these boys out of oyster cans, gourds,

etc., but this one is the more interesting in detail.

Jud didn't want to sell it, but I urged him to give

me his lowest price. He did so, with the air of a

man who thinks he will put the thing out of your

reach by asking a fabulous sum for his article,

thereby getting rid of a bore.

Jud raised up the banjo, saying: “ De leas'

money what I's gwine ter take from anybody fo’ dat

instrument, is er quarter
;
dar now !

”

I paid him the quater at once, and took the

banjo up to look it over, at the same time laying my

cigarette on a chair near me. Jud espied it. “Gim

me dat 4 toby ' plea', sir ? ” said he.

I have been unable to find out the origin of this

very common term for 44 cigarette stump.” Darkey

boys do not fancy cigars, but are great consumers of

cigarettes. Tobacco never seems to make them sick,

and it's hard to say whether they smoke from love

of tobacco or from vanity, as most white boys begin.

I gave Jud the 44 toby
;

” drawing a match from his

pocket he struck a light by scratching it across the

bottom of his bare foot. I must say he did it as

gracefully as any man would have struck a match on

the sole of his boot. To those who have never seen

these boys do this it will seem odd
;
but it occasions

no remark here.

Jud posed for me nearly an hour. “That will do,”

said I, making the finishing strokes.

Slowly Jud raised himself up.
44 Mis'r Jeemes ?

”

44 Yes.”

44 Duck Williams say dat when you takes you hat off

to a lady you frows you arm way, way out like dat ”—
taking his hat off with a 44 spread eagle ” sweep

;

44 now,

is dat de right way ?
”

44 No, Jud,” I replied to his curious question.
44 Dat's what I tol' him. I say de right way is des

lif’ yo' hat so de lady kin see de pdt /”
44 That certainly is the 4 genteel medium,' Jud,”

said I, smiling at the bare idea of 44 part ” in a darkey's

woolly head.
44 Dat’s zackly what I tol’ Duck

;
an' to-morrow at

JUD AND HIS BANJO.

church I's gwine tell him dat des so you can se de

pa't is de only's right way.”
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JOE LAMBERT’S FERRY.

By George Cary Eggleston.

I
T was a thoroughly disagreeable March morning.

The wind blew in sharp gusts from every quarter

of the compass by turns. It seemed to take especial

delight in rushing suddenly around corners and taking

away the breath of anybody it could catch there com-

ing from the opposite direction. The dust, too, filled

people’s eyes and noses and mouths, while the damp

raw March air easily found its way through the best

clothing, and turned boys’ skins into pimply goose-

flesh.

It was about as disagreeable a morning for going

out as can be imagined
;
and yet everybody in the

little Western river town who could get out went out

and stayed out.

Men and women, boys and girls, and even little

children, ran to the river-bank : and, once there, they

stayed, with no thought, it seemed, of going back to

their homes or their work.

The people of the town were wild with excitement,

and everybody told everybody else what had hap-

pened, although everybody knew all about it already.

Everybody, I mean, except Joe Lambert, and he had

been so busy ever since daylight, sawing wood in

Squire Grisard’s woodshed, that he had neither seen

nor heard anything at all. Joe was the poorest per-

son in the town. He was the only boy there who
really had no home and nobody to care for him.

Three or four years before this March morning, Joe

had been left an orphan, and being utterly destitute,

he should have been sent to the poorhouse, or “ bound

out” to some person as a sort of servant. But Joe

Lambert had refused to go to the poorhouse or to

become a bound boy. He had declared his ability to

take care of himself, and by working hard at odd jobs,

sawing wood, rolling barrels on the wharf, picking

apples or weeding onions as opportunity offered, he

had managed to support himself “ after a manner,”

as the village people said. That is to say, he gener-

ally got enough to eat, and some clothes to wear.

He slept in a warehouse shed, the owner having

given him leave to do so on condition that he would

act as a sort of watchman on the premises.

Joe Lambert alone of all the villagers knew nothing

of what had happened; and of course Joe Lambert
did not count for anything in the estimation of people

who had houses to live in. The only reason I have

gone out of the way to make an exception of so unim-

portant a person is, that I think Joe did count for

something on that particular March day at least.

When he finished the pile of wood that he had to

saw, and went to the house to get his money, he found

nobody there. Going down the street he found the

town empty, and, looking down a cross street, he saw

the crowds that had gathered on the river-bank, thus

learning at last that something unusual had occurred.

Of course he ran to the river to learn what it was.

When he got there he learned that Noah Martin

the fisherman who was also the ferryman between

the village and its neighbor on the other side of the

river, had been drowned during the early morning in

a foolish attempt to row his ferry skiff across the

stream. The ice which had blocked the river for

two months, had begun to move on the day before,

and Martin with his wife and baby— a child about

a year old —• were on the other side of the river at

the time. Early on that morning there had been a

temporary gorging of the ice about a mile above the

town,) and, taking advantage of the comparatively

free channel, Martin had tried to cross with his wife

and child, in his boat.

The gorge had broken up almost immediately, as

the river was rising rapidly, and Martin’s boat had

been caught and crushed in the ice. Martin had

been drowned, but his wife, with her child in her

arms, had clung to the wreck of the skiff, and had

been carried by the current to a little low-lying

island just in front of the town.

What had happened was of less importance, how-

ever, than what people saw must happen. The poor

woman and baby out there on the island, drenched

as they had been in the icy water, must soon die with

cold, and, moreover, the island was now nearly under

water, while the great stream was rising rapidly. It

was evident that within an hour or two the water
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would sweep over the whole surface of the island, and

the great fields of ice would of course carry the

woman and child to a terrible death.

Many wild suggestions were made for their rescue,

but none that gave the least hope of success. It was

simply impossible to launch a boat. The vast fields

of ice, two or three feet in thickness, and from twenty

feet to a hundred yards in breadth, were crushing

and grinding down the river at the rate of four or

five miles an hour, turning and twisting about, some-

times jamming their edges together with so great a

force that one would lap over another, and sometimes

drifting apart and leaving wide open spaces between

for a moment or two. One might as well go upon

such a river in an egg shell as in the stoutest rowboat

ever built.

The poor woman with her babe could be seen from

the shore, standing there alone on the rapidly narrow-

ing strip of island. Her voice could not reach the

people on the bank, but when she held her poor little

baby toward them in mute appeal for help, the

mothers there understood her agony.

There was nothing to be done, however. Human
sympathy was given freely, but human help was out

of the question. Everybody on the river-shore was

agreed in that opinion. Everybody, that is to say,

except Joe Lambert. He had been so long in the

habit of finding ways to help himself under difficul-

ties, that he did not easily make up his mind to

think any case hopeless.

No sooner did Joe clearly understand how matters

stood than he ran away from the crowd, nobody pay-

ing any attention to what he did. Half an hour

later somebody cried out :
“ Look there ! Who’s

that, and what’s he going to do ? ” pointing up the

stream.

Looking in that direction, the people saw some one

three quarters of a mile away standing on a floating

field of ice in the riven He had a large farm-basket

strapped upon his shoulders, while in his hands he

held a plank.

As the ice-field upon which he stood neared

another, the youth ran forward, threw his plank

down, making a bridge of it, and crossed to the

farther field. Then picking up his plank, he waited

for a chance to repeat the process.

As he thus drifted down the river, every eye was

strained in his direction. Presently some one cried

out :
“ It’s Joe Lambert

;
and he’s trying to cross to

the island !

”

There was a shout as the people understood the

nature of Joe’s heroic attempt, and then a hush as

its extreme danger became apparent.

Joe had laid his plans wisely and well, but it

seemed impossible that he should succeed. His
purpose was, with the aid of the plank to cross from

one ice-field to another until he should reach the

island; but as that would require a good deal of

time, and the ice was moving down stream pretty

rapidly, it was necessary to start at ^ point above the

town. Joe had gone about a mile up the river before

going on the ice, and whqn first seen from the town

he had already reached the channel.

After that first shout a whisper might have been

heard in the crowd on the bank. The heroism of

the poor boy’s attempt awed the spectators, and the

momentary expectation that he would disappear

forever amid the crushing ice-fields, made them hold

their breath in anxiety and terror.

His greatest danger was from the smaller cakes of

ice. When it became necessary for him to step

upon one of these, his weight was sufficient to make
it tilt, and his footing was very insecure. After

awhile as he was nearing the island, he came into a

large collection of these smaller ice-cakes. For

awhile he waited, hoping that a larger field would

drift near him; but after a minute’s delay he saw

that he was rapidly floating past the island, and that

he must either trust himself to the treacherous

broken ice, or fail in his attempt to save the woman
and child.

Choosing the best of the floes, he laid his plank

and passed across successfully. In the next passage,

however, the cake tilted up, and Joe Lambert went

down into the water ! A shudder passed through

the crowd on shore.

“ Poor fellow !
” exclaimed some tender-hearted

spectator
;

“ it is all over with him now.”

“ No
;
look, look !

” shouted another. “ He’s try-

ing to climb upon the ice. Hurrah ! he’s on his feet

again !
” With that the whole company of spec-

tators shouted for joy.

Joe had managed to regain his plank as well as to

climb upon a cake of ice before the fields around

could crush him, and now moving cautiously, he

made his way, little by little toward the island.

“ Hurrah ! Hurrah ! he’s there at last !
” shouted

the people on the shore.

“ But will he get back again ?
” was the question

each one asked himself a moment later.
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Having reached the island, Joe very well knew

that the more difficult part of his task was still

before him, for it was one thing for an active boy to

work his way over floating ice, and quite another

to carry a child and lead a woman upon a similar

journey.

But Joe Lambert was quick-witted and “ long-

headed,” as well as brave, and he meant to do all

that he could to save these poor creatures for whom
he had risked his life so heroically. Taking out his

knife he made the woman cut her skirts off at the

knees, so that she might walk and leap more freely.

Then placing the baby in the basket which was

strapped upon his back, he cautioned the woman
against giving way to fright, and instructed her

carefully about the method of crossing.

On the return journey Joe was able to avoid one

great risk. As it was not necessary to land at any

particular point, time was of little consequence, and

hence when no large field of ice was at hand, he

could wait for one to approach, without attempting

to make use of the smaller ones. Leading the

woman wherever that was necessary, he slowly made

his way toward shore, drifting down the river, of

course, while all the people of the town marched along

the bank.

When at last Joe leaped ashore in company with

the woman, and bearing her babe in the basket on

his back, the people seemed ready to trample upon

each other in their eagerness to shake hands with

their hero.

Their hero was barely able to stand, however.

Drenched as he had been in the icy river, the sharp

March wind had chilled him to the marrow, and one

of the village doctors speedily lifted him into his

carriage which he had brought for that purpose, and

drove rapidly away, while the other physician took

charge of Mrs. Martin and the baby.

Joe was a strong, healthy fellow, and under the

doctor’s treatment of hot brandy and vigorous rub-

bing with coarse towels, he soon warmed. Then he

wanted to saw enough wood for the doctor to pay

for his treatment, and thereupon the doctor threat-

ened to poison him if he should ever venture to

mention pay to him again.

Naturally enough the village people talked of nothing

but Joe Lambert’s heroic deed, and the feeling was gen-

eral that they had never done their duty toward the

poor orphan boy. There was an eager wish to help

him now, and many offers were made to him
;
but

these all took the form of charity, and Joe would

not accept charity at all. Four years earlier, as I

have already said, he had refused to go to the poor-

house or to be “ bound out,” declaring that he could

take care of himself; and when some thoughtless

person had said in his hearing that he would have

to live on charity, Joe’s reply had been

:

“ I’ll never eat a mouthful in this town that I

haven’t worked for if I starve.” And he had kept

his word. Now that he was fifteen years old he was

not willing to begin receiving charity even in the

form of a reward for his good deed.

One day when some of the most prominent men of

the village were talking to him on the subject Joe said :

“ I don’t want anything except a chance to work,

but I’ll tell you what you may do for me if you will.

Now that poor Martin is dead the ferry privilege

will be to lease again, and I’d like to get it for a

good long term. Maybe I can make something out

of it by being always ready to row people across,

and I may even be able to put on something better

than a skiff after awhile. I’ll pay the village what

Martin paid.”

The gentlemen were glad enough of a chance to

do Joe even this small favor, and there was no dif-

ficulty in the way. The authorities gladly granted

Joe a lease of the ferry privilege for twenty years,

at twenty dollars a year rent, which was the rate

Martin had paid.

At first Joe rowed people back and forth, saving

what money he got very carefully. This was all that

could be required of him, but it occurred to Joe that

if he had a ferry boat big enough, a good many
horses and cattle and a good deal of freight would

be sent across the river, for he was a “ long-headed ”

fellow as I have said.

One day a chance offered, and he bought for

twenty-five dollars a large old wood boat, which was

simply a square barge forty feet long and fifteen feet

wide, with bevelled bow and stern, made to hold

cord wood for the steamboats. With his own hands

he laid a stout deck on this, and, with the assistance

of a man whom he hired for that purpose, he con-

structed a pair of paddle wheels. By that time Joe

was out of money, and work on the boat was sus-

pended for awhile. When he had accumulated a

little more money, he bought a horse power, and

placed it in the middle of his boat, connecting it with

the shaft of his wheels. Then he made a rudder and
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helm, and his horse-boat was ready for use. It had

cost him about a hundred dollars besides his own
labor upon it, but it would carry live stock and

freight as well as passengers, and so the business of

the ferry rapidly increased, and Joe began to put a

little money away in the bank.

After awhile a railroad was built into the village,

and then a second one came. A year later another

railroad was opened on the other side of the river,

and all the passengers who came to one village by

rail had to be ferried across the river in order to con-

tinue their journey by the railroads there. The horse-

boat was too small and too slow for the business,

and Joe Lambert hacl to buy two steam ferry-boats

to take its place. These cost more money than he

had, but, as the owner of the ferry privilege, his

credit was good, and the boats soon paid for them-

selves, while Joe’s bank account grew again.

Finally the railroad people determined to run

through cars for passengers and freight, and to carry

them across the river on large boats built for that

purpose
; but before they gave their orders to theii

boat builders, they were waited upon by the attor-

neys of Joe Lambert, who soon convinced them that

his ferry privilege gave him alone the right to run
any kind of ferry-boats between the two villages

which had now grown to such size that they called

themselves cities. The result was that the railroads

made a contract with Joe to carry their cars across,

and he had some large boats built for that pur-

pose.

All this occurred a good many years ago, and Joe
Lambert is not called Joe now, but Captain Lambert.

He is one of the most prosperous men in the little

river city, and owns many large river steamers besides

his ferry-boats. Nobody is readier than he to help

a poor boy or a poor man
;
but he has his own way

of doing it. He will never toss so much as a cent

to a beggar, but he never refuses to give man or boy
a chance to earn money by work. He has an odd
theory that money which comes without work does

more harm than good.
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THE CHRISTMAS THRUSH.

By Mary E. Wilkins.

I
WILL sing for you, dearie, a song that I know

Of a ruby-eyed thrush, of a silver-tailed thrush,

Who sat on a spray of a dry willow-bush,

And sang to a queen in a palace of snow.

The thrush’s wing-feathers were jewel and blue,

And he spread them alway on a Christmas day,

When he sang to the queen on his willow spray—
O dearie, the honey-sweet song he knew !

At her palace window the queen would stay,

So pinky and fair with her curly gold hair
;

She merrily rocked in a crystal chair,

And never a queen was half so gay.

You want the queen in her palace of snow,

And the ruby-eyed thrush, the silver-tailed thrush,

Who sat on a spray of a dry willow-bush ?

Why, dearie, it’s only a song, you know !

DOLLY’S CHRISTMAS KETTLEDRUM.

By Nora Perry.

AT the end of the great hall in Mrs. Portman’s

house there was one large window with a

deep window-seat, which was a favorite gathering-place

for all the girls on that floor. Mrs. Portman, ten

years before this story opens, had been a great

leader of society— not fashionable society merely—
and losing the fortune that had enabled her to take

such a position, by one of the disastrous financial crises

that ruined so many people, she had at once gone to

work and established a private day and boarding school

for young ladies, in her out-of-town mansion. So

popular had this school become that some one who

had vainly waited and tried to find a vacancy one

autumn made this rather spiteful remark concerning

it :
“ One would think it was the Kingdom of

Heaven, there is such difficulty in getting in.” A
dear little impulsive girl, one of the pupils and one

of the heroines of my story that I’m about to tell,

retorted upon this

:

“ And it is the Kingdom of Heaven upon earth,”

which I think presents Mrs. Portman’s school in as

favorable a light before my readers as many words

of mine could do. So now I will return to that

i

window in the great hall. It is the day before Christ-

mas. Those of the pupils who have not gone home

on account of the distance, or other reasons, are

fluttering about here and there in high holiday

humor and expectation. A group of these have

wedged themselves into the big window-seat where

they sit chattering like magpies. The centre of the

group and the centre of attraction is a bright-eyed

brunette. She has the sweetest face, the most

lovable face in the world. She is the dear little girl

who gave that happy retort about the Kingdom of

Heaven. She is saying now as she sits there in the

window-seat

:

“ I’ll tell you what you must do
;
as my box has

come to-day and yours hasn’t, you must come to my
room this evening and share my fun and goodies.”

There are no disclaimers, no laggards with excuses

to beg out of this charming prospect. The whole

four girls who have received this invitation of dear

Dolly Lincoln’s are only too happy to accept it. As

they sit there in the afternoon sun, which is going

down in full splendor, they look like five rosebuds.

Dolly Lincoln with her red and brown brightness, is
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a rich Jacqueminot; Margie Gaines, with her golden

hair and white skin, a Perle des Jardins; Milly

Jarvis, with her dark bright hair and dusky skin, a

bronzed Jean Ducher
;
Katy Downes, a little fragrant

tea rose bud all pale amber perfection, and Florry

Wainright a lovely Noisette of pink and white.

Suddenly all their gay chatter and light laughter

goes out in a queer little silence, as down the half

they see approaching a tall overgrown girl whose

near-sighted eyes seem to be searching for some one.

She comes nearer, quite close to them, indeed, before

she appears to recognize them, then she stops ab-

ruptly, a deep red color flushes into her face, and

she says quickly :

“I am trying to find Miss Weston. Mrs. Portman

said she was at the end of this hall somewhere.”

There was a moment of awkward silence, and then

Dolly Lincoln spoke up hurriedly

:

“ She must be in number twenty-four, I think.”

As the girl disappeared in number twenty-four,

Dolly Lincoln burst out in subdued tones :

“ I think we are horrid little prigs !
” A moment

more, and then vehemently, 44 I’m going to invite

her to my party to-night !

”

44 Dolly !
” cried the whole four of her companions

in a horrified chorus.

“I am— I am
,
so there !

”

44 A girl that could do such a thing as she did !

”

44 Well, we don’t know anything; it’s after all

4 circumstantial evidence,’ as the newspapers say.”

44 Well, I should think it was a pretty clear case.

Julia Norris goes away and leaves her bag, or reti-

cule, or something, with her, and inside of that bag

is the algebra problem for exhibition. When she

comes back the problem is missing out of the bag,

and Miss Fanny Drayton who is the only rival in

algebra that Julia had, of course comes in first and

gets the credit— she would probably have come in

second but for that, as she usually did, for poor

Julia coming back at the last moment has to make

out a new one, which in her hurry can’t help being

higgledy piggledy and full of little errors. Circum-

stantial evidence !
” winds up Florry Wainright with

a final burst of scorn.

Dolly Lincoln does not reply to this
;
perhaps she

is wisely silent, or perhaps she is overruled and

regrets her declaration of a few moments ago. The

four girls think the latter
;
and the time goes on, the

minutes slip by, the tea hour comes, and the four

girls, Milly and Margie and Florry and Katy, have put

on their prettiest frills and ribbons and gone in a

little giggling body to Dolly Lincoln’s door. Dolly

meets them with all her merry archness of cordiality.

She is a little dramatist, is Dolly, and is fond of put-

ting everything into that light; so she bends and
bows and welcomes them with a gay travesty of

reality. She calls Florry Wainright her dear duch-

ess, and hopes she left the duke well; and Milly

and Margie are the Princesses of Portmanshire, and
little Katy Downes is the Countess of Kisses. It

is not long before the whole company are clustered

together over the contents of the Christmas box.

The box was so big that Dolly has separated the

sweets, the candies and cookies and fruits from the

rest and put them into a pretty basket which is

passed about from guest to guest.
44 What a pretty basket!” exclaimed Florry Wain-

right enthusiastically; and she lifts it up from the

table for inspection.*

44 Yes
;

isn’t it? It was Julia Norris’s. She gave

it to me when she went away.”

From the basket they fell to discussing the con-

tents. Such a tempting array of dainties. Bon bons

fresh from Paris— new devices the like of which

none of the girls had ever seen before. The most

enchanting of these were sugar robin’s eggs. Inside

of each was a little gold ring. There were six of

them.
44
Just enough to go round and one left over,

Dolly !
” cried Milly ecstatically, as she cracked the

thin sugar shell of the one bestowed upon herself.

Dolly did not reply, but looked a little troubled,

Milly thought. Perhaps after all Dolly was regret-

ting her generosity in giving them all such treasures.

She managed somehow to convey this to Dolly.

Dolly flung herself back upon the bed where she was

sitting, in a little burst of laughter.
44 What a goose you are, Milly. These bon bons

are made to give away. Mamma chose them on

purpose for me to give to my friends. They are

Christmas favors.”
44 Tell you what we can do,” here cried out little

Katy Downes, waking up out of one of her dazy little

dreams. 44 Tell you what you can do,” and Katy

struck her tiny hand upon her knee in the delight at

her new idea
;

44 you— we— can make a club and

call it the Robin’s Ring Club !

”

Dolly jumped off the bed and clutched Katy in a

wild embrace.
44 Oh, you dear ! it’s just the thing. Hurrah for
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the Robin’s Ring Club ! Hurrah for the Countess

of Kisses !
” and Dolly showered the latter upon

Katy until she screamed for mercy.

Just here in the midst of all this commotion there

came a rap upon the door, and Dolly flew back to

her throne upon the bed, and then called out rather

excitedly :
“ Come in !

”

The door opened and there appeared upon the

threshold— Fanny Drayton. At the moment every

one of the girl guests stared in amazement. How
dared she intrude herself, they thought. The next

moment their amazement took a different form, for

Dolly from her seat upon the bed waved her hands

invitingly, and said :
“ Better late than never, Fanny.

Come in and sit down. I was afraid that Jane

hadn’t given you my note, you were so long coming.”

The four pairs of eyes that had been staring at

the girl in the doorway, now turned away from her

and became intent upon something else. Milly

Jarvis leaned against Margie Gaines, and Margie

Gaines became absorbed in tasting a piece of can-

died cocoanut, and Florry Wainright bent her head

over the basket, while Katy Downes clasped her

hands over a cookie in her lap, and looked as if

she were going to sleep.

A second or two Fanny paused on the threshold,

then as Dolly kept urging her to come in, she slowly

approached the bed and as slowly sank into the

vacant chair near by. Dolly’s eyes flashed as she

saw how all the girls ignored this unfortunate latest

comer, and her brave, generous, pitiful spirit rose

up to meet the situation. With her gayest, brightest

manner she introduced Fanny to the others as the

Empress Eugenie, and sparkled off into so many
funny jokes that despite their determination to be

dignified and cool, first one girl and then another

giggled over their candies and cake.

But not one of them turned a glance upon

Fanny, or vouchsafed a word to her. They fell to

talking again with each other, but they paid not

the slightest attention to the unfortunate Empress

Eugenie. Dolly tried to make up for all this by

quiet little courtesies and kindnesses. She passed

her the basket of sweets again and again, and when

Fanny helped herself timidly and sparingly, she

heaped a plate for her with the cream of the dainties.

But it was of no use, the near-sighted eyes filled

and filled with tears, and the tears ran over and fell

upon the sweet things, till the sweet things turned

salt and bitter, and the poor empress at last choked

and then burst into a sob, and then jumping up flew

from the room.

Milly Jarvis stopped leaning against Margie Gaines

and sat bolt upright, and Margie Gaines dropped

her piece of candied cocoanut as if it had been a

hot coal, and Florry Wainwright dropped the basket

and tipped over the table, plates, goodies and all,

and Katy Downes lifted her hands all smeared with

her crushed cookie and covered her face, while Dolly

Lincoln began to cry as if her heart would break.

Between her sobs she gasped :

“And it’s Christmas, and she’s alone— oh, oh,

and no mother— and no father—To send her

—

thi-things, and we’re— mean— sel-selfish, ha-hateful

— gir-girls, and wha-what’ll be-become of us some-

sometime— spos’n— spos’n we— shou-should do—
something bad— that we — were sorry for— for if she

has done what— you think— she is sorry, and you’re

not giving her a chance !
” At this last word a general

sob and wail sounded in the room; there was a con-

fused tangle of gold locks and dark locks upon the

bed, a confused cry of “ Dolly, don’t !
” and “ Dolly, I

shouldn’t have thought,” which was interrupted by a

voice from the floor. It was the voice of Florry

Wainright. “ Girls, girls, look here !
” She was sit-

ting near the overturned table amid broken plates

and scattered dainties. The empty basket was in

her lap. She had just taken a paper from the bottom

of it which she was regarding intently. There was

something in her voice which made every girl listen

— something in her face which the next moment made

every girl jump down off the bed and cluster round

her on the floor. As they did so, Florry pushed the

paper towards them, and said: “Girls, this is Julia

Norris’s missing problem; it was at the bottom of

this basket. What does it mean ?
”

Dolly jumped to her feet, stood for a moment with

her lips parted, her eyes dilated with some new

thought, then she rushed from the room and tore

down the hall. The next instant Miss Weston, one

of the teachers, was astonished to see Dolly Lincoln

with tear-stained cheeks and swollen eyes, standing

before her, to hear her ask

:

“ Miss Weston, was it a bag or a basket that

Julia Norris left in charge of Fanny Drayton when

she went to see her mother in New York ?
”

“It was a basket— that pretty Fayal basket.

Why do you ask? ”

Then Dolly told her story. Miss Weston was

only a girl herself of eighteen, and she got quite as
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excited as Dolly as she listened to this story, and

she took Dolly’s hand and ran with her down the

great hall to where the little group of girls sat on the

floor puzzling and pondering over the problem.

“ Yes, of course it’s the missing problem !
” she

exclaimed
;

“ and you found it at the bottom of the

basket. I asked Julia again and again if she had

searched her basket thoroughly when she got it

back, and she was so positive, as she always is. I

ought to have looked myself. I ought to have re-

membered that Julia is the most impatient girl and

constantly mixing up and overlooking her things !

but she was so sure. Oh, dear ! where’s Fanny?”

“I’ll fetch her,” and Dolly tore down the hall again

on her happy errand. How can I ever picture the

scene that ensued ? How can I ever make you see

Fanny, with her winking, blinking, near-sighted eyes

looking and listening and gradually taking it all in—
that the problem had been found where she had put

it— that everybody was happy and sorry in a breath,

and asking her pardon and trying to kiss her and

make much of her. The crown of everything came,

when suddenly Dolly pounced upon the sixth robin’s

egg, the one “ left over,” and made Fanny the sixth

member of the Robin’s Ring club. And such a

good time as they had afterwards. They sat up
until half-past nine o’clock, and Miss Weston sat

with them, and laughed and told stories as gayly as

any of them, and at the end when one after another

of the girls said they never, never had had such a

good time in their lives before, Miss Weston declared

that she certainly never had a better time
;
whereupon,

Dolly pulled off her Robin’s Egg ring and asked Miss

Weston if she felt too big and too old to belong to

their club
;
and Miss Weston said she should be

only too delighted to belong, but she didn't want to

rob Dolly of her ring; but Dolly wasn’t going to stop

for such a trifle as that, she was sure she could get

another one. So, “on her very littlest finger,” Miss

Weston put Dolly’s Robin's Egg ring
;
and there she

wears it to this day, as sign and seal of her member-

ship of the Robin’s Ring Club, and of that delightful

evening when they were all so sorry and happy

together, at Dolly’s Christmas Kettledrum.

RATHER COLD FOR CUPID.
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NELLY’S HEROICS.

By Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe.

was a common circumstance in the village of L
,

where these young people resided.

On the contrary, no such event had ever taken

place in the annals of that very quiet and well-

conducted village.

It was sixty years ago that our young people lived,

and at that time order and steady habits prevailed

through New England. Everything went on from
j

day to day with the most perfect regularity. Every-
j

body got up early, minded their own business, went
|

GEORGE, what should you do when papa is

away, if a robber should break into the

house ?
”

“ Do ? I should get the gun and shoot him,” re-

sponded master George promptly.

Nelly, aged ten years, looked up with awe and

admiration at George, aged twelve, when he made
this heroic reply.

Now one might think from this conversation that

such an event as that of a robber entering a house
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to bed at the ring of the nine o’clock bell, went to

i

prayer meeting once a week, and to church twice on

a Sunday, and one week went on quite like another.

Twice a week the New Haven stage came in and

went out, and that event was about the only excite-

ment in the little village.

,

Nelly was a brisk, healthy, well-grown little girl, full

of all sorts of thoughts and schemes and plans that

kept her wide awake from morning to night. Dr.

Morris, her father, was the village doctor, and Nelly,

with her two brothers George and Henry, were the

youngest of a large family. Nelly was a general

favorite, because she was lively and good-natured,

and always ready to help every one, but the trouble

with her was that she was always talking and think-

ing and planning either about what she would do

when she was grown up, or what she would do in

certain other circumstances, so that she often forgot

or neglected to do the work her mother gave her

to do at the present hour.

It was dreadfully dull work for Nelly to stitch wrist-

bands, counting her threads, and to take up gathers and

scratch them, and to darn the thin places in her stock-

ings and to oversew long seams, and she sighed over

such tasks disconsolately.

Her mother trained her to do her little part of the

family ironing, but Nelly hated to iron towels and

pocket handkerchiefs and napkins because— anybody

could do such things she thought
;
but she wanted to

do a shirt all herself; she thought there would be

some glory in that.

She was always meditating how she could surprise

her mother with some uncommon performance. On
one occasion she persuaded her two brothers George

and Henry to get up with her between three and

four o’clock in the morning, and make the kitchen

fire and fill and hang on the teakettle and set the

table for breakfast, thinking how surprised everybody

would be to find all these things done when they

came down.

After waiting and getting very sleepy and watch-

ing the teakettle boiling away, at last at sunrise the

children all took their sleds and went off sliding.

When they came back they found that nobody

praised them. The old cook only said, “ What have

you young uns been burning out wood these two hours

for ? ” and others complained that “ the noise those

children made spoiled their morning naps
;

” and finally

mamma said, “ Don’t you ever do this again. I want

you to get up when the first bell rings and not before.”

And then when they found themselves sleepy and
stupid in school hours and out of sorts generally,

they were reminded, “It is all because you got up
before the proper time

;
now remember and not do

it again.”

But at last there came an opportunity when Nellv
thought she had a fair call to do something quite

heroic. They had often heard the servants tell sto-

ries at the evening fireside about robbers getting into

houses, and at last Nelly thought that very event had
happened to them.

Dr. Morris had gone to a neighboring city to be
absent two or three days.

Nelly had just received from a kind aunt a present

of the “Arabian Nights”— a great gift in those early

days when there were no children’s books. She took

it up to her bedroom with her that night designing

only to give a look into it before going to bed.

Nelly’s bed-time was eight o’clock, but she retired at

half-past seven to take a little taste of her new treas-

ure. But pretty soon she became so absorbed with

the princesses and fairies and genii and the whole

world of wonders opened by her book, that she forgot

all about time and space
;

eight o’clock, nine o’clock,

ten o’clock came and went, and still Nelly sat reading,

her brown eyes growing wider and wider with aston-

ishment. At last she was roused by her candle

burning low and the old hall clock striking twelve.

It was a bright moonlight windy autumn night—
the wind squealing round the house and rattling doors

and windows. Never in her life had she been up so

late, and when she heard the clock strike, she actually

shivered with excitement. Just then she heard, as

she thought, stealthy footsteps passing through the

hall by her room. She held her breath and listened !

Yes, she was sure she plainly heard the latch of the

opposite door fly up. Now the opposite room was a

large chamber in which lines had been strung for

drying the family wash. Nelly jumped to the con-

clusion it was a thief gone in to steal the clothes.

Instantly she ran into her brothers’ room which

opened into hers: “George! Henry!— wake up,

there’s a robber in the house ! he’s gone into the

west room to steal the clothes.”

Both boys were soon up hurrying on their clothes.

“ I’ll go and get father’s gun,” said George, “ and

Nelly, you go up garret and call Ulysses.”

Ulysses was a colored boy of fifteen, who did the

barn and out-door work in the doctor’s establish-

ment, and as he was tall and well grown the chil-
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dren looked up to him as a tower of strength.

Nelly found great difficulty in getting Ulysses

awake, and after he was awake in persuading him to

get up and attend to matters. Finally, however, he

did get up and dress, and, seizing a heavy cudgel,

made his way down the garret stairs, Nelly following.

“This is the way to the room,” said Nelly.

“I know it,” said Ulysses, making off in exactly the

opposite direction for the back stairs. Nelly fol-

lowed him down respectfully wondering what he

would do next. He opened the outside door— it

was clear bright moonlight— and before Nelly could

ask a question he was gone on a full run out and away.

Nelly shut the door and came back to meet her

brothers. George had shouldered the doctor’s old

gun, and Henry was marching behind him.

“ Just think of it, boys,” she said
;

“ Ulysses has

gone and run away. Isn’t it a shame !

”

After a short council of war, the children resolved

to go and lay the case before mother, and accord-

ingly presented themselves in a body at her bedside.

“Why, children, what in the world does this mean !

”

exclaimed Mrs. Morris, springing up in bed.

“ Mamma, there’s a robber in the house !
” ex-

claimed all three at once.

“Nonsense, you foolish children,” said Mrs.

Morris
;

“ no such thing
;
go right back to bed, every

one of you, and don’t let me hear a word more from

you to-night.”

The children had been brought up to mind their

parents, and so George set down his gun, and all of

them turned round and marched in a dejected man-

ner up to their beds again, and very soon all was still.

Mrs. Morris had just dropped into a quiet sleep,

when she was roused by the tramp of men’s feet over-

head, and the sound of men’s voices in conversation.

“ Well, something is going on in this house,” she

exclaimed as she rose and hastily dressed herself,

and lighted her candle and went out to see what the

noise meant. In the kitchen she met her neighbor,

farmer Rodgers, and his two sons, with axes on their

shoulders, just coming down from exploring the

chambers.

“Good evening, ma’am. Your black boy got us

out o’ bed. He said your house was broke into, and

the doctor gone, and so the boys and I come down

to see; but I guess he was mistaken. We’ve been

all through and there ain’t no sign o’ any man.”
“ Indeed, I am very sorry my foolish children

have made you all this trouble,” said Mrs. Morris,

“ though I am no less obliged for your kindness.”
,

“ Wal, says I to my boys, the doctor he turns out,

o’ liis bed nights when anything’s the matter with us,,

and now he’s gone we ought to look out for his folks.

Your boy said they heard a man in your clothes-

room stealin’ your wash
;

but there ain’t the least

sign. The wind mabbe might a-blown the door open ; :

but you can go to bed now, and be sure all’s right.”

So saying, farmer Rodgers and his boys departed,

and peace finally settled down upon the house.

Poor Nelly had rather a hard time of it the next

day. Everybody in the house had been waked up

and disturbed, and the blame of it all came upon her

little busy head. Some laughed at her, and some
scolded till she was ready to cry with vexation.

“ My dear child,” said her mother, “ how came
you to be awake so late at night ? You were not

sitting up, were you, at that late hour ?
”

“Yes, I was, mamma,” said Nelly penitently.

“ Why, Nelly, I am astonished ! What upon

earth kept you up ?
”

“ Why, mamma, I began to’read my new book, and

I got so engaged that I didn’t know how time passed.

I forgot all about everything.”

“ Then, Nelly, all this disturbance has come be-

cause you could not govern yourself and wait for the

proper time to enjoy your book.”

“Yes, mamma,” said Nelly mournfully.

“Well, I shall not take away your book, Nelly.

You have been enough punished by the trouble you

see you have made
;
but I shall expect you to learn

something by all this. There are people who don’t

care much about little plain every-day duties, who are

all the while trying to do something great or distin-

guished. They make a great deal of fuss and trouble

in the world, just as you did in the house last night,

but they don’t accomplish anything worth doing.

Now, Nelly, it would have been more heroic in you to

have put your book away and gone quietly to bed when

that was your duty, than to have defended the house.

People who do great and heroic things are not

people who neglect little duties and go about looking

for adventures ,
they are people who are always steady

in doing the duty that lies next them. Your duty

last night was to go to bed and go to sleep at eight

o’clock, and leave me to take care of the house.

Now I trust, Nelly, you will remember this.”

“ Indeed, I will, dear mamma,” said Nelly. And

Nelly kept her word and grew up to be a strong,

good woman.
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A WINTER MOON-RISE.

By Mary Densel.

I
WONDER if any of my readers who live in

Boston have ever seen— but no, it’s not likely

they would have noticed the particular coupe of

which I am thinking, though it is somewhat peculiar,

having a bunch of poppies and dandelions painted

on each door. This specimen of high art was the

brilliant idea of the footman, and the poppies are no

redder than his hair, and the dandelions scarcely

yellower than his face, by reason of its multitude of

freckles.

He is the spryest footman you ever beheld
;
and •

the air with which he leaps from his box when the

coupe stops, and the flourishes with which he hands

out a gray-haired lady and a younger woman, and

the paternal benignity with which, when they have

gone into a store, he lingers to protect a two-years-

old baby, are most edifying.

Sometimes the baby insists on being taken out of

the carriage, and then you should see this footman

swell out his chest, and strut up and down behind

her, as proud as a peacock, and as fierce as a bull-

dog. In his eyes there never was such an infant

;

there never was such a woman as its young mother,

with the exception of his mistress, the gray-haired

lady. Without her he could scarcely believe the sun

could rise or set. And this is how it all came to

pass.

One morning some thirty years ago, Miss Maria

Campbell was standing at her parlor window, look-

ing gloomily into the street. It was a dark day, but

there must have been clouds besides those in the sky

to make such a frown between Miss Maria’s eyes.

Miss Maria had had a deal of sorrow, but alas!

instead of its making her more gentle and full of

sympathy for other people, as the dear God means

all grief to make us, it had soured her temper and

sharpened her tongue.

“ The world is made up of cheats,” she had said

bitterly to her lawyer, when the great Campbell estate

was settled. “ Of cheats and of ungrateful beggars.

I’ve tried being charitable, and small thanks did I

ever get for my pains. So I’ll keep my money to

myself hereafter, I promise you.”

She had been true to her word, so it was a wonder
that kindly little Miss Thatcher had dared send her
a note this very morning, asking aid for a poor woman
with six fatherless children.

“ Not a penny! Not a single penny! ” Miss Maria
was repeating to herself, as she stood this morning,
looking into the cheerless street.

All of a sudden it seemed as if the sun glinted

from behind the leaden clouds. Was it shining—
yes ? no ? Why, was there ever such a red head as.

that on the shoulders of a small boy opposite, who
was busily engaged in spelling out the words on a.

yellow poster on the fence ?

GILL AND McGILVERY’S

GRAND PANORAMA
OF THE BURNING OF MOSCOW.

Flames Darting! The Crash of Falling Buildings r

Startling Scenic Effects ! !

MAMMOTH MACHINERY! ETC., ETC., ETC.

The boy was tracing out the letters with one dirty

forefinger, and the more he read the broader grew

the grin on his freckled face.

Miss Campbell found herself actually interested,

so eager did he look. All at once the urchin turned

and saw her. Before the prim spinster could catch

her breath, he had screwed up one eye in a sort of

ecstatic wink, and, pointing at the placard, began

nodding at her till it seemed as if his neck would

break.

“ The impudence of it !
” exclaimed Miss Maria,

standing as stiff as a stake, and scowling with all her

might.

Not a whit abashed, the boy went on pointing and

nodding as briskly as ever.

44
I’ll give the impertinent monkey a piece of my

mind,” cried Miss Maria, much excited.

She threw open the window with a jerk.
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“Are you going to that show?” demanded she

severely.

“ Eh ?
” said the youth, springing across the street,

and threatening to skewer himself on one of the rails

of Miss Maria’s iron fence.

“ Are you going to that show ?
” icily.

“ Bless you ! no,” exclaimed the youth. “ Be you ?
”

Miss Maria gave a little scream. The idea of a

ragamuffin like that “blessing” her!

“ Going ? ” repeated the boy. “ That looks like it,

I should say.”

He thrust his hands into his trousers pockets, and

brought ten fingers into bold relief through ten holes

at the bottoms of them.

He laughed out such a broad, healthy laugh, and

gazed up with such twinkling eyes, that the corners

of Miss Maria’s grim mouth twitched in spite of

herself.

“I suppose you wouldn’t think it beneath you to

accept twenty-five cents from any one who was foolish

enough to give them to you,” she remarked sarcas-

tically.

“ Law ! I could get into the gallery with ten,”

answered the boy.

“ Here are the ten.”

I’ve no wonder you open your eyes in astonishment.

Miss Campbell was just as much amazed at herself.

She even opened her lips to call the lad back, but he

had dashed up the street and disappeared with his prize.

The rain began to pour and the wind to howl.

Miss Maria spent half the day in writing a crushing

letter to a spendthrift cousin who had “ made bold

to inquire if a loan of a few dollars could,” etc.
;
and

the other half in grumbling at the wickedness of the

world in general.

“ And now the rain has turned to snow,” she mut-

tered at nightfall, “ and there’ll be more shiftless

paupers than ever preying on the thrifty rich for

shoes and clothing.”

No wonder that Miss Maria did not sleep very

well that night, and that her light morning nap left

her ears open enough to hear a scraping noise out-

side her dwelling about seven o’clock. What did

that mean ? Miss Campbell peeped out.

If there was not that identical red-headed boy

shovelling snow as if for dear life. He worked with

a will, for half the long sidewalk was clear by the

time Miss Maria had put on her wrapper and

descended to inquire into the unpardonable liberty

he had taken.

“ Who gave you leave to shovel my walk ? ” asked

she, framing her tall figure in the doorway.

The boy paused.

“ Why, nobody didn’t tell me. You give me ten

cents, and, says I, ‘I’ll be square with her,’ so I done
this job. I say, the panoramy was first-rate. Wisht
you’d been there. It would have jest taken you off

your feet to see the houses a-falling and the ingines

running and the ‘ melodium ’ a-playing. Law !

”

Language quite failed to express last night’s rap-

tures, so merely adding, “ I’m obliged to you for

the cash
;

I be, honest,” the boy fell to work once

more.

“ I declare, that boy is grateful,” meditated Miss

Maria in amaze.

She retreated into the house, but was drawn in

spite of herself to the window. She began to wonder

*if the child were not cold, his jacket was so thin, and

his neck so long and bare.

“I’ll give him a comforter.”

She climbed the stairs to the attic, and rummaged
hastily in the camphor chest.

She was in quite a glow when she came down, and

somehow, the warmth seemed to have reached her

heart. She beckoned to the lad.

“ Would you like this ?
”

The blue eyes glistened. Then he struck an at-

titude.

“ See here, I’ll make a trade with you,” said he

confidentially; “do you run a furnagel Give me
leave to rake down yer yashes

,
and I’ll call it even.”

Miss Campbell drew herself up.

“ I make no bargains — ” she began, but the boy

interrupted her.

“ Come now, fight fair,” said he pleadingly. “ You’d

take me for a second cousin to a giraffe if you

looked at my neck, and it’s whistling cold. But I

won’t wear your scarf unless you let me rake yer

yashes . I’m obliged to yer all the same,” he added

wistfully.

Miss Maria paused. “ Then you may rake my

ashes,” said she solemnly. “ What is your name?”

The lad produced a soiled green card from his

pocket, and held it out. On it was printed—
Jacob Moon.

Ragpicker. Premium given for old iron. Inquire at

No io, Cat Alley.

“ That’s me,” said he, “ and that’s my business.
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I cleared up Henry Walker’s back yard, and he done

a hundred of them tickets for me. I give ’em to my
friends. Will you take one?”

“ No, I thank you,” said Miss Maria freezingly.

“ You may go below and rake the ashes. Mind you

do it thoroughly.”

She could hear him raking all the time she was at

breakfast.

“ Which shows,” thought Miss Maria, “how faith-

less Bridget has been. I’ll have

that boy come daily.”

So she did, and as time passed,

he stayed longer each day. There

were errands to be done
;
there was

kindling to be split
;

there was

wood to be piled. Why not let him

scour the knives ? The rising Moon
fairly beamed with delight at that

suggestion. He found a grindstone

to sharpen them, into the bargain.

“ And if you’d just let me have a

pull at that silver tea-pot I see in

your dining-room,” insinuated he.

“ Here is some rouge,” said Miss

Maria, but she watched him as a

cat watches a mouse, for her ances-

tral silver was the pride of Miss

Campbell’s heart

Jacob Moon was surely a rare

soul. He handled the tea-pot most

tenderly, but it shone like the morn-

ing before he put it down.
“ You 'seem to enjoy work,” said

Miss Maria approvingly.

“There’s some folks I’ll work

for,” answered Jacob soberly. “ You
give me a ticket to that panoramy,

and I like you first-rate.”

Miss Campbell’s heart gave a

quick throb at the compliment,

however rudely expressed.

Here was some one who was

not only thankful for favors, but

who really liked her. And Miss

Maria was so lonely !

“Jacob Moon,” said she, “would you like to come

and serve me for a dollar a week ?
”

“ Law !
” cried Jacob, “ do you really mean it ? for

if you do, I’m the chap.”

So Miss Maria Campbell and Jacob Moon entered

into a weighty compact, and over Jacob came a sud-

den and almost miraculous change. His vivacity,

which might have been called pertness, vanished. His
bearing took on an almost ponderous dignity. Had
Miss Campbell been a duchess, her lackey could not

have been grander in his mannerettes, so to speak.

In the first of his service, several of the youthful

inhabitants of Cat alley had taken it upon them-

selves to haunt Miss Campbell’s back gate, or oc-

casionally even went so far as to flatten their noses

against the kitchen windows with a “ Hi, Jacob !” or

a shrill whoop which pierced Miss Maria’s ears.

But this was speedily stopped. What Mr. Moon

said to his former compeers when he sallied majes-

JACOB LOOKED UP APPEALINGLY.
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tically forth and addressed them, history does not

relate; but not so much as an eyelash did one of

them show in the neighborhood again.

Once in a while Jacob visited his friends in Cat

alley, and it was clearly understood that the days of

his appearance in that vicinity were considered by

them quite equal to Fourth of July or Washing-

ton’s Birthday. He always returned a trifle more

pompous than before, and waited on table (he

had been promoted to that dignity) with the air of

a courtier.

It was quite late one night some six months after

Jacob had come to his new home, that Miss Camp-

bell returned from a concert. Usually she did not

need to ring her door-bell, for Jacob’s hand had

flung the door open before she reached the top of

her steps. No matter how tardy she might be, there

was always the freckled face, lighted up with a wel-

come.

Miss Maria would never have believed six months

before, that she could have so missed the visage of a

red-headed servant. It was Bridget who came when

she had rung twice, and to Miss Maria’s hasty—
“ Where is Jacob ? ” Bridget responded :

“ He went out the first of the evening, ma’am,

and not a hair of him have I seen since, and it’s go-

ing on ten o’clock.”

Eleven— twelve o’clock, and still no Jacob.

Miss Campbell went to bed in great anxiety.

No Jacob to wait on the breakfast-table! Miss

Maria grew alarmed.

“ I shall go myself to Cat alley and see if evil

has befallen the child,” said she.

“Why, there he is, ma’am, coming in the gate,”

cried Bridget.

There he was indeed, with a very sober face, and

carrying in his arms what seemed to be a bundle of

rags — or else an old bedquilt— or— could it be—
“ What have you there ? ” demanded Miss Camp-

bell.

Into the kitchen Jacob Moon crept. All his

pompousness had vanished. He crouched down by the

stove, and opened the bundle of rags. A tiny baby
— that was what Miss Campbell saw. A little red,

wrinkled, mummy-like baby some three days old.

Jacob looked up appealingly.

“ It’s own niece to me,” said he, “ my sister’s babby,

and my sister she died last night. And there ain’t a

living soul to see to this young one. And O, Miss

Maria, I thought as maybe you’d let her have a box

to sleep in, along with the kittens, and my wages will

feed her hearty.”

“ Along with the kittens !
” replied Miss Campbell.

“ Jacob Moon, are you a heathen ?
”

“Law, mum, she’s more likely to be a heathen

fetched up in Cat alley, nor she would be here with

the kits.”

Miss Campbell stooped over the baby. A little

soft, aimless hand hit her cheek. Miss Maria’s face

flushed crimson. She caught the baby from Jacob

and marched off into the parlor. From thence she

issued her orders

:

“Bring warm milk! ‘Along with the kittens’ in-

deed ! Let me see you hurry, Bridget ! Warm milk

immediately !

”

Oh ! the feeling of that downy head on her arm

!

Oh ! the touch of those morsels of hands ! A sort

of fierce frenzy sprang up in this childless woman’s

heart— a wild desire to keep this baby, and to love

this baby, and to have this baby love her. To snatch

her away from Cat alley with its vice and dirt. To
make a sweet, pure lady of her.

“Better, more gentle than I am,” thought Miss

Maria humbly.
“ Is there no one to take care of your niece,

Jacob ?
” asked she.

“ Not a one, mum. Its pa’s dead, and its ma’s

dead, and O, Miss Maria, do keep her— never will I

let on I’m a relation.”

“ I have wanted some one I could— said Miss

Maria in rather an ashamed way. “ As for you,

Jacob— ”

“ Law !
” cried that worthy, quite mistaking her

meaning, “of course I’m nobody. But oh ! I’ll wait

on yer day and night, if— ”

“ Go into the kitchen,” said Miss Maria sternly,

and the crest-fallen Moon slunk out.

It was too late to send back the baby to-day.

Miss Campbell found an excuse for keeping her to-

morrow. The next day too for that matter. Then

she decided she must have some clothes made. That

took nearly a month. At the end of that time, no

torture would have made Miss Campbell send the,

scrap back to Cat alley.

“ She shall be brought up. as my own,” said she

decidedly, “and her name shall be Alice Campbell.”

“ Law !
” said Jacob, and that was all.

It may have been Law, it certainly was Gospel, the

deed Miss Campbell had done. If you could only

have seen the change that came over that big, dreary
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house. There was a smart nurse, in a wonderful cap,

always running up and down stairs. There was a

great commotion every day, when the baby went out

to take an airing. Miss Maria was so very, very

busy that she quite forgot to frown. Indeed those

two soft little hands patted every wrinkle out of the

stern face.

Then as Alice grew older, all the children in the

/UN

“ What do I care for their thanks !
” cried Miss

Maria.

Mr. Rand smiled, and a hot flush spread over Miss
Campbell’s face.

“ I’m not the woman I was five years ago, before

Jacob brought me my little Alice,” said she gently.

Oh, how big Miss Maria’s heart grew ! Year after

year flew, and happier and more loving was she. As
for Alice, no daughter was ever nearer a mother’s
heart; and when she married, and her baby, the lit-

tle Maria, came, surely there was no home in the wide
world more blessed than Miss Campbell’s.

And did Alice ever know that the good Jacob who

JACOB’S ASPECT WAS MOST IMPOSING.

street came flocking in to play with her. They
swarmed up into Miss Maria’s lap just as if they had

a right there, which indeed they had. Sometimes as

many as seven would come at a time to “ spend the

afternoon,” and at nightfall Jacob would pilot them

all home.

It was not only the well-dressed little children who
came. Miss Maria coaxed more than one little rag-

ged girl and boy into her house, and she gave them

cookies to eat, so you may be sure they didn’t need

much coaxing the next time.

“ But I reckon they don’t thank you any too much

for your pains,” said Mr. Rand, Miss Campbell’s

lawyer, who happened to be at her house one day.

had watched and waited on her all these years, was

more than a mere servant to her ? I suspect that

she did. Then why did she not help him rise to a

more exalted position ?

A more exalted position ! What ! from being Miss

Campbell’s footman help him to be a mere— gentle-

man ? Perish the thought ! You might as well

suggest that a church steeple should rise to the level

of a cottage chimney !

There was no fine gentleman, I do assure you, who

held his head half so high as did Jacob on this very

morning.

For, as it chanced, Miss Maria had come into

Alice’s room with a bunch of roses in her hand.



She gave one to baby “ Mia ” to play with, and put

the rest into a vase.

“ It may seem absurd, and perhaps sentimental,

Alice,” said she with a little embarrassed laugh,

“but I bought the roses because it is just thirty

years to-day since Jacob shovelled my sidewalk for

me. I was a hard woman then, my dear, and very

lonely. See, now God has given me you and your

husband and Mia, and through the gratitude of one

ragged boy has made me learn how much of love

,

and goodness there is in the world. Oh, what if

Jacob had run off with that ten cents, and had never

come back !

”

Then the Moon himself rose above the horizon,

his hair as red as ever, his face serene though

freckled. He was gorgeous in a brand-new livery—
brown, with gilt buttons. His aspect was most impos-

ing. He spoke in a deep and somewhat awful bass

voice.

“ The carriage waits, ma’am,” said he.
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THE CHRISTMAS MONKS.

By Mary E. Wilkins.

ALL children have wondered unceasingly from

their very first Christmas up to their very

last Christmas, where the Christmas presents come

from. It is very easy to say that Santa Claus

brought them. All well regulated people know that,

of course
;
about the reindeer, and the sledge, and

the pack crammed with toys, the chimney, and all

the rest of it— that is all true, of course, and every-

body knows about it
;
but that is not the question

which puzzles. What children want to know is, where

do these Christmas presents come from in the first

place ? Where does Santa Claus get them ? Well

the answer to that is, In the garden of the Christmas

Monks . This has not been known until very lately

;

that is, it has not been known till very lately except

in the immediate vicinity of the Christmas Monks.

There, of course, it has been known for ages. It is

rather an out-of-the-way place
;
and that accounts for

our never hearing of it before.

The Convent of the Christmas Monks is a most

charmingly picturesque pile of old buildings
;
there

are towers and turrets, and peaked roofs and arches,

and everything which could possibly be thought of in

the architectural line, to make a convent picturesque.

It is built of graystone; but it is only once in a while

that you can see the graystone, for the walls are

almost completely covered with mistletoe and ivy and

evergreen. There are the most delicious little arched

windows with diamond panes peeping out from the

mistletoe and evergreen, and always at all times of

the year, a little Christmas wreath of ivy and holly-

berries is suspended in the centre of every window.

Over all the doors, which are likewise arched, are

Christmas garlands, and over the main entrance

Merry Christmas in evergreen letters.

The Christmas Monks are a jolly brethren
;

the

robes of their order are white, gilded with green gar-

lands, and they never are seen out at any time of

the year without Christmas wreaths on their heads.

Every morning they file in a long procession into the

chapel, to sing a Christmas carol
;
and every even-

ing they ring a Christmas chime on the convent bells.

They eat roast turkey and plum pudding and mince-

pie for dinner all the year round
;
and always carry

what is left in baskets trimmed with evergreen, to

the poor people. There are always wax candles

lighted and set in every window of the convent at

nightfall
;
and when the people in the country about

get uncommonly blue and down-hearted, they always

go for a cure to look at the Convent of the Christ-

mas Monks after the candles are lighted and the

chimes are ringing. It brings to mind things which

never fail to cheer them.

But the principal thing about the Convent of the
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Christmas Monks is the garden
;

for that is where

the Christmas presents grow. This garden extends

over a large number of acres, and is divided into

different departments, just as we divide our flower and

vegetable gardens
;
one bed for onions, one for cab-

bages, and one for phlox, and one for verbenas, etc.

Every spring the Christmas Monks go out to sow

the Christmas-present seeds after they have ploughed

the ground and made it all ready.

There is one enormous bed devoted to rocking-

horses. The rocking-horse seed is curious enough
;

just little bits of rocking-horses so small that they

can only be seen through a very, very powerful

microscope. The Monks drop these at quite a dis-

tance from each other, so that they will not interfere

while growing
;
then they cover them up neatly with

earth, and put up a sign-post with 44 Rocking-horses ”

on it in evergreen letters. Just so with the penny-

trumpet seed, and the toy-furniture seed, the skate-

seed, the sled-seed, and all the others.

Perhaps the prettiest, and most interesting part of

the garden, is that devoted to wax dolls. There are

other beds for the commoner dolls— for the rag dolls,

and the china dolls, and the rubber dolls, but of

course wax dolls would look much handsomer grow-

ing. Wax dolls have to be planted quite early in

the season
;

for they need a good start before the

sun is very high. The seeds are the loveliest bits of

microscopic dolls imaginable. The Monks sow them

pretty close together, and they begin to come up

by the middle of May. There is first just a little

glimmer of gold, or flaxen, or black, or brown, as

the case may be, above the soil. Then the snowy

foreheads appear, and the blue eyes, and black eyes,

and, later on, all those enchanting little heads are

out of the ground, and are nodding and winking and

smiling to each other the whole extent of the field

;

with their pinky cheeks and sparkling eyes and curly

hair there is nothing so pretty as these little wax

doll heads peeping out of the earth. Gradually, more

and more of them come to light, and finally by

Christmas they are all ready to gather. There they

stand, swaying to and fro, and dancing lightly on

their slender feet which are connected with the

ground, each by a tiny green stem
;

their dresses of

pink, or blue, or white— for their dresses grow with

them— flutter in the air. Just about the prettiest

sight in the world, is the bed of wax dolls in the gar-

den of the Christmas Monks at Christmas time.

Of course ever since this convent and garden were

established ( and that was so long ago that the wis-

est man can find no books about it) their glories

have attracted a vast deal of admiration and curiosity

from the young people in the surrounding country;

but as the garden is enclosed on all sides by an

immensely thick and high hedge, which no boy could

climb, or peep over, they could only judge of the gar-

den by the fruits which were parcelled out to them on
Christmas-day.

You can judge, then, of the sensation among the

young folks, and older ones, for that matter, when
one evening there appeared hung upon a conspicuous

place in the garden-hedge, a broad strip of white

cloth trimmed with evergreen and printed with the

following notice in evergreen letters :

“ Wanted :— By the Christmas Monks, twogood boys to assist

in garden work. Applicants will be examined by Fathers

Anselmus and Ambrose, in the convent refectory, on April ioth.”

This notice was hung out about five o’clock in the

evening, some time in the early part of February.

By noon, the street was so full of boys staring at it

with their mouths wide open, so as to see better, that

the king was obliged to send his bodyguard before

him to clear the way with brooms, when he wanted to

pass on his way from his chamber of state to his

palace.

There was not a boy in the country but looked

upon this position as the height of human felicity.

To work all the year in that wonderful garden, and
see those wonderful things growing ! and without

doubt any boy who worked there could have all the

toys he wanted, just as a boy who works in a candy-

shop always has all the candy he wants

!

But the great difficulty, of course, was about the

degree of goodness requisite to pass the examination.

The boys in this country were no worse than the boys

in other countries, but there were not many of them

that would not have done a little differently if he

had only known beforehand of the advertisement of

the Christmas Monks. However, they made the

most of the time remaining, and were so good all

over the kingdom that a very millennium seemed

dawning. The schoolteachers used their ferrules

for fire wood, and the king ordered all the birch-trees

cut down and exported, as he thought there would be

no more call for them in his own realm.

When the time for the examination drew near,

there were two boys whom every one thought would

obtain the situation, although some of the other boys
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had lingering hopes for themselves
;

if only the Monks

would examine them on the last six weeks, they

thought they might pass. Still all the older people

had decided in their minds that the Monks would

choose these two boys. One was the Prince, the

king’s oldest son
;
and the other was a poor boy

named Peter. The Prince was no better than the

other boys
;
indeed, to tell the truth, he was not so

good
;

in fact was the biggest rogue in the whole

country; but all the lords and the ladies, and all

the people who admired the lords and ladies, said

it was their solemn belief that the Prince was the

nesses for other people. He always studied his

lessons faithfully, and never ran away from school.

Peter was such a good boy, and so modest and

unsuspicious that he was good, that everybody loved

him. He had not the least idea that he could get

the place with the Christmas Monks, but the Prince

was sure of it.

When the examination day came all the boys from

far and near, with their hair neatly brushed and parted,

and dressed in their best clothes, flocked into the

convent. Many of their relatives and friends went

with them to witness the examination.

best boy in the whole

kingdom
;
and they were

prepared to give in their

testimony, one and all, to that effect to the Christmas

Monks.

Peter was really and truly such a good boy that

there was no excuse for saying he was not. His

father and mother were poor people; and Peter

worked every minute out of school hours, to help

them along. Then he had a sweet little crippled

sister whom he was never tired of caring for. Then,

too, he contrived to find time to do lots of little kind-

The refectory of the convent where they assembled,

was a very large hall with a delicious smell of roast

turkey and plum pudding in it. All the little boys

sniffed, and their mouths watered.

The two fathers who were to examine the boys

were perched up in a high pulpit so profusely

trimmed with evergreen that it looked like a bird’s

nest; they were remarkably pleasant-looking men,

and their eyes twinkled merrily under their Christ-

mas wreaths. Father Anselmus was a little the taller

of the two, and Father Ambrose was a little the

broader; and that was about all the difference between

them in .looks.
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The little boys all stood up in a row, their friends

stationed themselves in good places, and the examin-

ation began.

Then if one had been placed beside the entrance

to the convent, he would have seen one after another,

a crestfallen little boy with his arm lifted up and

crooked, and his face hidden in it, come out and walk

forlornly away. He had failed to pass.

The two fathers found out that this boy had

robbed bird’s nests, and this one stolen apples.

And one after another they walked disconsolately

away till there were only two boys left : the Prince

and Peter.

“ Now, your Highness,” said Father Anselmus, who

always took the lead in the questions, “ are you a

good boy ?
”

“O holy Father!” exclaimed all the people—
there were a good many fine folks from the court

present. “ He is such a good boy ! such a wonder-

ful boy ! we never knew him to do a wrong thing

in his sweet life.”

“ I don’t suppose he ever robbed a bird’s nest ?
”

said Father Ambrose a little doubtfully.

“ No, no !
” chorused the people.

“ Nor tormented a kitten ?
”

“ No, no, no !
” cried they all.

At last everybody being so confident that there

could be no reasonable fault found with the Prince,

he was pronounced competent to enter upon the

Monks’ service. Peter they knew a great deal about

before — indeed a glance at his face was enough to

satisfy any one of his goodness
;

for he did look

more like one of the boy angels in the altar-piece

than anything else. So after a few questions, they

accepted him also ;
and the people went home and

left the two boys with the Christmas Monks.

The next morning Peter was obliged to lay aside

his homespun coat, and the Prince his velvet tunic,

and both were dressed in some little white robes with

evergreen girdles like the Monks. Then the Prince

was set to sowing Noah’s Ark seed, and Peter picture-

book seed. Up and down they went scattering the

seed. Peter sang a little psalm to himself, but the

Prince grumbled because they had not given him

gold-watch or gem seed to plant instead of the toy

which he had outgrown long ago. By noon Peter

had planted all his picture-books, and fastened up

the card to mark them on the pole
;

but the Prince

had dawdled so his work was not half done.

“ We are going to have a trial with this boy,” said

the Monks to each other
;

“ we shall have to set !

him a penance at once, or we cannot manage him at

all.”

So the Prince had to go without his dinner, and
kneel on dried peas in the chapel all the afternoon.

The next day he finished his Noah’s Arks meekly;

but the next day he rebelled again and had to go the
,

whole length of the field where they planted jewsharps,

on his knees. And so it was about every other day

for the whole year.

One of the brothers had to be set apart in a medi-

tating cell to invent new penances; for they had

used up all on their list before the Prince had been

with them three months.

The Prince became dreadfully tired of his convent

life, and if he could have brought it about would

have run away. Peter, on the contrary, had never

been so happy in his life. He worked like a bee,

and the pleasure he took in seeing the lovely things

he had planted come up, was unbounded, and the

Christmas carols and chimes delighted his soul.

Then, too, he had never fared so well in his life.

He could never remember the time before when he

had been a whole week without being hungry. He
sent his wages every month to his parents

;
and he

never ceased to wonder at the discontent of the

Prince.

“ They grow so slow,” the Prince would say, wrink-

ling up his handsome forehead. “ I expected to

have a bushelful of new toys every month
;
and not

one have I had yet. And these stingy old Monks
say I can only have my usual Christmas share any-

way, nor can I pick them out myself. I never saw

such a stupid place to stay in in my life. I want to

have my velvet tunic on and go home to the palace

and ride on my white pony with the silver tail, and hear

them all tell me how charming I am.” Then the

Prince would crook his arm and put his head on it

and cry.

Peter pitied him, and tried to comfort him, but it

was not of much use, for the Prince got angry because

he was not discontented as well as himself.

Two weeks before ^Christmas everything in the

garden was nearly ready to be picked. Some few

things needed a little more December sun, but every-

thing looked perfect. Some of the Jack-in-the-boxes

would not pop out quite quick enough, and some of

the jumping-jacks were hardly as limber as they

might be as yet
;
that was all. As it was so near

Christmas the Monks were engaged in their holy
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exercises in the chapel for the greater part of the

time, and only went over the garden once a day to

see if everything was all right.

The Prince and Peter were obliged to be there all

the time. There was plenty of work for them to do

;

for once in a while something would blow over, and

then there were the penny-trumpets to keep in tune

;

and that was a vast sight of work.

One morning the Prince was at one end of the

let you out again; and I don’t know what the Monks
will say.”

“ Oh, I know !
” cried the little girl gayly. “ I’ll

stay out here in the garden. I can sleep in one of

those beautiful dolls’ cradles over there
;
and you

can bring me something to eat.”

“ But the Monks come out every morning to

look over the garden, and they’ll be sure to find

you,” said her brother, anxiously.

garden straightening up some wooden soldiers

which had toppled over, and Peter was in the wax
doll bed dusting the dolls. All of a sudden he

heard a sweet little voice :
“ O, Peter !

” He
thought at first one of the dolls was talking, but

they could not say anything but papa and mamma
;

and had the merest apologies for voices anyway.
“ Here I am, Peter !

” and there was a little pull

at his sleeve. There was his little sister. She

was not any taller than the dolls around her,

and looked uncommonly like the prettiest, pinkest-

cheeked, yellowest-haired ones; so it was no won-

der that Peter did not see her at first. She stood

there poising herself on her crutches, poor little

thing, and smiling lovingly up at Peter.

“Oh, you darling! ” cried Peter, catching her up
in his arms. “ How did you get in here ?

”

“ I stole in behind one of the Monks,” said she.

“I saw him going up the street past our house, and I

ran out and kept behind him all the way. When he

opened the gate I whisked in too, and then I fol-

lowed him into the garden. I’ve been here with the

dollies ever since.”

“ Well,” said poor Peter, “ I don’t see what I am
going to do with you, now you are here. I can’t
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“ No, I’ll hide ! O Peter, here is a place where

there isn’t any doll !

”

“ Yes
;
that doll didn’t come up.”

“Well, I’ll tell you what I’ll do! I’ll just stand

here in this place where the doll didn’t come up,

and nobody can tell the difference.”

“ Well, I don’t know but you can do that,” said

Peter, although he was still ill at ease. He was so

good a boy he was very much afraid of doing wrong.
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and offending his kind friends the Monks
;

at the

same time he could not help being glad to see

his dear little sister.

He smuggled some food out to her, and she

played merrily about him all day
;
and at night he

tucked her into one of the dolls’ cradles with lace

pillows and quilt of rose-colored silk.

The next morning when the Monks were going

the rounds, the father who inspected the wax doll

bed, was a bit nearsighted, and he never noticed

the difference between the dolls and Peter’s little

sister, who swung herself on her crutches, and looked

just as much like a wax doll as she possibly could.

So the two were delighted with the success of their

plan.

They went on thus for a few days, and Peter could

not help being happy with his darling little sister,

although at the same time he could not help worry-

ing for fear he was doing wrong.

Something else happened now, which made him
worry still more

;
the Prince ran away. He had been

watching for a long time for an opportunity to possess

himself of a certain long ladder made of twisted

evergreen ropes, which the Monks kept locked up'

in the toolhouse. Lately, by some oversight, the

toolhouse had been left unlocked one day, and the

Prince got the ladder. It was the latter part of the i

afternoon, and the Christmas Monks were all in the [

chapel practising Christmas carols. The Prince:

found a very large hamper, and picked as manyi

Christmas presents for himself as he could stuff into'
1

it; then he put the ladder against the high gate in

front of the convent, and climbed up, dragging the

hamper after him. When he reached the top of the

gate, which was quite broad, he sat down to rest for ,

a moment before pulling the ladder up so as to

drop it on the other side.

He gave his feet a little triumphant kick as he

looked back at his prison, and down slid the ever-

green ladder ! The Prince lost his balance, and

would inevitably have broken his neck if he had not

clung desperately to the hamper which hung over on

the convent side of the fence
;
and as it was just :

the same weight as the Prince, it kept him suspended

on the other.

He screamed with all the force of his royal lungs

;

was heard by a party of noblemen who were gallop-

ing up the street
;
was rescued, and carried in state

to the palace. But he was obliged to drop the ham- ,

per of presents, for with it all the ingenuity of the

noblemen could not rescue him as speedily as it was

necessary they should.

When the good Monks discovered the escape of

the Prince they were greatly grieved, for they had

tried their best to do well by him
;
and poor Peter

could with difficulty be comforted. He had been

very fond of the Prince, although the latter had done

little except torment him for the whole year
;
but

Peter had a way of being fond of folks.

A few days after the Prince ran away, and the day

before the one on which the Christmas presents were

to be gathered, the nearsighted father went out inta

the wax doll field again
;
but this time he had his

spectacles on, and could see just as well as any one,,

and even a little better. Peter’s little sister was

swinging herself on her crutches, in the place where

the wax doll did not come up, tipping her little face

up, and smiling just like the dolls around her.

“ Why, what is this !
” said the father. “ Hoc

credam ! I thought that wax doll did not come up..

Can my eyes deceive me ? non verum est

!

There is a.

doll there— and what a doll! on crutches, and m
poor, homely gear !

”

(
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Then the nearsighted father put out his hand
toward Peter’s little sister. She jumped— she could
not help it, and the holy father jumped too

;
the

Christmas wreath actually tumbled off his head.

“It is a miracle!” exclaimed he when he could
speak

;

“ the little girl is alive
! parra puella viva est.

I will pick her and take her to the brethren, and we
will pay her the honors she is entitled to.”

Then the good father put on his Christmas wreath,

for he dared not venture before his abbot without it,

picked up Peter’s little sister, who was trembling in

all her little bones, and carried her into the chapel,

where the Monks were just assembling to sing

another carol. He went right up to the Christmas
abbot, who was seated in a splendid chair, and
looked like a king.

“ Most holy abbot,” said the nearsighted father,

holding out Peter’s little sister, “ behold a miracle,

I vide miraculum! Thou wilt remember that there

was one wax doll planted which did not come up.

Behold, in her place I have found this doll on
crutches, which is— alive !

”

“Let me see her!” said the abbot; and all the

other Monks crowded around, opening their mouths

just like the little boys around the notice, in order to

see better.

“ Verum est,” said the abbot. “It is verily a

miracle.”

“ Rather a lame miracle,” said the brother who
had charge of the funny picture-books and the toy

monkeys
;

they rather threw his mind off its level

of sobriety, and he was apt to make frivolous

speeches unbecoming a monk.

The abbot gave him a reproving glance, and the

brother, who was the leach of the convent, came

forward. “ Let me look at the miracle, most holy

abbot,” said he. He took up Peter’s sister, and looked

carefully at the small, twisted ankle. “ I think I can

cure this with my herbs and simples,” said he.

“But I don’t know,” said the abbot doubtfully.

“ I never heard of curing a miracle.”*

“ If it is not lawful, my humble power will not

suffice to cure it,” said the father who was the leach.

“ True,” said the abbot; “take her, then, and exer-

cise thy healing art upon her, and we will go on with

our Christmas devotions, for which we should now

feel all the more zeal.”

So the father took away Peter’s little sister, who

was still too frightened to speak.

The Christmas Monk was a wonderful doctor, for

by Christmas eve the little girl was completely
cured of her lameness. This may seem incredible,
but it was owing in great part to the herbs and sim-
ples, which are of a species that our doctors have
no knowledge of; and also to a wonderful lotion
which has never been advertised on our fences.

Peter of course heard the talk about the miracle,
and knew at once what it meant. He was almost
heartbroken to think he was deceiving the Monks so,
but at the same time he did not dare to confess the
truth for fear they would put a penance upon his
sister, and he could not bear to think of her having
to kneel upon dried peas.

He worked hard picking Christmas presents, and
hid his unhappiness as best he could. On Christmas
eve he was called into the chapel. The Christmas
Monks were all assembled there. The walls were
covered with green garlands and boughs and sprays

of holly berries, and branches of wax lights were

gleaming brightly amongst them. The altar and the

picture of the Blessed Child behind it were so bright

as to almost dazzle one
;
and right up in the midst

of it, in a lovely white dress, all wreaths and jewels,

in a little chair with a canopy woven of green branches

over it, sat Peter’s little sister.

And there were all the Christmas Monks in their
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white robes and wreaths, going up in a long proces-

sion, with their hands full of the very showiest

Christmas presents to offer them to her

!

But when they reached her and held out the lovely

presents— the first was an enchanting wax doll,

the biggest beauty in the whole garden — instead of

reaching out her hands for them, she just drew back,

and said in her little sweet, piping voice :
“ Please, I

ain't a millacle, I'm only Peter’s little sister."

“Peter?" said the abbot
;

“ the Peter who works

in our garden ?

"

“ Yes," said the little sister.

Now here was a fine opportunity for a whole con-

vent full of monks to look foolish — filing up in

procession with their hands full of gifts to offer to a

miracle, and finding there was no miracle, but only

Peter’s little sister.

But the abbot of the Christmas Monks had always

maintained that there were two ways of looking at

all things; if any object was not what you wanted it

to be in one light, that there was another light in

which it would be sure to meet your views.

So now he brought this philosophy to bear.

“This little girl did not come up in the place of

the wax doll, and she is not a miracle in that light,"

said he
;
“but look at her in another light and she is

a miracle— do you not see ?
"

They all looked at her, the darling little girl, the

very meaning and sweetness of all Christmas in her

loving, trusting, innocent face.

“Yes," said all the Christmas Mohks, “she is a

miracle." And they all laid their beautiful Christmas

presents down before her.

Peter was so delighted he hardly knew himself;

and, oh ! the joy there was when he led his little sis-

ter home on Christmas-day, and showed all the

wonderful presents.

The Christmas Monks always retained Peter in

their employ— in fact he is in their employ to this

day. And his parents, and his little lister who was

entirely cured of her lameness, have never wanted for

anything.

As for the Prince, the courtiers were never tired of

discussing and admiring his wonderful knowledge of

physics which led to his adjusting the weight of the

hamper of Christmas presents to his own so nicely

that he could not fall. The Prince liked the talk

and the admiration well enough, but he could not

help, also, being a little glum
;
for he got no Christmas

presents that year.

SPEAKING DISTINCTLY.

By Louis Hall.

A VERY long time ago, when all the grandfathers

were little boys, they were taught to pronounce

words correctly and distinctly. When these boys

( they were not grandfathers then ) had anything to

say, everybody understood them.

This habit is still useful in singing, reading, and

speaking. But the best singers have adopted other

styles. Some old-fashioned people like to hear and

understand the words as well as the music
;
but it is

not now considered necessary. There is always a

delightful uncertainty about the language great singers

are using, which keeps up an interest in the perform-

ance to the last. It may be Italian, or any other

tongue with which the hearer is unacquainted. It is

certain, however, to be the latest method invented,

and no critic will * isk his reputation by suggesting

improvements. In speaking, a distinct utterance is

of more importance. A speaker is more enjoyable

if you know what he is talking about.

It is possible that enunciation may become one of

the lost arts unless some tonic for the vocal organs

is discovered. At present no patent-reflecting, double-

action ear-trumpet could separate all the sounds we

hear, so as to convey an intelligible idea to an ordinary

intellect. Even if they could be made powerful

enough, the expense of providing a whole nation with

these instruments might equal that of the civil war,

and prove a disadvantage.

The origin of this trouble is a mystery. Our boys

and girls seem able to articulate perfectly, but they

slide over the last letters, or drop them entirely, and

let all the words run together and tumble over each
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other If you stick a long pin into a boy he will say

“oh!” distinctly and naturally; but ask him if he

has seen an elephant pass with a shawl and umbrella

strapped to his trunk, and he will say “ Nerhewentby

whilelwasatdinner.” Then you don’t know whether

he walked around the beast, or never heard of him.

Teachers should encourage the study of languages;

but the main object should be to prevent the English

from being made over into Chocktaw, or Chinese,

and cause such a confusion of tongues and stagnation

of business as once occurred in the thriving town of

Babel.

If some future President who is now growing up,

should dismiss an office seeker with a reply like this:

“ Nersirthereisnovacancyandneverwillbe,” the unfor-

tunate man would not know it was a refusal. He
would linger in the capital of the nation, living on

hope, and daily expecting an appointment to Tartary,

or Timbuctoo
;

growing thinner and thinner from

anxiety until he vanished altogether. The loss of

one office seeker would not be a public calamity, of

course
;
but the principle is wrong.

One reason for this habit of speaking may be that

we live in a fast age. Railway conductors run their

syllables together like a string of cars, never thinking

that those who do not travel all the time cannot catch

flying sounds as easily as those who live at the rate

of thirty miles an hour. I never heard a boy mention

it, but I don’t see how anything so absurd escaped

the notice of every boy.

Little Milly caught the conductor’s words, and

repeated them until I began to wonder if any one

knew what he was talking about.

“ Halloo, Griggs,” said Milly, as we stopped at

Willow Bridge
;

“ did he stop the cars just to speak to

that man ?
” At Walnut Hill the conductor shrieked,

“ What a hill !
” as though he saw it for the first

time. College Hill was “ Molly Gill,” or “ Powder

Mill,” or “ Rowdy Bill.” It might have been either,

and we should have kept on to the end of the road,

and back again, if we had trusted to our ears only.

I have heard Boylston pronounced like “ Boys alone !

”

and Cottage Farms like “ Gordon’s Barns.” It is of

no consequence if you know your way
,
but if the name

of the next station in large letters could be shown in

each car, it would save the nerves of strangers.

We all know the indescribable cries of the street-

venders, from the time of “ Three muck-reel far a

quarter!” to “Bandanas, Straw-brees, Pi-app-ulls,

and Konk-ud grapes.” One intensely hot day I heard

a man on a side street crying at intervals, “ Mercy
sake alive !

” But he was only retailing some com-
modity. One day you hear a man calling “ Old gold
and cardboard !

” who carries charcoal and hard wood.
The next it sounds like “ Stackpole and Hapgood,” an
original way of advertising a new firm. You can never
be sure what merchandise is passing the door unless you
see it. A Sioux war-whoop would be as easily under-

stood and not more startling. But it is certainly true

that speech can be pleasing. Invalids and the blind

notice the difference in speaking very quickly. I know
a girl who likes to be a girl, although she is really a

young lady. She is not beautiful, or very accomplished,

but always seems to become the centre of a circle. She
is delightful. From her delicate straight black brows

and dainty dress, to her firm light step, everything is

as clearly defined as her charming speech. Rosalthe,

in the fairy tale, dropping pearls and roses from her

lips, could hardly be more attractive than this silver

throated speaker, whose words are music.

This accomplishment she owes to a deaf grand-

mother, assisted by a judicious mother, who enforced

the rules against screaming, as well as those in favor

of careful enunciation. The plan is successful enough

to encourage others
;
and probably the same result

might be attained in families unprovided with a deaf

grandmother.

There is no doubt, even in this age of doubt, when

we are not allowed to believe in William Tell, and

other heroes of our childish days, that the original

use of language was to be understood. Then why

speak and read so carelessly that a sentence sounds

like an Indian name as long as a hoehandle ?

The family who can claim one good reader is

fortunate. They enjoy the same books, and grow

towards each other, instead of apart. The cheery

home readings will be remembered by all when

home is far away. To read pleasantly and intelli-

gibly, is an accomplishment quite as desirable as

to play tolerably well, and would not require half

the time that is spent at the piano, and none of

the nerve-rasping sounds which are associated with

daily practise, and supposed to be the fault of these

innocent instruments.

Something is evidently wrong either at home or

in school. There should be a remedy for every

point of failure ; but where are the three wise men

who will lay their heads together and discover it,

or the three wise women who will rise up and test

its efficacy ?



GRANNY.
(A True Story.)

By Mrs. Kate Upson Clark.

S
HOO, shoo there ! Ah, worse luck to yez ! An’

it’s peckin’ me tomatties ye’d be afther, is it?

Be off wid ye, the whole botherin’ Granny’s lot of ye !

”

And Mrs. Bridget O’Toole shook a dilapidated broom

fiercely at Granny’s innocent-looking flock of hens,

and drove them into the little enclosure where they

belonged.

Then she leaned against the side of the house to

get her breath, looking at her neat garden and heap-

ing bad opinions upon the marauders who would like

nothing better than to destroy it.

“ Ah !
” she continued sagely, wagging her head,

“ a quare world it is, and a quare family is the

O’Tooles !
” With this, her favorite bit of generali-

zation, Mrs. O’Toole went back to her kitchen; but

she knew very well that, “ quare ” as the O’Tooles

were, many of their more pretentious neighbors in

the village a mile away, might be improved by imita-

ting some of the qualities of that humble family.

Granny’s hens were indeed a great trial to her

daughter-in-law
;
but so wonderfully did they thrive

and multiply under Granny’s watchful care, that they

were a source of considerable revenue to that dear

old lady
;
and when Bridget would lose her patience

Granny would hear her out, and then say with the

slyest of winks, and the mellowest of brogues, “ But

I notice that ye liked the dress purty well, Bridget,

me dear, that I bought ye with me egg-money, an’ ye

all seem to relish a roast of thim.”

Which was true, and no doubt the reasons why
the O’Tooles were so completely dominated by

Granny’s hens, that even the daily breakfast had

come to consist, out of deference to them, almost

invariably of “ hasty pudding,” a dish relished alike

by both parties
;
and when the family had withdrawn

from the table, Granny, beaming and clucking, would

make her way out to her pets with the abundant

residue

:

“Ah, Speckle, me darlint, an’ where was ye the

night ? Bridget ’ll have the head off ye for spindin’

ye time in her garden ! An’ Rid Top, ye old rascal

!

were ye at the tomatties the day? Ye Greedy! give

ye chillern some, an’ git along wid ye ! An’ ye little

yeller beauties ! to think o’ so many o’ ye gettin’ out

o’ ye shells so foine an’ hearty !

”

The serving up of the family breakfast earlier was

almost as interesting as Granny’s administration of

the remainder to the hens. Mr. Dennis O’Toole,

her son, had inherited the politest of manners from

his father, who had been a butler in a great house

over in the old country, and he waited upon his fam-

ily with the utmost ceremony.
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“ All’ what will the Granny take for her breakfast ?
”

Mr. O’Toole was in the habit of inquiring, as though
the subject were a highly complicated one, and
admitted of a variety of answers. At the same time
he flourished his ladle, and regarded his mother with
a smile of deferential interest.

“ Mush an’ milk, af it plaze ye, Dennis me son,”

Granny would reply with her silvery brogue.
“ Biddy, me love ?

”

44 Mush an’ milk in coorse l
”

Biddy had little admiration for the grand ways of

her husband.
44 Terry, me boy, an’ how is it with ye the mornin’ ?

”

44 Mush an’ milk, sir, af ye plaze.”
44 An’ Norah honey, what will ye have?”
44 Mush an’ milk, sir, plaze ye.”

And so on until all were helped in due order.

But 44 moild ” as was the father, and 44
sinsible ” as

was the mother, it was to Granny’s lap the culprit

always fled who had just escaped from the scene of

some gay roguery
;
and it was into Granny’s ear that

they poured daily a recital of the trials and adventures

of each individual little O’Toole, which is saying a

good deal, for there were eight of them ! and when
the day was ended, and from the four quarters of the

globe the eight little O’Tooles came trooping in for

supper and bed, while Dennis rested by the fire, and

Bridget bustled more softly than usual about the room,

it was Granny’s silver voice which related to them some

marvellous story, giving them glimpses into beautiful

paradises outside their own poor, besmirched little

world. Sometimes the story would be of the exqui-

site fairy Erina, who waved a wand and a green

island rose from the depths and settled into the midst

of the sea,
44 the same bein’ called Ireland, me dears,

at the prisent day
;

” sometimes it was of the noble

giant Ap Tolladin, the founder of the kingly house

of O’Toole : but oftener the story was of the charming

and unfortunate Princess of Kilcannel, who, after

being hunted from her father’s kingdom, and treated

with exasperating cruelty— one feature of her torture

being an enforced existence for weeks at a time upon

a diet of toads and mushrooms— was finally rescued

and restored to her possessions by a brave and hand-

some knight, in whose society she enjoyed all man-

ner of blessings forever after. This story Granny

related to one child or another almost every day of her

life.

One afternoon when Terry was eight or ten years

old, he was trudging along the highway in a doleful

mood, because he could not go to school. A maiden
lady who kept house by herself in the village near
Terry’s home, had that day opened a “select school,”
and as there was no other in the place just then,
nearly all of Terry’s mates were going. Terry had
begged hard to be allowed to go too; but Dennis
had answered sadly

:

“Spade it as hard as I can, me boy, it’s little

enough we get to ate, let alone the lamin’.”
Terry knew that his father spoke the truth, so he

had quite given up the idea, and was plodding home-
ward from the village with a package of nails, where-
with to make coops for some of Granny’s expected
broods, when he suddenly met the teacher face to
face. Terry’s eyes filled with tears the minute.

44 What’s the matter, my boy?” asked the teacher,
who was odd, but kindly.

1 erry paused to sob a bit, for the sympathizing tone
had filled his heart full to overflowing

;
then added :

44 Nothin’ much, mum !

”

44 Tell me about it,” said the teacher peremptorily.
44 Nothin’ ”— with a great swallow of salt tears—

44 only— I can’t go to school.”
44 Do you keep hens ? ” inquired the teacher with

apparent irrelevance. She knew something about the

O’Tooles, and she did not keep hens herself.

Terry beamed all over with a vague sense of en-

couragement.
t4 Granny does.”
44 Well, bring me an egg a day, and you can come

to school.”

Terry went home hop-skip, sure of Granny’s help
;

and every day he carried an egg to school, and
learned far more than its worth, while Granny—
Granny was the happiest little Irish woman in the

world, to think that she could do something to make
a 44 gintleman ” of her pet.

Terry grew tall and strong very fast, and at sixteen

could do a man’s work, and earn almost a man’s

wages, and take care of his own schooling evenings.

Granny’s hens were housed now, thanks to Terry’s

skill, in a regular palace which stood on a knoll be-

hind the house, and was surrounded by a village of

ornamental coops. In fact a good many improve-

ments had been made all about the modest O’Toole

dwelling. This had originally consisted of two rooms

below and a 44
loft ” above, which was roughly par-

titioned into two dusky chambers.

Granny had always slept in a curtained little bed

in her own special corner of the western and larger
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room below, which served also for parlor, dining-room

and kitchen
;

but now an “ ell ” had been built on

one end of the little house, and the lower of the two

nice rooms thus added was fitted up by Terry for

Granny, and Granny alone
;

for the bond between

Terry and Granny, who had made a “gintleman ” of

him, waxed stronger year by year.

At a distance of only a few rods from the O’Toole

cottage, though somewhat below it, ran a broad deep

brook, a mild, inoffensive little stream in ordinary

weather, but quick to rise and overflow its banks

whenever a steady rain saturated the neighboring

hills. Still as a narrow meadow stretched a little

below and on the other side, there was usually plenty

of room for the water to spread, so that no damage

had ever come from it to the O’Tooles.

Shortly after their house had been repaired and

enlarged, however, and when they were beginning to

regard it as a more precious possession than ever be-

fore, an elm-tree of enormous size fell across the

broad brook just above the little meadow, and was

allowed to lie there
;
and more than once they had

thought seriously of possible danger from the great

bridge above, which was old and very rickety. If

the bridge should go down when the water was high,

and lodge against the tree and thus dam the stream,

the whole force of the current would be turned toward

their own little house
;
and though it had a little

meadow beyond it also, the worst results might fol-

low. To be sure the highway commissioners had

reported that a new bridge was needed at that place

;

but, as in most small villages, there was delay upon

delay, for the “ town fathers ” are slow to act in such

cases. What were the cosey O’Tooles to them, or

the small amount of travel over this particular by-

road, that they should build a new bridge before the

old one had actually tumbled down ?

One night after it had been raining hard for twenty-

four hours, the sunshiny stalwart young Terry came

in very wet, and looking uncommonly sober.

“ The old bridge is a-shakin’ like the ager,” he

said savagely.

Biddy began a sharp tirade about the “ select men,”

but Granny knitted silently away as usual. Terry

came and stood by her, and stroked her soft hair,

still a satiny brown.
“ If it’s to coom, it’ll coom, Terry, me boy,” she

said brightly. “ I belave everythin’s for the best,

an’ I’ll go to bed to-night as aisy as ever. Besides,”

smiling upon the pride of her heart, “ what a

stout boy is here to take care of the old Grannv !

”

Her reassuring words made Terry feel a great deal

calmer, and indeed it affected all of them comforta-

bly, for they relied much on Granny’s sweet wisdom,

believing her, in fact, to be under the special pro-

tection of the saints
;
and the family retired only a

little later than usual.

As the rain poured harder and harder on the root

above his head,

however, Terry

could not help get-

ting up and half-

dressing himself.

Then feeling a

trifle ashamed of

his fears, he threw

himself back upon

the bed, and lay

there listening.

Suddenly he

heard a distant

crackling noise,

and presently a

swish of water

different from the

steady dashing
and roar of a

moment before.

At that instant

there was a loud

knock at the door;

a man shouted

outside :

“One pier’s

gone from the

bridge! It’ll be

down in ten min-

utes ! Get over

your meadow to

high land, and be granny’s “hins.”

quick about it !

”

Terry woke his brothers and sisters, and sprang

down-stairs at a bound. His mother met him, dressing

as she spoke.

“ Here’s the babies,” she said, running back to the

bed and bringing the two youngest children to him.

With but a single blanket around them, he hurried

out of the house, and across the meadow.

Crack, crack, thud ! Into a whirlpool din of

waters went the bridge
;
and just as Terry, with his
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frightened little brothers and sisters at his heels,

reached “ high land,” they knew that the timbers had

reached the old elm, and that the stream was dammed
just as they had often foreboded

;
for it seemed as

though the whole Atlantic Ocean had been suddenly

let loose below and all about them. Ah ! the dear

cabin must go ! Terry turned in silence, to meet the

remainder of the family struggling up the knoll.

It was a chilly night in fall, and pitchy dark,

though it was the time of the full moon. Dennis had

caught up the lantern in his
v

terrified flight, and had

matches in his pockets, so that soon they were able

to see a little, and to count up the shivering little

group. Eight children, father and mother— so far, so

good
;
but where — why, where was Granny !

44 O father !
” cried Terry, 44 how could you leave

her asleep when you knew I had the babies ?
”

Dennis wrung his hands, and silently heaped male-

dictions upon his own head. The children wept and

howled, for how could they live without Granny?

And even Biddy broke into a high Irish lament.

Suddenly from the window which was toward them

of their little home, the window of Granny’s room,

beamed a light.

Granny was awake, then, and so far safe and sound.

They $aw her raise the curtain, saw her moving

about briskly and peering out, and then they all saw

her sit down beside the window. They could not see

her face, but they knew that it wore the same smile-

like calm as ever.

44 Take care of yeselves now,” said Terry, pulling

his hat down a little more firmly upon his head, and

turning toward the seething flood that covered the

acre and a half between him and the little house.

44 I’m off for Granny.”

Biddy threw her arms up with a shrill cry. She

was 44 shure he’d be did, stone-did, by the time he got

safe there !

”

But the children applauded. It seemed a simple

enough thing to them for Terry to wade over to the

house, and, though they had never heard the story of

the old Anchises, to bring Granny over on his

5 shoulders. They did not know that the water was

> already as deep in many places as Terry was high, and

i that if a piece of the solid old bridge timbers which

I
were whirling down stream one by one, should strike

him, that he would float away as dead as the timbers

themselves
;
and you may be sure Terry did not stop

to tell them.

He simply shut his teeth tight, and waded in. By

the light of the lantern they could see him out a little

way
;
then the darkness took him in, and there were

ten minutes of suspense, in which the howling of the
tempest, and the thunder of the waters, sounded more
terrible than ever; at least to Dennis and Bridget.

Then the wind brought them a faint “halloo!”
Next, in front of the light that streamed from Gran-
ny’s window, a dark figure was visible by Granny’s
side. Terry was safely over.

44 Oh, but he’ll never get the Granny safely across

there ! ” groaned Dennis. 44 A plague on me ould
rheumatism that I couldn’t go with the b’y.”

44
Terry’ll manage,” said little Norah shrewdly.

44 Terry’s as strong as a horse.”

But in her heart even Norah was anxious, and
they held their breaths, and shiveringly paced about
on the knoll. The little ones, wet, and cold, and
sleepy, at last began to cry vehemently, and to

demand dry clothes. Biddy tried to hush them
;
but

at last, feeling the babies shiver in her arms, she de-

cided to get them to the nearest neighbor’s, a mile on
to the north, put them to bed, and then return herself.

As she hurried away, she and they all heard from the

house the sound of rapid and vigorous pounding. In

a moment it had stopped. What was Terry doing ?

In fact, Terry was taking down the front door for a

raft. The water was already up to the doorstep,

and rising every instant. So while Granny, wrapped

up and ready for flight, with all the valuables that

she could carry fastened firmly to her clothes, sat

placidly in her chair crooning an old Irish song,

Terry with a few stout strokes had the door off, and

soon Granny was balancing on it out on the water

;

the clothes-line was wound around it, and over her

lap, with plenty of it in her hands to hold on by.

She had gathered together a pile of blankets and

clothing, and Terry heaped them up around her.

44 Ah, me hins ! ” groaned Granny tenderly.

44 Don’t ye belave, Terry dear, that one coop could

get on behint me here ?”

Terry, the boy that Granny had educated with
44 an egg a day,” couldn’t resist such an appeal as

that. He waded around to the hen-coops, securing

Granny’s craft meanwhile to a window casement,

brought back the best coop of hens, established it

as Granny had suggested— with a bend of the clothes-

line— and then he set out on the perilous return

voyage, pushing his unwieldy craft before him when

he could, pulling it by the clothes-line when he

couldn’t push it, and when he came to a deep
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place, swimming with it against his “upper” side.

The water grew deeper. Suddenly the lantern

unaccountably disappeared from the knoll— it had

gone with Bridget and the babies— and Terry had

no longer any idea whither they were tending. The

loud, steady rush of the broad river into which the

brook emptied in full view from the O’Toole cottage,

sounded ominously near.

Before ten minutes had passed, it seemed to Terry

as though he had been wading for a whole day, and

as though he might as well give it up altogether,

excepting for Granny’s courage and calmness.

“ Let the raft go, Terry, me boy !
” she had said,

observing his exhaustion, and pausing in telling a

story with which she was beguiling the way. “ The

old Granny has lived her day, an’ she’s ready to go.”

“Not without yer boy. Granny,” said Terry,

between hard breaths.

At that instant the dim star of light in the little

cabin which had been drifting very fast to the south

of them, went out, and their last beacon was gone.

They knew then— Granny as well as Terry— that

the water had crept in and overturned the little

stand on which they had left it burning. Even

Granny gave a long, quivering sigh. Terry tugged

and tugged. He could not speak, for not only was

he strained and tired, but he was very sick at heart.

Suddenly he felt that the rain was ceasing,

and at the same instant the clouds broke a little,

and it grew lighter. A knoll in the meadow scraped

the raft, and Terry sprang upon the small, but

precious Ararat, keeping tight hold of his swaying

charge meanwhile, and clinging to a stout young

tree which perhaps a kind, foreseeing Providence

had planted directly on top of the knoll.

Terry could almost have cried, great stout fellow

that he was, sitting there in the shallows on the

knoll, clinging to the tree, dripping wet from top

to toe, sore and tired to the last degree, his home
gone, and seeing nothing but a watery grave at last,

for the dear old Granny and himself, and the

precious “ hins.”

But the moon began just then to make its presence

known, and after a moment’s struggle with the flying

clouds, shone out clear, and full, and bright. The
tempest was evidently over, and Terry’s heart began

to come back to him.

“ Hooray, Granny !
” he cried with a crazy laugh.

“ Here we are ! We’ll sail a few steps further,

and if we can’t get on, we’ll come back here.

We can hold out here, if we can’t anywhere else.”

Granny’s teeth were chattering with the cold, but

she went on cheerfully with her discourse:

“ And thus it was with the beautiful princess.

‘Alack, me lord/ she said, with the tears streaming

down her purty cheeks, ‘ I’m no’ ungrateful to ye.

I’ll not forget how in the darkness an’ the storm ye

stood by me.’
”

“An’ I niver understood it so well before,” said

Terry, putting his face up close to the dear old

story-teller’s, to see just how she looked once more.

The wind blew her soft hair about her forehead,

but the blue eyes were shining underneath, and the

kind old lips were smiling as they had always smiled

on Terry ever since he could remember.

Again he shouted to his father, and this time he

heard a faint response
;
but it was far up the stream,

and as cloud after cloud blew by, and the wild moon
lighted up the scene more brilliantly, Terry could see

that the knoll on which they rested was on the high

bank of the wide, swift, lonely river itself, and that a

few steps further would have taken him far beyond

his depth, and have consigned both himself and

Granny to certain death.

Having now got his exact bearing, and the rain

having subsided, Terry struck out boldly for a shore.

The family came running along the bank to meet

him, and a great shout burst from all the shivering

group as Terry with his raft slowly made the land.

The hens were clucking, and the cocks were crow-

ing
;

the blankets and wraps had mostly fallen off in

the struggle with the waters, but Granny, with her

soft locks blowing, and the water dripping from her

soaked clothes, sat placid and unruffled amid the

tumult, though she was shaking with the cold, and

though she knew that they had lost everything.

“ An* it’s a foine moonlit sail the boy has given the

old Granny !
” she said with her own delightful

brogue. “ An’ it’s a foine house he’ll build us again.”

“ Ah, but I never could have got through it all,”

rejoined Terry, dropping exhausted, and covering her

thin smiling cheek with kisses, “ if every time I

could stop to listen, I hadn’t heard the dear voice, for

all the world as if we were sitting by the fireside

yonder, telling me the old brave story of the Princess

of Kilcannel.”

“ An’ she did that, did she ?
” cried Bridget admir-

ingly, who had just returned from escorting the little

ones to a place of safety. “Well, a quare world it is,

and a quare family is the O’Tooles !

”
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A MERCANTILE TRANSACTION.

By Byron A. Brooks.

did I prize the little beauty. There is something in

a gold or silver coin which naturally impresses a child

that it is a thing of value as well as of beauty
;
a

something which its paper representative does not

possess. My gold dollar though no larger than the

little three-cent piece, was worth a hundred cents— a

mysterious quality which I could not quite understand.

But it lacked one thing
;

it was unproductive. As

long as it lay in the bureau drawer, it was a gold dol-

lar, and nothing more. My father had given me a cor-

ner in the garden, where by planting a few ears of pop

corn, I obtained a winter’s supply of that desirable

article. My mother also had some sheep which she

“ let out to double ” once in four years, with the
proceeds of which she supplied us with spending
money.

But my gold dollar would neither grow nor double;
and I sought for some means to increase it. My
only experience in mercantile transactions was with
the corner grocer who sold candy for a cent a stick.

At length by diligent inquiries I learned that candy
could be bought at the market town much cheaper;
that a pound which contained forty or fifty sticks, cost

only twenty-five cents.

Here was an idea
;

I could buy it by the pound
and retail it for a cent a stick, and double my money.
So I prevailed upon my father to invest part of my
gold dollar in candy, and I set to work to build a

store. With this work I was familiar, for I had built

many stores when there was no prospect of goods or

customers. But now I resolved to build on a scale

worthy of the occasion. With great labor and pains

it was at last constructed. It stood by the fence

facing the lane. To be sure there were no travellers

that way, but I knew I could drum up customers

when the goods should arrive. Soon they came, two

pounds of delicious candy. I could hardly realize

that it was mine. But though I felt very rich as the

possessor of such stock of sweetness, I with great

effort refrained from consuming it, for was not this a

business transaction ? and I had an eye to the

profits. In order to make my display perfectly irre-

sistable, I expended the remainder of my capital in

maple sugar, which I melted up and cast into beauti-

ful scalloped cakes, in size to suit the purchaser.

And the genuine article it was. It was not like the

little yellow cubes sold on city corners, called maple

sugar, but in reality a vile compound of molasses and

sugar-barrel scrapings, which the unsuspecting city

children devour under the delusion that it is the deli-

cious product of the maple-tree.

The day of the grand opening arrived. It had

been judiciously advertised in the right quarters

without any expenditure of printers’ ink, or ringing of

auction bell. I soon had all the youngsters in town

gathered around gazing upon my immense stock of
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consolidated sweetness, carefully examining the

goods, inquiring the prices, and wondering how I

could have become the possessor of such an amount

of candy and sugar. I walked up and down behind

my counter of unplaned boards, surveying my stock

and store with modest pride, arranging it to the best

advantage, answering questions and inviting the by-

standers to walk up and purchase. Here, thought I,

is a fine beginning for business. Here is the store

and the goods, and here are the customers ready and

anxious to buy.

But there was one small impediment. In order to

complete the transfer of the candy and sugar cakes

from my counter to the purchaser’s mouths, an

equivalent was necessary; namely, one cent. One by

one the customers came up, examined, priced— and

fell back. They had not the necessary one cent.

And soon, to my great disappointment, it became

evident that there was not one in the whole crowd

who possessed that bit of copper.

Gradually, after finding that I meant business and

could not allow my goods to be “ sampled,” the

crowd of would-be buyers disappeared and I was

left alone, undisputed possessor of all I surveyed.

Yet I was not happy. This was not business. I was

about to put up the shutters and retire from trade,

when a new customer appeared and taught me how

to do business without money. It was the village

bully, Deacon Dump. With a most engaging air and

patronizing manner, he approached, praised my store,

examined my stock, and finally inquired the price of

a sugar cake. “ One cent,” was the prompt reply.

“All right,” said he. “I haven’t got the money

to-day, but I’ll pay you to-morrow. You trust, don’t

you ?
”

The feasibility of doing business on the credit

system had not occurred to me
;

but from what I

knew of the character of my customer, I declined to

trust him.

“You can’t sell unless you trust,” replied he; “be-

sides, you needn’t trust others if you don’t want to

;

but just trust me this time, and I’ll pay you to-morrow

sure, ’pon my word and honor. My mother promised

me a cent for being good to-day,” added he with a

sanctimonious look, “ and don’t you believe my
mother ?

”

I did not venture to doubt his mother’s word, but

still I declined to deliver the goods on credit. But

all the afternoon he hung around, begging and prom-

ising, until not knowing how to get away from him,

and being really anxious to sell, I let him have the

cake, on his solemn promise to pay the next day.

This was a beginning of business, to be sure
;
yet

I passed an anxious night thinking of the money
which was owing me, and early next morning sought

my debtor and demanded payment. The humble
pleader of the previous day was a changed individ-

ual. With an easy air he put me off, saying, “ I will

pay you to-morrow !

”

I could do nothing but wait for the morrow. The
next day I again asked my due. Again he replied

“ to-morrow,” with a knavish laugh which gave me
little hope, yet the next day I applied again. He
had become tired of that, and now he declared that

he would not pay, and if ever I asked him for it again

he threatened to give me the biggest “licking” I

ever had in my life, and began to make gestures for

putting it into immediate execution
;
such that I was

glad to escape without my money.

Thus I learned of one way of paying debts.

But I had another lesson still to learn in commer-

cial affairs. I had sold a few cents worth of candy,

and began to have some hopes of success, when an

opposition establishment opened across the way.

Jack Shepherd, my neighbor, whose father was a mer-

chant, determined not to be outdone in enterprise,

had opened a store for the sale of what, the world

was informed by large straggling letters on a shingle

nailed to the fence, was :

Genuine,

Permanine,

Currant Wine.

This stroke of advertising drew immensely. What

the second word in the advertisement meant, no one

could tell; but the last word was sweet in the memory

of every youngster who had taken sumptuous tastes

of that liquid stored in the cellar for extra use.

I saw at once that I must be equally enterprising

or give up business. So that evening.I set my wits at

work to devise an equally poetical sign.

“Candy sweet,” I began easily enough, for the

adjective is unalterably linked to that noun
;
but 1

must have three rhymes
;
and not, like my neighbor,

having sufficient ingenuity to invent a new word, I

was at a loss. At length after great cogitation I pro-

duced another : “That can’t be beat—
Candy sweet,

That can’t be beat.

That sounded well, and as for violating a rule of
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grammar in my verb, I felt no compunctions
;
for I was

yet in blissful ignorance of those snares for youthful

tongues.

So I went on :

And maple sugar.

There I stopped. I could not find another word

to rhyme and yet apply to maple sugar
;
and as for

omitting mention of that staple of my stock, it was out

of the question.

Candy sweet,

That can’t be beat,

And maple sugar —

I repeated it over and over as I rolled from one

side of my bed to the other, beating my brains in vain

for the other word. At last tired nature came to my
relief and carried me off to the land of sleep. When
I arose in the morning, there was the unfinished sign

that would not down. Suddenly an inspiration came

upon me
;

I seized a piece of board, and wrote in my
boldest hand :

Candy sweet,

That can’t be beat,

And maple sugar. Treat.

Here was triumph. I had the three rhymes
;
but

what relation the last word, treat, had to the

others, was a question I did not stop to answer.

Whether it meant that my customers were to walk up

and treat themselves, or whether I was to treat them,

was all unexplained. That could be done in words.

The sign was posted opposite to that of my compet-

itor’s. But the customers after puzzling over my
poetry and casting a longing look at my sweets, passed

over and gathered around the store of my rival where
({ Genuine, permanine, currant wine ” disappeared with

alarming rapidity into the mouths of the young patrons.

My counter was almost deserted notwithstanding the

attractions of my new poetical sign.

I soon discovered the cause : A currency was in

circulation on that side of the street cheaper than

mine, and consequently carrying all the business on.

It was pins. Long pins and short pins, straight pins

and crooked pins, new pins and old pins — all were

taken in exchange for a mixture of water, sugar and

currant juice called “ Genuine, permanine, currant

wine.” Here was another idea. I saw that I must

conform to the laws of trade, or give up business, so

I took the former alternative and began to shout

:

Candy sweet,

That can’t be beat,

For ten pins a stick,

And maple sugar treat,

All complete,

For one pin a lick!

I soon perceived that I had struck the popular
heart. My counter was surrounded by ready buyers,
and I was busy taking and counting pins for candy
and watching the poorer youngsters to see that they
did not take more than one lick of sugar for one pin.

Those were prosperous times. Never were pins in

greater demand. The mothers’ supply of that useful

article disappeared with mysterious quickness. One
boy, having exhausted his mother’s stock, driven to
his wits, ran into a neighbor’s house in great apparent
agony and begged for two pins to pick a sliver out of

his foot. My competitor’s counter was deserted, and
he became one of my best customers.

Rapidly my stock decreased, and my pockets and
coat sleeves were stuck full of pin currency. In

truth they were so plentifully distributed about my
person that I dared not sit down, for fear of coming
in contact with them.

In the midst of my prosperity I became extrava-

gant and crossed over to my rival’s shop and became
the heaviest consumer of his liquid stock, while he in

turn purchased more largely than ever of my sweets.

The poor youths who had spent all their pins looked

on in envy, while we swaggered and boasted of our

riches, and occasionally patronized some of the smaller

ones with a treat. I even became a buyer of some of

my own goods from my rival, who had shrewdly ex-

pended his whole quantity of pins in my candy.

Business was never brisker than in Barn Lane that

afternoon as we ran back and forth buying and con-

suming each other’s merchandise.

At length my stock of candy was nearly closed out,

and my neighbor’s liquor exhausted, so business

ceased. I closed up and sat down to count my

profits. My gold dollar was expended, my candy

and sugar were disposed of, and per co7itra I had

about two hundred old rusty pins— and the stomach

ache. The pins were not now in use as money, and

were worth in coin less than two cents.

I pondered long and seriously over this result, for

it was a serious matter
;
and it was long before I

could discover the cause of the collapse. Then I

concluded that specie was the best basis for business,

and that I had no special talents for trade. This

may account for my childish prejudice in favor of

gold and silver.
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I
T was a lonely house for a child to live in — only

papa, who had been ill for many months, little

Ida herself, the ten-year-old mistress of the establish-

ment, and Mrs. Libby the housekeeper. Across the

street the postman had been ringing all day. Ida

watching at the window, with a piece of red flannel

around her throat, had seen little lads and lassies

slipping envelopes under the doors
;
then small girls,

and sometimes big girls, came out on the steps, looked

up and down the street, and smiled as if they were

very much pleased.

“ Why do they get so many letters to-day ?
” asked

Ida timidly.

Mrs. Libby was cleaning the nursery closet, and

answered shortly :
“ Those are valentines

;
come

away from the window. You’ll get cold.”

“ Valentines, ” said Ida thoughtfully to herself;

“ I wonder what that is.”

She slipped down to the library and dragged the

V encyclopaedia beside the register. Ida had long

since adopted the plan of looking up Mrs. Libby’s

replies in papa’s library. The child’s head bent over

the page : “Valentines — a declaration of affection

between two people, sent on St. Valentine’s Day, the

fourteenth of February.”
“ A valentine must be something very nice,” thought

Ida, “ the children over the way were so happy
;

I

wish I could send one, but I only know Mrs. Libby.”

And with a sigh, she put the heavy book back. Mrs.

Libby came down stairs with her bonnet and shawl

on, and Ida, taking a small purse from her pocket,

asked, “ Will you please to buy a valentine ?
”

“ What for ?
”

“ For me to give to you.”

“ Nonsense ! Little girls don’t send valentines to

old women like me. Keep your ten cents to put in

the box, when you get well enough to go to church.”

Ida sat still a long time after this. She wanted to

be like other little girls, but all the little girls she had

ever known intimately, were in books, and it so hap-

pened that none of these had ever spoken of Valentine’s

Day. The telephone bell rang. Ida heard the house-

maid order “five pounds of coffee crushed sugar to

be sent up immediately,” and then an idea came into

the child’s mind :
“ I can’t go out to buy a valentine,

but I can telephone one.” She repeated again, “ A
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valentine is a declaration of affection
;

yes ! I can

telephone a declaration of affection. Mrs. Libby is

out. Papa can’t hear in his room, and I’ll get Mary
to go down and look at the furnace.” Thus Ida

made her plans.

The next question was, To whom should she send

her valentine ?

“ I’d better look on the telephone list. Seth Ben-

nett, M. D. That’s the doctor who comes to see papa

and me
;
he wouldn’t be in— he is always out. John

Dixon, grocer
,
Thomas Irving, baker

;
oh, here is

R. H. Whitney ! That’s the nice apothecary man
who brings the medicines. I’d like to send him a

valentine.”

Richard Whitney’s clerk stood at the telephone.

Messages were coming in very fast that February

afternoon. Sam Jones, the under clerk, was putting

up the packages :
“ One porous plaster for Mrs. Lewis.

Two ounces pulverized slippery elm bark, sent imme-

diately to 19 Spruce St. Some one wants to speak

to Mr. Whitney.” ‘‘All right,” he shouted back

through the telephone. “ He’s in the back shop ; I’ll

call him.”

There was a smell of chloroform in the back shop.

Mr. Whitney, on top of a step ladder, was preparing

a prescription.

“ Lady wants to speak to you, sir,” said the clerk.

“ Couldn’t she give the message ?
”

“ Said she couldn’t.”

Mr. Whitney went to the telephone and called

“ What’s wanted ?
”

To his astonished ears came back :
“ I send you a

declaration of affection.”

“ I do not understand,” said the apothecary, not

quite sure of his hearing.

The message was repeated, each word very distinct.

“ Who is it ?
”

“Your Valentine.”

Sam Jones, judging from the expression of Mr.

Whitney’s face that it was a case of strangling, convul-

sions, or poisoning, had taken down his hat ready to

run. “ No matter, Sam,” said his employer, returning

to the chloroform atmosphere of the back shop. It

could not be a joke
;

the voice was too sweet and

true. A child’s voice— a little girl’s, he thought—
but he did not know any little girls. It might be one

of the orphans at the asylum — probably was. Every

Christmas Richard Whitney had been in the habit of

sending a number of small bottles of cologne to the

large brick house over the way. He did it from prin-

ciple, not from any acquaintance with the children.

Valentine’s evening there was an exhibition at the

asylum. Richard Whitney went. “Such a kind
gentleman,” said the matron; “he spoke to every
child.”

Then the public school examinations took place.

Richard Whitney attended them all.

He became a Sunday-school superintendent
;

next

he got his sister to give a little girls’ party.

“ Mr. Whitney has grown awful fond of children all

of a sudden,” said the head clerk to the second clerk.

Ah, but no one knew he was listening for the voice

of his Valentine. The apothecary and Ida’s papa
were old friends

;
of late years they had seldom met,

but these last months of Mr. Hammond’s illness had
brought them together again. Ida was a shy child

and kept out of the way of visitors. The apothecary

was not aware that he had ever seen her.

One April afternoon he met a womanly little girl

coming down stairs with a tray in her hand. “ Miss

Ida, I suppose,” he said passing her. Ida nodded

gravely, and as Richard Whitney looked over the

balustrade he thought, “What a lonely life for a

child ! I wonder if she goes out much ! I will give

her a drive to-morrow.”

Mr. Hammond was very weak that night, and when

Richard Whitney bending over him, asked, “John,

will you trust your little daughter to me ?
” the only

reply was a tighter clasp of the hand.

Early the next morning Sam Jones left a parcel of

gum-drops and a note for Miss Ida Hammond. Pres-

ently the telephone bell rang and the head clerk said

again, “ A lady wishes to speak to you.”

The message was simply this :
“ Thank you very

much ;
I cannot go— papa is worse.”

Richard Whitney started. It was the voice he had

waited so long to hear. “ Why, it’s Hammond’s little

girl,” he said, hurrying down the street. “Poor

child !

”

Papa died a few days later, leaving his little

daughter in the care of his old friend
;
and now, every

day, a child in a black dress comes into the shop, to

walk home with uncle Richard.

“Wonder why he calls her Valentine ;
thought her

name was Ida,” said the head clerk.

“ Perhaps Valentine is her middle name,” suggested

Sam Jones.

“That must be it,” said the head clerk; “yes,

that must certainly be the reason.”
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AN ADVENTURE IN CRUSOE-LAND.

By Mrs. May Croly Roper.

MAN the topsail clewlines and buntlines ! Hands

by sheets and halliards ! Jib down-haul

!

Shorten sail ! Stand clear ofthe starboard cham ! Let

go the starboardanchor ! ”

With the last trumpet call, the U. S. corvette

Omaha rested on the waters of Cumberland Bay.

The Omaha was at this time cruising in the South

Pacific Ocean, showing our flag in different ports,

righting wrongs to American citizens, sending assist-

ance to merchant vessels in distress and rescuing

crew and cargo from danger. It was on a voyage

from Valparaiso to Talcahuana, that Juan Fernandez,

Robinson Crusoe’s famous island, fell in the way, and

the captain, a good fellow, determined to stop and give

the men a run on shore, with opportunity to fish, and

hunt the wild goats with which the island abounds.

This decision was gratifying to all, but especially

so to a newly-fledged midshipman, Ryder by name,

who stood leaning over the rail gazing at the beauti-

ful water and mountainous shore as only a romantic

boy could gaze on Crusoe-land.

It was a lovely afternoon, though late in Novem-

ber
;

a soft trade wind was blowing, and the water

was so clear and limpid that the anchor might be seen

as it lay on the bottom thirty fathoms below. Tall

mountains, with roaring torrents, grassy valleys, and

miles of forest, surrounded the Bay. Ryder longed to

leap overboard and swim ashore, that he might search

out all the dear old storied localities by himself.

“ I’ll ask the old man if he won’t let me use the

little pull-away boat, and take a look to-night on my
own account,” was his practical way out to this pleas-

ure. “ The sun won’t set yet for an hour and a half.”

Full of the brilliant idea, he turned and saw the

commanding officer pacing the quarter deck.

“ May I go ashore, sir? ” he ventured mildly.

“ Log written up for the week ?
” returned the cap-

tain, a twinkle in his eye which Ryder did not see.

“ N-no, sir,” faltered the midshipman.

The captain passed on, and Ryder touched his cap

and returned to the poop. “ That confounded log !

Why had he neglected it ? What possessed the old

man to come down on him at this time of all ?
” he

reflected wrathfully, honestly convinced that the com-

manding officer bore him a personal grudge.

This feeling became intensified as, bolting toward

the steerage ladder to go down and get at the “ log ”

at once, the captain stopped him short. “ Here, sir,

go take charge of the men on the ash-whip !

”

Ryder paused, taken aback. His crestfallen aspect

appeared to give Captain Jamieson much amusement.
“ Ay, ay, sir !

” he said at last, starting away.
“ What were you going to do when I spoke ?”

“Write up my log, sir.”

“ Oh, very well ! Go and do so, else I might quar-

antine you to-morrow also.”

After the eleven-o’clock breakfast the following

day, wood and water having been taken in, and the

vessel put into condition, officers and men were ready

to go ashore. Ryder, with the burden of an unwritten

log off his mind, stood in the gangway, to be the first

to leave the ship.

He had invited an older midshipman named Hub-
bard, to accompany him on his romantic pilgrimage,

it having transpired that Hubbard had visited the

island before. Several whale-boats were manned,

and across the silvery waters of the bay they skimmed,

then a hundred yards or so up a little stream which

was the most exquisitely clear bit of water Ryder had

ever beheld. This stream flows down the mountain

into the bay, fresh, cold, and sparkling. Passing

ships always take in water supplies here.

“ Poor old Crusoe had one luxury at least !
” ob-

served Ryder, drinking from his palm.

The landing was easily made on a grassy knoll, the

boats drawn up on shore, and secured. Hubbard and

Ryder separated from the rest, some of whom had

planned fishing and hunting excursions, some voy-

ages of discovery, and some

To lie a-basking in the sun,

In the sun.

As the two midshipmen strolled away, Ryder’s ac-

tive imagination sent him back two hundred years.

Was he really treading the ground Robinson Crusoe’s

weary feet had paced ? Here, on the seashore, must

be the identical spot where Robinson had made his
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strange discovery. Heavens ! Was it not before

him ? Had the ripples of two centuries failed to ob-

literate that wonderful footprint ? Ryder stooped to

examine the phenomenon.
“ What are you gaping at ? ” inquired Hubbard, who

was not burdened with romantic memories and fancies.

“ Is this not peculiar ? See ! Here is the print of

a human foot, small and delicate, and oddly enough,

with toes clearly marked ! ” replied Ryder.
“ Oh, some of those little pickaninnies have been

around staring at the ship. We will come across

them before long probably.”

Ryder’s face fell. Pickaninnies ! what or who were

they ? But the midshipmen had not advanced a hun-

dred feet, when several little dark-skinned children

appeared coming slowly and shyly toward them.
“ They belong here on the island,” explained Hub-

bard. “ Don’t you see those thatched cottages on

the skirts of the forest ?
”

Ryder’s air-castles were beginning to totter. “ What
business had Robinson Crusoe’s island to be inhab-

ited ? ” he thought indignantly. He supposed, in com-

mon with most boys, that the island was still a lone,

solitary spot, dreary with old ocean’s interminable roar.

“ How do they come to be here ? ” he asked at last.

“ Well, the island is leased by a Mr. Ledyard, who
uses it as a sort of huge potato-patch, but finds it a

rather unprofitable business. The entire population

consists of about twenty Chilians— seven women,

eight men, and half a dozen children.”

It should be understood that this visit took place in

1873, or thereabouts, when Juan Fernandez was in

Mr. Ledyard’s possession. His lease expired in 1875,

and since then, the boys may like to know, it has been

taken by one Herr von Rodt, whose career has been

adventurous enough to make him a worthy successor

of Robinson Crusoe himself. Distinguished by his

valor as a lieutenant of cuirassiers, in the Austrian

service, and later, having won renown in the Franco-

Prussian war in 1871, he emigrated to Chili, where

he became equally successful as a business man. A
short time ago he obtained from the Republic a long

lease of the island of Juan Fernandez, purchased a

steamer, and carried to it a small colony of agricul-

turists and stockmen. There he raises cattle and

vegetables wherewith to supply whaling-ships with

fresh provisions. Herr von Rodt governs his sub-

jects in a truly Crusonian manner; serves out their

rations in person, and exercises a patriarchal control

over their morals and manners.

Ryder felt, when Hubbard had finished speaking,
as though a good deal of life’s glamour had departed
forever. Almost on the instant, to his dismay, he
ceased to imagine the hairy hunter, with his gun and
goat, scaling the wooded heights, or to look for a
Man Friday behind every tree. His day’s pleasure
was spoiled at the very outset.

“ I 11 tell you what,” said Hubbard, when they had
come to a halt, “ we’ll climb first to Alexander Sel-
kirk s Lookout. It s a notch on the top of this moun-
tain, and we,’re right at the path which leads to it.”

The ascent was not difficult : along a winding path,
overgrown with grass and weeds, past hemlock and
pine, through underbrush, and over the crackling
leaves. After the young middies had tramped for

half an hour, talking of everything under the sun,

Hubbard said suddenly, as they came to a clearing

:

“ Do you see that ruined fortification on our left ?

That is Fort Juan Baptiste, now innocent of soldiery

or cannon. It was held and abandoned by the Span-
iards many years ago. Those weather-beaten,

broken-down doors in the side of the mountain are

entrances to small caves where the Chilians who oc-

cupied the fort after the Spaniards, confined revolu-

tionary prisoners.”

They paused to view the queer old crumbling

ruins, the ramparts overgrown with grass, and the two

antiquated guns which had lain there in rusty soli-

tude for two centuries, and then toiled on again

upward. Hubbard related the story on which he

believed De Foe’s Robinson Crusoe to be founded.

“In 1681,” he said, “a Mosquito Indian was left

on the island of Juan Fernandez by a Captain Wat-

ling, when his ship was chased from Cumberland

Bay by two Spanish men-of-war. The poor fellow

had a much harder time than Selkirk, for he was left

with only his knife and gun. The ship went north-

ward to Panama, and her crew being buccaneers, they

there became scattered, some coming as far north as

the eastern shore of Virginia. In 1681, a privateer-

ing expedition was fitted out at what is now known

as Accomack, Virginia, under a Captain Cooke, who

made his way around the Horn, and finally anchored

in Cumberland Bay, where he found Will, the Mos-

quito Indian, who had been there for three years, all

alone. Will appears to have been as tenacious of life

as most mosquitoes,” dryly concluded the narrator.

“ Don’t believe it. Where did you pick it up ?
”

“ I found the story in an old work called Early

English Circumnavigators
,
which, by the way, I advise
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you to read. It will strengthen your mind, sonny,

and enlarge your understanding, and tone your imag-

ination,” kindly suggested Hubbard, patting his com-

panion on the head.

“I’d send you flying downhill for two cents,”

responded Ryder.

They had left the beaten path by this time, and

were climbing up through a ravine made by the

heavy rains. Ryder began to pant after they had

been walking about an hour and a half. “ I wonder

if Robinson took this climb every day to the Lookout

!

I’m fagged,” said he.

The Lookout when reached, proved nothing more

nor less than a flat stone placed in a notch of a large

mountain called in English “ The Anvil.” It was on

this stone, beyond doubt, that Selkirk used to station

himself to “ look out ” for ships going north or south,

in either of which directions they were likely to sail

bound around the Horn.

Here, also, Ryder observed a bronze slab which

had been placed in the notch, as it testified, by the

officers of H. B. M. flagship Topaz, with the legend

that Alexander Selkirk was carpenter of a British

privateer, the Cinque Ports ; that, disagreeing with his

captain— in short, making a mutiny— he was put

ashore on this island in the month of September,

1704. He was not relieved till February, 1709,

nearly five years after, by the privateer Duke and

Duchess
,
of Bristol; and finally died a lieutenant in

the navy, on board the Weymouth.

The Lookout seemed to somewhat restore our

young climber’s enthusiasm. On the flat stone he

stood, no longer midshipman U. S. N., but Alexander

Selkirk himself, lonely, homesick, and weary with

watching for the ship which was so long in coming.

He imagined him repeating the words :

I am monarch of all I survey,

My right there is none to dispute

!

to keep alive his courage and his interest in life.

“
‘ Monarch ’ of a vast and wondrously romantic

domain, anyhow,” Ryder thought.

At his feet was a precipice, stretching down into the

sea. On either side rose cliffs, tall and almost per-

pendicular. Behind him was the ascent he had just

climbed. He leaned against the cliff on the right,

feeling through every nerve the influence of the blue

sky, the serene, silent ocean trembling in the sun-

shine and rolling gently on to meet the distant horizon.

A long-drawn-out yawn awoke him from his reverie.

He found Hubbard stretched on the grass, regarding

him with some amusement. “ Say, youngster,” he

remarked coolly, “ what you mooning about up there ?

And say, do you mind if I take a nap here in the shade ?

All right ; don’t speak for an hour and a half.”

The young middy was in a mood to be well

pleased with being left to himself. Looking around,

he saw the rocks and the sides of the cliff were

covered with names of people who had visited the place,

and a desire seized him to register his name on the

very peak of the cliff. He made the ascent, catching

here a bunch of sturdy weeds, there a cactus, wild

cabbage or stumpy palm, until he stood at the top on

a little patch of grass, flushed and panting.

What a glorious view met his eyes ! He was
almost among the clouds

;
a strong breeze sent his

blood whirling along his veins. He crept near the

edge of the cliff, and gazed down upon the ocean

waves thousands of feet below, and he could not help

a shudder as he thought what a death would befall

one who should venture too far and miss his footing !

A small shrub with thick bark grew near him. He
grasped it, and, taking out his jackknife, carved his

name. Then he lay back on the grass and closed

his eyes for a little rest before attempting the descent.

How long he lay there he knew not
; but opening

his eyes he discovered he had been asleep. “He’s

had his hour and a half, I guess,” he thought, laugh-

ing softly
;
and then finding himself surrounded by a

dull, gray light, he exclaimed breathlessly :

“ Good gracious ! how long have I slept ? It must

be to-morrow morning !
” Then he found the air

damp and cold, neither sea nor sky visible. “ Oh, I

know what the trouble is,” he said to himself, much

relieved, “ a passing cloud has lodged about me. All

I’ve got to do is lie still until it blows away.”.

But alas, for poor Ryder ! The gray dampness

meant more than a passing cloud. The fact was,

while he had been sleeping a heavy mist and fog had

stolen up the mountain and in from the sea, and had

formed a blank wall on every side. The young

middy at last became aware of the real state of

affairs, and the peril attending a movement in any

direction. The fog would not disperse, in all proba-

bility, before morning, the ship was to sail at day-

break, and here he was, as much a prisoner as though

behind bolts and bars ! A terrible helpless feeling

took possession of him. He dared not move lest he

slip over the edge of the cliff. It occurred to him
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that if he could hear his friend’s voice, it might guide

his movements. He called him once, twice, three

times— but no answer came back. The suspense

became intolerable. There was but one escape, an

alternative that almost stopped the beating of his

heart. He could roll down into the notch
,
taking the

chances of rolling in the wrong direction and thus

being dashed into the sea !

Feeling around, he found the stump by which he

had gained the summit. That alone guided the

direction he was to take. The fog was so dense he

could not see an inch before his face. No, he must

remember just where the stump looked to be when he

first took hold of it, and as he now remembered, it

grew on the ocean side. He must roll in a diago-

nally opposite direction, in order to strike the path

in the woods, instead of the rocks and breakers below.

One hasty thought of his parents in his far away

home, one deep, gasping sigh, his teeth set, a little

prayer in his heart, and Ryder had let go his hold

;

he had started on his short, but terrible journey !

It was only a few moments, but it seemed ages till

he had rolled heavily against a dark object, not the

cruel rocks, not the eager, hungry water, but his

friend Hubbard, who, waking suddenly and finding

himself tumbling down an incline, imagined he was

going over the cliff, and, clutching Ryder, howled for

help. Presently they came to a halt. A log had

broken their fall, and also came near breaking their

heads ! They sat up, and with one accord rubbed

their knees and elbows. Ryder remained very quiet

for a moment, then shaking himself like a Newfound-

land dog, he staggered to his feet.

“Come, rouse up old fellow,” he cried, giving his

friend a sounding slap on the back. “We’ve both

overslept, and if we expect to reach the ship to-night,

we must start at once. I wonder what time it is ?
”

No need to inquire, for at that moment the report of

the ship’s evening gun echoed and re-echoed among

the crags. Five o’clock ! Sunset in that latitude at

that season of the year. Night was approaching.

How could they find their way to the distant landing

through all the fog and darkness! “ See, the mist is

clearing !
” added Ryder, more hopefully. “ Let’s

be on the move. Search parties will be sent for us, and

we’ll be aboard ship before we know what we’re about.”

Hubbard looked slightly incredulous. He thought

it much more probable they might wander about old

Crusoe’s island all night.

Crawling under tough branches, falling over strav

logs, fairly skating down slides, bumping against trees,

brushing past thorny bushes, the cold night air pene-
trating even their thick blouses, visions came to them
of the warm, cosey steerage on the berth deck. All

were aboard by this time, eating a piping hot dinner,

and recounting adventures. Would they be missed
and sent for ? or would the captain set sail, leaving

them to their fill of Crusoe life ?

On the poor shivering middies pressed until a sud-

den and very peculiar cry arrested them; then there

was a sharp yelp, a low growl in their very ears, and
an immense black animal with fierce burning eyes

sprang out from the blackness of the bush and stood in

the path before them. It was a wild dog! one of the

savage beasts they had been warned against before

leaving the ship, and whose existence had passed

completely out of their minds until that instant. For a

moment they stood rooted to the spot. Ordinary dogs,

savage by nature or training, they both had met many
a time, but this creature of the wolf species, rendered

desperate by hunger, untamed, and bloodthirsty as

any beast of the forest, was no common foe. The
animal moved slowly toward them, growling in a deep,

threatening way. He placed himself in the act to

spring, the boys in the act to strike. One confused

moment, then a sudden rush, a snarl of rage, two hardy

knotted canes flying through the air, a frantic flash

at the red, glaring eyeballs so cruelly near, and—
silence and safety ! The furious beast lay at their feet

!

“ What an escape !
” cried Ryder. There was no re-

sponse. Hubbard had fallen, and had fainted with

pain and fatigue. At that same instant other cries

broke on the air— the whole pack of wild dogs were

making for the path, Ryder divined.

He knelt down, his face buried in his hands. Ex-

hausted, aching in every muscle, seeing no way to

help his friend, yet resolved not to leave him, he deter-

mined to fight his best and die if he must. The noises

sounded nearer and nearer. He saw flashes of light

through the trees. “ Their gleaming eyes !
” he

thought, his heart beating thickly. He dropped

his head in despair for an instant.

“ Halloo ! Halloo !
” shouted a kindly voice, and the

old boatswain held a lantern so that it shone full in

his face. “ Here they are, boys ! both of ’em !

”

Then Ryder fainted too.

How the two middies reached the ship they never

fully realized ;
but certain it is, that Ryder feels that

De Foe did not half exhaust the horrible perils of

Robinson Crusoe’s stay on that wild, lone island.
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By Irving L. Beman.

I
N the early days of Northern Ohio, when settlers

were few and far between, Evan Cogswell, a

Welsh lad of sixteen years, found his way thither and

began his career as a laborer, receiving at first but

two dollars a month in addition to his board and

“ home-made ” clothing. He possessed an intelligent,

energetic mind in a sound and vigorous body, and

had acquired in his native parish the elements of an

education in both Welsh and English.

The story of his life, outlined in a curious old

diary containing the records of sixty-two years, and

an entry for more than twenty-two thousand days,

would constitute a history of the region, and some of

its passages would read like high-wrought romance.

His first term of service was with a border farmer

on the banks of a stream called Grand River, in Ash-

tabula County. It was rather crude farming, how-

ever, consisting mostly of felling trees, cutting wood

and saw-logs, burning brush, and digging out stumps,

the axe and pick-axe finding more use than ordinary

farm implements.

Seven miles down the river, and on the opposite

bank, lived the nearest neighbors, among them a

blacksmith who in his trade served the whole country

for twenty miles around. One especial part of his

business was the repairing of axes, called in that day

“ jumping, ” or “ upsetting.”

In midwinter Evan’s employer left a couple of axes

with the blacksmith for repairs, the job to be done

within a week. At this time the weather was what is

termed “ settled,” with deep snow, and good “ slip-

ping ” along the few wildwood roads.

But three or four days later, there came a “Janu-

ary thaw.” Rain and a warmer temperature melted

away much of the snow, the little river was swelled to

a great torrent, breaking up the ice and carrying it

down stream, and the roads became almost impas-

sible. When the week was up and the farmer wanted

the axes, it was not possible for the horse to travel,

and after waiting vainly a day or two for a turn in

the weather, Evan was posted off on foot to obtain

the needed implements. Delighting in the change

and excitement of such a trip, the boy started before

noon, expecting to reach home again ere dark, as it

was not considered quite safe to journey far by night

on account of the wolves.

Three miles below, at a narrow place in the river,

was the bridge, consisting of three very long tree-

trunks reaching parallel from bank to bank, and cov-

ered with hewn plank. When Evan arrived here he

found that this bridge had been swept away. But

pushing on down stream among the thickets, about

half a mile below, he came upon an immense ice-jam,

stretching across the stream and piled many feet high.

Upon this he at once resolved to make his way over

to the road on the other side, for he was already

wearied threading the underbrush. Grand River,

which is a narrow but deep and violent stream, ran

roaring and plunging beneath the masses of ice as if

enraged at being so obstructed
;
but the lad picked

his path in safety and soon stood on the opposite

bank.

Away he hurried now to the blacksmith’s, so as to

complete his errand and return by this precarious

crossing before dark.

But the smith had neglected his duty and Evan

had to wait an hour or more for the axes. At length

they were done, and with one tied at each end of a

strong cord and this hung about his neck, he was off

on the homeward trip. To aid his walking, he pro-

cured from the thicket a stout cane. He had hardly

gone two miles when the duskiness gathering in the

woods denoted the nearness of night; yet as the

moon was riding high, he pushed on without fear.

But as he was skirting a wind-fall of trees, he came

suddenly upon two or three wolves apparently emerg-

ing from their daytime hiding-place for a hunting ex-

pedition. Evan was considerably startled: but as

they ran off into the woods as if afraid of him, he

took courage in the hope that they would not molest

him. In a few minutes, however, they set up that

dismal howling by which they summon their mates

and enlarge their numbers
;
and Evan discovered by

the sounds that they were following him cautiously at

no great distance.

Frequent responses were alsh heard from more
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distant points in the woods and from across the river.

By this time it was becoming quite dark, the moon-

light penetrating the forest only along the roadway

and in occasional patches among the trees on either

side. The rushing river was not far away, but above

its roar arose every instant the threatening howl of a

wolf. Finally, just as he reached

the ice-bridge, the howling became

still, a sign that their numbers em-

boldened them to enter in earnest

on the pursuit. The species of wolf

once so common in the central

States, and making the early farm-

ers so much trouble, were peculiar

in this respect
;

they were great

cowards singly, and would trail the

heels of a traveller howling for re-

cruits, and not daring to begin the

attack until they had collected a

force that insured success; then

they became fierce and bold, and

more to be dreaded than any other

animal of the wilderness. And at

this point, when they considered

their numbers equal to the occasion,

the howling ceased.

Evan had been told of this, and

when the silence began, he knew its

meaning, and his heart shuddered at the prospect.

His only hope lay in the possibility that they might

not dare to follow him across the ice-bridge. But

this hope vanished as he approached the other shore,

and saw by the moonlight several of the gaunt crea-

tures awaiting him on that side. What should he do ?

No doubt they would soon muster boldness to follow

him upon the ice, and then his fate would be sealed

in a moment.

In the emergency he thought of the axes, and

taking them from his neck, cut the cord, and thrust

his walking-stick into one as a helve, resolved to

defend himself to the last.

At this instant he espied among the thick,

upheaved ice-cakes two great fragments leaning

against each other in such a way as to form a

roof with something like a small room underneath.

Here he saw his only chance. Springing within, he

used the axe to chip off other fragments with which

to close up the entrance, and almost quicker than

it can be told, had thus constructed a sort of fort,

which he believed wQuld withstand the attack of

HOMEWARD.— SAFELY INTRENCHED.

counted sixteen grouped together in council. As the

cold increased he had to keep in motion in order

not to freeze, and any extra action on his part

increased the fierceness of the wolves. At times they

would gather in a circle around him, and after sniff-

ing at him eagerly, set up a doleful howling, as if

deploring the excellent supper they had lost.

the wolves. At nightfall the weather had become
colder, and he knew that in a few minutes the damp
pieces of ice would be firmly cemented together.

Hardly had he lifted the last piece to its place,
when the pack came rushing about him, snapping
and snarling, but at first not testing the strength

of his intrench-
ment. When soon

they began to

spring against it,

and snap at the

corners of ice, the

frost had done its

work, and they
could not loosen

his hastily built

wall.

Through narrow

crevices he could

look out at them,

and at one time
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Ere long one of them found an opening at a

corner large enough to admit its head
,

but Evan

was on the alert, and gave it such a blow with the

axe as to cause its death. Soon another tried the

same thing, and met with the same reception, with-

drawing and whirling around several times, and

then dropping dead with a broken skull.

One smaller than the rest attempting to enter,

and receiving the fatal blow, crawled, in its dying

agony, completely into the enclosure, and lay dead

at Evan’s feet. Of this he was not sorry, as his feet

were bitterly cold, and the warm carcass of the animal

served to relieve them.

In the course of the night six wolves were killed

as they sought to creep into his fortress, and several

others so seriously hacked as to send them to the

woods again
;
and however correct the notion that

when on the hunt they devour their fallen comrades,

in this case they did no such thing, as in the morn-

ing the six dead bodies lay about on the ice, and

Evan had the profitable privilege of taking off their

skins. «

Of his thoughts during the night, a quotation from

his diary is quaintly suggestive and characteris-

tic :

“ I bethought me of the wars of Glendower, which

I have read about, and the battle of Grosmont Castle

;

and I said, ‘I am Owen Glendower; this is my castle;

the wolves are the army of Henry
; but I will never

surrender or yield as did Glendower.’ ”

Toward morning, as the change of weather con-

tinued, and the waters of the river began to diminish,

there was suddenly a prodigious crack and crash of

the ice-bridge, and the whole mass settled several

inches. At this the wolves took alarm, and in an

instant fled. Pernaps they might have returned had

not the crackling of the ice been repeated fre-

quently.

At length Evan became alarmed for his safety,

lest the ice should break up in the current, and

bringing his axe to bear, soon burst his way out and

fled to the shore. But not seeing the ice crumble, he

ventured back to obtain the other axe, and then

hastened home to his employer.

During the day he skinned the wolves, and within

a fortnight pocketed the bounty money, amounting

in all to about one hundred and fifty dollars. With

this money he made the first payment on a large

farm which he long lived to cultivate and enjoy, and

under the sod of which he found a quiet grave.

NAMING THE KITTEN.

By Clara Doty Bates.

I
S Rose a nice name for kitty? Do you like Rose?

You see she’s a bit of pink at the end of her nose.

Gray isn’t the prettiest color for flowers, of course.

Besides, to be streaked like a tiger does make it worse.

“ ROSE.”

If she were only a white puss Rosy would do,

Or even yellow— for roses are yellow too.

She’s scratched me, here, on my finger; pussy, for shame!

When I was thinking to give you the sweetest name.

Just see the mark— it is bleeding, and burns like fire;

You never shall be Rose— never! I’ll call you Brier!
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A DECEITFUL APPEARANCE.

H IS eyes were bright, his nose was pug, and black as any coal,

And on his neck a collar hung, with bells around the whole.
Upon the velvet seat he sat, and out the window far

His eyes were fixed. How fine it was in that grand palace car

!

But soon a stern conductor came, and frowned upon the pet

:

“ Dogs travel in another place
;

the rules, ma’am, you forget.”

The lady sighed, and bit her lip :
“ Dear me, sir, is that so ?

You’d better let him stay. I’m sure you cannot make him go.”

With lofty look, “We’ll see to that,” the dignitary said
;

“ Here, porter ! come and lend a hand !
” Then to the task they sped,

And bravely from his wrinkled back they drew the fleecy rug—
But turned away with awkward smiles. It was a porcelain pug.

ELLIE’S HOLOCAUST.

By Mrs. Louisa T. Craigin.

APA, may I read Scottish Chiefs ? ”

“Yes, dear, if you’ll make it an odd-and-end

and not a business.”

Ellie had been having a “ rummage ” in the library

and had unearthed the three delightfully fat volumes,

bound solidly in brown leather, with a tarnished title :

The Scottish Chiefs, by the author of Thaddeus of War-

save . Having papa’s permission to read it, without

further delay it was tucked in at the foot of the

straw wagon, where Baby May was already enthroned,

with Elbe’s Blondette in her arms.

The children were going to Mrs. Newell’s on an

errand
;
it was a lovely walk through the woods. Ellie

felt quite justified in resting for a half-hour and mak-

ing a beginning on the treasure. They were later in

starting home than Ellie had intended, but the wood

still looked bright and she chose it rather than the

longer road.

About half-way through was a lovely open glade

where they had often had picnics. The path crossed

it quite distinctly, but on either side the rocks and

woods were thick, and there were some ugly places

where an attempt had once been made at quarrying

granite. The hollows were often half-full of water,

and the rocky debris was covered with moss and

vines lovely to look at, but treacherous to the

foot.

A low stone wall had at one time made a line of

separation between the glade and the quarries, but

it had been loosely and carelessly laid, originally, and

in many places had entirely disappeared.

The wood had seemed dusky, and this spot, open

to the sunshine, was very attractive, though Ellie

ought to have realized that only when the sun was

quite low was it possible for it to glint through the

trees in those long bright lines.

“ Ellie, Ellie, May wants to play house !

”

“Oh no, dear, it is late
;
we must go home.”

“No, May wants to dance in the sunshine
;

” and

into the centre of the bright stream of sunlight danced

little May, singing her hop-song, as she called it, and

keeping time with her tiny feet to the “ Merrily

oh-oh ! merrily oh-oh ! ”

“Now, Ellie,” she cried, “you sit down and 111

dance.”

Ellie was tired : it was a beautiful resting place on

the old tree bole. May looked so pretty dancing in

the sunlight ! why shouldn’t she stop for five minutes ?

she would so like to know if those dreadful men

really did kill lovely Marion, and how William Wal-
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lace would meet the earl. Surely this was an odd-

and-end, and she would be home long before papa.

And so little May danced in the sunshine with

Blondette, and Elbe sat on the mossy tree trunk and

drifted away into Scotland and the long by-gone

centuries.

Once or twice she was conscious of the “ Merrily

oh-oh, oh-oh but the minutes sped away and she

never knew that the song had grown fainter and

finally ceased
;
so absorbed had Elbe become in the

ing wearily after her the empty carriage, light enough
now in her hands. Oh, how light her heart would be
at that moment if only the wagon were the heavier

for dear May’s weight

!

As Elbe came in sight of the house she knew as

well as if it had been told her, that May was not there.

Her heart sunk like lead. How could she tell the

sad story ! If only Dick would look out of his win-

dow ! If only she could get at him without going
into the house ! Only he must know.

fate of her beloved hero, that never once

were her eyes lifted from the swiftly turned

pages, until the dim light made it impossi-

ble to follow the closely printed lines. In

dismay Elbe looked around : the sunshine

had long since faded
;

the empty wagon

stood by her side, but where was May ?

In terror Elbe called the child, but no an-

swer came. Up the wood path back and forth

she ran, calling “ May ! May !
” but only the echoes

answered her.

It was still fairly light in the glade and on the

wood path, but the thicket lay black in shadow. As
far as Elbe dared to go, she went on either side,

climbing the broken rocks and searching amoijg the

bushes, but no Baby May, nor any trace of her.

One hope Elbe had, though at best a faint one,

that the child might have gone on the wood path

towards the Cedars and be already at home. With
a heavy heart she took the homeward path, draw-

m u - _w « f

ellie’s hop-song; “merrily oh-oh!”

Suddenly Elbe remembered Sam Langmaid’s sig-

nal— an odd musical phrase of his own devising,

that the boys in Dick’s old club still used as a gath-

ering note. Elbe had learned it for fun, years ago.

Now was the time to test her accomplishment.

Out it came, in shrill, clear notes that would not

have disgraced Sam himself. It reached Dick in his

snuggery, rousing him from a knotty problem in

Legendre,

As chief who hears his warden call,

To arms ! the foemen storm the wall!
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Dick flew through the long window on to the up-

per piazza and down the trellis which made an excel-

lent ladder and was much preferred by Master Dick

as a way of descent, to the more legitimate stairway.

Round the corner he rushed, expecting to see Sam
Langmaid, and was thoroughly vexed to find only

Ellie.

“ Aren’t you ashamed of yourself to whistle like a

tomboy ! The better you do it, the worse it is
;
fool-

ing me just when I’m driving so hard for examination

!

I’ve half a mind to shake you, Ellie Adams !

”

When Dick got near enough to see Elbe’s pale

face, his vexation turned to anxiety.

“ What is it, dear Ellie ? Forgive me. I was a brute.

I might have known you wouldn’t have signalled for

nothing. What is it, dear ?
”

“O Dick— Baby May— oh dear, oh dear!” and

Ellie broke down completely.

“ Be quiet, Ellie, will you ? Can’t you tell me what

you mean ? What is it about Baby May ? Is she

hurt or lost ?
”

“ I don’t know,” sobbed Ellie, “ whether she is

hurt or not, but she is lost
;
we stopped in the glade

coming home from Leslie’s and— and I sat down

and May wanted to dance in the sunshine— and I

thought it was an odd-and-end, and I read a little bit

and then I read more, and— and I looked up and

May was gone, and I hunted everywhere till it was

so dusky I couldn’t see— Dick, what shall I do !

”

Dick was calm and kind, but very firm, as he spoke

rather sternly to Ellie

:

“Be quiet! You’ve done mischief enough with

your confounded story-book, don’t make it worse by

going into hysterics. We can’t do anything till papa

comes. He ought to be here in five minutes. I’ll

get your plaid shawl, you are shivering now, dear,” he

‘added kindly; “ I’ll light the big lantern,” he added,

“and we will stop papa before he turns up the

avenue.”

In two minutes Dick was back with Elbe’s shawl

which he folded round her with boyish tenderness

;

they soon heard the sound of wheels ; a moment
later the buggy came up the hill.

Papa knew something was amiss when he saw Dick

swinging the lantern. The story was soon told; Ellie

and Dick got into the roomy carriage and Don
Fulano’s head was turned the other way.

“ Can we drive through on the wood road, Elbe ?
”

asked papa; “ I haven’t been there this season.”

“ Yes, papa, from this side
;

for the Crosbys

have been cutting wood. I met their team to-day.”
It was almost as dark in the glade as in the thicket

by the time they reached the old tree bole where Elbe
had lost herself and her dear little sister. There
lay the brown volumes and the red afghan and the
heap of bright leaves and the pile of acorns the child
had gathered.

Papa and Dick searched every square inch of the
glade for any traces of footprints or anything that

might have dropped from May’s hands. She had
evidently taken Blondette with her.

“ Yes,” said Elbe, “ she was dancing with Blondette
when I saw her last, in the square of sunshine, and
she had a wreath of blackberry vine and some tinsel

that Nettie gave her. She said she was playing

Flower-dance like the Viennese children mamma told

us about, and I wouldn’t dance with her— oh ! oh !”

“ Sit down, Elbe, just where you sat then, and tell

me where the sunshine square lay as nearly as you
can recall it.”

“Just where you are now, papa.”

Mr. Adams swung the lantern in every direction.

Suddenly Dick exclaimed, “ There’s a piece of tin-

sel on a bush over the wall ! Swing the lantern again,

papa. I know it was the silver stuff, it glittered so.”

Again the light ©f the lantern shone into the shad-

owy thicket.

“ Steady now, papa ! There, just so, while I go and

see !

”

Over the wall went Dick and returned waving the

blackberry spray with the bright tinsel hanging from

it. “ She has been over there, that is certain.”

It was a clue to direction at all events, and as they

followed every possible opening in the underbrush

they came to another trifle that gave unspeakable

comfort
;

it was only a shred of red worsted, but it

was a bit from a pretty knit cape which May wore,

and proved conclusively that she had turned to the

left away from the quarry pools, into whose dark

depths she might have so easily fallen.

“ Papa, she followed the sunset! Don’t you see it

would shine through the trees on this side, but not on

that?”

It was no easy task for a man to go where a child

slipped through easily enough, but Dick plunged into

every opening and peered behind every tree, and in

the shadow of every rock, while papa swung the lan-

tern and called and shouted.

At last they came to a place where the slope was

quite abrupt and slippery with pine needles. The
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trees were larger but fewer, and half-way down was

one huge fallen pine, a monarch of the forest, pros-

trate long since in some thunder storm.

The light from the lantern went farther here than

in the woods, and showed the even, smooth slope

without place for a foothold apparent, short of the

fallen pine.

It was Dick again who cried out “ Papa, papa

!

some one has slid down here lately
;
see, the moss is

scraped away a little, and there’s a sort of furrow in

the pine needles !

”

Without another word Dick sat down on the edge

of the slope, stretched his feet out before him, and

began to slide down in the furrow.

He landed, as he expected, under the lee of the

fallen pine, and -the next instant a cheery shout came

up to his father on the bank above.

“ All right ! She’s safe ! Can you slide down,

papa ? I don’t think I can lift her up the hill alone.”

Down in the same furrow came papa, the big

lantern in front like a locomotive with a headlight.

There under the shelter of the fallen pine, lay the

lost child sleeping as sweetly as if she were in her

downy crib at home. The pine needles had blown in

thick windrows against the tree trunk and made an

elastic bed that was not even damp. Blondette was

clasped lovingly in May’s arms. There were traces

of tears on the little one’s face as though she had

sobbed herself to sleep, but all consciousness of

trouble had vanished in happy dreamland. She did

not even stir for all the exclaiming and shouting and

the flashing of the the lantern, and only sleepily said

“Good night,” as papa took her in his arms and laid

the sleepy little head on his shoulder.

“ We shall have to slide down the rest of the way,

papa. You know where it comes out this side of the

pond
;
there are some bars that open on to the road,

and you can wait there while I go back for Ellie and

the team. There’s a short cut up the glade from the

pond— it’s steep, but I know it like a book.”

There was no more dignified way of doing it, so

papa sat down on the smooth pine slope with May
and Blondette in his arms. Dick started first with

the lantern, shouting merrily, “ Clear the track, engine’s

coming !
” Dick was boy enough to enjoy it thor-

oughly when the tension of anxiety and apprehension

was removed.

A few minutes landed engine and tender at the

foot of the hill. Dick took down the bars and found
a soft stone for papa, then he took the lantern and

scrambled up the steep pathway to the glade.

There he found Ellie in a most miserable and

abject condition
;

her shawl was wrapped closely

round her folded arms, and she was rocking her-

self slowly back and forth, talking to herself as she

was very apt to do when excited by grief or joy

:

“ May is dead, and I killed her ! She is drowned,

and papa thinks I am too wicked to help him look

for her! I hope I shall be put in prison, and stay

there as long as I live !
” She was so absorbed in

her remorse, that Dick came close to her and put

both arms round her before she knew he was there at

all.

“ O Dick, is she dead?” sobbed Ellie, in a terrified

voice.

“ No, indeed
;
safe and sound in papa’s arms fast

asleep. Jump into the buggy, and I’ll tell you as we

drive along.”

“ Did you find her, or papa ? Where was she ?

Is she hurt ?
”

“ I guess I found her, but I couldn’t have got her

down without papa. Where do you suppose she was ?
”

“I can’t guess.”

“ I suppose she followed the sunshine over the

wall ; there was a low place where she could go

through very easily, and then following the sunset

she turned to the left of the quarry-pits to the edge of

the pine grove.”

“To the slippery place where the bank is ?
”

“ Yes. Then she must have slid down as far as

the old pine, and there she was, cuddled up fast

asleep, as cosey as you please, with Blondette in her

• arms. You ought to have seen papa go down that

slope with the lantern in his lap ! I slid down first,

and when I told papa May was there, down he came

just as neat as if he’d been on a Canadian To-

boggan !

”

“ How did you get her up ?
”

“ We didn’t get her up at all— we got her down.

You ought to have seen the express train, a special,

fastest time on record. Locomotive and headlight,

your humble servant with the lantern
;
one passenger

car only, papa with May and Blondette. We landed

close by the long bars, and there papa is sitting, this

blessed moment, with his child in his arms.”

It was a joyful hug that Ellie gave her dear little

sister
;
but May was too sleepy to respond

;
in fact,

she rather resented any change in her comfortable

position, and quite wrung Elbe’s repentant heart

with her sleepy talk :

/
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“ Go way, Ellie
;

you wouldn’t dance ! I love

Blondette best, she danced
;
and we slided, and we

slided, way down into the sunland.”

Papa tucked the little one in between Ellie and

himself, and in less than ten minutes Baby May was

safe home drinking warm milk in Dinah’s loving

arms ;
she was so very amiable, or so very sleepy,

that she let Chloe undress her and

put her into bed without even ask-

ing for mamma.

Ellie poured out tea for papa and

Dick, but it was a sober face that

sat behind the big urn, and some

salt tears went into her cup of choc-

olate, as papa, in his quiet way, en-

forced the lesson of her bitter expe-

rience in a few words that were

both grave and kind, but which cut

Ellie to the heart.

“ Good-night, my daughter,” he

said at last, and drew the weeping

girl upon his knee as he used to do

when she was a little girl and stood

in need of comfort after rebuke.

She threw her arms round his neck

and laid her head on his shoulder

and cried quietly. <c Good-night,

my dear daughter* You will not

forget this last lesson. You have

had so many, that sometimes I al-

most despair; but you must work

this out for yourself.”

“ I will indeed, 'papa.” A look

of determination came into Elbe’s

face, and her lips were firmly

pressed together : at length she said,

“ Papa, may I have those books for

my very own, The Scottish Chiefs
,

I mean ?
”

“ Yes, Ellie, you can have them

for your very own, if you can find

heart to enjoy them now.”

There was a tone of regretful

surprise in papa’s voice and his

little daughter’s sensitive ear caught it in an instant.

“ O papa !
” she sobbed, “ you don’t think— you

can’t suppose — please don’t ask me about it ! Only

may I have them for my very own, to do with ex-

actly as I please ?
”

“ Ypq fnr vnnr vf>rv own ’’ ouietlv answered papa.

Be sure that Elbe’s evening prayer that night
was more full of meaning than usual, especially in

the prayer of thanksgiving “for the mercies and
benefits of the past day.” She shuddered when she
thought of what might have been her wretchedness
if May had danced on along to the quarry-pits in-

stead of into the pine woods.

Earnestly in her own

words, Elbe prayed that

she might never forget

that night, and might

have the courage to car-

ry out her purpose and

promise to herself.

After breakfast, the

next morning, Ellie

coaxed Dick into the

library with an air of

seriousness and mystery.

“ Dick, papa has given me The Scottish Chiefs

for my very own, to do with as I please — and—

”

“And, Elbe Adams, you are no sister of mine, if

you can bear the sight of the little fat monsters,”

said Dick indignantly.

“ Who said I wanted to see them ! I hate the

DOWN THE PINE-NEEDLE SLOPE.
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very sight of ’em. I don’t even want to know

whether William Wallace met the Earl or not. I

won’t know; no, never! I’d stop my ears if you

tried to tell me ! There, now.”

“Ail right. Well, then— In the name of King

Arthur and the Baron Munchausen, what do you want

of those three musty volumes?”
“ What is it boys do in college when they are done

with Euclid and want to get it out of sight ?”

“Oh, they make a grand procession and bury the

chap with funeral honors
;
but as I’m a true knight,

I don’t see what you are driving at; still,
4 I’m all

ears,’ as the donkey said.”

44
1 don’t think it’s just that I want either,” said

Ellie hesitatingly
;

44 for I don’t want honors
;
just the

other thing, you know. When the King or the Pope

or anybody of that sort makes a man bring his

books into the market-place and have them burned

because they are dangerous— the way the Inquisition

treated Galileo’s writings.”
44 You mean a holocaust— a sacrifice in the flames,

of something precious.”
44 Yes, that is just what I mean. Now you know I

couldn’t do it if Scottish Chiefs didn’t belong to me—
my very own

;
that’s the reason why I asked papa

if I might have the books to do with as I pleased.”
44 Good for you, little girl! So you are going to

burn up Sir William and the Earl of Mar, Graeme,

and little Lord Ruthven, and all their clans, as a sort

of retributive sacrifice, hey? I’m with you heart

and hand, Elbe; because I think it means more than

it appears. It’s a symbol of something deeper and

more radical than the mere destroying of a book that

got you into a pretty serious scrape.”
44 Yes, that’s just it, Dick. I want to do it ‘de-

cently and in order.’ I could throw it into the

kitchen fire, or put it on the back log in the library,

but it wouldn’t be the same.”

“Phew! I guess not! Did you ever smell

burnt boots ? That’s the savor your goodly ancients

would send forth. Think of three leather covers

sending up their fragrance at once ! Picture Dinah

if the scene were the kitchen
;
and papa, if the

funeral pyre were in the library !

4 The offence

were rank.’”
44

1 didn’t think about that
;

I only thought it

would be 4 poetic justice’ to put an end to the dan-

gerous things just on the very spot where the mis-

chief was done. I want you to come with me and

help me build a good fire right in the heart of the

glade, and then I mean with my own hands to lay my
dear Scottish Chiefs in the very hottest part of the

flame and watch them burn up. Now you will, Dick,

won’t you ? ” said Elbe most persuasively.

“Yes, I will, comrade; there’s my hand on’t

!

Lucky it’s Saturday and the morning’s free. How
soon, fellow-conspirator, will you meet ?

”

44 Right away. That is, as soon as May goes to

sleep ; she always has a nap, you know, at ten. I

promised to read Hobbo Gobbo for her this morning.”
44 ’Tis well. Then at the stroke of ten I’ll meet

with thee
;
and be at all points armed cap-a-pie.”

Dick entered so heartily into the spirit of Elbe’s

holocaust that without waiting for her, he went to the

glade and busied himself laying a regular fire-altar,

with broad stones laid together pyramidally. There

was an abundance of dry wood, broken branches, and

dead leaves, to say nothing of spicy pine cones,

and in a half-hour Dick had made a heap large

enough to have consumed an entire library
;

or, as

he said, “fit for a Hindoo Suttee with accommoda-

tions for Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego without

crowding.

Punctual at the the time appointed, Elbe appeared

bearing herself quite bravely and holding the dearly

beloved volumes that had proved such sore tempta-

tion to her.

She screamed with delight at her fellow conspira-

tor’s careful preparations, and changed her plan in

detail on the spot.

44
1 won’t wait till the fire burns, Dick. I’ll put

them on the altar first like Iphigenia, and then you

can light the fire and we will sit here on the pine-bole

and watch it.”

Was it a silly thing for a girl who had begun on

her teens to do ? It doesn’t seem so to me, even

now, looking back through the vista of a quarter of a

century
;

for there was, as Dick said, something

under it all that gave dignity and worth to the sacri-

fice. Remember Elbe’s passionate love for stories,

her admiration for her Scottish heroes, and the burning

desire she had in common with all imaginative peo-

ple to know how it all turned out. She had so

stepped into that magic world the afternoon before,

that every character in the book was real to her, and

had a special corner in her heart, like friends she had

personally known, and she was deliberately crucify-

ing self in her voluntary sacrifice. It didn’t keep

the tears from coming, nor lessen the pain, but down

in her heart the child felt and knew from that ex-
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perimental knowledge which alone is worth anything

in individual growth, that cost in the best sense

makes value, and that it is only our best that we
have any right to offer up, and hope to be helped

and strengthened in the offering.

Gravely and seriously Elbe went toward the funeral

pyre. She kissed each stubby book as she laid it on

the stone altar, and even Dick did

not laugh at the fast dropping tears.

Then Ellie sat down on the fallen

pine, and Dick drew a match and

touched the heap at the four cor-

ners, then came and sat beside El-

lie. First, a thin curl of smoke
struggled through the interstices,

then the pale blue grew darker

and denser, and ruddy tongues of

flame leaped from leaf to twig, the

pine cones glowed and crackled,

the fagots caught the blaze, and in

five minutes the altar of sacrifice

was like a fiery furnace seven times

heated.

The poor dumb things had a

dreadfully live way of curling up

and opening out, as leather will

under fire. They swelled visibly,

Dick said before their final collapse.

He didn’t say anything mocking to

Ellie then; her grief and penitence

were so deep that his boy-heart was

touched. He put his arm round

his little sister, and let her feel the

comfort of his sympathy while the

burning continued.

The squirrels and the birds were

doubtless surprised, and not espe-

cially pleased at the black, unsavory

cloud of smoke
;
but the winds of

heaven soon bore it far away, and

Dick heaped on pine cones and fir-

tips full of odorous gum, till the

breeze was as spicy as though it blew soft o’er Cey-

lon’s isle.

The holocaust at last was over : nothing but a few

glowing coals remained to tell the tale. In a few

moments those were black and gray, and not to be

distinguished from the remains of picnic fires, so
numerous in the woods that one more or less would
never be noticed.

Ellie best knew what she had offered up on the
altar of her own heart there in that greenwood
temple

; but she never forgot it, nor the quiet, silent
walk home with Dick. It was one of the many,

THE HOLOCAUST.— “GRAVELY AND SERIOUSLY/’

many memories that knit so closely those two lives.

Ellie could not speak of it; but it is probable that

Dick told papa, for no one ever asked anything about

the fate of The Scottish Chiefs
,

or betrayed any

knowledge of Ellie’s holocaust.
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By Mrs. Harriet A. Cheever.

w•#HE mail was due at five o’clock p.

m. in the border town of Parrisville
;

so it was not strange that half the

male population of the place turned out a little

before that time on Tuesdays and Fridays, and
congregated about the little building used as a post-

office.

Joe Fanshaw was rarely late, but on his power-

ful great iron-gray horse would dash gayly up to

the door of the office, fling down his heavy leathern

bag, and dismount, answering good-naturedly the

waiting crowd.

It was a thriving little village, this Parrisville,

and many of its inhabitants were getting into quite

comfortable circumstances, sending their stock and
grain East in summer, and their furs and skins in

winter.

Their relations with the Indians of the neigh-

boring forests had been chiefly friendly. It is true,

a marauding band had occasionally appeared, mak-
ing some mischief and disturbance, but the decided

and united action of citizens in dealing with such

visitors had usually brought about a speedy dis-

appearance.

One midsummer afternoon just after haying, three

boys of about fourteen or fifteen were standing near

the post-office, while a fourth, a little fellow, was
sitting on the broad low steps.

Joe Fanshaw had been and gone, the mail had

been distributed, but many still lingered, discuss-

ing the news in papers and letters.

All at once a strange figure was noticed emerg-

ing from the woods at a little distance
;
grotesque

enough of itself, it was splendidly mounted on a

snow-white pony elegantly equipped, the saddle of

wampum skilfully embroidered.

“ Halloo,” shouted Phil Hamlin, one of the larger

boys, “ here comes old Nomantic on one of those

magnificent white ponies ! How would that suit you,

Davy boy V'

He turned as he spoke to the child on the steps,

with a glance at the crutches beside him. It was a

very longing, pitiful look which Phil cast at his lame

little brother; but the latter replied cheerfully

enough :

“ Wish we could buy that little white beauty, Phil.

We’ll see what the letter from uncle Philip says when
we get home.”

Horses were scarce among these settlers. Oxen
were stronger for labor, and could both draw and

plough, and any superfluous property was not thought

of.

By this time Nomantic had approached the group

before the office door, and at once began trying to

sell the beautiful animal with its richly-wrought

saddle. The Indian was chief of a tribe whose wig-

wams were three miles away in the forest from which

the tawny tradesman had just emerged. He, as well

as many of his tribe, squaws included, used often to

visit Parrisville, trading off baskets, game, fish; and

once in a great while, one of the more prominent
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men, or perhaps the chief himself, as in the present

instance, would come to offer for sale some fine and

well-broken pony sent to their camp by Indians of

the distant prairie. There were but two ponies in

town, however, as the purchasers of the rare little

horses usually sent them East, selling at a great profit.

But this evening Nomantic seemed doomed to

disappointment. It seemed to make no difference

that his queenly young daughter of whom the savage

father was exceedingly proud, had herself wrought

the saddle
;
no one wanted to buy, as he proposed no

barter, only cash.

“ Supposing I ask what he’ll take,” said Phil

Hamlin, looking at Tom Perkins.

“ Do,” replied Harry Ford
;

“ only remember

you’ll have to cut him short if you do, or he’ll hang

on like a midsummer night’s dream.”

It took some time to make the wary old chief fix a

price. He grunted a good deal about the positive

necessity of disposing of the pony. They were going

to break camp soon, and go farther West
;

“ too

much Pale Face here.” After which he offered the

animal for “ one hundred dollars.”

A shout of derision followed this offer, whereupon

he immediately came down to seventy-five
;
but the

significant manner in which the boys turned their

backs upon him and whistled, brought him down to

fifty. But there he stopped. Then he plead as only

an old Indian can plead.

“ Wouldn’t good Pale Face buy of poor Indian ?

Little squaw’s own hands work saddle— pretty sad-

dle. Pray buy of poor Indian !

Regretfully enough the boys insisted they couldn’t

buy that evening. Nevertheless he followed Phil

and Davy Hamlin to their father’s stable, and to the

very house door, all the time imploring, “ Please buy

of poor Indian !

”

Not until the boys entered and closed the door,

did the importunities cease. Then as the old chief

turned back and re-mounted the pony, the boys softly

stepped out and watched the graceful creature canter

away, and as horse and rider again entered the

woods, Phil turned just in time to see two great glis-

tening drops in Davy’s eyes as he stood leaning on

his crutches.

“ Come, Davy,” said the great boy tenderly, “ let’s

go in and see what uncle Philip writes.”

The letter said nothing of money
;
however, later

in the evening when the boys recounted the incident,

Phil added in his bluff way

:

“ Be a grand thing to mount Davy in thai style,

wouldn’t it, father ?
”

“ Indeed it would,” replied Mr. Hamlin, “ and I
heartily wish I could; it might really strengthen him;
but we still have need of great prudence. Your
uncle Philip writes that money is very hard in Bos-
ton, and I suppose you might as well ask for a coach-
and-four, my son,” he added slowly, “ as for fifty

dollars.”

For three successive days Nomantic appeared with
the snow-white pony, and each time stopped at Air.

Hamlin’s stable door, but not once did he offer the

pony with its wrought wampum saddle, for less than
“ fifty dollar,” insisting that the saddle was “ so

much worth,” chiefly it would seem from being the

work of the skilful fingers of his darling child.

No one yet had possessed even a trinket from the

handsome maiden. She was occasionally allowed to

accompany her father on his trading excursions to

the village, where her clear olive cheeks, starry eyes

and graceful figure, attracted great attention
;
but she

was far too choice a treasure to old Nomantic to be

allowed to trade or chatter with the Pale Faces.

As we have said, the haying was over, and it was

just that “ meantime ” between haying and harvest-

ing, when it was most convenient to spare the boys

for a few days’ frolic. Once a year the Parrisville boys

were allowed to camp for a few days in the woods,

with only one restriction : they must not go too far

from home.

The Parrisville boys greatly enjoyed this annual

“ pow-wow.” The three friends, Phil Hamlin, Tom
Perkins and Harry Ford, usually clubbed together,

and their camp was sportively named for each, taking

the first syllable of the last names
;

consequently,

“ Camp Hamperford.”

There was only one drawback to Phil Hamlin’s

perfect happiness on these occasions— the wistful

face of little lame Davy when they started off. He
would gladly have taken him, but the child was deli-

cate, and the nights were likely to be chill in the

forest even in summer, and the camp-fires were not

always sufficient to keep out a dampness harmless

enough to a rugged fellow, but dangerous to a fragile,

rheumatic boy.

They had decided this time to camp in a lovely

spot some three miles distant, and all they could

talk about for several days previous was the charming

sport in anticipation.

Now we must diverge here to say that every coun-
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try store has its pet loafer, the inactive being who

can tell the best story, and is always ready with his

little joke, and that Parrisville was no exception.

Go when you might, there in a chair by the door in

summer, or by the stove in winter, lounged Sam

Crofts, an oracle to the small boys who never tired

of his high-flown stories or time-worn jokes. This

Crofts had always evinced a fondness for the delicate

little Davy Hamlin, partly perhaps on account of his

lameness, and partly because of the chlid’s satisfac-

tion in listening to his stories.

On this occasion as the boys went jubilantly to

and from the store, making small, but to them im-

mensely important purchases, Sam had all sorts of

jovial advice to give, together with sundry warnings,

all of which went into one ear and straightway out

of the other with the older lads. But the afternoon

before they were to start, as Davy was about finish-

ing an errand, Sam spoke to him with great apparent

solemnity, while he slyly winked at some of the by-

standers :

“ ptave the boys bought their ginger yet ? Never

oughter go inter the woods without plenty o’ ginger.

Bad sign to go inter the woods without ginger
;

very

bad sign !

”

“ Don’t believe they have,” said Davy thoughtfully.

“ Then you better remind ’em,” said Sam ear-

nestly, adding with a knowing twist of his empty

head, “ wouldn’t let a boy o’ mine go inter a forest

without his ginger, any more’n I’d let him go without

his gun
;
unluckiest thing that could be done. And

they better fix it all ready to take too,” added the

mischievous fellow.

Now the dearest object on earth next his mother,

to Davy Hamlin, was his brother Phil. The two

boys were the only children of the family, and their

attachment to each other was something beauti-

ful, Davy looking up to fifteen-year-old Phil as the

very embodiment of everything grand and noble in

boyhood, while Phil looked upon delicate little Davy

as something to be most tenderly cared for and con-

sidered on all occasions. “ The precious little mor-

sel !
” he once called him.

So it followed that what the crafty Sam Crofts had

said made a deep impression on Davy’s mind, and

he resolved that his dear brother should not go to the

woods lacking anything it would be unlucky to be

without. Such a superstitious idea would have been

foolish in a stronger or older boy, but eight-year-old

Davy was frail and nervous, and took alarm easily.

That night at supper Davy announced his anxiety.

“ Say, Phil ! Sam Crofts says you musn’t go out

camping without your ginger ! He says it is unlucky.”

For reply, Phil threw back his head and laughed

knowingly, while his father remarked gravely :

“ I think Sam would be luckier if he was less partic-

ular about taking his ginger.”

But Davy didn’t understand at all what Sam Crofts

had meant by “ ginger,” and his father did not care to

enlighten him, when he saw his innocent ignorance.

Meantime Davy resolved firmly that his careless

brother should not depart without a bottle of the lucky

tonic, and moreover that he would follow out Sam’s

advice carefully, and prepare it ready for use. Ac-

cordingly after supper he quietly searched about for

a large bottle with a firm, strong cork
;
then going as

quietly to his mother’s medicine closet, he looked

for the bottle marked “ Jamaica Ginger,” which to

his delight he found nearly full. Pouring most of

its contents into the empty bottle, he proceeded to

fill it with water
;
then he managed to obtain a good

quantity of sugar from the bowl. He shook the mix-

ture long and vigorously, then tasted, and found it

didn’t quite flay his tongue
;

in fact he thought it

really quite palatable after it ceased to burn. His next

visit was to his mother’s room for three pins
;
then

creeping down to the front hall, he placed the bottle

in the large deep breast pocket of Phil’s ulster— of

course he would take his ulster— securely pinning

it across. He argued that Phil wouldn’t notice

any extra weight about his coat, as all its pockets

were well stuffed, in the excitement of getting off, yet

would probably detect it later.

The next day was all that could be desired of fine

weather, but Davy’s soft, large blue eyes, as usual, were

full of tears as he watched the trio start off, though

he managed to conceal them until they had gone.

And he was greatly relieved when Phil, sure enough,

slung his ulster over his arm, only remarking

:

“ This always was the heaviest old coat !”

They took with them two well-trained dogs
;
Phil’s

own, a splendid retriever named “ Sampson ”in consid-

eration of his unusual strength, and for short, called

Samp. The other belonged to Mr. Ford, and was

loaned Harry for the occasion. He was a powerful

bull-mastiff, “ Watch,” by name. These dogs were
'

the best of friends
;
so it was eminently proper they

should go in company as guards and fellow sportsmen

of the three fine boys setting out for a midsummer’s

frolic.
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They reached the camping ground a little before

noon, having taken the two miles and a half very

leisurely, with frequent halts
;
for the weather was

warm, the beauty of the old forest beguiling, and the

little hand wagon heavy to draw.

Soon after their arrival, as Phil was hanging his

ulster on a peg driven into one of the tent poles, he

exclaimed :

“ Bless me, this old coat was never so heavy be-

fore !
” and just then something or other in one of

the pockets settled with a bounce. “ I do believe

some one has been stuffing some everlastingly heavy

thing in one of these pockets a-purpose !
” he ex-

claimed, and began an examination. After extracting

sundry pins which confined a great round object in

the breast pocket, he produced the bottle marked

carefully in Davy’s queer little hand, “ Jamaica

Ginger.”

“ Oh ho !
” roared Phil

;

“ if Davy hasn’t suc-

ceeded in tucking some ginger off on to me after

all
;

” then he added, his voice full of fondness, “ the

dear little idiot !
” After his laugh, in the bustle and

hurry which followed, he placed the bottle back in

the same pocket, and went on with the work of “ fix-

ing up.”

We cannot stop to tell what merry sports were

enjoyed during the three days of this outing; but the

weather was charming throughout, the moon was at

her highest and fullest, the game abundant, and the

good nature and overflowing spirits of the boys

unchecked by any untoward event. There was a

hunt every morning, and a feast every afternoon.

The late evenings were spent in strolling about near

camp and story-telling, and the vigorous exercise and

keen enjoyment had added heightened color to the

bronzed cheeks of the happy campers.

At length the last night, the fourth, of their wild

woods’ sport had arrived. Next day they must

“ pull up stakes ” and start for home
;
but they had

made the most of this last day. Rising at dawn and

taking the guns and dogs, sufficient game and wild

fowl had been secured to provide a last grand feast,

and also leave quite a little “show” to take home.

The moon was riding high in the heavens, and

Watch was lazily crunching a bone outside the open

tent, when Phil went out for one last look about. He
was somewhat troubled because Samp was missing.

In vain he whistled and called. The rogue had

stolen off; but probably not far— might return any

moment. At all events, Phil was too sleepy to wait

up for him. They were not unguarded either
;

for
woe betide the luckless intruder who dared Watch’s
mighty grip !

Silence reigned throughout the forest save for the
whispering of the leaves overhead, the twittering of
some uneasy birds, the occasional hoot of an owl, or
the flapping wings of a nighthawk.

It was past midnight, although it seemed as if he
had been sleeping but a few moments, when Phil be-

came conscious of a cold nose rubbing against his

cheek, and of a whining, coaxing, urgent appeal—
Samp. Samp had returned. He half-opened his

eyes, spoke impatiently :

“Down, Samp! quiet, old fellow! behave your-

self !

”

But Samp would neither “down,” “quiet,” nor “be-
have.” Finding Phil was waking, he pulled eagerly

at the hem of his pants, whining and crying in an

unaccountable manner. In vain Phil scolded and
soothed by turns. The dog persisted. At length

Phil sat upright, rubbed his eyes, and said softly and
kindly : “Well, now, old fellow, what’s up ? What
ails you ?

”

During all this time the other boys had not stirred,

and Tom Perkins drowned all sounds anyway, by a

most tremendous snoring. But Samp, now that he

felt Phil was broad awake, grew more excited than

ever, taking long leaps and bounds outside the tent,

then crawling back along the ground, almost voicing

his entreaties to Phil to “ come !

”

“ Well, Samp,” said the boy at last, “ you surely

never would behave in this way for nothing, and I

don’t believe you’re the boy to coax me into any dan-

ger. I don’t much believe you are, Sampson Hamlin.

Oh, I’m coming,” he added, patting him; “just wait

one moment, do !

”

He took his gun, hung a pistol in his belt, then feel-

ing a decided chilliness in the air, muttered

:

“ Guess I’ll don my ulster. Whew !
” he added,

drawing it on, “ this heavy coat feels good ! I declare

it does !

”

Then he paused and reflected. Should he wake the

others ?

“ What for ?
” was his next thought. “Of course I

sha’n’t go far, and I’m well protected, armed as I am,

and with Samp along
;

besides there’s nothing to be

afraid of.”

Fear was an element almost wanting in the charac-

ter of a border boy, and neither Phil nor his compan-

ions formed exceptions to the general rule.
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Just then he glanced at Samp standing mutely re-

garding him with such a human look in his pleading

eyes, and he could but smile as to another boy.

“ Come, old trusty !
” he said. “ I’m ready for

you !

”

With impatient, eager bounds, the dog led the way

farther into the woods. Phil followed at a brisk,

steady pace. He had tramped about half a mile when

Samp, leaping forward, then back, as if to make sure

his master would follow, turned aside into a little

glen thickly surrounded by trees. At a glance, Phil

saw a long dark object lying along the ground, the

head raised, but the entire form motionless. For an

instant his fingers closed over the revolver at his side

as he whistled softly to Samp
;
then he advanced, and,

entering the glen, saw by the clear moonlight that it

was the figure of a woman which lay there alone in

the still, deep forest. As Samp licked her white

cheek, he thought he heard a soft moan.

The next instant Phil was kneeling beside a dying

girl, whom he now saw plainly was no other than the

cherished daughter of Nomantic, the old Indian chief.

He knew at once that according to traditional cus-

tom of the Indians, the girl had been left there to

die. Yes, he understood the fact at once. She had

sickened in the morning, and as her sufferings grew

more intense, the chief had consulted a doctor at the

village, a Pale Face. But the physician not caring to

visit the camp, had written a prescription, and the

medicine had done no good, and towards night it had

become apparent that there was no more hope for her.

So with loud cries and moans from the women, and

bitter grief on the father’s part, he had, according to

the tribal custom, borne her in his strong arms to this

sheltered spot, piled high a pillow of summer leaves,

and withdrawn from a sight he had no strength or

courage to witness.

Phil’s young heart had never known before any

such great solemn ache as this. He wished he had

waked the other boys. He thought of sending Samp
back for them. But then, what could they do ?

“ Ginger blue !
” he ejaculated. “ What can a fel-

low do in such a case as this ? I wonder” — for at

the instant of his boyish exclamation the remembrance

of Davy’s bottle of ginger flashed across his mind,

and clapping his hand to his breast pocket, there it

was, sure enough.
“ Probably it won’t do much good,” he soliloquized,

“ but I guess I’ll try it.”

Raising her heavy head carefully, he poured a little

of the liquid into the girl’s mouth. There was a con-

traction of the brow, a struggle, and it was swallowed.

Phil waited a few moments, then repeated the

action.

“Well, you haven’t killed her yet,” he said to him-

self in an encouraging tone
;
and just then she moaned,

Phil fancied, and not as feebly as before. He laid

her head softly back, waited several moments, then

again raising her gently, administered at intervals

several swallows until a decidedly good dose of the

hot mixture had been taken
;
and this time, to his un-

speakable gratification, as he laid the pretty head

back on its leafy pillow, the great black eyes opened

languidly and looked into his face.

“Going to live, I do believe,” thought the boy.

“Bless that little goose of a Davy and his ginger

!

Wish the little chap could see how his ‘ lucky stuff’ is

working now.”

Glancing up at the moon, he was surprised to find he

must have been absent from camp a full hour, but he

could not think of leaving his deserted patient. Poor

child of the forest

!

A great restful feeling of relief was creeping over

Phil, moreover, unmistakably the young girl was re-

viving. She probably was to live. The eyes had

opened wider now, and at last they fixed on his face.

“ Do you feel better ?
” asked Phil, bending towards

her, and smiling half shyly.

She moved her lips, and made what sounded like

a little affirmative moan.

“A little more of Davy’s lucky ginger,” thought

Phil
;
and this time, although taken with some diffi-

culty, it was evidently taken intelligently. In the

course of another half-hour the girl could move her

head and hands, and after a while Phil helped her

to sit up, resting against a tree, while he rubbed

her hands and bathed her forehead— with ginger.

He was all unconscious, however, that at this time

two piercing eyes, keen as a hawk’s, far-seeing as an

eagle’s, were watching his movements. Even the

sagacious Sampson had failed to prick a silken ear

at the stealthy advance through the thicket of the

dusky form creeping along like a panther on all-

fours.

But suddenly now Sampson sat upright, every

nerve alert and quivering. Turning quickly, Phil

saw but a few paces off, the tall, erect figure of a

plumed and painted savage. The form was that

of Nomantic, but the features, even at that near

distance, were indistinguishable.
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Just here they made a striking picture in the moon-

light of the grand old forest. Phil had sprung to

his feet, and was standing close to the Indian maiden’s

side, one end of his gun resting on the ground, yet

firmly held in both hands. Sampson crouched

“ couchant,” ready for a deadly spring at a half-

instant’s notice — aye, and what a spring it would

have been— while a few yards off stood the motion-

less figure of Nomantic.

But the scene remained in tableau but for a

moment; for suddenly from the Indian girl herself

came a cry half of joy, half of pain
;

and in another

moment she was clasped in her own father’s arms.

He had thought that all must by this time be

over
;
and unable longer to control his bitter grief

and longing, had stolen out to see if his darling

young princess were indeed dead, and waiting to be

made ready for her burial.

No words could express his astonishment, when,

on nearing the spot, he saw her not only still alive,

but reviving.

Lifting her as though she were a child, and grunt-

ing forth some strange sounds meant for thanks to

Phil, who with rare presence of mind handed him

the bottle containing what remained of Davy’s lucky

“ ginger,” he strode with his daughter back to the

camping grounds but a short distance away.

But as the sturdy old Indian started away, the

pretty creature turned her face towards Phil with a

look in her starry eyes he never quite forgot. Touch-

ing her pale lips with her slender finger-tips, she

waved her own sweet thanks, and half-bashfully

Phil smiled and waved back a sort of “ by-by.”

When half-way back Phil met the entire Camp
Hamperford, turned out “to rescue him,” as Harry

Ford remarked. They explained that a dismal howl

from Watch had awakened them, and then they dis-

covered his “ nowhereness.” It was a long and

exciting story to which the boys listened
;
but there

was still an hour or two left before sunrise, and the

camp again slept soundly.

Home was reached safely that afternoon. There

were exciting tales to be told that evening in the

three households
;
and it would have done any one

good to have witnessed Davy’s unbounded satisfac-

tion at the part he had played in the event of the

trip.

It was on the third morning after the arrival home,

that Mr. Hamlin awoke Phil at an early hour, telling

him a message had been sent him during the night,

and he must arise and attend to the matter at once,
adding that Mike was somewhere in the garden, and
would tell him about it.

There was something mysterious about his father's
manner, and on expressing the opinion to Davy
during his hurried dressing, Davy said yes, he thought
so too.

Phil hurried down-stairs, burst out of the back
door, bounded like a squirrel through the garden to

find Mike, when lo and behold ! there at the stable

door, firmly fastened and secured, patiently stood a
lovely snow-white pony, withwampum saddle curiously

embroidered, and bridled and stirruped in style en-

chanting.

Going up to the graceful creature Phil saw that

an enormous piece of yellowish white paper had
been folded and pinned to the saddle. Taking it

down he read with considerable difficulty, what some
more enlightened “ Red Face ” had been coaxed or

hired to prepare, for the “ undersigned ” could

neither read nor write

:

“ We brake camp terday and speed the far West.

With forrests full of thanks we send him poney to

kind Pale Face, and Star Eyes work um saddle. May
Great Spirrit spred loving wings over deer yung Pale

Face. We take with us him gift of good fire warter,

and saved the loved yung squar.

“Chief Nomantic X [his mark.]

“Star Eyes == [her mark.”]

Back sped Phil to the house, his face radiant and

his eyes aflame. He rushed over the stairs and into

his room just as the little crippled brother had

finished the slow task of dressing.

“ Oh, you duck of a Davy, ” he cried, “ what do

you think now ! Why, that blessed old Injine, Noman-

tic, you know— the old chief, you know— has sent us

that darling little white saddle and wampum pony—
why, what the mischief am I saying ! he has sent us

that dear little white pony, wampum saddle, and all

the fixin’s ! You needn’t say you don’t believe it now,

it’s true as this world, and there’s a great big lump in

my throat most choking me too !
” for great fifteen-

year-old Phil was actually almost sobbing with delight

and excitement.

That night when Joe Fanshaw dashed up to the

post-office, he informed half of Parrisville that the

Indians of Nomantic’s tribe had decamped—started

for the far West.



The story of Phil’s forest adventure got out, as such

stories will
;
but the friends kept their own counsel

concerning some of the facts of the case. And little

Davy, whose lameness was caused partly by physical

weakness, began improving immediately on beginning

his invigorating rides on Star Eyes’ pony. Tom Per-

kins and Harry Ford enjoyed long rambles with her

too, to say nothing of Phil, her happy master.

For some reason or other, that great gossip, Sam
Crofts, never could get any one to give him the true

facts of the mysterious presentation, although on

every possible occasion he would ask Davy half-know-

ingly— to delude him into confidence if possible—
and half-curiously :

“ Say now, Davy, what made you name the pony

‘Ginger’?”

But the sly little Davy only perks his head on one

side, half-shuts his eyes, and replies :

“Oh, ‘always lucky to have ginger around,’ you

know, Mr. Crofts!
”
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NOBLESSE OBLIGE.

By Nora Perry.

GLEN, I want to ask you a question— a straight-

out question, as we used to say at Miss Tel-

ler’s school when our curiosity was roused.”

Glen laughed : “You may ask a dozen, Kitty.”

“ And you will answer them or not as you think fit ?
”

“ You would never ask a question I should not

want to answer, Kittykins.”

“ Oh dear, now you do put me on the very top

shelf of my honor and delicacy, and all that sort of

thing, but I’m going to ask the question all the

same, though it’s downright curiosity that prompts it,

nothing else. The question is just this : Why do you

have that old French motto, Noblesse Oblige, appear

in so many places in your house ? I picked it out the

other day in that pretty banner screen design you

had painted, and I saw it painted in that scroll that

hangs at the foot of your bed, and here it is now in

this dreadful old English text on this lovely mirror

frame, and engraved inside that locket you wear.”

Glen— her name is Glendower, an old family

name which her father bestowed upon her for the

very good reason that he was bound to have a child

of his wear the time-honored appellation, and as he

had no son to wear it, he could not see why it was

not the prettiest name in the world for a girl, and for

that matter neither can I — Glen, as her friend

Kitty came to the conclusion of her question, looked

up from her crewel work and laughed again.

“ O, Kitty,” she cried, “ you are such a queer

little conundrum of a girl ! I thought when you

began, you were going to ask about some very serious

matter indeed
;
and lo and behold it’s only about

our old motto. See here!” and going to the book-

case she took down a volume, turned the leaves, and

presently handed it open to Kitty.

And Kitty read of a certain gallant French officer

in the time of Henry the Fourth, of France, who
when honors and glories were showered upon him
after a hard-fought battle where he had borne himself
most gallantly, modestly disclaimed the sole honor
and credit, and pointed out a brother officer as more
deserving than himself. Those were rough and roys-

tering times when men did not give way to another

easily, and he was questioned with much amazement
for reason of his conduct.

He promptly replied :
“ I come of an honorable

race who have never profited by unlawful gains.”

When this answer was noised about, one of the

peers of the realm was so struck with admiration that

he exclaimed :
“ He should be knighted for his nobility

of conduct, and his motto should be Noblesse Oblige.”

When a peer of the realm in those days spoke like

this, speech was soon followed by action, and it was

not long before the gallant officer bore the title of

baron, and upon his shield, he had written the motto,

Noblesse Oblige.

When Kitty lifted her eyes from the page, Glen

spoke up, answering the unspoken question of her

eyes :
“ That officer was an ancestor of ours, my dear,

and when I first read this story about him, four

years ago, though I was only thirteen years old, I

was determined to keep that motto of his in sight to

save me from doing mean things.”

“ As if you could do mean things, Glen !

”

“ As if I couldn't

!

Oh, you don’t know me, Kitty-

kins
;
I’ve got some horrid faults.”

“ As which ?
” asked Kitty, smiling up incredu-

lously into beautiful Glen’s face, beautiful Glen

whom she had never seen ruffled or moved out of

that sweet serenity of hers.
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“ Ah, but I am not going to tell
;
you must find out

for yourself,” blushing and laughing, Glen answered

;

and Kitty laughed too.

She didn’t believe much in Glen’s faults, her

“horrid faults,” as that young lady had called them,

and Glen herself was certainly not very much im-

pressed by them as she talked about them there that

bright day in her own cosey little sitting-room.

Going home after lunch, Kitty, as she always did

when she had spent any time with Glen, pondered

admiringly and lovingly over her many attractions

and virtues
;
and on this occasion turned over again

in her mind the question of the faults.

“ Of course,” said sensible little Kitty to herself,

“ Glen has faults, because everybody has faults
;
but

I’m sure there is nothing mean or horrid about them.

She must be like that person that Goldsmith tells

about, whose ‘failings leaned to virtue’s side.’
”

While Kitty thus lovingly defends her idol in her

thoughts, the idol herself, remembering Kitty’s admir-

ing looks and words and what had called them

forth, is thinking of the same subject— these very

faults. “ I kno^what my faults are,” she said half-

aloud as she thought. “ I know I am fond of admir-

ation, and pretty clothes, and of having my own way.

I know I am inclined to be indolent, and to put off

everything I can that is not an absolute pleasure. But

of one thing I am sure: I am not selfish nor stingy.”

She said this last sentence with very decided

emphasis. Perhaps it was her occupation that

pointed the emphasis— she was folding up several

partly worn dresses of her own, and was presently

going to make them into a package to send away to

her cousin, Josephine Emory, who was not favored

like herself with a rich father. Every spring and

autumn Glen made up these packages to send to

Josephine, and whenever she did it her heart always

glowed with a warm sense of kindliness, not only

towards Josephine, but towards people generally.

“Joe will get this to-morrow afternoon if I express

it to-day,” she thought, “ and how pleased she will

be, and how pretty she will look when she has made

the things over with those deft little fingers of hers.”

What would Kitty Bell have thought, what would

she have said, and what would Glen have thought

and said, if they had been invisibly present at the

Emorys the next afternoon at five o’clock ? At that

very hour precisely, Josephine was looking over the

package of dresses. She held up to the light a long

polonaise of gray cashmere, with a very elaborate

trimming of satin of the same shade. The skirt for

this was quite as elaborately trimmed, and heavy

with stiff facings and quillings. Josephine’s face did

not look as pleased as Glen had fancied it. “ Mother,”

she said at length, “ do you know I think it would be

cheaper for me to buy my own dresses than to get

these made over to fit me. Glen, you see, is a great

deal larger than I.”

“But then you could never afford to get such ma-

terial, my dear.”

“ I know that, but this material is partly worn, and

I must get new satin, if I can match it, to make fresh

bows, and I must pay Mrs. Wheeler quite as much
as I would to make a new dress to make it over

thoroughly, or else I must wear the skirt as it is with

all that heavy lining and facing, and I can’t— I’m

not strong like Glen
;

I can’t carry all that weight.”

“Of course not; but how about the others, Jose-

phine ? ” asked her mother. Then Josephine held

up and inspected two more elaborately trimmed

gowns— one of mingled surah satin and foulard of

peacock blue and fawn color, another in two shades

of green. All of them were profusely trimmed, and

heavy with the weight of crinoline, and other linings

and facings. Both too long in the skirt and large in

the waist and sleeves for delicate little Josephine,

there would be a great deal of ripping and fitting and

sewing before they would be wearable for her
;
and

all this would cost money.
“ I suppose Glen thinks we do the altering our-

selves,” presently said Mrs. Emory.

“Yes, I suppose she does; she has seen me do

little things that were needed to my dresses when I

have been visiting her. But how little people stop

to think of other people’s ways and means— I mean

how little rich people do. Glen knows that I teach

all day, and that you work all day about the house,”

— as Josephine said this, she looked up at her

mother, that dear, dear tired mother, who would

never say she was tired
;
and looking into the dear

face, a spasm of emotion which came up from her

girl’s heart, out of all the bitter sweet memories of

their hard pinching times, quivered upon her lips.

Then all at once a rush of tears came, and then a

rush of words in such truth as people give utterance

to when the hurt heart speaks :

“ O, mother, mother, I know Glen means well—
that she means to give me pleasure, and it gives her

pleasure too; but do you think that if I were in her

place I should be so ignorant of those I wanted to
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help ? If I were Glen I should see that my gifts made

it easier for those who received them, not harder.”

“ My dear, I’m sure it’s very kind of her to think

to send you these things.”

“ Mother, I suppose all this sounds very ungrate-

ful, but why should we be grateful for what we don’t

ask for and don’t want, just because some one

chooses to burden us out of their superabundance ?

Glen doesn’t want these things. She is very glad to

give them to me; and she says to her mother— I

have heard her— 4 Mamma, I shall give Joe my
foulard and the gray cashmere — they have both

strained at the seams — and I shall get me a white

pongee and a new black silk to take their place.’

Mother, you know and I know what we should do if

I were in Glen’s place, with eight hundred dollars a

year, to spend as she pleases. If I were in Glen’s

place and Glen in mine, I should not send her cast-

off finery
;

I should give her now and then a new gown,

or the money to buy one, just such as she wanted.”

“Your uncle William is very kind on Christmas,

you must remember, Joe dear.”

“Yes, mother, but I’m talking of Glen; and the

sting of it is that Glen is so pleased with herself for

her goodness to ‘poor Joe,’ mother.”

“ My dear, we have learned many things by being

poor that we should never have known if we had

been rich, and perhaps if we had not learned so much
of the wants and ways of poor people, if we had

been rich always we might have been no wiser in

our actions than your cousin Glen.”

“Perhaps so,” answered Josephine, sighing
;
but

even as she made this admission she thought to

herself it was scarcely possible, so vivid was her

realization of the wants and ways of those about her.

Kitty Bell was in a great state of delight, for she

had got her heart’s desire in having her beautiful

Glen for a guest at Bellefontaine, the summer resi-

dence of the Bell family. Glen was a charming

guest
;
sweet tempered, and easily pleased, as all

sweet tempered people are generally, she fitted in to

all the little plans and pursuits with a ready alacrity

that made her delightful. As she had said of herself,

she was fond of having her own way; but in a bright

lively house like the Bells, it was not difficult to

make her ways like theirs. There were also plenty

of lively neighbors, and picnics, lawn tennis parties,

boating parties, and all the many summer excursions

occupied the days from morning until night. Glen

had noticed, however, that on Saturday of every

week Kitty always excused herself from any of the

pleasure plans, and spent the time in her mother’s

sewing-room. In the beginning of the visit she had
said to Glen, “ Saturdays I always spend with

mamma in sewing, and you can join me in the sewing

room or not, just as you choose.” But Glen did not

like to sew, so she never accepted this invitation

more fully than to put her head in at the doorway
now and then, or look in at the low window to say a

word to Kitty. “ Dear, good little thing !
” she used

to think of Kitty rather patronizingly, “she will never

do any great thing, never take a high place, or see

beyond her daily routine of the usual cut-and-dried

duties and charities, but I like her immensely, and

there must be somebody to do the small things of

life.” While she said all this to herself, beautiful Glen

was thinking of a certain voluntary performance of

hers once a fortnight when she was in town, at

the rooms of the Christian Association for poor boys.

Glen had a lovely voice, and when the young presi-

dent of the association asked her if she would sing

one evening for his boys, Glen consented with no

idea of repeating it
;
but she found it so pleasant,

with not only the appreciation of the boys, but with

the praise of the president and two or three of his

friends who were present, that she volunteered to sing

again
;
and so the singing had kept on from fortnight

to fortnight, until it had got to be a regular thing,

and Glen found as the winter went on that her audi-

ence also increased, and that she was quite a heroine

— a heroine who was greatly commended for her

services to these poor children. Thinking of all

this, and of Kitty and her small things, Glen one

Saturday morning sauntered into the sewing-room,

and found her friend busily at work upon a little

gown, and with a pile of other little gowns before her.

“ Charity work, eh, Kitty dear ! My child, why
don’t you let somebody else do it who would be

glad of the employment ? I always do that way,

and so do a double charity service, you see.”

“ But it isn’t charity work, Glen. I’ll tell you.

Mamma has a friend who has had great reverses.

We should be very glad to give her money, but she

very naturally wouldn’t like that, and so mamma
and I hit upon this way to help her. She has sev-

eral children and I persuaded her to let me em-

ploy some of my leisure time in making garments

for them. Mamma told her that she should be

very glad to have me learn how to cut and fit
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and make clothing for my own sake, which is

quite true, and I am very, very glad to help dear

auntie May, as I have always called her.”

“ But what is this — what are you doing with this

pretty black silk of yours ? ” queried Glen.
“ Oh ! that I am fitting over a little and re-trim-

ming for Jessie, the eldest daughter, who is near

my age, but slighter and smaller.”

“But why don’t you send it as it is, and let her

do it herself ?
”

“ Because Jessie is nursery governess to the

younger children, and besides, assists her mother
in the chamber work, so she hasn’t any time, un-

less she takes the time that she ought to rest to

do it
;
and if she hired it done, it would hardly

be the real help I want it to be, would it ?
”

Glen could not answer. Her heart gave a great

throb and a mist seemed to obscure her vision for

a moment, for all at once Kitty’s ways that she

had thought such small ways, shone before her in

contrast to her own. All at once she saw how she

had deceived herself in her idea of her own supe-

riority. While she had been priding herself upon

her good works, her generosity, none of which

brought her trouble or pains, but only gratified

her ambition and contributed to her pleasure, here

was this little Kitty who loved the sunshine and

the flowers, whom they had always called at school,

“ lazy little Kitty,” voluntarily giving up her time,

voluntarily giving up the sunshine and the flowers,

and the gay doings, whatever they might be, that

came on Saturday, that she might do this unselfish

and noble thing
;

while she, Glendower Hastings,

who had set before herself that old motto of

Noblesse Oblige
,
to keep from doing the mean or the

selfish act, she— as Glen reached this climax in all

the sudden rush of thought, her impetuous nature

burst forth in a flood of tears.

“ O Glen, Glen !
” and Kitty sprang from her

seat: “what is it?”

Glen answered by removing the chain that held the

locket whereon she had had engraved her motto.

“ Kitty, I don’t deserve to wear it,” she said.

“Glen, Glen, what do you mean?”
“ I mean that I have been miserably selfish,

while I was priding myself upon my superiority—
that I have been setting myself up, while you, oh

you dear, blessed Kitty—you have showed me the

right, unselfish thing I should have done !

”

Glen was nobler than she gave herself credit for at

the time, for then and there moved out of her self-ab-
sorption, with flushing cheeks, she did sore pen-
nance by frankly confessing herself to Kitty— by
telling her of all her selfish thoughtlessness, by
saying at. the end — “ And Josephine is my own
cousin, Kitty, whom I thought I was doing so much
for in sending her my old dresses that I didn’t
want, for her to take the time and the money that
she couldn’t spare, to fit them over herself.”

Kitty, distressed and sympathetic, and deprecat-
ing her own simplicity of action as anything no-
ble, tried in vain to console her friend by praise
of her present frankness, and delicate excuses for
her former thoughtlessness. There was no half-

way to Glen. Once the truth was placed before
her she never attempted to shirk it, and it showed
what a really fine basis there was to her char-

acter, that fond as she was of praise and adulation,

that she did not now fall back upon Kitty’s praises

and excuses. She listened to them, however, but
with a new look in her eyes— an admiring look
of appreciation — for Kitty, whose ways she had
ignorantly called “small ways;” and presently with

this new look in her eyes, and with her usual quiet

composure, she bent over and clasped the chain

and locket she had worn about Kitty’s neck.
“ It is you who should wear this and not I, Kitty

dear,” she said gently. Kitty tried to protest, but

Glen made it a matter of personal favor.

“ I want you to wear the motto to please me,

Kitty; not as I have worn it for a reminder, but

as our knight of the old days wore it, as a seal and

sign of his own nobility.”

Kitty could not understand, she never did un-

derstand why Glen should make so much of so

small a matter. Like all simple, unimaginative

persons, she could not rate herself, and simply

thought she had done a very natural and com-

monplace thing, and that Glen who was so clever,

and had so much to do that was splendid and

brilliant for people, had only forgotten to do the

commonplace thing for awhile. Perhaps if this

dear, modest, good little girl could have stepped

into the Emorys’ small sitting-room some time after

this, and heard Josephine exclaim at the check she

found in a letter from her cousin Glen, and have

heard her read aloud to her mother the letter

itself, and have heard Josephine’s tearful but

altogether happy comment, she would have under-

stood better the value of her own unselfish example.
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ROBIN HOOD’S GHOST.
{Being a true account ofa ghost as seen by Mr. Thackeray and Charles Dickens

,
and others

,
in a Nottingham graveyard.)

By Joaquin Miller.

S
HERWOOD FOREST, in the centre of which

Nottingham now stands, was famous as a re-

treat for warlike and lawless men even in the

time of the Romans
;

for the woods were wonder-

fully deep and dense and the trees of great size

and beauty. After many hundred years the woods

began to grow narrower and thinner, and fields of

grain took their places. But still, even in Robin

Hood’s time, enough remained to make a very se-

cure hiding-place for Robin and his many merry

men. And his exploits here, were they all known,

would fill many books.

The king and his court would come out here to

hunt, all the way from London, in great gilded car-

riages, with pompous powdered footmen holding on

behind. Robin did not like these, and he played

them so many sorry tricks that the king set a price

on his head.

But as we all know, Robin Hood always es-

caped, for he had many true friends, and lived to

die of old age in his dear leafy old Sherwood

Forest, near Nottingham.

This Nottingham is, and always was, a wonder-

ful place. Here many of the beautiful laces of

the world have long been made. It is now a

very wealthy city and has nearly a quarter of a

million people, and it is building, too, all the time

as fast as any Western town. The name at first

was spelled Notte-hcim. If you take your Latin

and Saxon books and look up these words, you

will find what they mean. You see the north bank
of the Trent River here is a great steep sandstone

mountain, and into this sandstone, thousands of

years ago, the wild inhabitants dug holes and made
for themselves dark homes, or homes of night

:

Notte-ham.

Of course the dwellers in these caves were never

conquered
;

and Robin Hood was as safe, once

under the ground, as in a castle
;
and a great deal

more so indeed
;

for these dark passages reached

for miles and miles under the earth, and were all

connected together. And as they were dark and

crooked and full of pits and falls known only to

Robin Hood and his men, no soldiers ever dared

venture far to follow him.

As England began to be civilized the hundreds

and thousands of women sitting at the mouths of

these caves looking out toward the sun, thought to

themselves that they must do something besides

harbor their robber husbands and carry wood and

water. And so sitting there at the mouths of their

caves in the sunlight, they began to weave lace.

You can understand that with the dark cave be-

hind, and the bright sun pouring in before, they

could see the fine threads clearly and could do won-

derful work. And thus was laid the foundation of

one of the greatest industries, as well as one of

the wealthiest cities, in all this world. Do not

forget this. And now we are going to come to

the ghost.

Three years ago I spent the summer in Sher-

wood Forest. Some of the time I lived at New-

stead Abbey, the beautiful and stately old home of

Lord Byron. And a portion of the summer I

spent at Bestwood, with the Duke of St. Albans.

The name and estate of Bestwood came about

in this way : Little Nell Gwynne, who had once

been a poor girl, and sang and sold oranges in

the streets of London, was brought out here on

one occasion with the king and his hunting party.

The poor girl had worked her way up in the world,

and had persuaded some wealthy people to found

a hospital for poor and unfortunate soldiers and

sailors, so that she became a great favorite and

every one loved her But with all her influence

and good deeds she was not rich. And so on this

occasion, she asked the king for a bit of land in

Sherwood Forest, where she might have a home

and settle down and live and die in peace, away

from the excitement and sin of London
;
and the

king at last consented to give her as much land

as she could set a mark around before break-

fast.

Now the dews are heavy in Sherwood Forest,
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and the bushes always wet of a morning
;
and the

crafty old king felt certain that little Nell would

walk but a little way in her dainty slippers before

breakfast.

Walk! Not little Nell! She mounted a horse

at the first peep of day, while the old king still

slept, and taking a battle-axe in her hands, she

blazed over about seven miles, and got back all

right, and ready for breakfast before the king

knew what she had been about.

And so the land became hers. She made it

her home, and called it “ Bestwood,” because she

had chosen the best woods in all Sherwood Forest.

Her descendants are dukes, and they stand very

near the throne. And to this day this “ Best-

wood ” is their home. It is a lovely place indeed.

The ancient house echoes with the laughter of

many merry children, and about the walls hang

many tokens and pictures of poor, tender-hearted

little Nell who once sold oranges and sang for

her bread in the streets of London. The story of

her life reads almost like that of Ruth or Hagar

or some other tender bit from the Bible.

Now for the ghost ! Close to Newstead Abbey is

Robin Hood’s cave. Of course every traveller

visits this cave, although it does not amount to

much. For remarkable as it may seem, we are

assured that there is an underground passage all

the way from this cave to the castle on the sum-

mit of the sandstone mountain, in the city of Not-

tingham. Though this castle is now a museum of

fine arts, it was the last stronghold of Charles

the First, just before he lost his head. Cromwell

feared to attack it. Richard the Lion-hearted

fought his brother here, sword in hand, after

he had usurped his throne, while the king was

away in the wars of the Crusades; and it was

built, or at least made a great castle, by William

the Conqueror. So you see Nottingham Castle has

no mean place in history. From the high summit

you can see the little church at Hucknall four

miles away to the southwest, where Lord Byron

lies buried. And two miles away to the south we

can see the humble home of poor Kirke White.

Well, these lacemakers of Nottingham never bury

their dead in the ground. As a rule, they put them

in catacombs, much as the early Christians did in

Rome. They cut out fine family vaults from the soft

and durable sandstone. Some of the old families

here can point out, laid neatly away on the shelves,

their ancestors’ coffins nearly a thousand years old.

On a high knoll a little way outside of the city, a deep
carriageway is cut through the sandstone, with vaults
on either side. Some of these very old vaults are open,
the hinges broken or rusted away, the doors rotten.

About twenty-five years ago, before the telegraph
and papers began to inform all the world at the same
instant of everything that is going on— and a great
deal more— it was suddenly rumored, on the very
best authority too, that an actual ghost was to be
seen nightly in Nottingham. It had first been
seen by a burial party at twilight flitting about on the

high bold knoll above the vaults. The most of the

party fled in terror, calling it the ghost of Robin
Hood. But there were some learned and thoughtful

gentlemen in the party, and they determined to get

at the truth
;

these hastily returned to the spot,

bringing the best men of the city with them to see

this remarkable sight.

As they came up, breathless and eager, they saw

the white ghost still hovering and darting about over

the hill above the vaults. For the most part it

seemed to glide close down to the ground, as if on its

hands and feet. Then it would start up, strike out

wildly with its slim white arms, and then sink down

and for a moment disappear entirely.

The next night the same remarkable sight was

seen by thousands. The poor ghost did not speak

or make any sound at all. But somehow the fright-

ened inhabitants of Nottingham got it into their

heads that it was suffering great pain.

As the nights wore on, some of the boldest citi-

zens resolved to push their investigation to the

extreme and find out certainly the facts. They ad-

vanced in a body. The ghost fled over the hill, but

was finally seen to appear at the end of the carriage

wall and pass on up among the vaults.

The pursuing party divided, some entering at one

end of the deep carriage way and some at the other.

As they came upon the ghost down the deep cut

in the solid rock from either side, it darted into

an old vault. The boldest hesitated to follow it

here. But before leaving they made careful note of

the poor ghost’s favorite hiding place, resolved to get

at his secret the following night.

Of course the news had got to London by this

time
;
and being so well authenticated, the whole city

was excited.

Charles Dickens, Mr. Thackeray, and many others,

some of whom are still living, and from one of whom



I got these facts, hastened out to Nottingham to see

the ghost.

Of course the peasants and common people were

thoroughly frightened by this time and kept away;

but the party from London were resolved to see

for themselves. They went into the old vault as

night came on, and sat down to wait for the ghost.

The party of the night before, using their same

tactics, drew the poor ghost from the hill as soon as

it appeared there, and made it take to the deep

carriage cut as before. Then closed in from both

ways with torches and lanterns, it fled frightened into

the old vault where a somewhat terrified party

crouched in the dark waiting for it. The two ladies

screamed and then fainted. The men jumped up

and tumbled over each other, while the poor ghost

scrambled up to the highest coffin and stood there

trembling and shaking till its little feet beat a

strange tattoo on the dry old oaken lid of some

ancient baron. The men got to their feet as fast as

they could, and catching up their lanterns, held them

high up over their heads and looked at the ghost.

It was a sheep !

They pulled Robin Hood’s ghost down from his

high place in a hurry, for they were very angry and

impatient at being hoaxed by a sheep. And the

ladies who were quite ashamed at having fainted,

caught hold of him and began to pull his wool and

shake him heartily. But when they found he was
only skin and bone they began to feel sorry and

to try to find out what was the matter with him.

And what do you think ! why, the poor thing had

been licking and nosing an old tin can and got it

fast over its upper jaw. Then the flesh had swollen

and it would not come off, paw and plunge and dig

with his slim fore legs, and claw with his hind ones,

as he might. And as you know, or at least ought to

know, a sheep, nor indeed any cloven-footed creature

that chews the cud, has no upper teeth on its fore

jaw, and so as it could neither bite it off, nor paw it

off, nor kick it off, the poor creature was dying,

crazy from pain and hunger and fright.

Of course they relieved the wretched creature, and

in a few moments it was nibbling at the grass. But

no one ever wrote up the facts, I think. I think,

as the lady who told me the story said, they all felt

a little bit sheepish about it.

I have ventured to tell it because in the first place

it is quite harmless, and in the second place I wish

to impress you with this solid truth, that all ghosts

have no more foundation in fact than had this famous

Robin Hood’s ghost.



MADAM GILA.— I.

(A True Story.)

By Mrs. H. M. Miller.

MONKEYS are always amusing, though they

are not often much loved; but the clearest

pet I ever had, was a spider monkey of Central Amer-

ica. I was greatly pleased when she was given to

me, for I had often lingered in my walks to look at

her pranks in the place which was then her home.

The particular thing that had amused me was her

fondness for horseback riding, and the cunning way

in which she would manage to gratify her taste for

that sport, at the expense of the pigs that were

kept in the same yard. Sitting in perfect silence on

the low branch of a tree, she would watch her chance,

and the moment a pig in his wanderings came under

her hiding-place, she would swing herself down and

pounce upon him, taking a good grip of his ears to

hold on by.

Her steed needed no spur. He would gallop off at

the top of his speed, and tear furiously around the

yard, evidently not pleased to play horse, but unable

to shake her off till she was tired and dismounted

herself.

Unlike most monkeys, the spider monkeys are

fond of walking erect, and I often saw her walking

about with tail held above her head, the tip curled
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over like the end of a letter S. I think I never saw

anything funnier than this creature walking down the

garden path swinging a tin pail in a business-like

way, as a workman carries a dinner pail.

She was a pretty creature, or perhaps she seemed

so to me because I loved her. She was more than

two feet tall, and weighed twelve pounds, which is

heavy when you remember that spider monkeys are

so named because of their resemblance to those famil-

iar little spinners which look to be nearly all legs.

Her dress was a suit of long, light yellow hair

(lighter than her family usually are), which after a

few week’s care and combing became beautifully soft

and silky. Her face and hands were black, also her

knees and feet. I will call them feet because she

used them as such, though like all the monkey family,

the Four-Handed or Quadrumana
,

they were really hands, and quite as

“ handy” as the fore pair which I

shall call hands to distinguish them.

The skin on the inside of her long

tail was also a satiny black. It was

the most useful sort of a tail; as

convenient as a fifth hand— pre-

hensile, the books call it. With it

she could not only hang from a

branch, but she could hold objects.

Whenever she snatched anything

and ran away with it— which I

regret to say was a favorite trick

— she did it with her tail, though

when she sat down to look at her

prize closely, she would take it in

hand. Once when she was not in

the best of humors, she was passing

the table spread for dinner, on her

way to be chained up, with that too

handy tail of hers she swept it clean, w—
dishes, table service and all, into

one complete wreck.

Her hands were long and slim,

and soft as velvet inside, but had no thumbs. Queer

as it seems, heif thumbs were on her feet. Her eyes

were of the “ snapping ” black sort, full of mischief,

and she had a set of fine white teeth, which she would

sometimes use for other purposes than eating.

Like all the animal world, my pet had several names.

Her common name was Black-handed spider monkey,

because, as I said, they are so slim in figure; the

book name is Ateles melanochir
,
and the name I gave

her, the only one she knew and answered to, was

Gila Chimpilicoco. She was intelligent, and could

express her feelings as well as if she could talk.

Though she had only two or three kinds of cries, she

gave so many expressions to them that there was no

need of words.

The first art of Madame Gila was mischief
;
that is

to say, we call it mischief because it annoys us, but

to a restless creature of the forest it is merely harm-

less amusement, of course without malice. How

DOWN THE GARDEN PATH.

should a monkey know that a tree in a garden is

more precious than one in the woods ? and fingers so

lively must be busy. However, to go on with the

story.

When she arrived she was not expected, and no

place was ready for her, so I had her tied by a rope

to the trunk of a small blossoming tree, and it hap-

pened that no one noticed her for some time. She

did not feel lonely though she amused herself per-
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fectly, if not the family. She literally stripped that
tree not only of flowers and leaves, but of twigs and
small branches, and when we found her she was
coolly “ jouncing ” herself in the branches, to break
them off. In a short time the whole would have been
kindling wood. How she screamed and chattered at

us when we dragged her down before she had fin-

ished her work to her taste, and what a wreck she
had made of a beautiful tree !

“Now, Madame Gila,” said I, as the man tied her
to a post, “ we’ll see what you can find to do here !

”

She did find something
;
her hands were never

idle. She worked at the knot of her rope till it

TAKING HER BREAKFAST LIKE A LADY.

untied, and then she proceeded to investigate the

garden, her new home. Whatever green fruit she

could find she pulled off and threw down as unworthy

the notice of any sensible monkey; the growing veg-

etables she dragged out of the ground to see what

they were like
;

the pots of flowers she upset to ex-

amine the under side. In fact, that spot of ground

looked as if a hurricane had passed through it.

“ Now this will never do,” I said, “ this Mischief

must be securely fastened. I can’t keep her to ruin

a garden not my own.”

But the secure fastening was the puzzle. It was

beyond the wit of man to contrive a knot that she
would not untie. At last she had to be chained for
every finger was full of “fidget,” as some little peo-
ple’s fingers, and she had twice as many of them, be-
sides her two thumbs. A home was also made for
her that seemed safe.

The house, you must know, was, like all first-class
houses in the city of Granada where all this happened,
built around a court which was filled with trees and
flowers. Around the court, and into which every
room opened, was a corridor like a wide piazza, with
a roof over it. Under the edge of that roof, where
she could have sunshine or shade as she wished, was
made Gila’s home.

She soon learned many ways of civilized life, for
she was a bright scholar. To eat with a fork required
only one lesson — and that’s more than can be said
of our little folks— and to take her breakfast like a
lady, not “gobbling,” but drinking her coffee out of a
cup, was almost as soon learned. She became very
fond of her morning coffee, and was wise enough to

know when she might expect it. If the master of the

house came into the corridor and took his early coffee,

as was his custom, Gila paid no attention to him, but
the moment I apppeared and seated myself for the

same purpose, she began to cry and scream and teaze,

till for the sake of peace, she was served first, though

I always insisted that she should show us some trick

before I gave her the cup.

She quickly learned what I meant, and when she

begged for her breakfast, I had only to say, “No, no,

Gila : not till you show us a trick,” when she would

at once stand on her head with her funny heels in the

air, or, if we gave her a piece of board, she would set

it up on end, climb to the top, and sit there as long

as she could keep her balance, steadying herself by

her chain.

Besides coffee, she delighted in fruits and sweets

;

syrup on bread pleased her greatly, and she always

made her own choice of the dishes on the table. She

decided instantly what she wanted, and if it was not

given to her she would accept bread or anything that

was offered to her, but she would hold it and not eat,

till she saw what became of the dish she had selected.

Not until it was carried past her on its way to the

kitchen, would she make up her mind to content

herself with what she had.

In the middle of the day it was the custom to serve

to the ladies of the family something cooling— lemon

or orangeade, or a fruit drink. Of the ladies, Gila
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considered herself one, and the moment the servant

appeared, she was on the alert
;
no lazy swinging

now, no quiet napping on her shelf
;
she had her rights

to look out for. By long use she had come to regard

the dregs of the glasses as her share of the treat, and

no miser ever watched his gold more eagerly than

Gila watched the precious drink. If the servant for-

got her, or the glasses were too nearly emptied, she

would scream and cry.

When Gila was in her native forest, among her own

people, she lived upon nuts and fruits, mangos,

bananas, oranges, and many others, but she was

exceedingly willing to make experiments, and always

ready to try anything she saw us eating. She soon

ate exactly what the family did.

She had a funny fashion of getting a drink when it

rained, that I suppose she brought from her wild

home, perhaps her mother taught her. The roof of

the corridor was of tiles, shaped like cylinders cut in

half. Down these little gutters the rain poured in

tiny streams, and Gila would carefully hold her head

so that the stream would fall into her open mouth,

and not into her eyes, and drink as much as she liked.

Like her mistress, Gila was fond of pets, and espe-

cially doted on the kitten. Once she caught her and

held her so tightly hugged in her arms, while chatter-

ing over her in glee, that pussy did not like it, and cried

pitifully. Nothing would tempt the too loving mon-

key to give her up, and every one had so much respect

for Gila’s teeth that they hesitated to try force. She

petted and caressed her, examined her fur and looked

inside her ears, all the time chattering and having

the most delightful time. Poor puss ! sometimes she

was held by one leg, and sometimes by a grip on her

fur, sometimes her head was up and sometimes down.

She was used to a quiet life, and she didn’t like being

baby to a restless monkey.

At last, after Gila had held her three or four hours,

one of the servants declared she would make her give

her up, so she armed herself with a stick and went

towards Gila. That cunning creature knew what

was wanted as soon as she saw her coming, and quick

as a flash, she took kit in one hand, and held her

down to the ground behind her, while with the other

she snatched up an old parasol to defend herself.

It has been said by that charming, peppery old

naturalist, Charles Waterton, that monkeys never use

a stick as a weapon, even in captivity, and in his

book he offers to eat his own head, or perform some
equally agreeable feat, if the monkeys in the Zoolog-

ical Gardens can be made to use a stick or stone in

that way. Now I don’t know how London monkeys
may do, but I know the chimpanzees of the New
York Aquarium will throw a stick at a tormenting

boy with very good aim, and I know Gila learned of

people, if not of her mother, to use a stick quite handily.

There was one member of the family against whom
Gila had the greatest spite, and it is curious that all

over the world monkeys have the same feelings. It

was a parrot, which at first was placed on the same
bar with the monkey. Whether jealous of her gay

dress, envying her because she could talk, or whatever

the cause, nothing so pleased Madame Gila as to

play a trick on the unfortunate stranger.

The sly creature would begin by sitting quietly and

with the greatest seeming indifference on her usual

seat. Apparently she was deeply engaged in study-

ing the state of things on the ground, or carefully

examining her own toes, or arranging her glossy hair,

even sometimes pretending to be asleep, or at least

too sleepy to feel the slightest interest in any parrot.

After keeping her eye on her enemy for some time,

Poll would grow careless, prune her gay feathers,

and look out sharply to see if some one was coming

with something to eat, for not Gila herself thought

more of dainties than Poll. When she had almost

forgotten the presence of her hereditary foe, the mon-

key would suddenly come to life. Quietly and slowly

she would start up, till within reach, when there

would be a quick grab, followed by shrieks of pain

and rage. Poll would tear herself away, often with

the loss of part of her gay tail feathers, and would

mope and sulk for some time, while naughty Gila

chattered with glee, exulted over her victory and

chewed the ends of the captured feathers.

But the laugh was not always on the monkey’s

side. Polly had a brain under her feathers, and she

was not slow to plot her revenge. She, too, could

bide her time, and strut quietly upon her victim, per-

haps when she was intensely interested in lunch

going on below, or taking a little nap in the afternoon.

Then in her turn Polly would strut across the bar,

till near enough to give a tremendous peck at the

soft flesh inside the end of Gila’s tail. Then the

cries would come from the monkey, while the parrot

would chuckle with great joy. This went on for

some time, both of them refusing to be friends, and

at last it was decided that Miss Polly must have

a new residence.

(to be continued.)
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MADAM GILA.— II.
(A True Story.)

By Mrs. H. M. Miller.

ONE of the naughtiest things that Gila did, was to

frighten children. The moment she saw a

youngster she gathered herself up ready for fun—
that is, fun for her. She would keep still till the child

carelessly, or perhaps not seeing her, came quite near,

and then of a sudden Gila would spring to her feet,

open her arms as if she would catch it, give a sort of

growling cry, like “ O-o-o-o !

”

It was a wild, scaring sound, and the child was
sure to run and scream, which exactly suited the

monkey. But strange to say, there was one little

girl, a mere baby, who was very fond of Gila
;
and,

perhaps stranger still, Gila was equally fond of her.

The child’s pet name was Chiquita (qui pro-

nounced like ke), and she often came with her

mother to the house.

The moment Gila spied her favorite she would

open her arms and welcome her with a glad cry
;

the baby, who could just toddle, would run and

throw herself into the monkey’s arms, and there

would be the warmest sort of an embrace. After this

hearty welcome, Gila would sit down with her pet

and proceed to look her over.

This was a curious operation to which Chiquita

made no objection, though her mamma looked on

with terror, for Gila was rough at best, and if angry,

she would bite in an instant. Biting, however, she

did not think of. She would gravely lift the lids

of the child’s eyes, and peer under them with

interest
;

satisfied with them, she would investigate

her ears, looking at them inside and out, before and

behind, above and below, as earnestly as though she

was a doctor searching for a disease. Then she

would gently lift the little curling rings of hair, ex-

amining them curiously. Next she would look over

her clothes, peering at hems, and trying to solve the

mystery of ruffles, all the time as grave as a judge,

and having the air of wondering why the baby was

white and not black
;
why her hair curled instead of

lying straight like hers
;
why her clothes^ didn’t fit

close like her own; and altogether, what was the

difference between a baby and a monkey anyway.

It was more than curious, it was almost sad. One
could hardly help thinking that Gila was really
making comparisons and actually pondering causes
in her mind.

The queer friends were extremely affectionate.
Having allowed Gila to take the child in her arms,
it was nearly impossible to get her out. Fortunately
Chiquita liked it. If she had not been pleased,
and had objected, she might perhaps have been
bitten, and her mother always dreaded it, for baby
had a will of her own.

Coaxing never had any effect on Gila, and at any
attempt to take the child she would hold on with
arms and legs and tail, which gave her a great
advantage over those who use arms alone. The only
way they could be separated was by stratagem.

Something would be done to attract Gila’s attention,

and Chiquita would be snatched away. This pro-

ceeding did not please either of them, and both
would scream at the top of their voices.

There was never a moment in her life, day or

night, that Gila was not amusing to watch, unless

when she was asleep, and even then she looked

comical.

Her home, as I have told you, was under the edge of

the roof of the corridor. Now I must tell you what sort

of a home is thought pleasant and comfortable for a

monkey who must be kept chained because she “ can’t

keep her fingers off of things.”

A post, yes, two posts, some feet apart, were placed

in the spot decided upon, and between them fastened

a plank or bar, on which Gila could exercise as much
as she liked. Over the bar slipped the ring at the end

of her chain, which allowed her to stand on the

ground, or to climb among the rafters under the

roof, where a shelf was placed for a bed. On top of

one of the posts was fastened a box for a seat or

table, and her home was thought to be complete.

So evidently did 7iot Madam Gila; she wanted a

swing of some sort, and she expressed her wishes

by making one for herself of the chain that held

her. She would take hold of it with her tail to keep
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it loose so that it could not choke her, and then

throwing out arms and legs, swing to her heart’s

content.

We took the hint, and prepared a new pleasure for

her. We sent out to the Indians who make the

hammocks so much used in that hot climate, and

ordered one made of a suitable size for Gila. When
we hung it to her posts, there was never a creature so

delighted.

She had watched us lying in hammocks, in the

corridor, and knew at once how to use it, and she

could hardly be induced to leave it day or night.

A funny sight she was too, all curled up, head resting

on one black hand, and one long spidery leg hanging

out to push against the post

and keep her swinging.

We are apt to think that all

animals of a kind are like each

other
;
that a cat is always shy

and ungrateful, and a dog al-

ways honest and

arms, back, and legs, like a good child who wants to

be clean. Then she was combed and brushed till her

hair fairly shone.

But for all her “ folksy” ways, Gila could never

be cured of a love of pranks. Her fingers fairly

ached to be doing something, and her head, though

small, held brains enough to be full of suggestions.

Never a chance offered for a bit of mischief that she

did not see and take advantage of. If a woman
came into the court to sell vegetables which she

carried on her head, and carelessly came too near

brave. That is a

great mistake;
there is almost

as much differ-

ence between
cats as there is

between men. It

is the same with

monkeys, and

the more closely

we study the ways

of animals, the

more I believe we

shall see that each

has its own char-

acter as we have.
TWO FRIENDS.

I have known monkeys that I would not have in

the house, but Gila was naturally neat
;
her ways from

the first were almost civilized. Nothing annoyed her

more than soiled or sticky fingers, and much as she

liked syrup, she often hesitated to take it, on account

of the daubing. She did not use her long hair for a

napkin either, as some savages do, but she would rub

her hands against the post, or, sad to say, on the

dress of any lady who chanced to be near enough.

One of the most amusing things to see was Gila

taking her morning shower bath. It was a sprinkling

from a watering-pot, and she would sit as still as a

mouse during the operation, rubbing herself all over,

her post, Gila would spring upon her, frighten her

out of her wits, scatter the vegetables far and wide,

and scamper up into the rafters where no one could

reach her, and then grin and chuckle over it till the

excitement was passed, and she thought it safe to

come down.

A special favorite with Gila was the woman who

sold certain dainties made of rice-flour and milk,

which she carried on a tray on her head. Gila could

throw herself out very far from her bar, by holding

on with her feet, and it was almost impossible for

this woman to get by her without giving the watchful

creature a chance to snatch a handful of her wares.
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As I always paid for them, possibly she did not try to

keep out of the monkey’s reach.

When Gila would get loose, as she sometimes

would in spite of our care, there seemed no end to

the things she would think of to do
;
and to think of

them was to do them, with her. If interrupted

in her fun, she would climb nimbly to the top of

a tall tree, and no coaxing would bring her down.

One day she made much trouble by upsetting and

injuring many house-plants, and then retreated to

her usual place. Every way was tried to get her

down, talking to her and tempting her with fruit that

she liked, but she would not come. At last we
thought of a certain skin that had grown on the back

of a jaguar. Monkeys have a deadly fear of this big

cat, who is fond of them— to eat— and Gila had often

been frightened by having this skin shaken at her,

accompanied with growling.

A servant was told to bring the skin. But no

sooner did Gila hear the order, whether she under-

stood it or not, than she hastened quickly down the tree,

and sprang into my arms, where she always felt safe.

Gila was brimful of what is called the “mother

instinct
;
” that is, she always wanted a baby to fondle.

She was as fond of a doll as any girl, and would play

with a rag-doll I made her for hours at a time, though

she generally ended by tearing its clothes off. But

what can one expect of the most restless fingers in the

world— eight of them at that— and obliged to pass

away the long hours somehow. I never blamed her

for tearing her doll.

Unfortunately, she liked best a live baby. Not a

cat, or any small animal could come within reach of

her long arms, or her tail, but she would snatch it

with either of the five that was nearest, and scramble

to the top of her box, where she would sit down and

enjoy it, hugging it tight in her arms, no matter

whether the head was up or down.

Among my pets was a baby tiger, as it is called in

Central America, really an ocelot, which belongs to

the family of pussy’s wild cousins, and is enough like

a tiger to merit the name.

This little fellow was very amusing, being as big

as a cat, and as lumbering and playful as a kitten.

Gila watched him with great interest as another live

doll-baby, and if in a moment of frolic he chanced to

get within reach, snap ! she would snatch him and

run to her perch.

This insult from a monkey who in a wild state is

food for an ocelot, was not to be endured. The

baby would “ yowl ” in a fearful way, and scratch like

any old cat. But Gila was not discouraged
; she would

press him closer than ever to her breast, and play
baby as long as she chose.

Poor Gila
5
she had trouble in finding a plaything

to please her, but she did have one that was every-

thing she could desire. Her only grief was that "it

did not last long. It was another monkey, one of a

much smaller kind, a Friar monkey, and named Don
Gonzalo.

She was almost too happy when he came, and she

adopted him at once, hugging and kissing him — at

least, if pressing her lips to him is kissing. Happily,

he liked to be petted, and he enjoyed hanging on to

Gila’s neck, and riding around in her arms, as much
as she enjoyed having him.

They were very happy for a while, but he was more
mischievous than she, if possible, and his career was

short. The first thing he did was to get loose, and

as I could not attend to him at the moment, I put

him in my room, and unfortunately, forgot him for

some hours. The poor little fellow left with nothing

to do, in a room full of wonders, naturally indulged

his thirst for knowledge, and such a sight as greeted

me when I opened my door, I hope never to see again.

There was not a box or a bag that Don Gonzalo

could open, but he had opened and thrown to the floor,

and everything scattered. There was not a curtain in

the room that he had not torn to shreds
;
not a picture,

that in his search for spiders, he had not pulled down.

The canopy over the bed he had destroyed ; a glass

of orangeade he had poured into the soap dish : an

inkstand he had upset, and made prints of an inky

little paw all over my glass, where he had evidently

been trying to get at the monkey he saw there.

Lastly, when there was positively not another thing he

could do, he had gone to sleep among the pillows,

inky fingers and all.

When I opened the door he sprang up in a panic,

and was outside before I could catch him. He

probably knew he should be whipped, for he ran to

the roof and got away, and I never saw him again.

By this time I had become very fond of Gila, and she

returned the affection, her greatest grief being that I

would not let her sleep in my room, and be near me

always, for she was a terrible coward, and hated to

be alone. When I opened the door in the morning,

she stood up and greeted me with her most earnest

“O-o-o-o.” And when I bade her good-night, she

would scream and chatter, and beg so hard that I
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could hardly bear to leave her. A fright would throw

her into an agony of terror, and one night I sprang

from my bed in terror myself, for I thought she was

being choked and murdered. I fancied nothing less

than a jaguar from the woods had hold of her from the

noise she made. The instant I opened my door, she

sprang into my arms, throwing her arms around me

so tightly I could hardly breathe, much less get away.

I took her to my room,

and found that a bat had

bitten her and caused all

this alarm. I laughed at

her, and tried to get her

back in her own quarters,

but she made so much
ado that I could not get

away from her, and that

night she passed in my
room.

A thunder storm would

drive her nearly wild,

which is not so much to be

wondered at, for thunder storms in that country are

such as you can scarcely imagine. Even the people

collect together in one room, where Gila always cried

to go too, and I always let her.

She was a most sociable creature, and much com-

pany to me. I used to talk to her as one will to a

pet, and she always responded, and seemed to enjoy

it. I took pleasure in showing pictures to her, and

of these she was exceedingly fond. She would pore

over my photograph album, examine slowly every

picture, and she looked so wise I could hardly

believe she had not her own opinions about the faces

in it.

At one time I received a copy of the Graphic

which had a good cut of a chimpanzee. That, you

know, is one of Gila’s cousins, so I at once carried it

out, and held it up to show her, curious to see if she

would recognize it as a relative. I assure you I

was startled myself to see how quickly she was

affected. First, she merely glanced at it in a careless

way, but in an instant she was greatly interested.

She came down from her bar to examine it closely.

After looking some time, she actually put her hand

behind it to grasp the creature, as I had seen her do

to her own reflection in a mirror. It was plain to me
that she recognized a fellow monkey.

When Gila had lived with me in Granada a year

and a half, I proposed to go to my home in New

England. Of course I could not think of leaving my
dear pet, and I resolved to provide her with compan-

ions. I collected five of her species, though one was

WITH THE HAMMOCK GILA WAS PERFECTLY DELIGHTED.

so homesick I had not the heart to take her from her

friends
;

she moped and refused to eat, but would sit

and watch the door from morning to night, looking

earnestly at every one who entered, and so evidently

longing for her friends that I feared she would die,

and I sent her home.

For the five I had a travelling conveyance in the

shape of a large cage, of slats on all sides, so they

would have air and light. Into this I put the four

strangers. On first coming into so close quarters,

they had a general fight all round, but after this they

made the best of it, and lived peaceably together. Gila

watched all this with interest, and not till the last

moment did I put her in too.

I had a feeling that it would not please her, and it

did not. Her emotion was not anger, it was grief.

She really seemed stunned, and too amazed for

expression, that I could subject her to this indignity.

This cut me to the heart, I can tell you. To see my
dear Gila moping in a corner, refusing to eat, taking

no part in the troubles or pleasures of the rest, made

me feel very badly.

I coaxed and talked to her, but it was of no use,

she would not be reconciled, and when we reached the

port where we had to wait for steamers I took her

out. But by this time she was really ill
;
had chills

and fever. I sent for a doctor and tried to make her

swallow his prescription, but she got no better and
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would eat nothing except a little she would some-

times take from my lips.

The voyage was a delightful thing for Gila. I

kept her out of the cage, and she was the pet of the

passengers. She was well supplied with dainties, and

above all, was never alone — a thing she hated

above all things. I like to remember that she was

happy again, and if you think I am sentimental about

a monkey, remember that I loved her, and hear the

rest of her story.

When we reached New York bay, no seasick

traveller was ever more glad to see land then Gila.

She was as interested as anybody to see the strange

people and things. As we drew near the pier I

noticed that the people on shore laughed and pointed,

and I found that Gila had climbed to a port-hole, and

seated herself where her bright eager eyes could take

in all the sights.

But now we must

land, and now—
alas !

— came the

prison again. The

noise and confusion

had already driven

the other monkeys

nearly wild with

fright, and when I

opened the door to

force my unwilling

pet in, another got

out. Gila clung to

me, and between

them, a new bonnet

I had on was torn

to rags, as well as

the hats of two men

who were trying to

help me.

At last they were

in, and feeling that

I looked as though I had been in a fight, and

almost wishing the troublesome monkeys were back

in their native forest, I paid for the two hats

and started with my unmanageable freight for the

quiet village in New England that was my destina-

tion.

The dismay of my family at my fellow travellers—
for I had besides the monkeys, several parrots and a

baby ocelot, or tiger, as it is called in Central Amer-

ica
;
the exclamations of surprise, not to say horror,

the anxious— “ What can we do with five monkeys !

”

“ And a houseful of parrots !

” “ And a tiger !

”— all

this I leave you to fancy. Think what your mother
would say.

The first thing was to let them out of prison, so
I took them out, one by one, and tied them in a row
to the garden fence. A village with the usual num-
ber of small boys, five queer monkeys tied in a

row, a free show ! The news spread like wildfire.

The audience was perhaps not large, but it was all

there was
;

it was the whole population, at least the

younger part.

A crowd surrounded the yard all day; carriages

drove up and stopped, and every country wagon that

passed within ten miles, I’m sure came around by our

street to see the strangers. The monkeys enjoyed

this succession of company
;

nothing pleased them
like an audience, and they cut all the pranks they

could think of for the amusement of their guests.

At night they slept in the stable, where they

huddled together under a quilt, and as it grew colder,

I often had to go out in the night, roused by their

cries, and give them more bedding.

Children did not usually come very near them, but

one little girl, a neighbor, was very fond of them.

She would play with them, feed them, take their

hands for a promenade, and slap them too, if they

did not please her.

One morning we saw her come up behind them,

take them one by one under the arms, and jump

them up and down several times. They seemed to

like it, too.

I soon found I did not enjoy keeping a menagerie,

so I sent the four to the Philadelphia Zoological

Gardens, where they all died one after another, of

consumption, as do nearly all the monkeys that come

here. I sent also the ocelot, who had grown too big

to be a pleasant pet in a house.

Of course I never thought of parting from Gila

and now I gave away most of my parrots, so as to

devote myself wholly to her. But she did not revive

as I hoped she would. She had never been the same

monkey since the day she was put into a cage.

First, I found she could not eat, and looking into

her mouth, I saw that one of her teeth was broken.

A dentist was called, and we tried to put the queer

patient into a bag so that he could operate on her

and not have her operate with teeth and nails on

him. She would squirm out of a coffee bag, however,

and at last she had to make a trip to the dentist’s



office, where the ailing tooth was drawn, and Gila

was delighted to find that she could eat.

Now I hoped she would be well again, but I soon

noticed that she was growing thin, and her appetite

was most dainty. I sent for the choicest fruit, white

grapes and everything I could think of to tempt her,

but it was all of no use.

Before this she had ceased to go out of the house,

and now she took to being wrapped in a shawl. She

had the liberty of the house, and was only happy

when lying in the sunshine, or held in some one’s

arms. She rapidly grew worse, and before long

could not leave her pillow, on which she would lie

close to the fire, insisting on having company.

I could not stay with her. To me it was like the

fading away of a dear friend. I cried like a baby
whenever she turned her pleading eyes on me, and
remembered how fatal had been my fondness for her.

She was not happy unless some one sat by her, on

the last day, and put a hand on her or held her

hand. You may think this is exaggerated, but I assure

you every word is true. I never saw more “ human
nature ” than poor Gila manifested in her last hours.

If she could have spoken, her wishes would not have

been more plain, nor her good-bys better understood.

And when she had turned her last loving glance on

us, and gone gently to her last sweet sleep, you will

not think it strange that a whole family shed tears

over her body, and even buried her tenderly in the

garden with flowers about her.
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